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El1GATA.
l'ag:c t.iO, line 2, fur 1· alternately as hro.d,-,-d :mJ xf ri frhers '' read '' alterna.tclv as rmY.s of head,.:r:,: anJ row:,
of strekher~," aml alter J.'i~. 146, US, accor<liugly.
jil, , , 17, fur • · iu co1\r-;es of altern:ite hc1, ler.s a111l stretchers" read '' iu c0ur,;e'! alter11atdy all he~ler:3
aml all ~tretchers," and ,dtt•r l'ig,:;. 160, 16:?, accor<ling1y.
'i:?, ,, :tl, for 21:?, rea,l ''211.''
US, ,, 17. .lfttr Pir,. insert "376. 11
,, 105, ,, 3 and 4. Omit these lines here and in InJex:.
,, 114, ,. 2,), for Fa·:1•i11e.1;i reMl "1-..,asciues."
,, 117, :Fi.~. 26::J. l\fove letter b on left, tn the angle 100 y~nls to the right.
1:n, bottom lioe, for 2!)4, read "293. ''
,, l·:l:3, line 20, for buoy, read "bay."
, 15:?, ., 18, for :n c, rea.d "D c."
.'. l"il, foot-note, for Fe, Tl·ad "Be."
., l iti, line 11, for 3:?, read "23."
,, Plate I. TI.le pnstern lines (dotk<l) 011ght not to cross the ditch behind the tenailk
,, 191, line ::!;3, for "in the centre," read "at the ldt."
~i;. Omit the worJ~ "the ldt."
., '27, for" 18 inches with.in/' &c., rea.d "3 feet, by throwiug the earth that di.8t:\Uce beyond the
tracing: tape."
alter Fig. 3G3 ncconlingly .
,, :;r;, for "5' wiJ.e" rea.d "4~' wi<le," an<l
. , 40. After word-1 "first rehef.'' rea<l 1 • 4 feet, making it :i' r," llel'JI at the rear; they cut away
1~ inches of the berm left by the first relief tu a d('pth of lb iuches for the fo>nt step
of the parallel," an(l alter Fig:. 36-1 accordingly.
.
,, 1~2. . . l,for7'ren.dti'G".
,, }!I;\ Pi;.r. 37~. 'l'lu? tenninatiug t1lope at left of BJ.ttery is shown hy ll 1ttt•1l 1 iuste:i.,l of cnntinuou~ hues .
.
.
.
• , }!IS, bottom lint>, for 8' to 10', read "8" to 10"."
. , ~O~. ]iuc H. AftPr the word "plact::d," ad l "the tape iiJ shi!t('d 3 fo,!t to the r..::tr, 111 ordt:1· t,l m::i.rk the
cuttin,!..!; line of the trench."
., 10, forl:1{rea1131.
.. ~II.'), ,, 2i, for(a, a, &c.), read '·(I,, b, &c. )"
2!) for 'l're11d1e~, read ''Bn,n.che~.••
,, 211,
., :?:lti, :: -ii: 4:!, for J. L n., r1::ad. " L L n.a"

~able of <!tonttnt~.
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133.
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136.
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work: why only approximate.
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l.H.
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on one side.
lCO. p. ,j3. How to W:aw a profile to scale on slopinoground 1
0
with calculations for the same.
CII.\.PTER II.-OBST.A.CLE8.

lr:!, }'· .iJ. Ol"'t11dt'8, whv nPressary in field works· conditions
they should fulfil.
'
l+'.~· Ji,~~- P?li!udta, nn_tun·, coni;t1:·uction: usual pm1itious for.
1t, • p • .., •. I n1t/ju,
ditto
ditto
ditto.

1GB.

"",

!v

C'l,tt•11uJ- d1 fri8", how xnnde, an<l connected in
l,:111:th!i, wmal dirueusioui, ; ordiua.ry us..:s of ·
,l,-li wh! i Lc,w UHf>cl us a g-nte.
'

I'· 68. Jlli11ttii•. 1·1 ,1..1.t1t,rud-ion of, wmal positions, mmlo of
1
Cm11~~t1.l.i1Jg" lt frolll l.'ll(lll1)' S vi~W.

-··

:littSt WUU~ to

170, p. 60. Trous -de-lou_p, the two usual sizes of; modo of
tu·rnngement on grounU j u1:10 of stuke.
Entm,ylem1::nt, how mado.
Poiiltnl Stakt·s, use of.
173.
Crow's Feet 1 how formed, nml for whnt used.
174:.
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how lo;ded, tluee mo<l.es of firing.
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176.
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firntl: time an tl labour 1·e<.luircd.
177, p 1 62. Self-acti119 fouyass, i.:onstruchon, modo in which ignition takes place.
178, p. 63. Jnu ndutions, t.lepth , at shallowest end j breadth and
length, on what dependent. Mode of rendering
shallow inundu.tions unfordal>lc.
179
Dams, manner in whic.:h comstructed; earth for construction, from whuro obtained; uae of puddling;
usual thickness and slopes.
180.
Waste weir 1 its use, position, nnd construction.
181 1 p. 64. Sluice gates, use of.
182.
Best l)Osition for an inundation, with r eference to a
line of intreuchmcnt.
171.
l i2.

CHAPTER UI.-REVETMIDfrS.

183, p. 65. Revetments, use of: the four kinds in general use in
field works.
184.
Sods, dimensions for cutting, average height of course
when built up; la bow· r equiH!d to cut with 1:1pades;
mode_of laying tiOds in each successi,e cow·se; of
securwg several courRcs : slOJle of re,etmen t :
number of sods required ; advantages and defects
of sod re,etmcnts.
185, p. 66. Gabio11s, brushwood, usual dimensions, mode of
making; JJiclats, their length 1 number 1 on what
dependent ; arrangement in the ground. TVaU1'9,
how pel'fonned, number of roJ.ti used, to what
hei~ht carried: motle of finishing a.t top and bottom
with pairfog - rods antl withe/J; substitutes for
withes.
186, p. 67. Men, tools, ancl time required to ma.kc n. gabion; its
average weight.
187.
Gcibions, iron, sheet; how formed, weight, ad,antu.ges, defect.
188.
Gabions, iron, bcrnd; number and dimensions of
bands, how put together, nUIU.lwr of pickets, weight
of gabion, ad,;-antages and defod.
189, p . 68. Gabion re11etmeut 1 how to builtl, olijcd of the intermediate courses of fascines, Fmpporting slope;
advantages of gabion re,ctmcnt~.
190.
Fascines, usual dimensions. PmJ-.;iue trestles, how to
set up, number required.
Fasci1,e making, how to anange tho brushwood,
nUID~er of fa::;tenings (either of withes, rope-yarn,
or wirt1) i nature antl use of th,) C'ltoktr. Mm,
tin~e, and touls ~·ccJtlll·etl for foscino-lllaking; average
weight of fnscrnes.
Pasc~ue pickets, uso, dimenaione:, nnn.1.Uor required.
191, p. (H. Fas~111e reuetmc·nt, ;how to Uwld, use of anchoring
pickets, aupportmg • slnpo, dofoctli uf 1·u,1.:,tments
entirely of ii.uu:ineti : otht:11· Ul!IL'S of fasciuos.
192 1 p. 70. Sautlfmys, dimf'n1::1iom~. 1.•111pty; ,.:uutLmts when filled;
why partially filh·J. for l'1Jh•tti11~.
Scrnd/Jc1y Tcl.•t.lmrnt, how built j Ntaining slope j num-

1

,,

0

her of hai:s r,•quircd.

Aclvantnges of sandbags for

W4.

Burdln, how nw<lo nnd built in a rovotment.

l9J,
19(,.

Loose sfom· tcall~, when Usl'<l. for ruvctmunts.
CJLU'ITER l\"'.-DEScn1p·rroxs OF FIELD WORKS.

197, p. il. DEFIXITIONS :-Salirnt ..1nyle; Re-nitering Angle:
Flank; Lint·,{ D,:fr:m:e; LJ ngle of Dl'jmce; O11tline
of u 1l'<irk ; Paacs ; Gorge; Uupitctl; Open Works).
Cl11st>rl Worh:s.

l98, p. 72. Principll'B to ho obae.n-ed us rogarde the outline:1. Length nf crtist line 1 on what dependent, and
how rei;ulated.
2. A1ln.pbttinu to ground occupied,
3. Rociproc,tl defence: how obtained. (Reason
why l'rinciJ>les ~. 3 may clash with 1).
4. Long- line~ of parapet, in wba.t d.il:ection traced,
W!J, p. 73.
as r,•garJ.-:1 1.!1wmy'::; position.
5. Size for re-ontering angles: reason.
G. Size for Rnlient angles : reason.
7. Liucs of Ucfuuce, maximum length; reasons for.
Oprn Works.
Weak points of
rL~Urm8, usual motles of Rtrcngthening them.

200, p. i5. Redan, flhnpo, orili.nnry size, fl&he.

Do1d,lt Rrrlrins and Triple redans, thell· shape and

ad,nntnges.

:.!01. p. ;,;. Lu111 tte, l"hn.pe, ortlinary size of: .flanks, how traced;

dt·ft.•ct~ of lunettcs, how remedied.
Poaitions suitable for open works.

:!O:?.

Closed IT'orh·s.

.:.wa, l'· ii. R~Jr,uhts and Furls defined: defect~ of all clos9d
wt,rks, whi- less felt in lnrgo than m small works.

20.:i, Jl. 71'. Ordinary mill-imum sl2';e for a redoubt: reason.
!!Otj.

~07.

~o~.
~OH,

Pcr)!enrlfrular its object, ~hy mnda ~ in a 81]Unr
½ ill n. pentagon, and 11n a hexagon or a 8UJH:,ri111

w•vt1ttin,:::- : tlJ .. ir llefoct.
Cf1sklf, how built ill r••n1b.uont.
<litto.
ditto
Pln11k,,

1!1:3.

p. 79.

:llO, p. 81.

211, p.R2.
~12! p. 83.

~ta.

214, p. 84.
21.).

216, p. 85.

217, p. Mi.

~18.
,, I, I•· MIS.

Maximum :-ize, why difficult to fix.
t!,i-:e of a rrdot1bt, on wha_t dependent.
.
d~tto.
S!mpl' <{ ditto,
ditto; obJect of a reserve,
Uurn\~v11 ditto,
Defects of redoubts : how to obtain a fire on the
.
..
capitals.
Kaponfrr, of what constructed;. conditions regu.la~g
its length, l1rcatlth, and he~gh~: usu~ shape m
pla:a ; ~allcry of co~mll:mcahon: ditch ro~d
snlieut: nd,:mtage of smking tloor, defec~ of ~tto.
POditio11sfor K11po11frrs, wher_i. atnn ang~e, or m nnddlo
of face. Mode of nrrangmg kapome1·s so as to be
.
. .
secure from enemy's artillery fire.
Couidrracn.rp Gulleries, where placed, thou dimenSions
in profile, defect and a.d,antages.
Circ,dar Rrdo11lits. why not usually used.
Entrance into dos<.•d works, how usually made. .
Bloc!.·house.j, usual B-hape, of ~hat ~onstr~cted, width
when used ns bmTnc:ks: mtcnor height. Mode
of construction to resist artillery: wlien shaped
likC' a cross; when built in two storeys.
,.
Forts, why larger thnn redoubts.
Atl,nntages of' parapet .flank defence m·er auxiliary
.flank defenre in field works.
Star Forts, how to trace when regular;_ als~ when
irregular. Amount of den.cl ground m ditches;
.
defect. of Star Forts.
Double Star Forts, their trace; advantages over·SI.mple
B~!°Ju!~:P.Forts, ad,antages obtained from their
.
.
tracl•.
.
Construction follo~ed on ~ach ex_trr1or sul~. ,
Tti('hniclLl terms m bastioned forts. EJ terwr side,
PeTpe111/irlllar, Lines of de.(c~ice / Fll~es ,· Fla~h·B ,:
Curtain; fl<t8tio11ed/rontv/ jot·tificnt!on . Basf10n,
gor91? and doni-gorge of ditto: the Jj lankt,d ..d.nyfo
'of }Jastion; Sh0ulde,- ..Ang/~; An!Jle of d,:,fence, or
.Fln11lti11g .Angle; Curtai11 Angle, or .Anyle of the
Flunk; I>iminilhed .Angle.

polygou.

220 p. 88. Exteriur sides, maximum and minimum, reasons

ff1I

each.
IHtr:h ofa bnstioncd/ro'R..t, modo of construction, B<J
221.
to be expoRod to the fire of tho e,itire flank.
222, p. 90. Manner of tracin~ an irregular La~tioned fort.
~nnner ?f oLta~nmg an increased length of flank,
without mcreaamg the perpenrlicular.
223, p. 91. De·rn!'-ba.~tioned Forts, trace and defc:cts, positi,m::-J
awtaLlo for.
Reduits, vlijoct of: trace, on what dependent. Rela
224.
tive corurnand, if an earthwork. Various work
suitable for reduits.
CHAPTER Y.-VARIOUS DETAILS.

225, p. 93. Artillery fire from field works, two modes of obtain
ingit.
EmbralJures, object of. Direct or obUq_ue, Sole, Sill
22G.
OheekB, Genouil/ere, Nrck, Mouth, Splay, Merlan.
Width of neck for Field Guns and Howitzers 1 heigh
of Genoui!Jero in ditto; mode of revetting cheeks.
Use of raw hicles in ditto.
227, p. 94. Advantages c,f direct over obli9.ue embra~ures. Hurter, its ui:;e. Sloping and countersloping embrasures.
230t p. 9J. Defects of embrasures generally. Suitable positions
for: uoe of uw11tlets.
Barbettes, nature and use of, Placed either on a. face
231.
or at the salients, why usually the latter. Dimensions for a single gun.
The Ramp; its use, breadth, and slope.
233.
To draw a barbette for one gun, either on a face or
at a salient.
23i. p. 97. Ad·mntages nnd defects of bnrbettes ; suitable positions for: modes of obtaining musketry cover for
gun detachments.
239, p. 98. Traz,erses, objects of: various kinds of.
Splinter-proof Traveraes J. thickness at top, slope of
240.
.
sides, height.
241, p. 99. Traverse to cover entrance, its distance from mam
parapet, its length, how determined: why giycn a
..
banquette.
244, p.10. Trcwerses for protection from enfilade; c_ondition!:J
regula.tin,,. tliickne&B, length,_ and slope o.( strles•.
Paradoo, object of; condition: regulating height.:
45,
:passa.ges through them; magazines or bombproot:::c
.
mside thcni.
Powder magazines why made small, suitable position~.
'246.
mode of construction for recto119ular and for tri.
angular magazines.
~-:Ht p.102. Platfo-rms, nnture of; why not usually reqmrecl
.
.
with field guns.
Barrier Gates, width for artillery_. Ulu·1•a11,:! de frist"
2,jO.
as a substitute. Gate for mfantJ-y m small
.
numbers.
Bridges m·er ditches of Fielcl ,~arks;_ wulth ofroa~:~
203.
way for fidd guns, usual ctim.ens1ons for brwl~·- •
planks riblia11ds and rocldas/11ngs: uses of oach.
8uppo;ting trc::itie: when required.
1

CIIAl'TER VI.-DEFILADE.

254, p. 104. DefiJarle, o,l~ject of; Plan o.f J?efilade, how detorlino of
f
mrned; 1a 11 gtnt Plane, use of.
1
forre256, p.105. Mode of cletcrmi1:i1:1g the com:11~~~

tho

o
parapet; of obtrunmg cover h: :1-1
plein. of' planes of de fi1 n de a h11 dj tt.t:irroplein ·' oH
Height
258.
the front,
what dupeucleu_t; leust height~ o~
2J9, p.106. Mode of dufilnd10g- an o~en "or
k-i.
.
.
and from one 01· mmo hills,
.'.?62, p.107. Casos in whil-h J~arados ill'~ rt1qm.red ill opl'Jl wor - '
·th
• .
hnw to find thnr length.
264, p. 108. Mode of ddiln<ling a t.:losl:'d work fr(im id1 ~H1L -1, Wl

fn~~

parndus.

4
IIc1~bt aull •lir,•ch,1n ot r:-trndng: how det~nnincd;
tbicknt ..... nwl -.l11p~·..:.; 11u-..--,1~cs r~und it~ l:mls,
bow 1•.rOkL·kd.: l'n,-... :ic,"-'S thruugh it, mn;;az1m.'8,
u,l Uin,h!!t."' rn 1t,
.
:;,G;, r.109. IlL•W to ddiladt.1 n d1.1:'.'0d work from ono B1do only,
without a po1·0Hio!-,
•'t,;..., p 111} lkfiladt> of Lints: prinl'ipk,:,; followed.
- • •
· ..:lll.iotmt of l'~)Yt•r r(-'quirt'd, (..lll whnt_ dependen_t;
ca~t·s in which ccrctr from l'iew 1s the chief
requi,ite.

lino, opC'n works, how trnectl; renr lino, closed
works, modo of tracing-. ,Vhuu rear lino may be
r11plncc1l by a ~inglo work.
.
. .
285,p.119. Po..-;itions of yuus for defonce of brok,e~ hues; 1umc1ples on which the arm:uuouts of field works are
based.
286.
Double line of close,l work~. r oar pnrapots of ad~n.nced
lino to ha'vo low anJ tllln pnra.pets; why.
287,p.120. Single line of closed works, conditions to bo fulfilled.
ClI.APTER IX. -BRIDGE ll.EADS, ETO.

CilAITER ,n.-mcCTION OF Fr.ELD WORKS.

~;o, 1 . 111. Opf·ntions to be e;uc~C$~if"ely peifonned.
l. Outline to l•e ddtr111111nl; on whut depenU.ent.
2. Ctnnmaml, thick1n:_.1.,, a,jd vthtr di,m:nsiuns of the
pr,.filc ,,j the ~, t'i ral fan:.s to be Bepuratdy dtierntined.
3. The u·11rk to l,e traud and profiled.
4. Thr. 1r·url.·i11,1 party to be _po~ftd, and u:ork btgun.
:l71.
Trt1d1ij. Ma~"1:;tral 1-i?e; ~ow traced. Pro.files,
objed of j manner m which ~ ey are erec~ed.
Obli'lue 1,rofiles, object of. What lines are requll'ed

to be marked on the ground.
.27~. p. 11:"?. Tfi.,rki119 Party~ Din1:.rs, o~e. row of! at wh~t distmcu ordinarily apart; Dll.IllillUID distance, mconl"enience of.
Shot·tlltrs, their usual proportion to Diggers.
Rllnomrs,
ilitto
ditto.
Tool,;; rL•quirecl for Diggers, Shovellers, and Hammers.
Po~itions of tho wol'kmen at commencement of work.
:?i3, p. 113. Ditches du~ by sm·cessive layers, or depths, with
l'erticnl sules; why ; usual depth of e:.tch layer;
t<l.vpes of mH:urp and counterscarp, in what manner
actually fonueJ.
MuJe of employing a double -row of Diggers in one
es.ea'\"ation j in what soil used; why only at beginning of work; depth for the two rows of diggers to
di;:.
~4-.
Ti,,;e rcqttired to co11struct a wo-rk, on what dependent;
when trace of work has no material influence on
time i why. Easy soil, and Difficult soil; meaning
of the~e terms. Quantity of earth to be excal'ated
in each kind by digg~rs. How to calculate '' Tfme
rr1ptiru1' 1 approximately.
2i 5, p.11 :l. Why there is an excess of earth at Sulieids, and a
J,,ficieucy at the Rt·-entering angles : usual modes
of remedying.
Drufoing, importance of; how usually effected.
CIU.PTER VIII,-LINES OF INTRENCHMENT.

288,p.120. Bridge Head, single and doubl o; ol,ject of. Single
BI"idge h ead, best position for cfofenco; reasons.
NumUer of bridges; on what dependent; usual
arrangement of works.
289, p.121. Conditions to be fulfillet! in a single hrit!go head.
290.
Action of a cwTent m a winding stream, with
rcferente to direction and vulocity of current,
to depth of water anu to sleopness of bank; why
disadvantageous for a Military Bridge.
Precautions necessary to protect a bridge from
inj1ll'y by floating bodies.
291, p. 129. Fords, their probable position in winding and in
straight sh·cams; depths fordable by the three
arms ; how to pass a fo1·d ; method of reconnoitring a ford.
CHAPTER X.-DEFENCE AND ATTACK OF POSTS, ETC.

292, p.123. Defence of Int·renched Pos£tio1,s.

Positions for guns,
light and heavy; of reserves; communications
for latter, &c.
293.
Defence of a Field Work. Surprise, how to guru:d
against; defenders, how allotted to the various
parapets; the rese-rve, its duty; its strength, how
regulated. H and grenades and shells for throwing
into the ditch. L oo1,holes of various kinds on
parapets. Improl'cment of existing obstacles, or
construction of fresh ones. Comm1111icutions with
the rear.
295, p.125. Defence of a House.
Advantages and defects of
buildings occupied for defence; conditions of site,
shape, and constructio1! 1 fa,ow·able for defence;
operations to be performed ; loopholing walls ;
lateral communications; retreat to upper floors;
precautions against firo ; Lanicnding doors and
windows; improving or creating flank defeuces;
obstructing enemy's ap1Jroach; communications
with rear.
::;j~sn_Gcdleries, nature 1 object,

1'a;~~o:~a::~- !:~~

1

2i6,p.115. Lines, defined; Continuous and Brolmi Lines, or
Liws lf'ith l,deruals.

I,ttrwch€d C<;1mp; Li,1es of Circumvallation, nnd of
l'cndr,w,1llut10u; lutrenchul Positions.
Lim s, who~ usefully resorted to; advanta"'es gained
to the d~foucu by a good arrauQ'oment. Defects of
fong Co11tiwto1t.1 Li,u:s. Cas~s in which Contiuuou<J Linus might be used.
2;.-;,p. llG.
trace of; its defects; altera-

21;,

r,~i;~: ·:o ~t~;;~ t-~~~-

2;q_
~':iO.

Tu1,,ilh Li11P, h-uce; grent defect of.
11,d; 1ded Line o~ Crf:1111ti1lCre Liue, how traced;
1Jr,1nrl,:s n.ud Crotr~1etiJ, ilanking angles. Advn.n-

bg-,.1 of tho trac1:, m what lJOsitions applicable ·
wh,-u funn•-d 1Jf simple trenches ; moJ.o of tracing'
U1·rogs a ,:1lky.
2~1, p. l lk, TJ,,,ti,1l/ld /.ln,s, tnwe awl <lofocts.
21'.!2.
l'l'l,til+·S 11f pw·!.-ly t}uuti.uuo\IB Lines t.o bo strong.
wl,y.
'
~l;J .
I ~rn1
1,,;g l11ftr1:r1l1J, how tho worki:1 nro uAu:1.lly
u.r r.1.u~t:J ~ 1,ri,fi l1 •ij shim~. r,.·at-1nn for. A llvaut.a:;1•i1 c11rnp:m•<l wltb ( 1c:mtiu11r)UH ];inut-1 of 1•rl11ul
J1,,1,t .,\ur~;i r·ouw•di·<l. by fr11111•hNJ. Ilow a
1
l•Jubl~ l1w1 <JI works 1uay 11.1 o.rrn.ug+:U; u.dvo.ncod

298,p. 127. Defence of a rilluge. Retlnit, choico of; main line
of defence; ln.tcral communications, direct communic~tions to reduit; streets barricaded; minor
opera.t10ns,
300 1 p. 128 . .Attcick on Field Works, usutllly by Assault; why.
Two modes of nssaultiug works.
301.
.Attack by surprise, when undcrtnkcu, fa,ourable
time.
302, p.129. Attack by Open F<.1rce, directed on more than one
:{)oint. False attacks, object of; when convcrttld
mto real attn.cks.
Composition of an asR1mltiny column.
Sh'irmisliers, thuir duty.
Stor11dng pori!Ji ditto. Gunners and Sappers to
accompany.
Resene, ditto
Positions for J.rtillery aR.-.isting tho attnck · mode of
clir€:ctiug- their fire; llllLnucr t'.Jf g-i·riug th~ mH-ilntlt ;
line of advance; how to 1.mtur thu ditch, if
flanked.

Iln~•-ba ~H, &c., to lli.Lrtinllr fin ilikh, if' <ltJl'}); scaling
luiltln~, how eu tTlL'tl nml pla1·1:d.
303, p. 130. Attm·k on u lfu11 8t' , Outliul' tit" 1111i•rn.tiom,.
30-1.
lJt:stroyiuy 01· 1111a.,i11y Jlilitury Obdiitdw iu an ussuult ;

5
spoi·ial port,- fnr the p11rpnso; to what particular
Jlllrpo,1::1•!-< th,•ir l'Jforts are tlfre<·L•d.
Dutaib for pr1J1<1t·i11y, mrr1d119, fi:ring and firing
O...'\:ph,.-:inn lingt,t; quantity of powdor required for
tlillercut oh1:.1tuclea.

32-1, p. 142. Formntion of the Bridgt, frnrn th" ~hnro by in,In ...
mfbi i how tffuch:<l, <li1mdvantngf• of thfJ

:r:,~tt~tl~

325, p.143. Forntr,_tion of Bocmifog Out, hQW C'trmmonced ori,]

~h!~:uf:~:~~~w effect-Od, obJect of.
CrtIT1_ed on i

ches1-1es, how c:1rrircl and placed :

1

f'It.\rTER XI.-AllAPTATTON OF WORRB TO Ill.REGULAR BITES.

lJrertet lim•a:

Ad,antages of the modo of fonning bridge by

:305 1 p. l 31. OhjC>ct of a fidd work may ho either offi::-nsive

booming out.

.7b Lreak up a complete bridge into r({fts: vnrncki119,
how efl'ectecl i chesses of bays ; how lifted, and
tnd1 ,•a:,.ti.
where placed; La11l!.s of bays; how unpinned, and
it
conditions
Dci;it hrrou1Hl to occupy for defence;
aoi.
where plucl:d; outri[J9crs where and how secured;
shoul<l fulfil : why very high ground is not very
llltes, when cast off; reserve rafts (without
breast
good for tfof,,n<·e: when ground becomes unanchors), to what position temporaril_y moved.
fi.wonral,lo for tlvfonce.
anclwra by mooring rails; cables bent;
Jreighin,q
ao.s. p. 132. Ji/ode <!l nrt'IIJ!J!in_,, the crest nf a gentle slope with a line
which anchor first wei~hed. Positions of men ia
of l"-''·a1wt; a<lxantages of such a position.
of ateermg pontoon rafts.
mode
rowing;
of a sloy 00111,•ex in section;
ditto
nuto
am,.
Mooring and reserve divisions, relative positions in
disa{h·anfage1:.1 of this kind of slope.
rowing.
Ilenson why BtPl'Jl l'llopes nm let-1s favourable than
;uo.
327,p. 144. To form the brid!}efrom rafts, order of the successh·o
gl·ntlo oue~. rs,wl mode of occu11yin9 summits of
operations.
R(11p slo]'t'4.
328,p.145. Gap in Bridge, object of, howtofonn.
of slnpe.'l, so stetp as to ':e. inditto
311, p 133. I'/ittu
The three ordm (or intenals of pontoons) of the
1.JC('t:BsiU.: to an e,umy; advantages of such a position.
bridge; capabilities of bridge with each.
Pontoon raft f()r heavy artillery, how formed.
:l'lte Infantry Pontoon Bridge, in what details different
329.
ElLlMI'LES IN ILLUSTRATION,
to large bridge; number of pontooru; carried in a
carriage.
:ll~,p. l:J3. (!.) A salient angle placed at the top of a gentle
330,p. 146. Usual mode of putting together on lnnd, and launchi:,lupe.
ing ; manner of passing it down a steep bank or
at top of a slope eon,e'; in
Ditto
:!13,p.131. (~.)
couuterscarp ; intervals (central) of pontoons ;
st•ctiou.
weight of bridge.
p. !~.; (3). l,:mntuit of a hill occupied by a redoubt,
Blu.nshard's Pontoons, advantages and defects arising
333.
bynfort.
ditto.
J•.1313(4). Ditto
from their shape and construction.
l'· 13, (J). Jlitt<> of a larger hill occupicu by a suitable
Reason why boat-shaped pontoons are more stable
Lu1utiun of wo1·ks.
.
.
than cylindrical ones.
334,p.14i. Bridges of BoC1ts, when used i size of boats, mtervala
or
saddle.
:
boat.
apart, with large and small
('Il.\.PTER Xll,-MILITARY BRIDGES,
trestle in lieu; how constructed; mndp of laymg
baulks ; im11roper ditto; greatest in1m1;:_rqion of
!;I "j, 11. l:Ji. Jlilit<ir.11 B·ridws,_ tlefinerl. The comp~nent_ :parts
boats; how regulated and why: anchonng and
of ordinary bridges; how replaced ill military
otherwise secw·ing boats.
.
. .
bridg1•!'l.
335, p. 148. Cask Brid9es : casks, lnrge; why preferable to smill
Pi,rs, ol,ject of; two distmct methods of fonmng.
ones · size used at Chatham.
Bau7l.:s, ob,ieet of; in whn.t dll'ectwn laid; substitutes
Barrel Pier how to form; gunwales, slings, braces,
~omE·tlllle~ us,,cl.
their nnt~, use and position.
Plr,11ks or Ches"rs, object of i in _what direction laid.
Raft of casl-,s, how formed; transoms, us~ of.
Ril,b1n,,ls, where Jilaced; t:wo oh,1ects of.
336,p.150. Raft Bridge,, ad,antages and defect~ of _timber r~fts
as piers of brid~es ; sha~e f~r pier.:, m non-tidal
31~. p.138. Trestle J:rhl1cs, when appli1:able; sort of stream un.
rivers; illustrations of 1'8ft bridges.
of
use
legs;
four
with
Trestle
a
of
Co~~t~~~}ti;~r.
337. p. lJl. Flyiny or Swinging Bridges, nnturo of; _cause~~ theu,
.
motion; length for cable; most _smtable kmd of
udditii ,nal leg-s.
boats; cab}e, how supported, if long; where
:nu, p.13!). For11111fion '!l 1'1w1tlc Br(rlge: 1n shnllow_ wn.ter_; also
.
fastened to boat.
in watl'r tno deep for men to stand m; mthout
Mode of usin()'O two flying bridges in hron~ rrvers.
.
boa ti-J to assist.
a. flying bridge in very rapHl cnrI'en~s.
Ditto
Pile BriilyuJ. nuture of; to form a pier, cap-pl«tf:,
a:w.
338,p.152. Double Ladder Brldge, mode of formiu;;; when availLrrm:s; distanC'e np~rt of rners:
b
.
Cases in whil'h pile lmdges are swtah~a or there,_erse.
able.
Bridge made 1.d~lt ladder~, acting as earns.
339.
Use of piles to form breakwaters. Pilet;;, how drtT"en.
;j,!0, p. 153. Dridge of logs, illustrahon.
or <l••frnsivo i 1liffl'rences of profile and trace in

326.

1

1

FLOATING BRIDGES.

322, p. HO. Blanshard's Pontoon Bridge. Rn._ff, _composition of'.
how carried on land : len~th of hndgo formed by,
.
number of m('n to eal'h raft..
Pontoons, ~haJJe, dimensions, mternnl consfruction,
water-tight compartments, pump-holes, sunken
handles.
,'-:addles : object, length, breadth, how secured to
pontoons, uon pins of saddle_.
lJaulks: Number, length, obJect, how secured to
c:e:;!!"e:lmle; how formed, cleats.
C/1ca,e1, Half; how formed, object.
Outr1"yger,, how formed, use of1 how secund.

I

6
Stren9tJ1 of ben_ms n~ regn!<li:i brti1t<ltJ~, itept~! "'au~
/rngtJ, ; two 1..liil\..•rl·llt Htr,uns to h~\i.lkl:I of. bnd0 es,
why nrtillory l'Xert n. moro trymg- r:;tm!n to the
bn1ltks than nn f'fJttnl u•eiyht of cava.l~·y or 1.nfrmtry i
Safe bearing u·dyhts awJ. brntking WIJlghts of beams.
348, p.157 . Examples of calculations.

3G7,

l'ECTION IV.-PERMANENT FORTIFICATION.
Cll.ll'TER r.-rRO}~ILEs OF PERMANENT wo1rn:s.

.3-19, p. lj9 . .•:.bclf',d Furt(iicaficms, wal~s of: ~eir terroplE:i~1 nud

pnrnpet wnll : 11wchfro11l1s, use of; towers; dista~ce
apart ; height, &c. ; Ditch, when used; Kt:.ep,
ohiett of.
C':.rn~t.·" <lf the sfr('n~th of ancient deft1nces. .
Rt'lolution in defonce, ea.used by inhollucho1;l of
artill~n-. Walls (cscnrps), necessity ofconcenliug;
terrepl~in and parapet, alterations to.

PROFILE OF YODER.'/' FORTIFICATIONS.

1~3, p.160. Rampart, nature, object: l1eight, on. what dopendon~;
brwdth, how regulated: terreplern, use of, cond_1tions fL'ting its breadth ; usual brnadth on mn_m
ramparts; when made nnITOW0~: slope ~/ terrep~t'Ul:
amount, object; rear slope, obJect of, mclination,
when replaced by a wall.
.
354, p.161. Parapet, h~i~ht abo,e t erreplein_; tl~ickn~ss of, m n~w
works; s11perU'r slope, u sual mclination; ex~en~r
slope, usual inclination; inter.ior slope, u suo.l 1n;clination. Jlasonry parapets, thickness 1 great defects
of, when used. Iron parapets, when used! advantages.
Esc<trp,
object, how covered, proper height for en355.
ceintes; when not used.
Ditdt, uses of, variety of dimensions for.
Cv11nttr8carp, why revetted usually, when not
re,etted.
356,p.162. Cbve:n',/ IT#ay, in what manner formed; frrreplein,
depth under crest, breadth of; width (usual) of
colered W:l.J', why. Uses of covered way; its great
ad,antages. P alisades, object, where placed.
Glaci8, objec:t; superior slope, how regul~ted.
3J7.
.d..rtillo·y fire from rampart, its proper action of wo1·ks
in front.
MMkelry ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto.
EscarPi cot•el'ecl from. dUtant fire; how: reason for
making dry ditches deeper and narrowe1· t!lnn
hitherto. Mutual dependence of command, width
of dit~h! covered_ way, and slope ~f glacis. .
359 1 p.163. Plane of slte, equalization of remblm and deblai.
3GO.
Ditchts of Fort-resses, three kinds of, thell' res1>ective
ad·mntages and defects. Ounettea, natw·e and u se.
Advantag-es of deep and narrow dry ditches.
361,p.H>-:l.R1.tofo i119 Tr'all~, two kinds of. Cordon, nature1 use.
l:folid revtfmerds, four kinds of, resl?ective advantages.
302, p.165. Cwut"rfurts, uahu·c object, usual intervals; the three
forms of: names of parts.
363.
Ell;;;r~:t/hree kinds of j respective advantages and
1

F11111lsr#br<1ie, nnture and defects; obsolete.
Cm111t1 ~-arclml reuduients, nnture 1 u ses to whfoh
upplii~<l, 11dvantilgea of.
3(.iJ,p.108. Ot.UJt:mittta, ntttw·e and object: for details of, seep. 210.

3U4i p.1 Gi.

368

Body of th e Place, or Encflnte, Mctin~ Ditch, Outwork-8,
.Advanced lrorks, and JJctaclied II urh'$ defi ned.
Principl~ of cleterm.iniuk;' a llaJ:Jtioned Fi·ont, when the_
r elief of the :r"'lnnk8 1s fir::it sottlu~l: two mo~es of
fixing length of faceti of ba8tions: maXJlllum
lengths for lines of llu~imco of fortrel:lscs, both formerly and at present time.
.
371J p . 171. Construction _of a bns~ione~ front from th~ e:'tenor
side • extu1or and interior polygon ; e..-cttrior and
inter'ior sides : full and hollow, or e1,11Jty ba!tion~.
Counterscarp o/maiu dUchi 1:1,ow tracedi r~nson f<?r.
3;2, p. l j2. Th e Ravelin, its shape, po&hon, and JU'lllC1pal ob~ect;
its countei-s,:mrp how tracet.l : other uses ot the
ravelin · reasons why largo ravelins are preferable
to small ones : originally made small: .
373.
The Tenaille kind of relief, situation. Principle determining its relief. Uses of the tenaille, defect of
ditto.
374, ll, 173. The Covered Way 1 its situation in plan: its two enlargements.
.
Salient Places of Anns, where and m what manner
formed : various uses of them.
Re-entering Places of .A1·11ts, situation 1 faces_ of, angle
for when straight; if curved, for what obJect. Two
principal uses of the R. P. of Arms:
Brmiches of the Covered Way, where l:lltua.ted. .
376.
Traverses in Covered 1Vay, object of, why built as
parapets, length of. Position of ti·averse nearest
to S. P. of Arms, ditto for that nearest to R. P. of
Arms· when intermediate traversos would be used.
Pa-ssaf}es round ends of traverses, two kinds of.
Double crotchet passage, how formed, its special defect
and advantage.
. .
Single crotchet (or Cremaillerc) passage, how formed,
its advantage and defect.
Defects common to both methods very great.
376,p. l 74. The Glacis , its ordinary height and ~ase .
377.
Communications of Fortresses, two kinds of.
Siege communicatio1ts, conditions r equii-ed in their
situation and construction.
3i8.
Poste1·n, nature, minimum breaclth and height,
greatest permissible s_lope: pos!tion _in a bastioned
front : how its slope 1s tleterID.lllcd m wet a.nd dry
ditches.
379.
Caponnieres, oQject of.
Double caponniere, how formed, superior slope how
regulated.
Single or dem.i-capon11iJre, ditto
ditto . .
380,p.170. Ramps, nature of, u sual breadth nnd slope: positions
in a bastioned front, :ulvrmtages.
381.
Masonry steps (Pas-dc-sourii::1), usual width, length
and height, why sometime:3 couuncnce 6 feet abo-ve
ditch : great uefects of.
382.
Sally Ports, nature, position, sha.J)C, slope: how
closed.
383.
Peace or Cil'il Cvmnwnfrrdions, limited in number:
on which frouts 11lac~U.; general arrangement of
gatewa.ys 1 di-awhriclg-cs, :mJ. fixed 1ritlges.

•
369.

c.:ll.A.1•'J'.EH ll, -WOHKB IN A IUSTIONED FRONT,

CllAPTER III.-V.ii.Ull.Al(S l?IRST SYSTEM.

3(i0

1

11,

1f;t,, Pul,1/.'f'nl of

ll

fill'ht~k; Frout of F'ortifiration: 8,istcm

ril' J,'<H·I 1_/i1:at iv,1.

!)astiuued _System: Pvl!J.'l<lluil H!/st,111 •

l\f,ul1 -e l,1 Jl:rnluug- tho d1tcht-2i in ouch.

,_;1;7 )1• t1;u, JJ,1 ~t_i1miJ, J'.ositiou of, fo1"1u, dii-tunc:o a.1111rt or }pngth
111 1·111-bi11,, 1,Jl wL.ut JL•11cnd~ut: line of d,fr-:nct·, ou
w},:..it d1 ·p1·wk·ut.

384,p. l 76. Remarks concoruing Vaul,an'ii gn•at skill urn.l
expel'ienco both in the coustructiun auJ. the attack
of Fort1·csts~s.
285, 11,177 Fir11t Syllfrm.
('ow1lr11rtiun of Enct i,,t,·. E.daior
Side, limits vf; Pu·111-wlic//l,cr1 foug-th!i fol'; fo1yths
uj'fun·s: trai:e vf Jiu11!.·ii ,· vf maiu C'vw,tu·,:lt'u.rp,

7
~R6,

a~;.

Rn.1•11in, itR sulfrnt how d1•fr•rminr1l; .farw1, how
limwn: comdtn1rarp of rm·t•liu, hnw clruwu.

Ti 11_11 i/l,., Jm·p,i, yorye nnd ffld w,1ll1t, how tlrawn; centrt
jr1,·c or curtain.
Co1•'. r11I Jr,1_11, erl'~ of, how_ trn1·e<l. R1·-r11fer;119 Plar,..,

(!/ .,llr111~. lPug-th of dPn11-gori;f:', direction of their
fo1·1·~. Hu~e of l'llope of g-ltu·is.
Tr,11·er11,-s i11 _Cot•rred ll'ay, thickues~, position of thm1e
nt thP i;:uhc•ut, and nenr the re-entering angles;
111ts~n~t's ronutl them.
:J89,
Sull!t-J 1()rts, munbn and po.:::ition, breadth, two
Illt•thnds of tml'ing.
390.
Ihml,h ('r1pnnnih-e position and dimPnRion~.
8!.H,p.178. C'r•imttantls 11ml JlPlit~/8 of the Hyt;tL•m,
39:?.
Co1111111n1i,·cdinw1 of a Front, poi:-itiow,1, &c., of the
l'm1ltt·o/l, Capunnii:rf', Steps, Ra,mps, (LUU 8ully-po1·ts.
392.
Defods of Yn.uLan's 1st Syst~m.
CH.\..rTER IT.-THE ATTACK O.F FORTRESSES.

:.394, p.179. RC'aMnR why Fortre.'::ses cnn selUom lio nttncked de
1•i1•1· fore,:: dl's1ierate nnture of such an attack,
whPther l'ffc1-ted by J.ny, or, ns a l:!Ul'jlJ'ise, b,
niµ-ht : conditions jwstit)'ing such a mode Of

attack.

395, p.180. Boml1<11·d111, ,it, it~ nnturo: when undertnken. in whnt

raxf':-l likPly to fail, and to succeed. (8co Note
I, p. IKK.)
Elorkarh. it~ nah1re and ohject : its surcP.ss, on what
d1-1)('ml(•nt, when undertaken. (See Noto~, p. 189.)
3!)7.
Siryt', to bl' efti:cti,e, should be carric(l on with
1·igom·. Outline of operations of a regular siege.
398.
Usual Um·rt$o,ts of Fm·trPsses. (1.) For immediat.e
t-cctnity, how c::ilculated. (2.) To resist a Siege,
additional troops raquisite.
3U9,p.1S!. Armr1J11e11t (Artil/e,-y) of Portmses, {!.) For immediate security, how calculu.te<l. (2.) To resist
a Hi"ge, exh'a pieces requisite, why dependent in
number on Flize of fortn•ss.
400.
Strrr1gth t{ Besfrging Army, usual proportions to
g-anisou:-i of clitferent strengths.
Trurki11f/ 1't1rties, strength of, on what dependent.
6'11,,rds uf the Trenches, strength of, on what de}Jendent.
Gnu:rul duties (cnmp, pickets, escorts to con,oys, &c.)
ou what dependent, why impossible to estimate
correctly beforehand. Assumed strength for purJloses of orclinary calculation.
lle/11:fs (or ,mmber of relays of troops) proper for.
(1.) fluards of Trl?nrltes. (2). Working PoTties and
11l~o (},-net·al Duties; why the two lattcl' require
longer repof:le from duty than the formC'r,
Length of ?·t:liPf (or 1111111/Jer of hours' arfual ,7,tfl!), for
(1.) f,'ucirrls of Tren~hes . . (2.) rro,·kiny I'11rt·ll's.
Cawdry, when reqU1Ied m the trenchc~, where
posted, proper stJ:ength of.
.
.
.
402,p.182. Orrlna11ce for thP Attack, why usually mff'rIOr m
uumher to those of the defence.
Sief/f Trtifo, strength for, according to Sir John
Jone.-;.
4.03, p.183 Materials .for CllTr!flng on n siege, when possible to
eRtimn.te probable quantity.
-t0-l.
Causes of the ~mperiority of the Attac·k over the
Defence. (I.) From the faulty roustrnction of
FortN'sRes.
(2). From im11ro,l•U weapons of
attack. (See Note 3, p. 18V)
OperntinnR of a Regular ~iege, both for. the At_tnck
nu,l for the Defence, durmg- the following periods :
40J,p.183. From the l111•est11wit of the }'ortrcss to the 011t11in9
of the Trenches.
-t0H,p.184. From thr.i Opening of the Trenches to the Formation
of tht1 2n,l Parnllel.
407. p. 18H. ]horn the ]formation of the 2nd Pnrallol to thrtt of
the ::Sr,l P1nallol.
408, p. 187. From the Formation of tho 3nl rarnllcl to the
t 'rowning of the Covered Wuy.
409,p.188. From tho (.'rowning of the l:o,crecl "'ay to the
Cupturo of the l'lu.ce.

396.

NOTES EX.PL.\."N'.tTORY rrr TnE •T'8R\TJ(J~q
~'llfIJ DEJ,'J::..'H'E,

l)f' THE ATTAl'K

118.

Noto I, P·
(110). Dr,rription of !ho bomharrlm,·nt ,
N t .,
' ushm~. 180H.
>
0
No ;;, P• Hin. (·Ul). 11lorkncleofPnmpduna UH~ rmtlin-=:i,
ote '-'• P· 1~9 - (412). Four great nclyuntag1•s ~f'
~
r.'
Krnge purpose~.
- m~ fJ
Note 4, P· ~~~~ (413). J.rtillery ancl f'1t!tl11Pa Jmrl,·8, natirrn :m,

nfl:,a

Noto 5, P· 190._ (~14). Outlino of irregular siege, termed th
r,,rltl!ay atto,.J,·.

Note 6, P· 19~. (4liJ)'. Sup rollo·s, nnture, use, dimenRions
T"
weight, auil_ b. bour r~quir1c•d to make.
Note 7, P· 1_90. (41U),- Pr/rnllels and demi-pcirrdlPls, other nnm
for; then· natl~ro; gc.•nornl direction and object
other ui:iei, to which 1mt ; when fresh parallels bf'1:om
uecei:isary ; extent of 1mrallels towards flankd, ho
regu~afod; flnnk8, how prot~cted.
417 • lJ1stanl·e of first 1iarallel from salients • ho
re~atNl in pai:it s!egea; why dependent on p~sitio
of ricochl't batterie~ ; probable position in future
why not dependent m future on position of the firs
batteries.
·!18, Tmco of 1st parallel, !,y whom and in wha
mannn effl•cte<l.
410,p.191. Working 1,nrties for trench 1t•orl.·; in what mnnne
~hl off.; how superintended ; tools required ; mod
of postmg them along the tape ; distance apart a
work.men ; rate of extenRion ; how ea<:h man cam
mences his portion of trench.
420. Execution of 1st pnrnllt•l i number of relief:
{r~lays of mou) required in d(/}irnlt n.nd in eas1
soil; work doue br ench ; drainage, how effectecl.,
Profilo given to 1st parallel; ditto suitable for
marshy sioil.
Note 8, p. 192. (421). Approrrcl1es, why in zigzags; usual posi
tion; in what direction traced. Returns to zigzags
object of; other con,enient uger; of. .dppro•u:hes,
why llln,le dee1ler than parallels; why usually on
the capitals of the works which have to be
crov•ned.
Note 9, p. 192. (42:?). Corcring Porfif'8, object of; how posted.
Note 10, p. 192. {423). Sirge Batterits; nature. roMfructiun, &c.;
Batter!/, menu.iug of term; how named according to
their· intended fire, arnl their profile.
Efrratnl, 8111dm1. a11d llnlf-t:fo,1ke11 Battet·ies, defined:
profiles of each.
424, p.193. Height of cover given in batteries; interior slope
for guns and for mortars ; SUJJerior ~lope; extt"rior
slope; thickness of parapet, usual berm; objec:t of
ditch. how exc:1,atetl.
Breadth of trench for gun batteries; why shallower
in rear than in front.
Length of a B(lttery; on what line mensurntl; how
determined; use of e:r:tra ha(f-111erlo11.
Epaulment, ohje<:t, length. thickness, nn!l clirection.
42.i, p.194. :Po trw-·e nn Ele.1'<1ted Battay. The two lines achtally
marked; what 11c,iuts are ~arkecl along- the,
building- line; mode of rounding the shonldL'l' c,t
all batteries.
Trorknwn f(Jr Eletv:detl B,tfttrifs. Per gun or mortar
426.
portion in etlS!J suit, nud wi.th (h1bi1111 ru·d//iudJ
extra digger8 in tl iJ/indt i,;oil ; extra workwl'n if
F(l.sci11es or &amll,11,11/j nre ~1i:;c<l.
.
Time required for con~truc·twn of Ele,utl•J. B:1ttt.'r1e-:
at Chatham: probable time nt n :,,;jl•ge.
427, p.196. Tu trcm--" S,wkt-u. B,,t~cr1/,. 1~1tnt lines aru m:U'ketl;
ren.son for partrnl thtc:h 111 it~int. .
, .
,,
-!28.
Number of workuu.m per 1mrt11111 ot fl ~nnkt>n hitter:,, for Uabiou, Fll~tinl\ nwl ~,rn<lbng 1v,·ehm•11b
re~Pec:tivl'ly; tirno 1w!uirt·1l.
.
4~9. p.197. 1'rrll'f ril II jf11 U'-8imt.:m J-:,tttrry. 1\11:i~- _hn1;~ .arn
rnrtl'kl'tl; umnbvr of workuwu, )'ll' 1•01tw,-, tnuo
430,

co\:;~~~-~·,l;t.,,
11t!1t,.,.irH.

o,h,11d11_,,f14 <!I' tlu· f/11·1·~ ~orfs, ''.~· .','/l'(Jr}"1'fr 1•ulnl t:,dt,·ri,·,:1; 1l1•tt•t·t:-. 11f t11111'. to

con::itrw.-t, autl si;,:1.: vf p1u·a1•l1t t•'l:po:~1·1l tc, hre

8
A1lnmt3e~:- of .. m'+plidty of roustmcti!'n. o~
dn:u.nszo: trn:t·~r-.es und pl.ttforn1tl 1 l'v11Y€:111l'11Ce uf

Ia,in::~

1"

,,,i,,..~ 'nattrrit1:, aclY:mh::-t'i- in timt', of couvcnll.mco

of formati .. u in 1.·xi-.ting trt:-u<·ht•f-1; tlt·frd:-1 of
cboiua~••· ,if ~uu l~iuµ- dn:--t;\ tt) n:iturnl. g-1·onnU,
inoonY.:::·nicucc of c,1u-.t11.1diou, unJ. of laymg- plattr>l'lll"'-.

llal.f- .' 1;l"t'M Ttatkrii. •• ml,:iuta::t='- nml drfL•t-t~ !-imilur
t,. ~unkt.·n HattC'nt·-.; cmmll'1l stntt\ of 'tnn·kim·n.
,-.; 1, ;itrr-pn.11:f Tr,, '1'1'lts for ~ieg-a H:1th•ril'~ ; thick11
ll£'~..:. at top: si1k-1, why 1·1Yn:ttt:id YC'l'j' tSkeply ;
llc'ucth: wht~u joint:itl to pa_rnprts; m,unl proportion to 1,iL•rt's of o1'1ltlllm:o m bntfo~J•
-t3~,p. 1r,,. Jfo9 1.:_i11t8 for ::,;i(•_!!e Bnttt,r1es; :s('rnre pntt{'rn,
~c·uerul diwem,ion.s nnJ arrangt'm(•nt of bod!J,
rntt-wu. J>G3s•tgc, nrnl rm,:ps; 1·ovf, of what
forute<l; dr,Unaze, how etfode,L
Qu.autirr of pomkr contained; ::tll-rnutagcs of the
'-L'rricC p:1.ttNn: precaution taken a" n1.~u.rds ,erti,~a.l fiN i nmul,.:•r of mag-:iz.ines requirc1l; us1:1 of
L11bvrolr•ry Jf!1_qa::i11e; poiitions of 111ngazine::1.
Gi-neral de-.:-(:111,tiun of the Le,111-to or 'l'riw1yular
Jf,1ya::,·,1e fo1n1L•rly used.
-i:.cl,p. lPfl. Plutfor111s fnr guns nntl mortars: nature nnd names
of the ,nrious compont'nt purts.
Gun Pla{r"vr-11~8, length, breaUth, and slnpo: reason
for the slope; the sfrel'rn, number, in what
mnnnc-r la.id; inti.-r-r:Jb L~tween, how filled, for
what rt':i~on: thn 1,l,rnks, when nnd how laiU; the
rib11'1nd.j, whero 11lm:(•1l and how securc1l.
Jl1.11rtar Pfo(ti,rmr, h·ngth. breadth, why bicl le,el ,
why stron~er thau ~un yilntforms; moUe of laying
the Sl'\er::tl parts.
.A.Jsantages for Siege purposes of theso gun and
mortar platforms.
-13.i, p. ~00. I'v.~itimls vf Buttaie,; direction, as re 0 ar(ls the line
o
,,f fire.
E11.ril,1Ji119 llafft1it"s, where placed with reference to
object; distance from oliject if S. B. Ordnance are
U.'-t:d for 1-icothet fin:; use of mortars; number
of pieces required; arrangement of the various
pieces _in tho bu.ttory; fow· great u.dvantnges of
enfilading,
n,un_ter Batteries, where placed with reference to
obJect; ackantag-e of counter batteries; their
great def~ds comporeU with enfilrtiling bu.tte1-ies ;
cases aJ eie~es in which they nre requisite.
,.
N_,)ti-! 11, p. 201. (-13 • ). '1 rai·ase, on rarupo.rts, sorts required.
~ote l:!, V· 201. (4_38). Cuu11ffr- r1ppruurl1e3, their nnture, u sual
position; how connected with covered way · their
'
,,1ject.
11
to 13, l•· 201. (439l. Aforlo of mm;kinrt embrnRtu·es.
~
Pits, liy whom formed; m anner of
.,(,ti• 1-1., P· !!O_l. (~U.
foTmlllg; ~mtuule dimensions; uses of the 1,its ·
.., mode of co11verting- n line of pits into a. trench. '
_
~
?\{,te lv, p. -01_. (441). The ~n1~ parallel , situation , nnrl extent ;
iliffi.cultir~s attE-ndmg the construction; by what
lllC·thod C.Xfo.1..•uted.
4-::l~.J 1,20~. Pl!Jiri!/ :Sap, ohjP!_'t_of; ,fo,ta.nce npart of the work~1:n_ m 1st 1·eb1-t; mo<le of ccmmenl'in~ antl tonh~1uu~ th~ work; 2nU and 3rd roli"'f"I; at what
'.h,;tan~1~op;1rt work~nen are placed ; C'hi1 ,f clifficulty
: , ;~:mg- Hap; various modes of co1n.menuing the

nu_te

0

N te '1.J, 11• ~02,. (-1-43), Ncl'Vi3~ity_frir_eommunication round rear
ot a 11:ittt•rr, wlm·h 1s ~1tuakll in a. parallel.
_
"
t,• l, 11• ~O:!. (-!H.). l::U'cd~ of large t:!h~lh1 on earthen
pu.rapds.
•
N tP }H. p. 211:!. t_-H,j !. N"1•('Cq ·ity ftJrd,•m i-parnlld~ · thell·po~ition
~ot · 1~1 J•· !!ti~. (+tGJ. 'l'w, , 1111111ns1·t1 for whi~·h f.lol"ti~s ur~
Ju:111•·; "·Lit tr(J 11 J•~ wol_alil lm Uti•:tl iu l':tch tase;
\\ h,1r, · tl1t•y \\"11Ul1l bnst fon.u.
t,
i J. 811,1.,pi11y 1h.• tiw•cl; ·whr,n it Jrn~ to lw
~u. J•.
J~. <11· • d tu; 1-..,11,yfr llltcl /Ji.ulifr Hap.
r-;
1-1 l'· .!It, • /~ 11~,I, 1:1 _,i.::i 1,yl,,· ,-..,1111; llUlul,u· of i:;:11,p1·1"H ~,t work;
th,, • •·an1t1011 _,I,,w, l,y_ 1•:il.'L; MHJI rolJ,. 1"i l,y
\\LODl IJH•\"i•d : h,.'s)1 guL11,w1, hy wlu,1 11 11lac(itl;

~o'. ?. \4-t

crowning- fni;;dnos ; t,rig-aclo of sapporR ; uso of Ra})
ihg;::-oh-, or i:;and hngA in liou; ~ap forkH, uso of:
nahu·o; ,-..,1,1• tn11rlt 1 by whom w1Junml.
•H fl, r,201. Prinl'itilt-, of l::-\1lpping-: on what dciiunlls tl10 progresR
m~ulu; timu rmp.lll·u!l to 11lace aull fill a fre1::1h
gul1ion.
Str1mli1111 Si,111lt- Sap, nwnbcr of sappers to execute;
work·dono' hv t':tch : mlvmtage of tho sa11.
lfoUl, of protc~t.ino tho head of a su.p whilo in prog-r1..•ss.
Coml,iuntion of flying and full (1·egulnr) aa.p, some4.iO.
times prattfru Me.
Noto 21, p, 204. (4Jl). Ditficultics attending the convmeaccm.e,zt
of tho 31·ll pnrallol ; mlvuntages to bosiegers after
comvletiou of thu 3rd 1mrallel.
Note 22, p, 205. (452). ('ruw11i11y Cot'erecl Way b,11 ..Assa11lt, obj ections to the operation; when it would be u~1U.ertakon ; pro11arntory measures to take ; execution of
the assault i uecossnry extent of the lodgments.
Note 23, p. 205. {453). l'frrnlur portions, where and how
formed : uses of.
Note 24, p. 205. (4J4). Double Sap, when resorted to.
J ehb's Direct Doi1blc Sup, aclvantago of; number of
brigades of snppers used; work done by each
b1·igade ; by which sappers the travorses are
formed; number of sap rolle1·a used; rate of
advance of the snp.
Double sap without traverses, when suitable;
dimensions of trench.
Note 25, p. 206. (455). Trwch Cavaliers; their natw·e and
object , IJosition and direction; retw·n or epaulment, object of; profile of cavalier.
Noto 26, p. 206. (156). Difficult conditions under which ludg rne-nts on crest nf glricis ha,e to bo formed .
Noto 27, p. 206. (457). Uuw1tcr Batteries on Crest of Glocfs,
position for ; object of; when can be usecl as
breaching batteries.
Note 28, p. 207 . (458). Brer1ch, position of; usunl extent.
Breacki,19 Eattcry, 1>osition of; great diificulties
attending its construttion; to what causes due ;
mode of sapping 01d the emb1·asurns.
459, p. 208 . Mode of forming a breach by artillery; quantity of
u.mmunition required i on what dopondout.
Note 29, }), 208. (460). Descent iuto the Ditch, when made ns a
Great Gallery or as:a El iuded G'rtlhry ; clisaJ.vantage
of the latter; clea1· dimensions of the gn.lleries ;
ordinary slope.
U sual mode of commencing the descent; slope, how
regulated ; fnm1es for the blinded gallery, how
connectecl and roofed over.
461,p.209. :Blowiuy in the l'owdu-scarPt how effected, object.
Noto 30, )1, 209. Pussage qf the ditch.
'J.'o pass a dry clitch: how commenced nncl continued,
402.
enemy's fire how kept down : sorties to be gunrde<l
against: cramped situation of besieger's workmen.
To pass a u·et ditch without a current. Sort of cause463.
way to he formeU, use of a double gallery of
descent.
To 1mss u tcct ditch whfrh has a cur1·rnt. Difficulty
4G-l.
of the operation ; eithei· by fl.0titing- brit.ln•es or
by causewnys with openings; ilitliculty of a;uhoring bridges. General Pasley's propost:id mode as
tried by oxperimont.
Note 31, p. 210. (46.3.) ...-lssa11lt of a breach. Varin.hie nnture of
the llifficulties, to what en.uses due; clisiulvuntages
of assaulting from clistant trenches, of not lming
n.ble t!l silent·o the defehsi,e fire; adY:rntages
n.ttcncling the as~nult whi.:n the trenches ure enrril:'U
the breal'h, aud tho fire from the fortn:ss iij well
kept uown.
Notfl 3:! 1 p. ~no, {466.) Forming a Lodgment by S11p on a Brmcli.
~eu the operntion can be attemptllU, Y uul>an 's
mode of eil'm·.tin~ it.
N1itn :l3, p. :!11. (·167.) lhjl1m· r!f u ]Jrrnd1. Rt>af.;(mA wh\
lironc~l'S iu the L'llt:oi11fo arc not umalJy ,1,-t',·rnh•ii.
] Jl'fi,u~ivl• 1111•11s1u·,,~ l'L''}u..iruJ. to Ue fu.J.fillllJ. for thP
Ud'cm·i:.· of th,J hri:1at·b.
1

1

!)
tlIA.l'TER V,-l'HE l'RENCJI MODERN SYSTEM.

46-li,p.212. Titlo n.ppliutl to 1:mccossivo Bastion Systems from

Va.uhan's timo.
Oonstr11,:ti,:11 of encdnte. Exterior sitlo, limits of·
p1•rp1.mtl.icuhtr 1 lont,~h of i focul:I of bastions· flanks'
'
mnm couutordcurr\ reasou for i~ ilircction:
~7U.
Ran:li,1, s:tliunt of, how: dotorm.i.1.10d; faces, how
ditto.
drawn: couuterscarp,
&tluif of lb11•t'li11, faceti how drawn, breadth of ditch·
flanks of rctluit, object, Jtm,.th, how to draw thom ~
'
gorgus of ravCJlin and its n~tluit.
1-,)
"l.j ....
Tenuille_, bn,a<l.th of, how soparato<l. from flanks and
uhject.
and
length
to,
flanks
cw.:tmn_; sniall
473.
llediuts oj ll. P . .Arms. Outer face how traced innor
foco ditto, width of ditch: us,, of small fl~uk at
entl of inner face ; gorge wulls towa.nls ravelin,
how tra(•<:<l, for what rtJa8on.
4i4, !'· i13. Glnris of R. P. Arms, why curved; how dro.wn.
Width of con-reel way.
475.
Coul!ure retro11:hrru:nt of ravolin, objoct of, trace of,
width of clitch.
4i6.
Gorge wu!I of c·e111pure, how traced, why.
4i7.
Trm·erses 1·11 rn1Hred imy, some HI fout thick, others
10, l'L'URon; pathway at inner encl, for what
purpose ; tra:vorsos, how plaucd in £rout of bastion
awl of rn-·rnlin.
Colll.lllunieations round traverses, how traced; pan
co11).Je a.t S. P. of Arma of Ru.velin.
4i0.
Tr11t•1::rs,-, in ditch of Rm·eli11, oUject of, how drawn.
480.
Cm,'ttlier Rdre11cl1meut not part of Syi:;ttim; its command, faces and flanks, how drnwn ; width of
ditch i coupures in face of bastion, why each is
brokon.

469.

RELIEFS OF MODER.."i SYSTE:ll.

4~1,p.214. Reasons for not ha.TI.Ilg the wholo of main ditch
defenrled bv the flunks.
482, p. 215. Rtlie/ of e,m·i11te, of glacis, slope of latter.
Relief of rtweli,i and its reclu it, slopo of glacis, relief
-!H3.
of ilitto, levEil of ditch of ravclin, reasons.
Bottom of ditt:h of redttit of rai1elfo; height of its
escarp.
Red1tit uf R. P. of .drms: command, depth of ilitch,
ibJ.
height of escarp, relief.
ReliPf uf 1'ewtille, how determined, actual calcula4./;;6.
tion; why flanks ma.y be higher than centre.
·l)f7,p.21G. Plane of site, how det~rminetl.
of lltliej,, as cleterminet!.
1'uUe
-!88.
<'om11wnicatfo,Ls, on what p1ind1Jle arranged.
•:l:-'i9.
490, p. 217. Details of cominunica.tions.
Revctrnf'nts, wha.t kinds may be used.
·UH.
Comparison of o.1lva.ntages of Mollvrn System over
402.
Vuubau's:Pirst Byatem; illustl'att'd by the operations of the nttack in advance of the ar<l. Parallel.
404,p.219. Defects of tho Syetem. Exiiosure to onfilncle, want
of bowb-proof co,er; comlllunications not good
for an acti YO defence.

,j()J.

if1pro.von:'Clnts introduced Ly the Amr•ncans.
it~ m ~ug_lan~ by use of rib"f.Ml rarer8: t.•<mti£•iin,, 11 t
~e ~cbon Ill sizo of ewbrn!3ur(Ja i dcf'uct 4ill f.•xistmg m masonry ombru.suruR.
e. ,
tJ03' p. 222. Caeer:ir1tes with fron sltidds, tho masonry pi£•r~ und
.b.rches, coverwg ~o latter; shield, thick.ti.egs ,,f.
. ow supported ; size of embmsw·o.
··0-1
Advantages to bo secured by being a.Mo to elevat,J
v .
:ot!?ress n. gun on any requirt.:d centr~ of
502.

505, P· 223 • Morta:. Oasemotes _usual construction of, imitabl•i
positions for; difficulty of silencing mortars.
r.
Eaxo Uusemates! _nature_ of; :µortion of front wall
oxposc<l; positions swtable for; when used sinrrh•
0
.,
to act ns traverses.
~07.
flasemu.tt:d l{"ponien, nature and oblect · details llJ.
'
'
Chap. IX.
Blindage, nature and use of. Leanirlg Blind119e or
508.
'
'
Hi119le Blindage, how formed.
_
.'.>09,p. 224. Gun .1!liudaye, usual construction of, suitable
positions, serves as traverse.
oOG.

OllAPTER VII.--OCCASION..U. WORKS.

510, p. 225. Foux groups of occasional works.

1. TllOSE USED IN THE EYCEINTE.

511,

Cavalier, nattll'e and object; usual position; advantages and defect of oue in a bastion.
Retre11climent8, nature of; thell' two objects; pennn.513,
nent or temporary; various shapes of.
51-!, p.226. Struiy}~t retrem.:hment, its advantage nncl defect; prtjcauhon to be taken in o.ll 1·etrenchments.
Te,willtJ retre11climent, its shape, position when used.
515,
ditto
ditto
Ba1,tion rdnurlmwzt,
516,
Cavulier retre11.chmen.t, shape, construction.
517,
Coupure retrmchment, to what works applicable,
518,

512,

how to ap11ly to an empty bnstion.
Objects to Uo fulfilled in Chouw.nra.'s })roposecl re-

484.

trenchment.
2.

po-iitiCJu in which placed, in laud un<l. sea. ilefouces;

~olo kind uf firo to which gums an, uxposetl.
Defectl':I of J.{U11 c::nmurnte~ of old pattt.•rn, us regards
(1.) Yeutliation. (2.) Por111 of L·utl11·asw·us.
T'"e11tifotio11, how provit.lcU for in moJl'l'n works.
•HJ9.
,jo11 1 p. 221. E11d,rus11rn1 iu tho ruui,1onry wnll~ of oltl ClU:3emates,
two 1,iinci1,al dt:ih.:tl':I, to what c11ut1c1:1 tlue.

498.

Tll08E USED .A.8 OUTWORKS.

519, p. 227. Tenai"llons; shape; object for which constn1cted;

great defects of; why obsolotc.
Dtmi-'lb1aillu11s; shnpe; defect~.
Ouuntayuard or Cu1wrt-far£'; .sha110 aml profile; its
relative commaud; usual olij(•t"t; how h'atecl iu
frout of both bnstions nncl rnvcli.i1s; ha:; a comruaud of ol.,servation over g-la.c:i.s; why. Defects of
couuterguards.
522,p.228. Hu,·111.1:urk 1 its shape, object, su.itablo positions, defects.
Crow,w·url.·, single, double, &c. ; objeets, &c., as fo1
J23,
boruworks.
520,
,j2l,

3, 1'IlOSE USED AS ADVANCED WOUKS.

OH.APTER VI.-VAULTED WOHI(S,

-l9J,p.219. Casnnate, orbomb-pruof, natw·o of, thickness of arch,
and of earthoru covering, inl'ren~eJ uso of custimnto!i; various kim1s of cnsourntcJ lmililiugs.
Cast1urti1·rl JJarrw·ks, Ul'.iual positiou of : details of
496.
those iu sc,wo of Euglish Forts; brca,lth, on what
dt.·pellllt>nt, height of pier wull~, 1·iso of n.rch;
_
galh.-ry of cnuununicatinn in rectr, U:Su of.
407, p. 220. <'a11,-111afrd f/1111 lhtlfrries, orclim1ry cunstrnchon;

Citadel, na~o, position, a~d usual objects. Esplr,{h~le0~:i,~ch fronts of citadel nre stronger than

524,p. 229 . .d.,lva11ced Tf'urks, cases in which they urny_ be usec.l;
usual kirnl of work employl·d: mnt!u o! urrnngeiacnt; wht.·n aclvancecl worko lJlfl)' Uu valuaLlo, or
tho 1'ult:1"se.
4. TIIOSE r3ED AS DEl'.\.tHED wnm.::s.

ch'.1iu •.1~·
ut_,
two prim:ipid olijL"d"? for ~dtid1 1lt.'.Lu·h_1·1l t,il't:3 n1ti
c:onstrudt.•tl; rnudu m wlurh 1•:~1·h 1s dl••L"h·J.
5'1 6 p '>30 Cllnditiom1 to b~• fulfilli:J. ln· thi: tol't:-.
..., ' .... • '\Vhy 011 Jy :q1pltl·d to largti 'an1l 1111p1wtau_t .li 1rtrl'~~1..11i:"
Atlvanta.~l'"' tu tlw _(lt.•ft•UL'l' ~t•l't~r.-·il. ~? _rntn·ut:hl·d
527
camp,-. wh,, 11 a11pht·d to htr;;t· tv1t1t•1,;-:i•·/'j, t1.1 \\hat
'
prim·tpally duu.
52,),

°"ily imlt>J1t•lUl1·n_t works an• u~t·cl: W~f•ll
dutadie1I furt::1

1:;

ll.

u.::;t.•t.l: I,drr:!1,·ht'd < ,111111,

l~"'l 9

10
C11AP1"F.R \ITl,-1.rILTT.A.&Y YL~INO,

,:.: ·. p. ~31. JlU it..1ry ~lft"n,. ohjeC't flf; mo sorl;S of <'xcn,n.tions
r -rlln-J.; how lineJ tt•m11ornrily and lll'rma-

,;;,:J,p.230. Junctions of gnlloriC'!,,. how fonnot.l; -ventilating
hofos. 1loors, grooy~s m wnlli,, cosfipo~ls, &c.
Attack uf <1v1111t,r1111 ncs. ChargcR Ut1t•d m the attack
anu in thu uufonco; ndvnntagoa on tho part of the

5J3.

ntt,ck.
Outlino description of tho modo of ,1.ttack on counb)rmincs; groat delay to the attack caused by
couuturminee.

D~~1~~,{~nic- .~i1en to Shafl-s nnd thret sort!_:! o~ Oo_ll,-ne$ · W'hl'Il lined with timber; shape for ditto m

,h,uk.

Thf> two mt,thod~ of linin~ with timber. .
Minl1tq t 'a.tt ,· ~hnpo nn,l ,limousious; thfrkness of
philk u),.0a; name~ llf cliffl•t-cnt parts_.
:;31 p. ~3~- To ink 11 t:,h,{ft; direction of centr13 line: moUo of

:;so.

placiu~ each rnsf'.
b!l:!.

Tv dril-e a Ua/lrry frmn bottom of ~· SJwft; fixecl

frnme shape; denr breadth; obJcct; mode of
fix.itr:: a 008e inn gallery.
.
f'a.tin!t at t,ptn ordtr, whon a,nd m whnt manner
u:-c•J.
la".'•>', how plnc£1d in slopin,g- gnllerie~; IJ?-Ocle_ of
t·hn.ug-in~ the slope of a gallery and its direction
hi,riZ<•ntnlh·.
,):;.>.p.~3.1. Fr~mra r111d ShPdin9. when usetl .; dimensions of

=·

0

.,;31;,

,"ihaft an,l Gal/try Frames i· Slteetrng Plunks .
S'llajt. to Sink a; lnh:rruls between frames i top
frame, how phced; second frnm~, ditto; battens,
U:-l)

of: ,;;;hr,.:,,tin~ planks. how dr1~en nI!.d w~dged

out: ol~l·tt of the w~dges; mode of placing a
fr<,h frnmo.
j3-;, p. ~34. To ,Iri1·!' ,t Ga7l,,ry frnm bottom of Shaft; first_ frame,

how placed; shL•eting for roof; when reqUlfed for
:-itl•~"': fresh frnruo, how placed.

,;t

II
~-l!!. p. ~:l,j,

rtuse

8h1di11,11. whr•n and how used; false frame,
nbjoct of. how used.
.\.dvant:1~c·s of Cases over Frames and Sheeting ;
usual rate of advnw·e with each.
('Jiaml,cr, ohject, 11osition; charge of powder, how
ph~•r,il in cbnmber in dry, damp, or ·n:ry wet soil i
hnxh~ for large charges; bulk occupied by
pc1mlf'r.
Tampi,u,; ohj,,ct; how effected; distance to which
e!lnil,,l: chnrge for nn untamped mine.
Pull:drr J/pil,', t°Wr> usun.l sizes; wooden trough;
fuz,_,_ how connc·L'tPd to hose.
,',.i111ult,viro11., E'xplosiona, h ow effected with powder

bns(•.

.::.--1--1.

J/i,,i"t7 Tonls require(l; 1111sh pt'r/.·, use of; canvas
1111,·J,d an,l minrr's trur/.:, dimensions and use i
11111/,,r's btllou•s, how worked; tin tubes; flexible

j(•inb.

~ ;:;,
n·urknu:11 Tf'f)Uire<l in f-hafts and galleries.
·,.tr'i,1,.:?~li. ('b,iryrs nf 11Ii11,.A, Effects of a mine, on what

<l•·v·nd+ nt; c-rntcr. when formed; Radii of Rupt11r~ : R//(Uus of C'rata and of E;,;plosion; Line of
Lutst R"sistana•; One li,1cd; Two lined (or other
li11ril) C'raifrs; 011111mo11 J.Hnes; U11der-char9ed
onU Ot','r-rlwrqtd Afiues, or GlobPs of Gnmpressfon;
0

lhnwns1ons, &"·· of a Two-lined Crater; char!?es
of P"""'l1•r, why proportionate to the LLRa for
@irnihr nntnR; churges for Two-liuc<l, Thrceli11 .. 1, arnl 8iJ·-li11ul Oratas.
C':11u1,utlt:t 1 uu.ture ::i.ml object.
f'Ol'NTERMlNED SYSTEMS.

""•17, p. ~:JG. ( '01111 frrmim s, nutnre and object .
.M"!fi,-frii/: l:,·r111rli 1 Li"'ter1i119, and Envelope Gallrries;
~~:r;~s10ns usunl for Branch and Listening GalJ-tij,

l'ri11cir1nl C'Onditiona to lJO fulfilled in a system of
('11UJ1fl·n:.uin+iR,

iit

to Fronch modern
,d1at JJurtious of a. front nro mined·

/J11ji.,11r's f'tJ111111rmin,-s applied
tJ)"Eit•· JU;

for nnt rniuing thn glaeiA of thrJ bastions.'

i.i-;1_p:,1J11H

I h,f:iJ\1, 11f g:dl1•J'i1,-.. llllllf'l' glui~iA ()f Hnv,,liu.
.J·.2:":~. Two ditli•r1•11t plarwi, fot t111•y11/hr/f's arul tbochmnbrrs
,,f tl111 win1•1-1; 1·lin111l)l'ff'I, Luw roar·h•!d,
,,,1
M1wa 1111d1r ;.11/i~,,t r~l l11u1'din ft11d fi~1rn1 r1/ Jlt1Rfirms:

,}.','~tJi

:~w :!t;.tl~~li!.r~'.lr•1

1

urrangeU i object of

01IAPTER IX..-THE POLYGONAL SYSTEM.

544 p. 240. Grndunl rise of Gama.n or Pol!l!JOnul System; its

'

chief ditrerenco from tho Bastio11nl System.
Improvements in now works which nro not part of
any Sy1Jtem.
556.
Polygon?,l System, fr?m ~t~ adaptability to various
conditions, renUers 1t difficult to select o. type for
a front.
Comrarison between tho Polygonfll and Bastioned
Sysltms, with roforcnce to four important points.
JJi.
Flank lJe/tnct. (.'outlitions th~t a flank should
fulfil· the -rnrious kinds of firo to which a
busti~n flank is exposed, both distn.nt and close;
the causes of the security of tho guns in
Kaponiers from these _fires.
J58, p. 24.2. Number of G,ms 1·~z. a, !'lan/.:;. on what dependen~;
disadvantages attending nn 1~crc:lB0 of length m,
a bastion flank; also of achhng to the number of
guns by casemati.ng the .flanks; why each or botA
of th~se modes may bo rosorteJ to in a Polygonal
Front.
559.
Reasons for the flanking fire from a Kaponier being
more efficient than that from a Bastion .
560,p. 2-:1:3. Scc1trity of Encei,ite /rou, EnJUade. Reasons why
the encein te of u. large fortress is more secure
from enfilade than that of a smaller one on the
same system; why enceinte of a Polygo~al
Fortress is more sccw·e than that of a Bastion
Fortress on a similn.r 11olyg-on.
061.
Detailed account of the defonsive diRad·rnntages
arising from a line of work Uein~ enfiladed.
562.
L ength of Exterior &ides. hl:.1.x.1rn~1lll length of
exterior side; on what depollllc::nt m all systems;
how fixed in the l'lolygonnl :m<l in tho :Bastioned
System i why greater in the former.
563,p. 244. EffeCt on the m:1-x.im~ lcn~th ?f cxt~rior sido that
a short curtmn has m a bashuned front; advantages also gained i defects in n bastioned front
attendant on a short curtain, from tho m:cessary
co111we,tirl/l of the re/fr/ crnd the truer.
564.
n tho Polygonal System, trnco and relief are not
depeodout; very short exterior eitles (or fronts)
can be used.
JG5,
Difficulty of fixing minimum leng~h of exto~ior
sides for a bastioned front; d~tocts attending
small bastioned fronts.
066.
Long exterior siclts, cases when they would be desi-

55;,,

ml,le.
Short e:rterfor sides
ditto
ditto
.Dired Fire on Field of Attack, Number of guns
able to bear on exterior ground ; on what depen{lcnt i11. ,t y1l'£n systun;. with si1~1.ilar polygons,
why gron.ter in amount with. tht:: I olyg-ounl !han
with the Bastioned ~ystem i ditto as 1'0gards dll'ect
fire on the capitn.l!,,
. .
5GS,p. 245. Illustrations of Polygonal Sy1:1tem from eXJ.stmg
works recently constructed.
569.
.Fortress of .l11tu·rrp, it~ situation, purpose for which
constructe<l 1 its probable gurrisun in cnso of
uttnck ; why its work~ afford a goo1l typo of 11
B!/Sfrm; the two di1:1tiuc:t sets of workH in tho
fodress .
570,p. 24U. 7'/,e E11ci:inte, number of fronts in: thflir flVt)ragn
li•ngth; po::.it.inu of tho two ('it111fr18: which
front!i nro mmlu -w1•:1k11r thuu Urn ntht•r,-1, 11.nd
for whnt roasnn; th1, ~tron~ fh,uhl, tl1t1ir rrnmhur,
J!•'IlC'rnl 1lirPdiou; w1•ak1-~t 111nt 111' l.llll't"iutu, how
tttr1·nl;thl•11cd; lt"ugth of l lil'oiutl,,

567.

11
571.

572.

The Drtached Fvrts, their number 1 distance in
nd,ance of encellite, a,era~e C'entral i.utervals.
LPugth of front of the b1tr1:,11·hfd f.'amp. General
CODl'itructiun of the Ports. ]?or tlcff•11:.-sive advantu;,:-l!::1 of tha lntrenchcd Camp, sec.A.rt. J2i, p. 230.
The works composing a front <t the E'11ceinte.
1'/u:. llody {J/ tla: Place. Defensibfr Barrack. Curtains,
nUIUbcr ;

Pir8t Flanks, number

aud object ;

:itcu11d Planks, nu.mLer and object i Faces and

Urillvns, number of each.

Plac~ of Assembly,

whore situated.
The l(apunfrr, Plank8, Herid and Tr,·ngs, number of
each ; tiers of guns in tho flanks ; which of them
is casomn.tecl.
The ( 'ouPrt' Pace. Branches, gallery in its counterec:arp (gorge) wall i palisades, or low escarp in lieu.
1'h1· Rtu·diu, Brunclics, l1rotchets, number 11er branch.
Ret'1.rst· JJutttry, Great Traverses, where }Jlaced,
with what pronded.
573.
(,'u11strl1ctivn '!f u Frunt.
E~derior side, maximum
anU ~iniu1um length; rampart of enceiute, when
coiuc1dl'ut with extt1rior side, when slio-htly
bristutd inwarlls. t;alieut of Eaponier, .;here
fixt>U j ( '11 rt,1fo how <l.etcrm.inoU; 1"ir1Jt flank and
8ef1md fl11 ,1k ilitto.
574, p. 24 i. DefensiUt· lJarrru·k, len~th of head, wings and gorge;
the gorge how occupied. Parapet on roof of head
anil wings, command of; number of men accommoUah::J. in the casemates.
5-;;,.
lVings uf Kaponier, h ow traced; Court of the
Kaponfrr, dimensions of; Casemates of Kaponier,
number of; how they may be used as mortar
casoma.tes ; communications through the Head,
counter arches in ditto, object of the Kaponier
wini:s ; ditch of Kaponier how flanked.
J76.
()oui•rt /are; Salient how fixed, direction of faces;
prind11nl object of the work; guns in its salient;
advantage of its dry ditch; galleries of mines
under it• salient; its dry ditch, how flanked.
b77, p. 248. Rat•din : eali~nt, how fixed ;_ directi?n o~ faces ;
width of ditch. Crotd1ets m ras·elin, obJect of;
Casema.ted battery in its salient, for what purpose
constructed, how protected. Ditch ofra·rnlin, how
flanked. Low battery in ditch of ravelin, various
reasons for its low level : direction of its magistral
line ; its outer flank how protected ; how rnade to
act as a rtduit to the R. P. of .Ai·ma.
578.
Coi•ered Truy, breadth for enceinte nnd for r::velin;
why uot traversed; crotchets in front of r.:velin,
number and length. Re-enteriug Place w· .drms,
traverso in, its object. B01mette in the t,. P, of
Arms of ravelin, its command and objects.
Blockhouses in the Places of Arms.
.:-,79, p. 249. Uaualier in the enceinte, position, shape and
command, guns in its faces and flanks i ca::;cmated
traverses on its terreplein.

580.

Great commf\nd .!-,'1v~n t•,
encemte, small command to rav1_,lin, fOr what
purpose.
581.
Great use mad13 of barbettes, advantages claimt<l for
the fire en bar"/Jette.
"
582.
In~re~sed. 'WlUth to te1;eplein of main ram11art;
mclination of ex.tenor ~lope1J; of escarp anil
coun~erscarp ; berm, width for ~nctinte and
ravelin.
583, p. 250. Communications, on what principlo arranged. Main
roadw_ays. to e~ch front, their breadth, advantage
of their s1tuahon.
584.
Supplementary roads, thell' position ; rolling bridges,
where placed. Ramps, their breadth in enceintt,
couvre-face, and ravelin.
'
585.
Deft;t.isive powers of a Front. Remarks as to the
difficultie~ attend.in$' a siege of the enceinte of
Antwerp m each of its successive epochs.
Profile. of the works.

DETACHED FORTS R0O"D THE E:XOLISII DOCKY.l.RDS,

586,p.252. Principal object of the Forts, their ilistance in
advance of the place, on open ground ; wh,c,n
made at a less ilistance. Usual centrnl interrnlr,,;
betwe~n the forts, on what Uependent.
5Si.
Conditions to be fulfilled by each work ; general
shape, trace of the faces, and flanks; additional
face on capital, when used; length of Ta.rious
faces, how determined.
588 1 p. 253. Command of the works, how regulated. That giveu
when casemated barracks are lJlaced under tht,
ramparts, Flanks, why not given casemated
barracks; their usual command. Trat"erses on thl•
terreplein, to what uses applied.
589, p. 254. Depth and width of ditches; changes in their dimensions from former custom, reasons for them, and
for command of glacis ; Go1,.ered ioay and Glucis on
what pol'tion of the works used ; communication
to covered way. Esca.rps, usual profile ; the
chemitt-di:s-rundes, breadth, how flanked ; f 'owderarcheJJ in escurps and counterscarps 1 uses to which
placed.
590, p. 255. Kaponiers, number of tiers of fire; details of a
Kaponier for one tier of guns and ono ofloopholt:s
above. Ordnance suitable for the Kaponiers;
usual positions of Kaponiers, why extremely
secure from enemy's fire, their flank defence.
Communications to the Kaponiers.
592, p. 256. Tho Keeps (or Reduit), objects with which constructed, their nature, and usual shapes. Courtyard. Commnnd gi,en to front portion, conditions
fulfilled by this co=and. Relative level of the
rear :por~ons. Ditch of_ keep, how flanked. Communications to Kapomers. Escn.rp of keep, how
co,ered from pitching fire. Ditch of gorge of fort,
how traced, for what reason.

ELEMENTARY

COURSE OF FORTIFICATION.
SECTION I.
GUNPOWDER, ARTILLERY, &c.
Limited extent of tlie subject trcatcd.-GUNPOWDER: its. C~l~1position and action; object of granulation; ca 1·tridgesj01 , ca,mon and for
small arms.~ARTILLERY, S.B. ORDNANCE: d1-l.'tsions of; metals used; gmis, shell guns, howitzers and mortm·s; chambers,
use of; techmcal terms.-AMMUNITION ~OR S.B. ORDNA~CE: Shot, solid, hollow, red-hot, gtape, case, 01· canister; Shells,
co1m110)~, hand gre-tw.des, ~hrapnel, Martin; Car~asses; Light balls, grottnd and suspended; Smoke balls; Fu::es, time and
percusston; Charges, servm~ and reduced; CMkidgcs; Tubes, common, detonating, .frictio,t; Portfires; Quickmatch; Slowmatch.-RIFLED ORDNANCE: Gen_erai explan~t(on of the Rifle s~stem, advantages gained by its acloption; JS'en•ice rifled
ordnance, B.L. and M.L. guns; their mode o.f1·ifting; Table of servlce rijl-eci ordnance.-PROJECTILES, ETC. FOR RIFLED
ORDNANCE : Shvt, common shells, segment shells, f11,:cs, time and percu.ssion.-RoCKETB, Si(Jnal and Conyreve.-CARRIA.OES
FOR 0RD~ANCE, two 1rnetal_ classes of.-YARI<:>us_KINDS OF ARTILLERY FIRE, direct, oblique, enfiZacle, te1.1erse,flankin[J,
rross; hon:;011tal, vert1cal; ricochet, pht11{Jtng, p1tchm9.-THE ENFIELD RIFLE a11d its ammunition.

1. The following general description of gunpowder, artillery, &c., will serve to conl'ey a
sufficient knowledge of the power and action of the fire-arms in use, to enable the student in
Fortification to comprehend theu· influence on the general arrangement, and on the \'arious details
of works constructed for defence and for attack.
2. GUNPOWDER is a mixture of nitre (saltpetre), sulphur, and charcoal; the proportions of the
several ingredients in the powder used in the British service being for every 100 parts-75 nitre,
10 sulphur, 15 charcoal.
3. When a burning body is brought into contact with gunpowder the latter takes fire, and,
owing to the nature of the ingredients, and the intimate manner in which they are mixed together,
the combustion spreads through the mass so rapidly as to be almost instantaneous, and the result
is the sndden production of a quantity of an elastic gas in a highly condensed state.
4. The force exerted by this gas in expanding in every direction at the moment of its formation, is used in fire-arms for propelling the various projectiles in use. Being confined by the
metal of the gun from expanding in any dii-ection but that of the bore of the piece, a charge _of
powder, when find in a gtm of any kind, acts in a twofold manner---:viz., by forc!n~ the proJect!]e
in one direction out of the bore of the gun, ancl by causing the gun itself to recoil 111 the opposite
direction.
5. Gunpowder is granulated in order to allow the flame of the explosion of one portion to
spread rapidly through the mass, and so cause the rapid explosion of the whole charge.
The grains in cannon powder are made coarser than those in the powder used for si:nall arms;
for in large pieces, owing princip9.lly to the large size of the charges used, the c~mbustion of the
powder is required to be more rapicl than in small arms, and this is effectecl by usmg more coarsely
grained powder. In ordinary cannon powder the grains vary in diam_eter between ¼ ancl ,~, of an
inch, while in the Enfield 1·ifle powder they vary from .¼ to ,-'.· of an mch.
.
6. CARTRIDGES FOR CANNON are made up in flannel or serge bags, separate from the pioj~~
1
Flannel is used because it is not liable to leal'e burning particles in the bore of the gun, an,
because it withstands well the effects of trnnsport.
H
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; • !-)£ALT, Amr,.;:ir RIFLI: C.u1T1:1DGES, ~,,ntt1in b?lh the charge of powclcr nncl the bulle_t. •
"'he cliar"c is coutaine,l iu a thick paper cylnuler, wlnch forms I\ complete bng, and the bullet 1s
cout.aine,f in a thin pnper bag enclosing the powcler bag. The_ paper whirh Slll'l'Ol'.ncl s tho bullet
is canted with beeswax, in order to prc\'ent the barrd from fouhng after repeated cl1schnrge~.
In loat!in« the rifle, the 11omlcr is pourecl into the barrel from thu bag; the bullet, with the
pnrcr co,cring nncl beeswax, is then iuserte,l in the barrel nncl rnmmecl home, nfter the powder
bag has been separated from it one! thrown nwny.

ARTILLERY.
,. S1100T11-n onE OnDXAXCE.-Onlnance is divisible into three kiucls,-viz., Heavy, l\Ieclimu,
nnd Li~ht •.\rtillen·.
o.. HEAVY .-\1:nLLETIY includes the guns, antl other pieces of ordnance, that are used in
Fortresses, Coast Batteries, and in the Xtwy, where the appliances available for sen·ing them,
allow the heaviest and most powerful pieces to be usecl.
10. )In•IT11 ARTILLERY inrludes the pieces that are used in the attack of fortresses and for
other purposes, where consi,leratious of transport forbid the use of the he1wiest guns. l\Iedium
!!Uus differ from hea-ry guns in their weight only; the same calibres are usecl in each.
"
11. LIGHT ARTILLERY includes the pieces that accompany, ancl move with, an army in the
field.
12. Heavy aud Medium S. B. Artillery are made of cast-iron ; Field S. B. Artillery of bronze.
Two yarieties of heavy S. B. guns, lately introduced for naval service, are macle of wrought-iron;
(see Table, page 1.)
13. Bronze is used for S. B. Field Pieces in order to be able to have as light a gun as
possible; for although bronze is specifically much heavier than cast iron , yet, owing to its superior
tenacity, a much less weight of metal will suffice than would be required iu a cast-iron gun of
like calibre.
U. Cast-irnn guns may be firecl as rapidly as possible, and are much cheaper than bronze
guns, which latter cannot be fired rapidly for a contiuuance, as, when heated, they tencl to droop
at the muzzle, that is, the gun bends l,y the muzzle dropping clownwarcls. This peculiarity of
bronze prevents its being used as a material for Siege Ordnance, which should be capable of
sustaining a rapid and continuous fire.
15. The pieces of S. B. Ordnance in use axe-Guns, Howitzers, Mortars.
In Fig. 1, 2, 3, aud -!, the comparatil·e dimensions of the different natures are shown, as the
Jlgures represent pieces of the same calibre, or diameter of bore.
lG. Guus are subdivided into two groups-viz., Solie! Shot Guns ancl Shell Guns.
17. Soun SHOT Guxs (Fig. 1) are constmctecl of a strength sufficient to withstand the effects
Fie, 1.
F.
A.
B.
C.

.A.-C'nscaLle.
B.-First Ileinforce.
C. -Secoml do.

D.-Chase.

D.
A.
c.
a.

E.-Mnzzle.
E.·- Length of Gm1,
d.-Bret::ch.
b.-Dil'lp:irt.

cf large. ehar~es of powder with solicl 11rojectiles. Their length is sufficient to exhaust the
nccckratmg effect of charges of from one.fourth to one-third of the weight of the shot. They are
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•
named from the weight in lbs. of their solid (cast-iron) shot an l f
' c rom tien· own weight, thus'' GS-pounder cast-iron gun, of u;; cwt."
h t h •
18. SHELL Gu>1s (Fig. 2) are designed to project shells ancl holl
or1zontally, at a
ow s o
Fw. 2.

·
· ·
high velocity, with smaller charges than are required for solid sh t
of s11mfla~· c~lhke.l_bThey
are therefore made of less strength, and are also shorter than sol?d sgltmts
10 guns o s1m1 ar ea I re
1
.
11
Sl
1
f
. ·
. . 1e guns are n~me, rom t h e cI1ameter of their bore (calibre) in inches Th .
e,e are two
·
varieties of shell guns 111 the service-viz., the 10,, and 8,, sh 11
e guns.
b
t .
th b
lt) A
.
smoo - ore CitS -iron or ronze gun is divided into five principal parts-viz
.
., THE
,
CASCABLE, TUE FIRST REINFORCE, THE SECOND REINFORCE THE CH
ASE, THE llltZZLE.
,
· .1 . h .
ou HOWITZE S (F" 3)
[
•
t
b
guns
shell
to
are s11m ar 111 t en· general construction
,g.
·R
~ •
shoiter band fi~e a smaller charge of powder. They were originally intended for firii;g ~he!fse ~;ti,~
ang es, ut t ey are so much exceeded in mnge and accuracy of fire by shell "tuJS a t O b
e
, •s
b
almost superseded by them.
Iron liowitzers are distinguished by their calibre ; there are two varieties-viz. the 10" d
'

8'' howitzers.

an

The Bronze Howitzers are named from the weight of the solid shot which fit them, although
J,'w. 3.

Fig. l.
Fig. 2.

Fig.:~.
Fig. 4.

GS.pounder Solid ::;hot Gun.
S-i11ch 1 65 cwt.

8-iuch Howitzer,

S-inch :Mortar.
Rc::tle

J1•

they do not fire solid shot. There are three varieties-viz., the" 32-pounder," the "2.J.-11ouuder ··
'
and the" 12-pounder" howitzers.
21. MoRTARS (Fig . .!) are very short pieces of ordnance,designed to throw shells at high angles
of elevation (generally 45'). They differ from guns in having their trunnions at the breech,
insteml of being near the centre of the piece.
l\Iortars are made of cast-iron and of bronze: tlie former nre intended for Fortresses, Siege
Trains, Naval purposes, &c.; the latter, which are of small calibre nnd very light, are chiefly
employed in the attack ancl defence of Fortresses.
22. The modes of serving guns and mortars nre essentially different. "\\'ith guns the charge
of powder is, as a rule, constant, and only elevation sufficient to enable the 1irojectile to ,·each
the object is given to them; while with mortars, the elevation is, as a rule, fixed (.!5' ), and the
charge is varied for the different ranges.
23. The bores of Shell Guns, Howitzers, ancl l\Iortars, which fire romparatively small chnrges,
are provide,l with Chambers, which are a contraction of the bore at its extremity. The general
form in use, is that termed the Gomer Chamber (Fig. 2, 3, .J.), which is a frustrum of II cone, witlt
a spherical encl.
Chambers have the advantage of concentrating the charge of 110wder and increasing its us~ful
effect; they also cause the shot when rammed home to fit the bore, thereby 1·educmg the bntl ellect
of windage, or space left between the bore and the projectile, and causing the centre of the shot
to coiucide with the axis of the gun.
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24 • SMOOTH BORE ORDNANCE.
TllLE OF WEIGHTS, ETC. OF THE PRINCIPAL PIECES.
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The Royal Mortar.
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25. DEFINITIONS IN ARTILLERY.-The Axrs OF A GUN is an imaginary line passing through
the centre of the bore (F, E, Fig. 1).
The CALIBRE is the diameter of the bore, in inches.
WINDAGE is the difference in diameter between the bore of the gun and that of its projectile.
THE LrnE OF METAL is the ,isual line joining the highest points on the base ring and the
swell of the muzzle. It is marked on guns by a couple of notches, and it gives a line vertically
over the axis of the gun, the trunnions being level.
Tm: LINE OF SIGHT is the visual line 1iassing through the two sights (at any elevation) and
the object.
THE LINE OF FIRE is the axis of the gun produced.
THE ANGLE OF ELEVATION of a gun is the angle formed between the line of fire and the line
of sight; that of a mortar is the inclination of its axis to a horizontal plane.
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THE RANGE is the clistance from the muzzle of a gun to the second · t
t·
. · t ory w1·th the 1·me of s1g
· ht . I n practice,
.
t taJec
the mnge is usually mensurecl fm ersec
th 10n of the
the gun to the first graze of the projectile.
rom e muzzle of
. A gun is said to be laid Point !3lan/~ on an obj~ct, when its axis produced passes throu ,h the
obJect. A gun ID:ay therefore b_e laid_ pomt blank with reference to an object, and yet have s~veral
degrees of elevat10u or depression with re'.erence ~o a horizontal plane .
. T1;(E POINT BLANK _RANGE o'. a gun 1s t~e distance from its muzzle to the first graze of the
proJectile, ,yhel!- the gun 1s fired with the service charge, and clirectecl with its axis parallel to the
grouncl, which is supposed to be level.
INITIAL VELOCITY is the velocitr with whic_h a projectile issues from the bore of a gun.
FINAL or REMAINING VELOCITY 1s the velocity at any given range.

AMMUNITION FOR S, B. ARTILLERY.
26. PROJECTILES.-The projectiles firecl from S. B. Ordnance are Solid and Hollow Shot
Grape Shot, Canister (or case) Shot, Common Shells, Shrapnel Shells, Martin's Shells Carcasses'
Light Balls and Smoke Balls.
'
'
27. Soun SHOT are spheres of cast-iron,* having a diameter a little less than that of the bore
of the gnn. They are firecl from all guns (not shell guns) in the service, and may be used at all
ranges. They are most useful against troops in masses, for clestroying buildings, clismouutiug
guns, ancl breaching revetments, for which latter purpose shells would be of little service.
RED·IIOT SHOT are fired against shipping, buildings, and anything combustible which it is
1·equirecl to set on fire.
HOLLOW SHOT are simply common shells firecl without a bursting charge, their fuze-holes being
closecl with a metal plug; formerly special projectiles were macle.
They are fired from shell guns, aucl were introduced for Naval service against wooden ships,
in the sides of which, at moderate ranges, they make large apertures and form destrnctive
splinters.
28. GRAPE SHOT (Fig. 5) consists of a number of cast-iron balls, arranged in three tiers, by
means of three circular cast-iron plates, and a bottom plate of wrought-iron; the whole is secured
by a wrought-iron bolt which passes through the centre
Frn. _
Fm. 6.
5
of the plates, and is provided with a head at the lower
Grape Shot. 32-pr.-:.
c... Shot. 32-pr.-¼,
end, and a screw on the top to receive a nut.
The number of shot in each tier varies from three
to five, accorcliug to the nature of the gun, for which
the grape shot is inteucled.
When fired the shock of the explosion fractures
the cast-iron plates, and the shot are thereby set free
from one another, ancl spread as they proceed onwards.
Grape Shot are very destructive up to ranges of
300 yards, ancl can he employed with considerable
effect on open ground up to 600 yards.
2n. COMMON CASE SHOT, or CANISTER SHOT
0
(Fig. 6), consist of a cylinder. of ti1;1 fil~ed with sm_all
iron balls, the number ancl size of which vary with
the calibre of the gun. They are provided with an iron or a wooden
bottom, according as they are intended for use ·.vith iron or bronze
ordnance.
The cylindrical case is broken by the shock of the discharge; the bullets are thus liberated
and proceed onwards, and spread over f\ considerable space.
Case Shot is most destructive when the ground is hard and the enemy's front couside,r,,ble.
They are effective at all ranges uucler 300 yards.
• A certain proportion of stetll ~ltut arP. issm~d to men-of-w.1r for serdce agn.inst iron-pbtccl ship~.

6
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;10. A CO'-l.\lOX Sm.LL (Fig. 7) is a hollow sphere of cnst-ii·?n, having an opening termed the
(,re-hole cut throu«h the metal foi· the insertion of the bm·st.ing charge, and a~terwarcls of the
'ri<~<. When used, the shell is filled with powder, which is ignited _at the required mo~uent by
·means of the fuze. A collllllon shell weighs about two-thirds of a_sohcl s~ot of the same drnuieter:
Shells fired from guns, shell guns, or howitzers are provHlecl Wlth wooden bottoms or
sab6ts, attached to the shell by means of a rivet opposite the ft'.ze-hole_.
,
The sabot ser,es to keep the fuze in the axis of the gun m loachng, and pernaps lessens the
rebounding of the shell within the bore.
.
I,Iortnr shells do not require sabuts, owing to the shorti:ess ?f the b?re of th~ piece.
A shell is broken into a number of splinters by the ignition o[ its burstmg charge ; the
"
violence of the explosion is so great as to cause the
CoDllllot~hcl.l. 32-pr.
Diaphra~· Jhr,pnel.
splinters to fly to consi~erable distanc~s. Splinters
~ediun,-l,
32-pr.-Section.-'.
of 13" shells have sometimes flown a chstancc of GOO
"
yards from the spot where the shell burst. A 10"
shell firecl horizontally will scatter its fragments 2,000
yards.
Shells are used either to do damage by their
splinters, as when fired against troops; or to destroy
earthworks, buildings, &c., by first penetrating them
and afterwards exploding in them. In the former c1tse
they should burst a little before they reach the object;
in the latter case, just after reaching it.
31. HAND GRENADES are small shells intended to be thrown by hand alllong an enemy, either
in the attack or defence of works; thev ai·e provided with a fnze which burns seven seconds.
They weigh, when filled, lib. 13oz. each, and can be thrown by hand a distance of about thirty yards.
Hand Grenades are also thrown, in numbers at a time, from mortars.
32. SHRAPNEL SHELLS are. shells intended to have the effect of case shot at long ranges.
The most improvecl pattern is the Diaphragm Shrapnel, invented by Lieut.-Colonel Boxer, RA.
1t is shown in fig. 8.
The metal of the sh~ll is made only thick enough to withstand the shock of firing, in order
that a small bursting charge may break it open, without violently bursting. To facilitate this
object, the shell is provicled with four gl'Oves in its interior surface, which form so many weak
points. The interior of the shell is divided into two chambers by a wrought-fron partition, or
diaphragm. The smaller chamber contains the bursting charge, ancl is termed the powrler
chamber; while the larger one, termed the bullet chamber, is filled with bullets. The interstices
between the bullets are filled with coal dust, to prevent motion alll011g the bullets.
Shrapnel Shells are always fired at high velocities; when the bursting charge is ignited, it
b~eaks open th~ shell_ and liberates the bullets, which proceed onwards, spreading out in their
fi:ight, at a velomty which depends Oil that of the shell at the moment of bursting. To be effective, the shell ~hould have a high remaining velocity when it is burst, which should take place
w~en the s~ell is about 50 yards short of the object fired at, in order to allow the bullets to spread.
W\thout losrng too much of their velocity. !\fore nicety is required in firing Shrapnel Shells than
With any other projectile.
Shrnpnel Shells are used against troops, especially cavalry, at ranges exceecling one-third of
a mil e.
33. T!1e. MARTIN SHELL is intended as a substitute for red-hot shot, when firing against
wooden sh1pprng, &c_. It is a cast-iron spherical shell, lined with a non-conducting coating, formed
of loam ~d cow-hair.. When requii·ed for use, it is filled with molten iron, which quickly sets
~t t~e fillmg h?le; this fa~ter need not, therefore, be closed with a plug. The metal of the shell
15 thm at the si~es, but thick at the top ancl bottom; extra thickness is given
at the top, so as to
nfl'or'.l a long filling-hole, and to cause the molten metal to set there qnickly; and at the bottom
to W1ths~and th~ s~ock of firing.
, . Tl'.1~ s~~ll 1s intended t? break. Oil passing through the side of a ship (or bnilding), a11,l
thflel,, hLnate the 111?lten iron, which would Le scattered over the deck of the Yessel, and proilure cn1,ffagrnt1011, besules causing injury to the defender~.
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:3-1 . A C.1n<.:ASS (Fig. 0J is n cast.iron spherical shell, having three vents or fire-holes in ·t
urper hemisphere. Th e m.etnl is t.hicker. than in corn.11:on shells, as the vent holes weaken it. 1 8
Carcasses. are_ filled 1;·1th an m cench ary compos1t10n of a hi ghly inflammatory nature, the
flume from wlu~h issues, :1·1th great fury through the Yents, and burns, according to its nature
from 3 to 12 mmutes. I breo holes nre made at each vent into the carcass composition and ar:
filled with ordinary fuz e composition.
'
Car~asse~ ar~ fired chiefly from mortm:s, ~ut are also used from guns and howitzers.
Then· obJect 1s to set fire to houses, sh1pp111g, or anything combustible.
They are chiefly used in the bombardment of towns.
!l5. LIGHT BALLS are projectiles containing a combustible composition which burns with a
brilliant light.
'
Their object is to enable the position, occupation, and numbers of an enemy to be discovered
at night.
They are principally used at sieges.
.
There are two varieties-Yiz., the Ground Light Ball, and the (Boxcr"s) Suspended, or Parachute Light Ball.
The GnouND LronT BALL consists of a cylindrical wrought•iron skeleton (Fig. 10), which is
fi lled with the composition, and coYered with canvas. Fuze composition is driven into holes
made in the light-ball compositiou, to facilitate the ignition of the latter.
Ground Light Balls are thrown from Mortars to moderate distances. They burn from 10 to
20 minutes.
Th e Si;srENDED, or PA.RA.CHUTE LIGHT BALL, consists of a shell of strong pasteboard, cut
into lrnh-es aml secured together by a linen band glued on to them. In tbe lower half is placed a
hemispherical iron case containing the composition, and in the upper half is a large calico paraFig. JO.
Ground Li:;b.t Dail ;:J-.t:lt't·_,:i. ,~.
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chute packed into another iron case, ancl attached to the composition case L_y " small chain.
There is a small bursting charge of powder placed between the pasteboard and ll"On cases, with a
fuze attached.
o
b
These Light•balls are fired from mortars at an elevation of about 75 ; _the fuze should e
arranged so as to burst the shell, when over the object. The 1iasteboard shell is_ thus opened, ~he
composition is ignited, and the pm·achute spreads out and supports the case contammg_ the bu~m~g
composition by the chain. 'l'he _light continues to flo~t along, gradually descendmg, au t e
composition burns with great brilliance for about three mmutes.
. "t"
30. SMOKE BALLS are pasteboard shells containing a composition which, upon ,gm IOn,
evolves a large volume of smoke.
·
or ot!Jer
They are thrown from mortars, nncl are employed. t? drive out nu enemy from mmes
confined situations; and also to conceal one's own position fron:, ai:i _enemy.
. . " ·har"e at the
37. Fuzcs.-Fuzes are used with shells for the purpose of 1gmtmg the bmstrn" c "
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required moment. There are runny varieties of fuzes in use at the present time, bnt they form
two classes-viz., Time Fuzes and Percuss10n Pttz<"8.
•
•
•
• •
•
•
38. A TIME FuzE consists of a case of wood or metal havmg a cylindncal hollow m its mterior,
into which is pressed (by hydraulic pressure) the f11ze c01!ipositio'.1, which burns 1·egularly_ at the
rate of 1 inch in 5 seconds, so that any length may be given to ,t, to corresponcl to the time of
fli.,ht of the shell, by boring a small hole through the case into the composition, thus making a
co':nmunication for the flame of the fuze into the bursting charge of the shell, when the fuze composition shall hav~ burnt _ns f'."· as the small ho_le. '.!'he fuzes are ignitecl by the flame from the
discharge of the piece, which, m S. B. Guns havmg wmdage, envelopes the shell. The top of the
fuze composition is primed to facilitate its ignition. In loading, the fuze of the shell is kept in the
axis of the piece, and points towards the muzzle.
Fig. 12 shows the ComION T= FuzE.
~U. PERCUSSION FuzEs are fuzes containing detonating composition, arranged so as to be
ignited by the shock sustained by the shell in passing through a substance that offers a considerable resistance, such as the side of a ship.
In percussion fuzes two distinct and successive actions are requisite to effect the intended
purpose of bmsting the shell; one of these is caused by the shock of the discharge of the piece,
the other by that of striking the object.
Pettman's (Land Service) Percussion Fuze (Fig. 11) is the only one now constructed for
smooth bores.
40. CHARGES.-For land service there are certain fixed charges termed se1•vice charges, for
all guns and howitzers, which are shown in the table, page 4, and with which, as a general rule,
the guns are fired.
REDUCED CHARGES are used in ricochet firing, and in firing reel hot shot, Martin Shells, light
and smoke balls.
. . Carti:idges for land senic_e are made of serge seemed with worsted. Serge is usecl because
1t is not hable to leave sparks m the gun, and also because it packs well.
41. TuBES are use~ to fire the charges of ordnance. A tube consists of a barrel of quill,
paper or metal, a~out 3 mches long, driven with mealed powder damped with spirit. A hollow is
made down t~e m1clclle of the composition, so that the whole length may be ignited at once, when
the flame strikes clown the vent and reaches the charge. At the top of the barrel is a cup or
head, the construction and primiug of which varies
Fw. 13.
Fw. 14.
FIG. 15.
with the nature of the tube. Quill tubes are used
Tubes.-{.
Co mmon Quill. Detohating Quill.
for naval service, metal tubes for land service.
Friction Meto.l.
42. The ComION TUBE (Fig. 13) consists of
a barrel of quill or metal, provided with a cup at
the top, which is primed with mealecl powder.
This tube is fired by means of a portfire.
43. The DETONATING TuBE (Fig. 14) has a
~Q barrel of quill, with a small quill cross-piece
~ passing through it close to the encl, and containing detonating corn position.
This tube is fired by means of a blo,Y from
ihe hammer of a percussion lock, which is fitted
on the gun. It has been chiefly used in the Navy.
44. The COPPER FRICTION TuBE (Fig. 15) has
..
.
.
a small copper tube, called the nib piece, soldered on
to the bn'.iel cl?se t? its en,1. A hole _,s made from the nib piece into the bane!. A small piece
of coppei (a F'!l· lo), termecl thefrtclwn ba,·, havmg its surface roughened and one encl made in
t~e sh~pe t a rmg, is placed in the centre of the nib piece. A small patch of detonating compos1h0F1~ P_ aced above and bel?w this friction bar, and the nib piece is finally compressed on to it.
. 1 ction tubes are those m geueml use; they are fired by means of a cord termed a lanyard
I,avrng a 11001c at one encl The I100k · ] d · th ·
· ·
'
'
f . . I, •
: •
IS P ~ce m . e nng of the friction bar : a smart pull draws
1
t ie ri~tion 81 out, and 1gmtes the detonatmg composition, and thus fires the tube.
4.,. PonTFIRES are used to fire common tubes; they are each composed of a paper case,
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:~:~e~O inches long, which is filled with a composition which burns at the rnte of one inch in a
46. Qurc1urA1'CH is composed of cotton th1·ead, coated with a composition of
1 l
I
gum and water.
mea ec powc er,
It is used for various purposes, such ns firing trn.ius of powder, rockets, &c.
It burns. when not confined, nt the rate of 1 yard in 13 seconds. and when enclosed in a
tube called n leader, i~ explodes simultaneously.
'
47, SLOWMATCH_ 1s made by boiling hempen rope in water and wood ashes. It burns at th
rate of about l foot 1n an hour,
e
flame~ts general use is to afford the means of obtaining a light; it smoulders slowly, without a

It is also used as a substitute for a fuze in setting fire to a trn.in of gunpowder for mining
oth er purposes.

•
O1

RIFLED ORDNANCE.
4_8. _Before describing the present sen-ice rifled ordnance, a short explanation will be given of
the pnnc1ples of the Rifle system, and of the causes of the great superiority of rifled over smooth•
bore artillery (or small arms), for almost Hll purposes of war.
40. The chief defects of smooth-bored ordnance are:1. Inaccuracy of fire.
2. Shortness of range.
50. The cnnses of inaccuracy are due to1. The windage (or difference in diameter between the bore and the projectile) given
to the gun.
2. The eccentricity of the projectile,
3. The irregularity in the shape of the projectile.
51. The effects of windage on the flight of the projectile are as follows :-After the piece is
loaded the shot rests on the bottom of the bore, and the whole windnge is then between the
upper surfaces of the shot and the bore. "When the charge is fired , there is an immediate loss
of force, as a considerable quantity of gas escapes through the windage ; also, the action of the
gas thus escaping is to press the projectile downwards at the same time that it begins to be propelled forwards through the bore; this downward pressure is of course followed by a rebound
upwards. until the projectile strikes the upper surface of the bore, when it again rebounds, and
strikes some other part. This bow1ding of the projectile from side to side continues until it leaves
the bore. which it will do in a direction, not coinciding with the axis of the piece (the line of fire),
as ought to be tbe case, but in an accidental direction, which depends chiefly on the position of its
Inst impact against the bore.
At the same time the projectile is given an irregular l"Otatory motion, from its friction with
the surface of the bore, which affects its after-flight. Tims, shoulcl the last impact of a shot, when
fired from a smooth-bore gun, be on the bottom of the bore! as shown in Fig. lG! the shot wi!l
be deflected upwards, and it will at first move through the ,ur above ,ts proper fraJectory; but 1t
receives a rotatory motion, as shown by the arrows, the front part of the shot moving from ~hove
downwards, the effect of which is to deflect the shot gmdually downwards, so that tbe ultimate
deflection. at considerable ranges, will not be upwards, as might be assumed, but downwards,
causing a loss of range.
.
.
Similar reasoning will show that against whatever part of the 1?ore a shot last stnkes, its
ultimate deflection, unless at very short ranges, will be to the same side as the part struck; that
is, should it last strike the upper part of the bore, the range will be increased, on accouut ?f t)1e
ultimate deflection being upwards; or, should it last strike against the left of the hore, it w1ll
range to the left.
.
.
.
.
Thus it may be assumed that a projectile never issues from a smooth-bore piece m a rhrechon
coincident with the axis of the piece, while it always must have an uncertam and irregular rotatory
motion imparted to it, which injuriously affects its after-flight.
c
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These three bad effects of windage-,·i z., pru:tial ~oss of _the. force of the powcler,
_irregular
movement of the shot nloug the bore, and its uncertam rotation m the air-accoun
t for much of
Fro. 17.

Fto. 16.
(I'erticol Section.)

~

G)-----

Trajectory.__________•

G

~

the inaccuracy of fire of smooth-bore guns, as they ~re variable and uncertain, ~n~
ca1:1not, the:e•
fore, be allowecl for in laying the gun. They are variable, on account of the vai:rnt1on
Ill both size
and shape of different shot, as, probably, no two shot ai·e exactly of the same diameter,
or exactly
spherical in shape.
.
. .
.
o2. A further cause of inaccuracy of fire anses from the eccenti·icity
of the shot-that is,
from the centre of gravity not coinciding with the centre of the shot. This eccentricity
arises
from want of homoaeneity in the mass of the projectile, and, as bodies rotate round
their centres
of gravity, it causesb the shot on leaving the bore to_ rotate in a direction dependent
on the accidental position of its centre of gravity after the gun 1s loaded.
If Fig. 17 represent an eccentric shot, the centre of gravity of which, G, is below th e
centre of
fiQ"ure F, when the gun is fired the powder will act on a larger surface above G than
below it, and
will give the shot a rotation, as indicated by the arrow, and the result will be a deviation
shot towards the side ou which lies the centre of gravity. In the case under consideratioof the
n the
deflection would, therefore, be dowuwarcls, and the range would be decreased.
Experiment s have proved the above, for in loading guns with eccentric shot, the
centi·es of
gravity of which were 1ilacecl in known positions, the deflection of the shot was always
towards the
side of its centre of gravity after loading.
This effect, on the range, of eccentricity of the shot can be taken ad vantage of to
obtain an
increase of range, by placing the centre of gravity of the shot in loading above its centre
of figure,
whenever it is possib1e to load so carefully as to be able to place the centre of
gravity in any
requii:ed position. But for ordinary purposes of firing, where the centre of gravity
of the shot is
not known, and neither time nor the necessary appliances are available for such careful
loading,
eccentricity in a shot is simply a cause of inaccurncy of fire, in addition to those
already mentioned, as arising from wiudage.
1i3. IRREGULARITY OF Fomu IN THE SHOT, already mentioned as affecting in a certain
degree
the actual amount of windage, also affects the flight of the shot, as it causes the shot
on rotation
to experience a varying resistance from the atmosphere.
54. All these causes of inaccw·acy of fire from smooth-bore guns may in any single
case be
combmed to cause deflection, eith er towards one side or the other of the object, or
to increase or
decrease t~e range, while it may happen that th ey partly neutralize one another; they
ever, sufficient to account for the well-known fact, that if a number of shot be fired fromare, howthe same
gun\ with equal charges and elevations, ancl with gunpowder of the same quality, the
gun carriage
restmg on a platform, and the piece being carefully laid before each round, very few
of the shot
':ill range to the same distance, and the greater part will be found to deflect considerabl
y to the
right or left, unless the range be very short.
. . 55. S";ORTNEss OF R-':NGE in a smooth-bore gun is due to the spherical form
Jectiles, _which causes a rapid_loss of velocity as the projectile moves through the air. of the pro. . This luss of_velocity anses from the comparatively small weight 01· mass of a spherical
proJectile m proport10n to _the_ surface that it opposes to the atmosphere in its passage
through it •
for_ the power of a pr0Ject1le t~ overcome the resistance of the atmosphere is measured
by it~
weight, while the amount of resistance, for equal velocities, may be measured by the
area of its
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se_ct~on. ~n _example .":ill illustrate ~his: If !1 ~~ot with a diameter of 8 inches is fire l
d
p1ec1sely sumlar conditions of elevation and uutial velocity to one with 8 c1·
t
f c. un er
4
the 8-inch shot will range farther than the 4-inch shot. for whi"le the
h er ho
rnches,
8 - eiahme
· t
f
h ·
· •
'
s ot as a greater
resistance ro~ I _e air~\ overcome-v1z., m th~ proportion of s• to 42, or-m
of 4 to 1-it has a still
grea er p_ower m its w~1g t to overcome that 1·es1stance, because the respective weights f th t
0
shot are m the proportion of B' to 4', or of s to 1.
e wo
There~or~, with s~ooth-ho_re_ fP-lns, th?se of_ large calibre have longer ranges than those of
smaller cahbie ( elevation and uutial velocity bemg the same in each) becaus tb ·
· t"l
lose th · . 1 ·t " t 1
•
I .
,
e1r proJec I es
e1_1 ve oc1 y a a ess rapH1 r~te.
t is for this reason that a long range esmooth-bore
gun
necessanly must be one of large calibre, and therefore of great weight.
The accompanying table has been computed from
Velocity Jost
Dr. Hutton 's foi·mula, and it exhibits the actual loss of Natnre of Gun. Initial
Velocity.
in 50 feet.
velocity_ in solid shot of different diameters, occasioned by 1
the resistance of the air in passing over a distance of
flS pr.
..,.,;
50 feet.
32
§
.,
~o
56. In a rifled piece, the bore is provided with a
24 "
22·0 ~
0 ."
,
nnm?er of grooves, rnnning in a spiral direction through"
12
0"'
ou~ its length, with the object of giving to 1.he projectile,
9 "
~~
30·9 "'
w~1c~ fits ,_nto them, a rotatory motion on an axis which
,...
6 "
85·0 ~
comc1des with that of the bore. The rotation will be more
"
or less rapid, according to the degree of twist given to the grooves.
?7· By the application of rifling to guns the following advantages over smooth-bores are
ncqmred-

"

"'

120-4
5"7-d

27-7);

1. Owing to the rapid rotation• given to the projectile in a known direction, the

causes of deviation arising from windage, and from the irregular shape and ecoen•
tricity of the projectile, are almost entirely abolished.
2. Since the projectile fits the bore when the gun is fired ,t it issues from the gun with
its long axis coincident with the axis of the gun; that is to say, it commences
its flight in the required direction . These two advantages are the principal
causes of the accuracy of fire of rifled guns.
3, The projectile being given a rapid rotation on an axis coinciding with that of the
gun (or the line of fire) does not turn over in its flight, but passes through the air
in a manner similar to that of an arrow, with its head to the front.+
This permits the use of elongated in place of spherical projectiles, thereby allowing an
increase of weight without an increase of diameter, or of the surface which is opposed to the
atmosphere during flight: it also allows the fore-part of the projectile being made of the most
favourable form for passing through the air with the least resistance.
Owing to these causes, rifled projectiles lose their velocity at a much less i-apid rate than is
the case with those of smooth-boi·e guns, and to this result is principally due the long range of
rifled pieces.
.
Long range can be obtained equally from rifled pieces of small, as from those of large calibre;
for in both cases there can be maintained the same proportion between the length and diameter
• The shell from the Armstrong 12-pounder gun rot.~tes a.bout 125 times in a second.
t In some rifled guns windage is allowed for convenience in muzzle-loading, Out still the coincidence of the a.xes of
the bore a.ud projectile is retained, while the latter moves along the bore.

t The position of the axis of an elongated rifle projectile throughout it~ flight cannot b~ accur~tely dete1;IDine(l !t
should be, if 11ossible, always tangent to the trajectory, so that a.t any rau_i:;e its. head sh?Ltlcl first strike the o_b,1 ect. This,
however, is not the case, for its rotation tends to keep its axis in para.Bel directions; ,~htle th~ eff~ct of the resista.nce of the
air, the length. of the projectile, the position of its centre of granty and other ea.uses, IS to brrng_ its ~ead downw~rdsf
Wnda to make its axl.B more nearly a tangent to the trajectory.
Consequently, throughout its fhght,_ the axUI O h
Erojectile may be assumed as being in a direction somewhere between a tangent to the trajectory and a. line parallel to t e
·ne of fire.
.
.
h . . f the sngJ,..
This defect is not of much importance at short ranges, bnt it 18 80 at long ones, where, owmf to t e size
b1 ·
of descent, the }lrojectile will strike with ita axis considerably deviating from the trajectory. T e fore~ of t ! ow au<1
the pt:netration of the projectile are thereby much reduced.

tit~

h
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of the pr,,jedile, nnd therefore between its weight nn,l that pnrt of its surface which is acted on
by the atmosphere.
.
. .
· Tl,e use of elong,,ted pn,j,•ctil,•s lends to th_e fort.her a~,·antages of great weight of proJectile
wben ~olid ones are useil, and also greJ\t c~p,,e1ty
hohl!ug a blll'stmg c)rnrge of powder w!>en
shells are used, which greJ\tly increases then· destructive effects, more especially when used agalllst
earthworks.
~
"fl d
· ·1
d
~,::;. Considerable diffel'ence of opinion exists as to the best form 10r
n n e proJecti e, an
also as to the best form, number, and twist to be given to the grooves of the bore of the_ gun .
•llinost every new gun that is tried_ diff~rs from preceding ones i~ nil, 01: mostly all! th~se polllts.
There is also considerable vanety rn the methods followed for cansmg the pro_Jectile to fit the
croo,es when the gun is fired, and so acquire the desired rotation, but a description of those at
present adopted in our service will alone be given in the present work.

for

SERVICE RIFLED ORDNANCE.
59. The service rifled ordnance are consti·ucted of wrought iron, which is made into cylinders,
or coils, of rnrious sizes to suit the particular gun; these cylinders are shrunk one on to another,
in numbers proportioned to the sti·ength required, so as to obtain at the different parts of the gun
a strength proportioned to the strain to be experienced.
From the nature of their manufacture, the term "built-up" has been applied to ordnance
thus made.
A coil is made by heating a long bar of wrought iron and twisting it round a mandril, so as
to form a rough cylinder, which is then welded, turned and bored to the required dimensions.
The cylinders thns made directly from the coil do not exceed three feet in length ; any incrnase
in length is obtained by welding two or more coils together.
The breech and the ti·unnions 1·equire a special mode of formation, fo,· the mass of metal at
those parts.
60. There are two classes of service rifled ordnance, viz., Breech-loading guns, and llf11zdeloadi11g guns.
The advantages of loading at tbe breech are, that projectiles slightly larger than the bore
Fm. 18.
12-pounder B. L, Rifled Gun, 8 cwt. -Sen.le rt,.

can be used thus insuring th t b T t
f tl ·
d ·
·
gun can be '1oaded after b . e s a l l y o ,eir a~es . urmg then·
passage through the bore ; the
gun can Le worked i
e1~f run up, thereby exposmg the gunners to a less extent; while the
readily cleaned.
n a sma er space than a muzzle.loading piece. The bore can be also more
0
1
stron!~~z:1~:;~ b::~;h~~~~i~; ;::: iP:q~:~s!:!~;~~ thedbest for ve_ry h e~vy artillerJ:, as they are
b
, an
are more s1mp1e m construct10n.
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The bre~ch•loRding guns are also subdivided into two classes, on account of the different
modes of closmg th~ br;,;ch;. t~ey are-Screw B. L_. r!flecl.guns, and Wedge B. L. rifled guns.
Gl. Rifled guns of I cnhbre and upwards are dishn<ruished by the calibre and weight of
thus-.7.inch l\I. .L. gnu, ~f 140 ~wt .. R.; while those or°less than 7'' calibre are clistinguisheJb'
the w~;ght of tl'.eir proJ~~t~le a.nd weight of gun, thus-JO-pi:. B. L. gun, of 35 cwt. R.
y
. "N• Tlie SJ .stem ?f uflmg m ?11 the breech•loaclmg guns is as follows :-The projectile is coatecl
with Jeacl, and 1s a little larger m diameter than the bore of the piece; at the lower encl of the
FIG. 19.
T

A

i
....... ······-·····-············ ········:·~:.~.n~h.~~.G.~t~.·-·····

-------------------------- ·------------------------------- -

A A. Barrel.
B, C, & D. Coils.
P. Breech piece.
T. Tmnniou ring.

V".

Yent piece.

E.
L.
S.

Tappet ring.
Lever ring.
Breech screw.

bore, the diameter is enlarged to form a shot chamber (b Fig. 19), and behind this is a powder
chamber (a), which is not rifled, and has a diameter equal to that across the bottom of the grooves
of the bore. The bore is also very slightly enlargecl to within abont a calibre in front of the shot
chamber; the intervening portion (c), which has a less diameter than any other part of the bore,
is termed the grip. The diameter of this grip is the calibre of the gun.
In loading either the screw or the wedge gun, the projectile and cartridge are inserted through
the breech into their respective chambers ; the breech is then closed, and on the gun being fired,
the force of the explosion drives the projectile through the bore, compressing its soft lead coating
into the grooves, and so imparting the rotatory motion.
63. The principal parts of a screw B. L. Armstrong gun are shown in Figs. 18 and 1n.
The barrel or inner tnbe contains the bore, the shot chamber, and the powder chamber.
The vent piece is of iron or steel. When it is dropped through the vent slot or opening in
the top of the gun, to its position, and pressed by the breech screw tightly against the end of tlie
powder chamber, it effectually closes the bottom of the bore.
The breech screw fits in a thread cut in the breech piece, and is worked backwards or
forwards by a lever, so as to release or press home the vent piece. It is made hollow, so as to
allow the charge to be passed through, in loading the gun.
64. In the "\Yedge breech·loacling guus, a slot passes through the breech from side to side, and
the parts which close the bore are inserted or withdrawn from side to side, instead of at the top.
They are wedged up by a peculiar arrangement.
65. In the :Muzzle•loacling guns, the projectile has projecting copper studs on its exterior,
which on loading fit loosely in the
FIG. 21.
FIG. 20.
grooves. In loading a rifled gun from
Shot going in.
Shot coming out.
the muzzle, the projectile on passing
clown the bore presses against one
f'f'·
,
side of the grooves, but, on passing out
of the bore, it presses against the
~
\,~
oilier side. Advantage of this is taken,
by contracting the grooves near the
. . .
.
.
muzzle on the driving si,le, so that the studs of the proJectile m passmg out of the bore. ~t tig1it1Y
into tlie contracted part, as in Fig. 21, where they are slightly compressed, and the stability of the
axis of the projectile is thereby secured.

~.,___ .

!
'
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66. The following table shows the weights, charges, &c., of the principal service rifted
ordnance::Xature of Ordn:lDce.

' , Screw B. L. Gun.

.-•
~ Pr.'-Wedge

"

40 Pr. Screw
20 Pr.
"
12 Pr.
"
9 Pr.
"
6 Pr.
9• ).f. L."Gun.

"
"
"
"

7"
7"
64 Pr.

"
,,"

"
"

L. S.

s. s.

IWeight.

Calibre.

cwl

inches.

It.

81

7
7

10 0
9 10
9 2
10 1
8 0
6 0
5 2
5 0
12 3
11 10
JO 5
9 3

i

73
63¾
35
16

8
6

3
248
140
130
65

7
ei_gbt
of Pro• No. of
jt>ctile. Grooves.

"

Length.

Charge.

6·-!4·75

3·75
3
3
2·5
9

7
7
6·4

in.

JO

lbs. oz.

12
10

0
0

5

0

0
8
8
2
12

8

0

110

so

20

N.B.-The

76

ranges given
here are the

76
6-i

2
l

1

Remarks.

Rnnges.

.___

<listauces to

41¾

56

20+
10+

44
38
38
32
3
3
3

8-J·
5¾

8

590
520
590
570

990
920
1020
930

410

770

I

3080 the second in.
tersection of
2730 the projectile
2860 with the line
2600 of fire.

2560

In addition to the guns in the above table, there are other rifted guns of large calibre, which
are not yet approved as service guns. The 150-pr. S. B. has been rifled, and carries a projectile
300 lbs. in weight; there is also an experimental 13' 1·ifted gun, which carries a projectile 600 lbs.
in weight, and weighs 22 tons.

PROJECTILES,

ETC.,

FOR RIFLED ORDNANCE.

67. There are three kinds of projectiles for rifted ordnance, viz., Shot, Common shells, and
Segment shells.
These projectiles are elongated, and are cylindro-conoidal in form, the shells being flattened
at the apex to receive the fuze. Those for B. L. guns are coated with leacl, while those for llf. L.
guns have three spiral rows of studs to fit the grooves of the bore.
The shot and co=on shell are used for similar purposes as the spherical projectiles of the
same name.
The segment shell is intended to act as a shrapnel, but can be used as a shot or as case-shot.
The segment shell is the only projectile used at present with the I,i-pr. Armstrong and the lighter
guns, although shot are issued to those guns for practice.
68. The SHOT are solid masses of cast-iron, cylindro-conoidal in form.
Fro. 22.
40-pounder Common Shell.-Section.-Scale ½·

69. The Co1ITTJoN SUELL (Fig. 22) is a hollow cast-iron projectile, the metal of which is thick
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enough to withstaud the shock of the discharge of the gun The head
or apex of the shell is
·
flattened and provideJ with a fuze hole.
•
70. The SEGMENT SHELL (Figs. 23, 24) consists of a thin cast iron h 11 · · d
· t . s eth' Ibnsi ~ which are
placed a number of rows of cast-iron segments round 8 cavity which con
ams e ursting charge.
F10. 23.
Cross Section.

12-pounder Segment Shell.-Scale !,.

Flo. 24.
Longitudinal Section.

The interstices be~ween t~e segments are filled with lead. The interior surface and the head of
the shell are_ prov1dec~ with gro_oves to cause it to burst easily. The bottom of the shell is 11
separate castmg, and_ 1s pressed m after the segments have been inserted.
~Vhen the shell 1s burst, the segments fly outwards, owing to the centrifugal force due to the
rotat10n of the shell, and thus produce an effect similar to that of a Shrapnel shell. Segment
shells are burst about 20 yards short of the object.
_The 20-pr. an~ lower n~tures of se_gment shell are usually fired with both a time and a percuss10n fuze_; the time. fuze 1s screwed ,~ the fuze hole, with the percussion fuze inside, so that,
should the time fuze fail to act, the shell is burst on ricochet by means of the percussion fuze.
71. FuzEs.-There are four different fuzes for the shells of rifled guns, two of which are time
fuzes, and two are percussion fuzes.
In both the time fuzes (Boxer's and Armstrong's) there is a percussion arrangement by
which the shock of the discharge of the gun ignites some detonating composition, and thereby sets
fire to the fuze composition, which is arrnnged according to the time of flight.
This percussion arrangement is necessary with the time fuzes, owing to the absence of
windage, for the flame from the explosion of the chRI·ge of the gun cannot be used to set fire to
the fuze composition.
In the percussion fuzes there is a double action. The shock of the discharge of the gun, by
breaking wires in the fuze, sets the percussion arrangement free to act, when it receives the second
shock which is caused by the impact of the shell on the object.
ROCKETS.
I

72. A RocKET consists of a cylindrical case of paper or metal containing inflammable composition; to one end of the case is attached a head usually of a conical or cylindro-conoidal form;
the other end is closed, but has one or more vents or holes in it, for the escape of the gas of the
ignited composition. There is a conical ~ollow space i~ the int~rior of t~e roc~et, ~xtending
nearly throughout the length of the compos1t10n. The obJect of tlus hollow m the mtenor of the
rocket is that a large surface of composition may be at once ignited, and the gas be thereby generated more quickly than it can escape through the vents; the result is, that the gas becomes
condensed inside the rocket and exerts a pressure iu every direction on the interior smface. The
pressures on the sides of the rocket neutralize one another, but the 1iressure _on the head exceeds
that on the base in consequence of the escape of the gas from the vents. This excess of pressure
on the head ove:· that on the base causes the rocket to move in the direction of the head, slowly at
first but with an acceleratina motion, owina to the continued generation of fresh gas, and its.
esca'pe through the vents, which increases u~til the 1·esistunce of the air is equal to the force of
.
.
. . .
progression, or until the composition is consumed.
The motion of a rocket is in reality a continued recoil, diffenng from that of a gun Ill _being
caused by a continuous force which acts during a great pRI·t of its flight; whereas the recoil oft\

lti

Gtmpou·dcr, .Artille1 y, <$-c,

·
Is1Ye
· ,,'or·ce, "hich censes to act on it as soon as the projectil o
gun is caused by nn unpu
hRs left

th e b<:>\re.t.
k
" .,d is ,itlnchcd to the bnse or side of the rocket to guide
J
it in its flight.
... 1c ~ or 1\'ll" 1 t
·
... 3 , There •\fe two a~srripti
·
tl
~ET
ous of rockets used in the serv1ce,
-v1z.. 1e 1Rio •N-u:., Boo1
"d \' , fand
the c~;~GREYE TiocKET. 1'he former nre used ns signals
at night, the lntter as es rue ,ve
rroj~ctiles.
; 4. 'l'he Swx.u. RocKET (Fig. 25) has its case an d head of paper · the hitter contains the
,
Pw. 2,i.

Sigo,l Rocket.-! .

composition for the sta,·s; the bottom of the case is choked,
so as to form a single vent in the
axis; the stick is attached to the side of th e rocket case.
. .
.
Signal rockets are fired verticall y, o_r nearly so. iV~en.
the C_'>mpos,hon 1s co1~st~med,_ the
burstin" cbru.·ae explodes the bea,1 and igmtes the stars, which
111 falling produce a brtlltant hght
that c-ai be s:'en from a consider able distance.
.
.
Rockets between l" and 2" in diameter ascend between -150
and 000 yards 111 height, anti are
visible within a circuit of from 35 to -10 miles.
7 5. CoNGREYE RocmTs (Fig. 26) have a sheet iron case,
with a hollow iron head, which is
FIG. 26.
24-pounder Congreve Rocket.-- Section.-i .

cylindro-conoidal in form, and can be used as a shell by
filling it with powder, but is left empty
when intended as a shot; the base is of wrought iron, and
contains 5 vent holes, with a hole in
the centre, in which the stick is screwed.
The larger varieties of rockets (24-prs. and 12-prs.) can be
used as carcasses, by substitu ting
for the ordinary head a conical one, having six vents, which
is filled with carcass composi tion.
Congreve rockets are fired from an iron tube which rests on
legs, and has a suitable arrange•
ment for giving the requii-ed elevation. They may also be
fired
rocket being slightly eleYated. A number of the smaller rocketsfrom the ground, the head of the
placed in a row and firecl in this
manner, may be used with advantage against cavalry.
Congi-eve rockets are employed both in the land and sea
services, to set fire to houses,
shipping , &c., in the bombard ment of towns.
R ockets have the advantage of containi ng within themselv es
they may therefore be used in many situation s where it would their own propellin g power, and
but they have the defect of beiug extremely irregular in their be impossib le to employ artillery ,
flight.
ARTILL ERY CARRIA GES.
76. ":he carriages on which ordnance are mounted are
one class mcludmg all those upon which the gun travels, divided into two general classes, -the
or
acl10n; the other class.com prising all carriages upon which is conveyed, as well as worked in
ordnance is mounted when placed in
permane nt or fixed positions, but which are not intended to
be used
. To the for!"er class belong Field and Siege Artillery Carriage in their transpor t .
s; to the latter, Garrison and
Slnp Gun Ca,nages , Traversing Platform s, and Jllortc<1· Beds
.
. 77. Figs. 27, _28, represen t a Field Gun Carriage for
an Armstro ng l~•poun der Gun.
With it, and also with Siege (or Travellin g) Carriages, the
gun fires over a height of
feet.
, Figs. 29, !lO, represen t a Garrison Gun Carria«e, which
allows
the gun on it to fire over a
height of 2¼ feet.
0

a:
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Figs. 31, ~2, represent. a Mortar Deel for a 10-in. mortar. When the bed rests on a level
surface, the mortar has an eleYation of 15°.
A TnlYersing Platform consists of a strong frame proviclecl with trucks, which traverses in
any required arc of ~ circle. A gun carriage, similar to a garrison carriage, but without trucks,
works on the traversmg platfo1·m.
A casemate dwarf traversing platform is shown in position in a Haxo Casemate, in the Chapter
on 'AULTED
ORKS.
VARIOUS KINDS OF ARTILLERY FIRE.
78. The fire of artillery may be, as regards the direction and position of the object, either
Direct, Oblique, Rererse, Enfilade, Flank, or Cross; and, as regards the elevation used, it may be
either Hori:ontal, Vertical, Ricochet, Plunging, or Pitching. (Figs. 33, 34.)
DIRECT fire is that of which the direction is perpendicular, or uearly so, to the line of the
object (whether formed by troops or by a line of fortification) fired at.

,v

Field Carriage for l2-pounder Armstrong Gun.-Scale ,J:,.

FIG. 27.

Elevation.

F10. 28.-Plan.

D
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OBUQl"E fire is that of which the direction is oblique to the object.
E,.FILADE fire is that which is directed along a line firecl at; the gun requires, therefo1·e, to
be posted in the prolongation of the line to be c11filaded.
REYERSE fire is that which is brought to bear on the rear of the object, which is then said to
be taken in re,erse .
.-1.. FLA..'<KIXG fire is a defensiYe fire, which is directed along the front of, and parallel, or
nearly so, to the line to be fia11ked. It is thus named, because an enemy, when attacking the
work, would ha,e bis own flank exposed to the flanking fire .
-~ CROSS fire is that which is obtained when the lines of fire of two or more guns, in different
positions, cross one another on nny particular ground.
Flo. 29.
Garrison Carriage for $-inch Gun.--Elevation.

ii

FIO. 31.
10"Iron Mortar Bed.-Plnn.-Scale 71\.

Flo. 30.
Plan.-Scale 11,.
FIG. 32.
l 0" Iron Mortar Bed. - Side Elevation. -Scale -h•

0

0

HORIZONTAL fire is the g
al t
Ii d
being fired with service cha ener
erm ~pp e to the fire of guns or howitzers, which pieces
attain the object.
rges, are only given the elevation requisite to allow their projectiles t~
The effect of horizontal fire ·
· •
d
.
the moment of impact.
is pnnc,pa11Y ue to the horizontal velocity of the projectile at
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fire is the term applied to the usual fire of mortars h" l .
an elevation of 45°; the projectiles so fired fall at a much steeper i'ncwl. ict~ ate fired generally with
rna ion.
.
.k.
f 1 fi th
I
n ver 1ca re e s~n mg veloc1tr is clue almost entirely to the force of gravit
· y. f
RICOCHET FmE.-F1re from guns 1s so named when the pro;ectile m k
rebounds
. necessary, and a a es
. 1s
"' t t h"1s a low velocity
T o euec
t . t . 1
·
d h o
d a series
a t s h or rn erva s.
re nee c arge with an
'
increased elevation are given to the gun.
VERTICAL

F10. 33.-Plan.
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Ricochet fire is generally combined with enfilade fire, for the purpose of searching into a line
of work which is screened from direct view by some intervening work. In this cas·e the guns are
placed on the prolongation of the line to be enfiladed a ,·icdcl,et; and on being fired with the
proper charge and elevation, the projectiles ought just to clear the intervening work, and make

Fro. 34.-Eleva.tion.
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,..__ _________________
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th
several grazes and rebounds along the line, dismounting and destroying any guns, &c., ey may
strike.

Gunpoucl<r, Artillery, c$-c.
Tl,e usual cJu,rgcs for ricochet fire nu-y from one-half to one-tenth of fo e se rvice charges, and
the aueles ,,f elernti,,n from 5° to 10·.
\Yith this kind uf ricochet fire, it is alm ost unnecessary to remnrk that the obj ect is unseen
from the guns.
.
. .
Ricochet fire is uncertnin, on account of the low velocity of the proJ ec tilcs . At GOO yards
not more than from one-half to ,me-thin! of the rounds fired will take effect; at -100 yanls about
two-thirds take effect.
Ricochet batteries for S. B. Guns should therefore be, if possible, within -100 yards, and not
further than GOO ,ards from the object.
\\"ith ritled drdnance, shells filled with powder, and having percussion fu zes, would be used,
so as to burst the shell ou grazing. l\Iuch greater damage would be effected in this manner tbau
by the rebounding of the projectile after graz in g.
I'I.c:-,asr; fire is that obtained from guns situated at a cousid ernble elevation above the
object, and fired with service charges. It is the least effective fire.
PncHI:<G or CURVED fire is used to sll"ike directly an obj ect , which is concealed from view, as
au escarp wall in a fortress. It is obtained in a similar way to ricochet fire, so for as regards
using a decreased charf!e and an iucreased elevation, to enable the proj ec tile to d ear the intervening obstacle at a sufficient angle of descent to reach the object, but, of course, no rebounds
take place. This fire is so far uncertain that the effect of each rouucl cannot Le observed, so as to
allow of corrections in the aim and elevation being made.
THE ENFIELD RIFLE.
7n. The Enfield Rifle, with which the infantry are principally armed, is a muzzle-loading •

piece, riflerl with three bronc! and shallow grooves, which have a twist making one complete turn
in a length of G} feet: it is sighted up to 800 yard s.
Its principal dimensions and weights are:Fw. 35.
Length without bayonet, 4 feet 7 inches.
EnJidd Rifl• Bu!M.-Section.
Ditto with fixed bayonet, 6 feet ½inch.
Full size.
Weight without bayonet, 9 lbs. 2½ oz.
------,..__
Ditto with ditto, 10 lbs.
I l
Charge of powder, 2~ drams.
Diameter of bore, 0·577 inch.
.]
Ditto of bullet, 0·55 inch .
. 80. The Enfield rifle buUet. (Fig. 3a) is cylindrical in form, with an ogivale head; it has a
comsal ~ollow at_its base, which 1s closed with a wood plug, partly filling the hollow.
Tlns bullet_ 1s easily loaded on acc?unt of the _wind age, but expands by the action of firing
suffic1ently _to fit the grooves of the rifle, thus domg away with the windage at the moment of
firmg and g,vmg the bullet th e requisite rotation.
The expansi~n of the bullet at the moment of firing is due to its inertia which allows the
powder,_ when 1~mted, to slightly crush its base before its point moves.
'
This effect is most probably assisted by the woocl plug being driven inwards by the explosion
~nd so forcmg ~he lead outwards into the grooves; but such is not the object of the hollow and
its ~lug, fo 1;,it is found_that a soEcl bullet of the same external dimensions will expand, or, rather,
be ,11:set, . by the act10n of ~rmg sufficie~tly to fit the grooves.
.
e_ 0 liJect of the hollow m the bullet 1s to thl'Ow forward its centre of 0m·nvity and so favour
its steadmess
. l P1ug is
· to prevent the sHles
· • of •the
'
.
.of flight·, and that
' of th e "ooc
bullet from
cf 11~pstuYi as ,t leaves the_barrel, which would otherwise be the case and would cause the shape
o t e u et to lie much distorted, and its flight injuriously affected. '
• It will mo1:1t proba.l,ly l,;e shortly converted into a breech-loader.
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ADDENDA TO SECTION !.-ARTILLERY, &o.

60a. B.L. Rifled guns are, for general purposes, in course of being superseded by M.L.
Rifled guns, not only as regards heavy ordnance, but also for Field Artillery.
The existing sto~k of B .L .. guns will continue in use, but no new B.L. guns have been
constructed for some time. It will probably be many years before our Field Artillery, at present
composed of breech-loaders, is entirely composed of muzzle loaders; but all Heavy Ordnance of
8" calibre and upwards are now muzzle loaders.
B.L. Guns will, however, always be most suitable for certain special purposes, such as for
use in ships' boats, in the embrasures of flanking kaponiers, &c.
The following table shows the dimensions, &c., of the principal M.L. Guns in the Service ;
the details of B.L. Guns remain as stated in the table, p. 14 :Length of
Nature and \Veight
of Gun.

Gun.

Number, Weight
Depth, and
of
,Vidth
Prnjec•
of Groo·ves
tile.

--

-----

Bore.

Rifling.

in.

in.

".
e-.

Charge.

Rifting.

C~

~

Service.

Batter- ·
ing.

--------- ---- - -

-ft.

.

"".

lbs.

cwt.

lbs.

lbs.

..

50

70

Woolwich

..

50

70

Do.

8

40

60

Do.

5

30

43

Do.

i 180

4

20

30

Do.

l 115

3

14

22

Do.

in.

{

13·05" of 23 tons . 14

1

141-5

126·

12" of 23 tons F •. 14

3½

145·

127·

10" of 18 tons F .• 14

2

145·5

ll8·

9" of 12 tons F •. 12

3

125·

107·5

8" of 9 tons F .• 11

4½

118·

102·

{

7" of 7 tons F •. 11

9½

126·

112·5

{

(

t

{

N 10
D ·2 } 600
W 1·5
N 9
D ·2 } 600
Wl·5
N 7
D ·2
400
Wl·5
6
N
D ·18
250

l I

{ WI-5

N 4
D ·18
Wl·5
N 3
D ·18
Wl·5

l

)
)

The general mode of construction (which is officially termed the "F construct10n " ) 1s as
follows :.
· t
The bore is composed of a solid-ended steel tube, wb1ch ~as been forged f1:om a_cast mfo'
bored out and toughened b_y being plunged, when heated to a h1_gh temperature, mto 011h ~ t ~s
parts slowly with its heat (oil not boiling under 60_0° F.)! and 1s toughened as well as ar ene ·
The remainder of the gun is built-up of double or triple coils shrunk over one another.

I
I

A am,Ue coil is made by windin« a bar of r ed -hot iron over one previously
coiled in the
reverse direction, and then we.lding
pH·paring the mass as a singl e coil.
A triple coil is similarly formed, three bnrs being wound, one over the other.
.
The trunnion rin" which at first was shruuk on, is now welded to the breech-piece
.
The inner steel tt~be, in he,wy ordnance, is prolonged to the rear by the cascable
screw, which
is a cdinder of olid forged wrought-iro n, screwed into the breech-piec e.
'l.'he Wool1rich system of rifling has greatly s uperseded the Shnnt system.
In the \\'oolwich system, the grooves are broad and s!Jallow, being for all guus of 7" calib,·e
and upwards 1·5 inches broad, anti from ·1 8 to ·20 inch deep.
The number of grooves varies (fro m 3 to 10) with the calibre; the proj ectiles have
projecting
studs, lfhich fit loosely into the grooYes, and which rub Rgainst one side of the
grooves, when
beina loaded; and when !ired, they press against the other, or clrii'ing side, and force
the projectile
to as~ume a position in which its axis, or central line. coincides with the axis of
the bore of the
gun during its passage along the latter.

and

70a . Boxz&'s SHRAPNEL SHFLL for Rifled Guns consists of a thin, cast-iron,
elongated shell,
having a wood head, which is coYered with sh eet iron ; th e bursting chnrge is placed
in a space at
the base of the projectile, from which a h ollow iron tube, in the axis of the
shell, leads to the
fuze at the hea,l. The bullets are packed round this hollow axis, in the space
between the
bursting charge and the head of the shell ; the intersti ces between the bullets
are filled with
resin. The interior smface of the shell is provided with six grooves, so as
to enable a small
bursting charge to break open the shell and liberate the bullets, without violently
dispersing them.
The size and m1mber of the bullets vary for the different calibres, as also do
the details of
the projectiles in minor points. 'l'he weights, &c., of the Shrapnel Shell for
the 7-inch B.L.
Gun are-

Shell, empty
360 bullets, mixed metal, at JA per !b ...
Head, disc, woud, resin, &c.
Total,,
Bursting charge

lbs

oz.

5R

12

26

K

Jl

9

HG

1:1

8 oz .

. 70b. CAsE_ SHOT for Rifled Guns are very similar to those used for S.B. Ordnance.
EHch
projectile cous,s_ts of a number of small bull ets in a cylindrical case. In the
latest paitern the
~ase 1s of ti~1, ,nth_ a ~louble bottom of sheet-H·on ; th ere is also an inner lining
or casP of sheet1ron, which 1s d1nded mto three segments, in order not to be any impediment to
the dispersion of
the bullets; these latter are packed in coal dust.
71a. Boxer's time fu zes for M.L. Ordnance are of two kinds, one is termed
the 9 second,'
fuze, a)1d the other 1s termed the 20 seconds' fuze; they are respectively aYailHble
for times of
flight tram 1 to 10 seconds, and from 10 to 20 seconds. They are both ( wood.
0

7t~b. Bo~er's 2
0 seconds' time fu::e contains 4 inches of fuze composition , wl,ich is separated
om 1 ~ woo case by a \'aper c,rlmder. At the bottom of the composition , a
hole 1s bored
~~ns~e,~ly /hfou,i, th_e fuze for the reception of a pellet of mealed powder pierced
like a tulie
. e e~t· 0 bt •e uzFe lS cl osed by a gun-metal plug, which is screwed into tl;c upper
part of th~
<0mpos1 wn ore.
ram
the
centre
of
th'
I
·
·
18
· I
d
·
f
.
Pug, a copper pm
18
downwards and round it
oope . ~ ~, e_ce oh qu_,dekmntrh, the ends of which are passedprojects
throuah two esca~e holes which
aQre_ Jk>rov,tr el • Jill _td ~ s1 e of the head, for the escape of the flame of the burning
com1,~sitio;1
me ma c , 1s 81 rn a groove
d tJ I d f I f
·
·
·
and is protected by a strip of ro
I u~
,e lea o t rn uze, rn connectwn
with the escape holes.
b .
d '.fh
s iee copper, covered by a tape band one end of the copper band
emg expose ·
e copper band is stripped off, when the shell is ~laced in the bore of the gnu.
fr
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u
holes spirally disposecl 1·1
with one row of side
The fuze is provided
1 <e th ose of s«ortar
fuze s
. '
,
d
2 · I d
.
d f tom
'
me 1es own war .s. The sHle holes are plugged w1"th n"fl e pow der.
an d nnm b ere
.
. . On b~mg fired from a gun, the qmckmatch becomes ignited ancl sets fire to the fuze c

h ompos1tion, which burns out of the two escape holes· the further action · th
is e same as t at of the
'
common time fuze.
Th~ head of the fuze is plugged in front, and the escape holes made in the side, (l) to revent
the ~xt10ct1?n of the fuze when striking end on, (2) to prevent the acceleration of th/rate of
bnrnmg, winch would be caused by the pressure of the air on the head.
Bo_th the "9 seconds" _and the "20 seconds,. fuze are available, without any preparation, as
percussion fazes_ agamst ships or eai·thworks, the fnze on impact being driven into the shell and
'
thus explodrng ,t.
71c. Boier·s wood time Ju=es for B.L. Ordnance are similar to those for l\I.L. Guns in all
respects, except the meth?d of lighting the fuze, which is effected by a percussion arrangement in
the head. A metal plug 1s suspended b_y a crns_s wire'. which is broke~ by the shock of discharge
of the ~?n, and thus bnngs the metal plug mto violent contact with a patch of detonating
compos1t10n , the flame from which ignites the priming of the fuze.
. These fuzes are also serviceable, without preparation . as percussion fuzes against earthworks,
ships, &c.
7_9a._ The Enfiel~ Rifle has _been converted into a breech-loader on Mr. Snider's principle.
Its p11nc1pal d1mens10ns and weights remam practically unaltered from those given in Art. 70
'
page 20. The converted arm can be fired with ease from 6 to 8 times in a minute.
80a. CARTRIDGES for the ENFIELD SNIDER RIFLE haYe a case of tl,in sheet brass, which is
covered with thin paper. Into the head of the case is choked the bullet, which is ·573 inch
diameter. 'l'he lower end of the bullet is provided with 3 cannelures (or hollow rings), which
contain the bees' wax, with which this portion of the bullet is coated. The bullet has a J,ollow in
the base, with clay plug, like that of the Enfield in Fig. 35. It bas also a hollow in tl,e head,
which is filled with wood, so as to adjust the position of the centre of gravity. Between the
bullet and the powder is a small quantity of cotton wool. The charge of powder is 2½ rlrams.
The base of the cai·tridge has a percussion cap fixed in its centre. The base rim allows the
cartridge case to be witbrlrawn from the chamber after firing, by the extractor of the rifle, which
acts when the moveable breech-block is drawn back; it is thus impossible to load the rifle with
more than one cartridge at a time.
This ammunition is perfectly waterproof, and the peculiar distribution of its lubrication (the
bees' wax) makes it absolutely non-fouling. By its adoption, the accuracy of the converted arm
has been 1·endered much superior to that of the unconverted arm.
ROb. The l\IARTL'II-HENRY Rifle is the breech-loading arm that has been proposed (by a
special committee) as the future weap0n for the infantry, and will gnuluall_y replace tl• e tiui_der
Rifle, to which it is superior in accuracy, initial velocity, flatness of trttJectory, and pelletrnt10n.
Its name is due to the fact that its breech mechanism is tl,e 11lartini, while its barrel is tl,e llemy.
each of which is cousidered the best of its kind .
The barrel is of steel, the calibre is ·-!5 inch, the grooves are seYen in number, m,d are
polygonal ; that is to SR)', the boi-e has 7 sirles which circumscribe a circle, the_diameter of wlnch
is ·45 iucb.

Along each angle of the bore there runs a raise~ nb, wh1cl1 pr0Jects1 ~11\Hl~d~ ns foi

ns the (imaginary) ·45 inch circle, and thus forms each groove rnto n double Olle.
a twist of 1 t urn in 20 iuches.

l!Je nJhng hns

80c. Carti·id"es for the l\Iartini -Henry rifle are called
BoxER-HENRY, as they consist of the
metal case of Colonel Boxer, as used with the Snider
rifle, the mode of lubricat ion being that of
Mr. Henry.
The case, with its percussion cap in the centre, is similar
to that for the Snider, but is longer,
in order to suit the smaller calibre.
The bullet is solid, cylindr o-conoi dal in form, ·45 inch
in diamete r at, the base, and tapers
-.ery sliahtly towards the apex. Its length is about
l¼ inch, and it weighs 4'30 grains. It is
made of lead hardened by tin, and is provided with
a single cannelu re for securin g it to the
cartridge.
The lubrication consists of a wad of bees' wax between
thin cardboa rd wads, placed between
the powder and the bullet.
The charge of powder is 85 grains.
80d. The following table

gives the traj ectories of the Snider and Martini -Henry
rifles for
a range of 500 yards, supposing the gun to be
fired from the ground, and aimed at the foot of
ilie object-

S"fo Distar.ce for
Cavalry ,

Safe Distance for
Infantry,

Greatest H eight of
Traj ectory.

---

Snider ·577
Martini -Henry
·45

Between 138 and Between 92 and
400 yards.
438 yards.
Nil
Between 139 and
396 yards.

Feet.

Calculated
Initial Velocity.

Inches.

1252 feet

11

l}

8

1

1362

"

The comparative pen etration s of the Snider, and of the
Martini -Henry rifles are illustra ted
by the following stateme nt of the results of experim ents
:Fired through ½" elm planks, l" apart.
Snider
·577-A verage penetra tion
Martini -Henry ·45ditto

8½ planks.
14½

Fired through 3" baulks of dry fir timber, placed close together
.
Snid~r.
·577-St opped by 2nd baulk at . •
50 yards range.
Martm1-Henry ·45-Pen etrated 3 baulks easily at
50
Fired against a rope mantlet (fom· thicknesses of 3" rope).
Snider.
·577-F ailed at
••
••
••
50 yards range.
Mart.im-Henry ·45-Peu etrated at 350, and not at 400
.
Fired against an ordinary gabion, filled with earth from
a clay soil.
Sruder.
·577-Fa iled to penetra te.
Mart.im-Henry ·45-Pen etrated at 10 and 25 yards. Failed
at longer distances.
.
Fired at a Sandbag, containing one bushel of Sand.
Smd~r.
·577-Fa iled to penetra te.
Mart.im-Henry ·45-Pen etrated at 10 and 25 yards. Failed
at longer distance ,.
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SECTION 11.
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY, GEOMETRICAL DRAWING, & c.
UsE OF D RAWING !NSTRUMENTS-Conipasses,_p,·otractor, Marquois scales and triangle.

PBOBLEMS IN PLANE GEOMETRY-

Bisection of a _line aml o.( .an angle~ co~ru~tion of, pe,'Pendicu.lars; to draw a line parallel to a line; to mnke an angle
equal tu one gu•t·1l; to d!l-irie a stro1ght h.nc into a git'e~ num~er of equal parts; to reduce a. rectilinear jig1're to a triangle
of e'.l11al a tea; construct ton of regular polygons on a given ltne; to draw a tangent to a gwen circle. KNOTS useful in
tracing tl'Orb on. the ground; clove hitches; single bowliM; si11gle sheet bend; double sheet bend; ,-eef k'nOt, 1ScA.LESMethoc1 of construction, ea·amples of calculation. necessm·y; dia9onal scales; table of Enylish and Forf'19n linear measi.tres.
M :zNBURATION. - Area.s ofrecta1i{Jles, triangles, and. trapezoids; inclinatians of slopes, Mw expressed by froctions.
G:ro.
METRICAL D&A.WING.- Projections, orthographic; plan, elei•ation., section, and pro.file; Mw to construct a plan, a section,
and a,i. elevation.

81. A KNOWLEDGE of the elements of geometrical drawin g is desirable in the study of Fortification, both for the purpose of comprehending the various drawings by which works aucl buildings are r epresented on paper, an d also for the purpose of tracing, or marking out on the ground,
the n ecessary det ails of defensive works.
The drawing instruments in use at the Royal Military College are the following:82. A PAm OF COMPASSES having a movable leg to admit of a pen 01· pencil leg being substituted for it, so as to allow of cir cles being drawn in ink or penc il.
A SMALL COMPASS WITH A PEN LEG, for drawing smaller circles thau can be described conve niently by means of the large compasses. These are called bow sweeps; they should not be usecl
for circles which r equire the legs to be opened to a greater angle than about 30°.
FIG. 36.

A PEN LEG and a PENCIL LEG to insert in the place of the movable leg of the large compass.
A DRAWING PEN.
.

83 An IvoRY PROTRACTOR to set off angles and having on it vanous useful scales. .
.
' of the protractor.-Let
'
" 36) be th e given
.
· ght !me
8 t1111
To. set off an angle by means
CA (F 1g.
d '
C a poin in it, and 4.0° the angle required to be set off. Place the centre mark on the lower e ge
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of the protraetor at C, and mo,•e the protractor round until the line marked 40° on the rndiated
edne coincides with CA. Draw the line C D along the edge; D CA is the required angle. If
th~ point D, thl'o'!gh which the straight li~e, forming the ani;ile of 40° :,vith the line CA: is to pass,
be not in the stralght lin e, the protractor 1s placed on the !me CA with the centre pomt and the
mark J0° coinciding with that line, and it is moved along the line CA in this position until the
edge CD coincides with the point D.
" 'hen the line CA is not long enough to admit of the above construction, place the lower edge
of the protractor on that line (Fig. 37) with the cen tre on C ; then l)J.Rke a mal'k against the upper
F10. 37,
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edge at the ~ine indicating the re9-uired angle (D), and draw D C. The protractor should not be
used for settmg off angles the Imes containing which are required to be accurate for a gr·eatel'
length than I½ or 2 inches.
The scale mai·ked C H O on the pl'otractor is a scale of chords.
To set off an angle by means of it.-With centre C{Fig. 38) and l'adius equal to the distance from
Fro. 38.
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zero to 60 on the scale (because h d f 60° ·
1
'
CA in A; and with centre A ~ ord. o
18 equa to the radius), describe an arc AD cutting
angle), describe an arc intersec:~grADu!neqDual tJo _theOdD1stanDceOfAro~l zhero to _40o (or other given
• om
.
1s t e 1·equued angle,
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The sc~le on the ed~e of the face ~f the_ protractor, and those on the back markecl 30, 35, 40,
&c., ,are plarn scales, an mch berng d,v,ded rnto the number of parts indicated by the figures.
~he p_rotractor has also on 1t a d1a!(onal scale. The principle of the diagonal scale is fully
explarned m t~e Chap_ter on Scales. The scales generally given are either inches divided into
hundredths, "'.•th half rn~hes similarly divided on the right hand side, or half inches divided into
hundredths, w,th ~uarter mches on the right hand side. To take off a given distance, let the dista1:ce be 4-35 umts. Look al?ng the hori~ontal_ line m~rked 5 (for five hundredths), place one
pomt of the compass on the pornt wh~re tins honzontal !me cuts the oblique line from the point
3_ (for three-tenths),_ and the other pornt of the compass where it is intersected by the perpendwular from the pomt marked 4 (for four units).
81. A box of MARQUOIS SCALES.
The Marquois scales consist of two rectangular rulers and a right-angled triangle. On each
e~~e of_ the l'U!ers there are two scales; the inner one is the natural scale, in which an inch is
d1v1ded mto the n~mber ?f par~s marked in the centre of the scale. The longest side, or hypo·
thennse, of the triangle 1s 3 times the shortest side. Let A BC (Fig. 39) be a position of the
A.

E

FIG. 39.

triangle, F G the ruler. The ruler 1·emammg fixed, let the triangle be moved from A B C to
A' B' C' ; it is evident that the perpendicular distance A' E between the parallel lines A B and
A' B' bear~ to the distance A A' which the point of the triangle has moved, or to D D' its equal,
the same proportion which the hypothenuse AC does to the short side BC. A' E is therefore
½rd of D D'. If the scale on the edge of the Marquois l'U!er be compared with the inner, 01·
natural scale below it, it will be found that each large division is 3 times the division on the
inner or natural scale : thus the proportion between the scales is the same as that between the
sides of the triangle.
To apply this principle, let it be required to draw two parallel lines ½rd of an inch apart. On
the scale of 30, one large division (or 10 small divisions) will be equal to ¼rd of an inch. Place
the bevelled edge of the triangle carefully against the given line, and make the sta,· point on the
triangle agree with the zero point on the scale of 80. Then slide the triangle clown (the ruler
being held firm with the left ~and) until the star point coincid~s with the div~sion on the outer
scale marked 10, and draw a lrne along the bevelled edge. It Will be, as reqmred, +;;-ths, or trd
of an inch from, and parallel to, the given line.
To apply the Marquois scale to the construction of a given rectilinear figure at a given scale.
Let A BCD E F (Fig. 40) be the given figure of the
Flo. 40.
dimensions marked, to be drawn at a scale of 20 feet
to 1 inch. Lay the bevelled edge of the triangle along
.,- ___ ,D _________ .,. ,
1
AF.
Then
draw. be,, ee', da parallel
when the star
~
• '
.
.
.
• • •
l,
B.
c·
pomt comc1des W1th 3½, ~' and 8 div1s10ns on the scale
,-··-····, .... : :.,,,
.'
.
of 20, and slide the triangle up far enough to draw --·--"':~"'/F. _____ _
D D' at right angles to A F by the sho1-t side of the
' ~· • 4-l'J! f 12 '
• •· ,i
triangle. Turn the rulers round, make the be,elled
.
"
edge of the triangle coincide with D D', and set the zero and star pomts together .. Then move
the triangle up, marking E at 12 divisions, F at 18 (12 + 6); next move the triangle down,
marking Cat li, Bat 6 (l½ + 4½), and A _a t 13 (or 6_ -t- 7).
Join A B, CD, DE, and E F, to obtam the reqmrecl figure.
1

:
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PROBLEJfS IN PLANE GEO;\lETRY.
.
.
.
f the problems of most general application m Geometncnl
~5. The followmg are sometho . n I the outlines 11 nd necessary details of works of defence.
·
1d nlso for tracm"
gi on '
·
D rawmg,
nI
.''bon be ft
ted a cord fixed at one eml when
descri· b'mg arcs on th e
For the compnss~s ma) e ~u. s , :~en settin" off distances.
gronnd, an,l a mensurrnf/RI~~s~;/1:e gfren .,tmight line.-Let ~ B (Fig. H) . be th~ given
t'6. I'ROBLE'1 1 · . ht r . 1·th A and B as centres and with any convement radms, A 0
Fm. 41.
s(tr~igt . t,bn;11· ;" A B) describe circles i~tersecting in the points C and D; join
ITTea er
" by
• a line
• intersecting the given
·
· m
· E . A B w1'JI b e b'1sec t ecl
;c
these
points
hne
,

I

in E.
N.B.-0 D is perpendicular to A B .*
To apply this construction pract1cally, double a rope so as _to be able
to take hold of its centre, ancl while its ends are held to the pomts A and
B, the points O and D can be fixed by moVJn~ the rope until both its halves
become tioht. T!te point E can then be obtamed.
.
A,---+----•
Whe; the given line is too long for the above construction, set off
from each of its ends A and B, equal di~tances as ma:·ked by the fi~mes
1-2-8 (Fig. 42); a convenient. leng~h to b1e~ct, as 3-3 will thus be obtamecl,
the middle point of which C wil) evidently bisect A B._
.
When the given line A B is of known l_ength, it may be b_isecte_d by
measuring from eithei· of its ends one-half of its length to obtam its pomt of
bisection C.
,
.
87. PROBLEM II. To bisect a given angle.FIG. 4.2.
Let
DAO
(Fig.
43)
be
the
given
angle; make
B
C 3
A
AC equal to AD; then from D and O as centres, and with equal radii, describe arcs intersecting in E ; the line A E being then draWll, bisects the angle as required.
Ons.-The triangle DE C must be isosceles, but need not be equilateral.
To bisect an angle traced on the ground by pickets, or other marks, as D AC, fix a mark
at any point C in the line A 0, as far from A as possible, and another at Din t ,e line AD,
making tlie distance AD equal to C A; double a cord so as to find its centre, an,] stretching it
from O to D, mark tlie point equidistant from C and D, then the liue bisecting the angle will
pass through this point.
It may here be observed that auy straight line traced in this way by pickets, &c., may be
prolonged by placing other pickets so that they may appear to coincide with them; and that the
point of intersection of two lines may be found by observing the coincidence with pickets placed
in both lines.
Frn. 43.

FIG, 44.

Fw. 45.

88. PROBLEM III. ThotLgh a git-en point, to dm,c a line perpendicular to a given line.(E UCLID l., 12.)
. (1.) When the point P is in the given straight line A B and not near either end of it as in
Fig:_ 44, set off eq~al distances PC, PD, in A B; froU: C and D as centres with an; e nal
radu, descnbe arcs m~ersec~ing i°: E; jo\n P ~. which is ~he perpendicular requi,:ecl.
q
(2.) When the pomt P 1s not m the given line A B, as m Fig. 4~.-From Pas a centre, with any

,, t;ii~~/~t~ffr1:

trc

J. \\ee ~:::it~ee "!~tin .a~d conti11t1?UB ,·" ~~e line_s of co~str1;1-ction, i. e. tbos~ used to obtain the results,
centre. and' generally those lin~a ~::eh~~•"" laud co,1_tmdi,o,us.
Al given point 18 shown by a cu·cle deacribecl abont it as a
,
,
,
on y require _or proo are ouutteU.
8
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conYenient ra~ius, de~cribe a'.' arc, cu_ttin!( A B in C and D; from C and D as centres, and with
any equal radn, describe arcs llltersectmg Ill E (see rules), on the side of A B opposite to p . join
PE : it is the perpendicular required.
'
The~e constructions may be employed on the ground, the point E being formed as in Fig. 43,
by doubhng a cord .
. (3.) 'Yhen tl~e point P is
the !in?!>,- B , but very near to one end , as in Fig. 46.-Take any
polllt C, with radius C P descnbe a semicircle E PD ; draw the diameter E D · join E P: it is the
perpendicular required.
'
Second construction (Fig. 47).-Take any scale of equal parts; then with P as centre, and

!n

Fm. 46.

Fro. 47,

-~
A _;.

F10. 48.
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1·adius equal to three such parts, describe an arc cutting A B in C; with P as centre, and radius
equal to four parts, and with C as centre, and radius equal to five parts, describe arcs intersecting
in D; join P D : it is the perpendicular required.
For 32 + 42 = 52, i.e. the square on CD equals the sum of the squares on PC and PD,
and, therefore (Euclid I. 48), CPD is a right angle. This construction may be used on the
ground, also the one above.
(4.) When the point P is nearly opposite to the encl of A B (Fig. 48). -Draw PC at a con.
venient angle to A B; bisect it in D. From D as a centre, with radius PD, describe an arc
cutting A B in E. Draw PE. It is perpendicular to A B.
Second construction.-Take any two points, C aud D (Fig. 49), at a convenient distance apart,
and with ,·aclii C P and DP describe arcs intersecting in E. Join PE: it is perpendicular to A B.
Fro. 50.

F10. 49,
E

..

p t
- + -':

A

C

·---._D D

A _;,D- --
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-fv~ B

F10. 51.

89. PROBLEM IV. Through a given point to draw a straight (ine 11ar'!llel to a given straight
line.-Let A B (Fig. 50) be the given straight line, an_d P the given pomt. From !' let fall a
perpendicular p C to A B, and from any convenient point p m !'- B draw a perpendicular D E,
making its length equal to PC: join PE to obt_ain the ~-e<).mred !me.
.
.
N .B.-This is the only construction here given, as 1t 1s the most convement one for practical
operations.
.
.
90. PROBLEM V.
To construct an angle equal to a g,v_en anf!le.-L_et B A C (F,g. !H) be the
given angle, and P the point in the given line PD, at which 1t 1s _reqmred to co?struct ~11 angle
equal to BA C. With centre A, and any radius, AC, cut the Imes m Band C; with centre P a11 d
E
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lisc,

radius A B, aud with centre D aud 1·adius DE, equal to BC, describe arcs intersecting in E.
Join PE. DP E is the angle required.
To set off angles on the grow_,d.-T~is is most rapidly effected by means of a the_odolite or
sext.ruit, but if they are not available, ,t may be done thus, with a cord only: A right angle
may be traced as shown in Prob. II. (3). An angle of 60° is obtained by tracing an equilateral trian«le; and a line passing through any one angular point of this figure and the
centre of tl~ opposite side, will give an angle of 30°. The angles of 90° and 30° being also
bisected (see Prob. II.), angles of .15° and 15° are obtained; and each of the above angles
being added to any of the others, or subtracted from them, by laying them out on the ground
with equal radii nod adjacent to each other, give a few others: thus we get angles of 75°, 105°,
120°, 135°, and 150°.
To divide a given straight line into any n11mber of equal parts.
91. PROBLEM VI.
(I.) When the number (n) into which the line is to be divided is a prime number not greater
than 7.
Open the dividers to what appears to be the nth part of the line, step this distance along the
line from one end, and if it be found either to exceed or fall short of the nth part, correct the
opening, aud repei.t the trial till the exact nth part is obtained.
0Bs.-This is the only way of dividing a line that should be used in drawing, and with a little
attention it will be found that two or three trials are generally sufficient; but the process may be
shortened by attending to the following rule : If II can be resolved _into two factors (p and q), one of which, p, is any power of 2, as 4, 8, &c.,
the l_me should be first ~isected (which can always be done by two trials); each part should again
be bisected, and so on till the line is divided into p parts; each of these may again be divided into
q parts, the qth part of one being obtained by trial as above.
(2.) When the number (n) is a prime number greater than 7, as A B (Fig. 52).
FIG. 52.

F10. 54.

Frn. 53.
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A C. On A_C and B D set off.11-l equal parts, each nenrly equal to ~th of A B; joiu 11 .1 C with
1 B, n-2 C with 2 B, &c., to divide A B rnto n equal parts.
(3.) To divide a straight line into a considemble number of parts by means of the Marquois
scales (Fig. 1'~).
Bisect A B i,! C and describe the semic\rcle, AD B, and lay off B D a chorcl equal to n
parts or any multiple of n parts on 1tny_ C?1?vement scale on the ~arquois ; and setting the triangle
on AD, slide off the correspondmg d1v1s10ns on the Marquo,s scale. In Fig. 53, A B is thus
divided into 17G equal parts ; and if A B represented a mile, divisions of hunclreds and of tens of
yards would be thus obtained.
92. PROBLEM VII. To reduce a given rectilinear figure to a trianale having an equal
area.-Let A BCD EFG (Fig. 54) be the given figure . Produce AG both ways: draw B b
parallel to AC; it is evident that a line drawn from C to b would include the same area as
the lines CB, BA, because the triangles A B b, CB b, are on the same base and betweeu the
same parallels. Draw Cc parallel D b, and join D c. So also on the other side of D draw Ff
parallel to E G and E e parallel to D f, and join D e; c D e is the triangle 1·equired.
93. PROBLEM VIII. To construct a regular polygon on a given line.
(1.) Let A B (Fig. 55) be the side of the proposed figure. By Euc. I. 32, cor. 1, all the
interior angles of a rectilinear figure are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure bas sides,
less four right angles; or Zn- 4 90° = x, the interior angle, where n equals the number of sides.
n
Therefore at A and B make (by the scale ofcbords) the angles A B D, BA C equal to x, and make
AC and B D equal to BA, from the ends of which set off the angles BA 0 , ABO equal to

1·

FIG. 56.
FIG. 57.

F_
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-J!,.-

C
/

D
·,

.

A

AO and BO will intersect in 0, which will be the centre of a circle, which will also pass through
C and D; set off lines equal to A B round the circle, to obtain the angles of the polygon. This
construction is liable to en-or; the lengths of the sides, or the radius of the circle, will often require
correction.
(2.) FoR A PENTAGON.-On A B (Fig. 56) as a base draw a right-angled triangle of which the
perpendicular BC is equal to half A B; produce the bypothenuse till the part produced, CD, is
equal to the perpendicular, o,· to half A B ; with this line AD as radius, from A and B as centres,
describe arcs to intersect in E. The point of intersection will be the opposite angle of the
pentagon, and the two remaining points are found by drawing ai·cs with radius equal to A B
from each of the three points A, B, and E.
.
0Bs.-The arcs described from A and B with AD as 1·adius, will pass through the pomts F
ancl G of the polygon.
(3.) FoR A HEXAGON.-Describe arcs with A B (Fig. 57) as radius from A and B as centres;
they will intersect in 0, which is the centre of a circle pRssing through A, B, and the other angles
of the hexagon; then draw the chords B D, DE, &c., equal to A B.
.
(4.) FoR AN OCTAGON .-On A B (Fig. 58) describe a square A B DC, draw the drngonals_ and
produce them until the parts produced, F D, C E, are equal to A B; through A an<l B drn:v !me~,
AH, BK, parallel to the diagonals and equal to A B : by these n~eans six angles of the pol,1 gon a~e
determined, and the remaining two are obtained by drawmg Imes, EL and F !If, parallel tot e
diagonals of the square.
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94. PROBLEM IX.
To draw a tangent to a git-en circle.-(!.) When the point is in the
cil'cle. Let B p C (Fig. 59) be the gi,:en cil'cle, and P the give':1 point. Let O be_ the centre of
the cil'cle. Join OP and draw A Pat right angles to OP. A P 1s the tangent reqmred.

L

~-

M
FIG, 59.

,/t'"\A
[

C

io
J.

B

(2.) When the point is not in the ~ircle .. Let P (Fig.. 60) be the _given p~int. Join OP;
bisect it in D, and from D as a centre, with rndius D 0, describe arcs cuttmg the crrcle at B and C.
,Join PB, P C : they are the tangents requil'ed.
KNOTS, ETC., REQUIRED IN TRACING WORKS OF DEFENCE, ETc.;
ON THE GROUND.
95. A CLOVE HITCH is shown in Fig. 61. It is used for fastening a 1·ope to a picket, and is
thus made :-A loop, a, is first made by bringing the part of the rope held in one hand under
that part held in the other ; a second loop, b, is then made in the same manner, and is placed over
the loop, a, as shown in the sketch c; the fastening is then placed over the post or picket to which
it is to be secured and hauled taut, when it appears as sketched at d.
F10. 61.

F10. 62.

This is a most useful fastening; it can be made at any part of the rope, and does not form a
knot on being slipped off from the picket.
Another clove hitch is shown in Fig. 62. It will frequently be found a useful mode of
fastening the end of a rope.
. ?6, A SINGLE BOWLINE (Fig. 63) serves to throw over a post to haul u1ion . As it does not
shp, it can, when required, be easily jerkecl off the post, from the other end of the rope. It is
thus made :-A loop is first made of any requisite size with the end of the rope, as shown at a,
F/G, 6~.

FIG, 64.

F10. 65.

Flo. 66.

a tum is then g\ven so as to fol'm the small loop shown at b; the knot is finished by passing the
tnd of the rope m the manner shown at c, ancl by the dotted line in b, Fig. 63.
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9_7. Ah SrNdGLE SHEET BEND (Fig. 64) is used to fasten two ropes together It tightens 't If
on b emg au1e upon.
·
i se
9~. A DounLE SH_EET BEND (Fig. 65) differs from the single sheet bend on! i
·
Y n _havm& t~o
~u:n.s mstead of one given to the rope a, round the loop of the second .
Jommg ropes of unequal thicknesses.
rope. 1t is useful m
99. A REEF KNOT (Fig. 66) is the knot in common use for fastenings of many kinds.

SCALES.
100. A Sc~E is a mode of expressing by a divided line or lines the proportion which exists
be~~een a d!·awm~ and the 5>bject which it r~presen~s. Scales are used for the purpose of m •
sunng the dimensions of obJects represented m drawmgs.
ea
FIG. 67.

J'cale to
'
!

:

-~-~-----------------------------2 o '.

t

o'

------------------·-------_i

~

~0',:

Fig. 67 is the drawing of a room. One side is marked as 12' long; the actual length of the
drawing of that side is 2f'.
Fig. 68 is a divided line which expresses this proportion ; for if the distance marked 12' on
this divided line be compared with the corresponding distance on the drawing, it will be found to
agree with it, and the line is divided throughout in the same proportion. It is the scale of Fig. 67.
The representative fraction of a scale is a fraction which expresses the proportion to the
Flo. 68.

Scale

foc--------~--

:i,::l~:::i::i=:j,:: i: ·~-1E··=· ·=·-=· =·========··=--·=··=--=···3~~Q-=..=
. ==========~g;of{£";~~~"':·

IE1
11::
--:,:=
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L.<. -------------------· 12 - ---------- •·-----------.,..l
Fro. 69. -Scale i'J.
Inches 12

6

0

l:rrrrd:u:r:rrl!-------l---

5 Feet

---l--------1f-----+------1

real size of the objects, as regards their linear diniensions, as they are shown on the drawing.
Thus, if a drawing is made to a scale of Th, it implies that any line or distance on the drawlllg
is in length actually -.ln,-th part of the real length of the line.
The proportion which exists between the drawing (Fig. 67) and the object which it represents,
is that of 12' to 2¼''• This proportion would be expressed mathematically by the fraction
2"li
12 : 12 = ,!,,, which means, that every distance on the drawing is ,J,,th of the corresponc ng
distance on the object represented; ,his the representative fraction of the scale (Fig. 68).

~o
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Scales are said to be comparatit•e when they ex\lres~ th~ same proport.ion in different units
of measure; they have therefore the same representative fraction. .
.
.
.
101. A scale is given wbeu a known distf\nce and t?e corre~pon_dm~ d1mens1on on the drawmg
which it represents are given, or when the represe!1tative fraction 1s g!ven;
The object required in calculating a scale 1s to find m English .mche~ nnd_ parts of an
inch, the length of line whic~ will ~-epresent some number of some requu·ed dnnens1on, as 1, 10,
20 100, &c., miles, yards, metres, &c.
.
.
' To nscertnin this it is necessary to work out the followmg proport10n : As the known disti,nce
Is to the dimension on the paper by which this is represented;
Or when the representative fraction is given,A• its denominator,
Is to its numerator,
So are l, 10, 100, &c., of the dimensions required to be expressed by the scale,
To the distance by which these 1, 10, 100, &c., dimensions will be represented.
Such parts of the third ancl fomth terms must be taken as will give a scale of about the
required length, if the number of dimensions assumed iu the third term gives the fourth term
too long or too short. The first three terms must be reduced iu such a manner that the fourth
term shall be in English inches.
102. Having ascertained by this proportion the length of line which will represent a known
number of the dimensions required, the line must be divided to show these dimensions.
It will not be necessary to mark the smallest dimensions shown on the scale, throughout
its length. Thus, if as in Fig. 68 a line six inches Jong is found to represent thirty feet, it is
only necessary to divide the line into three equal parts to show the three tens, the units being
shown by subdividing the left-hand part into ten parts. If, as in Fig. 69, each unit is large, one
foot being represented by one inch, the left-hand unit must be divided into the next lower
measmc,-in this case, into twelve parts to represent inches, which are the next lower measure
to feet.
To find the representative fraction of any scale, make the known distance the denominator
of the fraction, and the distance representing it on the scale the numerntor of the fraction. Bring
both to the same terms, and reduce the fraction to one having its numerator unity.
Scales are to be drawn, lettered, and figured exactly as shown in Fig. GB.
103. EXA11IPLES.
(1.) Required a scale of+. to measttre feet and inches : As denominator
numerator
actual dimension
the length representing it on the scale
30
1
::
1 foot
: 0·4 inch, the length representing 1 foot
1 foot is i-epresented by 0·4 inch
[ on the scale.
10 feet will be
4 inches
15
,,
,,
6 inches
To draw the scale.-Take a line (Fig. 70) 6 inches in lencrth, subdivide it into 15 equal
p~rts, each of which will represent 1 foot. Divide the left foot into 12 equal parts each of which
will then represent 1 inch. Figure the scale as in Fig. 70.
'
(2.) Reqllired a scale ofyarcls to a plan, on which a length of 0·51 inches represents 9 yai·ds.

yards

inches

n

0·51

yard

inch

the length representing 1 yarcl on the scale.
1 yarn 1s represented by 0·0566 inch
10 yards
·566
100 yards
5·66
ll0 yards
,,
6·23
,,
~o dr~w
~ca!e.-Take a line (Fil;l. _71) 6·23 inches !'.mg: subdivide it into 11 equal parts, each
1
of winch will ep1ese~t 10 yards; subdmde the left dms10n mto 10 equal parts each of which will
represent 1 yard. F'.1gure th~ scal_e as shown in Fig. 71.
'
. .

1

: .

0·0566,

the

The representative fraction Will be 1,9,¼ inches

= .d.vr·
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(3.) Dral(' a scale of Milan miles comparatit-e to a scale of 10 English miles to 1 inch.
One Milan mile = 1808·81 English yards.
F10.

l:!

70, -Scale "3b.
7

G

10

10

10

,.

so

10

,o

Frn. 71.-Sca.le

,o

FIG. 72.-Scale of
20
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~I&-

60

10

'°

12

IS

H

I

70

ffl&ra.

11

90

so

,o

100 Yard,s

!iO Milan
Miles

F,o, 73.-Scale of n.~'llir
lletrul0OO

SOO

•

!iKiloa.

H~re t~e known distanc_e is ~O Engli~h miles, the dimension which represents it on the
paper 1s 1 mch, and the d1mens1on required to be expressed on the scale is Milan miles ·
~herefore, as the known distance is to its length on the paper, so is the required dimension t~
its length on paper:10 English miles
1 inch . . 1 Milan mile : the length on paper representing 1 Milan mile.
17600 yards
1808·81 yards
'+Art;,• =. 0·102~ inch~s, the length on the scale representing 1 Milan mile.
. ·. 10 Milan miles will be represented by 10 x ·1028 = 1·028 inches · and if the scale is
required about 6 inches long, 60 Milan miles = G·l68 inches.
'
To draw the scale.-Take a line (Fig. 72) 6·168 inches long; divide it into 6 parts, each of
which will represent 10 Milan miles; divide the left hand division into 10 parts: each will
represent 1 mile.
As 1 English mile = 63,360 inches, the representative fraction will be ir:r,n-\r, To = ..,,',,n;o(4.) On a Russian ,nap 25 versts are represented by 1 archine ; find the representative fraction,
and by means of it draw a scale of French kilometres.
1 verst = 1500 archines.
1 kilon,etre = 1093·63 English yards.
Here the representative fraction will be
= TT,ffi•
The proportion to state is similar to that in Ex. 1, viz. : denominator : numerator : : actual dimension : the length representing it on the scale.
or as 37,500
1
..
1 kilom etre
the length of 1 kilometre on the scale.
(or 1093·G3 yards )
(01· 39370·58 inches)
~H.~ lJ' = l ·0498 inches = length on the scale of 1 kilometre.
If the scale be required to be about 6 inches long, as1 kilometre = l ·0498 inches
6
= 6·2988 inches = 6·3 inches nearly.
To draw the scale.-Take a line (Fig. 73) 6·3 inches long, an_d divide it into 6 parts; each
will represent 1 kilometre. As each unit is large (about one 111~h), _the _next lower measure
being metres, 1,000 of which make a kilometre, divide the left hand d1v1s10n mto 10 parts: each
will represent 100 metres.

.,.,!,---,..

lOJ. Du.GONAL ScALE.-It is sometimes necessary to obtain the measurement of a more
minute quantity than can be readily taken from a plain scale. This is clone by means of a
diagonal scale the construction and use of which will be best illustrated by an ex1tmple. ~n a
scale of.,,.., (Fig. 7 4) let it be required to measure inches. Calculate the scale
yards.. Divide
the left hand division to show feet. The scale is now a plain scale of the next higher chmfensio~
1
to that required to be expressed by the diagonal scale. Twelve inches being equal to one oot,

for

l
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Fro. 74.-Seale of ,i..

·-]\II

I

·1

l l [_

is necessary by the diagonal method to represent 1•,th of the smallest dimensions shown on the
plain scale. To do this, rule twelve equidistant lines, parallel to the top line of the scale (making
thirteen equidistant parallel lines in all, having twelve equal spaces between them). Through
the main divisions of the scale, which in this case show yards, draw perpendiculars to the parallel
lines. Join the left hand secondary division (the 2 feet) with the upper left hand extremity of
the top line of the scale, and through the other secondary divisions (the 0, 1 foot} draw lines
parallel to this oblique one.
105. Table of some of the principal Units of Linear Measure in terms of English Feet, Yards,
and Miles.
LocALrn~.

UNIT.

F.EET,

....

Austria •••• Zoll (12 Linien)
Fuss or Schuh(l2Zolle)
"
Elle ••••..•••••••.
"
Kl after (6 Fuss) •••.
"
Ruthe (10 Fuss) ••••
"
Meile (4,000 Klafter) .
"
l\Ieile (Geographische)
Bad~n
Fuss (Foot) ••••••••
(14,815 Fuss) .•
" •••• Meile
Bavaria
Fuss
Ruthe (10 Fuss) •• .•
Be~e
Pied {12 Pouces) , •.•
Aune ••••••••••••..
"
Perehe ( I O Pi eds) . , • ,
Belgium
Fuss ( 11 Zolle) • , ••.•
Elle ..............
"
Verge .•.•••••••••••
Ch;;;a ...... Tche (Foot) ........
Denmark
Foot •.•• , , , , ,, •• , •
Ell {2 Feet) ••••••••
"
England
Inch ..............
Foot
"
Yard
"
Ell •• : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
"
Fathom ••••.• ,, ••••
"
Pole or Perch
"
Chain {loo Links)::::
"
Furlong ..•••• ,.,,,.
"
Mile, common •• , • , ,
"
Ditto, Geographical}
"
or Nautical • , . .
League ............

....

....

...... ....
..
.. ..
·9842

..
·············· ..·9517..

..

..
..

··············

"

·08640
1·0371
2·5586

..

11617
1-7832

.. ..
11366
2·2453
.. ..

1-05
1·02975
2·05950
·08650
1·0000
3·000

.. ..
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..

.. ..
.. ..
..

..

YARDS.

MILES.

·02880
·34568
·85289
2·0741
3·4568
8297·0
4·7142
8101·0
4·6026
·32806
4860·833
2·7617
·3 139
3·139
·3206
·5944
3·206
·3122
·74845
..
4·9255
·3500
·34325
·68650
·02777
·33333
l ·OOO
1·2500
2·000
5·5000
22·000
220·000
·125
1760·000
1·000
2025·200
l-1506

.. ..

REMARKS.

T'. Degree.

.. .. 1Old Measures .
..

.. ..

5280·000

3·000

For New, see
France .

,¼ Degree.
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Loc.\LITY.

Fru11cP

....

"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"
"

..

Hn1;'0Yer
Holland ..••

India ......
l\Iecca
l\lilan ....••

....

....

"
Persia
Portugal

....
..

"

" ....
Prussia

Ro~;e ......

....
....

" ......
Spain

"
"
Sw~;len ....

"

"

.. ..

.. ..
.. ..
. . ..

········· .....
······
······ ........

..............

·9392
1·8784
·9408
1·8816
·95~-2
·9292

·············· .. ..
2·26
1·5
l ·3016

.. ..
·8652

.... .. ..

.......... .. . .

1·08266
·721

..

..

1-0297
2·1879
2·4714

.... .. ..

"
"

Sax~ny

·088M
l·OCC

··············
············ .. ..

"

"

"

·0033
·032
·328

j .. ..

"
Frnnkfort-on
the-1\Iaine
Hamburg ..

Russia

········

l\lilimetre
..
Centimetre •......•..
Decimetre •••.•.•.••
Metre .••••••.••..•.
Kilometre
l\Iyriametre
Pouce (12 Lignes) ..
Piecl ••••.........•
Toise (G Piecls) ..•..•
Brnssel\farine (5Pieds)
Lieue dePoste (2,000)
toises) .•.•••....
Lieue l\Iarine (-05 )
clegre) ..........
l\Iille l\larine (-333
Lieue= l l\Iinute
Fuss
Elle (2 Fuss)
Fuss
Elle (2 Fuss) ........
Fuss
Fuss
l\Ieile (20,650 Fuss) .•
Coviuo, Hath or Hastn
Co,-icl ••••.••••..•..
Piede ••.•••••.•••..
l\liglio (1,390 Pieds) ..
Palma ••.•••..••••..
Canna (B Palmi)
Parasang
Pie ...•.•••.•.•.••.
Palmo ..............
l\Iile (9,375 Pu!.)
Fuss (Rhenish Foot) .
Elle
Schritt
Kl after or Faden(6Fuss)
Ruthe (12 Fuss)
l\Ieile (2,000 Ruthe) •.
Piede ••....•.......
Archine ....•...••..
Sachine (~Archines) ..
Verst (500 SachinesJ .
Fuss
l\Ieile (24,000 Fuss) .•
Pulgado •......•.•..
Palmo (9 Pulgados) ..
Pie (Castilian)(l2 Pu!.)
Vara (3 Pies)(-! Pnlms)
Foot (10 Inches)
A Iner •••..•.•.•.•••
Mile (18,000 Alners) .•

.. ..
.......... .. ..
.. ..

"

"
Naples

}'E.Kr.

..·9665..

2·3332

.. ..
.. ..
·············· ..·9292..

....

YARD~.

---

·077
·695
·9273
2·7682
·9742
1·918-t

.. ..

·OOll
·0109
·109::1
1·0936
1093·63
10936·33
·02955
·35523
2· 13142
l-7i618

c$·c.
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)In.E~.

.. ..
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..

·62138
6·2]38

.. ..
...... ......

4263·0

2·422

6075·6

3·4519

2025·2

1-1506

·313
·6261
·3136
·6272
·3181
·3097
6396·0

3·634

ll E)IAllK~.

'
)

I

New
Measures.

Olcl
Measures.

m, Degree.

·75
·5

·4338
1809·
·2884
2·3072
6076·
·3608
·2400
2250·0
·3432
·7294
·8238
2·0596
4·1192
8238·0
·3222
·7777
2·3332
1166·6
·3097
7432·8
·0257
·2:283
·3091
·927
·3:?47
·G494
11690·

1·0277
3·452

,,/0

Degree.

1·2786

.. ..

4·6807

.. ..

.. ..
.. ..
·6628

l"'

' ,; .
into teuths
videdR,~
and hundredths

for surveying, &c•

42,000 Inches

4,2227

6·6423
F
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....

Turin

"

....
..
....

"
Turkey
Tuscany
"
Venice

Piede (Liprando) ....
Auna .• •·••········
Pertica (12 Pie).,,··•
Berri
Braccio
Canna
Piede •...• ,., .• ,,
Braccio
Stunde (½ Meile)
Fuss
I iecl
Cubit .....•.• ·····•
Cubit ••.•.• ,····••·
Stadium (400 Cubits).
Stadium ••.• ••••••··

1-686
1 ·9714

.. ..
.. ..
·············· 1·915
············ .. ..
············ 1·1410
.... ....... 1·95
.... .. ..
·············· ·9383
·9842
·············· 1·47M
~

We;tphali 1 ,
Wurtembmg
Zurich
Anct. Egypt.
Greece

....

"

"
"

Ro~e.

YARDS.

FEET.

0Nl'J',

J..OC'ALlTY.

I-4764

.. . .
.. ..

·562
·65714
6·7424
1827·0
·638
2·553
·3803
·650
6076·
·3128
·3280
·4921
·4921
196·85
201·2!)

MENSURATION,

REMAJtKJl,

MlLES.

1·0383

3·452

·nm

..-In, Degree.

ETC.

106. The following simple rules are necessary, in order to find the areas of the differeut
.
.
parts of the profile of a parapet:(1.) The area of a rectangle is equal to the product of the two adJncent sides.
Fro. 75.

A

D

I"

Fro. 76.

1'..

lzi=s:::1

I'-

"
B

I"-

I'-

Fig. 75.

A

C
Area B D

=

p

C

AB x B C, or AD x DC.

Notc.-The area and one side being given, the other is found by dividing the area l>y the
known side.

(2.) The area of a right auglrrl triangle is e<Jnal to half the product of the two sides
containing the right angle; this is evident from Fig. 7 5.

A.1ea A B C -- A 13 x B- C.

2

of any triangle is equal to Lalf the product of any .ide and the perpendicular
The areavertex.
tho opposite
from (a.)
Fig 76. Area A BC

= AC:_!? f.

Note.-As by Prc,bl(')l1 \'HJ., any rectilinear figure drnwn tu scale cnn lie reduced to a tria11gle
having nn c,1unl ,u·ea, this rule nffunl~ the lllelllls of filllliug !Le area of auy rectiliuear figure.
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(4.) To find the area of a trapezoid, add together the
two 1iarallel si<les, and divide by two to obtain the mean A
,,-~c_
1· I b
d
)
. F"
AD+R C
= m n m 1g. 77 , an mu tip y y the
length ( - Z
perpendicn lar distance between them.
1
~
Ar efaAhBCD=1f11nxc/Bin_dFig . 77._
1 t e area o a trapezo1 , t 11e distance between the
parallel sides, and the slopes, be given, the length of the
n
parallel sides may be thus found. Divide the area of the
trapezoid by the distance between the parallel sides for the
Area A B C D = ,n n ) . Add and subtract
mean l ength ( --dB

i

half the bases of the slopes for the lengths at top and
bottom.
A cl+e D
mn + - -- - = AD and BC.
2

35
F10.

77.

d
_c:__ _ _--..'.c:.._f
1 ~
1

D

,

I•

!
1

l

. - 11

;
'

!

i
a

c·-

B

107. The inclinations of slopes are expressecl by fractions in the following manner :-The
line of the slope is supposed to be the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle; the sides of the right
angle being a t'atical and a horizontal line. The vertical line, which represents the height of the
slope, is made the numerator of the fraction; while the horizontal line, which represents the base of
the slope, is made the denominator of the fraction.
Thus, in Figs. 78 and 79, the dotted lines represent vertical and horizontal lines, and the
slopes of the other lines are represented by the fractions accompanying each.
FIG. 79.

Fro. 76.
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This method of expressing slopes is generally more convenient than by refen,i.ng to the
inclinations of the slopes in degrees, both for drawin" on paper or for erecting slopes, and also
for measuring the inclinations of existing slopes F"or instance, if in Fig. 80 a slope of is

+

--

-fil.

·······--·-·>·-----(·
.;i
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required to \Jc drnwn passing through the point .p, 1111d meeting the grom!d line g !Ji ;he vertical
line , a can be obtnined by any onlin,wy plomb-hne; and th~n by !ueasurmg the he1 0 ht Jl a_, and
1
be
- " o"' the l,or,·outal line a b eq ual to a 1', n pomt b 111 the reqmrecl slope will th
·11 IJ e e
I 1·
· h h
from " sc 11 m" "
·
·
•
obt:1ined; the line 1, b being produced to its rnterscction c "1t t e grounc Ille, w1
· t
cl · f f
b
.
reqnire,l slope.
Ag,,in, suppose :1u existing slop~ (a c, F,g. 81) has to e measure ; 1 . rom any c~nvemen
the
b
a
m
b
pomt
convernent
nny
from
and
off,
set
1s
"b
!me
horizont11l
the
slor,e
1,e
·
· t
1
. rIllaf10n
l 'l
·
•
•
porn '' 111
• 1e me
measurec,
a b aml b c b emg
meeting the slope, the ]mes
line b c is drnwn
Yertical
nncl this will be correct of whatever
of the slope a c will be expressed by the fraction

!~;

magnitude a b and b care taken, provided they are respectively hori:ontal and vertical; practically,
howeyer, the longer these Imes are the better .
"·hen the ground is practically level, the bases of slopes way, of course, be measured on the
gromHl itself.

GEOMETRICAL DRAWING.
108. As remarked in the opening paragraph of th e section, a knowledge of the principles of
geometrical clrawing is necessary ~or the s_tudent in Fort(fication .. This necessity is really_ two-fold:
first, because constant reference 1s reqwrecl to the vanons drawmgs (plans, &c.) by winch works
are represented Qn paper on a scale more or less small; second, because a kn~wleclge of
geometrical drawing is requisite in order to he able to mark out on the ground the vanous works
of defence, when the works may he said to be drawn full size.
109. The following short description of the principle and method of construction of the
ordinary geometrical drawings is therefore given.
The PROJECTION of an object is a representation of it, made by imaginary lines or rays,
proceeding from some point in space through every point of the object, and meeting a given plane
or surface on which they fo rm the r equired representation.
If an observer, in a ,·oom, sees a landscape through a window, and while remaining stationary
himself marks the outline uf th e landscape, as it appears to hiin, on the window, that outline will
be a projection of the lanclscape on the glass of the window as the plane qf projection, the eye of
the observer being here the point of projection.
Thus, every ordinary picture, so far as respects its sketch or outline, is merely a projection of
the o\Jjects represented; the eye of the artist being the point_qf projection, and the paper or
canvas being the plane of pi·ojection, which is here supposed to be vertical, and to be placed
between the eye of the artist and the landscape.
A pro,jection is ORTHOGRAPmc, when the projecting line• are parallel to one another· the
'
point of projection being supposed infinitely distant from the plane of projection.
In the actual (hawi11 g of F~rtification _it i~ not necessary to get every point of the object to
be drawn, really proJe~ted ; for ~mcc th e _obJe_ct 1s usually bounded by plane surfaces, those surfaces
will be shown by drawing ~heir ~tersecbng lwes or edges; to do which, all that is necessary is to
be aLle to fix the pomts rn wluch th2y (the edges) meet, for the lines joining these points will
then represent the hounclanes of the surfaces, and the spaces between them the surfaces
themselves.
Thus, if Fig. 82 repres~nts a triangular pyramid, it is only necessary, in order to be able to
FlG. 82.
clr~w 1t1 to fix the four pom~s A, B, C and D conectly; for hy joining these
C
pomts m the manner shown rn the figure, the six lines and the three visible
smfaces of the figure are obtained .
. The PLAN of_ an object is its orthographic projection (in its natural
pos,t!on) Oil a horizontal plane of projection, which is represented by the
drawmg paper.
Plans are nsecl in drawing, to show the true horizontal lengtl,s and
lJreudths of the object tLey represent.
n
The 'l'RACE of n work is a plan of its guiding or magistral line. In
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Field Fortification this line is the highest or crest line of the parapet, while in Permanent Forti;.
fication it is the line of the top of the escarp wall.
. The ELEVATION_ of. an object is its orthographi~ projection . (in its natural position) on any
vertical plane of pr0Ject1on, rep1·esented by the drawmg paper; ,t shows the true hei..,hts of the
various parts, and it gives an idea of the appearance of the object when viewed perpendicularly to
the plane of projection.
The RECTION of an object is the representation of the surface that would be exposed, supposing the object to be cut through by a plane, passing in any required direction. This imaginary
cutting plane is usually vertical.
The PROFlLE of an object is a section made· by a vertical plane, cutting the object in a
direction perpendicular to its length. A profile evidently shows the true breadths, and heights or
depths, and is the only section that does so.
Plans and Profiles of works are the only drawings that are ordinarily required, as by means
of them we obtain a correct representation, on any convenient scale, large or small, of the true
lengths, breadths, and heights of every part of the work drawn.
110. All these different kinds of tlrawings-viz, Plans, Profiles, Sections, and Elevations-are
usually made on the same piece of paper, and, at first, great rlifficulty is experienced in endeavouring
to comprehend their nature and method of construction. This principally nrises from the drawing
paper being treated in the Plan as n horizontal plane ; while, in Profiles and Elevations, the same
1iaper is considered a vertical plane.
111. In explanation of the foregoing, suppose we have to make the plan of a line of parapet,
of which a profile is given in Fig. 83, where the bases and heights are figured. Here the horizontal surfaces covered by the slopes of the parapet are eviclently AG= 6', G H = 4½', HI= l½',
II{= 12', and KF=5f. The point (D) in the profile, being the highest or crest point, represents the magistral line. Draw a line D D, (Fig. 8!), to represent this line in the plan, making
FIG.
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it of the Jen:rth require,! h> be ~hown; pnrnllel to it, nntl !\t the di~t!\nce from it of th~ bases
I K=l·!' nm! K F=;.f dra"" the two lines EE nn(l FF, represenkd 111 profile by the po111ts ~
11 nd F: and on the other side of]), D, in the plnn, dmw the lines C C. B B. and A A parallel to 1t
and at the ,listance •pnrt of the b:,st•s shown in the profile-Yiz., HI 1 \ ', G H=·H'. nnd AG= G',
to represent in the plan, the lin~s shown in the profile by the poin~s C, B, ~nd A.
.
Suppose 1ww th:lt the line of pnrnpet, here pnrtly re~wesente,I_ m plnn,,1s to be ternunnted nt
it~ extrerniti<S l, 1• slopes of -, snd ton its nght and lelt respectively. 'lo draw the plan of the
slvpe of f on the· right, produce D, mflking D d ~;\-DI in profi_le; tbrou~h the p~int rl draw the
line A F rerpendicular t,, the !me of the work: tins hne A F will be the rntersection of the terminntinr! ,lope of ; with the surface of t)ie ground ; fr?m this line set off e E =) K E in profile,
r C= ! H C in profile, ancl b B- 1 GB Ill profile; JOlll A B, BC, CD, DE, aml E F, to complete the fif(Ure.
If the line .c\ F terminating the work on the ground hnd been first assumed instea<l of the
point J). the sRme result would have been obtained b_r setting off the four bnses b B, c C, rl D,
and e E, equRI respectively to -•.rd of the heights of the points B, C, D, flllrl E in profile nbove the
ground.
To draw the plan of the terminating slope of -'l- Rt tbe other end or extremity of the pampet,
a simihr pr,, cess to the one just mentioned must be gone through, taking care to make the bases
b R , c l', d D, nnd e E, one half respectively of the heights of the points B, C, D, and E in profile
abo,e the !(round.
11~. \\'e will now suppose that n SECTION of the above line of parapet is required on the line
:S: Y 1Fig. 8.1 ).
This line :S: Y is here suppose(] to represent the plan of a ,·ertical plane cutting through the
parapet. This section line inttrsects the lines of the plan in the points l, m, n, o, p, and q. The
distances I 111, m 11, no, op, and p q, will be the bases of the several slopes in the section.
To draw the section, select any line (X Y, Fig. 85) for the ground or base line, along which
mark the bases / m_, m n, n o, op, and p q: from the points m, n, o, and p, erect perpendiculars to
th~ base !me, ma~mg them of the several heights shown in the profile (Fig. 83). The angular
pomts of the section will thus be obtained, and by joining these points the section itself will be
completed, as shown in Fig. 85, by the shaded portion .
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113. Let us now suppose that, in arldition to the section on X Y (Fig. 81), AN ELEVATIOX on
the same line is also required to he constructed, as shown in Fi«. 85.
In this case it must, be _imagined that_ the object to be r~presented is viewed in directions
perpen_d,cuhr to the lme X Yu: the plan (Fig. 8.1), where imaginary lines are shown drawn from
~be porn!~ A, B, C, D, perpendicular to and meeting X Y. 'l'hese perpendiculars intersect X y
m the points r, s, t, and v .
. To _drnw the elevation, transfer the points r, s, t, and v to the ground line of the elevation
(F_,g. ~.,) ; from s, t, and v erect ~erpendiculars, m~king them equal respectively to the known
heights auov~ th~ grou~d, of the pomts B, C, and D, m the profile (Fig. 83). The angular JOints
of the elevation, m adcht10n to tl:ose fixed by the section, will tbns be obtained. and by d/awing
the proper Imes through these pomts, the elevation itself will be completed.
'·
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CHAPTER I.
ON THE PROFILES OF FIELD WORKS.
Object ~f Fortification; principles. t6 be .fulfilled; causes .of the differtmce betu:een Field (or temporary) and Permartellt lVol'b;
ob;e~t. of the Paro~et and Ditch; comm.and an~ relief; com.mand given. to field works; object of trenches, as a means of
obtami?g co~er, theu· udvantages a-,ul d~(ects '. thicl.ness of p~rapets, how regulated; table of penetrations; ban'Jud te, its t1se
and dmienst_ons; sl-ope of ban~uette; interior slope; superior slope ; ·11se of glacis; interior and ezterioi· crei;ts ; cl'est
pl~ne; ut_eno,· slo11e; berm ; ditch, esoorp, bnttom- of ditc~ , . depth of ditch, cotwterscarp; triangular profile to ditches ;
width of dit_ches; example of a p1"ofile; 11s1~l mode o.f detennmtng the ptofile of a work; ,-emblai and deblai; two c.i.·amples of
the calcu~ation of a. profile; profile on sloputg ground; loopl,oles on. a parapet, and their substitutes; Sl-Ocka.des, their 11,)cs anll
construction; how to prepare walls and hedges for defence.
ADDENDA TO CHAPTER

Illustrations of the construction and calculation of the profiles of works
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sloping ground.

114. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.-Fortification, or the art of fortifying, as a practical
science, has for its object the strengthening of positions held by trnops. It has been usually
treated in two divisions-viz., Field Fortification and Permanent Fortification; the form er (Field)
referring to the class of works made during a campaign for temporary defensiYe pnrposes ; the
latter (Permanent), as its name implies, treating of works intended to exist for an unlimited period,
which may be constructed to secure the vulnerable frontiers, the leading communications, the
arsenals, dockyards, or ports of a country, from capture or destruction.
115. The division of the science of Fortification into the two branches of Field and Permanent, is convenient for purposes of instruction, but it is to be borne in mind that the principles to
be followed in each are the same, and it is only the difference of the conditions under which the
two kinds are constructed that causes the difference between them.
116. The principles to be fulfilled in every fortification, whether Permanent or Field, are the
following:(1.) It should cover or protect the defenders from the Yiew and the fire of an enemy.
(2.) It should enable the defenders to see the enemy and to use their weapons with
effect, ove1· the whole ground within range of fire, with the least possible exposure
to themselves.
(3.) The assailant"s access to the position should be difficult and obstructed, in order
that he may be kept as long as possible under the fire _of the defenders ..
Such being the principles to be fulfilled in all defensive works, 1t 1s evident that then· nature
greatly depends on the stature of men, and on the effects of the weapons used both in the attack
and in the defence.
117. PERMANENT FORTIFICATIONS are usually constructed in time of peace. with reference to
future wars. From three to five years are required for their constrnction, for which all the menus
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·,.nnd the adv,mtages obtained ought to be as perfect as the
ni·e ,wnilable
.
at th e d .l!?,f'OS n1 Oft! le State . .

.
.
.
.
.
natural stren!!th of the position will ndm1t of.
constru_cted m haste: often m v!ew
11 FiILn \Yonxs, on the contrnry, are almost 1nvnrrnbly
of an et;emv. and even sometimes under his .fir_e ; the resources avmlable for then· consti-'.1ct10_n
1s
of· perfection
nny degree
1t 1s but seldom that
• n1l • ei·i· liini·ted •• consequentlv
· b J
·
·
,
are a \..so gener \ v
attainable with fi~ld works, and all that can be usually ~ttempted _111 def~nchn_g a pos1~10n y t te!n,
is to fulfil as much of the three conditions before-ment10ned, as 1s possible m the tune and with
· ·
f
f
.
.
the means available.
119. In most cases any fortified position will co!'si8t partly o natural, p~rtly _o artifimal
works; the position being selected for defe1_10e from its _n~tural ad~an~ages, which will be made
the most of. as time and circumstances pernut, by the addition of artifimal works of defence.
120. Where no natuml obstacles exist, troops are placed und~r cover of a _bftnk of em·th
termed the Parapet, the earth for which is usually obtained from a D1tch excavated m front. (See
Fig. 86.)
Fto. 86.

The Parapet fulfils the first two of the conditions before-mentioned, by covering the defenders
from the view ancl the fire of the enemy, and by enabling the defenders to make n proper use of
their weapons, without exposing thems"elves more than can be avoided.
The Ditch, the main object of which is to supply earth to form the parapet, partly fulfils the
third condition, as it checks the advfrnce of an assailant; but as it does so very imperfectly, other
obstructions or obstacles are combined with it in Field Works, as will be hereafter exp! ,ined.
The Parapet and its Ditch (Fig. 86), as above described, form the main elements of n1l Field
Fortifications.
121. ON THE PROFILE OF FIELD WoRKs.-The Co,ninand of a work is the height of its crest,
or highest point, above the ground on which it is constructed.
One work is said to have a Co,mnand of Fire over another in its front, when it is made of sufficient height to fire over the latter and defend the ground in its front, without interfering with the
fire of such advanced work. This great command can be seldom required in Field \Vorks.
One work is said to have a Command of Observation over another in its front, when it is only
of sufficient_ height over the advanced work to prevent an enemy in possession of that work, ueing
able to see mto the interior of the higher work. nA additional command of 4 or 5 feet is usually
sufficient for this purpose.
. The RELIEF of a work is the height of its crest, or highest point, above the bottom of its
ditch. Thus, tl!e Relief is the sum of the command and the depth of ditch.
122. We will now proceed to consider the conditions that the profile of a line of intrenchment should fulfil, supposing the ground to be a level plane, and that therefore neither the defenders nor their opponents have any advantage of position.
Th~ c~mmand of a work should be sufficient to give cover to the ,lefenders standing on the
ground mside.. Infantry are assumed to be 6' in height; and to protect men of that height, within
n reasonable distmce of the parapet, from projectiles clearing the crest and tending downwards in
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the latter part of their trajectory, it is generally admitted that the command of a parapet on le,-el
ground should be at least 8 feet.
A greate,· command than 8 feet is neoes~ary either whe~ more than the usual cover is required,
or whe_n a~ enemy would be able, by occupyrng ground w1thm effective range, to see into the work.
Thus, m F,g. 87, a parapet to be constructed at P, to cover the ground in rear from the fire of an
enemy on the rising ground H, would evidently require a gl"eater command than 8 feet • but to be
able to find out huw nmch greater the reader is referred to the Chapter on Defilade.
'
F10. 87.

Fielcl Works are seldom given a command greater than 12 feet, on account of the great
increase of labour required to construct them; the quantity of earth required for a parapet of
increased command being in a much greater ratio to that required for the smaller work than the
increased command of the former hears to the command of the latter.
If a parapet had to he constructed on the top of the height H in the preceding figure, facing
the low ground in front, it would then he so advantageously situated that proper cover would be
given to its interior with a command less than 8 feet. The necessary commancl would vary according
to the height of the ground H, with reference to the ground in front within effective range; where
this superiority of site is very decided, parapets may be constructed with a command as low as 5', or
even 4½ feet, ancl yet give as good cover to the defenders as would be afforded by an 8 feet parapet
on level ground.
This is one of the advantages attending a commanding position. There are others which will
be pointed out further on.
123. Where time presses, parapets on a level site may be constructed with a command of ~
or 6 feet, cover being obtained from an excavation in rear (termed a Trench, to distinguish it from
the excavation on the outside, which is always called the Ditch), the earth from which, as well as
from the ditch, serves to form the parapet.
FIG. 88.-Scale

f.1.

Fig. RR exhibits a type of this method of construction. The defenders to be under proper
cover from fire must be in the trench.
.
the command of a parapet on
In cases where the chief consideration is to get cover quickly,
G
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level ITT"ound may be as low as J ½ feet, the whole of the earth required being obtained from a
trench in rea1·. Fig. 89 is an example.
F10. 89.

Siege parallels, and frequently lines of intrenchment joining works of importance, are of this
description .
In all cases where a trench is used, its bottom should be 6½' or 7' below the crest of tlie
work, to give cover. Its breadth at the bottom will vary with its 1·equirements from 8 to 10 feet,
and sometimes even more.
124. The advantages of the Trench formation are, that cover is very quickly obtained, since
every foot of depth of the trench affords nearly two feet of cover ; that the fire from it is grazing
and effective ; and also that it is not, if properly constructed, an impediment to the forward movement of the defenders, who can chai·ge over it on a wide front. These advfilltages peculiarly fit it
for certain positions.
125. The disadvantages are, that cover from view is afforded only to troops actually standing
in the trench; that the difficulty of draining the trench, frequently amounting to impossibility,
unfits it generally for low and marshy ground; and that the defenders, if attacked-by the bayonet,
are unfavourably placed for contending with their assailants. As regards this last named defect,
it is recommended that the defenders, if obliged to receive an attack in the work, should, at the
moment of the enemy closing with them, step back to the ground in rear of the trench, which will
then be an obstacle in the way of the attacking party. Or the defenders may, after having delivered a final volley at close quarters, themselves advance over the parapet and charge the assailants
with the bayonet, with every prospect of success.
126. The THICKNESS of a parapet, which is measured horizontally at the top, as between D
and E, in Fig. 91, depends upon the amount of fire and the calibre of the artillery likely to be
b_rougbt against it. It should be sufficient to prevent the passage of projectiles, even after a considerable resistance, and it is usual to make the thickness in earth l ½times the greatest penetrations of the opposing guns.
1~7. A Table of Penetrations of the principal pieces of ordnance and of the Enfield Rifle is
here given.
P enetration of gun. shot into
earth of medium tenacity.

Smooth bore 6 pr.
9 pr.
12 pr.
18 or H pr.

3½ to

Thickness
of Parapet.
6 feet
9 feet

4 feet

6½ to 7 feet
8.\- to 10 feet
1:," to 15 feet

1~ feet

18 or 20 feet

FROM TEE NEWHAVEN EXPERntENTS IN

Charge.

Projectile.

Range.

1863.
~lean Penetration.

Smooth bore 32 pr. , • 8 lbs.
Solid shot
1050 yards
13 feet
68 pr. , , 16 lbs.
Solid shot
20 feet
8" gun . , 8 lbs.
Shell
11 feet 5 inches
I O'' gun . . l2 lbs.
Shell
11 feet
Arm strong ~2 pr.'
l½ lbs.. , Segment shell
,.
4 feet
p1.
2½ lbs.
Sohd shot
,,
JO feet JO inches
~ pr. · · 5 lbs. • • Sohd shot , ,
,,
.•
14 feet 9 inches
7 pr · • 9 lbs. , , Solid shot , •
,.
.,
14 feet 3 inches
~ lO pr • • 12 lbs. •, Solid shot , •
,.
,•
Ql feet 3 inches
.
Tlie obJect fo eu at was a well-bmlt parapet of clayey earth, having a thickness at top of 25 feet.
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PESETRATION OF THE ENYIEI.D RTFLE BULLET, REGULATION PATTERN, RANGe

Penetration.

parapet
Earth, light and sandy, formed into a s!iabt
0
, ,
• ,
,,
and slightly rammed
Elm. ,,nlid
Oak. solid

Mean.

Greatest.

15·2·
6"

19"

2¾"

20

YARDS.·

Thickness
of Parapet.

~r

Pinc, solid
Sandbags

14"
9·8"
12" into head ers.

"
Fascines
Gabions

Stretchers occasionally passed through.
Through and 8' into the earth.
No bullet passed through.

12~. To enable i':1fa_ntry to fire over a parapet is the object of the TREAD of the BANQUETTE
F,g. 91 ), or as it 1s _more usually termed. the "Banquette :" this is a raised pathway on
(B
winch the defen~ers ~tand m order to fir; over the parapet. It is always made 4½ feet under the
crest, as that he1ght_1s the greatest t?at '!1fantry can fire over the ground on which they stand.
The banquette _,s made 3 feet wide, if the parapet is to be defended only by a single rank of
~en, nnd 4¼ feet wide f?r n double rank of defenders. Its surface is given a slope of about 2
mches to the rear to dram off water, but for purposes of calculation,it may be treated as horizontal.
The _SLo".E of the BANQUETTE is _the !erm appliecl to the slope leading up to the banquette
fr?m the mtenor of the work. Its obJect 1s to allow the defenders to get on or off the banquette
without inconvenience, and for this purpose it is given a base twice its height, or a slope of¼ .
In works where interior space is valuable, if the parapets have a command greater· than
us1!al, this slope of· the banquette may be replaced by steps,
Fw. 90.
as m the annexed sketch (Fig. 90), where the clotted line
shows the ordinary position of the slope of the banquette,
and illustrates the object of replacing it by steps to save
interior space. These steps, however, have the disadvantaae
,.,---of requiring much extra material, such as planking, &~.,
--.~re______________________..,
in their formation, and the communication by them to the
banquette is not so convenient as with the earthen slope.
120. The INTERIOR SLOPE of the parapet (CD, Fig. 01) is made as steep as possible. In
Field Works its usual slope is+ or f. The object of this steep slope, when a banquette for musketry
is used, is to enable the soldier to stand close to the crest, so that he may fire over the parapet
with ease, using the crest as a rest for his musket. As the nature of ground is such that it will
not stand by itself at so steep a slope, it must be kept up artificially by what is tenned a Revetment, the mode of making which will be pointed out subsequently. See chapter on "Revetments."
130. The upper surface of the parapet, termed the SUPERIOR SLOPE (D E, Fig. 91 ), inclines
to the front sufficiently to enable the musketry fire directed parallel to its slope to defend the top
of the counterscarp or further side of the ditch. This will be effected whenever the superior slope
produced passes within 3 feet of the ground at the counterscarp.
This slope is evidently au evil, though a necessary one, as it weakens the parapet at the crest,
and the more so, the steeper it is; but it is a less evil than having the grouncl outside the ditch
undefended by the fire from the parapet. An inclination of l in 6 (¾) is usually sufficient for the
superior slope ou a level site. A slope of ¼, or any intermediate one, may be employed, but
steeper slopes th,m ¼for superior slopes arP- not recommended, as the parapet at the crest would
be too much weakened: if with a slope of ¼the top of the counterscarp cannot be defended fro!D
the parapet, the ground in front of the ditch should be raised by means of a Glacis, as see!' 1_n
Fig. 91, so as to keep an assailant exposed to the fire of the parapet as long _as possible. T!ns is
of great importance; and as will be described in the next cb_apter, _obstruct10!1s ~re pla~ed m the
way of an enemy to delay him under the fire of the work ,.,1,,1, he 1s close . to it. Expenence hns
shown that nothing checks the ardour of troops more _than bemg cleJ1tyed under n close and
.
accumte musketry fire, from au opponent well posted belnnd a par'.,petJ
The glacis should have a gentle slope to the front correspondrng to the super10r slope of th~
parapet, so as to be grazecl by the musketry fire of the latter. The parapet shonJd have a COIU•
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,nHl "Hr the glncis of nt kust 5 fret, in ortler that the attacking troops may not be able to fire
· h
f
,
1 ,n. The hTERWH CnF.sT, more usually termed simply _T11E CRES1', o the 1:ar,l\>et, 1s t e
line of intersection of its Superior and Interior Slop~s- It !s the .I\Ing,stral Lme rn Field Fortilk,,ti,m. This line is the one that is first laid do_wn in dmwrng a pbn of a work on pa_Per, or Ill
tracin« it on the «round. as it is the principal liJie Ill the work, and 1t 1s frequently 1!1ost important
h> fix its position properly; its length also determines the number of defenders required for a field
work.
1:3~- When n line of parapet is constructed so ,,s to be able to fire down a ~teep slope, the
!up of the parapet may be rn1tde level fur a breadth of about ~ne foot, and the extenor sloped away
in the ,lirection of the slope of the hill. This level surface 1s tem1~d a ~rest Plane, ~nd prevents
the pnrnpet from being weake1)ed as much us it_ woul_d be were the rntenor and snpenor slopes ~o
meet in the usual manner. 'I he defenuers, wlnle firrng, lean forward over the crest plane. Tlus
.
mode of construction is only applicable to musketry parnpets.
133. The EXTERIOR SLOrE of a parapet, which is the slo1,e most exposed to fire (E F, Fig. 91),
should not be steeper than what is termed the natural slope of the rarth, or the slope at which the
earth used will stand without artificial support. With the generality of soils this slope is
In works which are expected to be exposed to a heaq fire of artillery (such as the batteries
at a siege, &c.) the exterior slope should have an increased base given to it.
In some cases, which are, however, exceptional, the exterior slopes of works may be revetted
steeply, so us to save space outside the work so treated. This ma.I' be the case when one work is
constructed inside another to prolong its defence. See Art 22J, "Reduits."
13.l. The intersection of the SUPERIOR and EXTERIOR slopes is called the EXTERIOR CREST,
and, as before mentioned, the thickness of a parapet is the distance (measured horizontally)
between the Cl'est and the extaior crest.
135. The BERM (F G, Fig. 91) is a space left between the parapet and the ditch; its object
is to relie,e the esca,-p from the pressure of the parapet by removing the weight a certain distance
away. This pressure is very great, as the weight of earth when well rammed will usually be from
n to 2 tons per cubic yard. The breadth of the berm depends upon the height of the parapet
and the nature of the soil; it may vary from 1 to 6 feet
The berm facilitates the construction of and repairs to the parapet, as a line of workmen may
be employed on it to throw the earth on to the parapet as required. It has, however, the great
defect, in a parapet of ordinary height, of affording a footing to an assailant, safe from the direct
fu-e of the work, at a critical moment of the attack. It is but seld om that a berm can be dispensed
with altogether, but when indispensable it may be occupied with obstacles, and in many cases it
may be cut away, after the work is constructed, without weakening the work, by producing the
exterior slope till it meets the escarp slope.
1:36. We now come to the DITCH, which supplies the earth requi.J:ed to form the parapet, and
also acts as'an obstacle (though by itself it is not a v~ry formidable one) to the advance of an
~nemJ', who may have reaciled it. An inspection of the profiles given will show that the ditch in
'.tself 1s no gr~at obstacle; for an assailant having reachecl its edge will not hesitate to jump into
it, to be out of reac_h ~f the c!,rect fire of the work, whatevel' may be the steepness of the counterscarp, and on~e 111 it, if not exposed to flanking fire, as is generally the case in field w01·ks, may
spr_ead. along it, and_ then rush into the work and close with the defenders in a body, to prevent
which 1s a great cles,cleratum rn the clefence.
1:37. The EscARP \G H, Fig. 01), or side of the clitch nearest to the work, is made as steep as
the na_ture of the sml will allow; as the steeper it is made, the greater the obstacle it will be. Its

111

iuto tht> work.
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slope in ord1n~ry ground 1s {, sometimes it cnn be made steeper; but in weak soils, aud when
works ar~ re'}mrecl to, last a cons!dera~le _time, it will generally be impracticable to give the escarp

a stee!,e' ~~ope than-,, unless 1t 1s artificially supported.
1~8. lhe BoTTOM OF THE DITCH (H I, Fig. 91) is considered horizontal· but in executing a
work it would generally be given a slight slope from sides to centre, to p;event water lodging
at the foot of the slopes.
l~U. The DEPTH OF THE D1TcH (P H, Fig. 01) should be at least six feet to be much
of an ol,stacle, and it may vary from this to twelve feet, according to circumstances. A depth
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of twelve feet is usually considered the maximum that should be given to the ditches of Field
Works, on account of the difficulty of throwing up the earth from greater depths · but this rule
like most gweral rnles, may be frequently departed from with advantage.
'
'
140. Th~ CouNTERS~ARP (K I, Fig. 91) ?router slope of the ditch can be made steeper than
the escarp, as 1t has not, like the latter, to resist the pressure of the parapet. It is usually formed
at-+ or

-t--

U 1. As the ditches of field works are generally without flank defence, it will be advantageous
whenever that is the case, to form the ditch triangular in section; i.e., with the escarp and th~
counterscarp meeting in a point at the bottom. This construction increases the depth, and
prevents anything like a settled formation of troops in the ditch, and with the same object in
view, the defenders should be plentifully supplied with hand-grenades. The ditches of the
redoubts of the celebrated lines of' Torres Vedras were generally of this shape.
The WIDTH OF THE DITCH (GK, Fig. 91), always estimated at the top, ought not to be less
than twelve or thirteen feet in works which may have to stand an assault; as, otherwise, planks
sufficiently long could be brought up to bridge it.
142. The GLAcrs (KL l\I, Fig. 91) has already been alluded to, as being used in certain cases
to keep the ground in front of the ditch under the fire of the parapet. It is also employed to
screen obstacles of varions kinds from the view, and protect them from the fire of an enemy. In
the latter case, the glacis is formed with the earth from a trench made in its rear, as shown in
Fig. 90 a; care being taken that the slopes of both glacis and trench are such that they are exposed
FIG. 90a.

to the umsketry of the work. A small glacis is also frequently made merely to get rid of superfluous earth when the ditch is made larger than is required for the formation of the parape t.
143. Fig. 91 is the profile of a parapet, having a thickness of t-l~elve fe~t an~ a command of
eight feet, with the bases and heights figured, so as to show the ordinary dunenswns of a work
having a good field profile.
FIG. 91.-Scaler,h,

R
AT.
T S.
~ R.
It Q.
Q F.
F G.
GP.

Rase of slope of ha,nquette.
Ditto of the bn.uquette.
Ditto of interior slope.
Ditto of Sltperior slope ; also thicknes.s of the parapet,
Ditto of exterior slope.
The berm.
Hase of the escar_p.

P O. Width of bottom of ditch.

0 K. Base of counterscarp.
KN. Ditto of reverse slope of glacia.

N M. Base of superior slope of glacis.
BT. } Ht:igbt of banquette [I.hove grolllld,
or
Ditto of crest above ground ; or the command of
the parapet.
E Q. Height of exterior crest above the ground,

it

1· }

P
Depth ol the _ditch.
or LON: Height of the glaci.s.
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lH. In selecting the profile proper for a w_ork, the nature of the grot~nd, both in front and
rear, and the degree of co.-er require~!, dcterm1'.ie the command ; the thickness of th~ p~rapet
depends upon the projectiles it is to resist, nnd on its ch~nces of exp_osure to fire ; these m~m d~ensions and the width to be given to the bnnqu~tte detemune the section ~f th_e parapet.. 'Ihe dimensions of the ditch have then to be determmed. In order to do this, either the width may be
assumed and then the depth calculated (the slopes of the sides having been previously settled) ~or
the depth may be assumed, and the requisite width then calculated./ ' In most cases it is usual to
assume the depth (as that to a great extent depends upon the nature of the soil, which may fix a
limit to it), and then to calculate the requisite width.
Two examples are given below to illustrnte this method; they are given in full for the sake
of clearness, and are apparently long, but with n little practice the necessary calculations may be
performed in a very short time.
145. The French term D eblai is given to the mass of earth in the ditch before being
excavated, and that of Remblai after it is built up in the work. ThP Remblai mll be frequently
greater than the Deblai, i.e. , the earth on being excavated and built up will have increased in
bulk, and this increase of bulk will vary according to the soil nnd the care with which the work is
constructed ; but experience has shown that this increase need not occur in ordinary soils, provided
the workmen are properly superintended, so as to ensure the earth being well rammed. In the
calculations that follow, it will not be taken into account, and also the ditch will be assumed to be
equal in length to the parapet; therefore, the a1•ea of the profile of the ditch will be equal to the
area of the pro.file of the parapet.
146. Ex. 1.-A line of intrenchment has to be constructed on level ground, with a command
of 7½ feet, a parapet of 12 feet thick and a banquette for double rank; the interior slope to be +,
superior slope ¾, other slopes of the parapet as usual. The ditch to be 12 feet deep, the escarp to
slope t, and the counterscarp 't; required the width of the ditch.
Frn. 92.
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~ F,ig. 92, "'.hich is_a handsketch ,of the profile, :1) 0 will be 7t' and ON 12'; as the superior
slope 1s ir, the pomt E will be 'ir', or 2 under the pomt D, consequently E N will be 5,'- · N F will
therefore be also 5f'. The banquette BC being 4{ under the crest,
and B Q ;;ii each be
7½ -4½= 3'; PO,whichisequaltoCR,isequaltoR; =
= lf'; and AQ = 2 BQ = 6 feet.

C"J

4/

Thus the bases and the heights of the parapet are easily found.
Jn the ditch, the depth M Hor LI is given as 12'; GM = llI H = 6', and L K =LI= 4'.
~

3

ML or HI, the width of the ditch at the bottom, is therefore the only unknown dimension in
the profile.
To calculate the _area of the parnpet, the areas of the fom figures AB R 0, CR D, DONE
and EN F (two of which are trapezoicls, and two are right-angled triangles) are found separately
and added together, thus-

,;

...

I

"

I

I

(itlcl-2i'ortification
.
....

Area of A B R O =

CRD
DONE
ENF

BR+AO RO
2
X

6+12

)...,,

= --2-X

47
8= 27

CRxRD
= l½x4½
31•
8
:t
2
OD+NE
7
xON= ½+ 5½ xl2= 78
2
2
ENxNF
= 5j X 5½
151
-22

Area of the profile of the parapet
=123½, say 123 sq. feet.
Then the area of the profile of the ditch will also be 123 ; and the mean breadth of the ditch
will be •,•.;1
10t' (Geom. Art. 106). To this we must add half the sum of the bases of the
escarp and counterscarp to get G K, the width at top ; or subtract the same to get H I, the width
at bottom. Thus6 4
G K=l0¼+ (
)=15¼, the width at top.

=

t

6 4

HI= 10¼-( ;1'"

)=

5}, the width at bottom.

Another method of calculating the width at bottom of the ditch, after obtaining the area
of the profile of the ditch, is by calculating the areas of the two right-angled triangles formed
by the escarp and counterscarp, with their bases and heights; and, subtracting their sum from
that of the whole ditch, the area of the rectangle between them is obtained; the area of
this rectangle divided by the depth of the ditch will give the width of the ditch at the bottom.
ThusArea of ditch G H I K = 123

Gi\1H=6xl2 =
2

36l =

I L K - 4 x 12 - 24
2 . · . rectangle M H I L

60

= 63

And ~; = 5¼ = HI, the required width of ditch at bottom; this,
as before remarked, being the only dimension of the profile at first unknown.
147. Ex. 2.-A line of intrenchment i11 to be constructed in haste, on level ground, the
command to be only 5 feet, the parapet 6 feet thick, cover being obtained by means of a trench
in rear 2 feet deep in front, 2-f depth in 1·ear, and 5 feet broad at the bottom, the front slope
of the trench being in continuation of the slope of the banquette, and the re".erse or re~
slope being +; the banquette for double rank, superior slope ¾; no be1·m; the ditch to be 5
deep; base of both escarp and counterscarp to be 2' ; other slopes as usual. How broad must
the ditch be made ?
FIG. 93.
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• This triangle will be the srune in any para.pet, the interior slope of which ie 1,
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. n•1) G Q - 5' Q p - 6' II P = G Q - Q p = 4 ',
In the accompanying handsketch (Fig. ,,
'
'
T ,r.
4 ' ' - ' ' DS=l' TD =2 TC =J, '\f=5',
p J = H p = J', FR or E S = GQ
T
, ,
' '
'
0 ,
,.
y B _ ",_, 0 K = L N = 5 , J O or N M =
A ' =
h- ,,, ' f th d"tch subtl'act the area of the trench from that of the painpet.
To get t e area o e 1 ,
EXQ=EX+DQx :X:Q=6+7 x ½= 3\
2
Area ofD .1..
2
N,

,, .

FXG

= FXxXG
- 2-

G Q pH

=

GQ

iH p

l½x4½
= - 2X

Qp = 5
4

HP x PJ

HPJ

•

!4

X

6 = 27

4

X

=8

2

2

=41 fr

Area of profile of parapet
2½x2½
= -2-

AVxVB

AreaofAVB

2

VBCT = VB!.'!_Q_xVT=
CTxTD

CTD

2

½t

2

= 3½
x5=11¾

_2 x 4
- -2-

2

=4
= 18! square feet.

Area of profile of trench
. · . Area of profile of ditch J KL M
Mean width of ditch

=

Width of ditch at top
Ditto

ditto

=

aread~;t!itch =

=

bottom =

41 !
2

-

;¼

18!

=2 3¼ square feet.

=

4¾ + ( J O ~N ~ = 4¾ + 2 =

4¾-

4f nearly.

fl¾

C

O~N M)= 4¾- 2= 2¾

The above illustrations are sufficient to show how the size of the ditch for any required
parapet may be quickly calculated.
148. The area of the profile of a parapet may also be found by drawing the profile on a
scale sufficiently large (8' or 10' to 1 iuch) , and afterwards reclucing it to a triangle of equal
area; the base and height of this triangle can then he measured, and the area fonnd.
This meth od is usually applied when a parapet has to be constructed on sloping ground ;
but in that case it would be a quicker operation to calculate the parapet as for level ground,
adding tle triangle D' G F and subtracting H A D', as shown in Fig. 94.
Fro. 94.
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'l'l~e- methocl. of c_alculating areas by first drawin~ the figure to scale has the disadvanta e
of requmng Llrawmg mstruments to be at hand, and 1s not so rapid ancl cannot be so accura~e
as the method of cal_culation given above, whic~, in ac!tli_tion to rapidity and accuracy, has the
further recommemlat10n of reqmnng but a pencil ancl a piece of paper to effect it.
14.0. It must be remembered that these calculatious are only approximate; for it bas been
assumed that there is no increase of bulk in the earth after it has been exc>tvated and also
that the len gth of the ditch is the same as that of the parapet, neither of which n;ay be the
case; but they are sufficiently near the truth to enable a work to be markecl out ou the ground
anti commenced without loss of time.
150. '£he ditch, as determined by the above calculations, will usually be too great, when
there is any error, and it will therefore generally be a good precaution to make a ditch a little
narrower than its calculated approximate breadth, as it can be widened at any time in the
progress of the work. This is preferable to running the risk of making it too large at first.
151. The parapet, as before described, protects men standing on the ground inside a work
from direct fire, whether of artillery or musketry; but it does not (whatever may be its height)
protect men standing on the banquette to a height greater than 4½ feet: therefore, when the
banquette is mannecl for defence, the heads ancl shoulders of the defenders appear above the crest
of the parapet. It is not practicable to protect men manning a parapet entirely from artillery
fire, but it is important that they should be covered as much as possible from musketry, case
shot, or splinters of shells. For this purpose Sandbag Loopholes are arranged on the top of a
Frn. 95.

Frn. 9G.

parapet wherever men are 1·equired to fire, as seen in Figs. 95 and 96, wLich are respectively
a front and a rear view of a sandbag loophole. In the former a musket is seen protruding
through to be fired. Four bags are required• for each loophole- one for eacL side and two for
the roof. A single bag for the roof would not be musket-proof. T~e bag that ~rosses the w1cle
part of the loophole shoulcl be snpportecl unclerneath by short pieces of stick or plank to
prevent its sinking.
For dimensions &c., of Sandbags, see Chap. III. Revetments.
Substitutes for 'these sandbag loopholes may be made in a variety of ways : trunks of trees
or stout posts may be 1<rrangecl, as shown in Figs. 97 allll 98, resting on sods, &c., two or three
Frn. 97.

Fro. 98.

SUPERIOR

EXTERIOR

SLOPE

SLOPE

inches above the crest of the parapet; short blocks of wood may be arranged transversely on
the superior slope. with narrow intervals between them to fire through; and mauy other
similar expedients ·may be resorted to, which will afl'orcl musk_etry _cover to the defenders
manning the parapet. Many of them have the disadvantage of _splmtermg when struck by sho_t,
and are objectionable when likely to be opposed to much artillery fire, and would the1efo,e
not be use,! in cases where there is a choice of materials ; that is, howeve,·, seldom the_ case 011
service,llwhere the principal problem _to be solved by an officer in charge of a defensive poS t
is to m41te the most of the means at his disposal.//
H
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15~. rarapets a.re sometimes formetl of logs placed upright in the ground, and touching
c1ch other, with loopholes (openings to fire through) cut in them. (Figs. 09, 100, and 101.)
Fro. 100.

Frn. 99.
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STOCKADE-WORK.
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This sort of rough timber parapet is termed a" Stockade" or" Stockade-work."
The logs or timbers should be 8", or more, in thickness; they should be suHk 3' in the
ground, and shoulcl stand 7' or more out of the ground. The logs should be squared where
in contact with each other; or, if this be not done, then smaller logs should be planted close
before or behind the junctions, to resist the penetration of musketry at those parts. A stout
beam, termed a "ribband," should be firmly secured to the logs near their tops, to add to the
strength of the construction.
153. Provision should be made for preventing an enemy closing on the stockade. This may
be done in a variety of ways. The simplest is that shown in the Figs. 100 and 102; viz., by
F10.

101. -Scale

tliJ•

FIG. 102.
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digging a small ditch outside, and heaping the excavated earth against the stockade as high as
the loopholes.
·when timbers 11' or 12' in length can be procured, the loopholes may be made 6' or more
above the ground level ; a banquette either of earth, as shown in Fig. 102, or of planks, &c., being
provided for the defenders.
Stockades have the advantage of combining the properties of a good musketry parapet and
of an obstacle to the advance of an assailant; and unless breached by artillery fire, they require
to be surmountecl either by means of ladders, or by forming a breach in them, by means of a bag
of powder exploded against them.
i;,.i. WALLS and HEDGES frequently play an important part in defence, as, with very little
labour bestowecl upon them, they may be made to form very respectable substitutes for regular
parapels.
They _may be treated in various ways, according as they vary in dimensions and situation,
and nccordmg to the time available for defensive purposes.
A_ wall 4 feet in height serves as a parapet without any 11reparation.
F,g. 10_3 represen~s a wall G' or 7' in height; the grouncl inside is used as a. banquette,
louplwle, Lemg made 4 above the ground, for the dtfenders to fire through, ancl not less than
~• a.par~. To prevent an enemy closing on the wall, ,md using the loopholes to fire through, a.
blllall ditch IB excavated, and the earth from it piled against the wall.
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If not practicable to form loopholes, from the absence of tools or other causes, rough openinNs

0
may be broken down from the top, as shown in Fig. l 04, to serve as loopholes.
Or. a banquette may be formed on the in~ide, either of_ earth, as shown in Fig. J Oa, or by
supporting planks on casks, stools, or other smtable and available means, to allow the defenders
to fire over the top of the wall. The object of the small ditch shown in front, is to increase the
difficulty of surmounting the wall on the part of an nssailant.
This latter method of occupying a wall for defence has the advantage of giving full play to
the musketry fire of the defenders, which in the former instances is much limited by the loopholes;
but as a set off against that advantage {which, however, is a great one) the defenders are less
protected, allC! the wall itself is wholly exposed to the fire of artillery.
155. Lofty walls, 10 or 12 feet in height, may be arrangecl for a double tier of clefenders, by
making a banquette of any available materials (b, Fig. 106), for one rank of men to fire over the
top, as in Fig. 107, or through loopholes near the top, as in Fig. 108; 1tnd by making a row of
loopholes close to the ground for the second rank, who stand on the bottom of a small trench
dug for that purpose. No ditch should be dng in front, as it would afford cover to an enemy from
the fire of the lower loopholes.

Fro. 103,_
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Fro. 106.
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Front view of loopholed walls.

A wall so defended, if in a position protected from artillery fire, would prove a very formidable obstacle to an assailant; if liable to be cannonadecl, it would be preferable to suppress the
lower tier of fire, in order to strengthen the wall against artillery, by forming an earthen banquette
on the inside.
156. HEDGES occupied for defence have the advantages of being obstacles to an assitilant
closing with the clefenclers, while at the same time the latter can generally manage to see ancl
fire through them without being themselves seen.
.
.
A hedge growing by itself, without ditches on either side, may be treatecl m vanous ways,
accoriling to the time ancl means available.
.
.
Half an hour's work woulcl suffice for a line of men to dig the small trench shown m Fig.
109, and back up the excavated earth against the hedge; the bottom of the trench to serve as a
banquette.
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When more time is available the methods in Figs. llO and 111 may be resorted to, the latter
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bein the best, ns the ditch is an obstacle, but it requires the longest time_ to execute.' as the
eardf from the ditch has to be thrown o,er th~ hedge before it can ~e form~d into the pat~pet.
Hi7. A hedge growing on one side of a ditch must be treated m different wnys, accoIChng to
which side has to be occupied by the defenders.
If the Ditch (D, Fig. 112) be on the. outside, ~ para~et shoul~ be made! st'.ppo_r~ed b! the
hed!!e, the earth being obtained by deepemng and unprovmg the ditch, and, 1f requued, from a
treu·c h T in rear.
Frn. 113.

FIG. 112.

1f the ditch be on the inside, occupy the line, as in Fig. 113, by deepening and improving the
ditch, and forming a parapet on the inside, ancl use the hedge as an obstacle in advance of the
ditch. The hedge may be partially cut down, allowing the parts so cut to drop to the front, care
being taken not to sever them entirely from the stems.
Examples of this kincl might be multiplied almost ad infinitum, hut a sufficient number have
been given to show how obstacles, that may be slight in themselves, can be improved by the
judicious expenditure of a little labour.
ADDENDA TO CHAPTER I.

158. In the calculations that were given in the preceding chapter, no allowance was made
for increase of bulk in earth on being excavated, the Rcmblai being taken as only the same as the
Dcblai. As this increase of bulk will frequently take place in constructing Field Works, from

the earth not being properly rammed and, generally speaking, from the haste with which they have
to be thrown up, it will frequently be necessary in constrncting intrenchments to make some nllowance for this increase. The amount of increase will vary with every particular case, and practice
can alone determine it. An example is here given to show how the dimensions of a ditch arc
determined when this allowance is made.
1,,9. ExAllIPLE 1.-Determine the dimensions of the ditch for the parapet shown in Fig. 92
~reproducecl below), on the supposition that the increase of bulk in the earth on being excavated
is tth; the depth of the ditch and the slopes of its sides being the same as given for Fig. 92.
Fm. 114.

In the handsketch here given (Fig. 114) the dimensions of the parapet and the known
dimeusions of the ditch are figured. The increase of bulk being -/ th, every 7 cubic yards of
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~cf1~:i a~:: :ret:ec;;1i1: ~t~;; f~;~b~~i,t' ~~ other words, the area of the profile of the parapet is
0

11

Area of profile of parapet
Deduct for increase -41-

123

square feet.

Area of profile of ditch
HI

107¾ = 12

(6+4)

2

=

4' nearly.

:~Od

~x~mpl:s are also given below of the method of calculating the dimensions of a ditch
by fi
that ~sf th:a;i\:t_t e parapet to scale, and then measuring its area, and from that area obtaining
2.-A parapet of 12 feet in thickness ancl 8' command with a supei'i.or slope of .1
h tEX:~li'LE
O
ts Of e con st rnctecl on ground falling to the front 1 in 20. The ditch to be 10 feet deep'
'
escarp to be f, of counterscarp '}; other slopes as usual.
ope
Increase of bulk of earth on being excavated ½th.

8

Frn. 115.-Scale 'f.i11 •

In Fig. 11 5 A B is a horizontal line: from any convenient point C draw C cl any length
(practically the longer it is the better), and cl e perpendicular to, and -o'i,th of C d. The line C e
produced both ways will be the gtound line. Draw the vertical line C f, making it 8' in height,
the point f will be the crest of the parapet; mark off C g = 5 CF; join f g, which will thus
have a slope of +, and will be the superior slope produced. Drnw hi parallel to and 12' from c f;
the point i will be the exte1·ior crest. To draw the exterior slope make h k = hi; join i k, producing it to meet the ground line in I.
Draw m n ancl op parallel to C f, and at the distances from it respectively of 1-}' and 6'
(4.,- + 1,1-) ; draw the banquette n p parallel to A B (i.e. horizontal), and 4½' under the crest; join
n f for the interior slope; make o q = 2 op; joiu p q, then p r will be the slope of the banquette:
The parapet is now complete.
To draw the known parts of the ditch, draw the vertical line s t' in any convenient position
(for purposes of measurement only), mark the points u' and v', making s v' = 2 s u'; u' v' will
therefore slope {-, and the escarp u v is made parallel to it. The bottom of the ditch is drawn
parallel to the ground line and 10 feet under it: as the width of the ditch is unknown, the
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counter,;cn.rp must be drnwu in any convenient positi,on_ for purposes of mensnremcnt; to draw it,
mark the points w' and t', making s t' = 3 s w'; w' t will therefore slope }, and t~e connters~arp
wt is drawn parallel to it. Now, from the points v and t at the_ bot!om of th~ <l1t~h, draw hues
.,. x and t, perpendicular to the slope of the ground A B ; the ditch 1s now chv,decl into 3 figures,
of which two are of fixed dimensions, and can therefore be measured by the scale; these are the
right-angled triangles u, x, v and w, y, t.
u X (by measUl'ement) =
yw (by
do.
) = 3¾'
.
ti1+3,!_
Tl!e area of the triangles 11, x, v and w, y, t = ~ x 10 = 47} square feet.

rw

N"ow, by reducing the profile of the parapet to a triangle of equal aren, having the ground line
as a base, the base of this triangle is found (by measurement) to be 3J'.
3Jx8
136 square fret, the area of the profile of the parapet.
2

Deduct for in-} 13G
crease of hulk To
Deduct

13

¾

112+ is the area of the profile of the ditch.
J 7½, being the area of the triangles u, x, v and w, y, t.
64-A,, say 65, will be the area of the rectangle in the ditch.

Consequently -lf.l- = 6·5, the required width of the ditch at the bottom, which can now be
drawn to scale, and the counterscarp placed in its correct position.
N.B.-In the Fig. 115 refen-ed to,. the counterscarp is drawn at its proper slope, but it is
not, and is not meant to be, in its correct position.
161. ExAMPLE 3.-A parapet with a command of 8 feet and a thickness of 12 feet, has to be
consh·ucted on ground rising 1 in 20 to the front; the superior slope to be ¾, other slopes of the
parapet as usual. The ditch to be 12 feet deep, escarp sloping 1 in 1, counterscarp 2 in 1.
Allowance to be made for earth increasing -/r in bulk, on being excavated.
Fw. 116.-Sca.Je ti"ti•

------ --i¾:
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t'

th The ~ethod 0/ constructit,g the above Fig. 110 being exactly simil!\r to the preceding case
e same ett~rs O reference have been given to the two figures, so that the description for th;
one already given need not be repeated here. Only the actual calculation will be now stated.
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SHELTER TRENCHES, GUN-PITS, &c.
161a. The long ~ange, extreme accuracy, and great rapidity of fire of the rifled arms of the
pre.sent day 1·ender 1t more thau ever ne?essary that c?ver should be provided for troops in
act10n. ,vhen smtable cover does not exist naturally, 1t can be supplied by means of
II
trenches, called Shclte1· Trenches, which are now adopted into the service.
sma
It is essential that _th~re should ~e ready means of getting in and out of these trenches, both
to the front and rear; 1t 1s also desirable that they should not offer any great impediment to
a fo:·ward movement, and that troops should be able to march straight over them when necessary.
At mtervals of about l 00 yards, to enable guns, cavalry, &c., to pass, slight ramps should be
formed, or intervals be left in the tren_ches, which may_ at those rlaces be made to overlap.
161b. The most rapid way for mfantry to obtarn cover, 1s by the excavation of a trench
2 feet wide and 11 _feet _deep: the e~rth is _thrown to the front, so as to form a parapet about
11 feet high, the rntenor slope berng bmlt up as steeply as possible with sods &c. Such
a trench (Fig. I, Pl. A) can be executed by men with their accoutrements on, distrib~tecl at from
4 to G feet intervals, in from 10 to 20 minutes. This is the smallest trench that is of any
use, anc~ will afford co1·er to two ranks, one kneeling in the trench, and one lying down in
rear of 1t.
The abo1·e trench can be widened out to 4 feet in from 10 to 20 minutes more, and will
then afford cover for a double rank kneeling (Fig. 2, Pl. A). This may be considered an effective
trench for occupation for a limited time, but as the troops in it would be in a constrained position,
it woul<l be clesirnble should still more time be available, to widen it out to a total breadth of
7 feet (Fig. 3), which would allow the men to lie clown in it, ancl would require about 20 minutes
more wo1·k.
Fig. 4 is the plan of a completed treuch for a company of 30 files. The small trenches in
rear, 2 feet broad and l¼ feet deep, are for the officers and non-commissioned officers of the
company.
For temporary occupation of the grouncl on the field of battle, it is probable that shelter
trenches would be thrown up in a continuous line, though the line need not be a straight one, that
beini( determined by the features of the ground.
In all cases it is necessary that the parapet should not prevent any portion of the ground in
front being seen by the defenders.
The height of the parapet given in the profiles, is that over which men can fire kneeling;
the intermediate parts between the positions the men would occupy, may be made higher to afforcl
better cover. Boughs of trees stuck in on top of the parapet would further conceal the defenders,
without impeding their firn. Should there be no objection to placing impediments in the way of
a forward movement, obstacles may be formecl 100 yards or so in advance of the trench.
161c. Men skirmishing should be able to make cover for themselves. In most instances the
men will only have to improve natural cover, but it may be necessary to dig small pits, which are
called Shelter pits, in contraclistinction to the larger pits used at sieges, &c., which are called rifle
pits. Each shelter pit should be for one man only.
A plan and section of a shelter pit, which can be mnde in about 5 minutes, are given in
Figs. 8, O, and 10; the depth need not be uniform, but shoulcl be about 10 inches, where the man's
body will be, and about 6 inches in the other parts. After a little practice, each man will soon
ascertain the exact form of pit that suits him.
161d. It may be occasionally necessary to provide cover for the chargers _of the mounter!
officers of a battalion posted in a shelter trench. This may be done by excavntmg Charger pits
parallel to, and 20 paces (from cutting line to cutting line) in rear of the line taken up (Figs. r,,
0, and 7), Each pit should be about 5 feet long, ;l feet wide at the top, and 2 feet at the bottom,
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with ramps at I\ slope of .l, at the ends. Such a pit can be executed by 4 men in half-an-hour.
The turf should be used for the revetment of the parapet, which should be 3 feet high, and need
not extend the whole length of the ramps, but only about 3 feet beyond the pit itself. The four
men will not all be able to work in the pit at the same time; those who cannot will revet, and
also increase the parapet from any place in front where earth can be readily obtained. Horses
can be easily accustomed to go into such pits.
16 le. Artillery may often be covered from the enemy's fire by natural banks, crests of
hills, &c. In the absence of such cover, Gun-pits (Figs. 13 and 14) may be made.
This kind of pit can be excavated in about one hour, by men accustomed t0 the work. As
the space is limited, the men must be carefully arranged, and should commence work where the
pickaxes are shown. Should more time be available, the pit can be improved by lengthening the
trenches for the gun detachments, ancl by thickening the parapet with earth from a ditch in front.
As isolated gun-pits would fonn good marks for the enemy's fire, it would be advisable to connect
them by shelter trenches, in which, however, places should be left to enable the guns to pass
readily to the front.
Another type of gun-pit, suitable for muzzle-loading guns, is shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
161J. Should no natural cover wh,itever be available for the limber, cover for it and a couple
of horses might be provided in a pit, somewhat in the form of a charger-pit. The pit itself should
be 12 feet long, 5½ feet wide at bottom, and 7 feet at top; it shoulrl be at least 3 feet deep, and have
ramps at both ends of:½ or ¼- Such a pit might be executed by 8 men in 2 hours. If necessary,
cover could be provided for the other horses in a pit similar to the limber pit, but with a berm of
2 feet for the horses' heads.
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Base of triangle of equal area to parapet = 35 feet (by measurement).
U X = 11 feet}
y w = 7 feet by n;,easurement.
Area of 1irofile of parapet

= % .,t H = 140 sq. ft.

140
Deduct for increase of bulk

7

. . Area of profile of ditch

120

Deduct for triangles u, x, v and w, y, t

~

=

108

Triangle u, x, v

,,

w,y, t

=

11

12

- -x2 -

66

12
-27 X

108

12

Area of rectangle in ditch
Consequently

20

l foot, the required width of the ditch at the bottom.

N.B.-As in the preceding case, the counterscarp in the present case is drawn at the co1nct
slope, but it is not, and is not meant to be, in its proper position.
In both the two preceding illustrations the bottom of the ditch is drawn parallel to the ground
•
line, for facility of calculation.
In practice it might be made level, but no appreciable error as to the dimensions proper for
the ditch would result.
CHAPTER II.
OBSTACLES.

lVhy obstacles are necessary in.Pield Works; conditioM they should fulfil; PA.LISA.DEB; F.&AISES; CHEvAUX-DE-FRISE, A.BATTIS i
TROUS-DE-LOUP ; ENTANGLEMENTS; POINTED ST.A.JDtS; C:aow's FEET; FoUOA.BSES, common, shell stone 'and glass;
INUNDATIONS,

//J

dams, 'll'aste weirs, sluice gates.

'

'

162. It was remarked, in the preceding chapter, that the ditches of Field Works formed, by
themselves, a very imperfect obstacle to the advance of an assailant, who, when in them, was
liidden from the view of the parapet in front, and might assemble in them in greater or les,
numbers,* and rush into the work in a mass. This is to be avoided, on the part of the defence,
by all possible means, and is usually done by throwing obstructions or obstacles in the way of the
advance of an assailant, in such a manner that the closer he gets to a work, and the more accurate
and deadly becomes the fire he is exposed to, the slower shoulcl be his progress and the more
helpless he should become; so that, should he penetrate at all into the work, it shall only be in
small numbers at a time, and not en masse.
lfi:3. On this subject, the followiug remarks by the late Major-General Sir John Jones, R.E.,
are given to show the opinion of one of the most experienced military engineers of the present
age:" The great object of defence should be to contriYe some expedient to check the assailants,
and cause them to bait, if only for two or three minutes, under a close fire of musketry from the
parapet. Such nu advanced obstacle has ten times the effect of one of equal difficulty opposed to
an assailant, when he has closed with the defenders of a work. He knows that, in the latter case,
he has but to overcome one difficulty to obtain complete success; whereas, in the former case, the
troops exLaust their ardour and lose their formation on a mere preliminary effort, and eYery one
must have felt how extremely difficult it is to revive confident boldness and restore order for a
second effort after a check."
164. Obstacles used in conjunction with Field Works should genemlly be in advance of the
ditch, as an enemy is thereby detained, and fully exposed to the close and accurate fire of the work ;
but the ditch itself is a position peculiarly suited for certain obstacles, as will be shortly shown.
165. An efficient obstacle should fulfil the following conditions :It should be uncle,· the close fire of the work.
.
\ It should be covered from an enemy's fire.
\r~mark refers to works ha.ving no flank defence, which i1:1 (leJW'<tlly the case in works thrown llll m the field.
• This

Ju
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It should not nfford nny cover to an assnilant.
It should be so strung as not to be cut down or removed without grent difficulty.
With a careful regard to these conditions, an officer when cnllcd upon to throw up an
intrenchment "ill exercise his ingenuity in deYising what obstacles the resources of the country
will proYide ; he should by 110 menns regard ''obstacles" as merely restricted to a few 1~articular
contrinrnces which have been preYiously resorted to, and which will be presently descnbed, but
should suggest any other forms which m>\y "l'Pe>\r to him more suitable to the circumstances
against which he is called upon to provide.
'l'he principal artifici,J. obstacles which have hitherto been adopted will now be described
separately, and their advuntages ar,d defects stated. Although treated singly, they are used in
conjunction with one another, wheneYer time ,md circumstances permit.
·F1,;. 119.-Profile.
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166- PALIS.ADES (Figs. 117, 118, 11 U} are a stout description of fence or railing made in the
f
0 11
. ow;ng n:ian~er :-Beams of timber, 10 feet in length and triangular in section, each side of the
ttrhu_ng edbelllg m length about 8", are secured firmlv to beams termed ribbands (Fig 40) close to
b et \\een
,
tb e pa1·1sades, b emg
· " 3" or 4". ' A narrow trench' 1s
· dug
· to a depth
f en·
. ten s '. the intervals
.
0 li 3
htleet! m _w_hich the palisades are placed, auJ are secured in a position either uprio-ht or
s 0" . • Y Ille1dllllllg · The up per l'l'bb an d wou J'cl b e secure d to the palisades after
' they are fixed in
position, an should be on the side nearest to the escarp.
· ~ 0 .t ava1·1 abi e, young trees 5" or 6' m
· dtameter
·
,ali When. .large timber
.
is
may be used whole for
I s~1';j' • ~f th<; tiees are 8' m diameter, they may be split down the middle.
a sa es, Ill order to be concealed from the view and protected from the fire of an enemy,
0

~'IC,

--=-----------------------

120.

------- ----

must be placed either in the ditch of a work, as ,·u F' 120
works in front.
ig.
, or else in positions concealed by
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·
·l ·
. 1G7. FRArnEs _(Figs. l~l, 1!22) nre palisades planted in a horizontal or
near l horizontal
• ,
position. In formmg them, a stout beam or cushion (a a) is 1 'd h .
a, onzoHta11 y to which the fra'
,
'
'b'- I ·
d
·1 J
·
ises
aie, sp1 ,ec' an . a n uanc !s securPd to the top of the fraises near the inne~- e d C
n · . are should
d
be taken 111 then· constrnct1011 to keep the flat sides of the f· .
the
ia1ses un erneati1;.to 1·mcrense
h
f t d'
d'fli It
l
htl
r
b
should
1 _cu Y o s _a_u mg on t em, and with the same view they
e s 1g l me mec from a
honzontal pos1t10n.
They may be placed either on the es carp s1·ae of tl1e c1·1tch , as seen in Fig. 121, or on the
countersc,trp side, as in Fig. 122.
FIG. 121.-3.. Cushion.

FIG. 122.-a. Cushi0n.

When on the escarp side of the ditch, they should slope downwards, so as not to interfere
with shells or other missiles being rolled into the ditch from the parapet.
They are more exposed to fire on the escarp than on the other side of the ditch, and moreoYer
they afford a footing to an enemy who may have surmounted them. When placed on the counterscarp side, they are sloped upwards, to increase the difficulty of descending into the ditch; and
on this side of the ditch they are very safe from direct fire, and have the grnat advantage of
r~taining an enemy outside the ditch, exposed to the fire from the work. The berm should, if
possible, be cut away, to prevent planks being laid on it from the £raises; and the difficulty of
the descent into the ditch will be much increased if the arrangement shown in the preceding
figure can be effected. In this figure the ditch at the foot of the escarp is deepenecl and occupied
by boughs of trees planted upright (see Art. 109, Abattis), which, combined with the fraises,
.
evidently form a serious obstacle to an assault.
168. CHEVAUX·DE-FmsE (Figs. 123, 12-!) are made in lengths of from 6' to 10', any reqmred
beam,
stout
or
barrel
a
of
composed
is
number of lengths being chained together. Each length
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from 6'' to ~·, square, with wooden spears ()' long nnd 1 }" or 2" square, pnssing nlternntely through
either side, as shown.
FIG. 124.

Fw. 1~~-

'

/'

/

' >

//""\
At each end of the barrel is "chain 6" long, with a hook attached.
In the iron chevaux-de-frise used in the service, the barrel is n cast-il'on pipe, the spears are
of wrought-iron, nnd can partly pack in the barrel for carriage. The dimensions nre as follows : Length of barrel G'
External diameter Jf: ,Yei.,ht of one length
0
Internal do.
,, 3;1-'
., ,, I comp1et e, ()5 lb s.
L eng th
. of spears "' 7
Diameter of do.
+"J
Che,aux-de-frise ru:e generally employed as temporary barriers to close the entrance into a
work, to block up a roacl or street, &c., as in these positions they can be quickly moved aside
when the communication is required to be used.
Their defect is the amount of skilled labour required in their construction, which prevents
their being used except in small quantities for the above limited objects.
They 111·e occasionally recommended to be placed at the foot of the counterscarp, and sometimes on the berm. In this latter position a glacis is 1·equired to cover them from the view and fire
of llll enemy; but usually an equally effective obstacle could be extemporised with less means.
When a single length of chevaux-de-frise is sufficient to close an opening (such as the entrance
into a work), it may be arranged as shown in Figs. 125 and 126, to turn on a post at one end as a

l

F10. 12.5.-Sc~le ~-

FIG. 126.

piv~t, while the other end_ is ~uppol'ted by a wheel to facilitate its movement: this end is brought
ngamst a stout post, to winch it may be chained.
169. An ABATTIS (Fig. 127) is n very formidable obstacle, formed from the branches of large
Fm. 127.
----~~_l<_E~- ~IRE

FROM THE PMAPET

-- -

-- --.

Scale w
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trees, or the entire trunks of smnll ones, which are laicl as close together as possible the butt
ends being secured firmly, and the branches turned towards the enemy. To be efficient th
branches should stnnd at least 8:s high as a man's breast, the smaller branches and twigs bein:
removed, and the larger ones pomted, so as to present a number of small spears to an enemy
·
F:ro. 12s.-Hcale r'.,The butts may be secured either by
staking each one firmly, ns shown in Fig. 127, ,----~-------or by beams laid across several ancl secured
to them.
Abattis is usually placed in advance of
the ditch, in n trench dug for the purpose, the
earth from which is used to form a glacis in
front, as seen in Fig. 127, where every part is
under the musketry fire of the work.
It may also be placed in the ditch, as in
Fig. 128, in an upright position against the
counterscarp, where it forms a very serious obstacle to an assault, as it detains an assailant under
fire, and it is very difficult to get at in order to destroy it, or to clear it by leaping over it.
n
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f
·I "eh to form nbattis are hard and tough ones; the worst is pine, as
The i~1t
_b~si,,~ohold~
not ouh111r1
'in tlron\:a~le
om
, eren when freshly
. cnt, bnt
d the boughs' grow nearly perpendicular
·
k
"'1
:a,rnot
therefore
be mn,le to pornt towru· s an enemJ.
th
to e !run b.· nn, < . 1 to 1, 01.111 "ll abattis deriemls princinally on the distan ce that the trees
The la our reqmrer
'
"
'
h
"f J 1·
b
are of course on t em, 1 t JP <1st~nce• e
h
to be drncrl'l't:l:l aft er b e1·n« '•lle,i
n:
. As the bou«hs
e,
nYe t h e Iab om
"'; bec oiJJes
great,
. exti:'eme
·
,· if an nbattis is formed close to where the trees are growrng,
it can be mnde yery easily.
·
· I
l
f
170 TROl'S•DE-LOn' or )frLITARY r1Ts (Figs. 12_9, 130, 131 ) nre pits du~ lll t 1e s rnpe o an
in,erted · cone or pyramid, each pit being provided with a stout stake fix ed m the bottom ,a~d
· d h l - The,.. l\re of two descriptions, large and small. The l:lrger ones are 6 m
1,omtc s arp \.
,
. l
h
11
l •1' . ,, '' . l th
diameter and ir in depth, and are usually co_m~a
; t e smn one~ are on .Y
0 1 ~.,- m c ep
,
ruid are made in the form of II square pyramid mverted. These sizes are thus fixed because the
former ru·e so deep that an enemy cannot fire out of them, and the latter are so sl~allow as_not to
afford anv practical amount of cover. If trous:cle-lo~p were mad e ?f depths rnterm ed1~te to
those named, they woulcl serve as ready-made nfle pits to the sk1rm1shers that usually precede
the advance of a column of attack./
N

Frn. 131.

If used with ordinary intrenchments, they should be in parallel rows, three (or more) in
number; the central intervals of the pits in each row should be 10' or l l'; and the rows should be
arranged chequerwise, i.e., the holes in each row should be opposite the intervals between those
of the adjacent rows.
The use of the stake iu each pit is not only to wound anybody who may fall into it, but also
to increase the difficulty of firing from it.
Trous-de-loup are II good obstacle to oppose to cavalry. In ordinary soil onb man can
make one deep trous-de-loup or two shallow ones in a day.
171. An ENTANGLEMENT is former! by cutting the stems of small trees ancl bushes half
through, and then by pulling the upper parts to the ground to which they are picketed.
172. POINTED STAKES, which can be made in great numbers, when any of the before-mentioned obstacles are being constmcted, are very useful to occui;y, as an obstacle, any ground in
front of a work requiring them. The berm, the bottom of a ditch, the ground in front of the
counterscarp, and the interrnls between trous-dc-lonp, &c., are good situations.
After being driven into the ground, they shoulcl be sharply pointed.
FIG. 132.-Pl:m.
F10. 133.-EleY>tion.
17 3. CRow's FEET (Figs. 132, 133) are formed
each of four iron spikes 21 or 3 inches long, joined
.
together so as to make equal augles with each other.
In whate,er way they may be thrown clown, one
-~"'=.....,."""'·" _
po_int_ will always be directed upwards. They are
,
.
.
I,'nnc1pally _used to obstrnct the advance of carnlry,
~nd ha1e also been usecl to mcrease the chfficu,ty of forchng a stream, as was clone by the French
~ 181~ at Ber(len-op -Zoo1:n, bu~ with no good result, as the British were not delayed by them
Ill fordmg the nver Zoom, rn winch they were placed.
174. COMMON F ouGASSEs are surnll mines, of which the shafts or pits are from 3 to l(l feet
deep. 'I'.h~ ?harge of powder for any depth in ordinary soil is found by cubing the depth in feet,
and by dmdmg the result by 10 to get the charge in pounds.

Y
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6
Thus the charge for a O feet fongass will be '

21·6lbs ancl for a lOf:eetf
= ZlJl
ougass
·,
10
JO
·
h .
.
't ·11 b lO' = lOOO = 100 lb s., or nearIy 5 times
G feet fougass; this
a
for
reqmred
1s
at
w
e 10
1 w1
10
char!(e is sufficient to make _a_ hole i1! the ground the diame_te~ of which is twice the depth of
the charge (see chapter ou l\Iihtary l\Iunng). In most cases It IS preferable to have many sn,all
fougasses rather than a few large ones.
The powder is placed in a cubical box, which should be well tarred in order to be protected
fro~ damp, and is lodged in a recess cnlled the clwmbcr, on one side of the shaft at the bottom.
It ~s fi~·ed fro_m a secme spot by meaus of a pn1cder hose or saucisson, enclosed in a wooden trough,
which IS carried up one angle of the shaft, and thence along a trench parallel to the surface. The
trough should be 5 or O feet below the surface if there is any danger of shells falling upon it. if
not, a depth of 2 feet will be enough. After the charge is placed and the powder hose laid the
'
shaft is filled up with earth, well rammed.
The position of the fougass shoulcl be concealed from the enemy's vie1v. The powder hose is
described in the chapter on Mining.
A second method of firing fongasses is to place a loaded musket with the muzzle in the
charge or the priming, and to fasten a wire to the trigger; the wire can be !eel in the required
direction, in the same manner as the hose, in a wooden trongh ; ancl being pulled at the proper
moment, the explosion will take place.
This method has the adrnntage of being instantaneous, which for ordinary mines is a matter
of great importance, as their effects are very limited, being confined to the ground which they
move when fired; and it is therefore very desirable to be able to fire them at the moment when an
advancing enemy is so situated as to receive their full effects.
The most perfect method of firing mines, and which woulcl be resortecl to whenever practicable, is by electricity, either by the Voltaic or the l\Iagneto·electric battery. These methods are
mentioned here to draw attention to them; but a description of them is beyond the limits of this
work.
~HELL FOUG.\.8$.

Fro. 134.-Plau.

Frn. l 3.3. -Section.

175. A SHELL FouGASS (Figs. 131, 135) is formed by dividing a box into two parts by a horizontal partition; the shells being loacled are place<l in the upper part, with the fuzes pointing
downwards through holes in the partition; in the lower part of the box is the charge of powder.
Shell fougasses are of two kinds: one of which has the clrnrge of powder in the lower part of
the box in sufficient quantity to form a crater in the ground, on being fired, at the same time
blowing up the shells to the surface of the gronud and lighting their fuzes!-these latter burst as
their fuzes burn thron<>h · in the other kind the powder is merely used to rnsnre the fuzes of the
shells being lighted, a~d' when the shells burst, providecl they have not been buried too deeply,
they form their own craters.
The former of these methods is by far the most powerful, as they act first as a common
fougass in blowing up the surface of the ground, ancl afterwards !he full effects of the shells are
obtained in addition; whereas in the latter method the only effect IS to have the shells form small
craters, the flight of the splinters being greatly retarded by the earth surronndmg them. .
176. A STONE FouGAss (Figs. 13G, 137) is intended to throw a shower of stones agamst an
.
.
advancing enemy, and is thus formed :
An excavation the axis of which is inclined at an angle of 45° to the honzon, 1s made G feet,
or thereabouts, in depth; at the bottom is placed a charge of powder of about 50 lbs.; pro1:erly
secured in a box· a wooden shield O inches thick is placed on top and perpendicular to tlte axis of
the fongass; ove; this shield 3 or 4 cubic yarcls (about 4 or 5 tons) of stones, of not less than half
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n pound each in weight. nre placed; the enrth out of the excnvntion is built up over the charge to
i11crense the resistance in an upwnrcl direction, nnd to ensure the eftect taking phlce in the
direction required. The side of the excarntion over the charge will usually require to be revetted.
A Fouµ-ass. constructed ns nboYe describetl, can be mnde by twelve men in 3 or .! hours, and
when exploded will disperse the stones over a circle of 30 or -10 ynrds' radius, the centre being
nbout Gli ynrds from the mouth of the fougass.
The usual and most effective position for
fougnsses is beyond the ditch, mul on the npproaches to the salients or other weak points of the
work; they must be fo1·mecl so far in advance of the ditch ns not to injure the counterscarp by
their explosion.
Fro. 136.-Stone Fougass fired at Chatham iu 1853.
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Fm. 137.

The illustrations (Figs. 13G, 137) show a fougass of rather larger dimensions and charge than
those stated above. It was successfully firecl : the stones were thrown to a d · t
f
I
O 25 0
The charge was 80 lbs., aml was placecl 7:½· feet under groun. d., the weight
of s tis
ance
yarc s.
.
ones
was 5j" t ons.
177 - Fig. 138 ~s a section of a fougass, geneFir. 13S.
a
rally known as an " mfernal machine."
/,I,.,,.,
~ ~ - -sr ,--,
.
It consis:s of a double deal box of a capa, ~
c'.ty to coutam _a sufficient chitrge of powder
1
~r9 1 ~~l
(,JO or JO lbs.); mto the top of each box is insertecl a vertical tin tube, connected with a hori-

l
t

t:JI

,
:,_
1

z~ntalsulphunc
tube . (a),
within
glass
tube filled
with
acid,
and which
coated awith
a composition
of ~hlorate of potass, sugar, sulphur and gum water,
which 1mmecl1a~ely takes fire on coming into conta:t wit~ the ac1cl. The space between the interior
as well as the vertical tin tube, is filled with gu~p~~~d~~- tube and the exterior of the glass tube,
These fougasses are buried iu the ground where they are required to act, with the tin tube
',•.,j.1:· -

·.P·o·--wo,_E·R. -
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just concealed by the earth. The weight of a man tref\ding on the tin tube is sufficient to b ii 1·t
so as :o fracture the glass t'.1be, aud thus bring the ~cid into contact with the composition. eu
118. AN INUNDATION 1s forme,l by constr~ctmg one or more dams acrnss the vttlley of a
stream, so tbat the water collects on the upper side .
. To be nnfonfable_ an innndntion should be 5 feet deep at its shallowest encl; the means
available for constrnctmg the dams seldom allow a grnater depth than 10 feet at the deepest encl
'
-that is, at the end nenrest to the dam.
. The brenclth of an innndation,_and conseqtiently the length of a dam, depends (the depth
bemg assumed) on the slope of the sides of the valley; its length will depend on the fall or slope
of the bed of the valley: the most f,wourable positions for forming inundations are consequentlv
where the heel of a stream has only a Yery slight fall, and the sides of the Yal!ey a regular anrl
rather mpicl rise. Where these conditions exist, long inundations may be formed with but few
dams ; the dams themseh-es being short.
Where the n!eans aYailable do 1~ot allow of the ~haUow part of an inuncbtiou being deeper
than 2 or 3 feet, 1t may be rendered m1passable by d,ggmg lllts aud trencl,es irregnlal'ly oYet· tlte
surface, before the water is dammed up. Crow's feet ancl other obstructious may also be spread
over the surface of the ground before the water is allowed to cover it.
179. A DAM_ (Figs. 130, 140) is constructed in the following manner, supposing its position,
length, slopes, tlnckuess, &c., to haYe been carefully deternnne,1. The ends are fi.r,t commenced,
and the embankments forming the clam are completed, as shown in the accompanying sketches,
as far as c,m be done, 1t·ithout i11terfering 1cith th,; stream. The waste weir (W \VJ is also
constructed.
Fw. 139.

n.

Dn.m in progress.

\\'". ,y asW weir.

~- Rtrt->am not yet interf~r~J. "ith.

The soil of the dam should be impervious to water; or if not, a wall of clay or pudclle shoul,l be
constrncted inside it. The materials for the dam should be taken from the lower side, to increase
the depth of the adjacent inundation. Great care should be taken to properly ram the earth
fom1ing the clam. The chief difficulty in forming a dam is experienced when constructing tbe
part over the heel of the stream; nrrnngements must be made to allow of this part being constructed with rapidity, as when once commenced and the stream clammed up, it must be !milt up
at a more rapid rate than the inundation rises. For this purpose materials will be massed below
the clam and on each side of the stream, and as many men employed as can work together. ,vI,en
everything is prepared, a bank of earth and sods is made across the opening_ between the tll'o
finished portions of the dam, to en ..ble the workmen to commence the fouuclat1on of the dam on
the bed of the stream; the work is then pushed on with all possible rapidity.
The thickness of a dam at top, as a general rule, may be made equal to the de1ith of wnter
retained; the upside of the clam, or that nearest to the inundation, has usually a slope of :l, and
.
the lower side a slope of+.
When liable to be battered by artillery, the top of a dam should not be less than 10 feet thick.
180. The WASTE WEIR (Fig. 141), already mentioned, is an opening left in the upper part of
the dam so as to allow the water to flow over, on rising to its level. The smface of the weu·
should be two or three feet below the top of the dam, according to the liability to sudden floods,
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anJ its bren,llh must be sufficient to allow the water of the strenn:, to pass freely through it. T_he
top and sides of the weir and also the slope of the dam over which the water runs, together with
a pa~·t of the bed of the stream on the lower side, !uust be stronglt 1·evetted in order to withstand
the action of the current. A double layer of foscmes, securely picketed, forms a good revetment
for this purpose.
Frn.141.

Fig. 141 shows the profile of a dam taken through a waste weir, which latter is shown bridged
over, iu order to allow the dam to serve as a roadway.
181. SLUICE GATES may also be constructed in dams, to allow the inundation being drained,
whenever required.
A plan and elevation of a sluice gate are shown in Figs. 142, 14.3.
Frn. 143.-PJan.

FIG. 142. -Elevation.
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Inundations of the description and extent just mentioned are rarely within the compass of
field operations; but frequently a ready means of increasing the obstacles to an enemy's approach
will be found in blocking up the arches of a bridge, so as to cause the water to rise on the
upper side.
182. An inundation will generally be in one of two positions, with reference to a line of
intrenchment: either it will be in front of, and parallel, or nearly so, to the position; or it will
1·un through the line and be perpendicular, or nearly so, to it. The latter is the most advantageous position.
F10. 144.
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"\Vheu nu inundation is parallel to a position occupied defensively (as in Fig. 144), it covers
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that. part of the position behind it from direct attack, ancl therefore fewer defenders will
be
·k ·t ·
reqmred there : but, on the other hand, as the darn is in front of the defen sive
wor s,, is exposed
.
d
·1 f th
to the nem . fi
Y s re, 1 s '.11' • er en reqmres to be guanled to prevent access to it, and the clam
e
may serve as a com_~umcat10n for the enemy. Moreover, the inundation, while it kee 1)S the
enemy out_ of the position, prevents the defenders sallying out.
Jn Fig. 14!, PP _represents the position occupied for defence, I I the inundation D th
e
'
dam, W the work coverrng the head of the dam.
Fro. 145.

When an inundation is perpendicular to a line of intrenchment, as in Fig. 145 (where P is
the position, D the dam, and I the inundation), the dam would be constructed inside the position,
and would then be safe from fire, while it would serve as a communication to the defenders, and
mask their movements behind it. The inundation in this case is not a barrier to the advance
of an enemy, but it forces him to attack under a great disadvantage ; for if he attack only on one
side of it, the defenders of both sides may be brought to oppose him ; and if he (the enemy)
attack both sides, he divides his forces, and renders himself liable to be opposed by superior
forces on the one side, while he is held in check on the other, and thus to be beaten in detail.

CHAPTER III.
REVETMENTS AND REVETTING MATERIALS.

Object of a. revetment; mater·ials in general use. Son REVETMENTS; dimeMions for sods; how to build then,. GABIONB, brush1.eood: method of making; tools, q'c., 1·equired. Sheet iron gabion; Iron band gabion; how to build gabion reuet1n.ents.
FABCJNES: method of making; time, too1s, ,s·c., 't'eqi,ired; how to build a fascine revetment; use of anchoring pickets.
CASKS; PLANKS; Hu&DLES; STONE REV.ETMENTB.
SANDBAGS: detail.s of their use for revetments.

183. A REVETMENT is a support of any nature, constructed with the object of retaining earth
at a slope steeper than it would stand by itself. The names of the materials in general use for
revetting the slopes of Field Works are, Socls, Gabions, Fascines, and Sandbags; and when obtarnable, Casks, Planks, Hurdles, &c. &c., are made use of.
184. Soos are cut usually l' 4" long, 8" broad, and 4" thick; and when built up in n _revet•
ment, each course or row averages 2½'' in height: these dimensions, however, may be vaned to
.
suit particular circumstances.
,vhen spades only are available for cutting, a man can cut from 120 to 150 sods 111 n day of
can be cut
number
greater
much
a
8 hours ; but when any regular turf-cutting tools are to be had,
in the s<1me time.
K
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Sods ru:e built in a revetment (Figs. !JG, lH, 1-!8), in courses or rows; th~y are laid, _with
the grnss undernel\th, _alternately as l,cc,ders and stretchers (~r with_ the ends or s,!les ~-es~ectively
exposed). and perpendicular to the slope of the revet~ient. The JOmts of successive 1011~ should
be broken ; thnt is, the joint between at!Y two sod~ Ill 01;1-e row should not be o_ver t~e J orn~s of
0
those in adjacent l"OWS. The slope at which sods will retarn earth at ordmary heights 1s T·
The
SOD REVETMENT.

.c--2

1
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Frn. 147.
Interior elevation.

s s. Stretchers.
h h. Headers.

Fw. 146.

~ - -..
Profile.

Pfo.n of a. single course.

grass should, as mentioned, be laid underneath in building : this allows the earth on the top of
each com·se to be carefully smoothecl for the reception of the next course, which can then be laid,
and similarly treated; the last course is lai,1 with the grass uppermost, for neatness of appearance.
Thin deal pegs are used to connect several courses. Five sods are usually required, when of
the dimensions stated, for each square foot of revetment; and each square foot of meadow will
produce, allowing for waste, 1 sod.
Sods form a very neat revetment, and are generally procurable on the spot, but they require
greater labour, and more time to build, than any other kind of field revetment.
185. GABIONS (Figs. LW, 150, and lGl) are strong cylindrical baskets, having open ends;
their climeusions are 2' 9" high in the web, and 2' in diameter. The gabion is made in the
following manner :-A circle of 11 inches' radius is traced on the grouncl; pickets from ¾to f
inch thick, and 3 feet 6 inches long, are next driven into it at equal distances from each other;
the pickets are 12 in number, if ordinary bmshwood be used, 8 or 10 if the brushwood be coarse,
and a greater number if it be slender and we!lk. The waling or basket work is then coU1menced,
with rods usually stripped of leaves and twigs. Three rods are used at a time; they are first
placed with the butts inwarcls and the tips outward (Figs. UU, 151), being separa~ed from each
Fm. 150.-Sca.le ~'.-.
FIG. 149.
0
0

Fro. 151.

0

0
0

other. by intervals of one picket. The first rod, which is to the left hand, is brought to the front
by hemg passed ou_tside two pickets, inside the next picket, and above the other two rods. The
secon~ rod, winch is_ then to the left, is, in its turn, brought to the front, by beiug passed outside
t'."o p1chts! and ms1de one. The third rod is then treated in the same way, passing outside two
pickets, rn,1de one,_ and ab~ve the two preceding rods. Hence each rod comes in turn to the
fron!; and a web 1s tLus _Jormed round the pickets. In making the gabion the web must be
coutmually pressed down with the foot or hand, or beaten with a mallet, ancl the greatest ea.re
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taken to preserve the prop~r diamete1: by con_stantl:v applying the gauge or measuring rod. The
top and bottom of the gab1on nre finished with twisted withes, worked nlter 11 ately in n rl t f
the pickets. When the web is 2 feet O inches high, it must be bound from top to bot~oi:u ·tt
withes, prev_iously well twisted, in four distinct places, so applied as to secure tlie ends
~an the mHld)e of the _external rods. The upper part of the gabion, being thus secured ;;
w1thes, 01· sewmg gads, 1s pulled 0~1t of the ground, turned upside down, an,l treated in the sam·e
manner, so that the two sets of w1thes may meet and crnss each other about the centre of th
gabion (as in Fig. 150). Before the gabion is pulled out of the ground, the tops of all the picket:
must be cut off about an inch nnd a half above the web.
186. Thr~c men will_ finish_ a gabion, with 8 or l O_pickets _and l~rge brushwood, in 2 hours:
a common gab10n of 14 lllckets Ill 3 hours; and a very light gab10n, with lo to 20 pickets foimed
'
of the smallest brnshwood that can be used, in from 4 to-5 hours.
The tools required for each squad of three men are, 1 bill-hook, 2 gabion knives. 1 4-feet
measuring-ro,1, ~ gauges cut out of the brushwood, 1 chopping block, 1 mallet, and l m:indstone
"
(for several squads), or whetstones in lieu thereof.
. The average :veight of a brushwood gabi,nn is 35 ~r 40 lbs.; bu~ if ~hick wood be used, they
"'.'11 frequen_tly weigh as much ~s 60 lbs. These gab1,cDs are r~qmrecl rn great _Dumbers (luring
siege operations, where they are md1spensable for revettmg batteries, &c.; but then· disanv•nt•ges
are numerous: they are heavy and clumsy to carry, require much labour to make, and are combustible and perishable.
1R7. These defects are so well known, and so importaDt, that of late years two kinds of
iron gabions have been introduced into the service.
The SHEET lRoN GABION (invented by Captain Tyler, R.E.) is formed of a sheet of galvanized
iron, 3 feet wide, and 6 feet 2 inches in length; ut each encl are three holes, having metal eyes.
The sheet being bent round iDto a cylinder until the eyes at the opposite ends come together, is
fastened, in that form, with three wire hooks, which nre attached to the eyes of one side. The
gabion, thus formed, stands 3 feet high, aDd 2 feet in diameter; it weighs 26 ponnds, nud is carried,
like the common gabion, by meaDs of a picket passed through it, for which purpose two holes are
provided iD the iron sheet.
This gabion is durable aDd incombustible; it is very easily and rapidly put together, and the
·material (being in sheets) is very portable, aDd is applicable to many purposes, such as roofiDg
huts, &c. &c. Being, however, without pickets, the sheet iron gabion has but little hole! of the
grouDd, and it is difficult to fasten intreDching tools in it; and, as it makes much noise in carriage
hy working parties, it is unsuitable for secret operatioDs, such as flying sap. It also splinters to a
dangerous degree when struck by shot.
188. The IRON BAND GABION (Fig. 152), invented by Quartermaster J. Jones, R.E., is composed of 10 bands of sheet-iron, each 6' O" in leDgth, ancl 3¼" in breadth; each band (Fig. 153)
bas two buttons at one eDd, fitting into two holes or slots at the other. Twelve wooden pickets are
Dsed with the bands to form the gabion.

ra7~
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F10. 152.-Scalc }&·
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To put the gabioD together, two meD are required .. One of the _ban~s, with the ends joined together, is placed edgewise on the ground, thus forming a circle 2 feet in dmmeter; the pickets are theu
driven iDto the grouDd round the band, at equal distances from one another, and a_ltern•tely_on
the outside and inside of the band, and touching it; the other baDds are then placed m suc~ess)on
over the pickets taking care that each bancl is outside those pickets that were inside the adJo1mng
band, and t·ice v;rsli, and are then pressed down on to the band last placed: DO fastening is neressary
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tu keep the b:ullls on the pickets. The gubion has been pnt together in 5 minutes; and could be
do11e with ease in 10 minutes: it weighs ,,bout QO lbs., of which the pickets weigh 5 lbs.
Compnre,l with the brushwood gabion, th~ iron band gabion hus the following advant~ges,
viz.: lightness, portability (as the bands aml pickets are ~eparately pacl~ed together), clurabihty,
an,l iu,·ombustibility. Moreover, the unm1urecl bands of damaged galnons can be used to form
,)tber !!tlliions.

'l'he principal defect attending them, besides splintering when struck by shot, is that in loose
sand)· soil the spaces between the pickets and bands allow the earth in them to run through.
~uspension bri,lges to carry field artillery h,we been made with these sheet iron bands,
buttoned together as a substitute for ropes or chains, and the inventor proposes to put them to
many other uses, such as roofing buts, forming camp bedsteads, military obstacles, &c. &c.
1~9. In building a gabion revetment from the grounu level, the first row of gabions rests
partly on the ground, and partly on a row of fascines (see next Art.) sunk 3 inches into the
ground. and firmly picketed thereto ; the gtiLions are then filled with earth, which is carefully
presseu (nut rammed), and tLe parnpet is completed to the level of the top of the gabions, when
another row of fascines is laid on top of the gabions ; the parapet is then completed to the top
of the.se foscines, and a second row of gabions can then Le placed and filled.
Figs. 154 and 155 show, in internal elevation and in profile, a slope of 7½' in height, with a
gabiun re\'etment.
GABION RE\'£TMENTS.-Scale

FIG. 15-!.-Interior ele,~~tion.
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Fro. 155.

FIG. 156.

Fig. 150 shows in profile the revetment of the interior slope of a parapet, provided with a
banquette; it con~1sts of a row of gal,ions, with a lower and an upper row of fascines. A row
of so<ls on toli' b~-rngs t!'e crest to the p_roper height of 4½ feet above the banquette.
Gab10ns, m tiers, with a lower and mterme<liate course of fascines form the strongest and
mott durable fi~1d-~·evetment, and can be used in any soil. They have al;o the great advantage of
~o re_qmnng_ a itional men to bmlcl them in a revetment, beyond the ordinary workin ,art
requut edttod form _the parapet: this renders them particularly serviceable for revettina g J,orJ!s
cons rue e at a siege.
o
if sh;;t~;. !::t.::.!sreaqr:i,~;~o~:efag~ts, usually made 18 feet in length and 9 inche8 in diameter;
.
,
Y me sawn rnto 6 or 9 feet lengths.
man!~f~Fi~!ci~:.sc~f ~:k:td:, fasci~e trestles or horses have to be set up in the following
8
6
3
ground, crossini one another iik:~t retl~;15t:~
t " bdiam:~er, are ddri(vFe!l obliquely into the
are secured by means of ro ,e- , • '-'
'
' · ee
a ove e grnun
ig. 157), where they
8
trestles (Fig. 158) are first se1t Jp ~~• fe:·t Ea~th tphairtbof st akes forms a trestle. The extreme
apar ,
e ree others are then set np so as to divide
Fto. 15i.-Sca.le -is0
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tLis interval eqnally, and are consequently 4 feet apart, care being taken that the intersectiuns of
the five trestles are in one strnigbt line.
To ma_ke a fascine, brushwo?d is laid along the trestles, so as to project about 17 or 18 inches
beyond thell' extre_1111t1es, the tlnck 1111d tbm ,,ood beillg equally distributed in the length of the
fascme, and the thick woocl kept as much as possible on the onts,de. When the proper quantity
has been placed, the brush_wood has to be fastened ~nd secured by " withes" or "gads." Twelve
gads are used to each Tascme; they are placed HI mches apart, the extreme ones being O inches
from the ends of tl,e fascine.
In order to be able to fasten the gads, an instrnment called a "choker" is used to compress
the brnshwood to the proper diameter.
The ch?ker consists of a couple of woocl_en levers .J. feet Ion~, joined_ with a chain J feet long,
fixed at 18 rnches from the ends. The cham has two small nngs on 1t, 28 inches (tlie circumference of a 9-inch circle) apart.
To use the choker, the chain is passed once rnuud the brushwood, and the levers are presse,l
downwards until the rings of the chain meet. A gad can then be tied close to it. The choker is
then-removed and applied successively to the positious where the other gads are to be fastened,
which are tied in succession. The fascine is completed by trimming projecting twigs, and by
sawing the ends square at the distance of 18 feet apart.
Spun-yam is frequently used in place of wit,hes or gads for the fastening Loth of fascines and
gabious ; and if requii·ed to revet the cheeks of embrasures, annealed iron wire is made use of for
the same purpose.
Five men are required to make a fascine; after setting up the trestles, they can make one
fascine for each hour they work. The average weight of an 18 feet fascine is about 140 lbs.
The following tools are required for each squad of five men, viz.-5 pairs of stakes and
lashincrs for the trestles, 1 choker, l maul, 1 hanclsaw, 3 billhooks, 2 gabion knives, l 6-feet rod,
togeth~r with l grindstone (or several whetstones in lieu) for several squads.
FAscINE PICKETS, 3½ feet in length and 1-j-" or 1-½" in diameter, are provided for securing the
fascines, in the proportion of 6 or 7 to each fascine.
rn 1. In building a fascine revetment from the level of tlie ground, a groove 3 inches in depth
is first cnt along the line representing the foot of the slope. In this groove the first row of fascines
is laid and fastened firmly to the grouncl by being picketed thereto ; as soon as the earth of the
parap;t is brought up to the level of _the top of the first row of fascines, a second ru_w is laid, c,ire
being taken that the_joints of sMcess1ve rows are not over one another. Each fascme 1s fastened
to the ,·ow beneath 1t by two pickets, and to the earth of the parapet by four or five pickets,
driven as shown at a in Fig. 159. The other rows are laid in a similar manner.
FIG. 159,-Scale

,lz

a. Picket.
l, b. Anchoring piokets.

In revetting witli fascines in weak soils, the fascines should be anchored; that !s, fas~ened_ by
long withes or by rope to stout stakes driven into the interior of the parapet, while it 18 berng
constructed. This precaution greatly strengthens the revetment.
d are much
.
_
Fascines are built at a slope of+·
Revetments formed entirely of fascines are not so strong as gab10n revetments, an

,0
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hensier. which is nn incom·enicnce, particularly if the mnterials hn,e to be brought from a distan_ce.
The a.era•'e wei,,ht of a "nbion reYelment per squnre foot is from G to 7 lbs. ; thnt of a fasc1ne
revetmeut "being"about 10" lbs. Extrn me~ nre als_o reqnire<l to builcl up a foscine. reYetmen_t.
Fascines are requisite, ns before shown, ns 1ntermNhate courses between rm~·s of ga?1ons, where

the, a,hl much to the strength of the re,etment. The?· are nlso most useful m re,ettmg st~ps or
sin{ilnr sornll heights, where gnbions would be too lngh, a".cl th ey h nYe ~b e recommendation of
bein" matle of wood too coarse aml large to use for constructrng gab1011F.
"Besides bein" used for purely revetting purposes, they may be usecl in plnce of planks for the
superstructure of~·ough bridges, or for roofing Field !'owder l\Iagazin es, Kaponiers, or for covering
Blinded Galleries. &c. &c. They are also very serviceable m formrng the l'Ough drams that are
required in Field ,rorks.
1(1,!. SA:<DOAGS are bags of coarse canvas, measuring, when empty and laid flnt, 2' 8" long,
nnd l ' J brontl. They contain when full a bushel of earth ; but in building them in revetments
they are only tlu·ee-quarters filled, in order that they mny be easily flatt ened with a spnde or
shovel into the shape of a brick; and then weigh from 60 to 70 lbs. each. Tarred sandbags
weigh when empty 1 lb. 12 oz. each.
Iu building sandbags in a revetment, they are laid, as described for sods, in courses of alternate headers nud stretchers, and with the j oints of successive com ses broken, like in brickwork.
The choke or neck of the bags iu the h eaders is laid inside, so as to prevent its unfastening.
The retaining slope of a sandbag revetment is
Sixteen bags nre required on an average for 10 square feet of revetment; each course of bags
will average G" in height.
Sandbags ha,e the great advantage of being very portable. Wh en untarred, they are made up
in bundles of 500, and two men can carry one bundle on a handbarrow. On naval expeditions
they are most serviceable, being so easily carried. Sir J. Jones has described them as the mainstay of British operations.
Gun batteries haYe frequently been built at sieges entirely of sandbags, which are filled at the
nearest_ con,enient site and brought to the place. This may be done either to save time, by
employrng a great number of men, or else rn cases when the earth cannot be excavated on the spot,
as in rocky or marshy soil.
I1; tl,is manner whole batteries have been eonstructed and armed in n single night.
Fig. J 60 shows a plan of one course of sandbags, Fig. JGl, a profile, ancl Fig. JG2, an internal
elerntion of a san dbag revetment in progress.

+·

SL"f()BAG RE'\'"ETM.E NT. -Scale

Fm. 160.-Pbn of a single course.

,A.

FIG. 162. -Iuterior elevation.

Frn. 161.-Profile.

The g~eat defect of sanrlbags is that they are very perishable; if untarred, they will rot in a
revetment m two months, or less if the weather be wet.
The formation wi~h sandbags of loopholes on the top of parapets has been already described
.
m Chapter I., ancl a similar use is made of them nt sieges on the top of the parapets of the
trenches.
'rhey are also frequently useful in other ways, ns, for instance, in sieges or bombardments
'
to cuver over the roofs of magazines, and to repair damages generally.
l~:3. CASKS _form a goocl substitute for gabions in revetments; their ends being removed,
fire,
to
exposed
positions
in
usecl
be
not
slioulcl
They
they are filled with ~arth, hke gab,ons.
on account of the splinters that would be detached from them
194. PLANKS form a very good revetment for interior ~lopes, &c., of Fielcl "\Yorks. Stout
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1 d · ·d
stakes are driven at intervals in the direction of the slope and the planks a.
re P ace msi e them,
'
as shown in the accompanying Figs. 163, Hi.t.
. 195. HURDLE~ for revetments should ~e made 6 feet long and 2 feet 9 inches hi h On a
· ·.
crrcle of 8 feet rnchus, an arc of 6 feet long 1s measured • and 8 to 10 riickets a.re th en d~nven m at
•
b ·
Th
. t
. e we i~ mad~ m ~ manner similar to that of a gabion, excepting that in the
eq~ al cl1s ances.
· F.1g. l"vo- ;
hurdle some of the rows of 1ocls aie twisted so as to cross each other like a chain , as in
Fw. 164.
pm·apet

Fw. 163.
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whilst others are laid horizontally, passing alternately within ancl without each roe! : the encls of
the rods are seem-eel by being passed upwards or downwards in a similar manner through the
horizontal rod_s. A; revetment of hurdles requi_res to be carefully attached to the parapet at the
top by anchormg pickets; the p,ckets upon which the hurdle is made bcina driven well into the
ground. 'l'hree men will make a hurdle in three hours ; it will weigh 50 lbs~
A species of hurdle revetment may be formed for the interior slopes of Field Works, by
driving in stakes in the direction of the slope, to answer to the pickets of the hurdle,, ancl by
working brnshwoocl in and ont of these pickets, throughout the length of the revetment.
190. LoosE STONE W.ALLS are frequently constrnctecl for interior slopes; and when only
exposed to musketry fire they may be usecl by them3elves as breastworks, but they shoulcl not be
used in positions where they would be liable to be struck by shot, on account of the danger from
splinters.

CHAPTER IV.
DESCRIPTIONS OF FIELD WORKS.
D:a:FINITIONB : Salient and re-entering angles, flank, line of d~fence, angle of defence, outline, face, gorge, capital, O.Pffi and closed
PRINCIPLES TO BE OBSERVED IN DETERMINING THE OUTLINB OF A 1VoRK, with refereace to th6 lenym of
wo1·ks.

parapet, shape of 1t•ork, flank defe11.ce, sect,rity from enfilade, si:,;e of re-entering and of salient angles, length of lines of
<Ufence. REDA.NB: their nature, dejects, ~~·c.; Double and Triple rcdans. LUNETTES: their 1tature, dejects, ,j·c.; nlOllt:s oj
closiJt{I the gorges of open. tcorks. CLOSED WORKS : redoubts or forts; dcftdJ inhcrc;1t to closed u•orks; most apparent in sm«lL
UJorb. REDOUBTS : their s1i.apes, si:.c, and garrison; defects of ,-edouhts, how remedied or modijied; au.riliary flank defence
by kaponiers and countet·scmp galleries; defects of kaponiers and galleries, their best situatio1ts; entrances into closed works.
BLOCKHOUSES: ,laht-re, object, and suitablesitu.ations; how made u, resist musketry mid artillery. Fo&·.rs: their gencrai
STA& FORTS : thefr trace whm
advantages when of proper size; advantages of parapet fla.nk defence for field, works.
regular and ir,.egular; defects of star forts. DOUBLE STAR FORT: its advantages. BAsT~O~ED FORTS 1_1at·e t'omp~te
nmmmm~;. peculiar formatwn
and
ma.rirnum
si<lcs,
exterior
of
lengths
.front;
a
of
constru.cti-On
defence;
flank
parapet
of the ditch of a bastioned front; to trace an irregula,· bastioned front. DEMI-BABTION1tD Fon.•rs: theu· trace and defects;
suitable _positions. REDUITS : thefr object; various methods of construction-.

197. DEFINITIONS, &c. A Salient Angle is one which points towards the exterior of a work.
.
A Re-e11tering Angle is one which points towards the interior of a wo!·lc
A Flank (in Fortification) is a line of work designed for the s1iecial purpos~ of defenchng
some other part by a flanking fire, and this latter is then said to be ftcmked by it. The term
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flank hns other military meanings; whe,~ applied t_o ~ position held by_ troops, or to a line of
works it refers to the extremities of the !me; arnl s1m1larly ~o a hue of t1oops.
Lin,· of Defmct expresses the distance or line extentlrng from a flank to the furthest part
of the line fln;1ked.by it.
.
.
·
h
f ·
t d f
·
(This term is frequently confused with defensive lrnc or lmes, w en re errrng o e ens1ye
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·k~)1 Angle of Defence is that formed by a Flank and a Line of D qfence, ~vh ether they are
joiuecl together, as in Fig. 166, where each side or face flanks the other; or, as 111 Fig. 167, where
they are separated, and only one flanks the other.
"

Fro. 166.

FIG. 167.

The Outline of a Tro,·k is its general s~ap~ in plan.. The term is ~!so us_ed to express the
plan of only the Magistral Line of a w?rk, :,vluch 1s_ then said_ to be drawn in outline. .
The Faces of a work are two of its sides wluch meet m an angle, whether Sahent or Reenterina. The term is also used to express any particula,· sides of a work.
Tl~e Gorge is a line joining the inner extremities of an open work, as c, d, Fig. 170.
The Capital of a work is an imaginary line bisecting its principal salient angle, as a, b, Fig. 170.
Open TVorks are those whose parapets do not entirely enclose or surround the site occupied.
Closed Works are those whose parapets entirely surround the site occupied.
198. PRINCIPLES TO BE OBSERVED IN DETERMINING THE OUTLINES OF FIELD WORKS.
(1.) The outlin e of a field work should be proportioned in length to the number of men and
guns intended for its defence, at the following rate, viz., 1 yarcl of parapet per man, if for single
rank; or per file (or couple) of men, if for double rank, exclusii:e of the reser ve.
If field guns are used in works, each gun will r equire 5 yards of parapet, if on a side; and if
at an angle, and firing e,, barbcttc (over the parn.pet), each gun will require 10 yards of parapet,
viz., 5 yards on each face of the angle; the 1·emainder of the parapet only being manned by
infantry, and therefore provided with a banquette.
N.B.-It is usually the custom, when stating the garrisons of Fielcl Works, where guns are
used, to mention the number of infantry, and the number of guns, but not gunners; for instance,
if it be stated that a particular work ought t o be garrisoned or defended by 300 men and 4 guns,
it is to be understood that there are iu the work 300 infantry, and, iu addition to them, the
artillerymen required to man the 4 guns.
.
(2.) '.Che parapet of a field work should be so adapted to the shape of the ground on which it
1s constructed, that every spot within effective range of musketry may be exposed to its fire.
Illustrations of this are afforded by the plans of works, as in Fig ,. l0fJ and 212, where the shape
of the works was entirely regulated by that of the ground on which they were actually constructed.
.
In profile, this rule implies th at, when works are on the top of moderately rising ground, the
lines of parapet should be retired away from tbe crest, a sufficient distance to allow the musketry
fire from the parapets to graze the slope, as in Fig. 169. See Chapter XI., which explains the
method of adapting works to irregular sites.
(3 .) There should b~ a reciprocal defence between all the parts of any system of works, so
that the ground over which an enemy must advance to the attack of any part of the works should
be seen in flank from other parts.
A flanking fire is more effective, generally, than a direct one: lstly, because one projectile
may take effect upon a number c,f men, und it can be brought to bear on the assaulting party
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in positions where the other ?annot, such as in the ditch, or on the capital of a work; 2ndly
because it affects the rear divisions of a column equally with the leading divisions, and is therefor;
more likely to throw the whole into disorder, and force them to retire.
FIG. 168.

FIG. 169. -Scale ~~-

Taking these principles together,-viz., 1°. The proportionate length of the line of parapet to its
defenders ; 2°. The adapt.,tion of the parapet to the ground in its front; 3°. The reciprocal defence
of the several portions of lines of works,-it will be evident that strength of plan or outline involves
flanking d~fences, which, however, entail increased length of parapet; it is also clew: that the
adaptation of the work to irregular ground must, as a rule, require increased length of parapet :
thus the second and third principles will be apt to clash with the fi.l'St, and it may be added that
the second, when the ground is very irregular, will generally clash with the third. In such cases
skill and experience can alone assist in deciding how far one principle must yield to another, so as
to obtain the strongest outline consistently with the efficient manning and arming of the work.
1~9. The foregoing are general principles; the following are principles of detail.
(4.) The faces or other long lines of parapet should be secure from enfilade fire, and should
therefore be traced, so that their prolongations fall on ground which cannot be occupied by the
enemy.
It is generally impossible to avoid some lines of parapet being enfiladed, and, as a choice of
evils, it is preferable to have short lines so exposed, rather than long ones, both because the
extent of the evil is so much less, and because short lines of parapet are more easily clefiladed. (See
Chapter VI., Defilade.)
(5.) Re-entering angles, if intended to be flanking angles, onght to be never less than 90° and
seldom more than 100°; for if less than 90°, the men on the flanking parts would be liable to fire
on the parts they should flank, and if more than 100°, the fire from the flanking parts would
.
.
diverge too far from the salient to afford it efficient defence.
A flanking angle of 95° appears the best size for Field Works, where the flankmg defence 1s
generally musketry fire ; for in a flanking angle of that size, the flanking fire wi~l naturally tend "
little away from the parapet flanked towards the counterscarp, thereby decreasmg the danger of
the men in the flank firing on to the parapet flanked.
Re-entering angles have frequently to be made greater than 100°, to suit the shape of ground,
L
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. · mst•nces • but then nlthough the fire from the fnces would cross on the
or from otl1e1 c1rcu
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,
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d 1·n front it would not be stnctly a flnnlong fire, as Ill 1g. ' •
0
grom;n ) The Snlient Angles of works should be as obtuse as possible, an d never les~ than GO ;
'. : th · terior s ace would become too contracted, the angle would be so shm P as to ~e
0
~~ay by tre weather, and wo~ld be easil)" _batt_ered down ; also the sectoral space m
front of the snlient angle undefended by direct fire (which 1s the supplement of the angle) would
become ,ery great (Fig. 171).
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Frn. 170.
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It is presumed that the soldier fu·es (as h ~ generally_ does) at right angles ~o t~e parapet
behintl which he stands, or, as before stated, dll"ectly to his own front. As the d1rect1on of ~he
shots o a, o b, Fig. 171 (accorcling to this presumption), make two right an_gles, A o a, I} o_ b, with
the pnrapets meeting at o, and as the four angles at o are equal to four nght angles, it 1s clear
that the sum of the remaining two, Ao B, the angle of the work, and a o b, the sectoral angle
undefended by direct fire, is also equal to two right angles.
(7 .) The Lines of Defence (or distance from the flanking parts to those fl anked) should not
exceed 200 yards, so that the musketry fire from the flanks may be1tr on the assailants with effect,
before they arrive at the ditch. It will rarely happen in a field work, that a longer line of defence
than 200 yards will be required.
This length of 200 yards cannot be definitely fixed, but the following reasons are given for
thus fixing it, so much below the extreme range of the present rifled muskets.
The effect of arms of precision is a maximum when the range is known, the object stationary,
the marksman undisturbed, and time is afforded for correcting the aim. But none of these conditions are usually fulfilled when Field Works are attacked, for then the assailant (the object)
advances rapidly, probably dU1·ing twilight, and in heavy rain, and across the direction of the
fire of a flank; his ad,·ance is also covered by the distracting fire of numerous skirmishers, and
probably by that of artillery, and by the noise and smoke on both sides. Under these circumstances, the maximum distance of effective musketry fire depend s very little on the extreme range
of the muskets employed, but principally on the steadiness of the defenders, and on the distinctHess with which they can see the enemy.
. In fortresses, wl,ich haYe a profile secure from assault, the long range and accuracy of fire of
1·1fled weapons have a\lowecl the lin es of defence to be increased to 500 ynrds, and many advantages are the result, which, however, cannot be fully obtained in Field \Yorks.
2tJ0 . The works in general use in Field Fortification will now be described; their defects,
together with_ the m~thods of remedying or modifying them, and also the positions suitable for
each work, will be pomted out.
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OPEN WORKS.

A REnAN (Fig. 171) is a work consisting of two faces, or lines of parapet, meeting in a
salient angle, the gorge being open. When the faces arc not more than about 20 J·ards in length,
it is sometimes called a fii!che.
The weak points of this work are, that it has the grnund in front of the salient undefended
more or less as the angle_ is s!llall or large, )JY direct fire ; its ditches are entirely nndefencled, being
unseen, or dead; there is no flank or reciprocal defence; ancl its open gorge renders an attack
there easy, particularly at night.
On account of having an open gorge, it is seldom advisable to construct a redan as an isolated
work; it is best calculated for positions where there is some sort of protection or defence immediately in 1·ear-viz., to cover a guard or advanced picket, as an outwork to look into hollows,
or view slopes not seen from the principal works, or in front of a bridge (Fig. 176), dam, road,
avenue, or defile.
The first clefect-viz., that of having an open gorge-may be remedied in some degree by
placing along the gorge abattis, chevaux-cle-frise, or palisades, if time permits and materials
abound ; as to the seconcl defect, a direct fire may be brought in front of the salient either by
rounding the latter or by cutting off the angle so as to form a short face not less than 6 yards
long, as a b, Fig. 172. •
Flo. 172,..

\
a

FIG. 172.

a b. Pau coup€.

b

A flanking fire may be procured for the ditch at the salient by constructing auxiliary flanks,
which may be placed either at the middle or at the extremities of the faces; these flanks also evidently bring a cross fire on the capital of the work. (~ee de, Fig. 170. ) .
The length of a flank depends on the length and importance of the lnie to be flanked, but no
flank ought, as a rnle, to he less than 12 yards long, as if made less the flank will _not occupy
the whole of the prolongation of the ditch it flanks, and_ the greater part _of its leng~h Will be lll the
prolongation of the parapet of the lme flanked. In Fig. 172A an auxiliary flank 1s shown havmg
a length only slightly exceeding a b, which is the distance between the crest and the top of tbe
counterscarp of th e lin e flanked.
Fro. 174.-Scn.le 1 dro•
Frn. 173.-Scale 1 shn,

• A abort face made iu this way at the salient of a. work, in order to obtain a direct fire on the capibl, is termed a
"pan oou~."
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A DouBLE REnAN (Fig. 173) consists of two reditns j?ined together,. their e::ctr~me faces
being longer than the two others, which should for~1 ~ flankmg nngl~. This wor~ 111 1t_s nature,
defects, &c .• is similar to the Redan, except that 1t 1s stronger, owrng to the crnss fire on the
salieuts. Fig. 173 is evidently a stronger work than a ~·eda~ of the same length of parapet.
.
A TRIPLE REDAN is one having three sahents, as 111 Fig. 17-!.
001 A LUNETTE (Fig. 175) is a work with two of its faces forming a sahent angle, and two
other faces, callee! "flanks," parallel, or nearly
~ ·
so, to the capital: as a general n1le, however,
Frn. 175.-Scnle ,1,i,.
the flanks a,·e traced perpendicnlarly to the
direction in which they are required to fire.
(See also Figs. 267, 272.)
Faces of 60 yards, and flanks of from 20
to 30 yards in length, are ordinary dimensions
for Lunettes.
The defects, above quoted, as belonging to
redans, apply equally to lunettes, as also the
methods of remedying them, &c., and the positions suitable for the work.
202. Open works generally are ].>referable
to closed works in positions where there is a
d
defence for their gorges, as in advanced works,
for instance ; because, should the enemy gain possession of them, he would still be exposed to the
sent against them.
troops
of
attack
the
to
or
rear,
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works
the
fire of
It is, however, generally desirable to close the gorges of open works with some line of obstacle,
as a guard against surprise. This obstacle may be of any nature, provided that it keeps an enemy
out of the work, and gives him no protection from the fire of the works in rear after he has got in :
this may be effectecl by disposing across the gorge a single or double row of 1mlisades, or a
stockade-,rnrk. There should be a banquette to the stockade, that the defenders may have a command o:rer the assailants, and a ditch to prevent the enemy from getting close, and cutting, burning,
or blowrng clown the obstacle. This encl may be best obtained by leaving a berm, about 6 feet wide,
on the outside, and heaping upon it some of the earth excavated from the ditch against the palisadrng or stockade-work, as in Fig. 100 or 102.
'l'rous-de-loup, abattis, &c., may be used to strengthen the gorge, as before mentioned.
Frn. 176.
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A redan or lunette by itself has many defects, a~ has been pointed out; but when judicious}
~electe~l and suppor:ed, 1t may become a very f?r~idable work. This will be evident from a~
mspection of F1g. 1, G, where the Redan (R) 1s mtencled to protect the head of the bridge
(BJ from attack .
. In this position the gorge is natural)y closed by the ri~er; th~ works FF flank, from secnre
pnsitwns, the faces of the reclan, and hnng a cross fire on its capital. The ditches may also be
filled with :"ater, if the site allo:", an_d are exposed to flanking fire from F; and should an enemy
get possession of the W?rk, the_ mtenor, as well as_ th~ pa~sage o~er t~e bridge, is exposed to the
fire of the work G. Fig. 176 illustrates also a prmciple m Fort1ficat10n-viz., to arrange works
so that an enemy, when attacking one work, must be exposed to the fire of as many other works
as possible.
CLOSED WORKS.

203. When a closed work has no flank defence for its ditches from its para11ets, it is called a
Redoubt; nnd when it has a parapet flank defence for its ditches, and therefore re-entering (flanking)
angles, it is called a Fort.
2°'1. Closed works of every kind have the inconvenience of having some of their parapets
exposed to be enfiladed or taken in reverse, for, on whatever side an enemy opens fire, the projectiles that clear the parapets of the faces opposed to him take in reverse those of the further sides,
or enfilade the lateral faces of the work; and from the fact that the work is a closecl one, an attack
from any side, or all sides at once, is possible, and therefore every part may be liable to be enfiladed, or to be taken in i·everse.
It is not here implied that every part of a closed work is equally liable to these disadvantages;
for as one portion of a work will face the front of a position, the front faces will not generally be
liable to be taken in reverse until after an enemy shall have penetrated to the rear.
Another defect inherent in closed works is, that the garrison when attacked are confined in a
comparatively small space, and suffer, in proportion, from the effects of the enemy's fire, which
may be concentrated on the work from various points, previously to its being assaulted. To illustrate this, compare the situation of the garrison of a square redoubt having 100 yards of parapet
with the defenders of a stmight line of parapet 100 yards in length, exposed only to fire from the
frout, and manned by the same number of men as the redoubt. The disaclvantages under which
the former labour will be eviclent; for with the straight line of work every projectile that clears the
parapet passes to the rear without further damage, but with the redoubt the projectiles are
arrested by the other parapets, and the effects of the enemy's fire, particularly that of shells,
increased.
These disadvantages of closed works necessitate the construction of traverses (s_ee C~apter V.)
of various kinds, inside the work; these traverses, however, occupy much of the mtenor space,
.
which, in consequence, becomes cramped, aml the defence suffers in proportion.
These disadvantages are more fully felt in small works than in lar~e ones, form smaU works
an enemy's fire becomes more concentrated, the defen,lers are confined m an area s_maller 111 pro·
portion to their nnmbers, and there is less room to construct proper traverses tha~ mlarge works.
In comparing the space inside a small work with that inside a larger one o_f s1mi\ar s!rnpe (say
two squares), it will be observed that, while the garrison of the two work~ will_ be m direct pro·
portion to the length of the sicles of works (07:' length of parapet), the mtenor space will be
"
.
.
. .
(nearly) in the proportion of the squares of th_e ~ides.
These defects are so well known, that it is almost a maxim m Fortification, that Small
works are batl works," whether a redoubt, a fort, or a fortre.,s, is referred to; but Field Works
must be used of a size suited to the garrisons that can be spared to defend them, and when small
works are necessary they must be made the most of.•
• To give au itlea. of the garrisons ordinarily allotted to Field Works, it may be here mentioned, that of the work;s
forming the celebra.ted Lines of Torres Vetlras6 had g.:uTi!lons under 100 men
l
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'205. It is, howeYer, tlesimble .to fix the minimum size tho.t an enclosed_work should have, and
as a "eneral i·ule it mny be bill ,lown thnt n 1·eduubt ou~ht not, mHler or,l1nury c~rcumsto.nc es, to
h,we Je,s than from RO to 100 ynnls of' 110.rapct, accordmg to whether the work 1s manned by a
single or " double rank of tlefen,lers.
.
.
206. On the other lwnd, it is ,lifficnlt to fix the maxunum size that a redoubt should have;
that is t,, say, when the unflanked trnce of II redoubt should give way to the flank ed trace of a
fort. It ]ms· been usual to assuuie that n redoubt sh ould not b<tve mure tlrnn 150 or 160 yards
of parapet; the reason gi,en being t(int, if " larger work is require,!, o. flanked trace could be
adopted without losing too much i.ntenor sp<tce. But the snrnl(est fort recommended has always
been much larger than the largest redoubt; nntl the rule laul down hns not therefore been
followed in practice.
There does not seem nnv "Ootl reason for assuming that a redoubt should not have more than
!GO yards of parapet; and with~ut fixing a!'Y ~rbitrary !naxi_mum, it may
stated that a redo~bt,
with 200 or eren 300 yards of 11arapet. will 111 most situations be supe1:10r to a fi~hl fort _hav1~g
the same length of parapet. tuHl reqniring the same strength of garnson, notw1thstnmhng its
theoretical advnntages of reciprocal defence over the redoubt.
207. The size of a redoubt depends on the obj ect for which it is constructed, the site it
occupies, or the number of men and guns intended for its defence. Either of t~ese may become
the chief consideration in deterlllinin g its size; for instance, in Fig. 168, the size of the work,
and its shape also, were determined by the ground on which it was constructed; but more generally the garrisons of a work will be first fixed, and its size proportioned accorclingly.
The shape of a work will depend much on the nature of the site and the direction in which
the fire of its principal faces is required to be directed; these faces being traced perpendicular to
the direction in which they are required to fire, and the other faces directed so as to enclose
sufficient space, or to be safe from enfilade, &c.
The garrison of a redoubt (its size and shape being determined ) will depend on its position
and liability to attack; those sides most exposed t.o attack being given a double rnnk, the other
side a single rank of defenders; and in addition to these men, who are required to man the parapets, there should be a resel'Ve, varying usually from one-third to one-sixth of the entire garrison.
The duty of a reserve in a work is to attack the enemy when he first penetrates into the
work, which will usually be in small numbers and in no r egular forlllation, and drive him back
Lefore he can be sufficiently reinforced to outnumber the defenders.
The proportion that a reserve should bear to the garrison of a work will clepencl principally
upon the time required to bring up supports to the relief of the work when attacked; for it must
be remembered that "Field Works, if left to themselves, will fall if vigorously assaulted." The
reserve will therefore vary in the proportions named, as the work is in a more or less isolated
position.
These methods ?f proportioning the gitrrisons of redoubts (nnd also any Field Work) are
what ,u-e quoted_ by Su· John J ones as being preferred to all others, in determining the garrisons
of tbe redoubts m the Lmes of Torres Vedras.
It has been customar)'., in ?alculating the garrisons of enclosed Field Works, to allow a certain
number of square feet of rnten or SJJace per man and per gun (10, 15, or 18 square feet per man,
and. 500 ~quare feet per gun, according to different authors), on the supposition that the
garnson will be confined within the parapets.
" In practice this !·ule can seldom be necessary, for during daylight, until an attack is
threatened, many me~ will be ~ept on watch outside, and others will be permitted to amuse themselves lll rear; cooking, &c., 1s performed outside the work, and during the night one-third at

?e

least are und er al'ms."

. Redoubts are made of any shape, regular or irregular, most convenient to suit the particulnr
circumst!'°_ces of_ the case ; but t~e most ~sual form for a redoubt on a level site is a quadrilateral,
because it is of si!nple constr1;1ct10n, the ditches are more easily flanked, and there are fewer points
of attack (the sahents) than m a redoubt of a greater number of sides.
20t! .. ~he d:fects of all redou_bts, whether of n_qnadrilateral or of a polygonal form, are,-lst,
want of di! ect fire on the gro_11nd m front of the sahents; 2nd, no flank defence for any part; and
3rd, the ditches are dead, being unseen from the work.
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The wRnt of fire in the direction of the capitals may be remedied, as in open works by filling
up an !lngle so as tv forn~ a short fac~ or a curve, having room for a ~ew files (0 or' 7) to fire
en capztale, at the same tune obstl'Uetrng the approach of the enemy m that direction by all
available obstacles.
Guns are also frequently placed en barbette (see Chapter V.J at the salients; but artillery in a
Field "rork are usuaJly posted for offensive purposes, such as to bring a fire ou ground over which
an enemy must advance to an assault, or to enfilade a road or bridge, or to flank some other work;
but for the close defence of a work, it is considered that the parapet required for a gun would be
better occupied by infantry.
The defect of the ditches being unseen from the parapets is peculiar to most Field Works
(except very large ones having thei,· own flank defence), aud, as has been before mentioned,
one great object of defence is to prevent an enemy, as long as possible, from getting into the
ditches, by detaining him under a close fire, by means of obstacles arranged for that purpose.
But when time and circumstances admit, a flank defence for the ditches of redoubts (and any
other kind of work reciuiriog it) may be obtained by forming in them kaponiers, either at the
angles or in the middle of the faces, or by loopholed galleries, behind the counterscarp at the
angles of the work.
209. A KAPONmR (Figs. 177, 178, 179, 180) for the ditch of a Field Work is a covered
building, the walls of which are made of stockade-work and are loopholed. It is roofed over with
beams, planks, or fascines, with earth on the top, in order to secure the men within from the
Fto. 177.-Plau. -Sea.le
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Fro. JjS.-Section through CD,-Scn.le r~cr·

]frn. 1S0.-Scale 1-~u•
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The difficulty of draining the work, if its floor be sunk below the bottom of the ditch, may
frequently render it imperative to keep its floor, as shown in Fig. 180, on the level of the bottom
of the ditch.
In general the best position for a kaponier is at an angle, as in that position one work
can flank two lines of ditch; it has, however, in that position the inconvenience of having its walls,
when parallel to each other, oblique to the lines of fire, which correspond to the direction of the
ditches: this is, of course, more felt with small salients than with large ones.
Fig. l '31 shows a shape for a kaponier at a salient angle ; each side is made perpendicular to
the ditch it flanks, and the head of the work forms a re-entering angle, thereby allowing it to
be flanked.
Works formed with stockade-work can be destroyed from a distance if exposecl to artillery fire ;
therefore, whenever a kaponier is used, it must be carefully protected from the effects of ai-tillery.
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This will be best effected, in general, by placing it at the angles nearest the enemy's position as the
the co,unterscarp an~ glacis in front _cover it from fire, enfilading either of the ditches flanked byi~
'Ihe _accompanymg_ sketches (Figs. 182, 183) show how quadrilateral redoubts can be flanked
by kapomers, all of wh1c_h_ are place~ so its to b~ safe from artillery fire enfilading the ditches,
from t)1e front of t~e position, wluch ~s suppo~ed m the fignres to be the top of the page. Three
kapomers are reqmred to flank four Imes of ditches ; 1f only two kaponiers were usecl, at opposite
angles, one of them at least, and perhaps both, would be exposed to artillery fire.
Fro. 181.
FIG. 182.

210. A CouNTERSCARP GALLERY (Figs. 18J, 185) is somewhat similar to a kaponier, as its front
wall is constructed of stockacle-work, am! it is roofed similarly to a kaponier. It is constructed
necessarily at an angle; ancl when used to flank two ditches, it has in itself reciprocal defence. A
.
door of communication leads to the ditch, from which a gallery into the work is necessary.
The objection urged against co,mterscarp galleries is the isolation of the ~efei:iders, winch
prevents their being under the immediate supervision of the officer commandmg m the wo~k.
They have, however, the great advantage of being able to be placed in positions of perfect secunty
from artillery fire .
FIG, 183.

FIG. 184.

f

!
:
t~------------------------

An inspection of the sketch shown in Fig. 184, where a redoubt is shown with its ditches
flanked by counterscarp galleries under similar conditions to those given i~ Article 200, for
kaponiers, will show that not only are the galleries in positions secure from artillery fire, but also
that each gallery can be flanked by one of the others.
M
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mien a counterscarp gallery is necessl\rily placed at an obtuse angle, it may be given the
Fm. 1S5.-Scale 1~-

Profile 1.1f counterscarp gallery.

Section on A B, Fig. 184.

Fm. ISG.

shape shown in Fig. 186, where the two lines of gallery, a and
b are made perpendicular to the line of the ditches they flank,
a~d are connected by a gallery of communication, c.
It may be presumed, whenever auxiliary flank defence,
whether by kaponiers or by counterscarp galleries, can be
provided for the ditches of works, that the ditches themselves
will be palisaded or fraisecl , and every possible contrivance resorted to, to render the passage of the ditch, under the flanking
fire, a work of difficulty.
211. Circular redoubts, although they h ave no undefended sectoral spaces in front, and also
enclose a greater space than any other work with an equal length of parapet, are seldom formed,
on account of the difficulty of their construction, and because their ditches are not easily flanked
by the contrivances already described. The equal distribution of fire from their parapets prevents the fire being concentrated on any part in front, and the circular tracing cannot usually be
adapted to the ground, which rarely requires a uniform amount of fire in all directions. Moreover, in any case where a circular work would be a suitable work, a polygonal work of 6 or 8
faces would be equally efficient and more simple to construct.
These remarks apply not only to circular works, but in general to all works having a curved
trace, in part or in whole.
It is " principle in Fortification, to concentrate as powerful a fire as possible upon certain.
points, even at a considerable sacrifice of strength in portions of the w01·ks. Such a sacrifice is
then made up for, in other ways than by commanding fire.
Fm. 187.

Fro. 188.

For instance,_ let S and C (Figs. 187, 188) represent parts of a square and of a circular
redoubt, each having the same length of parapet, and therefore requiring the same number of
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~efenders .. At first sight! the curved work ~ay appear preferable, as no ground in its front
IS so depnved of fire as 1s the sectoral space m front of the angle of S; but it must be remembered that it is equally weak at every part, for at no one point in front can a heavier fire be
directed than on any other roint. Now, if we suppose time, &c. is allowed to occupy the sectoral space 111 front of S ,nth obstacles, and a space equally large in front of C with similar
obstacles, the advantage of the strnight lined trace over the circular will become evident· for in
attacking S, an enemy would have to choose whether he would advance over the obstacles,
exposed to the small amount of fire from the pan coupe, or, in order to avoid the obstacles, to
advance exposed to the whole fire of either one face or the other. But as regards the cnrvecl
work, the obstacles may be said to be useless, for by avoiding them an enemy would be exposed
to no more fire than if he attempted to advance through them.
Rectilinear works have the further advantages over cnrYed works of being more easily
defended by the cross fire from other works defending the same position, and also of having their
ditches flanked more easily.
212. The garrison of a closed work communicate with the exterior by means of a passage
from 6 to 9 feet wide, formed in the parapet on the side least exposed to fire. 'l'he passage should
be closed by a musket-proof loopholed gate; and when artillery can be brought to bear on it, a
traverse to cover the entrance should be thrown up. inside the work. Across the ditch a bridge,
having the same clear breadth as the passage, is formed of planks restiug on beams, which latter
are termed baulks.
For details of the construction of the Passage, Gateway, Traverse, and Bridge, see Chapter
V., Details.
Frn. 189.-Scale 1 /m-.

213. A BLOCKHOUSE (Fig. 189) is a covered loopholed building, usually rectangular in shape,
the walls being formed of stockade-work, and the roof of beams and planks _or fascmes, _m~h a
covering of ea!·th 3 or 4 fee~ thick: . In mountainous nnd well-wooded countr:es these bmldmgs
are useful as 1solated works, 111 positions where uncovered works would be expose~ to the command of the neighbouring heights. Blockhouses also serve as b~1-racks for the garnson, _a row_ of
bedsteads 6 1 feet long forming a banquette to the loopholes, bemg formed along each sule, mth
feet wide left down the centre. The interior_width_ of the blockhous~, when _thus
a passage
used will therefore require to be 20 feet or more. The rntenor height should be 8 01 9 feet, t~e
logs 'rorining the walls must be squared, so that the parts in contact may not be less than G" m
thickness : they should be sunk 3' or 4' in the ground, and must therefore be ~t least U feet long.
A ditch should be excavated outside the building, and the earth thrown up agamst the walls ..
When ex osed to artillery fire the walls are formed of a double ro,! of logs, havmg a
space betweenpthem from 3' to 6' wide, filled with earth, as in Fig. 190. Upright l~gs at mterv•~~
b!oc d
along the centre of the building act as pillars, and support the roof. _Large and foumdabl~
0
·
houses may be built in the shape of a cross, from which torm flan~mg defence way b~ tam\
1 6
(See Figs. 191, 207.) A work of this description reqmres considerable care _and tune rn

7'

8-1
construction

Field Fortification.
To blockhouses not exposed to the fire of artillery, an upper storey may be added,
Fw. l 00.

Scale 1 ~-

as sketched in plan in Fig. 192. The upper storey is placed diagonally across the lower
one, so that its angles project beyond the sides of the lower storey. The floor is loopFw. 191.
F10. 192.

holed; and thus both the interior of the lower storey, and the foot of the wall~ on the outside,
are seen and defended. The additional storey affords to the garrison a better view and command
over the su1Tounding ground than could otherwise be obtaiHecl, while its fire is directed on to
ground which is least exposed to the fire of the lower storey.
Means of 1·etreat to the upper storey should be provided, and every availaLle precaution
should be adopted to guarcl against fire. (See Defence of Houses.)
Blockhouses are well adapted to serve as Reduits of large works, provided proper precautions
are taken to scl'een them from the artillery fire of an assailant. (See foot-note, page 92, Art. 22.1.)
21.1. FORTS have been referred to as " enclosed works having flank defence from their own
parapets:" they are larger works than redoubts, i.e., have a greater length of parapet, and require a
greater garrison; because parapet flank defence necessitates re-entel'ing angles, thus involving
increased length of par,,,:iet, and re-entering angles cause a loss of interior space, which could not
be spared in works of the magnitude of ordinaq redoubts.
The disadvantages of small works, as compared to large ones, mentioned in Art. 204,,
apply equally to forts as to 1·edoubts, though perhaps to a different degree. It will be 1·emarked
in the descriptions of the various forts in use, now to be given, that as the works get larger, and
have more sides, the following advantages result, independent of the mere increase of garrison,
viz., eiiuer the salient angles are larger, or the re-entering angles become better flanking angles,
anu the reciprocal defence becomes more perfect.
The advantages of the fort trace do not become evident unless the salients are well flanked:
this is illustrated in Fig. ln3, where a rectangular redoubt is drawn. This redoubt would be a
Letter work than the fort shown Ly the clotted lines (if the salients are liaLle to attack, which
111ust be presumed); for, by adopting the trnce of the fort, interior space is lost, the salie11t angles
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~re diminished, and consequently the sectoral spaces in their front, uudefended by direct fire, are
mcreased, while the fire from tlte faces naturally concentrates in front of the re-entering an I
g es,
tvhere it ,s least wanted.
But, in a work where each salient is flankecl by some other part, as in Fig. 104, where the
Fw. 193.
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salient S is flanked by the p1m1pets F F, the advantages in trace of forts over redoubts
become apparent, as the ground in front is everywhere subjected to the cross or flanking fire of
at least two faces, while the ditches are more or less seen from the parapets.
215. This figure will also serve to ilh1strate the advantages for Field Works of pampet flank
defence over auxiliary flank defence by kaponiers, &c. ; for in auxiliary flank defence, the length of
the works for flanking purposes is limited bv the small breadth of the ditches, and the fire from them
only acts on an enemy while he is in the ditches; whereas, in the case of parapet flank defence,
the flanking parts, as FF, are long Jines of parapet (compared with the breadth of the ditch), and
their fire, in addition to defending the ditch, crosses on the g,·ound in front of the salients, where
it is particularly 1·equired. And, it may be added, that these advantages in the fort trace are
obtainable in the time required merely to build the parapets.
These remarks apply only to iield Works, and are not intended to apply to Permanent
orks, whose ditches are usually insurmountable obstacles to an assault, and which are attacked
under very different conditions to what is the case with Field Works.
The ordinary field forts will now be described; their names are Star I!orts, Bastionecl Forts,
and Demi-bastivnecl Forts.
216, STAR FORTS are works composed of faces forming alternately salient and re-entering
angles, and are so named from their form being lik e the usual representat10n of a star.
'When regular in shape, they m!ly be traced in a variety of manners; the followmg seems as
good as any other (Figs. 195, 196, 197).
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Trace a regular polygon of tlte same num b er Of SI es as ,e "
81, <l Of th,10
e
side of the polygon being of the length of the intenclecl faces of the fort; and on each
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oh-<nn erect an e uilt\teral tri,m,.le to get the faces of il1e work. Thus, if an 8 -pointed star
l' · "'
· d qto b e t.1acet,
. J 5';, I\S to have 100 vanls
of parnpet, an octagon would be first
fort
were' ret1u1re
J
b ·
-!O0
05 yards in len«th
and
on
each of these sides of 25 yards an·
tmch1, eac11 Sll1e emg x - ~
·0 '
8

2

equill\ternl trian,,\e would be raise<l to obtain the faces of the w~rk.
.
The salient; of stru· forts are usually made 60°, as by so domg the re-entermg nngles become
better flanking l\ngles.
•
·
k h
To trace " star fort, when the nature of the ground , &c., reqmres an Hregulnr wor , t _e
following method is the most convenient. First select the salients a, b, c, d, e, Fig. 108, as thell'
position is the m ost important, and is usuaJly
to a great degree fixed by the nature of the
Frn. ms.
g,:ound; bisect the angles formed by the
(1,
exterior sides a b, b c, c cl, <le, ea, which join
these points, to get the capitals of the salient
angles; and from each of the points a, b, c,
cl, e, draw lines making an gles of 30° with
these capitals to get th e faces, which are
then produced until they m eet.
This method, which is easy of execution on the ground, will give 1·e-entering
angles of a size as nearly approaching good
flanking angles, as can be done without
making the salients too small.
Star forts, consisting of re-entering as
well as salient angles, were intended to
obviate, in some degree, the main defect of
redoubts; they, however, do not even partiaJly obviate it unless (ns in Fig. 197) con•
structed on polygons not inferior to an octagon ; as even on an octagon, the flanking
angle being I 05°, the fire from the faces, though it crosses the capitals, affords but little
defence to the ditch: on polygons inferior to an octagon, they afford a fire which crosses at so
great a distance from the salient as not in an effective manner to flank it.
A great portion of the ditches of star forts, whatever Dl"-Y be the number of salients, is dead
at each re-entering angle. The actual amount of dead space will depend on th e i-elief of the
work and on the depression of the superior slope : thus, if Fig. 199 represents a section through
Flo. 199.-Scrue ,¾,,.
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the face of a star fort and the ditch opposite to it, the relief being 18', it will be seen that it will
be 6 ':' (18 - . 3) ':"' ~0 feet before the fire from the parapet, with a depression of 1 in 6, can defend
the ditch, which 1t 1s usual to consider properly effected when fire can be directed within 3' of
the bottom.
Wit~ a superior slope of¼ this distance will be J x (18 - 3) = 60 feet. Thus, whatever may
be the size of the re-entenng angles, there WIJI be a dead space in the ditch, varying, as above
shown, from 20 to 30 yards in a work having a relief of 18 feet . Hence, if it be considered
necessary to have some portion of the ditch near the salients flanked, no side 01· face should be
made of a less length than 25 to 8~ yards, according to the depression of the superior slope.
A steeper slope than usual may be given to the snperior slope of a star fo1·t, at those parts of
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the faces which occupy the prolougation of the ditches, as by so doing the dead space in the
ditches will be reduced, and the defect of weakening the parapets at the parts named will not be
of much importance, as re-entering angles are less exposed to artillery fire than the other
parts of works.
Star forts, as a class, have many defects, wh_ich may be summed up as follows, it being
remembered that most of these defects are less felt m large than in small works.
Owing to the numerous angles, and the great thickness of the parapet and slopes at a
salient of GO (twice that on a perpendicular to the face), the construction of star forts is attended
with trouble, particularly if the ground be uueven. The small salients are each a favourable
point of attack, and are not well flankecl in polygons inferior to an octagon ; the ditches are dead
for many yards on each side of the re-entering angles; the length of parapet to be manned is
great, when compared to the interior space, and is exposed to reverse and enfilade fire in all
directions, and there is seldom room for sufficient traverses to lessen the effects of such fires.
Most authorities consider small star forts as inferior works to redoubts with auxiliary flank
defences.
217. Fig. 200 represents a work termed a DouBLE STAR FoRT, which has many advantages,
which, however, are chiefly owing to its large size. In the example here given, the small redans,
A A, afford a powerful flank defence to the main salients, without being themselves liable to
attack, owing to their strong position, as they are situated in a re-entering position. The interior
space is ample, and the work generally is not more exposed to enfilade fire, while the flanking
parapets are much less exposed to reverse fire than is the case in bastioned forts, a aescription
of which follows.

r

Fro. 201.

Flo. 200.-Scale ,.i...
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218. BASTIONED FORTS (Fig. 201) are s:metimes considered the ~ost perfect of clo~ecl _Fielcl
,vorks as they possess the advantages of mutual defence between then· several parts, theu- ditches
are (when properly cqnstrncted) seen throughout from the parapets, and every part of the extenor
cl
ground is exposed to the cross fire of at least two Imes of parapet.
"While possessing these advantages in their trace, bastioned forts en~ be rare!~ use b on
ers
uum
roun
m
having
fort
bastioned
account of the large garrisons they require, the smallest
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coo Tnnls of pnrnpet; they nre therefore used only in v_ery important positions, an_d _then All
nrnil.ible means :iud Jn.bonr ,houltl be expemle,l on them, 1_n order to nrnke the~n HS fo1 ''.'~dnble_as
•n 1l all the accessories of ,lefence, surh as abatt1s, trous-tle-loup, pnhsndes, finises, &c.,
.. ·,-1,.
1
0
• •
•
• "
u " tle,cribetl,
"
1'alreadv
.
mos t sm"t nbi e r,or t]1em.
the yos1hons
shoulcl be resortecl to, n1
-~in. The following is the method of trncmg these works, when regulnr, 1\ squnre bemg here
taken !Fi••. ~0 I) ns an example.
The Jwints A B, &c., at the nngles of the sqnnre, nre first fixed. The ~ides A B, B Y, &c.,
of the sqnare nre termed E.rtcrior sules, and on each exterior side the followmg construction is
.
performed.
Ilisert .-1. B in C; through C draw the Perpendicular CD, perpendicular to, nnd ! th of, A_ B;
join AD and B D aU<l protlnce them to obtain the Lines of defence, AH and B G : on these Imes
of defence set off AE and B F, each equal to ; ths (sometimes \rd) of A B, to obtain the 1;.'~ccs_ of
the b,istion.,; through the pomts E and F draw tl'.e _Flank,, ~ G and F H , at sngl_es of 9a w1_th
their respecti,-e lines of defence. BG and AH; JOlll the pomts G an<l H, to obtiun the Curtam,
G H, which completes the trace of the par9:pet of one side of the work, or, as it is_ termed,." a
bastioned front of fortification,'" which consists of two faces, two flanks, and the mtermedrnte
curtain.

The nnmes of the different parts, not mentioned above, are the following :-L KA E G is a
Bastion, similar in shape to a lunette; LG is the Gm·ge of the bastion ; G N or L N the demi,.
gorges; .-\ ~ the Capital; KA E the flanked angle: A E G or BF H the shoul'.ler angle• ; E GB
and F HA angles of d~fence or flanking angles; E G H •nd F H G the wrtam a11glcs or angles
of the fia,;k; and A B D and BAD the rliminishecl angles.
lt will be evident, on considering the preceding construction, that if the perpendicular CD
were increased in length, it would have the effect of increasing the length of the flanks E G and
F H, and at the same time it would decrease the size of the flanked angles KA E, &c.
The reason why the perpendicular is only made {th of the exterior side, in a square fort, is
that, if it were larger, the flanked angles would become less than 00°.
"'hen n fort is constrncted on a regular pentagon, where the angles of a polygon are 108°, the
perpendicular is made tth of the exterior side, as the flankecl angle will then be larger than 60°,
while the length of the flank is increased; and when a work is constructed on a hexagon, where
the angles of the polygon are 120°, a perpendicular as large as ,'. th of the exterior side can be
made use of, and a still larger flank thereby obtained, without having too small a flanked angle.
The perpencliculars are never made more than 1Lth of their respective exterior sides, whatever
may be the size of the angles of the polygon, as with that length a flank long enough is obtained.
220. The exterior sides of a bastioned fort may be any length most convenient between 120
yards as a minimum, and 2.10 yards as a maximum.
The minimum length is here fixed at 120 yards, because that length , with a perpendicular of
¾tb, gives a flank about 12 yards in length, which is the smallest size a flank should have to be at
~II formidal,le; and if the exterior side were made less than 120 yar,ls, the distance GD or H D,
m Fig. 20 1, would become too short to allow the point D to be defended from the flanks with
'
the ordinary relief of about 18 or 20 feet.
The maximum length of exterior sides is fixed at 240 yards, iu order to keep the flanks within
200 yards of the counterscarp oft he flanked angle; with that length of 240 yards for A B in Fig. 201,
GB and II A will be about 170 ynrds long.
_The reasoning given in Article 199, par. 7, tu which reference is suggested, will show that this
maximum of 2-10 . yards cannot be arbitrarily fixed; but whether the reasons there given be
good_ or _bad, it Will very seldom happen that an exterior side larger than 2-J0 yards can be
reqmred m a field fort.
221. Tbe ditch of_ a bastioned front requires a peculiar construction, in order to derive the
full benefit of the flankmg defence obtained by the bastion trace.
If the counterscarp of the front were made parallel to the escarp, as is the method with
orilna~·y works._ the counterscarp of each flank woulil prevent the fire from the opposite flank
defendmt;: the ditch of the face nearly throughout its entire lengtl.i; the ditcb of each flank would
also be lnchlen from the fire of the opposite flank. Fig. 202 shows this, the ground shaded being
dead.
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By cutting ramps (a a, Fig. 203) in prolongation of the ditches of the faces , those ditches
become exposed to the fire of a portion of the flanks, and a great improvement on Fig. 202 is.
effected with the expenditure of only a little labour; but still, merely that portion of the flank
which occupies the prolongation of this ntmp is available for the defence of the ditch ; in order, however, to allow the whole fire from the flank to defend any part of the ditch, the construction shown in
Fig. 204 mnst be resorted to . Here the counterscarp is directed on to the shoulder angle of the
opposite bastion, ancl the whole of the ground between the original counterscarps of the two flanks
is ramped, as shown in the section, Fig. 205 ; or it may be removed entirely, if considered
necessary.
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Fig 205 is a section on the line A C of Fig. 204, in i!lustratio';' of the above. ~itc~~ea~afi:~
B' D ha.cl not been macle, the fire from the flank A would only begm to defend the
pointTiis mode of construction involves a considerable amount of labour, beyond that required
d as in Fig ~02
11 b
Il
to form the parapets.
imp;·o,-e<i
In commencing a bastioned fort, the ditches at first wou c usua y e ma e,
in order to obtain the earth for the parapets; and ns time allowed, they might be
gradually until formed, as seen successively in Figs. 203, 204.

!JO
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:!~:!. When the shape of a b,lstioned fort is necessarily irregular, on nccount of i1Tegularitf of
would be first selected: these pomts
the g,·ountl or other causes, the salients A, B, &r. (Fig. 206),
may be at any distances apart most convenient, between 120 and 2-10 yards
Fw. ~06
(Art. 21n), provided that in no case is
the angle formed by two adjacent exterior
B
sides less than 00°.
This will usually lead not only to
having exterior sides of different lengths,
but also to the angles of the polygon
'\
being of different sizes, and the construction of the fort becomes more intricate than with 1·egular polygons.
In Fig. 206 au irregular pentagonal
bastioned fort is drawn in outline. The
angle of the polygon at A is 103°; that
at B, 127°. In constructing the work, the
two faces of the bastion whose salient is
at A, would be determined by using perpendiculars ¼th of their respective exterior sides,* because, if longer perpendicu/
/
lars were "'used, the flanked angle at A
would become too small; but to trace the
two faces of the bastion whose salient is
c__ -· at B, perpendiculars ¾t.h of their
respective exter,or sides can be
used, and large flanks thereby
obtained.
Hence two perpendiculai·s are required to each
front, whenever the angles of the
polygon at either end differ from
one another, as much as do the
angles of a regulai· square (90°),
pentagon (108°), or hexagon
(120°).
Fig. 206 shows the advantage of having large angles to
polygons, and therefore (indirectly) of large works in general,
for the flanked angle at B is
larger than that at A; and in
addition to this, the flanks which
flank it are larger than those
defending the faces of the angle
at A.
Figs. 204 and 207 both
show in detail a method of obtailiing an increased length of
flank without altering the gene.:a1
trace of the work. The original
flank, c a, in the u11per front
(Fig. 207), is carried inwai·ds,
1
• A 108"
l,erpendicu1ar
the hextenl~loro
· a,'<l emu&· t 1le useu' f
· angle lt.-as tL.a-n lOSL; ½th when the angle is
1,etwt:co
and 120'. of
a •·th
l'h
or any exter10r
, ntl u w en _ or larg~r.
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so _that t_he extra length a b forms an angle of 95~ wit~ the line b c, which is drawn from the
point c m advance of the couuterscarp at the capital, Just clear of the pai.·apet at the shoulder
angle. T~e b~isurc (/, d) of the cur~ain should be drawn at an angle of 95° with b ,, which is ihe
The escarp ancl ditch are not altered by this
general d1rect1011 of the flank, as unproved.
arran_gement_, but _merely the parapet : no dead angles are formed , which is frequently the
case Ill formmg bnsures.
All the abov~ me?tioned points ~re shown in Fig. 2?7, which is the plan of a square bastioned
fort, havmg exter10r sides 120 yards m length, and provided with a blockhouse as a reduit.
223. :')EMI•BASTIONED FoR:s (~ig. 208) are trac~d similarly to those with bastions, but only
o~e flank 1s used to each front, its hne of defence bemg an unbroken line of parapet, as seen in
Fig. 208.
This trace is defective, inasmuch as each angle of defence is dead, and the face of each demi.
bastion receiv~s onl_y very obliq~e de~ence from the long face of the same front. Against these
defects the slight mcrease of mtenor space gamed, compared to the bastioned trace, is no
advantage, as in thes~ large works the interior space is ample for every requirement; therefore
complete works on this trace are not usually recommended .
FIG. 209.

11

Frn. 208.

Fw. 210.

There are many positions, however, where the trace can be partially resorted to: for instance,
suppose in Fig. 209 A B and B C are two exterior sides of a fort, and the angle at B was from
any cause safe from attack; then the demi-bastioned trace would be suitable for these two fronts ,
but not necessarily for any other fronts of the fort. But if the angle at B were liable to attack,
the demi-bastioned trace would not be suitable, as the angle at B woulcl be unflanked. In the
case of the work shown in Fig. 210, as covering the bridge D from attack, the demi-bastioned
trace might be resorted to, in the manner _sh?wn; the flank~ ~eing traced_ so as to flank the
angle B, and cross their fire on the ground m its front, where 1t 1s _mo_st required. .
224. A REDUIT is a work constructed within another, or ,t 1s some Rortion of a work
separated from the rest, with the object of prolonging the defence, after the mam work shall have
been forced.
A room may be used as the reduit of a house ; a redoubt, of a fort; and even in a redoubt "
reduit may be made, in the shape of a small blockhouse. Whe~ a village is intrenched, some
large building, such as a church or jail, is selected to act as a redmt.
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The trace of a r~duit constructed inside a work depends on that of the main work ; it should
be traced so as to be able to fire into those parts of the main work where an enemy is most likely
to penetrnte. These nre genernll,r the salients, to each o~ which there shoul? be 0~1e face of. the
reduit opposed, as in Fig. ~llli, which shows a fort of an ure!(nlnr trace, pronded with a redmt m
the shape ,,f n redoubt, end1 face of wluch fires towards a salient of the fort.
"'hen a redouLt is used as a reduit, it should hare a command of 5 feet over every part of
the main wmk, in order that the enemy, wLen he bas gained the parnpet of the main work, may
not be able to fire into the reduit. 'l'his will lead to the absolute command of the reduit being
Yerr «real, at least 13' or 1-1'; aud, in order to save interior space in the fort, th e exterior slopes
of ih~ reduit may be reYeted. Frequently the work may be constrncted without a ditch, the earth to
form it bei11g procured by sinking the terreplein of the main work, or from its ditch. Obstacles
should in this case be nrrnnged along the face and foot of the ex terior slope of the reduit.
Blockhouses, or other covered works, are suitnbl e for reduits to works, as it is not necessary
to give them the excessive command required for earthen works, when so used, mentioned in the
last paragraph; indeed, their floors may frequen tly be sunk sufficiently to bide them from external
view, a great a,lYantage consid ering the accuracy of fire of the artillery of the present day.* They
occupy, comparatively, very little interior space, and they form barracks for a part of the
garrison.
Ex.isting buildings, as windmills, &c., if of good masonry, may frequently be in positions
suitable to act as reduits to works thrown up around them.
Fm. 211.

Portions of _a work may in many cases be selected to act as fl recluit. Fig. 211 represents a
1
/rge ~or , th at formed pa1·t of the Lines of Torres Vedras, having three separate portions isolated
ro~ tie rknam work, by parapets and ditches, so as to allow of a protracted defence in case the
'
roam wor had been penetrated.
·
·
·
• In the Danish redouLta at D 1p I th · te · , bi oc kl. wuses n_ot be.mg
screened from dmta.nt view, served as targets
\ pe '1 e ID no1
£or the PrlU!Miau artillery which
uced them to rums. Owmg: to this error of construction, tht! block.houses were
as the 's1Jlint ~uu
U!lll wh~u struck l,y shot rendered the maiu works untenable,
t'fij ram
i

,,•1.ffu tl,a" uc~lt:~

r:t'
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CHAPTER V.
DETAILS OF VARIOUS KINDS,
EMBBA.BUBES:

th6 entrance into a work; to arrest enjiladefire, also reversefire.
BRIDGES

BARB~TTES : their object and

different 1.."ind, of; their construction, advantages, and defects.

/or oru: or 71l0re guns, at an angle or on a face; advuntayes and defects.

ove1· the ditches

of field works.

BoNNE'M'ES.

nature; comtnution

TH.A.VERSES: splinter-proof; to cover

POWDER MAGAZINES,

PLATFORMS.

BARRIER GATES.

225. THE works of defence hitherto treated of have been supposed to be constructed for
musketry defence only, and therefore provided merely with a banquette for infantry.
Artillery, however, are frequently used in Field Works; but as has been mentioned, more
usually for offensive purposeR, than for the immediate defence of the work itself.
Artillery are fired from behind a parapet in two different ways,-viz., either through openings
made in the parapet, termed Embra.ures, or over the parapet by means of Barbettes.
226. The various kinds of embrasures are fully
Fro. 212. -Scale ~shown in the Figs. 212, 213, 214, 2.15; they are numuered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, in Fig. 213.
An embrasure is termed direct, when its centre
line, or line of fire, is perpendicular to the line of para:,c,,~ , t , , B
_;
pet, as in Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Fig. 213; and it is termed
oblique, when the line of fire is inclined to the line of
parapet, as in N os. 4 and 5.

d•M/////✓,,5.:

Fm. 213.
N I

°'I No. 2.

-<

No. 3.

No. 4.

Fw. 214. -Interior elevation.

FIG. 215.-Exterior elevatiou.

No. 5.

1v-r

.
The following names are given to the various parts of_ embrasures=--:
The Sole (No. 4, Fig. 213) is the bottom surface, and 1s that over which the gun foes.
The Cheeks are the sides.
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'fhe :ill is the line of intersrdi0n of the sole with the interior slope nf the pnrnpet_.
The Gt11(>Uillrrt is tb,,t portion ,,f the interior sl?pe of the parnpet between th~ sill a_n d the
ten·eplein of the work, whid1 Jnttrr in a FicU Work !s nsnnlly the ground Jcyel. The height of
the "enouill~•re depend~ OH the nnture of the gun•cnrrrnge used.
e;rhe ~.., ck is tbt: sn111ll inner cJpt"ning of the embrnsure.
The Jfo11th is the wiile external opening.
The Spld!f is U1e widening ontw,1nls, or the inclination of the ch~eks_ to each other.
A Jltrlo 11 is the portion of parnpet aboYe the level of the sole, winch 1s between two ntljacent
em brnsures.

.

.

The following tletnils of constrnction are those in general use, when the fateml range reqn1red
of the gun is limited.
.
The sill is made 3!' abo,·e the terreplein (or surface of platform. if one be used L when the
gun is mounted on a field carriage (see No. 1, Fig. 213). The sole sl o)'es down to the front
sufficiently merelv to tlrniu it, unless the "un is require,l to fire at a depression, when the slope of
the sole should
parnllel to the line of c,~•eatest depression. The sill is matle 2' wide; one foot
bein•T set off on each side of the line
fire to mark that width, which is increased to a width
of 3."at a distance of 5' in front of the sill, where bases of l½' are set off on each side of the line
of fire. The bounding Jines of the sole are fixed by, and pass through, the points t)rns obtained ;
which in an actual construction are marked out, ns soon as the parapet has been raised up to the
le,el of the sole.
\\'hen howitzers are used, the widths of the sole at the parts just nam ed are increased G" on
each side, or l' altogether; i.e. the sills of howitzer embrasures are 3' wide, and at a distance
of 5· from the sill, the width of the sole is made 4', as in No. 3. This increase to the
width of howitzer embrasures is rendered necessary by the shortness of the piece, which
pre.ents its muzzle entering the embrasure and renders the effect of its fire on the cheeks
very violent.
The cheeks of an embrasure are built at a varying slope; at the neck they are made very
steep, about 'f, in order to give as much cover as possible to the gun detachment. The base of
the slope of the cheek increase, reg,ilarly towal'fls the exterior crest of the parapet, at which
point the slope of the cheek is made+ for field g1ms, and + for heavy guns.
This alteration of the slope of the cheeks from the steep one at the neck to the more gentle
one in front, is necessary to afford vent to the explosion of the charge in the gun, which would
otherwise blow down the cheeks. In No. 2, the revetments of the cheeks are shown; it will be
obser,ed that the gabions successively in advance of the neck are laid with greater bases, or
iucline more ancl more out of the perpendicular.
Iu or_der to protect the revetments of the cheeks from the flame of the explosion of the gun,
the nrnter_ials to be protected are covered with raw hicles firmly secured to them. When brushwood gab10ns are used, it is a good precaution to wrap each separate gabion in a raw hicle before
building it in the 1·evetment.
227. Direct embrasures shoulcl be used in preference to oblique ones, as the latter not only
weake1;1 the parapet more than the others, but they prevent the muzzle of the gun, when run up
for firing, ~ro?' enterrng the neck, as o_nl!' one _wheel of the gun-carriage would touch the interior
slope. This i_s so !sreat n defect that 1t 1s desirable, whenever oblique embrasures are necessary,
!o mdent t_he 10ter10r slope of the parapet of each guu portion, as in Fig. 213, No. 5, making
it perpendicular to the line of fire.
Field guns require 5 yards of parapet each, in order to allow room for their proper working;
consequently, when _guns are placed as close together as possible in a work, their embrasures
should luwe central mtervals of 15 feet .
. When guns are used singly, they will require a width of te1Teplein of 7¼ feet on each side of
their lines o_f fire. The banquette for the infantry should be terminated (as shown on the left
of No. 1, Fi~. 213, and also in Fig. 22G) in directions parallel to the opposite cheeks of the
em~rasures, m order to allow_ proper room for working the gun, if the latter be fired in a line
pa,allel to the cheeks, which m extreme cases may be necessary. The terminating slope of the
Lanquette sl'.o~ld be re;eted to pr':vent loss of b_a~quette. It is drawn at a slope of+ in Fig. 213.
WLene,er guns ate used behmd parapets, 1t 1s usual to fasten a beam of wood, or a fascine,

be
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so as to catch the wheels, when running up the gun for firing, just Lefore they touch the interior
slope. This henm is c,dled a Hurter.
, 228. Guns on field carriages, and also on si_ege or trarnlling carriages, fire oyer a height of
3, f~et above the gro~nd on which they rest; while those mounted on garrison carriages fire over
a height of only 2} feet. When em Lrasures are constructed for these latter, the sill is not made
2} feet abo,·e the level ?f the g~·ound,_ but is usually fixed at the same height above the ground,
as for a gun on a travellrng carnage, viz. 3½ feet, and the terreplein in rear of the embrasure is
then raised up to within 2¼ feet of the sole.
. This is necessarr to arnid having a cheek to the embrasure higher than J' or ,! f. If this
he_,ght be e'.'cee_ded, it becomes extremely difficult to give sufficient support to the cheek. For
tins rnason ,t will become necessary, when embrasures are made in parapets ha,incr a greater command than 8', to fix the sill 4' or .I½' under the crest, and to raise the terreplein behind to within
21' or 3½' of the sill, according to the nature of tl,e gun-caniage used.
, 229. T~e embrasures just described, the soles of which slope down to the front, whether
direct or oblique, are termed Sloping embrasures; but wheu guns are required to fire always with an
elevation, as in ricochet fu-ing, the sole slopes up to the front, and the pampet ther~by is less
weakened and the interior of the work less exposed. An embrasure of this construction
(No. 3, Fig. 213) is termed Gountersloping.
A countersloping embrnsure evidently has the defect of preventing the ground in front of the
work being exposed to the fire of the gun. The embrasures shown in Fig. 213 would be thus
designatedNos. 1 and 2. Direct sloping embrasures for guns.
Direct countersloping embrnsure for a howitzer.
No. 3.
Nos. 4 ,, 5. Oblique sloping embrasmes for guns.
230. Embrasures in general have the defects of weakening the parnpet, and of limiting the
lateral range of the guns; they also act as funnels for tl,e passage of projectiles, and expose tbe
interior of the work to a certain extent; but they give better cover to the gunners than barbettes.
They are applicable in cases where the guns are required for a specific object, such as enfi.
lading a road, pass, bridge, &c., or for flanking ditches, where only a limited lateral range is
required, and where protection to the gunners is a more important consideration than a wide
range.
,vhen musketry fire is much to be feared, the necks of embrasures are closed by means of
Mantlets, a species of shutter made musket proof, which hang to, and swing on, a bar of wood or
iron rod laid across the top of the embrasure.
231. A BARBETTE is a raised platform of earth, sufficiently high to allow a gun being worked
on its upper surface or terreplcin, and fired over the crest of the pampet. The gun is then said to
be fired "en barbette.''
Barbettes may be madP. for any number of guns, and may he constmcted either behind the
face of a work, or at the salients. The salients are the most usual position for barMttes, as from
them a wide lateral rnnne is secured, and a better Yiew of the sunounding country is ob tained
than from the re-entering parts, more especially when works occupy rising ground.
The terreplein of a liarbette for a single gun shouhT be 15' broad and 20_ !eet long, when
ordinary field guns are used. These dimensions may be increased, if guns of ros1t1on are used, t_o
18 feet broad and 24 feet long. In all cases the terreplein of a barbette should be level ; for, if
given a slope to check the recoil of the gun, the gunners would he too mu_ch exposed. As a field
gun fires over a height of 3½', the terreplein of a barbette for field artillery should he 3~ feet
.
.
.
below the crest of the parapet.
232. Figs. 210, 217, show a profile and a plan of a barbette for one gun, behrnd a_ strmght l11! e
of parapet; the slopes of its sides nud end lieing drawn at 45° or +: .the parapet 1s 7½ feet in
height, with its interior slope at+. In drnwing the barbette, the front hne of the terreplem a b 18
made parallel to the crest and distant from it ~ = 1' 2", ancl is 15 feet in length. c dis dmwn
'

3

:t

parallel to a b and 20 feet distant· a c and b d being drawn per1,endicular to a b, corn\1l~te
the rectaugle forming the upper smface, or terreplein of the barbetle. To draw the pln_n off
slopes, e f and ,n n are made parallel tu the sides and one foot from them, as the terreplem O ie
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barbette is 4½ - 3½ = 1 foot above the banquette; for a similar reason, as the terreplein of the
barbette is in this case 4 feet above the grnund, g h, h k, and kl, are each drawn parallel to the
lines a e, c d. and d b, and 4 feet from them.
2-3:1 . A RAMP, or inclined road, is necessary with a barbette to take the gun up or down. Its
breadth for a field gun should not be less than 8'; its slope may vary from ¼!o ,'. ; but when great
heights are to be ascended, and heavy guns to be moved up-as is the case m fortresses-ramps
require a gentler slope than the above, nnd are given a slope of .-'ii- or -,';-.
Fro. 217.-ScaJe ,~u<p

'
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Superior slope.

i

I
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The ramp shown in Fig. 217 is 8 feet broad ; it slopes l in 6, and its sides are drawn at 45°.
To draw it the lines o q and p r are drawn 8 feet apart ; its length o q will be 4' x 6 = 24': there•
fore qr is 24 feet distant from op. T)le plan of the sides is obtained thus: set off o s = 4' (the
height of point o above the ground); join q s to obtain q v, which fixes the point v; then join
v o. Repeat this operation on the other side to obtain the lines r w and w p.
234. When a barbette is constructed on a face which is exposed to enfilade fire, it should be
protected on its exposed side by a traverse of the proper thickness and height above the terreplein,
and the ramp may then with advantage be placed on the side of the barbette for security from the
enfilade fire. Fig. 218 shows in plan a barbette and traverse thus constructed: the slope of the
side of the traverse that is exposed to fire is drawn at +; the other slopes of the traverse at f, in
order to save interior space. The slopes of the sides of the barbette and of the ramp are all
made in the illustration.
235: A barbette for one gun at a salient (Fig. 220) may be thus drawn, it being assumed that
the gun 1s required to fire both on the capital and ove1· either face. The salient is made with a pan
coupe, the foot of the interior slope of which, a b, is made U ft. long; pamllel to a b and 20
feet distant, ii raw c d, also 9 ft. long; from the points c and d, draw c e and d f perpendicular
to the faces (if the barbette be situated in an obtuse angle, but if the angle be acute, draw c e nnd

+
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df parallel to tlie opposite faces) to complete the terreplein of the barbette. The slopes of the
sides and enrls are then dmwn as before described.
The ramp is here shown on the capital, but, if required, it might be placed at n side for
'
greater security from fire.
23G. Wh en more than one gun is placed en barbette, each gun should have on the terreplcin
a separate space 15' broad and
Frn. 218. -Scale ,l,·
20 feet long, for pmposes of
·-------------manoouvring; and in addition
to this space, a brendth of 4
feet in rear and at the sides
should be provided for comSuperior slope.
The triangular
munication.
spaces between these rectangles are useful to pile shot
Two mmps should be
in.
provided to such a barbette
batten/.
Fig. 221 is an example ;
it shows a harbette battery for
A·--------8
3 guns at a salient, constructed
in accordance with the above
data. The clotted 1·ectangles
do not represent gun platforms, but merely the space
required for working each gun.
iAmn=='H-·
237. BARBETTE$ have the
advantage of affording a wide
FIG. 219.-Section and elevation on A B.
do
they
while
rnnge,
lateral
not weaken a parapet, as is
Flo. 220. -Scale 'rti!•
the case with embrasures ;
but they expose the gun detachments very much. They
are therefore employed in
cases when a wide range is
required , and the objects to
be fired at are at some considerable distance ; such, for
instance, as to keep reconnoitring parties of the enemy at
a distance, to cross fire on the
salients of collateral works,
&c. ; but they are not suitable
for positions where a 'ilose
musketry fire has to be su_stainerl, as they would then, m
all probability, be quickly
silenced. It is not to be
understood, however, that they
should never be used in such
positions, as owing to the facility with which guns can be
worked on a barbette, compared with embrasures, a few
rounds of case shot could be
quickly delivered, and, in many

+
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instances , a rapi,l fire of case shot at close quarters would be a desideratum overbalancing
any cvnsiderations of danger or exposure to the gun detachments.
•

F10. 22l.-Scale "~ 11 -

238. Cover for musketry fire may be provided with barbettes, by building on the crest of the
parapet a thin wall of sandbags, or a line of gabions filled with earth. The joints of the sandbags must not be broken. These can be easily removed when required to allow the muzzle of
the gnn to pass through; and in case of the work being attacked in the absence of the guns, these
sandbags would cover infantry manning the barbette.
BoNNETTES may also be used between the guns for the same purpose. A bonnette is merely
an increase of height given to the pe.rapet, by prolonging its interior and exterior slopes upwards
for 3 or ,1 feet: it is, in fact, a sort of traverse built on top of a pru:apet.
2:30. TRAVERSES are mounds of earth built in certain positions, a~ a protection from different
kinds of fiee. When made only of sufficient thickness to arrest splinters of shells, they are
termed Splinter-proof Traverses; and when made as a protection from reverse fire, they are termed
Pa,·adus.
:1,10. A splinter proof traverse should be 4 feet thick at top, its height not less than G feet,
am! its sides should be revetted in order to save space.
Fig. ,221 is a section of one revetted with gabions, and is uRed between guns in siege batteries.
There should Le a passage round both ends of these traverses, to enable men to retreat behind
them quickly to cover themselves from shells bursting on either side.
'\\'hen traverses are exposed to fire, their exposed slopes should not be revetted, and they
must be mRde of the proper thickness at the top, according to the fire to which they may be
exposed. They can frequently Le made to serve defensive purposes; whenever such is the case
they should be provided with a banquette.
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2.il. A_ traverse to cover_ the_ entranc_e in~o a work, mentioned in Art. 212, should be long
enough to mtercept shot passing 111 any chrect~on through the entrance. To clo this, it is necessary to make it long enough to stop shot entermg in the most oblique direction possible, which is
when the opposite sides of the entrance are both grazed by the same shot.
The method of drawing the plan of nn entrance into a work, ann of its covering traverse,
will now be described (see Figs. 22~, 224) . A B on the right is the profile of the pnrapet, and of the
traverse behind it: as each is exposed to the same prnjectile, the profile is the same, although
in this case the banquette for the work is for a double rank, that for the traverse for a single
rank only. The line a cl, drawn through the profile up to the exterior slope of the traverse,
4½ feet above and parallel to the ground, represents a line of fire directed through the opening and
intercepted by the traverse. The open in g G is made 7 feet wi_de in the clear, in order to admit
of the passage of a gun, and the banquette is cut off at au angle of -15° in plan, to enable a
carriage entering to turn the angle. The slopes of the sides of the passage are made 4-. or -:,
according to the revetting material available for supporting the sides: in the drawing they are
rep1·esented as ~-, ancl e,.f, g, ancl h in the plan are projections of points corresponding to onethircl of the heights of the exterior ancl interior crests, and banquette respectively from the foot
k, l of the slope. The intersections b, c, d, of the line of fire a., b, c, d, with the exterior ancl
interior slopes of the parapet, and the exterior slope of the traverse, are projected on the plan
F10. 223.-Scale 1k-.
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FIG. 222.

by the lines m n, op, qr; and it is evident that if the lines of fire no,."' p, be dr'.Lwn, they wil! represent the most oblique lines which can be directed through the openmg; and 1f they be prnduc ed
to meet the line q,. in q and r, and the traverse be made to extend 4 feet at each end_ be_yonc1 q
and r every shot that enters the opening will be intercepted by the traverse. The plan iepiese~ts
~ave\ t 1~
an 0 ;ening 7 feet wide in a parapet 12 feet thick ; it requires a tra,,erse 50_feet long
Every alteration in the thickness of the parapet _w,11 affect ie engt 1 0 .
0 enin" completely.
t[e tra;erse ,. : if it be made less than 12 feet, the lines of fire no, mp, will mtersect ~ta l~~~!~'
·1i
le and the traverse must be made lonoer. if the tluckness be mcreased, the ang e o_
:~.;i~n will be less, and the length of the ti~ve;·se be diminished. The width of the openmgn:~:
8 le~s"wHlJl~:ft~~:erseg
depend 00 the object to be attained. If musketry defence only is wanted.
ed in no
will be required for the passage of the troops, and less space between t e upenmp an
2!2 At C C (Fig 222) a mode of doing this is shown, the parapet bewg form . It! f
d Of th ban uette The same wH , o
.
.
'
.
'
.
instance covered
'1. . ·th's
angle, and carried in at its full height to the ~oner e ge d. e
1
'
opening in a parapet having the same profile as m the prece mg case is, m

Jo
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. . .,
· l · 35 f t iu length. In the drawing of this opening the points m'i o', n', ])', are
by a_ !1t\\ ei,e of o!1 l . ee ' ' , , ,rallel to the foot of the slopes k' l', s' t', at a ,hstauce of l½
!:.~;i;~
•/~L_ot
li feet from the ground would just graze the side
·f tL
-a«e throu«hout its entire length.
(at ·, ) v
e pa» o
"
2.J.3. The length of the traverse
Fw. ~~5.-Scrue ,l,,
is also modified by its position. Thus,
,
if in Fig. 223 the oblique liue of fire,
1
no q, were intercepted by au aclvaucecl
?
portion of parapet, as shown by the
parapet in clotted lines, it is evident
1/
that the traverse need not be macle so
long
at q, but be considerably short•
---ened. This is also illustrated in
Fig. 225.
When an opening is placed at a
l"s
,·e-entering angle, the traverse is often
I
connected with the parapet of the
I
I
flank, as shown iu Fig. 225.
I
I
24.1. Traverses to protect a line
'
from enfilade fire (Figs. 226, 227) are
generally made perpendicular to the
I'
line of work enfiladed, across the terreI
I
pleiu of the work. The length of
,, I
these traverses depends on the breadth
=="'
~ ~~
of terrepleiu required to be occupied,
If made to protect infantry manning
I I
a parapet, their length should be sufficient to cover the banquette and its
slope ; aucl when guns are to be pro•
tectecl, the traverses must cover the
,.,,
rear of the gun platforms, as in
/
,
---'
Fig. 226, where the guu firing through
... ·- -the embrasure is protected from enfilade by a traverse which extends 20
feet to the rear of the parapet. The
I
thickness of the traverse at top is
made 6 feet; the side exposed to fire
is built at a slope of +, aud all the
other slopes at +, iu order to save space.
215 . PARADOS, or traverses for protection from reverse fire, when required to cover infantry
on the rear or fl,mk banquettes of a work, are necessarily high masses of earth, and invoh·e great
la.l.,our in their construction, as they urnst be of sufficient height to cause shot th at may pass over
them to clear the heads of men occupying the banquette of the parapets protected. Passages
should be made through them for facility of commuuication, and they afford a secure position for
magazines on account of their great thickness at base. They will be more fully mentioned iu the
chapter on Defilade.
2-!6. PownER l\lAGAZINES in Field Works are not often required to be of large uimensions,
and when many guns are mounted in a work it is always preferable to have many small magazines
1·ather than one large one, not only on account of the clanger caused by the storing, issuing, &c.,
of a large quantity of pow der in one place, which, if exploded, would cause great damage, but also
uecause small uiaga.ziues can be constructed conveniently near the guns they are to supply.
l\Iagazines in field works tiierefore come under the designation of E~pense nla9a:i11es, a
term used when tlie quantity of powder contained is only sufficient for the expenditure that can
ue required for one day, a suf:licieut quautity ueing in reserve iu some secure position to replenish
the expense magazines wheu requi,:ed.
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, The _positions for m~gazines should be such as to be as secure as possible from fire
' to be
near to the guns served. There should be an ent.rnnce passage
easily drained, anJ convemently
·
h
·
h
.
1ead mg
to t e magazme, t e body of which should be clear of the prolongation of the passage.
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Magazines may be formed in a variety of ways, but in general they are of two sorts, either
triangular or rectangular in profile.
2-17. 'I'he TRIANGULAR, or LEAN-TO, magazine may be formed by laying stout beams about
6" x 10" at an angle of 50°, or thereabouts, against the revettecl side of a traverse. Tbese beams
should be covered with two feet of earth and a tarpaulin laid ove~ all to keep off wet. A floor of
planks may be provided if necessary, One end of the magazine should be closetl by a sandbag
wall, and the other provided with a rough door.
Fig. 228 is a section of such a magazine, which is presumed to be in a position safe from fire.
'I'he facility of construction of this magazine is its great recommendation. Its sh·1pe in
profile is evidently inconvenient for stowage.
FIG. 228.

Frc. 230.
0,,
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2-18. REC1'ANGULAR llhGAZINES (Figs. 229, 230) are preferable to others on acconnt of tl,eir
11
convenient shapes for stowage. Their sides may be lined with planks or with gabious, _as se~n ~
Figs. 229, 230, cro,rncd with fascines. Tbe roof shoukl be formed of stout beums 10" tb1ck, with ·>
t. te<l nt
.
.
.
or O feet of earth on the top.
This shape of magazine is that in use in the Bntish service for the )>attenes co~\~:'.fi, 8 Ii ,
g j
sieges, and is made so as to be able to be transported and pnt together without any fos

JO:!
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n:>ils. &c. Drawings and descriptions of this magazine are given in the chapter on the Attack of
Fortresse~.
"'hen ver)· snrnll quantities of powder only nre required, powder boxes ?r barrels may be
buried in the parapets or in nnr couvenient situntions, nnd used ns smnll mng11z1nes.
219. r1 ..,TFnR)IS ma)· be required for field gnns, when they are fired frequently from the same
spot, ns is the case when thev fire through embrasures.
A regular gun platform consists of a floor of stout planks resting on beams, termed sleepers,
underneath. Such a platform is folly described in the chapter on the Attack of Fortresses; it is
indispensable for the proper working of heavy guns, hut would seldom he required for n field gun.
A plutform sufficient for most purposes for a field gun may be m ade, as shown in No. 2, Fig.
~13, with 3 stout planks, one of which is laid for each wheel to recoil along, and the third for th e
trail. These planks should be lnid with a rise to the rear of about bnlf nn inch to every foot, to
check the recoil of the gun on being fired, and to facilitate its being nm 11p after being loaded.
250. BARnIER GATES are required to close openings of various kinds in work s. If gun s or
cai·ts are required to pass, the gates should bnYe n clear width of opening of at least 7 feet. Figs.
~31, ~32, represent the elevation and plnn of such n gate, which is formed of two leai•cs, nnd is made
of planks which ar e musketproof and loopholed . It swinas
Fm. 231.-Soale 1 •
on strong hinges'; and whilst the
! t t t
hook which supports the lower
hinge points upwards, that to
which the upper is attached
points downwards, so as to
prevent an enemy from lifting
the gate off its hinges by crowbars, &c. A strong b1tr of iron
secures the gate wh en closed
ancl it is furth er fastened by ~
strong bolt at the bottom.
Such a gate when closing
an entrance into n work, if not
exposed to artillery, would supersede the necessity of an
earthen traverse inside, and
would therefore save interior
space.
These gates should open
outwards.
Fro. 232.
251. A good substitute for
a gate, when it is not required
to be musket-proof or when
there is a traverse inside, may
be made from chevaux-de-frise
of the same length ns the clear
.
.
wrdth of the openrng, secured at each encl by chains to posts,
so that 1t can he moved away wh en required. It may also be
-< ~ade to SW!ll~ open on one eml as a centre, the other runa small wheel, a~ shown in C_hapter II., Figs. 125, 120.
mng
2v2. '~hen a gate 1s reqmred for the pass11ge of infantry
only, its width may he reduced to 4 feet. Fig. 2~3 is an
example of such ~ gate mad e tbroufth a line of palisades; it is
composed of ~ smg!e l~af formed of fi palisades, and turning
on a ce1_1tral pivot; it might also be made to open on binges at
either side.
253 .. BamoEs over the d_itch~s ofFi~ld Works are required
~1/~ , ~ ,\ ~;, - ) j @~
'///,• wheneve1 an entrance opemng 1s provided ; they are usually
W

o;:
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made of sufficieut width and strength to allow of the passage of field artillery into, or out of, the
work.
.Frn. 2:H:.-Scnle 1111 ,
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FIG. 236.

a. Rackatick.
b, Lashiug (loosely tied),
c. Ribband,

Q,~

~

d. Plank.
e. Baulk.

FIG. 2~7.

Such a bridge (Figs. 23-!, 2:35, 236) bas its roadway of planks, a, 2" in thickness, resting on
strong beams, b, termecl baulks, which themselves rest on the escarp and counterscarp of the ditch.
The baulks are 5" or 6'' broad and 8" or 10" deep. A small beam of wood termed a ribband, cc,
4" square, is laid along each side of the bridge, and is secured firmly to the baulks underneath,
thereby keeping the planks fixed firmly. The ribband in a bridge bas the twofolcl object of
securing the plauks of the road way, ancl also of preventing the wheels of gun carriages or carts
slipping over the side of the bridge. The wiclth of roadway inside the ribbands should be 7 feet,
if guns are required to cross.
The ribbands should be secured to the baulks by racklashings, at intervals of about 6 feet.
A rackstick and lashing consists of a wooden pointed stick 1½' or 2' long, to which is secured
about 7' of rope. To use it, the end of the rope is JJassed through an opening in the planks (made for
the purpose) brought round the baulk and ribbaud, and then formed loosely into a loop, as shown
in Fig. 237. The point of the stick is then inserted into the loop, which is then twisted round
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the stick ist
the point
ns Ilossible, .after
. k tised as• •,. le,er • ns ti,,htly
· of tl l
. which ·
"' •
b , means of tlie s t1c .
· ~mmed between the rope nnd the rib band. By _me,ms of tl11s s11nple anc1 mg~mous me 10: , grea
{-icidity is obtained. The fastenings can be qmrkly macle and unfastened, without danrngmg the
.
,
.
ti~1be1:, ns would be the case were nails or screw~ used.
I rt·heswider than 1'2' the baulks of bnrlges should be supported m1dw~~• by a ttestle
restin; ~~ ethe bottom of the ditch, as shown in Fig. 23l, which represents a bndge made over
a ditch 1G feet in breadth.

CHAPTER VJ.
DEFILADE.
Ob-jtcl of dtfilaJc; to dete1•mine C'ommantl of a line of parapet; to d~fi!ade an open w~rk from one or more hills;. use of parados
in opt·n 1rorh; to tlefil<Jde a closelt \Cork, completely 01· parhally; consti-uchori. of paratlos; defilac?e of lines.

254 . DEFIL.rnING (Defi.lade) has for its object the determination of the heights to which the
different co,ering masses of works must be raised, in order to give proper cover to the defenders
.
behind them.
A commancl of 8' bas been hitherto assumed ;,s the least required for a work on a level site,
for the reasons stated in Art. 122, where the reader was referred to the present chapter for a
description of the method by which the commands of works may be practically determined.
The most simple case of defilade will be first treated of, before passing t.o the more
complicated ones.
255. Suppose a line of parapet has to be constructed at P, Fig. 238, commanded in front by
FIG. 238. •-Sea.le

'!!~•
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the height H, and that cover in rear is required as far as R. If the parapet be constructed with
its crest C in an imaginary 1ilane passing 8' above the ground at R, and 4½ feet above the most
commanding* point of H, as shown in Fig. 238, then cover in rear will be afforded to the same
extent that a command of 8' would afford on a level site, but only for the distance in rear PR:
in fact, the parapet would be said to defilade tbe ground in rear to a height of 8' as far as R.
On a level site a parapet 8 feet in height not only protects the ground immediately in rear
from fue passing over it, but it has the further advantage of screening the whole of the ground
in rear from the view of an enemy, thereby concealing from him any movements of troops in rear
of ~he work. . This latter adv~ntage is more folly obtained when works occupy commanding
pos1t10ns, but 1t cannot be obtamed completely when works are thrown up on unfavourable sites,
unless an excessive comm:incl is given to them.
The imaginary plane before mentioned, passing through C, which is termed the Plane of
Defilade, passes .J.½ feet above the commanding ground, because that is the greatest height from
• The m•:Nt co~maniling point or a. height is not nece!'l!'l:1-rily the bi rrhest point; but it is that which h:\S the 9reafet?t
reference to the site of the work; or, in other wo~. which appears highest when viewed from the
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which an enemy can fire (whether artillery or infantry*) without constructing parapets. to
fire over.
The Plane of Site is an imaginary 1ilane, passing 8' under, and parallel to, the Plane of
Defilade.
251\. To det~rmine practicnlly the command PC, an imaginary plane (Fig. 239) is assumed,
tangent to the height and parallel to the plnne of defilade, and therefore 4l. feet under it• this
plane is distinguished as the Tangent Plane, and would evidently pass 4¼ feet under the cr;st of
the parnpet, and 3½ feet above the ground at R: therefore, to find the command practically the
'
following rule is given.
Look from a point 3½ feet above the grouud at R, in a line to the most commanding point
that can be occupied by an enemy; observe the intersection a of this line with a vertical pole
planted at P; measure a P, and make the command equal to a P + -1½ feet.
The tangent plnne is used in practicall,v observing on the ground, merely because it is convenient, for it passes 3½ feet above the ground to be protected. which is a convenient height for
observing from, and it is tangent to the commanding ground, which is easily seen. For purposes
of calculation, the plane of defilade would be more convenient to work with.
The command requisite for a parapet will necessarily depend on the height of the hill, its
distance from the work, and the distance in rear PR to which cover is required.
257. The same amount of cover as is shown in the preceding figures may be obtain eel by
making the parapet of any determined height, and then by excavating the ground in rear, so as to
make it 8' under the Plane of Defilade passing through the crest of the work (Fig. 2-10).
Fro. 240.-Scale ,¼,,.
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This method of lowering the terreplein may be frequently resorted to in closecl works, with
great advantage.
An inspection of tbe last figure will show that, if a site can be selected _for n work, t~e plane
of which, when produced, either touche.~, or passes over, the most commandmg ground Ill_ front,
then no increase of command is required for the parapets, which would be llS favourably s1tnatecl
as if the whole ground were level. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.J,l, where the ground !me
PR passes, when produced, above the top of the height H: evidently a command of 8' at P wo?ld
cover from fire, and hide from view, the ground in rear, as well as it would_ do on 1': lev_el site.
When works are necessarily constrncted facing high ground, a site such as 1s shown m Fig. 2-l l,
having a fall to the rear, should be carefully sought after.
Frn. 241.-Scale ~-

258. The planes of defilade need not necessarily pass ~• above the gronn_d to be 11rotected
from fire ; but that height is usually taken as alfordmg sufficie?t cover for ord11Jarr cases, m the
t:
same way that a parapet with a comman d of 8' does on a level site.
If uecessarr in order to afford more cover, the planes of defilacle may be m~de to pass O eet,
10 feet, or even ;ta greater height, above the ground in rear, just as on a level site works may be,
and freqneHtly have been, constructed with a greater command than usual.
• The fire of cavalry need not be t3.ken into consideration, n.lthough they fire_ from n height of t1.bout 7 f above
ground.
p
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The least heicrht at which the planes of defihule should pass above the ground, when the
terreplein is not su~k, is GJ feet, ns that is sufficient only to screen the defenders from view. .
~59. An open work, such ns a redan or lunette, s~ou_ld be defilll'.led as_ far _!ls the g?rge hue,
where practicable. If a redan is commanded by one hill m front of its Sl\!1ent, ,its mte1:1or would
be defiladed bv makin« the crests of its faces m a plane of defilade passmg 8 above its goi·ge,
and -if above the com~rnndincr groun,1; in other words, each face must have a command of 8' at
its end nearest to the gorge~ and it must increase in command towards the salient, where it
.
. .
.
would be highest.
Fig. 2:l8 will serve to illustrate this: 1f P be supposed to be the salient of the redan, ancl
R a point in the line of the gorge, then each foce would have at the salient the command P C,
and at the other end a command of 8'. The command at only one point would thus have to be
found ; viz., at the salient.
260. A lunette would be similarly defiladed by constructing the crests of the faces and flanks
in a plane of defilade, passing 8' above the gorge, and .!½' above the height in front; but in this
case, the command would have to be determined at three points, viz. at the salient, ancl the two
shoulder angles.
To determine this on the ground, plant poles, PP, at the angles of the work, flnd stretch a
cord (Fig. 24.2} 3½' abo,e the ground at the gorge, and therefore in the tangent plane; then hold a
straight edge, s, steadied against one or two pickets in rear, ancl move it about until its edge is
in the tangent plane, which will be when it is in the plaue passing through the top of the hill and
the cord.
By this means two lines will be found, both of which are in the tangent plane: these are
the cotd and the straight edge; then by observing the intersections of this plane with the poles at the
salient and the shoulders, points will be determined 4f under the crest of the work at those angles.
This is illustrated in Fig. 242, where the lunette is supposed to be defiladed from the single
hill, H.
0

Fio. 243.

Fio. 244.
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2Gl. When _an open work lrns to be defilad~d from two l,i!~s (or fr~m a range of bills), the
tangent plnne being tangent to the tops of two hills cannot conta111 a hor1zontRl line at the gorge
but only a point, which should be near that encl of the gorge on the side of the lower of the tw~
hills. In Fig. 2H the lunette is to be c)efilacled fr~m the _two hills H ancl H'! the latter being
supp?sed the_ lower _of ~he two. A stake 1s fast,ened m the !me o_f the gorge, 3}' m height: the top
of t~1s stake 1s a pomt m the tangent_ pl_ane. 1he tangent plane 1s obtained practically by having a
straight edge, s ••, moved about, until its edge appears tangent to both hills, when viewed from
the top of the stuke; and to the heights obtained by it, on the poles at the angles of the works
'
feet must be added, as before, to obtain the command at those angles.
The position of the straigl,t edge, with reference to the stnke in the gorge line, should be
the
Riso
and
hills
the
selected so that, when looking from the latter, the observer can see both
·
poles nt the angles of the work over the straight edge.
2 62. This method of defilnding by means of a single plane of clefilade will frequently necessitate
too great a command, in which case the left part of the work should be clefiladed from the left hill,
and the 1·ight part from the right hill, by which means a lower command will suffice. But by so
doing the parapets become exposed to reverse fire from the heights; i .e., the left face and flank.
become exposed to fire from the right hill, passing over the right face, and vice versa; and it becomes
necessnry to protect them from such fire, by means of a varnclos (Art. 215), which wonld be usually
constructed as shown in Fig. 215, on the capital of the work. The length of the parados should
at least be what is shown at a in Fig. 24 5, as there it is only long enough to protect the flanks from
reverse fire, but it is not long enough to cover the whole of the interior of the work from reverse
fire from the heights.

4:

FIG. 245.

The method of determining the command of a paraclos is explained in Art. 265.

In Fig. 21,:;, both flanks, and in Fig. 2H the right flank only, are exposed to enfilade from

the hills, ancl should be protected by traverses at the shou lders from such fire, as is shown in both
figures. Jn Fig. 245, the flanks would not require an !ncreased command, b_ut only the faces,
in order to clefilade the interiur of the work from the hills; the faces would, m that case, serve
as traverses to protect the fhlnks from enfilade, and especially so if bonuettes (.A.rt. 238) were
constructed at the shoulders.
The foregoing descriptions are sufficient to illustrate how open works ~an he cle~laded f)·om
commanding heights, and they may serve to show the great defect of constmct_mg works rn _positions
commanded bv hills within effecti,·e range, as not only do the parapets reqmre a greatly mcreased
command, but the parados that may be ,11ecessary to construct are_ enormo~s masses of earth.
263. The great increase of labonr requir~d for the_ construct10~ ?f high parapets, com~ar:~
with those having the ordinary commands, will be evident, when 1t 1s considered that a parnp
12 feet in thickness at the top, and having n command of 8 feet, with the usual slopes, has an aiea
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in 11rofile of t:!7 square feet; whereas, if the eommnnd be increasetl to 12 feet, the thickness and
slopes being retained, the area in profile is iucrensed to 283 square feet, or more than doubled.
~64. .\ closed work commanded by one or more heights can be completely defiladed only by
means of n p,irados constructed across its terreplein, the pnrados being high enough to cover the
defemlers of the parnpets from re,-erse fire.
No fixed position can be assiguecl for a parados, but it would usually be most convenient to
constmd it iu the middle of the work; its direction should be, as nearly as possible, perpendicular
to the line of fire from the commanding ground.
Having selected the position of a parados, the command of each of the different faces must
then be determined, so as to giYe cover to the interior of the work, bet,reen themsell-es and the
parados. from direct fire. As soon as these commands are det~rmined, but not before, the height of
the parados can be found.
In Fig. 246 is shown a rectangular redoubt, commanded by the hill H, opposite a face A B.
The 1iaraclos E F here would run parallel to the
FIG. 2-16.
faces of the work A B and CD.
The faces AU and B D would be made
shorter than the others, in order to lessen the
distance to which cover is to be afforded from
the hill. These faces may also be traced, as
shown by the dotted lines AX and B Y, to p1·event their being enfiladed from the hill.•
The parapet A B must have a command
sufficient to defilade the ground insicl e, between
itself and the parados from the hill H : this will
be done by making its plane of defilade pass s·
above the ground at the site of the parados, as
shown in the section (]'ig. 24 7). In the present
case, where only one isolated hill is considered
the remaining faces would be given the ordinary
\
i
?o~mand for level ground (8') throughout. But
I
if rnstead of one isolated hill a range of hills
I
ran facing the redoubt, it would be necessary to
I
I
construct the crests of the faces A E and BF
in the p/,a11e of defilade of the front parapet; i.e.,
they would have a command of 8' at E and F
le
and at their other ends A and B they would
B
'
Ai
have the same command as the face A B.
\\
'
i
265. Having thus determined the commands
\
iK
/
\
of the different lines of parapet, that of the
F
E
/
can be found. ·rhe parados has two
paraclos
X / C .___ _ L'-----l D \ Y
J?erfectly distinct functions to fulfil. In Fig. 246
it has to be sufficiently high to protect infantry
. fi
manning the iiarapet CD from .
enouah to protect the de£ d . 1eve1se. re from the hill, and at the same time it must be high
en e,s manmng A B from reverse fire from the ground opposite the
o

/I

I

I

I

;.::i
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• 'Ibid mdlwd of avoiilin~ enfilade l, t ·
groUDd, is somttimes termed "Defilading 1: tb!c~~lce, ,~ea o work, so that their prolongations do not fall on commanding
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hill. The height sufficient foi· each of these separate conditions being found, the greater height
of the two would of course fulfil both.
Fw. 248. -Scale ,I,,.

This is illustrated in Fig. 248, in section, where the front and rear parapets are shown with
the comma~d assumed to be already fi_xecl. The planes of defilade of the parados pass 8' above
the re~pecti~e banquettes, thereby_ covermg the d_efend_ers on those banquettes from reverse fire .
. 1~e height of the parados being thus fixed, its thickness at the top, and the slopes to be given
to its sides, would give its breadth on the ground.
Fw. ~in.
An iclea of the great labour required for the
A' ' / / / /
construction of such works will be formed when ~ , \~~~i~~
f /
'-. ~ ~ 1 / / / /
it is con~idere~ that a para~os 15 foet in height, \
' , , ---.._~
and 10 feet tlnck at top, with its sides revetted
/
..:_.-, /
'\ , '--=:
\
at a slope of -h bas an area in profile of 225
"-j_::-.r /
"\. '\ \
square feet. l\Iaterinl to revet such a height
_,.,/1 /
\.-.. '----_j--\
would seldom be obtainable; if not, the sides of
'---- l------ the parados would be built with a slo11e of +,
--- /
:
',
thereby diminishing the interior space in the
~ ____..-i_.. .,. .work, and increasing the labour, as the parados
'
would have an area in profile of 375 square feet.
A parados is not made entirely across a
wo1k, but passages are left between its ends and the parapets, as in Figs. 243, 246. 249: the communication round
these passages is coverecl by short traverses, which are
connected with the parapets. Covered passages would also
be made through the parados, for purposes of commun_,cation from one part of the work to another. :!lfagazm~s
may also be placed underneath the parados, which in certam
cases may afford cover to "blindages" for the protection of
pnrt of the garrison.
266. A i·ecloubt traced as shown in Fig. 249, with n
salient pointing to the hill, should have the parados A B on
the diagonal of the work. The faces A G and GB should
have the same command as if they formed a redan whose
gorge was at A B. The other faces AL ancl LB wonld
A
B
have a command of 8' throughout.
The parados in this case would be higher at the
mitlclle than at the ends, for in the middle K its height
L
must be sufficient to defilade to the distance KL from
reverse fire from the hill; and also to protect men on the
banquette at G, the !Jigbest pa.rt of the work, from reverse fire from theylain; _while_at its ends,
the parapets to be protected by it from reverse fire are much closer to 1t, and its height may be
. .
.
.
lessened accordingly towru·ds the ends.
207. In the preceding ,lescriptions, it has been assumed, 111 ~efiladrng c~ose~ works, that ,t is
necessary to provide cover from fire (direct or reverse) equally m every chrect'.on_. Such, however, would seldom or never be actually the case, for Fielcl ,vorks of every clescr1pt10n are us~al!y
supported on either sicle by other works, and in the rear by_wor~s or troops_; consequently, it 18
fire from the f1·ont which in most cases has to be guarded agnmst m determuung the commands of
the different parts.

1/ /
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. te•tion from re,·erse fire in e\'en·

di,·ection cnnnot be attained without resorting
1.11
h P'° '
·
· fi xmg
· tl 1c c ommand of a work
1 , ,t WU"
t°,. ,f
of n pnrndo~, yet. if the mnin ·cnns1·r1 erut10n
111
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•
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· cl by an
F. th,,t
its front parapet, mu! II a commanding hil! rn ront, w1nc 11 . can e occupie .
,
·t of the re<'ltiremeuts of the work will be met by malnng the front p,uapet F
l
enem,·, t 1en mos
·•
f
th
1
'11
l
th
t
be
clone
by
hi«h ·enou«h to conceal the rear piimpet R from view ,·om
e n ; nnc
a ~nay
.
.
"k· 1,. 0 1,ne of defila,le of F 11ass either through the crest of R (as shown m the figme), 01
ma
ue feet
P" <1bove it: the command
'
"50
one ·rng
or· two
of R should be ma d e. as sm~JI as p0ss1'bi e. I n F'g
'. . ~ . ,
R is constructed with the command of only 5 feet, and cover 1s obhnned by means of 1t tiench m
rear, and br lowering the terl'eplein of the wol'k parallel to and 8 feet under the pl~ne ".f clefilade
of the front parnpet. as shown by the dott~d lin~s; consequently, every part of the mtenor would
be properly protected from fil'e from the hill I-I m front.
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This instance is given as illustmting a co,ifesseclly impe1fect case of defilade, bnt still one which
woul,\ fulfil most requirements of cover without necessitating a gl'eat expenditure of hibonr.
In constructing Field \Vo!'ks, the chief consideration is not alwnys to determine what is most
desirable, but crenerally what is most practicable under the circumstances; and however desirable
efficient parnclos may be, in many cases they would be dispensed with as involving too much
labour in their construction.
2GS. DEFILADE OF LrNEs.-In clefilacling lines of intrenchment, the snme rules before given
will apply, but will require modification according to tircnmstances. The object sought for, that
of providing cover in rear of the works, will be attained by increased commands to the parapets,
by traverses or bonnettes, by siukiug the terrepleins of worl,s, whe1e such cover is not pl'ovidecl by
the shape of the ground. In some cases cover from view will be the main requirement, to enable
troops to manrnuV\'e for defensive purposes, unseen by an enemy; in others, protection from fire
will be required for troops posted in reserve, nnd for this latter pnl'pose trenches similar to siege
parallels nre perhaps the most suitable form of work, as infantry in them can move at once direct
to the front, and cavalry and mtillery by means of ramps ancl openings made for the purpose,
while they require comparatively little labour for their formation.
269. It may be here remarked that the amount of cover required in the rear of any work de1,ends Yery much on the object for which the work is constructed. When the work is required to be
held against assault, preceded in all probability by a violent cannonade, then too much cover inside
can hardly be provided. Such is the case in redoubts and forts, and in most sep,irnte works; but
when the chief object of tl1e cover provided is to afford merely a screened communication for troops,
tl?en to be hidden from the view of the enemy is the main consideration, ancl cover may be provHled only to a height of 6½' or 7'. Experience has shown thnt almost perfect security is attained
with such communication, even when the covering parapets are not shot-proof, proviZled that the
hue of work has not to be kept constantly manned for defence at every part. This is the case
with parallels usecl in .sieges, which are never made shot-proof; and although large bodies of
tro?ps have to be kept m them, very few casualties are experiencetl, arising from the tl1inuess of
their parapets.
A remarkable instance of the security afforded to a communication which is concealed from
hostile view, without any other protection,'is afforded by an incident which occurred nt the defence
of BadaJnZ by the French in 181Q. The garrison kept up a communication during daylight with
an outwork (_Lunette St. Roque), by stretching a line of sheets supported on posts along the
exposed portwns of the road. The device was perfectly successful, as the B1·itish marksmen were
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unable to ~now when anyb_ody_ was passing in rear of tLe screen, which served its inlencled , .
I UI pose
of protectrng the commumcat.100.
~t is also well known to be a nightly o~curren_ce at sieges for troops to be posted with comparative safety close to an enemy, and unprovHled with any cover whatever from fire bein mer l
eY
g
'
concealed from view by the darkness.

CHAPTER VII.
EXECUTION OF }"!ELD WORKS.

Detcrmin~tion. of the outline and profi,le; traci!lfl of the work ;n the ground; use of profiles, direct and oblique; distribution of a
u1orktng pm·tv; ,node of t:rcavatrng t~e ditch; emp1oymcn.t of one or two rou,s of digger,; calculation of the time reguireil
for a work; tm.portance of 1,roper dram.age; 1ts11al method followed.

270. IN the actual construction of Field Works the following operations have to be performed:. 1st. '.l.'he_ outline of the work has to be determi~ed,_ w_ith reference to its intended object, tlic
available garnson, and the shape of the ground on wluch 1t 1s to be built; each of these conditions
affect either the shape of a work, or its size.
_2nd. The shape of the work beiug dec_ided, the necessary command and thickness of parapet
for 1ts faces must then be determmed, with reference to the amount of co1·er required, and the
exposure of each face to fire. The front faces of a work, i. e. those facin"0 to the front of the
position, will require the thickest parapets, on account of their exposure to cannonade from
the front, and, at the same time, their para.pets will usually be the highest ones of the work, in
order to cover the interior of the work from fire.
The lateral and rear faces may generally be constructed with less command, and ulso with
thinner parapets than the front faces.
3rd. The shape of the work and its profile throughout being determined, the w01·k can then
be traced on the ground.
4 th. '.1.'he workmen are then told off, und the work executed.
271. In tracing a work on the ground, the angles of the magisti-al line are marked by driving
in stout pickets at the angular points; the lines which join these points give the magistrals of
the faces.
Profiles are then erected on the faces to show the workmen the shape of the work they have
to construct.
To set up a profile, first trace on the ground a perpendicular to the line of the parapet at the
position of the intended profile, and in that perpendicular set up a slip of wood, as at A (Fig.
252), to mark the interior crest, making it of the proper height; at B set up another slip of
indefinite length for the exterior crest, nail a slip CD at the ci·est C, and with a "field level"
give it the inclination of the superior slope, and nail it at D; then place another slip DE at the
slope of + for the exterior slope, and nail it to a stout picket driven into the ground at E; the
other slopes of the parapet are treated in a similar manner, and a correct skeleton of the parapet
is thus obtained.
Sometimes the angular points only of the profile are indicated, as shown in Fig. 253, where
uprights are erected at the intervals formed by the bases of the slopes of the parapet, and crosspieces are nailed to these uprights to mark the actual angles. '.l.'his method has the advantage
of ~ot impeding the movements of the workmen on the parapet during its construction.
Two profiles at least should be consti·uctecl to each line of pa1·apet, ancl m long faces three, or
.
.
even a greater number of profiles may be requisite.
In addition to these regular profiles along the faces of a work, the mtersect10ns ~f the
parapets at the various angles are shown by what are called "oblique profiles," as shown u1 the
plan, Fig. 2-51.
To set up an oblique profile at an angle of a work, it is first necessary to erect two profiles
to each face forming the angle; then the upright slips may be erected at the angle, a'. the mtersections of the lines joining the corresponding uprights of the profiles. The actual h~ight 0 ~ tbe
diJl'erent parts of the oblique profile are, of course, the same as for the correspondrng pmts of
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the regul,U' profiles. In fact, an "oblique profile" shows the section of the parapet on a lin e
bisecting the angle.
.
.
'fhe work ha,ing been profiled, the ground occupied
by th e 1iar~pet and ditch should be
sho\'l"n by m1U'king the inner and outer line~ of foe parapet w,t_h a pickaxe, nnd also !he top
of both escarp and counterscarp, as shown Ill Fig. 25 1, winch 1s th e trace of three hues of
parapets forming a salient and a re-entering angle. E verythin g is then ready for the execution
of the work.
~-~- For the execution of a work of ordinary profile, three sets of workmen are r equired, in
addition to any men who may be required for purposes of r evettin g, &c.; they are, (1) Diggers
t o exca,ate the ditch; (2) Shovellers to pass on th e earth supplied by th e digger s, and spread it
over the whole smface of the parapet; and (3) Ra11w1e1·s, who ram the earth into a firm mass as the
work procee,ls.
With Tegai·d to the diggers, experience sh ows that (except in one particular case, which will
be further alluded to) a single row of diggers in the ditch is all thnt can be employee! with advantage ; !Uld that they should not be less t bau 6 feet apai·t, as, if placed closer , th ey incommode
each other.

Fm. 251.-Scale
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Diggers are, however, sometimes placed as close together as 4 feet but in that case the
same . amount
k
.of wo 1·k cannot be ob tame
· d from each of them as when they
' a•·e' 6 fe et ar,art ' and
t h e ns
· m
· ciease
·
d . E ac h d',gger 1s
· prov1decl
·
-' a pick
· axe and a shovel.
Th· of ace1dent 8 is
',
with
th r e shovellers should be just in sufficient numbers to be able to pass on the earth as fast as
et~ iggJrs can ~upply it. Their actual number will greatly depend 0 11 the natlll'e of the soil
~• he cllggers will supplf more earth in favo urable than in unfavourable soil. As a general rnl~
s ove ers t o every 3 diggers is a good proportion. Each shoveller is provid ed with a shovel
Oil l y.
One r arnm_er to every 3 diggers is usually sufficient.
Tinsy11rd
detail
of of
workmen
· 1·IC1ty,
·
· gives
·
to every
lineal
the wor h. ',s .th e a d van t •!,le of. sunp
as it
au average of one man
every 6 ards of work .
d . k ' fo, 6 men (3 d1gge1s, 2 shovellers, and 1 rammer) are required for
Y
, an it also allows the diggers, who have the hardest work, to change places
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llith _tlie shovellers and rammers, who have the lightest work, these latter being together c unl t 0
~
the diggers.
In posting the workmen, the diggers (D D, Fig. 251) are placed alon« the line of the esca
6 feet ~part, and facing the work; in _excavating the ditch, they should be .~ade to throw the ea;rh
t.o a d1stallce of at least 12 feet, honzontally, at the commencement of the work. The shovelle.
(8 S, Fig. 251) are p)aced 12 feet from the diggers, and facing them; the rammers (RR, Fig.
should be kept _movm~ over the whole surface of the parapet, as they will thereby consolidate the
parapet by treadmg on 1t, as well as by regularly ramming it.
27~. In dig_ging di~ches _and trenches havi~g sloping sides, it is a rule to commence them by
excavations havmg vertical sides, the slopes bemg finished last. By this means the mass of the
excavation is done without l_oss of t!me. The ditch is usually dug in successive depths of 3 feet,
or thereabouts, the SJC!es bemg left m steps, the base of which depends on the intended slopes of
the ditch. Fig. 25-! is a sketch showing in profile R wo1·k in proaress : two depths of 3 feet ha,·e
been excavated in the ditch, and the third depth is about to be co~menced.

2a~)

FIG. 254.- Scale
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FIG. 255.-Scale
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After the ditch has been carried down to the full depth, the slopes may be formed by first
carefully cutting at intervals small sections, according to the proper form of the finished profile,
and then the inte1·mediate earth would be cut away between these small sections, which ans,rnr
the same purpose of ensuring regularity in an excavation, that wooden profiles erected at
intervals do, in the formation of the parapet.
A double row of diggers in a ditch may be used at the be!7inni11g of the work when the soil
is very di[!icult, and the ,cidth of the ditch at top is not less than 20 feet (Fig. 255). The first row
of diggers (marked I in the figure) next the escarp should excitvate to a width of 5'. The
second or outer row of diggers (marked II in the figure) are placed 12' from the inner row, to
excavate a second trench; they pile the earth on the tongue of ground between themselves and
the first row of dio-gers, but special care must be taken to prevent the earth being thrown over
the tongue among the first row of men. The depth sunk at first, in this case, should be
5 feet.
This method of employing two lines of diggers in a ditch is the only one employed in the
service, and is evidently only applicable in the cases of wide ditches. and then only at the
beginning of work; in no case is it recommended to employ a double row of diggers _in the same
excavation, both rows throwing their earth at the same time on to the parapet, as experience shows
that by so doing the first or inner row of diggers are so interfered with by the second or outer
row, that their exertions are paralysed, and they become mere shovellers to the outer row, and
do no other work.
When parapets are formed, partly from a ditch in front and partly from a t_rench in_ rear, as
is shown in Fig. 88, a double set of diggers could be used with advantage (one m the chtch and
the other in the trench), as neither would interfere with the other, and the work would be executed
.
in a comparatively short time by the combined labour of ~•ny n:en._
274. The time required to throw up a work, with n given d1str1but10n of workmen, depends
on the dimensions of the profile, and on the nature of the soil: T~e trate of the work does not
materially influence the time required for its consti"uction, provided 1t be cornmencecl throughout
at the same time.
If the workmen are properly proportioned, it will be only requi~it_e to_ estimate the time
required to dig the ditch, as the parapet ought to be bmlt as fa~t as the ditch 1s excnv_at~d:
In "easy soil," which term implies soil that hardly reqmres the use of the pic:axe, each
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digger ought to excanite 1 cubic yard of earth for each hour of a day's work, not exceecling
.
.
"> bout's' duration.
In "diflkult soil," which ruay be hard grnvel or wet clay, one httlf of that quantity will
be a fair task,
On tl.te above supposition, the number of actual working hours required to throw up a fielcl
work of known profile will be thus fomul :-Estimate in cubic yards the contents of th~ leugth
of the ditch occupied by each ,Jigger (6 feet usually). In easy soil the number of cubic yards
will .,i,·e tl.te time iu hours; in difficult soil double the time will be wanted.
Estimates of this kind are, of course, llpproximate, as the soil may vttry very much llt different
deptl.ts, and cannot llhmys he determined accurately beforehand: neither can it be expected that
the whole of the workmeu will prove equlllly expert.
~; J. In throwiug up works there is always a superabundance of earth at the salient angles,
and a deficieucy at the re-entering angles, as will be seen from Fig. 256, where the shaded part of
the ditch at each angle supplies earth for the shatlecl part of the parapet. This is an inconvenience
which may be partially remedied hy making the workmen throw the earth obliquely towards the
re-entering angles; and, if necessary, the ditch at the re-entering angles may be enlarged. With
every precatttion, however, there will be a superfluity of earth at the salients, and, to get rid of it,
the surplus is usually spread out to form a small glacis in front.
Frn. 257.-Scale :1~u•
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The importance of draining a work is very great; and great care should be taken to effect
this before beginning the work.*
Should the ground fall to the rear of an open work, the only operations necessary would be
to form gutters or small trenches to lead the water off in the required direction to the rear; but
should the grollllcl rise to the rear, the water must be led to the front, under the parapet, into the
ditch. To effect this drains should be_ cut_ under the ground to be covered by the parapet, and
filled up with stones and fascmes, as m Fig. 258, before the parapet is constmcted, so as to let
water soak through them. All enclosetl works should be thus drained. If bricks, stones, &c.,
are anulal,le, regular covered drams may be constmcted. Where the water is led into the ditch,
pre?aut10ns should be taken to preve~t its injuring the slope of the escarp, by prolonging the
dram beyoncl the escarp, and by revettmg the latter and a portion of the bottom of the ditch
'
'
with stones, &c., as shown in Fig. 257.

Jt~

J~nes, in his Me1:°oranda o~ t~e Lines _of To!Tes ~edras, vol. iii., p, iS, says:-" To ensure an efficient
'!!;te: S~
a punc1pal cons1tleratiou with an officer on commt-ncing a work. Some redoubts
aU1aoe .shoul<~ alwaJ a
J
J_1::e1j\re~cava~ed, w~~h a YlCW ~o s~r~cu the ddenders, 1iarticularly Nos. 101 aml 102 at Oeyras, from neglect of this ).Jl't!Cau1
0
<lraius to kee1) their interior di•v was little
til " , _t_t_r,~Ihly filled \\lth w~ter, lll :-,;epttwLt:r 1810, and the laLour of formin<r
O
.,
t::,,s 1ua.u t at uf cunstructmg: the redouLta. H

i;

he
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CHAPTER VIII.
LINES OF INTRENCIIMENT.
CONTINUOUS AND BROK"EN LINES: general employment (lml atlva.ntages of Lines; should be supptWtcrl by mmtreuwing troops.
VAUBAN's RBDAN LINES, TENAILLE LINES. INDENTED OR CREMA.ILLERE LINES. BASTIONED LINES. LINES WJTB'
INTERVALS, 111hm used, advantage$; arrongemcnt nf a (louble line of wo1·ks, either op(m or cloaed; single line of 1vorks for

defe1ue of a position..

276: Wmrn several works a~·e combined for_ t~e de!'ence of an extended position, they are
called Lmcs, and, as rega1·ds their nstture, are drv1cled mto two groups: viz., Co11tin11011s Lines
so named when they consist of a continuous line of defensive works. and Lines ,cith intel'ral,'.
or Bl'oken Lines. when they consist of separate and distinct works, which usually mutually defencl
·
one another, but not nPcessarily so.
When the object of lines is to enclose a space between themselves and a fot'tified place, such
an enclosed spRce is usually designated l\n Intrenchcrl Camp; when they are thrown up by an
army besieging a fortress, with the view to 1·esist the sorties of th e garrison, they are calle,l
Lines of Contmvallation; when intended to resist the attacks of an army nttempting to rnise
the siege of a place, they are termed Lines of Circ111nioallatio11; and when intended simply to nllow
an inferior army to give battle to an enemy, but without 1·eference to siege operations, they form
·
Intrenchecl Positions.
277. Lines of intrenchment are useful in defensive operations, pt'oviclecl their extent nnd
requisite garrisons are not disproportionate to the numbers of the defensive army; in geneml
terms, not more than one-third of a defensive force should be required to garrison works, leaving
the remainder free for manrnuvring. It must never be lost sight of thnt. Field orks are ahrnys,
on account of their weak profile, liable to assa,ilt at any point, and that they therefore require
the assistance and support of troops encamped in their rear, and favourably posted for the
support of the lines in the event of an attack. The advantage of the Jines will be to a great extent
measured by the freedom of movement they allow to the defensive manamvring fot'ce.
In all intrenched positions the works of defence are accessories or aids to the mana?llrre.• of the
defenders, and should never be treated as the principals of any defensive system. Their object
is to help the efforts of the defensive force, and, if skilfully arranged and constructed, they will
give such assistance, to the following extent.
1st. They will allow fewer troops to defend a position than would be required without
defensive works.
2nd. They will allow the defenders to remain on the defensive, thereby forcing an enemy to
attack on a field of battle well prepared for his reception.
3rd. They will allow the manosuvring defensive at'my to assume the offensiYe, whenever a
favourable opportunity occurs; snch as an assailant being thrown into clisorcler in attacking the
position.
" Continuous lines were much used in the wars at the encl of the 17th and beginning of the
lRth centuries, and were frequently thrown up for an extent of mnny miles; but such long
systematic lines of defensive works, besides the great labour, expense, and publicity attending
their formation, have the serious defect of being of no strength unless equa)ly well guarded
throuahout; and further, when attacked, the defenders have, in consequence of then· flanked
trace, "to man an alignment of nearly double the length of front to be defended, and are utterly
incapacitated from making any instantnneous or powerful forward movement : they therefore
necessitate the worst possible disposition of troops for attack or defence, and m1;1st be regarded
as inadmissible under the present system of tactics. Indeed, sue~ long_ defensive Imes! even when
most in repute, were invariably forced as often as nttacked; and 1t 1s chfficult to concen·e on wl.tat
.
.
.
foundation their popularity so long sustained itself." *
Although long continuous lines have the befor~-men~•?ned defects, continuous Imes of_ th~
short extent of I\ mile or two may be advantageous rn pos1t10ns where the flanks can be natma!IJ

,v

* From Sir John Jones's "Lines of Torres Yeclras. ''
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or artifici,,llv seemed as when rcstin« on a riYcr or a fortress, or to close the intervals between
two ·tron« ,;·orks or to bar nn enemy';'s ad n,nce along a peninsula, ns at Gallipoli by the allied
French a';,d British armies in 185-1, or for some other limited ,,n,l specific object, when the
defonsh·e force is greatly inferior to that of the enemy.
YARIOUS OUTLINES FOR CONTINUOUS LIXE S.

REDAN LINES are continuous lines of redans, joined by cmtains; the dimensions aenerally assigne,l to them being those shown in Fig. 250 . 'l'he salients of the r ed>1ns >1re
240 y~·ds apart, each rednn h!ll"ing a gorge 60 yards broad and a capital H yards long. The
defect of such a trace is that the flank defence is imperfect, the angle between the curtain and the
faces of the red,ms bemg large (about 130°); the ground in front of each redan is, however,
defende,l by the cross fire from the faces of the collateral redans, which, with the rifles of the
present day, would be effective.
To improYe the flank defence of the simple r edan line, the arrangement shown in Fig. 260
is sometimes recommended. This, however, is very defective, as, while the flanking angles are better
than iu the trace shown in Fig. 259, this advantage is obtained by doubling the number of salients,
which having equal prominence are equally open to attack; also the faces BC and CD of the
broken curtain become liable to be enfiladed, because their prolongations can be taken up by an
enemy, while the re-entering angles at B and D become dead.
;!78.

YAUBAN's
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A better modification of the r edan trace is shown in Fig. 261, where the curtain is broken
outwards into two faces, the proF10. 261.-Scale 1S~·
longations of which are directed
on to the salients of the collateral
1·edans, ancl may therefore be con''
sidered as secure from enfilade fire.
The salient angle formed in the
''
midclle of the curtain, being in a
''
re-entering position between the adja'
cent redans, is not equally open to
attack as those works.
279. THE TENAILLE LINE is
.
shown. m Fig. 262, it is form_e~l by a series of red ans with obtuse salients joined to one another.
It is difficult to 1magme a position where such a trace would be a desirable one to adopt, as all
t~e faces (w~rnh are long) are expose cl to en ii lade lire. This is so serious a defect, especially
with _the artillery of the present day, as to condemn this trace for all positions, which would
permit nn enemy to occupy the prolongations of the faces.
280 .. THE INDENTED or CREMAIL1;-ERE LINE (Fig. 263) is formed of faces b c (called branches)
a~d fla~k s a b (call~d crotchets), makmg angles of 95°, or thereabouts, with one anothe,·. The
dimenswns shown m the figure are orclinary ones, but may be varied if required ; the flanking
angles, however, should not be less than 95°,
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This trace, which is useful in many positions, has the advantage of having the branch
(long faces) safe from enfilade or nearly so, as their prolongations fall on ground 80 nec,r othes
works, or so close to. the g_eneral front A B, that gene1:all.l'. it 1yould be impossible for an enemy ::
occup? the_m with h1~ artillery. The flanks from then· c!1rection are liable to enfilade ; but owin
to thell' bemg short hues of parapet, they are comparatively easily protected, by means of bon~
ncttes, traverses, &c., from such a fire .
F10. 262.-ScaJe dm·
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The indentecl line is well suited to close the interval between two strong works, as shown in
Fig. 26-L If these works A and B nre sufficiently close to afford each other a [JOWerful cross fire
of artillery, the indented line should be traced so as to flank the main works, as is shown in the
figure, where the branches are evidently safe from enfilade ; and if the works A and B are sufficiently powerful, from their profile, garrison, and armament, to prevent an enemy attempting to pass
between them without attacking them, then the indented line might be formed of a simple trench,
with the earth thrown up to the front, as in Fig. 265, similar in nature to siege parallels, and it
would then have the great advantage of affording cover from a cannonade to tl'oops deployed in
line in favourable positions for flanking the main works A and B when attacked, while it (the
indented line) would of itself be no obstacle to the forward movement of the troops occupying it.
But to obtain the full advantage of the freedom of manceuvring on the part of the troops either
occupying the intervals between A and B, or posted in reserve in rear, it is necessary that those
works should be strong, both from their profile, size, and armament.
Fro. 264. -Scale ,,\,,-
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When nn indented line is carried across n vnlley, it should not lie traced on a strnight line,
but in ,, re-enterin" cnrve ns in the dotted trncc (Fig. 264), which should be made more or less
concaYe as the sick~ of the' ,nlley are more or less steep. This rnriation in the general direction
of the line is necessary to defilade the ground inside the lines from the opposite side of the valley.
~~l. IhsTIO:<ED L1:<ES are formed by a series of bastioned fronts joined to one another
(fig. ~M); they are not genemlly recommended, as their construction is !ntricnte (as already
pointed ont in Art. 2~1. Bnslioned Forts), and they are not eas1ly ,ulapted to 1rregnfor ground.
:;!s~. It is desirnble to mention, that as continuous lines may under certain circumstances be
ndrnntngeously resorted to.-as, for instance, when their front is short, their flanks secure, and,
"enernlG- speaking, when the defenders are so inferior to their achersaries that offensive move::ients are lrnnlly possible,-in such cases their 11rofile cannot be too strong, and they should be
gtrengtheued by eYery possible means ; but if the defenders are not so inferior to their adversaries,
then the works of defence should be planned nnd executed so as to give to the defenders as much
co,,-er as possible, without pre,,-enting their a.ssuming the offensive at any desirable moment.
28:3. LD<ES WITH I:<TERVALS (broken lines), already defined, luwe the advantage of consisting
of a small extent of works, as compared with the front occupied. The works are armngecl either
in a single or else in a double row, in such a manner that the inner works may flank those of the
outer row. The works should occupy the most favourable positions on the ground; and if solidly
constructed, they form so many strong points behind which the 1mmc:euvring force may be massed
ready to move to the front whenever a fa,ourable opportunity may occur.
Compared with continuous lines, covering 1tn equal front, lines with intervals have the following admntages.
(1.) Less extent of parapet, consequently less labour in construction, and smaller garrisons to
man them.
(Q.) Freedom of movement to the defensive force, allowing them to move to the support of the
part attacked at any moment.
(3.) An assailant. must attac½ and ove;power seve1:al works, in order to force the position;
whereas a purely contmuous hoe, if forced m any part, 1s usually lost to the defenders.
(4.). The works, if of a strong profile, may be garrisoned by untrained troops. who would be
useless m tbe open field.
284. For an open site the following arrangement of a double line of works is a suitable one.
The advanced line is composed of
F10. 267.-~cale ro6.·
lunettes (a a, Fig. 207), traced so
.,
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d f d. ere~ . me 18 composed of works favourably situated for flanking the advanced works and
F:aeno~~g ei_r g~rges. These . work~ would generally be closed ones, and are so shown in
d. "'t • ' . t 1s d1fficult to fix chmens1ons for such an arranaement of works as the above. the
th
d\!t:~:: ~;0";,t ;;li : tlune:~es wou~d ~ary greatly; if their fla~1ks were a~·mecl with artillery: the
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0
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with?ut preventing the defenders from making a powerful forward movement, whenever the m
Y ay
reqmre to do so.
In positions where the outer line of works is disp~secl along a convex curve, the inner line
may be replaced by a strong central redoub_t ~r fort. This work woulcl be the key of the position
'
and no }abou1: should be spared to ~-ender 1t Ill every respect as formidable as possible.
2~"- Art1ll~1-y _puste,l to assist m the defence of broken lines, similar to those just described,
wouhl be thus d1stnbute,l :-011e or more guns would be placed en barbette in the salient of each
of the acl vaucecl works, m orcler to thoroughly sweep the ground in front ; the flank s of these
worl~s shoultl be armecl with at least :3 guus each, to afforcl a powerful cross fire over the intervals,
ancl Ill front of the coll~teral work~. The heaviest guns would be placed in the rear line, as being
most secure, and affordmg a pos1t1ou where their long range would allow them to take an active
part at every period of the atLtck.
Frn. 2GB. -&:a.le n•-B·
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It is almost unuecessary to acid, that these guns shoulcl be protected as much as possible by
means of traverses (Art. 2:30), bonnettes (Art. 238), &c. Fig. 2GB is given here as exhibiting a type
of work such as would be requirecl for one of the advanced w0rks indicated in Fig. 2G7. A
Larbette for three guns is shown at its salient; at each of its flanks is a barbette for one gun and
embrasures for others. The gorge of the work is closed by a stockade having a flanked trace.
If time permit, a blockhouse reduit (B H J should be aclclecl; its floor should be sunk, in order to
keep its roof low for protection from distant artillery fire, and with the same view the blockhouse
should be place,! near the salient of the lunette.
Iu determiuing the armament of Field w·orks of every kind, it shoulcl be remembered that guns
are most beneficially employed for offensive purposes, such as for sweeping the ground in front of
the position, enfilading the most probable line of advance of an assailant, crossing their fire in
front of the salients of collateral works, &c., but they are not usually (except in very large works)
posted for the close defence of the work they occupy; in fact, while a field work is a protection to
any guns inside it, those guns are not to be considered as a protection to the works, although when
attacked they are used as sach. It is generally allowed that, for the close defence merely of
a field parapet, the space required by a gun in a work woulcl be better occupied by infantry.
28G. When a position is defended by a double line of closecl works, the rear face~ of tl1e
advanced line should have slight parapets (1' or 5' thick only), in order to allow of their berng
destroyed by the artillery in ,·ear, should an assailant gain possession of them. For the same
reason, the rear parapets should have a, small a command as possible.
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~f;,. A position mny be sometimes defentletl by a single line of works, _placed on th e_ most
fa.ourable points. In such a case the works should _be lar!le enough to conta1'.1 str~ng f(ar'.·,_son~ ;
they should be near enounh to one another to submit the rntervals to a powe1ful file of a, tille1y,
anJ to afford each other ~utual support; they should be close_d at the gorge, and sh ould have a
profile capable of resisting a violent assimlt. At the same time they ~houlcl be supported by
troops in rear, in readiness to move to their assistance when att_acked; for '! cannot be_ too strongly
impres,rd that Field Works will fall, when properly attacked, 1f left to their own unaided efforts.
CHAPTER IX.
BRIDGE HEADS, ETC.

HE.Ans: their objed, nature; atent deyendent on importance of the com:tmmication; best position in a rfoer for defence;
ronditions to ba fulfilled ; action of current in a. teinding river; fonnation of shoals; probable position.a of fords; deIJths
/or fords.

BRI.DOE

288. A BRIDGE HEAD (Tete-de-pont) is a work, or series of works, thrown up to cover the
communication across a river. \Vhen works are required to 1irotect only one end of a bridge, they
are termed Single bridge heads; when both ends have to be protected, the intrenchments thrown
up for that purpose form a Double bridge head.
Fortresses which occupy both sides of a river form double bridge heads, and give to the
army possessing them the great advantage of being able to operate on eith er bank of the river, or
on both banks at the same time.
The best position, as regards facility of defence, for a single bridge head is a re-entering
bend,* i.e. one concave towards the enemy's side, because in that position the n ear bank, being
salient on each side of the bridge head, envelopes it to a considerable extent, so that batteries and
other works on that bank can flank the tete-de-pont with great effect, pro,idecl the river be not
very broad. The bridge head in this position also covers the bridge from view, ancl the ground
in front can be snbmitted to the fire of the bridge head.
These considerations peculiarly fit a re-entering bend as a good position for jol"cing the
passage of a river.
The number of works requirecl for a bridge head will depend principally on the importance
of the communication, and on the number of troops likely to r etreat by it.
In some instances a single redan or lunette covering the immediate head of the bridae might
suffice, as in Figs. 26U, 270, or 271 ; but on an important line of communication more than one
FIG. 269.

FIG. 270.

Frn. 271.
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Each bridge would be protected by a small work such as a i-edan or
our, aA, d ea , an tl~e. who!~ would be e1:1closed within a line of works thrown up for the
n a vanced position might be occupied by a chain of detached works
purpo~.
0
\~-i_fled artillery will make it impossible for the future to prevent an enemy
occu;yi~:~e~~~-~?!e
1 11
WI nn range of a bridge, by any moderate development of works in a bridge
0

f
* The po.~ition, however, may in eome cases be a had
one or forming the bridge itself, and the choice may often be
betw~n a ~ooJ. structure and a. bad defence, or vice ver.!d.
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head; it ':'ill therefore be of greater importance than formerly to conceal the bricloe 8 f·
rom nn
o
enemy's view.
289. The points to be principally attended to in arranging the works of a bridge I d .
_lst. To cover the bridge from the view and the fire of an enemy to as great a~aexf::t
as
possible.
2ncl. To ~ank th~ works of the bridge head, where possible, from the other side of the river or
from islands 111 the r~ver .. In the case of very wide streams, the bridge head must be given' it
s
own flank defence, as m Fig. 210.
3rd. To pro_vide easy communications for the retreat of the defenders across the bridges 8
~bat after ~he mam fore~ may _have effected its retreat the garrisons of the works may be withdr~wi
m success10n, commencmg with those of the most advanced works.
Ftc. 272. -Sea.le ,,i.,.

(
,--..
4th. To construct works bearing on the bridges so as to be able to destroy them, should an
euemy attempt to make use of them for forcing the passage.
These various requirements are fulfilled in the arrangement of works forming the Bridge
Head shown in Fig. 272.
290. While re-entering bends of rivers form the best defensive position for a bridge, for the
reasons above stated, the action of the water in a winding river frequently unfits such positions
for the establishment of a military bridge.
A current running in the direction of the arrow in Fig. 273, will continue in its straight
course until it impinges on the curved bank at A, which will cause it to deflect to the right: it will
then take an oblique direction across the river (as shown by the dotted line), and at the next curve
of the river it will impinge on the bank at A', and be again deflected obliquely across to the other
bank. This change of direction from side to side will continue as long as the course of the
stream is winding. This is shown in Fig. 273, where the dotted line represents the general
direction of the current: thus the stream is always running in the winding parts of a nver
obliquely to its banks; and this oblique direction causes the stream to take effect on the _sides of
the boats, or other floating bodies forming the piers of a military bridge, instead of on then· bows.
,vhen the cut'l'ent is very rapid, from floods or other causes, this obli<[ne action of the stream may
R
exert such a strain on the piers as to carry away the bridge.
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, b bad positions for establishing bridges
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ieference to the formation of shoals at those ~arts where a rapid curr~_nt is slackened
1~
v
from nny cause, the f.,]Jowi·,
a table g,·yes the greatest velocity which each of the vanous substances
named cnn 1·esist, without bemg moved:Velocity of wnter at the bottom necessary to produce movement.

For fine Sand
. ••
coarse angular round do. . , ,
Fine, size of a gram of aniseed
••
Gravel, l\Iean, size of a pea
•,
Coarse, size of a bean
Pebbles, an inch in diameter
Angular Stones, size of an egg

6 inches per second.
8
4
7

l

12

24
36
FIG. 27-!.

FIG. 2i3

This unequal action of the current is illuslratecl by the s_ection (~ig. 274), which shows de_ep
water with steep banks at one side (A), and shallow water with shelvrng banks at the opposite
side (B).
A sudden fall of the stream at such a position might be very injurious to a floating bridge, for
one part might be left aground , while tbe other, dropping with the fall of the Wllter, would be torn
away from it.
When a bridge is established across a river, special precautions must be taken to prevent its
being injured by floating bodies carried down by the cunent. Boats stationed on the up stream
side of the bridge should watch for such bodies, and should either tow them on shore before
reaching the bridge, or, in the event of their being unable to effect this, should guide them to any
opening that may be made in the bridge to allow them to pass through.
291. From the fot·egoing observations it will be apparent that in a winding river fords may
frequently be found running obliquely across it from one convex part to another,* as shown in
Fig. 2 rn by the line + + + + + ; but, in general, fords are to be looked for at enlargements of a
river, where its course is straight.
be passable should not be more than 4 feet deep for cavalry, 3 feet for infantry,
Ford
A 4"
artillery.
for to
and 2·
• In Sir Howard Douglas' "Milita.ry Britl.ges, 11 p. 21: "The author has frequently found riven fordable in this
manner, wluch ~ould not Oe. crossed perpendicularly at any point. The Spanish army, with which the author served,
fol'fle<l th~ &la. m the campaign of 1812, without loss or difficulty, by taking advantage of this circumstance; and in the
l:!am~ ml.uoer he forded the Duero, near Lamora, and several other formidable rivt>rs."
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In rivers the bottom of which is moving sand or fine gravel, the fords are danNerous nncl
deceitful; because_, if lai:ge bodies _of troops have to pass and the current is strong, the s':tnd stinecl
up by the operat10n will be carried away, and the ford Wlll probably become impassable for the
rear of the line of march.
The best precaution for passing a ford is to drive two 1·ows of pickets at small distances apart,
to show between them the line of the ford; strong ropes should be passed along each row taking a
'
turn round each picket.
A good method of 1:econnoitring a fore! ~s to d~scend the river in a boat with a_ sounding line,
hung over the stern, adJusted to the requlSlte ordmary depth of 3 feet. Conductmg the boat in
the direction in which, from the principles already laid clown, fords are most likely to be found.
the sounding line will indicate when it touches the bottom; and the direction of the ford, its
width, the nature of bottom, &c., cnn be ascertained and laid down.

CHAPTER X.
DEFENCE

AND

ATTACK OF POSTS, ETC.

gencrala1·rangementsfor; DEFENCE OF A FIELD WORK, against a surprise and against an open
assault; DEl,'ENCE OF A HOUSE, condition.s to be fvlfillecl; operations to lie pe1:fotmed; tambot1rs and mac1ticou1is aalleries.

DB.FENCE OF lNTRENCHMENTS,
DEFENCE OF A VILLAGE i

outline of operations i fonnation of bal'ricades.

ATTACK ON FIELD W ORKS-U.$1.1(.dly

by

08Sftlt 't,

sometimes preceded by partial siege operations. ATTACK BY SURPRJBE described. A'ITACK BY OPEN FORCE: Jornwtion
of the assai1ants ;nto d.-irniishers, stol'1ning party, and resert•e; their ieveral duties; eniployme11t of al'lilleriJ fo the c,tlack o,t
Field TI 7orks; mode o.f culvonce of tlle assaulting parties. ATTACK ON A HousE describetl. Usual methods of destroying.
or passing, the obstacles en.countel'ecl when assaulting F'i.eld Works.

292. DEFENCE OF INTRENCHMENTs.-The defence of small works, or simple intrenchments,
is confined principally to infantry; but in large works, such as redoubts, or forts, forming in
combination an intrenched position, artillery will become an essential element in defence.
In the defence of a position artillery should be posted so as to obtain a cross fire on all the
approaches to it, and the heaviest guns should be placed in the most commanding and inaccessible
positions, under the protection of those Field Works which are capable of offering the most prolonged resistance to an enemy's attack, and in such a manner as to be able to keep up a fire on
the assaulting columns without incommoding their own troops. The lightest pieces shoulcl be
stationed at the most advanced posts, so that they may retire from th em with facility, if obliged
to do so. One of the many advantages of the present rifled field artillery is their comparnti,·e
lightness, which will allow them to be moved rapidly from one site to another, while they have
the advantage of long range, which light smooth-bored artillery do not possess; for if long range
is required with smooth-bored gnns, it is necessary to use large calibres, and it is therefore
.
impossible to combine long range and lightness in the same gun.
The reserve troops should be stationed in convenient positions in rear, covered if possible
from an enemy's view, either by taking advantage of the inequalities of the ground, or by menus
of trenches, &c., in readiness to be moved to tbe support of the works attacked, as soon as tlie
intentions of the enemy shall have become apparent. To give the grentest possible free~lom of
movement to these manreuvring troops, rnads of communication are generally formed rn rear
of the works, ditches are filled, hedges levelled, and streams bridged where required; and, in fact,
.
every effort will be made to allow the defenders to assume the offensive when required:
It is beyond the province of the present work to enlarge on these main operat10ns, which
would be usually settled in all their detail by the General in command, or his staff. Such operations as may fall to the lot of an individual officer to carry out with the men under his command,
.
will now be referred to in greater detail.
2U3. DEFENCE OF A FIELD WoRK,-In occupying a Field Work for defence, the fo-st ~uty ?f
lus.
vieiv
tb,s
with
surprise;
by
attack
an
agniust
precautions
necessary
the
an officer is to take
detachment should be told off to the positions they are to occupy, so that at the first moment ?1
alarm every man may repair, without confusion or delay, to his proper post. By. day thei·~ is
slight danger of surprise, provided the commonest precautions are taken; but at 111ght too g,eat
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,;gilance cnnnot be exercised, p,wticula t·ly in bad wea~her, '!hich is mo_st favourable for st~ch an
enterp,·isc. A sentry should, as a general rule, be stnhoned rn every sahent of the work; p1quets
and videttes should be postecl in ad,·ance, and, if necessary, on the flanks, to watch every road or
path by which an enemy couhl advan~e, ti1ki1~g _care that they ar~ not so far _apart as to allow an
enenw t,1 pass between them.* Pronded tins 1s the case, the !me of sentries cannot be too far
adm~ced from the work, in order to give ample time for the defenders to get nncler arms a~d
repair to their posts. Frequent patrols to ~he front and flank s should be mad e at uncertam
intervals both to assist in preventing surprise, and to keep the adv>tnced posts properly on the
alert. fieaps of dry brushwood, strnw, &c., to be li ghted when the piqnets are compelled to
withdraw. may be prepared at intervals ; in a wet stormy night, however, these cannot be
depended upon, and the ahirm will usually be given by the piquets firing ou the enemy.
29J. In posting the defenders of a work to resist au assault, a double rank should be allotted
to the lines of parapet most exposed, and, in order t o get the most effective fire from them, one
rank should occupy the banquette, and should fire ; the second rank behind them, under cover,
should load aud supply the front rank with loaded rifles. The best shots should be selected for
firing. By this division of labour, as rapid a fire would be k ept up as if both ranks were on the
banquette firing independently, while only one-half the men would be exposed to direct fire; and
until the struggle became hand to hand, this arrangement appears most suitable. In most
instances of actual assaults, the defenders have mounted on the superior slopes,t when the
assailants have arrived close to the works, in order to preserve the advantages of freedom of
movement, and a clear view, together with a favourable position for preventing the enemy scaling
the parapets : at such a critical moment the mere cover afforded by the parapets is altogether a
secondary consideration .
A reserve, varying from one-half to one-sixth of the garrison, according to the situation of
the work, its liability to assault, &c., should be provided, in addition to the meu required to man
the parapets. The reserve should be held in readiness to attack the enemy on his first penetrating
into the work, which usually will be in small numbers, and in no regular formation.! A supply
of hand-grenades to throw into the ditches should be provided, together with live shells, which
latter should be slid down the superior slopes on wooden troughs, made into a V shape from a
couple of planks, supported on sods, &c., in the proper position. One objection to the use of
large shells in defending Field Works, is that by theii- explosion they may destroy, or blow gaps
in the defensive obstacles, such as palisades, &c., which would not be the case with hand-grenades.
Trunks of trees arranged on the crest of a parapet, and a few inches above it, will answer all the
purposes of loopholes of sandbags; and when no longer required for that purpose, may be
rolled down the superior slope into the ditch, with great effect. The approach to the work should
be rend:red as difficult as J?OSsible, by improving existing obstacles, wherever practicable,-such
as, f?r mstance, by deepemug or obstructing fords, felling trees ou the ground they staud,
formmg entanglemen ts of hedges, &c.; aud where natural obstacles are not existing artificial
'
ones would_ ~e constructed, in _the m11nuer described in Chapter II.
defence should be strengthened by every resource available,
. A position or work ~ccup1ed
while ~n enemr delays his att~ck. .Cf, when an officer takes charge of a work, he find it weak,
there 1s every mducement on Ins part to mRke it strona; but should he find it alreadv strong his
'
•
best e'?deavours should be di.i-ected to making it strong':ir.
Fmally, as_ rega_rds t~e arr~ngements t_o be made for the proper defence of a work, an
.
1mi;>ortant cons1derati~n mll be its commu~1cation with the rear; not neces8arily for a retreat,
which may take place if the orders under wh,ch the post is held admit of it, when every defensive

for

ii. • Ad_vanced eentrie! in presence of an enemy e~~uld be composed of a. file (couple) of men, and not of single men, in
!!:/ifficulty of a.n enemy surpnsrng them, by creeping up and ba.yonetting them, or by making them
;~:n~

~ft~:~

t The~~"r"'tibans at Se~aatopol, and the Turks at Silistria and
the pa.rape..., 0
e works m thllil manner, at the several assaults.

Kara, during the la.te war, mounted the superior slollf"• of
r-

occu \!i_t !t:h~:i~~nt~:~unette St. Roque, at Badajoz, by tbe Br.itish. in 1812, tbe defend~ of tbe parapets were 80
that tbeybwere_ unawar~ of the work bemg entered at th~ gorge until too late to prevent the
the work. Such an
~
0811
m a forcible manner the advantage of havwg a reserve of defenders to a work
of defence •·• addit1'on t th ccurrenee a. owsthe
parapet&.
o e men mannrng
,

gf

f•
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effort hns been mad~; but also for receiving reinforcements and fresh supplies of ammunition, on
the fulfilment of wl11ch the proper defence of a work or post has often hinged.*
295. DEFENCE OF A HousE.-ln occupying a house for defence, there are the following
advantages on the part of the defenders:. !L) l\Iost of_ th~ defensive obstacles, such as the walls, acting as parapets, &c., are already
existmg, and req mre improvement merely.
(2.) Materials are more or less at hand for strengthening the post.
(3.) The defenders are well covered from musketry.
(4.) The walls are great obstacles to an assault.
As a set off to t(1ese advantage~ there are the following inconveniences, which will become
more apparent accordmg to the ability of the assailant to bring artillery to the aid of his
attack.
(1.) The walls ai-e not proof against artillery, and cannot usually be made so.
(2.) The buildings are liable to be set on fire by incendiary projectiles.
(~-) They are also liable to be breached by artillery.
The a~-t of converting buildings, with the outhouses and walls that usually surround them ,
,
mto defens1bl_e po_sts, consists in selecting from the mass of objects at hand such as will answer
the p1;1rpose rn view, and in destroying everything which interferes with it, making use of the
matenals to strengthen the part which is to be fortified.
_2?6, When there is a choice, the building should possess some or all of the following
reqms1tes : lst. It should command all that surrounds it.
2ndly. It should he substantial, not thatched, and it should be of a nature to furnish
materials useful for placing it in a state of defence.
3rclly. It should be of an extent not too great for the nnmber of the defenders, and should
only require, for the completion of the proposed object, the time and means which can be
spared.
4thly. It should have projections flanking the walls and angles.
5thly. It should be difficult of access on the side exposed to attack, and yet have a safe retreat
defenders.
the
for
As n rough guide to judge of the requirements under the third bead, one man ought to be
allotted to every 4 feet of wall round the interior of the lower story; one man to 6 feet for the
second story; one man to 8 feet of an attic, with a reserve of about one-sixth of the whole.
The following comprise most of the operations requisite to place the house in a state of
defence: they must be undertaken in the order of their relative importance according to circumstances; and after the immediate object for which they are designed bas been secured, measures
may be adopted for their improvement :-If time permit (see Figs. 277), barricade the doors and
windows on the ground-floor; make loopholes in them ; loophole the walls generally, with one,
two, or three tiers of holes, according to the nature of the rooms, attending first to the most
exposed parts; break communications through the party walls and partitions, making arrangements to defend, on either side, one room after another; sink ditches opposite the doors and
windows on the outside; loophole the floors of the upper rooms, so that a fire from above may be
directed on the enemy should he force an entrance into the lower rooms; cut away the staircases,
substituting ladders; barricade the upper windows, and loophole them aud the walls; le".e( anything outside that would give cover to the enemy; arrange a flauking defence, where reqms,te, by
constructing a tainbour in front of a window, door, or angle of the house; 1·emove thatched or
wooden roofs, and all combustible materials near the house; place vessels of water in the rooms
to extinguish fire; loophole, and otherwise place in a state of defence, garden-walls and fences;
cut up the roads and paths, and arrange obstacles around the house, beginning with the most
assailable points ; and, linally, ai-range means of communication with the rear.
297. In loopholing the walls of houses, the holes should not be closer to one another than
• At the Battle of \Vaterloo the advanced post of La Haye Sainte was lost from neglect of the simple precaution of
blocking up the entrance gate at the side, and forming an openiuG throng~ the rear encJosure wrul; which would have

admitted of the ammunition of the defenders being renewed, and thetr casualties replaced,
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3 feet and the onlv rule thnt can be followed is to mnke them as small ns possible, as at the best
they ,~ill be ,ery rough openings. Loopholes at. the angles of n house, if pra cticable, will be found.
extremely useful. For directions as to loophohng nnd prepnrmg for defence walls and hedges of
different sizes the reader is referred to Chapter I.
A flank d~fence for buildings may be obtained by constructing either Tambours or llfachicoulis
Galleries.
A Tambour (Fig. 275) is formed of stockade work, and is usually mad e in the shape of n
rednn or lunette, enclosing a space in front of n "·aJJ ;
communiciltion is kept up with the interior, ei ther by
FIG. 275.
taking advantage of an existing doorway, or by breakLoophole<l wall.
ing a rongh one through the wall. Th e tarn bonr should
be flanked by loopholes cut obliquely in the walls behind
it. A roof may be added if required. If the tambour
serves also to cover a communication with the exterior.
then it must have either on e or two openings left between
it ancl the walls, such as a, Fig. 275, which can be easily
barricaded .
.An existing porch would serve as a tambonr by
loopholing it, and barricading its doorway or strengthening its door, so as to make it musket-proof.
Doors may be made musket-proof by nailing planks on t o them diagonally, so ns to increase
their thickness to at least 6 inches.
A lllachico11lis gallery is a kind of balcony built outside windows ; it should have musketproof walls not less than 4 feet in height, which may be loopholed; openings nre left in the floor
through which a fire of musketry can be directed downwards, so as to defend the entrance into
the building. A loophole made in each end wall will also serve to flank the walls of the main
building.
A Mnchicoulis gallery is shown in profile in Fig. 276, and may be thus made.
FIG. 276.-Scale
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Break two holes throng!~ the wall, 10 or 12 feet apart, on the level of the floor; through
these hole~ pass from the outside stout beams, B, which are part of strona brackets the upright
0
part which _(C) must rest against the wall,~- The beams (B) may be se~ured to th~ floor of the
room Y pas st~g ropes through holes mad~ m the planks round the joists, J; or they may be
:ecured t~ a hansverse beam, D: the se?1mty of the work depends on the proper fastening of these
eams. • couple of sleepers, FF, nailed to the beams, B, will support !' floor of plnnks, p;

t
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openings being left between the planks to serve as loopholes. Musket-proof walls must then be
"dcled to the front and sides.
If a window serves as a commuuication, it sh ould be cut down to the levelof the floor.
An exp~secl _door-:ay ~ay be :in:otected fr?m artillery fire by laying a row of _splinter-proof
timbers outside, m an inclined posit10n, touchmg one another, and afterwards covering them with
5 or 6 feet of earth, built up in sandbags.
The sleepers ancl joists of the house that bear on the walls should be shored up, so that,
if the walls are partly breached with artillery, their partial fall need not be necessarily followed
by that of the floors above.•
Fig. 277 is a plan of a house, with outbuildings and garden-wall, forming a good defensible
post. TT are stockade tambours. The projecting porch of the house is used as a tambour.
According to the time and means available, all the contrivances of defence which have been
referred to, would be carried into effect.
298. DEFENCE OF A VILLAGE.-Wben a village (Fig. 278) is to be placed in a state of defence,
Frn. 278.

11 b important
· ill
either as an advanced post of an army or as an independent po~t1 it w genera Y : allot for
to select some strong masonry building, F, such a~ a _church, JRt~, or court-house, Juit of the
hi h
its arrison a due proportion of troops, and to fortify ,t a~ th~ citadel, ke~p, or re
posion. If there be a choice, that building is preferable which 1s centrally situated, and on g
h d and the houses set on
1 b
• Owing to the precautions taken by the French, although the '_Valls were frequent y reacediJ• extiuguished.-Dt/tnct'
Y
fire by the Engliah artillery, yet the fori_ner were prevented from falling, and the latter were spe
of U.. F,,,.tifitd. Building, at Solam~ "' 1812.
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groun<l, commnnding a view of the village and adjac_ent country, flanking the principal streets,
and b:wing au open space around it .. Such substtLntial houses (EE), and walls should then be
for rntrenchrnents, outworks. &c. Some of these may be made
h
1 as cwill become substitutes
~o ~si::1g a cross fire on the streets leading to the citadel, and tlflnk it_if assaulted. ~'be buildings
which interfere with this arrangement, or whi_ch cannot b~ occup1_e<l, must be either entirely
le,·elled or opened to the fire of the ~thers by pullmg down the rntervenmg walls; and where no walls
exist, the vacancy shoultl be supplied Ly stockade work, S. Easy, llirect, and well-ass,1r~d c?m•
munications should be then estnbh shed between the outworks and the citadel, carefully barncachng,
B B the Janes or streets by which the enemy might intercept the retreat or concentration of the
defe~ders. The outskirts of the village may be made to assume the cbarncter of an advanced
co,ereJ wny, by occupying the intervals with trous-de-)oup, abattis (A A) , palisades, a~d stockade
work usin" for the purpose garden paling, and formrng banks, hedges, and walls rnto breastwork; with ditches or trenches. Buildings such as H H , conveniently situated for the purpose,
should be loopholed, either to flank the approaches, or to serve as reduits or intrenchments to
the advanced line. The ronds by which an enemy might be expected to advance should be cnt up
and obstructed with felled trees, barrows, hurdles, or paling firmly planted in several rows , ancl
slantin" forwards. All obstacles should be so placed >is to be exposed to a flanking fire. Bridges
sboui<i"be broken, and the passage disputed under cover of some simple Field Work placed
favourably to command the road. The paths for the r etreat of the .. dvanced parties should be in
direct lines, converging towards the keep, and should pass, as much as possible, strnight through
buildings by openings made in them for t~at purpose ; . a _fire being kept up on the advancing
enemy from loopholes cut 111 the upper portion of the bmldmg. Streams should be dammed up
in order to deepen them; or , if time and means suffice, to form inundations.
If the village be of too great an extent for the force thrown into it, a portion only should be
strengthened, and the remainder separated or destroyed: or the defence might be confined to one
or two separate buildings.
The order in which the above-mentioned operntions should be executed, and the extent to
whirh they can be carried out, must be left to the intelligence of the commander, who will be
necessarily influenced by various contingencies, such as the strength and composition of the defensive
force, the proximity of the enemy, the nature of the country, und the character of the village, the
purpose and time for which the position is to be maintained, &c. The resolute defence of villages
situated on the front of an army has often decided the fate of a battle."
299. Streets are barricadecl by forming across them an obstacle which should serve also as
a parapet. Where,·er a barric,tcle is constmcted, the houses on either side should be occupied
and luopboled, so as to fl ank it. A barricade shoulcl extend quite across a street, communications
being kept up by breaking openings through the adjacent houses. If time permit, a ditch should
be sunk across the_ st1:eet, forming th~ earth into a parapet; paving stones, &c. , being used as
revetmen_ts. But if _time presses, a chtch wou_ld not be dug, the parapet being formed from the
most available matenals, s uch as casks fill ecl with earth; boxes, bags, &c., being also made use of.
Planks supported on casks, stools, or chairs, would be usecl as banquettes. Furniture, carts,
banows, &c., would form an obstacle in front .
. In all cases precautions must be taken to prevent barricades being turnecl by an enemy penetrahng to then· rear through other streets, which shouhl be equally defended.
:JOO. Ar:racK ON FIELD :VoRKs.-It is usually by assault that earthen inti-enchments are
taken, as it 1s ge,'.erally practicable, by a superior fire of artillery, to ruin many of the accessory
defences, and to chsmount guns which_ would retarcl the advance of the assailants. Field Works,
howe_ver,_ ma)'. frequently be so ~orm1dable, from their_ profile, armament and extent, as to be
s~cme ft?m immediate attack; m which case the assailants must resort to parti,il siege operations: before they woul,l be justified in giving the assault.t
TI_ie attack on Field \\'orks, which are open to assault, may be executed by Swprise or by

'

Ope11 .force.

~Ul. AN

; I~·

ATTACK BY SURPRISE
2

!,° ~btak;_n f_rom

M \'i~

811

can only take place when the advance of the assailants is

ruc instructions Ulan.e<l by the French Imperial Minititer of \Var, in 1S14.

e ca.. e m the attack by the Pruaai.uu,s ou the Danish tiehl positivu at Diippel, in 1~64.
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concen_led by fog or clnrkness, or br irregularity in the form of the ground, as in mountainous
countries, aud when prope_,. pre?aut10ns lmve not beeu tnken by the garrison.
l11 _orcl,~ to succee,I Ill tlus method of atta?k, the enemy shonld be cleceivecl, so ns to lead
•
!um to uungme tlrnt some totally different enterprase was contemplated.
Night is the most fnvouruble time for a surprise, as the preliminary movements and arrange•
men~s are concenled b:Y the darkness. The actual attack generally takes place shortly before
da3 hght, as, 1f succ~sstul, the_ nssmlrmts are assisted by the daylight in making the necessarv
•
arrangements to retam possess10n of the works.
If the ?bject of the att"ck be merely _to hold the works -for a sufficient time to destroy the
defences, spike the gnns, explode the nrngazmes, &c. &c., the attack may be execnted early in the
night, and the works be abandoned before daylight.
THE ATTACK ~•· i'1_F.LD ,voRKs _DY OPEN FORCE,_ it is advisable to advance against
302.
several pomts at the same time, 111 order to chstrnct the attention of the garrison: of these attacks
some msty ~e ~nlse, bnt sho~ld, l1owever, lie converted into real attncks, if the enemy appear
wenk or hes,tat111g on the pomts threatened; one nttnck ought generally to be directed on the
rear of the work, if open at the gorge, ns such an attempt will lessen the confidence of the
defenders.
As many assaulting colum11s should be formed as there nre points to be attacked. Each
column is usnally divided into three bodies,-viz., Skirmishers, Storming Party, and Reserve.
The skirmishers precede the stormi11g party, and endeavour to keep clown the fire of the
works attacked; they advance up to the edge of the ditch, profiting by auy natural cover they
can find.
The storming party are usually accompanied by a party of sappers or pioneers carrying axes,
crowbars, bags of powder, &c., to surmount the obstacles that may be expected to be encountered,
and nlso by a small pEll'ty of artillerymen to spike any captured gnus, or, if necessary, to turn
them on the defenders. The storming party shonld not be allowed to tire, but should lie movecl
to the assault as rapidly as can Le dune, without putting them ont of breath. A rapid assault
raises the spirits of the assailants, and also lessens the duration of their exposure to fire.
The reserve follows the storming pnrty a short distance in rear (100 to 200 yards), to act as
circumstances may require; it mny repel attempts to aid the defenders, reinforre the storming
party if they succeed in entering the work, or it may afford them a rallying point, ancl cover their
retreat if they fail.
The troops destined for the nssanlt are drawn up in the cover nearest to the works.
A1·tillery used in the attack of Field ·works should be placed when possible in the pro•
longations of the faces of the works, in_ order to enfilade ~hem, and to destroy ~heir 1tccessory
defences, such as traverses, abatt,s, palisades, &c.; for this latter purpose howitzers are best
adapted. They should continue their fire o_n the works_until the a<l\'ance of the stor11;i~g colm~rns
has rendered it necessary to cease, when 1t may be chrected to the rear of the position agamst
any troops that may be supporting the works.
The signal for the assanlt being given, which is clone immecliately the artillery lrnve produc~cl
the requisite effect, the attacking columns march to the assault in the direction nf the c~pitals m
the before-mentioned order of skirmishers, storming party, and resene. The adrnnce berng mncle
on the capitals, allows the artillery to continue their fire until the infantry have arrived close to
.
the works, and also exp0ses tLe latter to less fire than they woulcl experieuce els_ewhere.
If the salient attacked be not fln11kecl, the assailants may desceud iuto the chtch nt the •ahent,
and- give the assault at once on both faces; but if there are flm,king defence_s. it is desirable that
the assailants, when they arrive close to the salient, should edge off to the nght or to _the left,_ so
as to be exposed to the fire of only one flank; they should tl:en make fot· the re-entenng portion
of the ditch, and give the assnult 011 both faces forming the re-entering angle.
Should the ditches have a great depth, it will be necessary to lessen 1t by means of bags, filled
with hay, &c., or with fascines carried by a party of men in nclnrnce of the sto_rmers.
In assaulting a work wuose escarps ancl counterscerps are revetted, scnlrng ladders must be
employed. The first division of each column of assault carries the loJJgcst lndllers, they _desce nd
into the ditch Ly their means, and the11 can-y them across the ditch allll rear t)1em again st th _P
escarp. The next divi&ion carries other ladders, which they place an,! leave ng,uust the ~ounte,-
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carp, so that the remainder of the column can pass down the counterscarp ladders and up those
. .
.
of the esc,u-p without ddny.
;l():1. ATHCK Ol/ A Hol'SE.-The nttnck on a house 1s conducted on the same pnnc1ples as
that on a Fieltl Work. If guns and rockets are availabl~, they should be employed, bef?re the
assault, in smoothing the path for the infantry, by destroying _obstacl_es, breaclu11g the bu1lchngs,
or sett in" them on fire: howitzer shells and rockets at·e especrnlly smtable for the latte,· purpose.
When tl~e assailauts are 1111providecl with these powerful projectil es,_ at lenst two attuc)<s should
be directed on different sidl's of the house, ant\ an attempt made w,th h1dders to get m by the
roof. A strong bocly of skirmishers should , as in the attack ~f. a Field Work, pr~cede the
storming parties, am! adrnuce as close to the house as the reqms1te cover will permit, 11h:ays
recollecting that they will be less exposed to. the fire frum the loJ\lholes _of _unflanked bmldmgs
when close to thau when at a modernte chstance from them. lhe skmmshers fire 111to the
!oophules, unbarricaded windows, !ll,d other vuln erable parts: under the dist1:11cting e_tfect _of
their fire, and of th e smoke balls which they throw into the rooms, the stormrng parties will
adva11ce rapidly uutil close to the walls, when eff~rts wil) be made to blow in the doors or _lower
windows with bags of powder, or to force them e,ther with cro~·bars or a heavy piece of timber
used as a battering-mm. An effort may be made to uudermme the walls wlul~t _tl!e escaladmg
party is trying the roof or upper windows; any thatched or wooden outhouses adJ01111ng the mam
buil<lmg should be set on fire, or a fire of straw, &c., lit under the walls of the house on the
windward si,le, so as io fill the rooms with smoke, as either will diminish the confidence of the
defenders. A reserrn will be held in readiness to follow up success or to cover a retreat.
304 . DLSTROYING OR PASSING MILITARY OBSTACLES,

Before assaultin g works artillery is used, as before-mentioned, in clearing the way.for the
infantry. As regards th e destruction of defensive obstacles ricochet fire may be used to enfilade
linPs of 1\battis, or the ditches of works, to form gaps in palisad es, fraises, &c.; but the effect of
such fire is uncertain, on account of the objects fired at being usually concealed from view, and it
is necessary to make provision for the further destruction or removal of the obstacles that may be
encountered. For this purpose a special party of men are usually told off; they cany axes,
crowbars, sledge-hamm ers, and bags of powder, for the purpose of cutting clown and breaking gaps
through obstades, or for blowing gaps in them; their efforts being directed principally to improve
the effects already produced by the fire of the artillery.
Po\\der in bags may be employed for breaching, or blowing an opening through barricades,
doors, gateways, stockade work, palisades, walls, or almost any other obstacle that checks the
advance of a storming party. From 30 to 50 lbs. of powder should be used to blow down an
ordinary stockade or palisade, while from GO to 100 lbs. will be sufficient to brench a stockade
or gnteway, however strong it may be.
fo breaching with b~gs of powder great care is requisite to avoid accidents, by properly
prepanng the_ bags; by usrng a proper fuze, and by fixing it firmly into the bag; and by arranging
the ~ngs ag,nust the wall or other obstacle, in a systematic manner. The placing of the bags,
and rnd eed the whole of the operations, should be rehearsed several timee. The men to cany the
bags should be selected for their activity ,md coolness.
. If the quautit~· of powder does not excee d 50 lbs., and the ground t.o be passed over is not very
difficult, an d the drntance not g~-e~t, it is better to carry it in one bag, otherwise it is advisable to
appll the powder !n _bags contmmng 25 lbs. or 30 lbs. each. When the object to be opened is a
ba'.·n~r g_ate, and 1t 1s to b~ ef:ectecl by sm:prise with a single bag of powder, a gimlet may be
sc, "." eel 11,to, or a f~rked stick 1~cl!necl agarnst the gate, and the bag suspended on it; but when
mote thau one bag 1s employed, it 1s generally preferable to place the bags on the ground close to
each other, a~amst the obstacle to be breached, and, in order to increase the effect, to back and
_cover th em wtth half-bushel bags of earth. This rough kind of tamping has been found to greatly
mcrease tbe effect.
The fuz e, which is fastened into the bag and by which the charge is to be fired, should
Le sutlicteutly !011g ,to allow it to be ea~ily light~d without ~-i~k of acc_ident, and yet not so long as
to deluy the e.,plos.on too mucb. A piece of B1ckford's mmmg fuze 1s abuut the best as it burns
1:egulurly at the rat~ of about ltl_inches in 30 seconds. A common mortar fuze is al~o \'ery good
lur t!te purpose, as it burns out m 30 seconds, and it is 6 inches in length.
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CHAPTER XI.
ADAPTATION OF WORKS OF DEFENCE TO IRREGULAR SITES.
Diffict~:! ;::;~~ °{;h~~,;::jcct; ttsuai mode of proceeding in arranging a scheme of defence; limited nalure of Hie subject treated in

Mannl'r in _w11ich Uui object of a. -work may in.fluenre its shape.. ~·01.mcZ fai•~urabl~ for d1/ence or t11e re1·erse. How to occu iy the
s1winnt of a ge1itle s1ope wLth a wol·k. De.feet of slope iuhich 1$ conue.v m section. How to occ,,py the smnmit of a vei· 1 l
8
b11t not precipitous slope; also a sltipe 11'hich is precipitous.

Y eep,
o.( a hiU ~ccitpiecl by a salient angle. 2 . .A low Bpur of a hilr occupil!d by a salient an[JTe. 3. A
rccloubt occupymg t11e smmmt of a hill. 4. A .fort occ11pying the summit of a hill. 5. Tu·o u·orks occtipyinf} the suumiit ()f a
hill, which is too uknded to occupy with a sinyle work.

EXAMPLES.-1. A ~alient bend

_303. THE formation of the ground selected for the site of intrenchments influences, to a
coDstderable extent_. both the trace and the 11rofile of the works to be constructed. Th e trace of
~ work is frequently determined from the shape of the gl'Ound it occupies, and the comn,and
1s greatly dependent on the slope of the gl'Ound, both in front and also inside, or in renr of
the work.
The art of apportioning works for the defence of a given position , in such a manner that the
objects of defence are 11ttained with the smallest possible expenditure of time and labour, is the
most difficult branch of the science of the Field Engineer. It requires for its fulfilment a practical
acqunint,mce with the modes in which troops of all arms are manoouvred, in order that the works
selected shall aid to the utmost the efforts of tl1e defensive troops , and it also requires a gnod eye
for ground, in order to be able to select such sites for the works as will give the g,·entest defeusiYe
advantages with the least labour.
The general scheme of defence for a position is arranged by the General in command of an
army, or by superior Engineer or Staff Officers de1mted by l,im, who would determine the number
and sites of the proposed works, their general dimensions and armament, the positions of tl'Oops
to support the works, &c.; in fact, the mode of occupation of the position as a whole. The
details of execution of any one work, the determination of its ex11ct shape, and of the profiles of
its various p11rts, &c., are important duties that may foll to the lot of an individual officer. The
object of this chapter is to facilitate the comprehension of this practical and highly useful bmuch
of Field Fortification.
30G. A work of defence may sometimes be constmcted rather for offensi1·e than for clefensi1•e
pur 1Joses,-tbat is to say, its object may be more to bring a strong fire on a particular ground
which would favour an enemy's attack, than to resist au assault. In the former casP the work
assumes the nature of a battery, being especially intended to afford protection to the gnus that
may be placed in it, aml its outline cannot be too simple; but when the object of the work is
purely defensive, as when it is intended to prevent an enemy occupying the ground tlrnt it stands
on, the work should be planned so as to be capable of resisting a powerful assault, and every
attempt should be made to increase its defensive powers by giving it II strong profile, by providing
a goocl flank defence, and by making use of all the accessories of defence, in the shape of
obstacles, &c., that have been already described. In many cases a work may be required to fulfil
both conditions, for it may be in a position favourable for the action of artillery for offeusiYe
purposes, while it may also be an important point to Lold in respect to the_generald efence.
.
307. The most favourable ground to occupy for defence, whether with or without works, 1s
the top of rising gl'Ound which has a gentle slope before it, like a glacis, that can be grazed by the
fire of the defenders; at the same time the upper surface of the ground should be level, or,. shll
better, should have a slight fall to the rear, so as to conceal the ground. in rear of ,t)1e pos~tton
from the view of an enemy, thereby masking the movements of the defens,_ve troops. l he pos1t10n
should not be commanded, within range, by heights which coulcl be occupied by
assa,luut.
Very high ground is not necessarily good for defence, as the fire from ,t becomes too
plunging to be effecti1·e, particularly at night; and if the slopes are yery steep, they cannot be
swept by the direct fire of the works; while, on the other hand, they can be surmounted by 811
assailant, unless they are so steep as to be precipitous.

an
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" 'orks frequently hnve to he constructed on unf,wournhl~ ground; for in stnnce_. wh en the
~ite Ot.'l.'llpit")d is romir1muled within etl't~c!ive range. 0!' when the ti1ce _nntl not tb.~ ~um~nt 'uf a ~1.11
· tl -·t f the ·ork In either case rncrcnsed height of parapet 1s necessm\, m 01 cl e1 to nffo1d
1
:ren a" sho~t tlist:lnce in rear; while, in the lattt->1: cnsr, g1·ent difficu!ty ,~•oulcl be
:,.::
~-xpt'rie-nce~l in draining the wvrk, which from its position would 111tercept the water runrnng down
· d f
,
the face of the Lill.
30~- \\'hen a Jiue of work occupies the snmmi t of n gentle slope, it sh ould b~, r ~tire su •
ficiently from the cre;t of the hill to enable its mnsket,·y t_o defend 1he slope. llu s m_11 Y be
•onsidered as eff~cte<l if the fire can be dl!'ected w1thm 3 fed of the s urlace of th e ground.
Considerable Jntitude in the choice of the actuul position of n lin e of p,_m,p e_t on_ fovo;u·nul_e gl'Ouncl
will thus be allowed; for instance, a line of work occupying the summit H rn Fig. 219, might have

;:n:
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its crest in either of the two lines a b or c d, which r epresent lin es of fire, Pach passing within 3 feet
of the sl\l'face of the slope, and therefore properly defending it; or the crest of th e pn:·11pet might
occupy any intermediate position between these two lines, aud be equally efficient for delence.
309. When a line of work occupi es risin g ground , the slope of which forms n decidedly
com-ex cu rve in section, it will frequent!)' be imp,issible to defend the entire sl\l'face of the slope,
if the work occupies the highest part of the ground, as at A, Fig. 280. 'l'o obtain such a defence
FIG.

280.-Scale ~ 0•

for the ground in front it would be necessary to advance the position of the pnrnpet ns shown at
B , from whence its fire can evidently graze the slope; but this advantage is obtai11erl in this case
by occupying an unfavourable position for the work, which wonld require a high pnrnpet on
account of the ground rising behind it, and the work would, moreover, be very difficult
to drain.
If the parapet were constrncted at A, Fig. 2R0, direct defence for the ground in front could
only be completely obtained by paring the surface sufficiently to allow the musketry fire to be
brought within 3 feet of it, but this operation would entail more labour than could usually be
d_evoted to the purpose. It will, however, frequently happen, after l11win11 resorted to ever)' practicable expedient, that there will remain some ground in front of a work which cannot be defended
by a direct fire: when such is the case, endea,·ours should be made to obtain a flank rlefeuce for
it, and to obstruct, as much as is practicable, the approach of an assailant in that direction.
310. The defence of" slope of ground becom es more unfavournble as the slope increases in
steepness, because the defen~ive fire requires greater depression to defend the slope ; the superior
slop,·s of the parapets reqmre, consequently, to be made steeper, and the parapets are thereby
weakened.

Held Fortification.
When the slope of ~ound is so steep as to . pre,ent its being properly clefencled from a
parapet, and yet not snffic1ently steep ~o be 1111tccess1ble _to an assailant, it is not usual* to occupy
the crest of the slope with works, which should be retired some distance, as in Fig. 21ll . for by
so doincr the ground in the immediate front of the works is well defended, and an enem~ would
have to "pass OYer it after being disordered by the ascent of the slope, which should be flanked from
conYenient points so as to prevent an enemy being unseen while mounting it.
Frn. 281.-Sca.Je 1 k,.
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311. When ground occupied for defence is so steep as to be inaccessible to an enemy (which
Fm. 282 .-Sc,le , .
is a case of rare occurrence for any consider<l?le
""
fll7l7JJ
extent), the crest of the slope m•.y be occupied
111111
by works which would possess the advantages 1.1111;J11111LUlltliiJiiili~ / iJ'//l1J. 1
1111
\
1.
1/'
without
position
resulting from a commanding
\i\
the obligation of defending the grnund imme''diately in front. The steep ground should, if
necessary, be m>1de steeper by scarping, as shown
by the dotted lines in Fig. 282, so as to form
an insurm"untable obstacle to au assault. A
site of this kind forms an admirable position
for artillery to assist in the defence.
A few examples are here given to illustrate
FIG. 283. -Scale TIJ'.r1·
the foregoing remarks; in each case it is assumed
I
that the musketry fire of the work (or its supe- - --1_
rior slope produced) must be able to pass within
3 feet of the surface of the ground, and that the
- ---- ---- - - i-·
parapets are 8 feet in height, unless otherwise
I
specified.
I
\
312. A salient angle is required to occupy
---;-' II
the ground, shown in Fig. 281!, by the contour
'I
lines.
'
:
'l'wo faces, a b and b c, are here Bhown, each
''I
\
',
~
parallel to the general line of the slope in their
I
:
\
-·-·-·-·-·-·111
-·-·-·-:
&~-.....
I
front, and sufficiently retired from its c1·est to Le
/
j \
lJ
~
-.
....._
.
(i
able to graze the slop~ by thair mtts~etry fli:e.
i 1 /
'·---1-....
This will be evident from an rnspect1on of
! / :
cl
the profiles, Figs. 284, Q85.
! ! t I I :
J..~
The trace here given might be considerably
! I I I
I
I
[
modified: the faces might be retired as far as the
!J
-----a:j.::o
p
1
lines de and ef if a smaller work were required,
:
]
I
1 f
or they might be advanced as fa1: ns the_ lines
i i I 1 : :
g h and hi if a larg_er work were desmtble, without
i ( osj foo) fs5) i~o) (i'JJ
affecting the efficiency of the direct defen_ce of
! l I !
;
the grouud in front of the work. Agan,, if the
f I ,~ i ! ' '
direction of the line of parapet a b were not

·'··-

-·-·-·-·---:._:-:::·.::::...,e

f-tL-;---i--!--- :-

l
I

• This refers to rc.aular paTapets only, for good musketry cov~r can be provided for infantry to defend a elope, howeve•
.teep it may be, l)l'Ovid~ that it ia not prec4>i.toua, aa shown iu Fig. 281, by the dotted profile.
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suitable for the fire required from it, it might be made to occupy any position most desirable
between g hand de, as, for instance, g c or d h.
Fro. 284. -Sc rue ,I;,

Pl'ofile on ,n n.

Left fac;e~

FIO. 285.

This example illustrates a ve1·y favourable case; for as the work is situated on level ground
at the top of a moderate slope, it can be easily adapted in outline so as to suit the shape of the
ground, and to bring a fire into a required dii-ection.
813. In Fig. 286 a less favourable case is illustrated. In this instance a low spur of a hill is
occupied with a redan, as au advanced
work from which a flank fire can be
FIG. 286.-Scrue J.,.
brought to bear on the slopes of the
hill.
;;~
,,,.,,,,,,.
The slopes of the spur in front of
--~----~--,,,,.
.,,.,.....
... ....... ,,,,
6'
I
.,.,.,...,,..,,,,..,,,,..
the redan a, b, c, ai-e not perfectly
-~
! ,,,,.- ✓
defended by the fire of its faces, as
ml! be seen from the profiles given in
Figs. 287, 288.
This would be better effected if
I
'I
I
I
the faces of the work were retired
I
\
I
I
I
d
I
further back; but then a fresh defect
'6
! I
'
I
woulcl be the 1·esult, owing to the
·,' / ,/
,/
I
I
I
,1
,,,"
1·apid rise of the ground in the inteI
/
/
,I
;"'
1·ior of the reclan, which would render
I½
/ ,' ,' /" /
it difficult to obtain proper cover in
'-.,
I I
,1
"
the work.
'\
---..J~.l
/ ,,, ~ . .
1 I -r-.,t..
Notwithstanding these incon\'e\
,, ,' : l
niences, a position similar to that
\\
:I 't :l t :11/
shown may frequently be occupied
with au advanced work, either for the
I
~ \ \
l_15
J
\
1
\
\
\
\
\ /
purpose of flanking the slopes of the
I
I
I
\
\
11'2~1
main hill, or to see into ground other\
'
\ \ '~,f, ")
wise hidden from view. The ground in
\
\' ' .....~~ \ '
'\
\.Y' \. \
its front should he defended by a cross
\
'
'
fire
from the main position in rear,
,,~5) ~,
\ '
from which also a view of its interior
should be obtained.
A principal difficulty attending the construction and maintenance of a work in such a
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\
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position woulu be its c)rainage: As its s_alient _occupies lower ground than its gorge, it would be
necessary to 111t!k: drams leach_ng under its sahe':'t mto the d1tch._ Too much care can hardly be
bestowed on this important pomt 1f the work be liable to be occupied for any considerable time.
F,o. 287.-Scale :d,,.
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3H. Fig. 280 is an example of a hill occupied on its summit with a redoubt.
It is here supposed that the
Fm. 289. -Scale n' "'
entrance opening is placed on the
reai· of the work G F; that the
three front faces, H C, CD, and
DE, are properly traced, as regards their direction, for bringing a fire on to ground most
i-eq uiring it, and that the remaining faces, HG and E F, are
long enough to afford sufficient
interior space to the redoubt, or
to fulfil any other requirement.
Such being the case, the work
shown is well adapted to its iutencle,I object, for it fulfils the
two important points of being able
to bring a fire into the required
directions, and of auiting the shape
of the site on which it is constructed.
The profile of the front face
on the line A B, Fig. 290, shows
that the slopes of the hill are well
clefencled by the fire from the work.
Fm. 290.--Scale ,!,.
The outline of the redoubt
might be considerably altered
from that shown in Fig. 289,
without losing the advantage of
being able to defend the slopes
of the hill, if the requirements of
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Two different outlines are here given, each of which would fulfil the condition of being
suited to the site.
The outli11e shown by the continuous line has certain advantages over the dotted trace: it
affords much more interior space t,o the work, and a more powerful cross fire in front of the main
salients, while the latter are generally huger than in the dottecl trace. At the same time it has
the defect of having its re-entering angles dead, and the ditches of two long faces quite unseen
from the paropets. This latter defect "'oulcl be remec\iec\ hy the construction of counterscarp
galleries in the positions marked cc. Notwithstanding the defects here referred to, preference
would be given to the trace shown by the continuous line over that shown by the clotted line, on
account of the powerful cross fire that would be obtained on the ground i11 front of the work ;
and although the ditch is c\eac\ near the re-entering angles, that is considered as a very slight defect
compared with the advantages just mentioned, ancl it could be considerably lessened Ly the
judiciou, use of obstacles arranged so as to prevent an enemy getting easily to the re-entering
portions of the ditch.
. 31G. A_ further illustrntion is given in Fig. 2D2 of the manner of occupying a particular site
W1th defe!'s1ve wo, ks. In the two preceding cases the dimensions of the sites occupied lrnve fixed
to n con~1de!·able degree the dimensions to be given to the works. In the present case the summit
of the lull 1s of such large dimensions, th,,t to occupy it properly with a single work, tmced so
as to be able to defend the slopes of the hill, would be generally impracticable, from the large
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force ~hat woul~ be required_to di:fend the work. For this reason, in Fig. 202, the angles of the
summit ~f the lull are occupied with ~wo enclosed works, A an~ B, traced so ns to defencl the slopes
?f the bill, and to afford ~utual assistance to each other, while at the same time they are quite
mdependent works. By ~bis mea_us most of the advautag~s attendmg the construction of one very
large work would be obtamed, while only a moderate garrison would be required.
Fw. 292.-Scale nln,.
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The space between the works A and B is a good position for artillery for offensive purposes,
for the guns placed there would be in a very secure position, while they woulcl have a clear view
of the ground in front. In the figure, C represents a battery made for field guns; its parapet
might be made about 2 feet in height, from the earth obtained by a wide trench in i-ear, about
l foot in depth, affording a terreplein for the guus, which would thus be enabled to fire en burbette ,
and have a free range.
Trenches are shown connecting the battery C with the works A and B : these trenches, and
also the battery C, are not indispensable to the defence of the site shown in the figure, but
they woulcl add much to the offensive powers of the works, without in any degree crip1iling
the defence.

CHAPTER XII.
M I LI T A R Y

B R I D GE S.

PONTOON BRIDGES : description
TRESTLE AND PILE BRIDGES described.
MILITABY BRIDGES defined: their component parts.
of BLANSHARD'a PONTOON BRIDGE (large a,ui sm.alt); its mode of .formation and mancmtvring; merits and defects of the
how to .form, a pier of casks,
BRIDGES:
CASK
formation.
tMuai
BOATS:
OF
BRIDGES
Pontoons.
Service (Blanshanl's)
also rafts of casks. RAFT BRIDGES: advantages and defects; usual construction of. FLYING OR SWINGING BRIDGES:
details for various cases. LADDER BRIDGES. SPAR BRIDGES: single ancl double lecer bridges. ROUGH BRIDGES OVER
CALCULATIONS FOR FLOATING BRIDGIS tt.'im reference to BUOYANCY and STRENGTH OF BEAMS,
BROKEN ARCHES, q"c.

with ezamples.

317. ANY bridge which can be quickly put together, and the materials of which can be transported ancl carriecl with an army, may be termed a Military Bridge.
Bridges used for passing rivers or streams will vary according to the n_ature of the obstacle
to be bridged, and the materials available for the work, to ~n alm_ost rnfimte extent; but _rn all
cases where a stream is sufficiently broad to prevent beams bemg laid from bank to bank, w1tliout
intermediate support, a more 01· less complicated structure will be required.
The component parts of au ordinary b1·idge are:lst. The Piers (a, a, Fig. 294).
T
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The A,-chcs (b, b), supported by the piers.
. .
.
3nl.. The Road,ray, supported by the nrches . And in n military bridge n s1m1lnr
methocl 1s
pursued, in order to be nble to carry a roadway.
.
1st, The Pier,,. These, in a military bridge, _are n!11Cle m one of two general nmethods: .
either
they rest on the bed of the river, ns in trestle or pile bmlges (see Figs. 297, 298, ~99,
m advance) ,
or they are composed of floating bodies (having sufficieut _buoyan~y to carry the supe_r~truct
ure a_nd
the wei(!hts required to puss over), which can btl made m a rnnety of ,~ays, as fo1
mstance ".''th
rafts o( timber (Figs. 316, 318); with empty casks connected to1;iether m proper
number (Figs.
;HO, 31:3, &c.); with boats (Fig. 307); or with regular pontoons (Fig. 302) .
~nd. The Arches. These, in a military bridge, are superseded by strong beams
term~d
baulks, laid from pier to pier, and therefore running in the direction of the roadway.
lu certam
cases chains or ropes may be substituted for baulks.
Fm. 293.

3rd. The Road,cay. This is formed of a f1001·ing of planks laid across the baulks,
and
therefore at right angles to the line of roadway. The roadway should in all cases
be
securing a 1·ibband along each side (Figs. 298, 315), for the twofold object of stiffening finished by
the bridge,
and also to act as a kerb, and so prevent the wheels of carriages slipping over the
side.
Each of the ordinary methods of establishing bridges across a stream will now be described.
318. TRESTLE BRIDGEs.-T hese are applicable to shallow rivers, whose beds are sound
and
firm, and which are not subject to sudden floods during the periods within which a
sure communication across them is 1·equired; but they are unsuitable for deep, muddy, and fluctnating
streams.
Trest_les have the advantages of 1·equiring (compared with other bridges) but little
timber,
and of berng portable, for materials to make a good trestle may be carried by one
mule ; and if
these be previously fashioned, fitted, and the parts numbered, the trestles may
be soon put
together. Trestles so prepared should be fastened w~h iron bolts and keys; but if
made on the
spot, there to remain, wooden pins may be used.
Figs. 29-! and 295 are an end and side view of a trestle of the usual construction
. The
capping plate, or head beam (A ), should be a
Fm. 294.
Frn. 295.
stout beam, 8' square, and will vary in length
A
A
(according to the required* width of roadway)
from 10 to 16 feet.
The legs (l, l) should be notched to fit
under the head beam, so as to support it
well, and should make an angle with one
another, so as to rest on a base about half
their height, as in the end view, and they
should incline longitudinal ly, but to a less
extent, as in the side view. The braces (b, b)
TRESTLE.-Front view.
End view.
give great strength to the trestle.
• A clea.r width of 9 feet between the ribbands is sufficient in a milita.ry hri<lge
to allow troops to pass o,•er, because
Infantry in fours occupy a. width of..
7' 4N
Do. with supernwnerary rank ..
9' 2·•
Artillery
. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . ..
6' 6"
Cavalry in two ranks, about
. _. _. . . . ... . . . .. . 6' 6"
Supernumeraric3 in pa.saiDg o,·er need not occu11y room in addition to that required
for a section of fours.
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The ~ollowing dimensions are given in the French "Aide Memoire," for trestles and b
earns,
when the rntervals between the trestles are to be 10 feet:Length.

Head-beam .
.. .. { 146 Legs.
Braces.
Baulks .• .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
Planks for Floor •• .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Each Trestle composed

Breadth.

Feet.

Inches.

16

8

*

4½

12
12

4¼

12

Thickness.
Inches.

8

4½
4¼
2

After a tre~tle is got into position two additional legs should be fixed by driving piles into
the bed of the nv~r, one on each. side ?f the trestle ; these are then nailed to the head beam.
319. In formmg a trestle bridge, 1f_the river is so deep as to prevent the trestles beinu laid
by hand, the_ first t_restle may ~e placed rn the following manner (see Fig. 296) :-First lay two
baulks (a) w~th theu· ends restmg on the bottom of the river, at the place where the trestle is to
stand-the distance bet~ee~ the baulks should be a little less than the length of the trestle; then
place the trestle on _the mclined ~lane ~o formed, as at b; lower it to the bottom, and then push
the head outwards till the trestle 1s upnght, as shown at_ c. Ascertain that it has a firm bearing
on the bo~tom. The first set o! baulks (usually 5 or 6 111 numbert) can then be laid, their shore
ends r~stmg on a beam (a, Fig. 297) sunk to receive them; the planks forming the floor are
then laid, and the _roadw~y completed as far as the first trestle. The extra legs for the trestle
before referred to, 1f reqmred, must be fixed before the planks are completely laid.
FIG. 297.

FIG. 296.

a

The next trestle would then be fixed in position by laying two beams (b, b, Fig. 297) in an
inclined position, resting on the bed of the river and on the first trestle, in a similar manner as
before. The fresh trestle would then be laid on the beams, as shown at c, and afterwards placed
in its intended 1iosition, as shown at d : the baulks and planks would then be completed as far as
the second trestle. The whole bridge would be completed in this way, trestle ,.fter trestle. This
is a slow method, and would not be resorted to if the trestles could be laid by hand in shallow
water,! or from boats or rafts if the water were too deep to allow of their being laid by hand.
After a trestle is placed, it may be further secured from the action of the current by heaping large
stones round its base. This precaution, however, must not be carried to excess, as it contracts
the water-way and increases the scour of the stream.
320. PILE BRIDGEs.-In these bridges the piers are each formed with a row of stout piles
(p, p, Fig. 298) driven by some kind of pile-driver as far as possible into the bed of the river;
their tops are then sawn off level with one another in order to receive a cap-plate (<1, Figs. 298, 2gO).
On this cap-plate the baulks are laid in the usual manner, and the roadway formed with planks.
Braces (b, b) should be added to each pier of piles. The outer pair of piles should be stouter than
• Variable, depending on the depth of the river.

Ii;~~e::=t~!t?~~c~a:t!gt:!1sil!t~rit:s°!v~~a~:, :~!11~a~l~ ,~e:h"~:t!~eck of the French army c;OSsed in thc·ir
0

retreat from Moscow, in ]812, no boats could be procured to facilitate the work, and the poutoneers were obliged to rewam
in the water throughout the whole of the operations, which were carried ou during: a severe frost.
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driven with a sli ght slope, as shown by
the others, nnd it would be nd,•nntngeous if they couId b e
the dotted lines in Fig. 2lltl.
th 1 tl1 of the baulks procurable will admit, and should
Pile piers should be ns for apart es e eng
not be_ near~r to one an?the r ~i~n lO feetd. muddy rivers and when the communication is required
Pile bmlcres nre smtnb1e ,01 <1cep nu
,
to last_ for a _c~usider~ble p~r\0 r forming breakwaters to protect bridges_ in stron g curr~nts from
Piles me also ,e,y us~ ~-o; anvthing floating in it, whether by ncciclent or set ~dnft by_ an
the force of the stream, or
. • h b . cl
F r this mrpose three or more piles set Ill a
th
e~emy ttl~ ~
~\t~~-i~~;::to~eeenc~ 1~:~. (w;ether olrafts, trestles, or boats), and fastened
1
triangu ar gm e s l
.
11 b ·need and 1,lanked so ns to form a powerful buttress °'
tocrether by strong cap-pieces, we
1
,
br~akwnter, presenting an angle to the current.
BRIDGE ON P1LE::t. - Sca.le g\,

7"

v;e~:,

FIG. 29S.

FIG. 300.

Fm. 299.

~=~~~~==~~~~~t,i~
-:=I:;:=;:;:~~~ '\ --9 ::
Front 'View of Pier, ·with

section of Bridge.

\ "ii~r
!.-

7;7

Side view
of Pier.

Pile bridges are unsuitable equally as trestle bridges for streams liable to sudden floods, and
both DRtures have the objection of not allowing drifting matter to pass under the points of support,
as is the case in floating bridges.
To drive the piles.-When the bridge is intended for light weights, piles 611 or 7" in diameter
may be used and driven by hand, with heavy mauls, as shown in the annexed sketch (Fig. 300 );
and in this way piers may be formed sufficiently strong to bear infantry on a front of two or three
files, with open ranks, and not keeping step.
When piles of 8" in diameter, or upwards, are used for the piers of a bridge, they will
require to be driven by some kind of pile-ch·iving machine. When pile-drivers arn constructed
in the field, the mm (or weight used to drive the piles) might be made from an 8" shell filled with
lead. The shot or shells of rifle<l guns would be still better for the purpose.
FLOATING BRIDGES.
321. PONTOON BRIDGES will be first described under this heading, as they illustrate a
Military Bridge in a form more nearly perfect than other floating bridges.
The pattern of pontoon adopte<l by different nations varies considerably; for exampleThe Austrian , Belgian, aud Prussian pontoons are open iron boats or bateaux. The French
u~e open wooden bateaux; s~, also. do the Italians. The Russians use open canvas pontoons,
with a wooden framework, which can be taken to pieces.
The English pontoon during the Peninsular ,var was an open boat of tin; these were superseded by others, proposed by Sir J nmes Colleton of the Staff Corps, forming buoys: they were
close~ vessels of a shape between that of a cylinder and that formed by the junction of two cones
at their bases. The pontoons now in use are those proposed by the late Major-General Blanshard
R. E., and will now be described.
'
_3~2. BLANSHARn's PONTOON BRIDGE is composed of pontoons made of tin cylinders, with the
reqms1te baulks, chesses, &c., for the superstructure.
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The equipment is organ~zed by Rafts; each raft is packed and carried on one wagon, ancl is
composerl of two pontoons, with the superstructure necessary to complete two bays of the bridge_
'
i. e., the two intervals between three adjacent pontoons.
As the pontoons are placed, when the bridge is formed, at intervals of 12' 6•• from centre to
centre, each rnft (or wagon load) forms 25 feet of bridge. Each raft also is Rble to be rowed
about on the water; the oars. boathooks, &c., that are required for rowing, are afterwards used as
1·ibbands to the bridge. One N. C. Officer and six men are require,! ag a crew for each raft• they
accompany their own wagon on the line of march, and on the water they manoouvre the raft and
'
form their portion of the bridge.
323. The following table shows the dimensions, weight, &c., of one complete raft, forming a
wagon load.
TABLE OF STORES CARRIED ON A PONTOON CAllRIAGE.

nnrENSIONS.

No.

Length.

Baulks ..•..•• , .•.•• , ••••... , , .
Chesses ...•••..•..•.••. , • • • . • . .
Half Chesses , ••• . ••• , • . • . . • • • •
Sacldles .•••.••...••.. , • , • . . . • . •
Saddle Lashings.. • • . . • . . • • . • . . .

12
10
4
2
4

Anchors , • , • , •....••...••.••.•
Buoy •• ,, ...•• ,, ..•••.•.•.•.. ,,
Outriggers .•. , •.••....••.•...•
Cable, 30 fathoms .•....•.••..• ,
Pontoons ••.• , , • , .....•.••••. , •
Carriage Lashings .....•.•.• , , ..
Oars .• , •.• , .••.. , .•.•••. , •.. ,.
Boat-hook , •• , , , , , , •• , , , . , , , , ,
Body Lashings •• , • , • , ..••..•••
Rack Lashings .•...•...•.•.•..
Rack Sticks .•.••. , •..•• , ..••. ,.
Buoy Line ••.•.. , •••.•.••.••••
Breast Line .. , •..•• , •.•••.•.•.•
Oar Lashings ••.•....• , , , .•.• , ,
Carriage weighs • , , •••. , ...• , •.•

1
1

Total weight . , ••..•..•• , , , .•

Breadth.

ft.

in.

ft.

in.

ft. in.

14
11
11

2
5
5

0
2
1

4½
1
O½

0

12

0

1

2

0

15

0

0

l

Shank.
3 10

Flukes.

2

0

0
0 10

2

11

5

0

1

180
22
22
14
16

0
3
0
0
0

0 3
2 8
0 1

8 9
6 0
1 0

0 4
0 2

2
4
7

1
3

8
8

1
2
2

60
60

0
0

6

0

2

4½

0

l½

0
0
0

1
1
l

WEIGHT.

Depth or
thickness.
cwt.

qrs.

lbs.

5
8

1
2

22
18

3

1
1

1
1

27

Rope.

0

0

5

1

27

3

0 l½
0 l½
Flukes.

0

1

0 10

0

3

Ro1Je.
2 8
Rope.
Webbing.
Rope.
0

l½

Rope.
Rope.
Rope.

0
0
0
0
8
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
2
2
2

1G

5¼

20
7

0

0

7

3
0

24¾

0

20

0

5
5
5

0
0

9

0
0

10

0

13

3

20

0

421_3_

l¾

2¾

There are four distinct component parts in the bridge; viz., the Pontoons, the Saddles, the
Ba1tlks, and the planks, termed Chesses.
The Pontoons (Fig. 301) are cylindrical in form, with hemispheric~! ends; they are ma~e of
sheet tin, framed round a series of light wheels constructed of tin, havmg hollow tubes one rn_ch
in diameter for the spokes; the axis, a hollow tin tube, IJ" diameter, running tht·ough the entire
length of the pontoon. Each pontoon is divided into nine distinct water-tight compartments.
• This inter"a.l is termed the open order. The baulks are, however, provided with pin holes, so as ~ a.llow the pou~
toona to be brought closer together, if required. The bridge can be made with either of three intervals, VlZ, : 12' 6'' For ca.,·alry, infantry, and field artillery.
Open order
10' 5'' For medium artillery,
Intermediate
8' 4'' For heavy artillery.
Cloae ...

...
...,

.
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A screw plug (a, a, Fig. SOI) is fitted_to each compartment, to nllow of _a pump bein? introduced.
Fi,e rows of sunken handles are provided to each pontoon, to allow of its bemg earned by hand ,
or secured by lashings, &c.
PONTOO~ {B.L.L~SHARD':t).

FIG. 301.

(\I~

B

c~

B

,.
~~

Oe

0

h

a

~II \~i::i i::~i
ao

aa. Pump holes.
b b. Partitions.

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22 '3"' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

The Saddle (S S, Fig. 302) is a framework of fir, 12' long ancl l ' 2" broad, which is 1ilaced
lengthwise on the pontoon, to which it is secured by being lashed to the b an clles ; its object is ~o
receive and secure the ends of the baulks extendmg from pontoon t o pontoon. Each saddle 1s
provided with six iron pins for that purpose.
The Baulks are of fir; they are six in number, and are long enough to rest on the outside
beams of two saddles.
Tbe Planks (termed Chesses) are of two sorts, viz.:(1.) Tniole Chesses, each of which is formed of three planks connected together by four .
cleats on the under side, one at each end, and the other two, as shown in Fig. 302, projecting
slightly beyond the planks, so as to fit into the cleats of the adjacent chesses.
Fro. 303. -Scale
Fro. 302.-Scale tilJ'

1 ~.

l
J
flj·· . . '

~\l
:

I

n ' n o'
11lIIIII

I

o • o·
..

(2.) Half Chesses, which are only half the breadth of a whole chess, and have no projecting
cleats: they are placed over the saddles t o afford rnady access to the saddle pins, as seen in
Fig. 302.
Out,·iggers for rowing a1·e beams having three couples of cleats in each, which act as rowlocks. When used for rowing, they are fastened over, and in a pamllel direction to, the saddles.
At other times they are used with the oars as ribbands to the sides of the bridge.
~24. There are two methods of forming this bridge from the shore.
1st. By independent rafts.
2nd. By booming out.
In the first case, each raft detachment forms its own raft independently at the edge of the
~ater; an d then row~ to its place in the bridge, joins its baulks to the adjacent raft, and completes
its portion of the bridge.
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This method has the following disadvantages : lst. A _consider~b)e length ~f bank o_f the river! varying with the number of rafts, is required
to be occup1:d. This 1s a gr~a~ rncon~emence, particularly if the banks be steep and muddy.
2nd. Difficulty of superns_10n, owmi;; to the work ~eing spread over much ground.
325. The method of formmg the bndge by boommg out is as follows:Th_ree s~ddles are first laid on the shore, and are connected together by pinning the
baulks m the,r proper _Places. The framework thus formed is lifted by hand, and is then carried
towards the water, until the men who carry the front saddle * are so far in the water that a
pontoo~1 can. be flo~ted an:l adjusted uncle!· it. '.!'he pontoon being put in position, the saddle is
then laid on 1t, ancl immediately lashed to ,t. D1rectly a pontoon is thus inserted in its place and
the saddle laicl on it, the workmer, bring up a fresh saddle and a fresh set of baulks, and connect
them to the rear of those already placed; the object being to have always three saddles on the
s.h~re rnady to be lifted, as shown in Fig. 302. . The same operation is then gone through of
liftmg the framework of baulks and saddles ; pushmg (or booming) ont the whole so as to be able
to insert a fresh pontoon, which is then lashed to its saddle; and a fresh set of baulks and a fresh
saddle are then connected on shore.
When the second pontoon is placed and lashed, the chesses covering the space between it and
the firnt are passed on to the bridge from the shore, and are laid in their proper place, as in
Fig. 302 ; afterw11rd~, as the bridge is boomed ont, pontoon by pontoon, the chesses for each
separate raft or lmoy are brought up ancl laid in their places until the whole leugth of bridge is
completed. At the same time the oars, &c., used for rowing, are laid over the ends of tlie pontoonR
of each raft in succession, as the booming out proceeds.
While this operation is in progress, as above described, anchors are cast in their proper
positions, above and below the bridge, by a hoat or raft usecl for that purpose; and the euds of the
cables being brought on to the briclge, are held there by men told off for the purpose, who keep tlie
bridge in position while it is beiug boomed out. When the booming out is completed, the cables
are fastened to the handles of the saddles, which are termed the belaying cleats.
As soon as the booming-out is completed, if the bridge is required at once as a passage for
troops, the oars, &c., are laid along the sides of the roadll'ay so as to act as ribbands, and are secured
by rucklashings to the baulks underneath. The baulks which join on to the shore should be
connected to a beam (as a, Fig. 297) securely fastened in the ground. The bridge is then complete.
This method of forming a bridge by booming out from the shore has the following
.
.
aclvantages : 1st. A short length of bank only is occupied, which may be a most important cons1deratJ.on
formed.
be
to
roads
rough
requiring
muddy,
if tlie sides be steep and
2nd. The operation, being concentrated, can be properly supervised.
3rd. It is i-apid, as there is a complete division of labour among the workmen,t and tbe
operation can be (and is) reduced to a drill. So much is this the case that, even if a number ~f
rafts are required to be put in the water to row elsewhere, and not to form a bridge on th: spo_t, it
is quicker and better to boom them out from the shore, and afterwards break up the bridge rnto
rafts, than it is to form all the rafts independently.
Fig. 303 shows in plan four rafts (,md part of a fifth) of a complete b:idge. The dotte_d lines
joining the pontoons of adjacent rafts represent breast lines, which are tlim ropes, connectmg the
.
anchored rafts to those which have no anchors.+
If the bridge is required to be brought ou shore, the oars, &c., ar: u11racked, ~nd the bndge
.
can then be boomed in, in a similar but reverse manner to that pursued m boom mg it _ot!t.
326. The method of breaking up a complete bridge into separate rafts, supposrng 1t 1s requ~ed
to be rowed away and formed elsewhere, will now be described. This operation can be carried
.
. .
.
.
• These men are provided with long wa.ter-tight boots.
t At Chatham the bridge is frequently boomed out at the rate of 1 pontoon per mmute, everything beLDg Ul readiness
{ · 80 "II
for the work.
t Although every raft (or wagon load) carries one anchor, ye_t when form.eel io_bridge every alternate rn t 18 u & Y
1ai"J
j::iven two anchors, as shown in the plan, aud ia then termed a moorwg raft; the ~oonng raft.ii are numbered 1, ~:•
Y
the e,~en uumbera being termed reBen.-e rafts. To suit apeci.J circumsta.nCdl of wiud a.ud current, more anchor.i
on one side of the bridge than the other.

l~
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out, more or less perfectly, with most floating bridges, whether of pontoons, cnsks, or boats,
accordin'." to their constrndion, but with the service pontoons it is rednced to n regular drill.
The first step in the operation is to clear the roadway, by unracking the oars, c., which form the
ribbands. nnd laying them temporarily across the ends of the pontoons of each raft (not bay).
The chesses of each bay are then lifted up, nnd are carried and laid, bottom upwards, on
those of their own raft. The half chesses, which have no projecting cleats, allow this to be done
with ease.
The baulks of the bays are then unpi.nnecl, lifted out of their places, and laid on their own
rafts, three on each side ; the four centre baulks are first moved, and the two outer ones last: the
saddle pins are immediately replaced, so as to keep the raft baulks secured. At this stage of the
operation, the rafts without anchors are kept in their positions by the breast-lines before referred to.
The outriggers of each raft (two in number) are then laid oyer the saddles, and are secured to
them by racklashings, in readiness for the men to row.
The breast-lines are next unfastened ; and the reserve rafts, N os. 2, 4, 6, &c. (those without
anchors), then drop down with the current, clear of the line of anchors, which is marked by buoys
attached to each, and form in rear of the mooring rafts, as shown in Fig. 30-!.
The final operation, that of weighing the anchors of the mooring rafts, is then performed as
follows, by each of those rafts.
The two cables hitherto seFIG. 304.-Scale :rhcured to the handles of the
saddles are cast o.fl (unfastened), and are secured to one
another with a sheet bend
(Fig. 64). Each raft is then
hauled by means of the cables
I
:11-___ L;11
:,'- ---'-,:
II
until it comes over its lower
:: 4, : :
5
1
:: 2 ::
anchor, which is then weighed.
;:, ____ )/
The raft is then hauled in the
~.!.)
direction of the stream (the
cables being coiled as they
come on board) until it comes
over its stream anchor; the reserve rafts keepi11g at a proper
,/
/
distance behind the respec/
/
tive mooring rafts. Finally the
/
stream anchors are weighed,
which completes the operation,
as the rafts aro then free to
row wherever required.
In rowing, three men
work on each side, the raft
d b th N C O •
t
·
b emg
· · · m charge, by means of au oar in the rear as shown with the
Y e
s eere
rese_rve r~fts in Fig. 30 !. When rowing against the current the mooring division I d. ,]
~owrng :VIth the cun:ent, the res~rve diYision is in front : by thi; means the operation of e;n;h:rI~n
is not hkely to be mterfered with by the reserve rafts beina carried by the current foul f thg
:

J

:

II

II

u-·r:J

)

moormg ones.

.st.

'

o

o

e

\Yhen the bridge is required to be formed from rafts, the converse of the p,·ececlin«
b
opern 10ns 1s gone t 1trough, acco:·dmg to the following order:(_l.) The crews of the moon~1g rafts cast their stream anchors in the intended position
2
.t( -) Tfhtehy tbhe_nd drop clown IVlth the current (paying out the cable as they "O) past the intended
b
e ri ge, and cast their lower anchors.
pos, 1011 0
(unfa~~~nf::~: c!tr~. ~~lchb~~;y t~eel~r:a:~s t~:tial~r~. intended position in the bridge, unbend
·
1 ) h
·t1 t
(J.) The reserve rafts (9 1 o &
N' ' ' c., w, wu nnc 1ors t en come up mto the intervals betweell
l
.f
.·
e moouug ra ts, am are secured to them by tJ.e breast-lines,

tb
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(5.) The outriggers having been unracked, the bay-baulks nre then laicl from raft to raft.
(0.) The chesses are next laid OYer the baulks of the 1·espective bays.
(7.) Finally, the oars, oufriggers, and boathooks are laid along the edges of the roadway, ancl
are mckcd dmrn. The bridge 1s then complete for the passage of troops.
~2R. In case a gap is required to be made in the bridge, to allow the passage of vessels or
floating timber, &c., past the bridge, a raft can quickly* be moved out of the way by removing the
superstrncture of the bay on each side of it on to the adjacent rafts, and then allowing the raft to
drop down with the current clear of the gap thus formed, which will be more than 30' broad,
The foregoing is a general description of the nature and construction of the large pontoon
bridge at present ill use in the British service. When the pontoons are at open order {12' G" from
centre to centre), the bridge is fit for the passage of infantry in fours, cavalry in file, and for light
field artillery: when constructed at the intermediate order (1 O' 5" from centre to centrn), the
bridge will support guns of the weight of the medium 12-pounder, which weighs 18 cwt., or the
Armstrong 20-pouncler, which weighs lGt cwt. At the close order, the bridge is of course
stronger and more buoyant, and would support heavy artillery; but it is not recommended to pass
heavy guns, such as the 50 cwt., 21 or :32-pouuders, or the 70-pounder Armstrong gun, across
a pontoon bridge. When such heavy artillery is required to pass a river by means of the pontoon
equipment, n raft would be formed with four pontoons, at one half the distance apart of the open
order, by which contrivance there is double the buoyancy that there is in the bridge at open order,
while the strength of the baulks is more than doubled, as their bearing will be ouly 5' l", while at
the open order it is 11' G". If necessary, a double set of baulks throughout the raft would be used,
by fixing extra cleats on to the saddles.
329. THE INFANTRY PoNTOON BRIDGE.-The Infantry Pontoon Bridge is similar in general
constmction to the large bridge, but differs in the following details. The pontoons require
no sunken handles for carrying them; their ends are conical, with a ring nt each extremity. The
saddles are secured to the pontoons by girths, which is rendered necessary on account of there
being no sunken handles in the pontoons to which they could be lashed.
The equipment is carried on carriages, each of which holds five pontoons with the necessary
superstructure, according to the following detail:T.ABLE SHOWING THE WEIGHT, Dil\JENSIONS, ETC., OF ONE CARRIAGE LOAD OF INFANTRY PONTOONS.

Baulks ••••••.•••••
Chesses ••••••.•••••
Saddles .•.•.•••.•
Side Pieces •.• , ....
Anchors .•.•••.• , .
Buoys ..• , .. , ..• , .
Cables •...••.•••••
Pontoons .•.•.••• , ,
Paddles .•••.••••••.

t

DIMENSIONS.

Length

.g

I

ft.

in.

Total weight ••

ft.

in.

ft.

30
20

5

G
8
8

10

10

2
2
2

1

12

5

15

2

2

1

in. It.

iu.

It.

4½

0

8

0

l
0
2½ 0
7 0

4
9
3

0
0
0

0
0
1

8
0
5

5 10½ 0

10
10
10
10

~

l"1

- -.- - - - - - - - - - - - -·------1

Webb.

Girths, &c.
Racksticks & Lashing
Chess Lashing •..•.•
Buoy Lines •.•.•••.
Breast Lines •.••••
Carriages ......... .

TOTAL WEIGHT .

]

!

atend.

0

'WEIGHT OF ONE.

~

~

Cone

3

8

2

0

6 12

cwt. qrs.

1i 0
1
0¾ 0
2¾ 0
l½ 0

7

••

9

8

2

0

0

1
0 .. 1

7

1

0

40

I .. - - . - .I

..

I

I ..

6¾

cwt.

I

2

(I

221

1
0
1

(._JrS.
:j

lbs.

6½

1 12
0
3 2G

4¾

0

0

l

1

1

1

G

1

0

0

4

0

1

0
0

4½

0

0 15
0 12½
0 2¼

0
7.. 6,~ ~ ~ i Rope.
Rope. 0
Rope., 0
oIo
IR~:e. ~
:: (0 ..
••

1
0

lba-

11

0

1

0

0
2
0
0

0
0

9 0 9
2 Rope.

Lashing.

8

in.

I

• It has Leen done ~t Chatham w less thau three mumtes,

0
0
0
0

0
5

lR

0

l¼
O¼

0
0

1

0
0

l¼
0

9

0
0

0

0

10
8
5
l2

2

0

~

0

0

2

7

u
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3·10. The bridce is generally put together on land, nnd co111·eyed com~lete to the water by
men placed two ,u ~nch end of e,-ery pontoon.• The 1nen hold ?" 1,y mckst1cks pnssed through
the rillf" at the extremities of the pontoons. They lau11ch the lm_,lge grt\dual)y; the meu currying
the pontoons, as th-,y reod1 the water, iu successwn let g_o thcu· h .. JJ_. It there b_e " stre~m
ruuniu!'., it is necess:u-y to haYe nuchors cast on the stream sule of the bridge ~eforc this operation
is effected. The :side pieces. used a· ribbands, are then brought on to the bndge, uud >\re r11cked
b .d
d .
f
d,,wn.
The bri,ke can be boomed out, broken up into rafts, rnanceu\'l'ed and re orme mto a n ge
rowing_.
for
oars
of
inst~ad
·ed
11
are
Pt\ddl~·s
bridge.
lnrge
the
in a similitr ,;nnner to
831. Owiug to its lightness, the infantry bndge can be earned b.1: hand ,~hen qmte complete,
and pa,sed down ,ery steep bauks, or duwn tLe counterscarp of a fortress lllto a wet chtch. In
carrying out such an opert1tion, it is necessary to lay two baulks, or ladders, on the hank, for the
pontoons t,, slide on, an<! als,:, to turn the chess wh1~h is 01:er each saddle, 1ack on to the next
che,,; the chesses mu ·t then be lashed (to 1u·e,ent tLe1r sh ppmg) to the baulks.
Owiug to the baulks being pinned only on one side of the saddle, the superstructure. can be
bent at ewry pontoon at a 1·ight angle, so tlrnt th~ bndge, on account of_ tins 1_,hancy, will pass
dvwn the ladders, and again become level on reachmg the water. 0,-er this 1t will pass from the
impetus acquired in its descent. Troops could then get on to the bridge by means of the ladders,
and raise other ladders against the esc,u:p ; and in this manner a coup-de-maiu might be
attem1,tcd a~ainst a fortress with wet ditches, han.ng a weak or ill-disciplined garrison.
;J:i-!. The pontoons in this bridge are 5' .Ja" apart from centre to centre. \Vhen the bridge is
racked down, it will carry infantry on a front of three; and with care, light field artillery may be
passed o,er it.
The infantry bridge has the adrnntage of being light: one carriage-load weighs only 14 cwt.
(carrii,ge not included), and will form 2G' 8' of bridge, i. e. 5 bays each 5' J' in length. The
pontoons with their equipments are so light as to be easily transported by hand, ii necessary,
throu.~h difficult country. A raft forms a Yery good substitute for a boat.
:J:13. Before describing other kinds of floating bridges, the merits and disadvantages of
Blanshar,r, pontoons will be stated.
Their advantages are the following : lst. The cylindric..I shape allows the pontoons to be carried easil_,, by hand, to be rolled down
banks, where it would be incoDYenient to carry th~m (baulks or c\1esses b~ing laid on the slope),
aud any part of a pontoon may be used uppermost Ill a bridge: this latter 1s a great con,enience,
iu case of holes being accidentnlly made in a pontoon while in the water, as it allows the pontoon
to b~ moyed round, so as to bring the damaged part to the top, when it can be temporarily
repaired.
~nJ. On account of the pontoons bein« closed air-ti"ht Yessels no harm resnlts from a
sudJen weight pushin~ them under water; c~u ·equeutly th~ir total di:placement may be taken
adrnntage of, t which 1s not the case with uncovered pontoons or boats.
3rd. The air-tight compa:tmeuts of each ponto?u pre,ent the possibility of a single fracture
reudenng ,the pontoon uusen·:ceabl~, thereby lessemng the clanger from accidents.
4th. fhe great facility with which tLe bndge can be_boomed out, aud the 1·apidity with which
.
lt can be formed from or broken up rn_to rafL~, are the chief advantages of the system.
Ou the other hand, there are serious defects inherent to the system which go far to counterbalanca llS peculiar advantaaes .
. 1st .. W½ile the closed n:ture of the pontoon has its advantages, as before mentioned, it pre.ents
the 1~ter10,r, trom _bemg se,en, and co~sequently renders repairs difficult.
t and unsuited
-nd. Ihe thinness of tbe matenal used renders the pontoons e,1sily damacred
0
'
to tLe rvugh u&age of actual campaignin".
or,1. Th~_hulk of tlie p0nt~vns is / great inconvenience in transport, and also in embarking
and diseinl,l,,luking them from sL1ps. Iu poutoo11s formed of open bateaux, their interior is more or
l e~s a\'al1a e fur pttck1ng l:>ullie of the stores in.

Yi""lre~.

tht!- bridg~.
rei1utre\i0t11dht! number uf men that are 11..::,eJ for 11.U\DU'U\"Tin,~
: ~18.,
0
••
.
le.:i.ka;;~, "~th pont,_1ons aud cai;k,;..
th:t
! 8o ::ehaia ~:~n~e•
l.ll C:USd uf twu rnftg cunuog into colli.s1,.m, that one of th~m J.0t:a 1.1.ot
mal-1 h,Jk.a iu tht: J:i.J&s of tLe pontoona ol

c~• ~:~i. :"rt~ :c!;.ns,
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4th: The shape of the section_ of the pontoon (~ circl_e) P!·events the bridge being stable when
great weights (such as guns) are berng moved across 1t, wlnch 1s the moment when stability is most
required.
This requires more detailed explanation, as it is perhaps the greatest defect in Blanshard's
Pontoon Bridge.
Sir H. Douglas• treatise on Military Bridges states, par. 51: "It is essential to the stability of
floating bodies that their bearing should increase with the increase of their immersion vertically:
that is, their horizontal sections should expanrl up to the plane of flotation or horizontal surface of
the fluid in which the vessel floats. In cylindrical vessels this only takes place up to the immersion
of their horizontnl diameter (as a, b, Fig. 305), after which-that is, after they are half immersedthe section coinciding with the plane of flotation diminishes ; and the nearer the vessel approaches
to entire immersion, its descent in the water becomes greater and greater with every equal
augmentation of load, which is just the reverse of what it should be. The beariug of a vessel of
a trapezoidal, or boat-like shape, increases up to the extreme power of flotation ; and this h as ever
been considered the grand desideratum in determining the configuration ancl providing for the
stability of floating bodies."
Three sections nre shown in Fig. 305, which are, or approximate to, those of pontoons of the
most usual form, viz. : Fro. 305.
lst. A circle, the section of the cylindrical pontoon,
. ..
.54''
2nd. An isosceles triangle, the section of the boat56
28 3
pontoon.
shaped
a_ -------1,'S
3rd. A rectangle, the section of the flat-bottomed
"'
pontoons or bateaux.
----------- ---------For purposes of comparison they are drawn of
equal area, in order to represent pontoons of equal ultimate displacement; and the same clepth
(8') is given to each.
The following titble shows their vertical immersion for each tenths of their total area:-

------2---1

-a-

Total Vertical Immersion.

r·

Increase of Vertical Immersion.

Portion of Tobl Area immersed.

One-tenth ••
Two-tenths
Three-tenths
Four-tenths
One-half
Six-tenths
Seven-tenths
Eight-tenths
Nine-tenths
The whole

..

....
......
..
....
....

....
......
..
..

......

......
..
..
..
....
..
..

I

Triangle.

Rectangle.

Circle.

Triangle.

Rectangle.

inches.

inches.

inches.

inches.

inches.

inches.

5·65
9·14,
12·24
15·10
18·00
20·84
28·76
26·R6
30·35
3G·OO

lhW
16·10
19·72
2:l·75
25·45
27·89
30·13
il2·21
34·1G
3U·OO

3·60
7·20
10·80

D·65

ll· ,W
4·7
3·62
3·03
2·70
2·.U
2·2.J.
2·08
1·95
1'84

3·6
3·6
3·6

Circle.

14·40

lH·OO
21-60
!l5·20

2ll·80
il2·40
36·00

3·.rn
3·10
2·92
2·84
2·84
2·92
3·10
3·49
5·05

3·6

3G
3·6

;,·G
i!·6

3·G
3·0

33.1. BRIDGES OF BoArs.-Bridges are frequently made ac1·oss rivers which_ are too rough
ancl broad for ordinary pontoons, by using the boats that cRn be procured on the river, as floatrng
piers ; and by connecting them by baulks fastened to a temporary trestle or saddle fixed _rn each
boat; the chesses formin!t the roadway are laid in the usual manner, and are secured by r1bbancls
.
. .
to the baulks.
_
The followinaO conditions should be fulfilled, as far as circumstances will permit : Boats of the same size should be used, as they will be equally immersed by equal weights,
preca_utio!
this
harge•
or
boat~
!urge
thereby keeping the roadway as level as possible. With very
is not so necessary, as their buoyancy will be much rn excess ot what 1s reqmred to suppoit th
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J1 : • ,mstl\nccs the intervals should be made as great
heancs~ weights hkely to ,~s~. II· '.H :\ s~~ cm~'he bol\t ,;el\rest to the shore at each end should
1 1
01
1111
as the \Imber procun1blc
•
,tsl " t"h "'\hers ns it has to withstancl the prnssure of heavy
be stronger and 1nore cnpne1ous

rnn

e o_

,

..-eh ides ,lcscendin" from the bnnks to the bridge.
.
b •d
th · t . J
u· sm~ll boat; of different capacitie~ are necessarily used m
the same n ge, e m erva 8
betw~.r~/~~::t~~~~f~~b;/:1f:1i:',tfg!cs~~~·i:~gi~·sneh as to allo_w the boats to ~ndull\tc n little with
the swell, ns the security of the bridge wi ll thereby b_e much m crensed. Tlus will be_ eff~~tecl bf
· tb e bauJI·,s to " tr"stle
the gunwales,
30(,,
securmg
,
, the tOJl beam .of which
. n .ses
h above
·
·
t tJns m
, F,g.
d
as the boats can then incline considembly to either sul e wit out m conve!uence o ,e roa way.
It wo~ld be objectionable to ll\y the b11ulks, as shown in F!g. 307 m plan, where e~ch baulk
rests on both gunwales of the boats, if much motion in the boats 1s pl'Obl\ble, as such mot10n would
be too much restrained, and would tend to break the ba_ulks:
.
.
It would also be objectioill\ble to lay the b,mlks as Ill Fig. ~OH, whe~·e each bnulk ie_sts meie1Y
on the nearest gunwales of two adjacent boats, as a h eavy_weight passmg over the bndge would
Cl\use the boat to tlip or heel very much. This obj ection, 1t must however _be observed, gets less
in degree as the boats used ,ire large, and hardly applies at all to b arges, lighters, and vessels of
from twenty to thirty tons or upwnrds.
F10. 306.

F10. 307.

FIG. ;JOS.

F10. 30D.

The buoyancy of ench boat should be such that the greatest weight to be c>trriecl shall
not immerse it sufficiently to risk its being swamped at the moment of its maximum immersion;
a height of O" above the surface of the water is the minimum that should be allowed for the
gunwale at the moment of its greatest immersion; and to prevent the wash of waves at that time
filling the boat, it is a good precaution to cover the boats with a light framework covered with
cnnvns.

In a bridge of boats, each boat is usually anchored head and stern; and the bonts are fastened
together by pieces of timber lashed across their ends, so as to preserve the proper intervals and
relieve the baulks from stmin .
The saddle may be formecl when large, strong boats are used, by laying a stout beam of the
proper length, according to the intended width of the roadway, on other beams luid across the
boat; but with small boats, the sides of which are usually slight, it will be necessary to support
the beam (A, B, Fig. 300) on the kelson.
When coustrnctin g a brid ge, provision should be made for allowing a portion of it to
be quick ly withdrawn, iu the event of its being necessary to pass vessels or floating timber, &c.,
through the bridge.
:!:Ju . CASK BamoEs.-After whnt has been described in explanation of the construction of
pontoon an rl Loat bridges, it will only be necessary to consider c11sks with respect to their buoyancy,
anil the mauuer in which they are usually connected together so as as to form the piers of a floating
1,rulge .
When coll ectin g casks for brid ges, th ey shoulcl be carefully sorted. Large casks are to be
pn•fenc<l to s!nall ones, because, with them, piers are more e,isily put together; and with equal
~noym,cy !L pier of lnrge casks will weigh much less than a pier of small ones,-,t matter of great
1mpol'lauce shouhl they require to Le trnnsportecl l.Jy htnd. The cnsks generally used for bri,lging
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purposes at Chatham are those
formerly used for water in the
Navy, before iron tanks were introduced. Their length is .J/ 3",
head diameter 2' 2", bung diameter 2' 9" ; their weight averages 174 lbs. each. Seven of
these casks connected together
in the manner about to be described, form an efficient substitute for a pontoon, each cask
l1aving a buoyancy of about
1170 lbs.
To form a pier with these
casks, seven of them are laid
together side by side, with the
bungs uppermost ; two beams
termed gunwales are then laid on
them, as in Figs. 310, 311, 312,
parallel to one another, and
about 6'' inside the ends of the
casks; slings (s, s) of strong rope
are then passed from one end of
each gunwale, under the casks
and fastened to the other end ;
next, twelve small ropes (b, b),
called braces, are fixecl to the
sling, six on each side, at the
intervals between the seven
casks ; each brace is then
brought up, turned once round
the gunwales and passed to the
opposite sicle round the opposite
brace ; it is then brought back,
hauled tight, and fastened round
its own gunwale : in this manner
the seven casks are firmly connectecl together into a pier.
Fig. 312 shows the manner in
which the braces are fastened ;
s, s represent the slings, and b, b
the braces, which are shown
loosely fastened, for the sake of
clearness.
Barrel-piers are put together
on shore, and are launched separately; they are then connected
in pairs by means of beams
termed transoms (a, a, Figs. 313,
315), and are formed into rafts
by laying the baulks and chesses
in the usual manner. The central intervals of the piers (both
in a raft and a bay) are made
18' 9". This distance is a mu!-
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1 · l ire used nt Chatham for tlie superstructure
h
fion_too\{,1,:~~e:j,:· ~~~~ 1'.stru~ture of each raft is laid, that for the
t!1e breadth _of
tiple of 2'
its position in the bridge.
obf ~e caskk- blndges_tcoannstlrnthc ee\./t'ce~n then be rowed or hauled into
·t t f
I
•
"
ay 1s pac ·ec on 1 , '
9
~oo~'.1~s for each rn~tE:1=:.u~~it: ~:-iin~~~~-,.~s~~ ;·:f~~!tt:·;i~~;st~/e 1.:s~r~:~- to, when other k_in?s
f fl ;J.it,. RAFT BRID t · be procured but the)' have the defects of h aving low buoyancr, ancl,_ if m
to . become .water-logged;* they are, also, comparatively
~pt
ll'.;_I, of time , are
arleenb"'
oatmgfp1ers
0 wate1·
.
.
or any
the
cl
.
.
cl quire considerttble tune rn th eu- formRtion.
1
c nmit ~~ re e time they have the merits of being able to be pnt ~ogether by rnexp~nence
considerable
workmen; et;;:cannot be sunk by au enemy, and if not disturbed w11l last for R

~bf

1•,

10

time!n ananm.n« u·unks of uees or other large timber for a raft pier, the shape shown _in
Fi 31R should be gi,en to the pier, so as to present a sort of bow to the current. Each p~e~
sh!~cl be not less than 45' long, and the timbers s~1ould be connected by braces . A second tier
of trees will frequently be requisite, in order to obtam the proper buoyancy.
BRIDGE OJ'

Ril"l'S

CONSTRUCTED BY THE RUSSIANS ACROSS THE HARBOUR OF SEBASTOI'OL,

1855.-Scale ~-

FIG. 316.
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Figs. 316, 317, are a plan and section of the great bridge of rafts constructed by the
Russians across the main h arbour of Sebastopol in 1855. The following short account of it has
been translated from the j ournal of the siege, written by Marshal Niel, of the French Corps
du Genie.
" It was in the month of August lfl55, th at the Russians constructed the great bridge of rafts
across the harbour of Sebastopol, so as to unite Forts Nicholas and Michael; it was undertaken
at the suggestion of Lieutenant-General Buckmeyer, who constructed it with rnmarkable rapidity,
commencing at both ends simultaneously.
"The construction of this bridge, which was more than 1,000 yards long, and the roadway of
which was 17½ feet wide, afforded the Russians a communication more certain, easy, and rapid
than that which could be effected by means c,f steamers, and it rendered Sebastopol a real bridgehead. The garrison could keep their reserves secure from the effects of our fii-e on the north
side, and yet the whole Russian army could have united with the garrison during tlie night, and
hav~ attacke~ our siege w_orks unexpectedly. If we became masters of the place, the garrison ran
no n sk of bemg taken pr1son:rs, for they could at any time retire to the camps on the north side,
and remove or destroy the bridge."
• To prevent this as much as possible, the ends of the timber should be t:u-red,
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It was opened for the passage of troops on the 27th of August, ancl was entirely removed by

mid-d>ty on the 9th of September, or forty-eight hours after the Malakoff was assaulted.
rafts th~·own across the Danube by the
Figs. 311', am, sh~w in plan. an'.1 se~tion a bridge
Russian ar~y under Prmce Paskiew1tch m llfa~·ch 1854 ; ,t was designed b;y General Buckmeyer.
Each pier was formed of sev:en logs contiguous t? each other, the t!:ncker ends directed up
Two piers were formed mto a raft, the interval
stream, and pomted as presented m the plan.
being six or seven feet. The rafts formed in this manner were at like intervals, and were so
connected by baulks as to >tllow of a motion adequate to the very slight movement which these
long rafts could acquire from the small waves of the Danube. Each pier had an anchor up
streRm, the mible being made fast to a small wooden capstan fixed on a platform near the ends of
the logs . There was also one anchor down stream for each raft, the cable being fixed to a small
cRpstan on a platform between the piers. The 1·oaclway, which was 14 feet in width, was
placed with its centre, not over the centres of the logs, but over the centre of flotation ; and, in
addition, there was >1 footway the whole length of the bridge, about 2¼ feet wide, between the
c,m-iage•way and the large ends of the logs.
When the logs were small and insufficient, supplemental logs were placed in the intervals
under them, as shown by xx, Fig. 319 .

o:

RAFT BRIDGE THROWN OYER THE DANUDE IN

1854.

Frn. 31S.-Scale TJs•
FIG. 321.

FIG. 320.
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337. FLYING- OR SWING-ING- BRIDGEs.-A
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into the line of direction of the current (B D); ancl if she be steered in a proper degree of obliquity,
she will p1tss through the ascending pnrt of the arc to the opposite bank at E, whence she may )le
made to recross to C in n similnr manner. The angle that the keel of a boat should m~ke 1;1th
the current bas been calculated to be 54° H', supposing the boat to move across the nver lll a
stmight line. TLe length of cable (BC) sbo_uld not b~ less than 11 ti~e~ t!'-e breadth of the river;
and intermediate buoys (1, ~. :l, Fig. ;120) mll be rnqmred to support 1t, if it be long.
Long and narrow bo1tts nre most suitable for flying bridges, because the longer the boats
that nre used, the greater length of side there is for the cur1:en_t to act upon; and also the bow
resists the nction of the current less, when narrow, than when 1t 1s broad.
The cable, if sec111·ed on deck, should be fastened at about one-third of the length of the boat
from the bow, in order to allow the boat to answer the hehn properly.
If the l"i-rer be very broad, two flying bridges may be employed, regulated so as to meet one
another in the centre of the stream, where they exchange cables as in Fig. 321, where the boRt
D falling into the arc E F 1·esigns its path to the boat E.
If the current be too rapid for the bridge to encounter with safety the resistance during the
ascending part of the arc, as in Fig. 321, the passage can be made in a descending arc, RS in Fig.
3~~, where the boat at A crosses to the opposite bank at B in a descending arc, taking with her
the rope B C, by which she recrosses from the point D (taking with her the rope E A), to which
point she must be hauled up from B when close to the shore.
331-<. SPAR AND OTHER BRIDGES FOR CROSSING SMALL STREAMS, BROKEN ARCHES, ETc.-The

b1~dges that have been hitherto described are those ordinarily used for the passage of large
streams; in general they require considerable preparations beforehand, in order to construct them
with ease and rapidity; but small streams, ditches, &c., may form serious impediments to the
movement of troops, and afford ample scope for ingenuity in devising methods of passing them
with the materials that happen to be immedintely procurable. Some of the methods that have
been successfully followed in various cases will now be described.
Fro. 323.

Do_uble Lt:dder Briclge.-Th_is is shown complete in Fig. 323, and may he thus formed:A cart is run rnto the stream with a ladder secured to it (the limber of a fielcl gun, with the
~axes r~mo,ed, n_ia! he us~d) ; . the ~hafts are then raised i_nto a vertical position, and secured
Y guy IOpes to pickets on either shoie. The second ladder 1s then passed to the opposite shore.
Tfh\ lad~ers are secured to a beam lashed across the shafts at a point which will suit the depth
? / e sti_eam: The rungs of the ladders are then covered with planks. This bridge is suitable for
m a~t~y m smgle rank. In broad_ stre~ms, tw~ or more pairs of wheels may be used, so as
the whole length of the bndge rnto portions suited to the length of the ladders that are
to
a e.
avadil,vihdle
3 9
: Atladder laid on its edge forms a species of trussed beam, and may frequently be used
c5hsuc !n e. ahs~nce_of strong beams. The following is a description of a portRble bridge
ownlrn sJcton m Fig. 324) which was used in the operations in China in 1860 to enable the
fort; Two beams
24~~era an t s cralry escort to cross canals in reconnoitring the Peiho in p~irs end to encl,
ong were orme out of four scaling ladders, each 12' long, by lashing them

t

G
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by means of planks 8' long at the junctions. The beams so made were laid across the canals and
'
set up on edge, the earth being banked up at their
Frn. 324.
ends to keep them in position. Planks 4' long were
laid across, from beam to beam, to form the 1·oad way;
k----------- .; ---------- ,..1
cleats were fastened under the outer edges of the
planks to preveut their slipping off the beams.
This bridge, 2.J.' long, was laid and crossed in a
quarter of an honr. Its total weight was 750 lbs.,
or about :31 lbs. per foot rnn. It was crossed by half
11 company of infantry, marching two deep, in step,
A A. La.dders acting as beams.
with files well locked lip, without suffering the
slightest injury.
3-.10. SPAR BnIDGEs.-In the campaign in Portugal in 1811, the French closed a breach fiftyfour feet wide, made by the rupture of the arches of a bridge, in the following manner (see l<'ig.
325) :-They first placed at each side of the aperture large trunks of trees obtained from the
neighbouring forest, their ends projecting eighteen feet over the cavity; the butt, or lower ends,
1·esting on the stones of the bridge, were then weighted hy other logs laid across them, and then
again by earth or stones; logs were then Ja.id across the projecting end of the trees, as a support
for another strong log or trunk of a tree, which completed the closure of the gap. Smaller logs
were then laid across and covered with earth, so as to complete the roadway and bring it to a level.
A f~w hours were sufficient to complete this bridge and p11ss the army of M:assen11 over it without
accident.
Fro, 325.

341. Figs. 326, 327, show what is called a Single Lever B1·idge. To form it two spars are
laid parallel to one another on each bank of the stream, and are connected together by a stout
cross-beam (c, c).

Frn. 328.

FIG. 326

F10.

327,
Plan of Spars.

The distance apart of the spars depends on the intended width of the roadway. The pairs
of spars thus connected together on each side of the stream, are then pushed into the wate~
until th;ir ends reach the points A, A, where they are required to remain. Tliey ar~ then turne
over gradually on these points A, A, as centreR (sheers being erected for the purpose, if necessary),
,X
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until thev meet and mutually support one another on the cross-beams (c, _c). Baulks are then
passed from the banks to rest' on the cross-beum, and the ro1tdway of planks IS next COl'.lf'.l~ted.
;11:i. Fig. ;128 is an improvement on the Inst method, and shoulcl be used Ill p~eie,ence to
it, if long spars (good stout scaffold poles _will suffice] clln be procured. Th~ two pairs of sp~rs
should rest on one another at a point A, as high as possible. Other cross-b:ams (B, Bi are seemed
.
to the spars at the level of the intendecl roadway, for the purpose of carrymg the baulks.
The ndv,rntaNes of this bridge over the one shown in Fig. 826 are, that the spnrs give a
firmer support to the bridge, the angle they form with one auot_her being ~maller, and th~ breadth
of the riYer is divided by means of the cross-bPams (B, B) rnto three rnstead of two mtervals,
thereby allowing shorter and thinner baulks to be used.
Care should be taken in setting up the spars to make the beams (B, B) divide the span, as
. .
nearly as possible into three equal parts.
Either of these spar bridges might be used to reopen the commum_cat10n across a broken
rnnsour.1• bridge, as shown in Fig. 32n, provided that a safe support for then· feet can be obtamed
in the masonry.
FIG. 320.

,,.,,. ....

--------

343. ,vhen the spa, s are not long enough for two of them to 1·each across, the arrangement
shown in Figs. 330,331, may be adopted; it, however, necessitates the centre being supported
until the whole arrangement of spars is completed. This bridge is termed a Double Lever Bridge.
3.U. Calculations Joi· Floating .Brid_qes.-A bridge of any kind must be more than strong
enough to withstand the greatest possible strain to which it is liable to be subjected, and this
rule must eminently apply to all military bridges. Two distinct and separate conditions are
rec1uired to be fulfilled in a floating bridge, viz. :-(1.) The floating bodies, whether formed with
pontoons, boats, casks or rafts, must have sufficient buoyancy to sustain with safety, the greatest
weight which can be brought to press on them. (2.) The baulks, which span the intervals
between the saddles of the piers, must have the requisite strength.
Every pier in a bridge (as B, Fig. 3L!) has to sustain the weight which may press on the
space between the points c, c, which are in the centre of the intervals between the piers ; the
distance between these points c, c, is equal to the sum of the halves of two adjacent bays of
th~ bridge. When the piers are arranged at equal intervals (as in Fig. 314) the distance (c, c) is
evidently_ equal to the central interval of the piers, or of one bay of the bridge. For this i-eason
the maximum weight to be borne by each pier in a bridge will be composed of the maximum
weight of 1iassing boclies (troops, artillery, cattle, &c.) that can be packed on the length of one
bay, m ad<htion to the weight of the materials of the bay itself.
As was remarked in Art 333, the whole buoyancy of closed bodies, such as the cylindrical
pontoons, may _be mad_e available (a small allowance fo1· leakage excepted); while with open boats,
then· greatest unmers1on must not be so great as to risk their being swamped at the moment they
are exposed to the greatest strain.
345. The following are estimates of the weights brought to bear on a bridge by troops of
tlie different arms in their usual order of march.
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SPAR BRIDGING .
. 343a. Sta11dards in a spar bridge are tbe principal spars which snpp~rt the entire structure.
Then· butts rest on the ground or other foundation for the bridge, in a manner similar to the legs
of Trestles.
Transoms are horizontal spars which connect the pairs of standards near the tips ancl frequently carry the ~aulks of the roadway. They therefore require to be stout and strong.
Ledgers are sltght spars, used for the purpose of connecting together the pairs of Standards,
close to the bults of the latter.
Braces are slight spars which connect the pairs of standards diagonally : where they cross each
other, they are also lashed. Their use is to stiffen the frame formed by the standards, transom,
and ledger. They will be most efficient when they cross each other nt right angles. Th eir position is usually between the transom and ledger of each frame.
343b. The principal lashiu11 used in spar bridging is that used in ordinary house-scaffolding,
and is here described as applied to a transom lashed to an upright spar, see Pl. D. In the
description the transom is supposed to be in front of the upright.
A clove hitch is made round the upright below the position of the transom, the lashing
brought under the transom, up in front of it, horizontally behind the upright, down in front of the
transom, and back behind the upright below the clove hitch, and so on, following round, keeping
outside of and not riding over the turns already made. Six turns or more will be required. A
couple of frapping turns are then taken between the spars round the lashing, binding the whole
firmly together, and the lashing is finished off with a clove hitch, either round one of the spars, or
any part of the lashing through which the rope can be passed. The lashing must be well beaten,
while making the frapping turns, with a handspike or pick handle, to tighten it up.
343c. The first thing to be clone prior to commencing a spar bridge is to measure the gap to
be bridged, ancl to draw a section of it, with ropes and pickets, full si:e, on the ground. The
width of the opening, ancl the depth of the sides to the abutments, decide the form to be giYen to
·
the bridge.
Whatever number of points of support for the baulks can be obtrunecl, their distance from
each other shoulcl be nearly the same; the total width of the chasm on the section is then dividecl
into as many parts as there will be intervals between the supports, and a picket driven in the line
at each point to mark the position of a transom, the thickness of which is represented by a maul
or piece of spar. The positions of the other spars can then be marked by lines or by th e spars
themselves, and the distance from their butts at which the transom will be lashed can be measul'ed
ancl marked on the spars to be usecl in making the bridge.
In lashing frames the butts of the spars should be further apart than the tips, to give greater
.
stability. The splay may be about 1 in 20.
<l.13d. THE SINGLE LEVER BRIDGE is suitable for spans of about 30 feet or less. It 1s composecl of two frames, which lock into each other, as shown in Pl. B.; these fr111nes should not meet
each other at an angle grnater than 120°. The bridge can be erected by a party of_ 2 or 3 noucommissioned officers ancl 20 men, one-half on each side of the stream or chasm; 1f the spars
.
are heavy the number of men may be increased up to 32.
343e. The first operation is to take an accurate section of the gap, nnd to mark on it.the
positious of the shore transoms or sleepers A and B, that of the centre transom C, nud th; po1!1ts
E and G where the butts of the stanclitl'ds are to rest. The standards E H aucl G I'-, wlnch
represent one of each of the two frames, are then laid with their butts at the points E and G
(allowance being made for sinking according to the nature of the bottom), and the pos1t10ns of the
main transoms Hand K determined.
The object of making the section in the manner described is to obtain the distance of II from
the butt E, and that of K from the butt G.
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3J:lf. The standar,ls for the tl~o frames are got into position on each bank opposite the site
for the brid,.,e their butts beinn placed townnls th e stream, fol' one frame l O½ feet apart nt the
leJ,Tcr nllll iii' feet at the positi~n of the transom in the clear; for the other frame 11 feet farther
api::•t throughout, so that one frame may fall inside the other "hen hauled acros~ the stl'enm. The
ledgers nl'e Inshed on nbo,·e, nn cl the trrnsoms beneath th e stantlanl, ~t the pos1t10ns marked; the
ding,mal braces nre then bshed to the stand,wcls (two butts am! one hJJ aboYe th em) and to each
other. Two men work at each lasbmg, anti gl'eat care must be tnken that the spnrs are kept m
their rellltive positions all the time, cbecking the measurements of the diagonals of the fram es
l,efol'e the braces are lashed.
Ju the meantime the fvotings for the butts of the frames can he prepared, and pickets dl'iven
for the fnnt nnd guy ropes. The pickets for the former should be about 2 paces from the bank,
and 4 paces on each sitle of the central line; those for th e guy ropes about 20 paces from the bank,
nn,l 10 paces on each side of the central lin e. Th e foot ropes can also be secured by timber
hitches to the butts of the stan dard s, the fore- nn d backguys to the lips, and th e fureguys passed
across to the opposite side by mer,ns of spun yarn, &c. The guys of the narrow frame should be
iuside the !!"Y" and the standards of the wide frame .
3J:lf!. When all is ready, the frames are got into position , either one after the other, or both
at the same time, if there be sufficient men. OJ1e man is told off to each foot rope, aud one to
each back guy, to slack off as required, two turns being taken with each of these ropes round their
respective pickets. The other numbers raise the fram e and launch it forward, beiu g assisted by
the men mnnning the foreguys on the other side of the stream, until the frame is bulnncecl on the
ed~e of the bank; the butts must then be gradually lowered into tl,e footings prepared for them by
slackening off th e foot ropes, the hea d of th e frame hauled over till beyond the perpendicular, and
lowered nearly into its ultim ate position by sh,cking off the bacl<guys, the men on tl,e foreguys
assisting to guid e it. It can be kept in this position by mnking fast the guys to their pickets, until
the other frame has been treated in a similnr manner. The two frames are th en gradually
lowel'ed by means of the backguys , and gu:ded by the foreguys, until the standards of the
narrow one rest on the trunsom of the other between its standal'ds ; the wide frame is then
lowered, until tbe t wo frames lock into each other, their standards each resting on the others
transom.
The centre transom C is then passed from the shore and placed in the fork formed above the
t wo frames.
The operations thus far described should not occupy more than 45 minutes, provided proper
stores are arnilable, and in position on either side of the stream.
TLe road":"Y should be laid as descr(bed in paragraph 343p, and should not require more
than twenty mrnutes, so that the whole bndge should be completed in n little over an houl' .
. If the bndge has to be made _over ". ~roken arch, &c., where the footings for the frames are to
be rn masonry, one hom· o_r more 1~ add1t10n should be allowed for forming them.
343h. The followmg 1s an estunate of materials and tools for a single lever bridge of 30 feet
span:4 spars of 25' (7" at tip) for standards of
4 foot ropes, 3 inch rope, 6 to 9 fathoms
frames.
each.
3 ,, of 16' ( 9" throughout) for transoms
4 lashings, 2 inch rnpe, 8 fathoms each, for
of frames.
main transoms.
2 ., of 16' (7" tbroughont) for ledgers.
4
l ½ inch rope, 5 fathoms each,
of 20' (4" at tip) for diagonal braces.
4
for ledgers.
,, of 12' (immaterial) for shore transou,s.
2
10
I¼ inch rope, 5 fathoms each,
l'Oad
or
baulks
for
tip)
at
(r,''
22'
of
JO
for diagonal braces.
bearers.
10
1 inch 1·ope, 3 fathoms each, for
,, of 22' ( slight) for racking down
4.
road bearers.
baulks.
16 rack sticks and lashings (8 feet of 2 inch
4.0 planks, !l feet long, 1 foot wicle, for roadrope).
way.
J ball of spun y»rn.
8 guys, 3 inch ro1e, 20 fathoms each, for
8 park pickets, 5 feet long.
fore and back guys.
2 mauls.
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4
2
2
2
1

pickaxes.
shovels, field service.
rods, measuring, 6 feet.
tapes, tracing.
tapes, measuring, 50 feet.
bundle of pickets.
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Ancl the following, in addition to the auove,
when footings have to be made in rock or
masonry:4 crowbars.
4 striking hammers.
4 brick chisels or jumpers.

343i. THE DOUBLE LEVER BRIDGE is suitable for spans of 40 feet, and consists of two
frames which lock into a connecting frame of two or more longitudinal spars, with cross transoms
as shown in Pl. B; the gap is thus di,·ided into three spaces, and the span of the road bearers i~
about 14 feet. The bridge can be constructed by a party of two or three non-commissioned
officers, and from twenty-four to forty-eight men.
The section of the gap being taken and drawn on the ground, the positions of ihe shore transoms or sleepers, A and B, are first marked, the distance, A B, is then divided into three equnl
spaces by the blocks (or maul heads), C and D, wlnch represent the road transoms; the points,
F and H, where the butts of the frames are to rest being marked, the stanclards are laid in position over the road transoms (allowance being made for sinking, accord in g to the nature of the
bottom), the longitudinal spar is then laid underneath and touching the road transoms, the positions of which are marked on it, and the positions of the main transoms, Kand L, can then be
determined. The following measurements are then carefully made :-F l\I and H N to obtain
the positions of the main transoms on their respective frames; also A Kand B L as a guide to
obtain the final positions of the frames when slacking off the backguys.
3481.-. The side frames are then lashed on each bank in the same manner as the wide frame
of the single lewr bridge, and are then launched and lowered clown to a little aboYe their final
position , and held there by means of the backguys. Two road bearers are tben got out from
each bank to the main transoms, and tv.-o men go ont to each of those trnnsoms. '!'he two longitudinal pieces are then got into position (if necessary, by a pair of sheers, or by a block and
tackle lashed to the head of a standard) inside the standards, and the road transoms are then
placed and lashed to the longitudinal spars at the points marked. Tl,e side frames are then
lowered till they jam, and the framework is complete and self-supporting.
The operations thus far described shoulcl not occupy more than abont t"·o and a-half hours,
and the roadway conld be laid and the bridge completed in three hours. Extra time will be
required if the footings have to be cut in masonry or rock.
343/. The following is an estimate of materials and tools for a double lever bridge of 40 feet
span:4 spars of 25' (7" at tip) for standards.
,, of 22' (7" at tip) for longitudinal
2
pieces of connecting frame.
,. of 16' (9" tl,roughont) for tnmsoms.
4
16' (7" throughout) for ledgers.
of
2
,. of 20' (4" at tip) for diagoual braces.
4
,. of 12' (immaterial) for shore tran2
soms.
,, of 20' (G" at tip) for road bearers.
1.5
,, of20' (slight) for racking down baulks.
6
50 planks, 9 feet, l foot wide, for roadway.
8 guys, 3 inch rope, 20 fathoms each, for foreand backguys.

4 foot ropes, 3 inch rope, Gto 9 fathoms each.
8 lashings, 2 inch rope, 8 fathoms each, for
transoms.
1 ½inch rope, 5 fathoms each, for
4
ledgers.
1½inch rope, 5 fathoms each, for
10
diagonal braces.
1 inch rope, 3 fathoms each, for
20
road bearers.
20 racksticks and lashings (8 feet of 2 inch
rope) .

And, in addition to the above, spun yarn, park pickets, &c. &c., as cletailecl for the single
.
.
.
lever bridge.
843m. In all spar bridges where the butts of the_ spars reqmre footrngs made fo1 them, th ese
sbonld be
bottoms
then·
also
them;
mto
vertically
should be so formed that the spars mny be lowered
inaplane,perpendicular tothed1rectiou which the spars are to take. If the footings are m mud, planks
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or spars shonhl be spiked or lnshed to the butts to prevent them sinking. Greitt ~ttention should
be ptlid to the v,wious lashings aud also to the pos1ho11s of the trni:isoms, antl distances apart of
.
the side spars, as on them depends the stre~1gth and stiffness of th~ hrnlge.
3-l~n. The frame,vork and tmnsoms being completed, as descnbed Ill th e p~·ecedrng pamgrnphs,
For a roadway
positton.
got111to
be
to
next
have
roadway
the
for
(b»ulks)
the Jon.eitudinnl bearers
8 feet ,ride, 5 b»ulks are a conven ient number to use, placed parnllel to one another at _equal _central
interrnls. These may consist of ordinary spars, abo~,t G rnches dtam ~ter. Rt the _tip, ~vhich are
launched forward from each sicle by men standmg astnde ench spar, facmg lll the d1rect10n of the
bridge anti gmdually pushing and _liftin g _it forward, assistec~ by men on the opposite side, hauling
on a breast line made fast to the tip. Eiaht men are sufficient for a 30 feet spar. The tips of the
spars should meet am! o,·edap at the tran~oms, and where the en ds of each pair of spars cross the
centre transom they must be lashed together in two places, so as to preve nt them pushing the roadway upwards, which they would otherwise do, on account of th e camber at the centi·e .
At each tmnsom the road bearers shouhl be >tll tips or all butts, in or,ler that the planks may
have an even bearing and there may be n o sudden drop in the r oad way of the bridge.
3430. The abutment for temporary bridges is formed by laying a horizontal baulk, or shore
transom (sleeper), at right angles to the length of the bridge, and at a distance from the bank,
varying from 2 to 6 feet, accordin g to its nature ; this shore transom is partly buried aucl firmly
secured in its place by 6 or 8 pickets driven into the ground. It should be 7 or 8 inches in depth,
and 2 feet longer than the bri<lge is broad. The roacl bearers rest on this transom, and to prevent
the earth from being forced by the wheels between them; a plank or edge should be placed against
their flush ends and banked up with earth.
3-!~p. When planks are used for the roadway, they are cut to the required length beforehand
(every fourth plank being notched to allow room for the racking down) ; two are carried by two
men under their right arms, who advance by the right side of the bridge; when at the end of the
finished part they wheel to their left, bringing the planks across the bridge, and haud them to two
men, who stand ou the outer spars facing the shore, and lay them down. The men who have
brought up the planks pass off the bridge by the left, so as to avoid meeting the men coming up.
If chesses be used, two men carry one in their right hands.
The racking down baulks (ribbands) are then brought up, and the whole racked down.
The operation of laying the roadway may be carried on simultaneously from each side, if
store~ for that, purp_ose be previousl.y in position. . The roadway for a spar bridge 50 feet long can
be )aid by 16 men lll half an hour, rncludlllg passmg across the road bearers ancl lashing down
their ltps. If the roadway has to be made of spars, the inequalities must be filled up with brush•
wood, clay, &c.
In removin g the planks or chesses, the men advance as before by the riaht side of the bridae
lift the planks _as they are turned up by the men on the road bearers, and !~ave the bridge by th~
left ~tde, carrym~ the planks under_ the nght arm. By following these methods, the men do not
get lll each others way, and there is a continuous supply of material brought on or removed from
the bridge.
ll43q. A ramp or slope of earth should be made at the ends of all bridges, where the roadway
.
is above the level of_ the ground, to allo~ of the easy passage of carts, &c., on the bridges : it
should be covered with stones 01· planks if the traffic is likely to be heavy.
A handrail of rope on each side should be made by driving pickets at each encl of the bridge
and making a clove hitch with the rope rountl the standards or other spars, about 3 feet above th~
level of the roadway.
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Infantry in marching.* over a bridge '."ill be assumecl as being four deep. It will also be
as~mned that .each row of .fou:· men occupies 2 f_eet of the length of the brirlge,t aucl that t!te
weight of an mfantry soldier m marclnng order 1s 200 lhs.; consequently, each row of 4 men
w_ill _weigh 800 lbs., and, for. all P.ractic~l p1;1r1'.oses, this weight may be considered as equally
d1stnbuted. The greatest weight with which rntantry can press on a bridge, when marcLincr in
°
800
.
or 400 lbs., for each foot of the length of the bridge.
fours, will therefore be at the rate of

2

Cavalry, when p_assing a bridg~, woulcl .march in file; each pair of horses would occupy, on
an average, I O feet of the length of the bl'l(lge. The weight of one cavalry soldier and horse in
marching order is about 1300 lbs.; two of them would therefore weigh 2,600 lbs. For practical
purposes, the weight of cavalry when filing over a bridge may be considered as e'lually distributed
The greatest weight with which cavalry in file can press on a bridge will, therefore, be at. the rate
2
3
of x :~ oo or 260 lbs., for each foot of the length of the bridge. This is a much lighter weight
than is brought by infantry in fours; consequently it may be assumecl that a floating bridge,
buoyant enough to carry infantry in fours, is amply buoyant to carry cavalry in file.
Field artillery in passing over a bridge may either be horsed, or drawn by hand : in either
case the necessary calculations will 1·emain the same, because the weight of the gun, its carriage,
&c., as they press on the bridge, is so much greater than that of the horses drawing them, who are
some distance in advance, thlLt it is sufficient to calculate only for the gun and limber, without
considering the horses. A 9-pr. gun and carriage, with the limber containing 32 rounds of
ammunition, weighs about J,300 lbs.,+ and occupies about U feet of the bridge, which gives an
43
average of , 00 or 307 lbs. (nearly) for each foot of the length of the bridge. This is a much less

u

average weight than is brought by infantry in foms, but it is not equally distributed, see Art. 347.
It may therefore be assumed that, if a floating bridge has the buoyancy requisite for sustaining
infantry in fours, it will be more than sufficiently buoyant to carry cavalry in file, or field artillery
of the weight of 9-pounders (S. B.).
3JU. BUOYANCY OF BonIEs.-The buoyancy in water of a closed body is found by subtracting
the weight of the body itself from the weight of the mass of water it displaces, when it (the body)
is fully immersed. When open vessels are used for the piers of floating bridges, the available
buoyancy of each will be found by subtracting its weight from that of the water displaced, when it
is immersed to its maximum intended depth.
When the central intervals between the piers of a floating bridge have been determined, the
weight of the superstructure of one bay (baulks, chesses, ribbanrls, &c.) ea? be calculated; the
available buoyancy of one bay of the bridge will then be found by subtracting the weight of the
.
.
superstructure of the bay from the available buoyancy of the pier.
In cases when it is required to determine the central intervals between the piei:s of a float111g
bridge, the dimensions and buoyancy of each pier being assumed to be known, ,t 1s necessarJ'. to
estimate the probabl e weight of the superstructure of the bay: this weight of superstrncture berng
deducted from the buoyancy of the pier, will give the available buoyancy of each bay of the bnclge,
which latter (in lbs.) being divided by .J.00 (the weight in lbs. of infantry in fours on each foot run
.
of the bridge) will give in feet the maximum interval between the centres of the piers.
347. STRENGTH OF BAULKS OR BEAMs.-The strength of different beams of the same material
• They should on no ac('01t11t bt:l allowed to keep step while on a bridge, as by so doing the bridge is atrniued to a
dangerous <legree.

it is necessary to assn~e that they do so, to allow for
e.ccideutal crowding on the bridge, which may happen fror.u a. variety of causes, but which shoulU l>e carefully gmudc<l
against.
cwt. stone.
t They will se ldom march iu such close order, but as they can,

25

4

13

0
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4
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,aries directly with their breadth, inversely as their length,* and as the square of t~eir depth.
If, therefore, three beams of equal length have their breadth and depth as here stated, viz.:No. 1.-1 broatl x 1 deep.
,,
,,

Q.-2
3.-1

X
X

1
2

their strength will be respectively as 1, 2, au<l -1. ~o. 3 beam h~ving the _same sectional area as
No. 2, will h•ve the same weight as No. 2. although 1t has double its strength.
The baulks in a military bridge are liable to two different strains : either the weight pressing
on them is equally distributed over their length, as is the case when infantry or cavalry are moving
across the bridae, or the weiaht may be more concentrated, as when artillery or laden waggons are
crossin". In this hitter case~as regards artillery, the greatest strain is caused by the gun itself; for
when 1;';,1bered up, one-third only of the total weight is borne by the limber wheels, the remainder
being borne by the gun-wheels: consequently, when a 9-pounder S. B. gun, limbered up, is moving
over a bridge, the pressure exerted on the bridge by the gun-wheels will be 4.,200 x ,~ = 2,800 lbs.
\'I hen beams are supported at each encl, as is the case with the baulks of a bridge, they will
supp,, rt double the weight, if it be evenly distributed over their length, that they can do when the
weight is applied to their centres. Consequently the weight of 2,800 lbs. given above as the pressure
exerted by the wheels of the 9-pounder S. B. gun, is equivalent when it is 0l'er the middle of a bay
(and therefore over the centres of the banlks) to double that weight, or 5,GOO lbs., equally distributed, as is the case when infantry are crossing. From this it will be apparent that artillery
strain the baulks of a bridge iu their passage over it, much more than is the case with cavalry or
infantry, but the difference will be really greater than might be assumed from the foregoing, for
two reasous :-(1.) Because the weights allowecl for are not in excess of the reality, as regards the
passage of artillery, for the weight of a gun and its carriage are fixed, as estimated above; whereas
the weight of the infantry that is pressing on a bridge will in all probability be less than that
estimated {4.00 lbs. per foot run of bridge), on account of the men not keeping step, ancl therefore
not closing up to one another. (2.) Because the wheels of the gun carriage will not press evenly
over the whole of the baulks, especially if the planks forming the chesses are slight; whereas with
mfantr.r the weight may be considered as equally distributed not only over the length of the
bridge, but also over its breadth, ancl therefore equally on the whole of the baulks of each bay.
In practice, the greatest weight allowed to press on a beam should not exceed one-half of its
breaking weight; this may be termed the safe bearing weight.
The ~ccompanying table shows the breaking weights, determined by actual experiment, of
beams 7'. m length, and 2 inches square iu section, the weights being applied in the middle.
From th1s table the strength of other beams can be calculated, or the dimensions suitable for the
baulks of a bridge determined.

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Jll.ATERIAL,

······················
························
··················
······················

Teak
Ash
Canadian Oak ••..••...•.••..•
Pitch Pine
Beech
English Oak •..•.•......•.••
Riga Fir •.. , ..•... , •••.•.• ,.
New Englancl Fir .. , •.. , •..••
Larch ......................

Brea.king weight,

Safe bearing:

applied iu
middle.

w::!lfii:J/n

Safe bearinfJ

weight, equa. ly
clistribute<l.

lbs.

lbs

lhs.

938
772
673
622
593
J50
422
420
325

4.69
386
336
311
2UG
225
211
210
162

938
772
673
622
593
4.50
422
420
825

• 'l'he hmgt: h of a beam, as regards its strengtl1 1 is the clear distance between its }loiuts of support.
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EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS FOR BRIDGES.

. l. It is reqnired to find th~ great~~t dist~nce from cent!·e to centre of the boats in a military
brulgc under the following co11d1twns. Th~ brulge to wpport •?ifantry marching four deep; the floating
bod,es ar~.ftat-bottomed boats, rectangular m sectwn, 4feet wide ancl 3feet deep (Figs. 332, 3:33); the
greatest 11nmersw11 of the boats to be 2½ feet, the mean length of the part immersecl being 15 feet
The weight of each botit is 1,000 lbs., antl that of the s1tperstrncture of one bay to be assumed a;
1500 lb8.
Fw. 333 .

Fro. 332.

Watcdi~•

=

Deduct

687
~
400

..... ----4'--->

21' = 150

cubic feet; the quantity of water displaced by each boat, when
at its maximum intencled immersion.
9375 lbs.: the weight of water displaced;
{1000 lb s. for weight of boat.
2500
superstrncture of bay.
,,
1500
"
087 5 lbs. = available buoyancy of each bay.

Here 15' x 1' x
150 x 62_½*

_ _, _1 _1 "7 --1r=n-----------v~-------/5--,-;--,---7
~L.i.J

= 17} feet (nearly);

the required maximum central intervals of the boats.

2. Required the available buoyancy of each bay of the Seri-ice Pontoon Bridge at oz,en order :
i.e. at central intervals qf 12' 6". The iveights to be taken from the table, Art, 323.
eight of one pontoon ••
565 lbs.
1066 ,,
the baulks, chesses, &c., of the superstructure of a bay
Do.

,v

1631 lbs.
Weight of one bay complete, the pontoon included • •
The solid content of a pontoon being 130 t cubic feet,
8125 lbs. the weight of water displaced by the pontoon when fully immersed.
130 x 62¼
rn:n ,, the weight of one bay, as above.
Deduct
the available buoyancy of each bay of the bridge.
6!9.l ,,

=

=

3. In the question, Example l, ,vhcre the central intervals of the boats were calculated to be
17 ¾ feet, it is reqztired to know the least width that the baulks shoulcl have, supposinu that the distance
between their mpports is 1G feet, that they are vf fir, 6 in monber, 4 inches each in depth, and that
they are to beal' the weight of 9-pl'. S. B. g1tm, the wheels of which press with a weight of 2,800
lbs. on the bridge.
2800
= 166} lbs.; maximum pressure on centre of each baulk.
Here
6

=

.
933 lbs. : th~ breakin~ wei~ht of each baulk when applied ~o centre.
466} x 2
If we compare this baulk with that given m the table, as No. 8, the breaking weight of which
is stated to be 420 lbs., the required breadth will be
,
933¼ X 22 X 16
2½ mches nearly.
2 X 42-0
N.B.-In practice the beams wo1tld be made broader than this calculatecl breadth.

~•~=

• A cubic foot of water weighs 62& lbs.
t The solid content of one pontoon is that of a cylinder 2' 8" diameter, and 19' 811 in length, ndded to that of a 11pbere
2' 8" diameter.

Content of cylinder=1t r 2 x l =3·1416 x l ·33 2 x 19·66= 119·86 cubic feet.

Ditto

ofsphere =4~r
Content of pontoon

3

4xa·l~l6xl·33

3

=

9·93

=129·79,

say 130.
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4. It is rrquired to find the greatest ,ccight that can be safely borne by the baulks of the Service
(Blans' ard"s) Pontoon Bridge, at open order; the u•eight being Sll])posed to be ap])lied in th, middle,
as is the case when the gun passes orcr the bridge.

At open order the pontoons are at central intervals of 12' G"; the saddle is l' 2'' broad;
consequently the bearing of the baulks is 12' G'' - l' 2'' = 11' 4".
The baulks are 3" broad and 4½ deep,
7 x :3 X 4¼2
. we1g
. h t of enc h bau lk , app I'1e d m
· tl1e centre, = 420 x
T he break mg
,
;
197 4 lbs,
11 :;, X 0~ X 2
1974
. we1g
. ht m
' centre of eac h b au lk = ~ = 987 lbs.
. · . safe bearmg

=

087 x G = 5022 lbs, : the required safe bearing weight of the G baulks at their centre,

(
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SECTION
PERMAN.ENT

IV.

F O RT I F I CA T I O N.

CHAPTER I.
ON THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE PROFILE OF PERMANENT WORKS.
Same prinr-'ples follow_ed ~n Permanent as in Field Fortific~tion:. general description of ~he_ nature of ancient .fortified, placts,
and of the reuolutwn -tn. the art of defence caused lnJ the in11ent10n of gunpowder and the mtroductio-n of Artillery. Description of the different pal't1J of the profile of a modern permanent work: THE RAMP.ABT; PARAPET; DITCH, EsCARP,
and (_oUNTERSCARP; the COVERED WAY and GLAcrs. Conditions to be .fulfilled in a profile as regards its offensive and
defett8'1ve powers. Mutual dependence of the several parts of a profile. Di,fferent kinds of ditches, their respective merits, cj-c.
Dijfe, cnt l-inds of SOLID RETAINING WALLS. Use and nature of COUNTERFORTS. FULL REVETMENTS, DEMI-REVETCA.BEMA.TES, me of.
MEN'l s, and CHEmN-DES-RoNDEB REVETMENTS. FAUSSEBRAIE, its nature and defects.

349. IT was stated in Art. 115, page 39, that the principles of Field and of Permanent
Fortification were the same, but that the different conditions under which the two sorts were
constructed accounted for the differences in their respective constructions: that while Field Worb
were almost invariably constructed in haste, and ordinarily with a deficiency of means, both as
regards men and also materials of all kinds, Permanent defences were leisurely constructed,
with every appliance necessary for the work, after having been carefully designed to obtain the
maximum of strength against every kind of attack.
For these reasons Permanent defences will evidently illustrate the progress of the art of
Fortification at the period of their construction.
350. Before the invention of gunpowder, fortifications usually consisted of strong masonry
walls, strengthened and flanked by towers, placed at bowshot distance from each other. The
profile of the walls was similar to the type show11 in Fig. 334, where the main wall is surmounted
by a parapet wall (P), which was crenellated to allow arrows, &c., being projected from behind it,
by the defenders who stood on the terreplein (T), formed by the thickness of tbe top of the w";ll.
Sometimes the parapet was provided with machicoulis, which allowed the defenders, while
under cover, to shoot or throw various missiles downwards on the beads of those below.
FIG.
The Towers were generally 1·aised one or two stories above the walls ;
334 .
some were insulated from them, and thus were capable of a separate defence,
obliging an enemy to select them for attack, in preference to other points.
Their height gave them the advantage of elevation above the move•
able wooden towers and battering machines used in the attack, and thus
enabled the stones, &c., thrown down from them, to strike with greater
effect. A Ditch separated the works from the country when the ground
was favourable, and increased the difficulties of an attack.
In most cases a Keep was provided, as a means of prolonging the .
defence, after the main enclosure had fallen to the possession of the
assailants.
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:151. The strength of t.Jicse lllcient fortresses was due to the height of t~eir walls, and ~o
their inaccessibility, arisin" either from their being perched on the top of a height, or from their
being surrounded by wet ditches, which increased the difficulty of bringing up the battering and
other machines required in the attack, close to the walls.
From their position nnd general aspect these works had a most imposing appearance, and
were frequently impregnable against the methods of attack then in vogue.
ari':!. The invention of gunpowder, an d the consequent, though not immediate, introduction
of cannon in the attack, deprived these works of their strength , and created a revolution in the art
of defence, for the walls could then be breached by ttrtillery from a distance. It heciune therefore
absolntely necessary to screen the walls from distant view, which was effected partly by sinking
them below the ground, and partly by raising a glacis in front of the ditch; and, in course of
time, as artillery became used in the defence, as well as in the attack, the ancient masonry wall,
the top of which was used as a terreplein for defence, gave way to the bronc! earthen rampart
of the present time, and the parapet wall on the top of the main wall was r eplaced by an earthen
parapet. These alterations were progressive aucl gradual, not immediate, as they were the
consequences of the gradual improvements in artillery, and its more extensive application to
the operations of wai·.
'!.'he profile, so altered, remains to the present time, nnnffected in its general conditions by the
late improvements in firearms of all kinds, however much these may have necessitated alterations
in detail.
353. The different portions of the profile of a modern permanent work of defence will now
be pointed out (see Fig. 335).
The RAMPART is a large embankment of earth, surrounding the place fortified; its object is to
afford a terreplein (a, b) of the proper dimensions for carrying on the operations of defence.
The height of the 1·ampart (b, c) is regulated by the command required to be aiven to the
parapet, which is built on it, and the crest of which is usually 7f or 8' above theb terreplein.
~am1:1arts vary 11:uch in height: in most fortresses the main ramparts vary from 12' to 20' or 22'
m height, accordrng as the commancl is required to be 20' or 30'.
The breadth of the rampart is regulated by the thickness of the parapet and its slopes and
'
the breadth proper for its terreplein.
Fro. 335. -Sea.le •k•

e. Cunette.

, THE TERRF;PLEIN o~ THE RAMPART (a b, Fig. 335) is the surface on which the operations of
de,ence_ are earned on; i.e., on which the artillery is worked infantry employed and men materials
ahmmumbon, &c., moved from part to part as required. It has therefore to' be wicle ~nough 'or'
' are made 40' broad'' *
· · al ramparts of a place, the' terrepleins
th e prmc1p
t ese .purposes
f h h ,, 0, .' '· and. on
0
'
w ,c - is reqmred for the service of artillery, leaving 20' for general communication.
• This breadth is measured from the foot of the interior slope of the 1>arapet.
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The rampa1-ts of outworks sometimes have t errepleins only 30', which allows 20' for the
service of artillery, and 10' for communications.
In
. 'l'he te~-repleins of rnmparts are given a slight slope (about n) to the rear for drainaae.
0
Fig. 335, a 1s usually G" lower than b.
The rear of a rampart is usually formed by an earthen slope of t, as in Fig. 335, but it is
sometm_1es termmated b_y a masomy wall. The earthen slope has the advantages of being
econonucal,.an_d of ~llowmg men _to n!ove up or down it on emergencies. The masomy wall is
used wh'.'n 1t 1s desirable _to save 111ter10r space, or when the wall is required as an obstacle (as in
retrenchrng an empty bast10n (Fig. -117), or wheu cascmatos are coustrnctecl uncler the terreplein
'
as iu Fig. 4-11.
. 354; THE PARArET, o_n top of the !·ampart,_ has to protect the defenders on the te1Teplein
belund it from an enemy s fire; the height of its crest above the teneplein of the rampart is
usually 7-f or 8'.
The . thickness of the parapet at the top has, until late years, been made 18'; but at the
present time all new parapets t!tat are expose cl to a direct fire of h e,wy arti llery, are made 25'
thick. The slopes of the parapets have generally the same inclinations as in Field Fortification,
except that the snperior slope is not made steeper than 1 in 6, ancl the exterior slope is frequeutly
given a base greater than its h eight.
The parapet is pierced for embrasures or provided with barbettes for artillery, as may be
rnquired; wherever not occupiecl by artillery, it is provicle,1 with a banquette for infantry. Sometimes, for the sake of economy, the interior slope of the parapet is lelt at the natural slope of the
earth, until the work is i·equirecl to be placecl in a state of clefence, when the interior can be
formed to the 1·equirecl slope.
Parapets are sometimes constructed of masonry, in which case their thickness varies usually
from G to 9 feet, accordiug to the quality of the masomy used. Masonry parapets liave the
advantage of saving interior space; but the danger to the clefenclers from their splinters when struck
by shot, ancl the ease with which they can be destroyecl by the artillery of the present day,
together with the impossibility of repairing them while exposecl to firn, forbicl their use in all
but exceptional cases, where they are not exposecl to the accurate fire of heavy guns. These cases
frequently happen with sea clefences.
Portions of parapets are now made of wrought iron, rollecl into thick bars, and connectecl
together by bolts or other contrivances, so as to form a wall 10" or 12" in thickness. Such expensive constructions are suitable for special cases, where it is necessary to protect guns by every
possible means. The comparative indestructibility of such a screen, together with the smallness
of the opening that an embrasure in it forms, gi\'e to the clefensive artillery great aclvantages.
355. THE EscARP is sometimes detachecl from the rampart, but more generally it is a retain ing wall, supporting the rampart either vertically, or at a steep slope.
Escarp walls have been given a variety of profiles, as will be hereafter explaiued, but in every
case it is important that they be covered from being breached by a dista~it fire of artillery. This is
effectecl partly by sinking the wall below ground so as to screen a port10n of the wall, ancl partly
by raising a glacis high enough to screen the remaincler: an enemy is thereby forcecl to bring his
guns for breaching the escarp to the eclge of the ditch, l,ut to get them there he has to go through
the operations of a regular siege.
The escarp is the main passive obstacle to an assriult in a fortress ; to be at all secure from
an escalacle it is generally allowecl that it should be at leas t 30 feet in height, ancl at the same
time should be well flanked.
,vith wet ditches, ramparts are sometimes constructed without escarps, the exterior slo11e of
.
the parapet being contiuuecl, with or without a berm, to the bottom_ of the d,t~h.
THE Drrcrr of a permanent work is a broacl and deep excavat10n; its objects are _to afford ~n
obstacle to an assault, to supply earth for the formation of the_ ramparts, ancl to n_ssrnt, from its
depth, in covering the escarp from view. •The dimension~ of ditches are most vnnable, nnrl c~n
be greatly alterecl to suit the conditions required to be fulfilled rn any profile. Then· width rn
ordinary cases varies from lf> to JO yards ; their depth, which clepenus to a great extent on then·
width, varies from 15 to 30 feet.*
• The depth of the ditch is frequently confused with the height of the cotmterscarp wall, with which lt often coincides,
Lut not necessarily so.
y
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The front of the ditoh is formecl by the CotrNTERSCARP (Fig. !l:15), usually revetted with a
masonr,· ":ill which forms :\ cunsiclen,ble obstacle to an attack, aucl has other advnntages which
will be i1ermlter mentioned. It should be nt least lJ foet in height. In wet ditches a revetted
countersearp is not so necessary as in dry ditches, and is theu frequently replaced by nil earthen
slope.
356. TuE Co,ERED ""AY (Fig. 33G) is formed by advancing the glncis sufficiently in front
of the counterscarp to leave a space
Frn. 33G. --Scale 1 kbetlreen it and the ditch . The
terreplein of the covered-way is
,::- 11t________ , ___6_'_;_--~:
7½' or 8' under the crest of the
'~!~
t
glacis, "·hich forms its covering
GLACIS
COVE R£0
i'<l·.::i
parapet. Its breadth, measured
\'\'A Y
· _ _ ____,.,a,--...........Cfrom the edge of the ditch to the
crest of the glacis, is usually made
11 yards, which is sufficient to
··' - --»
Ditch
allow a breadth of 20' for communication, clear of the banquette
.
.
.
and its slope, ns shown in Fig. 330.
The covered-way affords a concealed position in aclvanceofthe ditch,m which troops can assemble
for the purpose of making sorties ; it also allows a close and grazing fire of musketry t~ be broug~t
to bear on the glacis, it reuder.; a surprise difficult, and makes the operation of crownrng the glacis
by a besieger a work of great difficulty. It has been found from experience to be one of the most
useful, while it is the least costly work of defence. Without a covered-way a garrison could not
place entries in advance of the ditch (at night) with safety, as they could not be well supported,
uor could tliey retreat easily : a besieger could consequently push on his approaches with comparatiw impunity; but when attacking a well constructed work, the mere fact of there bein g a
co,ered-way would oblige a besieger to aclvance his approaches with great caution, and to support
them with troops sufficiently numerous to cope with the sorties of the garrison.
As the covered-way is not protected from assault by an obstacle in its front, it is generally
provided with a row of palisades at the foot of the interior slope, as shown in Fig. 330, where the
connecting rib band is fixed with its upper surface level with the crest of the glacis, and thus serves
as a rest from which infantry can fire. The points ()f the palisades project 9" or 1 foot above the
crest of the glacis, and are usually concealed from view by the grass growing in front of them.*
Palisades_ are principally intendecl as a guard against surprise ; they are not very useful against a
regular siege, as the besieger's batteries would in all probability destr oy them in the earlier periods
of the attack, before their uses were apparent .
. T_he breadth of the covered -way has been hitherto limited to 11 yards, because that breadth,
while it allows a clear roadway of 20 feet for the service of the garrison, is not broad enough for
an enemy to construct a battery iu it to breach the escarp wall. An increase in the breadth of
~he covered-way_would not only allow room for the construction of a breaching battery, but would
mcrease the available space for an enemy's counter-batteries to silence the flanks .
. THE Guers (Fig. 335) is given a sufficiently gentle slope to allow it to be swept by the
artille~y fa·e from the ramparts in its rear, and thereby afford no cover whatever to an enemy.
It~ obJect is to covei: the escarp from the view aud the fire of an enemy sufficiently to prevent its
bemg bre_ached by d_istant fire, and for this purpose the higher it is the better, provided that it
does n_oy mt,erfere with !he proper fire from th e ramparts.
3,,' · "hen determmmg the profile of a line of permanent work, the different parts should be
arraug_ed so as to. fulfil the following conditions :1st
, T!ie artillc,·y fire Jro,n the rampart should sweep the glacis. For this purpose the slope
f
0
1 glac,s producecl should either pass through the so_les of the embrasures of the main w01·k,
tie

"'

----·

in this position ma.y appea; to be a very slight obstacle, but it ~ fr:queutly happen that au
;\,i~~~· ~~-ohtpa~~d~s
o( cousu.lerable delay to a body of troops, especially if they nre ad\•aucing at
itiself may he tht!

obnt:C1
night.

j

6

ID

C.l.U.i~

En,,J~~f e:l'.~f<lm~r1.·:. th e Ctommauiling Frt:nch En&rineer in the defence o( Badajoz iu 1812, attributes the success o( the
<.: a ~ o 1Je b'l't:a 1Y owrng tu the absence of palisadl!s,
tr'
0
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or below them; or, in other words, the crest of the parapet should be either in or above a plane
parallel to the surface of the glacis aud 5' 3" • above it.
sufficient to aUow a fire o_f artillery to be directecl
When the command o; the main "'.or~
parallel to the glac1s an~ 3li feet above 1_t, 1t 1s considered possible to marntain a fire of musketry
from the covered-way, simultaneously with a fire of artillery from the ramparts, sweeping the glacis
as the shot would pass 2 feet abo,-e the heads of the infantry in the covered-way; but although
there are many advantages attendrng the construction of works with a great command it is
doubtful if any advantage would arise from attempting a fire of musketry from the cover:d-way
under conditions so disturbing to the infantry.
2nd. The musketry fire of the main work should be able to defend the covered-way, and all the
qro1!1ul _in advance. For !his purpose it is necessary that the superior slope (usually at an
rnclrnatwn of ¾) of the marn parapet when produced should pass within 4 feet of the edge of the
couuterscarp.
3rd. The escarp should be covered from dii,tantfire. It has hitherto been generally considered
sufficient for this purpose to make the glacis high enough to conceal the top of the escarp from
the view of an enemy; but such 1s not the case at present, for experiments have proved that a wall
can be breached from a distance even with smooth-bored guns, by using a pitching fire, prnvided
that the covering mass is only high enough to conceal the wall from view, and is considerably in
adv,rnce of it. This is still more the case with 1·if!ed guns, combining, as they do, the advantages
of throwing heavy projectiles from long ranges with great accuracy. For these masons, it has
been considered 11ecessary, iu constructing the new forts in England, to keep the crest of the
escarps considerably (12' to 15') below the level of the crest, &c., of the glacis, which latter has
also been brought closer than usual to the walls it covers, by making the ditches much narrower
than before.
358. From the foregoing remarks, it will be evident that the command of a work, the width
(and thereby the depth) of the ditch, the breadth of the covered-way, and the slope of the glacis,
are to a considerable extent mutually dependent, and that neither of these several details can be
altered to any great extent, without necessitating alterations in the others ; for instance, in Fig.
335, a great increase of command, ,rithollt other alterations, as shor.n by the clotted parapet, would
prevent the coverecl-way being under the musketry fire of the work, audit would become necessary
either to have a wider ditch or else to raise the glacis and the covered-way behind it, iu orcler to
be able to defend the covered-way with musketry; the glacis would also require a gentler slope
being given to it if its command were increased.
Again, a decrease in the width of the ditch compared with that shown in Fig. 335, without
other alterations, would cause the covered-way to be imperfectly defended by musketry fire from
the main parapet, for it conic! not be directed to within -i feet of the top of the counterscarp. The
covered-way would thus require to be raised, and with it the glacis, the slope of which wouhl have
to be altered to suit the new conditions imposed on the profile. Thus, as before 1·emarked, the
different parts of a profile are mutually dependent, aud must be arranged accordingly.
350. In the profile (Fig. 335) refenecl to, no mention has been made of the position of the
plane of site, and therefore of the absolute commands of the different parts of the profile, the
relative commands only of which have been referred to. The position of the plane_ of site woul~
have to be determined after the relative commands had been tixcd, so as to equalize the remblai
and clebl«i on a principle similar to that required in Field Fortification, but here_m?re extencled
in its application, as it would have to embrace either the whole, or at least the half of a front, and
not merely a single line of work.
3u0. The ditches of fortifications are of three kiuds,-viz., 1st. Those which are always dry;
2nd. Those which are always wet; 3rd. Those which may be made wet or dry at pleasure.
A dry ditch has the great advantage of not impeding commm_1icatio~s, as 1t allows the defenders
to walk ><cross it, and with proper precautions they can communicate with the_outworks, and make
.
sorties, at any period of the siege; they can also form in the ditch to ~1Spute its passage.
A permanently wet ditch renders a surprise more difficult than 1s the case with a dry ditch

!s

• Thie dimension ie obtaint:tl by subtractiug the height of the genJuillCre for a gun on a garrison C.'.\n-iage {:?' 3") frutu
7' 611, the height of the para11t::t al>ove the te1Te1,leiu of the rru:npru-t.
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(pro,·i,lc,1 thnt it i· nr• frnzcn "ver snllkiently to bear troops, when it ceases to be a goocl
. l are I'1abl e t o
f b r1'd ges, wI11c
ob st aclt').*
1
The communirations ncr, . :; wet dikhcSi nre usunlly by rnenns o
be destw,·e,1 h\' the enemy's artillery at nu enrly period of the sie~e, and it the!1 becomes nece_ssary
to c1..,mnn;nicat~ with the onl\n'lrkg by menus

i1f

boats or raft~, wlnch are very unp_erfect substitutes

for bridges, and cilnnot be used during clny!ight at the per10rl when an enemy 1s advnuced near
enou"b tu ,,bsen-e the tlitrhes. The defence is consequently cramped, and the outworks badly
tlefei;.led or prenrnturely abandoneil. be_cause t½ey are prov\ded with. no s~cure retreat. t .
The aclrnutn"e of a ditch of this kmd, besules preventrng surprises, 1s that an enemy 1s forced
to construct somel<ind of a britl"e across it, and cannot give the assault ou such a broad front as
coul,1 be done with a ,lry ditch; but, on the whole, dry ditches, well revetted, are considered
decidedly superior to wet ,litcllf's of the_ ordinary kind which have no curl'ent r":nning through then,.
"'hen wet ,litches bn,·e a current runmng through them, the difficulty of crossmg them on the, part
.
.
.
.
of a besieger is greatly increased.
Wet ditches are usually made broader than dry ditches, m order to 111crease the chfficulty an
by the
measured
extent
great
a
to
is
which
passage,
their
effecting
in
enemy would experience
.
.
.
.
length of the bridge he would have to construct.
,\. ditch that can be nsecl either as a dry or as a wet ditch 1s the best of all, as 1t combmes
the ad,·antages of both the dry and wet ditches, without their disadvantages; for during the early
periods of an attack, when sorties are required to be made, and in fact until the outworks have
been captured, the ditches would be kept dry to facilitate the active defence. After the defence
has become confined to the enceinte, the ditches would be filled with water in order to increase the
difficulty of crossing it; and if the garrison have great command of water, so as to be able to fill
and empty the ditch at pleasure, and cause a rapid current through it, the difficulties of crossing
it are so great as to be almost insnrmonntable.
Dry ditches, and also ditches that can be used either wet or dry, are usually provided with
cunrttc.s (e, Fig. 335), which are excavations running along their centre, abont 12' broad and
G' deep. They act as drains to the main ditch, and also incrense the difficulty of an assault.
A deep ancl narrow dry ditch, proi:ided it can be properly flanked, is preferable to one that is
shallow ancl broad; because, 1st. It gives less room for an enemy on which to construct a counter•
battery at the salient. 2nd. The escarp is better protected by the glacis (supposed to have the
same height in each case) from distant fire. 3rd. The fire from the ramparts becomes more
plunging on the enemy's lodgment t on the glacis. 4th. The relief of the works may be made
greater, thereby allowing higher and better covered escarps, and greater security from escalade.
5th. '£'.o breach the wall from the bottom the enemy's breaching guns would require a greater
depression.
The reverse of the above apply to the disadvantages attending the use of broad dry ditches.
361. RETAI,<ING WALLS (whether escarp or counterscarp) are built either solid or with
va.ults behind, in which latter case they are termecl Coi,nterarched, or Vaulted Revetments.
The Cordon of a revetment is a coping•stone laid on its _npper sm·face; it is usually 1 foot
deep, and proJects 1 foot [rom the face of the re,·etment, ancl 1s generally rnunded. The Cordon
forms the Mag1stral hne 111 Permanent Fortification.
_Solid revetments have been constructecl in four different forms,-named from their profile as
Slopwg, Countersloping, Rectangular, or Leaning Revetments.
The Sloping Rei;etment (Fig. 337) is a retaining wall having a slope given to its exterior
surface, usually of+ or t, ,,-hile its back is vertical. Vauban constructed his revetments of this
form, making the sl?p~ 5 in 1. The ~lo1;ing Revetment has the defect of allowing wet to run
clown the slope: this mduces vegetat10n 111 the joints, more particularly in brickwork ancl rubble
masonry, and renders necessary frequent repairs.

rr:!:1;

1
t~1e

t~e British su.rpr!sed Bergen-op-Zoo~. de{e~ded by the French, and entered the place in aome parts, by crossowi11u to :~ctcilli0\ l~armg b.<.hfera _on. the 1ce agn.mst the esca.rps. Although they were afterwards driveu out, it
from tht:ii=' fortifications. a.n e ence made ms1de the town by the French, and not to any assistance the latter derived
· ·
d
·
h d f
~
t Tb.-,ie 1·(•ma.rks a.p1,ly only to the ditch es Of o11( fOnresses
; t e e ccts meotione do not exist m the works shown
in Plate 5. See Chapter IX.
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A lorl::,rment is a. trench and para.pet formed to enable troops to hold ground gained from an opponent.
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The Countcrsloping Revetment (Fig. 338) has its face vertical, while its back slopes. It is
the most usual form of solicl revetment now usecl. This revetment has the advantage of resisting
the effect of the weather better than the sloping revetment, as its surface can be kept dry by
means of th~ cordon.* The usual c~unt~rslope is+. The back. is not bu!lt at a regular slope,
but m ,i senes of steps or o.ffsets, as m Fig. 338, the base nncl height of which are in proportion
to the slope.
The Rectangular Reretment (Fig. !'l30) is rectangular in section, ancl has both its face nnd
back Yerticnl. Its nse is confined to exceptional cases, such as facing a rock, &c.
T~e Lcanin!J Rei-etmcnt (Fig. !HO) has both its front and back ioclinecl to the horizon; ancl
.
its use 1s also_ co_nfinecl to ~xceptional cases, similar to those mentioned for the rectangular rnvetment. In bmhhng It lennmg revetment, the courses of masonry or brickwork are laid perpendicularly to the slope, while in the other kincls they are laid horizontally; ancl with the leaning
revetment the earth requires to be fillecl in, as the masonry rises, which is a clefect.
Diminished. , ~
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3r,2. CouNTERFORTS are masses of masonry somewhat like buttresses, built at intervals at the
bnck of a revetment wall, to increase its strength. Buttresses, projecting as they would to the
front of a wall, are inadmissible in works of defence, on account of the cover they would afford
to an enemy from the flanking works. Counte1forts act RS ties (while buttresses act as struts),
and they increase the strength of a wall by 1·elieving it from a certain amount of pressure of the
earth behincl, which presses on them instead of O!l the revetment; consequently the wall may be
built thinner than would otherwise be necessary. Counterforts also render the formation of a
breach by artillery more difficult, as they i-etain the earth between them, after the wall is cut
through, at too steep a slope to be accessible, and it becomes necessary to destroy them to make
a practicable breach. It was for this reason that counterforts were first used, and they were, in
consequence, confined at first to escarp walls,t but they are now used for counterscarps, and for
all 1·etaining walls generally.
Counterforts haYe been built in three different forms, named from their shape in plan,
Dn.aNISIIED, RECTANGULAR, nod DOVETAILED, as shown in Figs. 341, 3-!2. In each case a, b, the
junction of the wall with the counterfort, is termed the root of the latter; c, d, is the tail. The
length of a counterfort is measured from the root to the tail, as e,f, Fig. 341.
Counte1forts are placed at central intervels of about 10 or 18 feet.
303. Escarp walls, that are not detached from the rampart, have different Dft~es, according
to their height, as follows : • The cordon has a small groo,•e, or tl1roalin!J, cut on its under surface in a.d,·ance of the face of the wall: thie prevent
water running on to the wall from the cordon.
t Yauban only used counterforts to his escarpa.
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A FnL RE,ETllIENT is one which is carrie,l up to meet the superior slope of the parapet, ns
in Fig. 343.
. .
.
·
I
A DF.MI-REYETMENT (Fig. 3.U) is one whic_h 1s not carl'l_ed to meet the s_uper101: s ope of the
parapet, which latter is supported by an extel'lor slope, which ternnnates either with or without
a berm. at the le,el of the crest of the wall.
.
.
.
.
,
.
A Re,·etment with a CHE>IIN·DES-RONDES 1s one havmg a wide berm (Fig. 3,lu ), winch forms
a patrol path, the front of which is usm1ll~• J'rotectecl by a parar~t.wall,t '.vhich must not be so
high as to i 11 terfere with the 11rtillery fire ot its own rampart. Ih1s wall 1s either loopholed or
irovided with a banquette, to enable the defenders to fire over it. Th~ defend_ers commu11icate
1
with the berm by means of passages cut through the parapet, or by gallel'les leadmg un<ler them.
These three revetments a,·e compared in Figs. 343, 3.U, 345, each of which figures represents
a profile haYing the same relief ( 45') and a gbcis of the same height, as shown by the clotted line.

*

FIG. 343.

Fie. 3 hi.

FIG . 345.

The FuLL REVETllIENT has the advantage of 'great height, and, consequently, of security from
escalade : ancl if an escalade be attempted, the tops of the ladders, when placed against the escarp,
are ,isible from the parapet, and the assailants are prevented from assembling unseen in considerable numbers, before coming into contact with the defenders, who have it in their power to
mount the superior slope and overset the ladders by main force; or contend, with every advantage, with the assailants as they reach the top. This revetment also encroaches leRs on the interior
space than the others.
On the other hand, a full revetment has its upper part visible from the country, and so is
liable to be breached at any place against which an enemy constructs a battery; t the fall of this
portion of the revetment would bring the parapet with it, anci exvose the interior of the work.
Therefore, while a full revetment is a good one to resist a coup-cle-mai11, it is not good against
a regular attack.
The DEI\II-REVETUENT has the advantage of being concealed from distant view, and the
parapet, therefore, is not so liable to be breachecl from a distance. Its defects are as follows : As it is a lower wall than a full revetment (for the same relief of work), shorter and lighter
ladders can be used to surmount it, ancl the assttilants are further concealed from the direct view
of the garrison as they leave the ladders, by the exterior slope of the pamvets, on which they may
assemble in considerable numbers, prior to rushing into the work en masse.
The CHEMIN·DEs-RoNDES REVETMENT combines, to a considerable extent, the advantages of
both the. full and demi-revetm~nt, :without their disadvantages. Its capability of resisting an
esca)ade 1s very great, for its height 1s greater than that of the demi-revetment (although not quite
so lngh as the full revetment), and the ladders, when reared against it, can be reached and overset
. • So na.med, as it affords a pathway along which officers can go their rounds and observe the ditch of a work without
berng expu~ed.
'
,
t l'a!Jed by the French the mm· dea rondes.
tl, TL~laddii;f ~~~:age is 1•a.rticll:larly felt in bastioned fortressefl, as by breaching the parapet at the shoulders the flanks
can e cut1
e 1,.1.1.lvugh th~ opemug au formed, and the tlanking guns ailenceJ. from a. distance.
'
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by the defenders, who can also reach the assailants with the bayonet as they arrive at the top and
before they step off, the ladders. The difficulties in the way of an assailant would be fu;-ther
increased by the double tier of fire which this profile allows.
Shon!tl the covering wall be breached, the parapet remains uninjured, and the work is in as
effective a state as it would be had no 1111ir-des-rondes existed.
Against a regular attack this revetment is also very effective, for it is as well covered from
distant fire as the demi.revetment.
The covering wall is usually (though not necessarily) raised above the level of the glacis (as
in Fig. 345), and therefore exposed to distant view, and liable to be destroyed by distant fire;
but, as above remarked, tbis does not interfere with the effectiveness of the escarp in other
respects; and even if the escarp itself is breachecl, the whole of the parapet 11i.ll not fall with it,
owing to its being retired some distance behind the wall.
The wide berm, whether provided with a covering wall or not, gives to the defenders the
power of repairing the earthen parapets. This advantage will be more precious to the clefenders
in future, than it has been in past sieges, owing to the very destructive nature of the shells fired
from rifled ordnance, which will quickly ruin any eiu·then parapet, whatever may be its thickness,
if there doea not exist a facility on the part of the defence for repairing damages. In both the
full and the demi-revetment, when any earth is knocked away from the parapet it falls into the
ditch, where it is practically lost.; but with a wide berm it lodges there, and can be thrown back
by working parties employed at night.
The defect mged against the chemin-des-rondes is, that the berm allows an assailant, when he
has reached it, to pass to the right or left along it unseen from the parapet, and so to enter the
work at many places. This is the case if no provision is made to prevent it, but in modern constructions the berm itself is provided with cross walls loopholed, which not only prevent an enemy
passing along it, but also provide a close musketry flank defence for it. Another defect of the
chemin-des-rondes revetment is, that it interferes with shells, &c., being rolled from the parapet
into the ditch. This would only be the case at those parts where the parapet wall had been
destroyed, for shells could be rolled into the ditch from the walls,
The advantages of this revetment, on the whole, are so great that it is in general use at the
present time.
The F AUSSEBRAIE (Fig. 346) was formerly constructed with the view of giving to the
defenders a superiority of fire.
Frn. 346.-Scale ~.
The relief of the work was divided '.in two by the lower line of
work, which was so low as to be
~ ' of crest of the Glacii.
-c~ ~Gener,u
concealed, or nearly so, by the
1eve} ==,
glacis. The Fanssebraie had so
many defects as to lead to its entire abandonment. The escarp
of the upper line being exposed
to view, was easily breached; its
splinters rendered the lower work
almost untenable, while the division of the relief into two
_
_
greatly facilitated the escalade.
The lower line of work was concealed by the glac1s, and coul_d only come mto ~se after ~he
it, and brmg
enfilade
could
crowning of the glacis; but at this period of an attack the besieger
.
_
.
a plunging fire into it from his lodgments. _
304. CouNTERARCIIED REVETMENTS (Figs. 3-! 7, 318)-Re_vetemcnts en clecharge-:-aie those that
are strengthened by vaults constructed at their back. In this mode of _co_nstruct'.on the counte~·forts of an ordinary revetment become lengthened so as to form the piers of arches, w~ich rue
turnecl from one pier to another : these arches support the earth above them, and relieve the
front wall from all, or nearly all, pressure; and, consequently, it (the front wall) may be made
i nt
.
.
merely thick enough to ~e proof against stray shot. _
The arches may be rn one or more tiers, accordmg to the height of the revetu e ·

- ,:.:~.-.-L .
t
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These mills greatly increase the difficulty of forming a breach by artillery !lr~; for as the
front wall is a mere mask, 1t 1s necessary,
after its destruction, to bring down the arches
Fw. 34i.
by cutting away the piers.. This would b~ a
long operation compared with that of cuttm_g
through a solid 1·evetment. It was for this
; I
I
\1
I
reason that vaulted revetments were first used
,f
i
in escarps; but they have other advantages,
which render them very serviceable for counterscarps also.
A - - - ~~ - - --•
By forming doorwnys through the piers,
and by loopholing the front walls, these rnvetments are made into galleries, either escarp
or counterscarp, from which a musketry fire
can be directed on to the ditch. The back of
the vaults is sometimes closed by a masonry
wall, as in Fig. 3.J. 7, when they become availi
able as stores, or even barracks : * this is
DD
o o a Ii L ll n B o n u 1H
generally done in escarps ; sometimes they
are left without a back wall, as shown in
Fig . .J.-12, where the piers are made sufficiently long to keep the earth so far from
the front wall as to enable the revetment
being used as a gallery. 'l'be absence of a
back wall in a gallery facilitates mining operations.
365. CASEMATES are vaulted bombproof
chambers. 'l'hey are often formed behind
FIG. 348.
escarps, provided with embrasures or loopSection and eleYatiou on A B.-Scale ihu·
holes, so as to facilitate the defence of the
N.B. The profile on CD is the escarp in Fig. 441.
ditch, and may be used as barrncks, without
lessening the height of the escarp. Se,•eral tiers of them have been used in the flanks of old
fortresses.
Casemates, when required to be used only as ba~·racks, arn frequently placed under the
terrepleins of 1·amparts, where they are protected from direct fire by the mass of the front p~rt of
the 11arapet and rampart.
Casemates are more fully described in Chapter VI., " Vaulted Works."

~~

CHAPTER II.
THE WORKS COMPOSING A BASTIONED FRONT,
and SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION clefined; the tu·o Systems in present use. BASTIONS, their shape, position,
4·c. ; distance apart of, Construction of a bastioned front, the relief being given. Length, 11,scd for tines o.f defence,
fonnerly and at the present time. Construction of a front, the exterior sid-t being given. FULL and EMPTY BASTIONS.
CoUNTERBCARP, how traced.
Object, nature, 4·c., of RAVELINB; adrantages of large ,-auelins. ObjeGt and nature of the
TENA.ILLE. Tmi: COVERED WAY and its PLACES OF An.ire. TRAVERSES in the Coi•ered Way, different kinds of; thei1·
defects. The GLA.cis. COMHUNICATIONS of forfresses, two 1.-inds. Description. of POBTJl:&NS, CAPONNitRES, RAM_ps,
STEPS, and SA..LLYPORTB. Generat descriptioii of the ordinary (peace) com.munications 1uecl infodijied towns.

POLYGON: FRONT

366. W~N a place is fortified it is surrounded by a polygon (which is regular or irregular in
form, accordmg to the nature of the site); and on each side (as a b, Fig. 349) of this polygon, an
arrangement of works called a Front of Fo,·tification is traced, having its own flank defence
• '!he Lack wall of the counterarcb€rl reyetmeut shown in Fig. 347 is sometimes built in the form of vertical arches, ns
fihowo w the plan by the dotted curved lines.
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complete. The various lines of work constituting the trace or outline of a front, form what is
callecl a Syste,n qf Fortification.
There are two methocls
of flanking the ditches of forFm. 349.-Scale 250 y,rds to l inch.
tresses :- 1st. By means of
the flanks of bastions, in the
Bastioned System.
2nd. By means of power/
ful casemated kaponiers in the
_,/ '
ditches, in what is termed the
'
, '. -~, ,',,/
"Polygonal System," which
.,,,, .."',f
allows of the works assuming a
polygonal, or nearly polygonal
figure, without being broken
up by the flanks. It is with
the former system only that
we now have to deal.
3G7. The Bastions occupy the position held by the
towers of ancient fortifications; they are of a pentagonal form, and should be so
fn1· apart as to allow the whole
of the escarp wall of the curtain between them being defended from the flanks : this
will be effected if the musketry fire of the flanks, at the greatest admissible depression (1 in 6),
can reach to witliin J feet. of the bottom of the ditch, in front of the middle of the curtain. The
length of the curtain will t!1erefore rlepend on the relief given to the flanks; and for this reason,
in the Bastioned System, the trace is dependent on the ,·elief of the ,corks.
At the same time the salient of each bastion should be within effective rauge of the flanks of
the adjacent bastions, in order that it may be properly flanked by them; and 1irovided that these
two conditions are fulfilled, it will be advantageous in a bastioned front to make the curtain as short
as possible, and the faces of the bastions as long as possible.
ans. The main line of work, or that immediately surrounding the place fortified, is called the
Body of the Place, or (by the French) the Enceinte. The ditch surrounding the enceinte is the
Main Ditch. ·works separated from the enceinte, but within the glacis, are termed Outworks;
those in advance of the glacis, but within musketry range of the main work, are termecl Advanced
Works; and those situated so far in advance of the main works as to require to have their own
flank defence, are termed Detached TVorks, and usually form separate, independent works.
360. The construction of a bnstioned front will now be described, supposing the relief of the
flanks to have been decided on, acF10, 350.-Sca.le pfu, or SO feet to I inch.
corrling to the profile, Fig. 350,
where a relief of 45 feet has been
given. Draw the line a c, at an
inclination of l in 6, to represent
--L
the greatest admissible depression
of musketry, and continue it until
-------------------- ___ f __
it intersect a plane b c, 4' above
the bottom of the ditch. Then the
ditch beyond the point c will be under the musketry fire of the parapet a.
In the plan (Fig. 35 l) parallel to the flank E G, and at a distance from it equal to b c • in
• If b c i.e required by calculation, it will be thus fonu<l, b c
a.nd d b is the eum of the bases of the euperior anJ exterior slopea,

= { (R -4')

x 6

f-

cl b: where R is the known re]ief,
Z
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the rofile, draw ,. line J e: this line f e will rep1:esent the int_ersection of the plane of th? su~erior
slo ,\ of (or of musketry fire from) the flank, with a plane 4 above the bottom of the ditch, conse, 1u:ntly, the whole of the ditch to the right of th: line .f e will_ be under the musk_etry fire of the
1 flank E G. If both flanks lrnve the same rehef, and the ditch be !eve), Ge will be half the
e t · . '.f not e H may be determined in a simil11r manner from the rehef of the flank, F H.
~.::~hi~ it wiil be evident that a great relief necessitates a long cnrtai11.

il

FIO. 351.-Scale 120 yards to 1 inch.
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The flanks E G and F H are usually made long enough to contain five or six guns each, such
beincr the number that a besiecrer can mount in his co,inte,·-batteries (x, Fig. 352), which are placed
on tl~e crest of the opposite glacis for the express purpose of silencing those of the flank. The
flanks shoukl be perpendicular to the lines of defence.
.
.
The lines of defence, GB and HA, are drawn from each end of the curtam through the pomt
D; the line e D being drnwn perpendicular to, and J * of the curtain.
The lencrth of the curtain, G H, being thus determined, as also that of the flanks, the actual
length of th~ exterior side, A B, will depend on the length given to the lines of defence, A H
and GB.
The maximum length of the lines of defence of fortresses has been, until of late, considered
to be 300 yards, in order to keep the salients flanked within range of case-shot, grape-shot, and
wall pieces, fired from the flanks. This dimension, owing to the improvements in artillery and
musketry, may ba now assumecl as 500 t yards.
~70. The exterior side may be determined in two ways, when the length of the curtain has
been fixed.
1st. By making the lines of clefence, AH and GB, of a determinecl length, ns in Fig. 351 on
the left, where AH= :300 yards. By so doing, the length of the exterior side, A B, is obtained,
ant! also that of the faces of the bastions.
•
Lines of defence should be made as long as convenient, for many Rdvantages will result: the
faces of the bastions become longer, the bastions themselves larger and more roomy, and the
exterior sides are increased in length. l\1any advantages arise from hftving large bastions:
the operat10ns of clefence, generally, are more easily carried on, ancl vertical fire has less effect in
" large work than in a small one; there is also more room for traverses, and, in general, the
larger a bastion is the more formidable as a work it becomes. The adva11tage of long fronts is,
that fewer fronts are required to surround a given space, and therefore fewer bastions (or poi11ts of
attack) have to be guarded.
2nd. By making the length of the faces of the bastions beat· a certain proportion (usually c'-rd)
to that of the exterior side.
'
In this case (see Fig. 351 on the right), the line of defence, GB, will be drawn of indefinite
length; from the end H of the curtain, set off along the line of defence, H b, equal to one-third of
the curtalll; JOlll F b, and through H clraw H B parallel to F b: the intersection B of this line
. ~ This presum~s tha.t CD is required to he i A B; for by similar triangles G,. : e D : : BC : CD. A; in Field Forti·
fica.twn, a p~rpen(l~cula.r of ½th and ~th is ltsed when the polygon of the work is a regular pentagon, or a square.
At H~~e~ ¾mes (part of ~he ·eorysmnnth tlefonct'a), the lines of defence a.re 500 y~ls. .At Antwt>l]) they a.re still
longr, M 8 J\\ u n l l-'la.te 5.. l erC\lSfilOII shells fmm r1tle(l guus at moderate mnu·es, antl ca~e-shot from smooth-bored guns
at t1 111 rt range~, ~~lC 1 a.a th_e ditches uf 1ht11chnl /01'lH, a.re the most destrncti\·e 11rij1ictiles fo1· tbukiug purpOSl!S l'~e-sltot
)1owevi:r, cannot ue usecl with safoty from the optu tlu.uk of a Bastioned Fort.
·
'

,+
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with the line of defence, will fix the salient. By this construction BF will be one-Uiird of the
leugth of the exterior side.*
It will be evident from this Figure 351, that e D bears the same proportion to the curt~in
G II, that C D does to the exterior side, which in polygons of six sides and upwarcls is one-sixth.
371. The usual method of arranging the fronts of a fortress is, as before mentioned to
surro~ml _the space to _be fortified wit(1 a po_lygon, eac~ side of _which is of a suitable length for 'the
exter10r side of a bast10ned front, which, with the ordmary relief of 45 feet and the old maximum
of 300 yards for the lines of defence, was about 400 yards.
On each side of the polygon so determined, the following construction is executed, similar to
that described in Art. 219 for the front of a field bastioned fort.
Bisect the exterior sicle A B (Fig. :352) in C, draw CD perpendicular to A B, making it either
-¾, or-/, of A B, acc01·ding as the polygon is a regular square, pentagon, hexagon, or superior
polygon. Draw the lines of defence from A and B through D, the inner end of the perp~ndicular;
on these lines set off A E all(! B F, each one-third t of the exterior side A B, and through the
points E and F draw the flanks E G and F H perpendicular to the lines of defence; lastly, join
G and H to obtain the curtain.

+,

F10. 352. -Scale 1~:rn-

The curtain G H being thus determined, the maximum relief to be given to the flanks may
_
be found by reversing the operation described in Art. 369.
By producing the curtains an inter-i01· polygon is formed, the sides ?f which are termed _the
inte,·ior sides (y z, Fig. 352) ; the main polygon being termed the exterior polygon, and its s1Cles
the exterior sides of the fortification.
Those bastions which have their interior filled up to the level of the terreplein of the
rampart, are termed Full Bastio11s (Fig. 352); those in which th~ rampart of th? faces and flanks
is limitecl to the usual width, are termed Empty or Hollow Bastw11s. Full bastions are best fo1·
defensive purposes, as good retrenchments can be ma_de in them, and the movements of the
defenders are less cramped than in Empty Bastions, which latter are, therefore, usually placed on
.
.
_
the sides least liable to a regular attack.
The Counterscarp of the main ditch is rounded at the sahents, With a radms equal to ~e
usual width of the ditch, the flanked angle being taken as a centre; the counterscarp is
.d
.
.
. .
.
.
• Because H b : He : : BF : F C--by similar triangles.
-t Aa before mentioned, this is the usu:i.l proportion, but 1t vanes : 1t 18 sometimes two-sevenths of the extenor 81 ee,
as in Plate I.

-.,
1,_
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directed t,,ngential to these curves, to the_ shoultl er angle of_ tl1e opposite bastion. Ry this means
the fire of the whole of the flank can be directed on to the, ditch.
.
.
.
3,~. The ground about the cnpitnls of the bastions, m a place unpro'?ded wit)1 outworks, IS
.-en· wenkly defended, as onl.1• the tlist,111t fire from the fl anks c~n bear on It_; and If _the gron_nd
foli mpidh; to the front, eYen this defence cannot take pl ace. 1? re'.nedy t(ns defect 1s the prm•
eipal nse of the Ra,·elin, which is a work formed of two faces meetmg m _a sah ent angle, constructed
The
85 in Fig. :15~, in advnnce of the main ditch, the co unterscarp of wluch _forms 1\S gorge.
faces of the rayelin are traced so as to be flanked by those of the bastions. 1he chtch of the
raYelin rnns into the main ditch; its counterscarp is traced parallel to its faces, antl is rounded at
the salient, the width being genernlly 20 yards.
.
By this anangement of ravelins and bastions all _the advantage of cross fire on the_ sahents
that is obtained in the trace of the field star-fort IS also olltamed h ere, as the bashons and
ravelins mutually defend one another, without the attendant defect of dead re-entering angles.
The other advantaaes of ravelins are, that they cover (or ought to do so) th e sh ould ers of the
bastjons from dista;t fire ; they protect the communications, which are made in the middle of a
front; aml, when they have sufficient saliency to throw the bastio_ns int~ a re-ente6ng 1~osition
between the ravelins (as in Plates 3 and J), they prevent the bastions bemg attacked until after
they have been captured. Consequently, large ravelin s which h1tve considerable sali ency and
breatlth of gorge, are preferable to small ones. L arge ravelins have the furth er ad \'antage of
affonlin" sufficient room in the interior for a permanent Reduit (as in Plates 3 and 4), which greatly
jncrease~ the difficulties of a besieger, who would be forced to make him self master of the reduit
before attacking the bastions.
Ravelins were originally termed Demiluncs, on account of their plan resembling a half-moon ;
they were then small works placed in front of the centre of the cmtain , jntencled to cover the
gateways leading into the place through the curtain. As their other adva ntages became appreciated, they were enlarged with every successive improvement of th e Bastion System, until they
reached their maximum size in the trace termed the "Modern French System," which is exhibited
in Plate 3.
373. THE TENAILLE is a work of low relief placed in the open space between the flanks and
curtain, from each of which ·it jg separated by an interval , usually of 11 yards. The lines of
defence form the magisti·als of its faces, which thus make a re-entering angle. The relief of the
tenaille is made as high as can be done without interfering with th e artilleq fire from the flanks,
directed so as to defend a breach in the face of the opposite bastion.•
The uses of the tenaille are numerous, but more passive than active. It. brings a fire into
the interior of the ravelin and of. its recluit (wh en tliere is one), and prevents these works being
attacked by the gorge; passively It acts as a traverse to cover the escarps of th e flanks and curtain
from being_breached, either from th e interior of the ravelin or from the salient of the covered-way
of th~ bast10ns, and therebl'. prevents any r~tr enchruents made in_the bastions being turned, and
for this pm:p_ose the hi~herit 1s the_better: 1t also covers the mam postem in the cmtain, and it
greaUy facihtat_es sorties ID the ditch,_as the spa~e between itself and the curtain is a good
posit10n _for _then- assen;1bly. In a wet ditch the tenaille also screens boats, &c., which are used for
oommun1cating across 1t.

The t enaille has the defect of shielding part8 of the main ditch from the fire of the flanks.
374. THE CovERED-WAY (already described as regards its profile, in Art. 35 6) follows the line
of the counterscar~ round the fortress. In order to facilitate sorties, it is enlarged at the salients
and ~t the I·e-entermg angles, formmg wha_t are called Salient and Re-cnteri11g Places of Anns.
THE S.uJE_NT PLACES OF AnMs (s s, . Fig. 352) are formed by rounding the oounterscarps at
the sahents, while the crests of the gla~1s are _not 1~ounded , but meet at a salient angle; they are
bounded bterally by the trav~rses on either side. Their uses are to allow small bodies of men to
assemble for _the purpose of _impeding th~ works of a besieger when he arrives near the fortress,
and from thell' advance,] posit10n they aftord a favomable place from which to bring a musketry
fu·e on to the works of a besieger.
THE RE-ENTERING PLACE OF .Amus (r,·, Fig. 352) is a considerable enlargement of the

* For the caloula.tions necessary to find the relief

of a. tenaille, see Art. 486, Modern System.
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covered-way at the re-entering angle. Its glacis is either formed of two faces, each of which
makes a flanking angle of about 100° with the branches of the covered-way, or it is formed in one
curve {as in the Modern System) in order to be more secure from enfilade,
The Re-entering Places of Arms are the places of assembly for troops prior to making
sorties in force. From their position in a re-entering angle they are naturally strong, as they are
protected by the branches of the covered-way on either side, the fire from which can be usecl to
protect the advance, and to cover the retreat of the sortie. They also afford a flanking musketry
defence to the glacis of the salients, which at night is more effective, both from its grazing nature
and short range, than that from the ramparts in rear.
Tm, BRANCHES OF TIJE COVERED-WAY are the portions of it between the Salient and Reentering Places qf .A1'1ns.
375. The covered-way, forming as it does a series of salients, is generally exposed to enfilade
fire ; and also, as its terreplein is on or near the level of the ground, it can be enfiladed with full
charges. As a protection from enfilade, it is provided with traverses, which run across its
terreplein; and since these traverses are useful in defending the covered.way, they are built in the
form of parapets which fire towards the salients. The traverse nearest to the salient of each
branch of the covered-way, is always placed in the prolongation of the faces of the parapet of the
work (Fig. 352), as in that position it occupies ground that is not well defended, either by the
direct fire of the wol'k or by the fire which flanks the work. The traverse nearest to the re.
entering angle is made to enclose the re-entering place of arms ; its length is perpendicular to the
line of the covered-way. These two traverses are often sufficient for a line of covered-way; but
when the branches of the covered-way are long, as is the case with large ravelins, one and sometimes two intermediate traverses to those above mentioned may be required.
The traverses occupy the whole breadth of the terreplein of the covered-way. Passages are
cut in the glacis round their ends, so as to form a pathway for communication, from 6 to 12 feet
wide on the ground. They are made in either of the two following manners.
Fig. 35:3 shows what is termed the double crotchet passage: in this case the crest of the
glacis retains its ordinary direction, parallel to the
Frn. 353. -Scale ro•blJ•
counterscarp, the passage being merely cut into the
glaci~.
This method has the defect of rendering the
pathway opposite the encl of each traverse dead, as it
cannot be seen either directly from the work, on
account of the traverse, or in flank, on account of
the crotchet. Its advantage is that the traverse
occupies the prolongation of the line of banquette
in its rear, which it therefore protects from enfilade.
Fig. 351 shows the single crotchet or crcmaillere
method. Here the glacis is indented or formed en
cremailltlre, so as to allow the passage opposite the
encl of the traverse to be defended by the flanking
work; consequently there is no dead ground there.
'l'he objection to this method is that the banquette is not covered from enfilade by the traverse;
and although it is more modern than the other
method, it is doubtful whether it is preferable.
In both cases the following defects exist : the
traverses encumber the covered-way, interfere with
Frn. 354.-Scale ,.,',..
the communications of troops along it, and occupy
.
room that could otherwise be provided with a banquette. With regarcl to this last-named defect, a narrow masonry banquette 1s sometimes built
to the glacis round the ends of the traverses.
Another defect of these traverses is that the defenclers of the covered-way can only 1·etreat
round them on the side nearest to the gl:cis, which would be extremely difficult in the event of the
covered-way being taken by assault, as such line of retreat would be that nearest to the enemy.
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To obviate this e, il, a patbwny 1 feet bro,,d is sometimes left b,e,tl~ce? the countcrscarp a_nd the
inner rnd of tbe traverses (as in tbe J\1udern System, Plate 3). lln~ 1s not a good_ contr:vance,
as iu remedying one defect it creates 1111other,-viz., th>tt of un coven ng tho t errepl~m ?clnnd, by
shorkning the traverse. The lenst objectionable method appe,u·s to be to bmhl proJ ectmg stones,
such us a a, Fig. 35:1, into the couuterscnrp, on wlu_ch to lay planks wl1e11 r eqm~·ed.
.
Un the whole, the defects uf these t1m·crses rn the co verc tl -way are consalered to outweigh
any u,lmutnges they may possess: in new co nstructions (as i11 Plnte ri) they are suppressed.
The wl,ole covered-way is supposed to he palisaded, as tlescrihed in Art. 350. l~ttch traverse
is also provided with a row of pnlisades ut the foot of its interior slope, which ure joined to those
of the glacis, by a barrier gttte closing the passage, as seen in Fig. 360.
37G. 'l'HE GLACrs covers a hreadth of from 50 to 70 yards, as its command is usually about
~ feet, and its slope, regulnted :1ccording to the conditions descriued in Art. :J5f;, is _from a}0 to .f,.
H,lVing descriued the ordinary works which form a regular front of a Bast10ned Fortress
it shouhl be here remarked tlrnt there are very few fortresses which agree exactly with any
individual system described in books, though most resemble one or other very nenrly, or consist
of combinations of them. The systems which have been wholly or partly carri ed into execution
are, of course, the most interesting, and form valuable subj ects of study. A knowledge of their
advantages and defects, and the best methods of attacking and defending them, will enable the
student properly to appreciate works which have been or are to be constructed, or the operations
by which particular fortresses have been or mny be captured.
377. THE CoMMUNICA'rIONS used in fortresses are of two kinds,-viz., those which are used by
the garrison when defending a besieged place; and those which are used in ordinn,·y times for the
traffic of the place with the exterior. The former £tre by means of Pusterns, Caponni/>res, Ramps,
Stairs and Sally -ports, and should be so situated and constructed as to be covered from the view
of a besieger as he gets possessijion sncussively of the outworks; aml they should also allow of the
passage of troops of all anns.
371'. A PoSTERN (Fig. 35v) is a vaulted passage or gallery leading under a rampart. Its
breadth is usually R', which is sufficient to allow guns to be taken through it; its height is r,• to
the spring of the arch, which rises 2', ancl thus makes the clear h eight in the centre 8'. When a
postem is necessarily inclined, its slope should not be steeper than 1 in G. In every bas~oned
fro1_1t there 1s usually a postern which leads under the centre of the curtain, ancl gives access to the
mam chtch from the body of the place ; its exterior opening ia usually made in a cl,·y ditch G feet
above the bottom of the ditch, as in Pfate 1, as a security against surprise: a temporary ramp
of woodwork, made when the communications are required to be thrown open, completes the
descent. If the ditch be wet, the opening of the postern is made 1 foot above the highest level of
the wate~. The tenaille ma~ks this opening from the front. Both ends of the postern are usually
closed with strong gates, which are sometimes loopholed.
379. A C~ONNIERE is a work extending across a ditch, for the purpose of affording II protected
passage across 1t.
•
FIG. 355.

0
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F10. 356.
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. A_ DOUBLE CAPONNIERE (Fig: 356) is forme_cl of two parallel earthen parapets which face outwa,~s, the supenor slope of ea_ch 1s _contmued (hke a glacis) to the bottom of the ditch, the interval
b~t,'.eeu th_e two p~rnpets berng wide enough for a roadway of communication. Each parapet is
v10uded with a palisaded banquette for musketry; the real use of the parapets is however to act
11 " kav~rses to_ cov_er the commu~ication between them.
A SINGLE CAPONNIB~E, cnlle<!' also a
~t:~ll-?~PONNJERE, .1~ formed of a sml!le glacis par_apet, and is used in situations where it is required
0 covet a commumcat10n from one side only, as 1s the case in crossing the ditch of a ravelin or
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othe1: outwork. The slope of the glacis parapet should be such that it oau be defendecl
from the
flaukrng works by a _grazmg fae of musketry.
h
3KO. A RAMP 1s an mclmecl road leading from one level t O
anot er; generally from the
interior of w01·ks to the terrepleins of their ram arts R
broad; their slope varies with the height to be ascfnded. th iu~:'i'sl arethusually macle 10 or 12 feet
s_houlcl he. Up to heights of 9 feet they may be made ~t .! e_ f:-~:r9 t 0e ;:c;nt, t)1 ~ l_~ss steep the,r
eet, .- , from 12 to lo
' '
feet -'- · ancl for greater heights ----'•
'r~' the body of the place two' 1'.a~ps are usually allotted er ba f O • • f 1
l/:~t10n~ they leacl
up, ~n rear of the curtains, to the terreplein of the bastion, ~s sho!~
cl 3 · _rn empty
bastion~, they occupy the ~·ear slope of the rampart of the flanks as i F'.,. .
0
12 feet rn breadth and havmg a rise o'. 1 in 10 is shown, ascending~ slo; 0 ~ i;~;;t~~e:1:i~l~;mp
· · 0 ·
Ramps should always be used m preference to steps for tb r· · 1
fortress, as t~ey are practicable for troops of all arms, and are ee~s~f;'feap~i:mu:1cat~o11s of;
11
:;:ag~
by the explos10ns of_ shells, &c .. Communicatio11s are also more rapid and easy with t~
em an Y
means of steps, particularly clurmg the night, or in time of frost.

::i· P~t~

Fw. 357.-Scale rok,
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Fro. 359.-Elevation,

381. Masom·y Steps, Figs. 358, 350 (French, Pas-de-Souris), are generally used to ascend the
counterscarps and the gorges of outworks. To a great extent they are superseded in modern
works by ramps, except when required only for infantry, aud then only in situations where there
is not room for proper ramps. The width of the staircase is generally 6' : each step rises 8", and
has a base (or tread) of 12·•; consequently the slope of the staircase will be -I', or -~ - The steps
· sometimes commence from a landing-place G feet above the bottom of the ditch, to render a
surprise more difficult; temporary ladders or steps of woodwork being usecl to complete the
communication when required. The steps are usually made in double flights, both at the reentering angles of the covered-way, us in Fig. 358, and also sometimes at the salients, us in
Plate I ; but in this latter position they are defective, as they open a line of retrent for the defenders
of the covered-way, out of their proper course, which is from traverse to traverse.
Masonry steps have the defects of being practicable for infantry alone, of being liable to
destruction from vertical fire, and of being very difficult to repair during a siege.
3f!2. Sally-ports are ramps cut in the glacis from the covered-way; they are usually made
only iu the re-e11tering phtce of arms. Their width is 12 feet, and their ordi11>1ry slope is l in R.
They should be secure from enfilade, either by being made sufficiently curved, or by being
directed, if made straight, on to a projecting salient. They are closed by barrier gates in the line
of the palisades of the cove1·ed-way, as shown in Fig. 3o0. The term Sally-port is sometimes
. .
.
.
.
also applied to a postern.
383. The Communications of a Fortress for the use of the garnson and mhab1tants m time
taken
The.rare
of peace are those by which the great roads of the country enter the place.
through the strongest fronts of the fortress; usually there is a gatewny to every three or four
fronts. The details vary in different cases, but the general arrangement is us follows :-A11
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a ro1<dway for cnrriages aud footpaths for pedestrians, leads through
arched gateway, provi mg
~
the middle of the curFrn. 360.-Scale rJ11•
tain; a drawbridge, connected with a fixed
b1·idge, gives access to
the tenaille, through the
parapet of which an
opening is made ; another bridge (sometimes
provided with a drawbridge) leads thence to
the interior of the reduit
of the ravelin, or the
ravelin itself, if there be
no reduit; similar gateways through the ramRe-entering
parts of the reduit and
ravelin, and bridges over
Place of Arms.
their ditches, lead to
the covered-way, from
whence a winding cut is
made
in the glacis ; bePa.1isades-------- yond the glacis the road
is directed so as to be enfiladed for a considerable distance by the guns of the place.
These communications require permanent guards; and as they are source_s of weakness ~o a
place, they are limited to what is strictly necessa:Y· The bridges are of timber, or of slight
constructions in iron, in order that they may be easily removed.
.
.
During a siege, those gateways on the fro_nts not attacked are available for sorties. _If the
front of attack be provided with them, the lmdges should be removed and the arches bmlt np;
the military or siege communications would then be thrown open.

I

CHAPTER III.
VAUBAN's

FffiST SYSTEM.

Vauban'• (Jreat -reputation a.s a Military Engineer. His wori;s divided by his Successors into three types or systems. Details of
construction of a front of Vauban's First System. Oommancls and retiefs of the systBm, Com,nunications of a front. Dejects•
of the system..

384. VAUBAN (a Marshal of France, born in 1633, died in 1707), from his remarkable genius
as an Engineer, and the many opportunities that the wars of Louis XIV. afforded him for its display,
both in the construction and in the attack and defence of forti-esses, is still looked up to as the
greatest Military Engineer of modern times. He repaired and strengthened the fortifications of
300 places, built 3:3 new ones (nearly all of them of the type about to be described), conducted
53 sieges, and was present in 140 actions. The most remarkable improvements introduced by
him were in the attack of fortresses; for while his First System-viz., that used by him in his
earlier days-was but a slight improvement on the system in use before his time, he so improved
the method of attack, principally by the introduction of parallels and the invention of ricochet
fire, that the science of attack, at the present day, remains almost as be left it.
\_Ve have no memoir from his pen describing the proportions he approved of for bastioned fronts;
but his successors, in comparing the various fortresses which he constructed, have classed them
into t~ree types or systems. To the first belong, as already mentioned, about 30 fortresses, which
he entirely constructed, and also many others which he improved; the second is found in the
fortresses of Befort and Landau; and the third (a slight improvement on the second) at Neuf
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Brisach. But it must be remembered that Vaubau had no fixed System; in every case he rather
adapted his work~ to the sites, than followed any particular type .
385. The following is the construction usually assigned to his First System (see Plate l).
The exterior side (A B) is 360 yards. Vauban varied it, in fact, between 320 as a minimum
and -WO yards as a maximum.
The perpendicular CD is i\- A B for hexagons or superior polygons.
) A B pentagons.
,,
-le A B squares.
The capitals of the bastions bisect the angles of the polygon.
The faces of the bastions (A E and B FJ are each -}th A B.
The flanks _are drawn_ by making them ch~rds of arcs described ~rom one shoulder (E or F)
as a centre, with the distance to the opposite shoulder as a radms, their inner ends being
terminated on the line of defence.*
The curtain (G H) joins the inner ends of the flanks.
The main ditch has its counterscarp rounded at the salients, with A and B as centres, and
radii of 32 yards (:30 metres), and is directed tangent to these arcs on to the opposite shoulder
angles. In wet ditches the breadth at the salients was made 38 yards (36 metres).
386. The Salient (K) of the Ravelin is found by striking an arc outwards with one angle of
the flank, as H, as a centre, and with the distance H E to the opposite shoulder, as a radius, until
it meets either the perpendicular produced, or a similar arc having its centre at G. The faces of
the ravelin arn directed from K to points L and M, on the faces of the bastions, 11 yards
(10 metres) from the shoulders. The main counterscarp terminates the faces of the ravelins,
and forms the gorge wall of that work.
The counterscarp of the ravelin is drawn parallel to its faces, at a distance of 21 yards
(20 metres) in a dry ditch, or 25 yards (2.1 metres) in a wet ditch, and it is rouncled at the salient
by taking the flank ed angle (K) as a centre, and the width of tbe ditch as a radius.
387. THE TENAILLE has its faces coinciding with the lines of defence; its gorge wall is
parallel to and 17 yards distant from its faces. A short curtain, or centre face, is sometimes
added by making its gorge wall parallel to the curtain, and 11 yards from it, the thickness of
the tenaille at this point being also 17 yards. The ends are terminated parallel to the flanks, and
11 yards (10 metres) from them.t
388. THE CovERED·WAY is 11 yards (10 metres) broad; its crest (that of the glacis) being
parallel to the counterscarp, and 11 yards from it.
The Re-ente1·ing Places of Arms are traced by giving them a demi-gorge measured on the line
of the connterscarp of 36 yards (32 to 40, as the exterior side varies between 320 and 400 yards),
or -,lr,th of the exterior sides, and by drawing their faces from the outer ends of the demi-gorges
to form flanking angles of 100° with the counterscarp, until they meet in a salient angle.
.
The foot of the slope of the glacis is parallel to its crest, and 50 yards distant.
The Covered-way is provided with traverses, 18 feet in thickness, measnred on the snper10r
slopes : those at the salient have their crests in the prolongation of the crest of !,be bast\ons and
ravelins; those enclosing the re-entering places of arms have their crests drawn perpendicular to
the covered-way, from the outer extremities of the demi-gorges. The passages round then· ends
are made on the double crotchet 11uthod, as in Fig. 360, which is drawn on a sufficiently large scale
.
to show the details of the passages.
389. The re-entering places of arms are provided with a couple of sully-ports, one m _the
salient
the
middle of each face. They are 12 feet bronc! : they may be drawn in a curve, takmg
as a centre, and terminating them 10 yards from the crest of the glacis; or they may be made
.
straight, and directed on to the neighbouring salients.
300. A DOUBLE CAPONNIERE leads across the main ditch, between the tenaille an<l. the gorge
of the ravelin. The crests of its parapets are 12 yarcls apart, an,! parallel to one another; the
• Rome authors make the aalients of the ba.qtion the centres of these arcs ; this is a hett~r coustru\:tion thau the one
.d th
given above which is howen:r that stated by most authors, :i.ncl among them by Bouswanl
t Yaub;n lil said 'to have in'veuted the tenaille, which has a.ll the nlh·autages o~ the a~~i~ut fa.ul:l&l•braie, 5"8 i~18 prov 1 ,l'8 l.
cloulile tier of fire, while it ha.a noue of the defects mentioned iu Art. 363 : from its pos1t1on also, the tcuailJe St:curc frvn,
enfilade.
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surerior slope of each pnrnpet hns n base of 20 yards. The Caponniere is separated from the
gorge of the ra,elin by a pathway 3 ynrds broad.
.
. 1
;~91. The Commands and Reliefs of the v11rious wo~ks in this system are given b~low m be
table, and nre also shown in the profiles in Plate 1, wlneh are the profiles of the va,r10us works
composinct " front. It should, however, be i-emembered, that 01:lY a type o~ Vauban s con~truotions is here presented, and that the various commands and rehefs were suited to the particular
circumstances of each case.
COMMANDS, ETC., OF VAUB.A.N's FmST SYSTEM.

Command.

Body of the Place
Ra,elin .
Tenaille.
Glacis . .
Depth of all the ditches

21 feet
18 .,
4
8

Relief.

40 feet.

87
82

,,

19

39~- The communications of each front are similar to those described in the p1·eceding
Chapter.
.
.
.
.
A Po stern in the mid die of each curbun leads mto the mam ditch ; thence, another postern
under the tenaille (its floor being on the level of the ditch) conducts to the double caponniere
which gives access across the main ditch.
.
.
A double flight of steps is made in the gorge of the tenaille,. the gorge of the ravelrn, and at
each salient and re-entering place of arms. These steps sometimes c~mmence from th~ bottom
of the ditch, as in Figs. 358, 359, page 175; and, at others: they spnn_g from a landm_g-pla?e
r, feet abo,e the bottom of the ditch, to render a surprise more difficult, as described rn
Art. 381.
The sally-ports give access to the glacis; and the passages round the traverses to the various
parts of the covered-way.
The usual ramps afford communication with the terrepleins of the ramparts of the different
bastions and ravelins, RS shown in Plate 1.
393. The defects of this system are as follows:lst. The bastions, in the inferior polygons, are too small and contracted at the gorge. Iu
later constructions (Vaubau's Second and Third Systems) this defect is remedied by making the
faces -}rd instead of i ths of the exterior side, and by making the flanks perpendicular to the
lines of defence.
2nd. The angles of defence being less than right angles, the defenders of one flank would be
liable to throw their fire into the opposite bastion.
3rd. The ravelins have so little saliency, that the bastions can be attacked (except in cases
of large polygons) at the same time as the 1·avelius; in other words, the ravelins do not, in
a regular attack, delay the fall of the place, but merely force the besiegers to construct the
batteries and other works necessary for their capture. Moreover, as a besieger has generally to
attack three salieuts, he is able, when the ravelins are not sufficiently salient, to attack two
bastions and one i-avelin simultaneously, instead of being forced first to capture two ravelins,
aud afterwards to penetrate to the bastion between them, there by attacking the body of the place
at a single point only.
4th. The ravelins are not sufficiently broad at the gorge to protect the parapet of the
shoulders of the bastions from being breached from a distance; the curtain wall can also be
breached through the opening of the tenaille, by batteries on the glacis.
These defects are important, for the breaching of the shoulders exposes the guns in the
flanks to enfilade fire through the opening; and that of the curtain would enable a besieger to
turn any r etrenchment that may have been made in the bastion.
5th. The Ravelins and Re-entering Places of Arms are too small to contain good reduits of
earth and masonry; while the stockade retrenchments which may be formed in them can be
easily destroyed by artillery.
Gth. ~be communication~ between the works are very much exposed; so much so that it
would be difficult to commumcate during daylight with the re-entering place of arms, after the
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b_e~ieger was lodge~ on the glacis, for the steps leading to the re-entering place of arms are
visible from the sahents of the covered-way of both ravelins and bastions, and so, also, is the
greater portion of the main ditch.
7th. The full revetment allows the parapet to be destroyed or greatly injured f
distance. . This defect, togethe~ with th~t of the ravelin uncovering' the shoulders, would
the flanking guns liable to be silenced with ease, from a distance, by artillery fire.
See also Art. 404, page 183, for a statement of the defects of most old fortresses.

:i:iie:

CHAPTER IV.
THE ATTACK OF FORTRESSES.
&mark, as to tha ~eraie nature of an. EscALADE of a fortress, whefMr lnJ Su&PRIBE or by OPEN Foacs. General d-escription

4·c.

of the operatwn.s of a Bo1at:BARDMEN1', a BLOCKADB, and a REGULAR SrEGE; their respective 'merits,
OPJ:RATION8 OF A REGULAR SIEGE ILLUSTRATED BY AN ATTA.OK ON A FORTRESS ON V AUBAN'B FmsT SYSTEM.

Usual 7nods of apportioni~ the garriso~ and arman_ient of a fortru,; and of estimating the sti-e-ngth of a besieging army
and the ordnance, mater,al.s, ~·c., requ~red for a siege. Causes of the ,1iresent superiority of tM attack over tl, 6 defence.
Operatio-n.s of tha Attack and Defence (m parallel columns) during the following periods of a REGULAR SIEGE
.
1. During the INVESTMENT o/ Ou Fortreu.
2. From the OP•NING OI' TB:B T&ENCBBS to the formation. of the Second Parallel.
3. .From. the commencement of the Second Parallel to the conunencemtnt of tM Third Parallel.
4. Ftom, the commencement of the Third Pa1·allel to the commencement of the Crowning of the Covered Way.
5. .From, the CROWNING OF THE CoVJl:RED WAY to the Capture of the Place.
(1.) Attack on Flushing; an illustration of a ,uccuef-ul
E:eplanatory notes to the operations of t~e Atta~k and Defence.
bombardment. (2.) Painpeluna, an -illu•tration of a successful bloc~. (3.) .Advantages for siege purposes of rifled
ordnance. (-1.) Artillery and Engineer Parks. (5.) Description of the attack named "THE ARTILLERY ATTACK." (6.)
(7.) PARALLELS AND DE:ri:n-PARALLELS, thsir object, position, and extrnt: disSAP-ROLLERS, their use, dimensions, cj'c.
tance of first parallel; tracing and ea:ecution of a first parallel described; profile given. to parallels. (8.) Zrnuos OF
(9.) COVERING PARTIES, use of; where posted. (10.)
APPROACH, RETURNS to approaches, use and ,node o/ tracing.
SnmE BATTERIES, TREIB NATURE, CONSTBUCT(ON, ETC.: the three profiles git•tm. to siege batteries; details common to th6
whole. Trace of an Elei,afed Battery for a given armament; _number of men ,-equired. Trace of a Sunken Batt.cry; number of
men ,-equired. Trace of a Half Sunken. Battery. Comparative adtJantages of the thre6 sorts of batteriu. Detafls of SPLINTER
PBOOF TRAVERSES, POWDER MAGAZINES, GuN AND MORTAR PLATFORMS, as in present use. Positions for, and advantages of ENFILADING BATTERIES. Position, for COUNTKR-BATTERIES, when med. {11.) Traverses required in a fortrus.
(12.) Use and nature of COUNTER-APPROACHES. (13.) Ma.sl'ing embrasures of batteries. (14.) RIFLE PITS, their nature
and use. (15.) SECOND PARALLEL, its position and eztent: operation of FLYING SAP described. (16.) Battery in, a
pa.rall.el; how arranged. (17.) Effect of shell&. (18.) DEMI-PARALLELS, necessity for. (10.) Two objects for which
sorties may be ,n.ade. (20.) Sapping, it& 'nature; when ,-esorted to. Details of ezecution of a SINGLE (KNEELING) SAP; its
estimated rate of advance. STANDING SAP, details of. Contbillatio,i of PttU and Flying Sap. (2-1.) Commencemtnt of
Third Parallel a Cl"itical period of the attack. (22.) Mode of Crowning the Covered Way by assault. (:?3.) Use of CIRCULAR
(24.) DOUBLE SAP, its nature, whm used: description of JEBB's D1RECT DOUBLE SAP. (25.) TKENCH
PORTIONS,
(26.) Dijficultiu of the attack after the Crowning of the Covered Way.
C.a.vALIERS; use, position, and mode of formation.
(27.) COUNTE&-BATTERIES on the crest of the glacis. (28.) li&EACHES IN EBCABPS; position for BREA.CHING BATTE.BIES;
difficultaes of their construction; sapping out the embrasures. Mode of forming a breach; ammunition used fo actual cases.
(29.) DESCENT INTO DITCH, by means of GREAT GALLERIES, BLINDBD GALLERIES, or by BLOWING IN THE COUNTE&(30.) Pas,age of a dry ditch; of a wet ditch without a cto-rent; and of a wet ditch 'With a current. {31.) Rcmark.3
BCABP.
(32.) Formation by sap of a. LODGMENT ON A B&E.ACH. (33.) DEFENCE OF A BREACH.
on the ASSAULT OF BREACRJCS.

304. PRELIMINARY 0BSERVATIONS.-Fortresses properly constructed and garrisoned, sufficiently provided with artillery and warlike stores, and commanded by ~en of ~nergy, c~n
seldom be successfully attacked but by a long and lnbonous process, which reqmres for its
successful prosecution umple resources in men, artillery, nnd material.
,vere an open assault attempted by daylight, the heavy fire that would be brought to bear
on the assailin" columns, whilst at a distance and during the whole of their advance, would have
such an effect ~s to render them unable to contend with the defenders advantageously postecl and
well covered and under all ordinary circumstances the assault would foil. If attempted at night,
as a surpris~, the assailants would, probably, reach the ditch with much less loss than if attaclong
by daylight; but the diffi?ulties_ inher~nt to night. operations, against an enemy a~vantageously
posted, and on ground with which he 1s well acquamted, are such as to render this method of
.
attack almost equally dangerous and uncertain.
Such a mode of attack would be justified only b7 very peculiar c1rcumstanc~s,-as, for
instance, by tlie defences being badly constructed, and bemg manned by a weak ga1T1son; or by
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the fact of the attacking force having bu~ the option of gaining possession of the place without
.
.
.
loss of time, or of retreating from before it.
l:nless attacked by Surprise, a forti·ess is u_sually ga1Ueu P?ssessio!" of, either by Bombardment, br Blockade, or by Siege, either regular or irregular, accordlllg to cn·cu'l:'sta~ces ..
395. A BolllB.U:D:UENT is an attempt to overwhelm a pl~ce by throwing mto it a. great
qunntity of shells, carcasses, hot shot, rockets, &c., from_ batt~nes of guns ~nd mortars, with the
object of buming and destroylllg the tow!' (no~ the fortifications), and forcmg, by me~ns of the
pressure put upon the GoYernor by the rnlrnbit~nts, the s_urrender ? f the place, without the
.
attacking force h,wing to go through the more techous opi:rat10ns of a siegi:,
This method of attack is undertaken when the assailants are unprovided with the means, or
it would be
f?rtl'ess
constructe?cannot spare the time, necessary for a siege .. Ag,tinst ~ well
ineffective, as the garrison are protecte_d by bemg_ lo?ged m bombproof_ bmld1ngs, a~d suffer but
little from the effects of vertical fire, which falls prlllcipally on the mhabitants. It 1mght succeed
aaainst a very small place, unprovided with bombproof cover; or where the Govemor is a weak
~~n, whose sense of duty yields to his feelings of humanity; or where the garrison is insufficient
to keep the inhabitants in subjection under the miseries inflicted on them. (1.)"
396. BLOCEADE.- To blockade a place is to surround it with superior forces, sufficient in
number to prevent any communication between the garrison and the country, until a surrender
becomes unavoidable from want of provisions. It is simply an attempt to starve out a given
garrison.
Its success will depend on the vigour with which the investment is maintained, and on the
time the garrison can hold out before they can be relieved.
A blockade is usually undertaken by an army unable to attack a fortress in any other way,
either by surprise, bombardment, or by regular siege, as its duration is greater than that of any
of these methods of attack. (2.)
397. A SIEGE is the most certain, the best and the most usual method of attacking a
fortress, properly constructed and garrisoned, provided that the besieger is in a JJosition, as regards
resources in ,nen and material, to carry it on with proper vigonr. But when a siege is attempted
without sufficient means, experience has shown, that no operation of war is more difficult of
success, or more disastrous in its effects, if unsuccessful.
In a regularly conducted siege a fortress is approached with superior forces, so disposed in the
environs as to confine the garrison t o the immediate vicinity of their works, and to exclude any
su_pplies from with out, of me? and of warlike material. After this is effected, the besiegers deternuue the most favourable side of the fortress to be attacked ; they then construct batteries for
guns, mortai·s, &c., to silence the fire of the works of tlie fortress in their front, protecting such
batteries from the attac_ks (sorties) of the garrison, by keeping a sufficient force in their neighb?Ul'hood nuder cover, _m trenches made for the purpose. Approaches by means of open trenches
chspos_ecl so as to avoid enfilade, other trenches for the protection of the guards, and further
battenes ar~ now made, and, in time, the besieger is able to construct batteries on the very edge
of the glacis, to batter down the escarp wall, and to carry his trenches up to the foot of the
breach. The besieger's troops being thus enabled to march in security to the breach made in the
:"alls of the town, can assault it, being in general superior in numbers to the garrison defendina
it; and as they (the assailants) are assisted by a fire of artillery and musketry directed on th~
clefend~rs of the breach, which fire can be maintained until the very moment of personal contenti~n, Wlthout mJm'y to the assailants, the breach, if properly attacked is generally carried and
'
'
this leads, in all probability, to the capture of the place,
BY AN ATTACK
VAUBAN's FIRST SYSTEM,

OPERATIONS OF A REGULAR SIEGE ILLUSTRATED

ON A l'ORTRESS CONSTRUCTED ON

Troops and Artillery for the Defence and Attack.
. 308. _Ta~ GARRISON OP~ FORTRESS varies with its size and its particular circumstances of
s1tuat10n . it is usual to consider it under two heads viz · (~-) pint wh(ch !s necessary for the immediate 'sec~i:ity of the place.
(~.) That which 1s rer1u1red for the defence of the place, if besieged.
The uwnbers iu 1,arenthose15 iu this Chapte1· refor to explanatory notes which a.re at the end of the Chaptor.
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lO
For the immediate security of the place 440 men per front are allotted of wh
are
om
'
cavalry, 60 artillery, and 20 Engineers, the remainder being infantry.
To_ withstand " siege double the above number of men are allotted to those fronts which ar
e
susceptible of attack.
399. THE ARTILLERY ARMAMENT for a fortress is considered under the same heads
(1.) The quantity necessary for the immediate security of a place in war time au'd which ·
supposed to be constantly mounted, is calculated at 8 pieces per bastion 2 of which woulcl
'
in each flank, the others in the faces and salient.
(2.) The artillery requisite to stand a siege, in addition to the above, will depend on the extent
of the works, as more gt1ns can be mounted on the fronts collateral to that attacked in fortresses
with many fronts, than in those with few sides.
The best authorities consider that
Fortresses of 1st class (10 sides and upwards) should have 150 pieces.
100
,.
2nd class (G sides to 10 sides)
,.
50 "
3rd class (4 sides or 5 sides)
In addition to the 8 per bastion.
Thus, in a decagon there will be 1·equired 10 x 8 + 150 = 230 pieces; and in a hexagon
G x 8+100 = US pieces.
The proportion of the several pieces is -A, guns or shell guns, TT howitzers, 'lo mortars,
,¼ field guns.
400. THE NECESSARY STRENGTH OF A BESIEGING ARlllY varies in its proportion to the strength
of the garrison, and should be, as a general rule,
5 to 1 when the garrison amounts to 15,0 00 men.
10,000
6 to 1
5,000
7 to 1

b!

8 tO 1

JJ

JI

>'

IJ

3,000

H

These comparative numbers result from the consideration that as many workmen are
required to break ground and cai-ry on the works of the attack against a small fortress, with
fronts of (about) 360 yards, as against one on a superior polygon. The number of men required
for guards of the trenches increases with the garrison; the number of men on duty in the trenches
at a time, ot1ght to be eqt1al to i of the garrison, this proportion of the latter being considered to
be the utmost that can be spared at a time from the fortress for a sortie.
In addition to supplying workmen for the service of the trenches, and guards for their
protection from sorties, a besieging army has to carry on other work, such as regimental aud
camp duties, pickets, escorts with stores and proYisions, &c.: tbe number of men requirecl for
these duties will vary according to .the goocl will or hostility of the people in whose country the
siege is carried on, and also to the nature of the position occupied, &c., and therefore cannot be
accurately estimated beforehand, but it may be here assumed to be -A, of the whole army.
Guards of the trenches should have three reliefs (i.e. for every man on duty at a time there
must be three men available, so that each man will be off duty for a period twice as lon g as his
tour of cluty); but the working parties, and the men for the general duties of the camp, 1·equire at
least four reliefs, as their work is more onerous.
The duration of each relief (that is, the time each set of men are actually on duty) is usually
twenty-four hours for guai·ds of the trenches, and eight hours for the working parties, ":hich
latter, under particular cii·cumstances, is increased to twelve hours. But the duration of a smgle
relief or tour of duty does not affect the number of reliefs of men there should be.
40 l. On these data a besieging army, to attack a fortress garrisoned by 5,000 men, should be
thus calculated:*¾X 5,000 X 3 = 11,250
Guards of trenches in three reliefs
2,000 X 4 = 8,000
Working parties in four rnliefs
10,250
* The aho"e estimate for the strenITT;h of a besieging army is ~ven hy the fate General of Engineers, Sir John Jo~es,
Bart. an offic~r of great experience
<l
•

and wbo
i; sieges,
f b ·
· t

served with armies invariably far weiihr in num_ber ibatn t o~el
b8 en p o,•ed by e:qJer1ence o :~,·vit
h
f
b
h
0

t:eri:~~~.ts~ fja~~Je~~~:l~r• r::: f; r:~iJe ancla;?~ifn!as~ aI~,·~ t~ t:r ~~<l!rst~od that ;hese uuml;~rs nre
0

to the t1·oop~ keeping up the inv~stment,

0

i;l

aclilitiou
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19,250
Guards of Trenches and W 01·king Parties, brought oi:er
General duties of the camp, one-tenth of the whole army,} 10,250 X-! _ l 830
6
-- 2,
in four reliels • •
,•
••
••
••
••
32,080
Total, independent of sick and casualties
And for a gan-ison of 10,000, the calculation would be,f X 10,000 X 3 = 22,500
Guards of trenches, in three reliefs
••
••
2,000 X 4 = 8,000
Working parties, in four 1·eliefs
30,500
General duties of camp, &c., one-tenth of the whole army,} 30,500 X 4 20 , 330
6
in four reliefs • •
••
••
••
••
••
Total, independent of sick and casualties ••
If there be any cavalry in the garrison, the guard of the trenches requires to be supported by
a number of ca,•alt·y posted on any convenient spot on the flanks of the attack, equal to the total
of tbat arm iu the fortress, with the reserve of one-half more posted at the mouth of the trenches,
so that, whichever flank may be attacked by cavalry, the reverse moving to that flank will make
the defensive (besieger's) force at that point equal to the enemy's entire force.
402. THE NUMBER OF PIECES OF ORDNANCE REQUIRED FOR THE ATTACK OF A FORTRESS has not
so much reference to the number mounted on its ramparts, as to the construction of the works
themselves; for the besiegers never willingly oppose artillery by a direct fire, but generally
contrive, by skilfully placing their batteries so as to enfilade or take in reverse the works fired at,
to render one gun in the attack superior to many in the place. Only those lines of work that
cannot be enfiladed would be silenced by direct fire. In counter-batteries* there should be at least
an equal number of pieces to the number of those which it is intended to silence, and, if possible,
double that number.
In an actual siege the number of pieces of ordnance required for the attack can only be accumtely ascertained by the joint labour of the Commanding Officers of the Artillery and Engineers,
after the general plan of attack should have been decided on. Sir John Jones gives the followinoas a necessary battering train to carry on the attack of a regular fortress with vigour:b
24-pounders t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
18-pounders, or heavy howitzers t . . . . . . . . . . 80
Mortars of 8" and upwards •••• , • . • • • • • . • • • 30
,,
,,
used as pierriers t- . . . . . . . . . . . 1G
The following table exhibits the number of pieces of ordnance employed in the defence and
attack of some remarkable sieges of modern times : 1793
1806
1807
1810
1810
1810
1811
1811
1812
1812
1813
1829
1832

Valenciennes • • • • . • . . • • . • • • • • • • . . . • . •
Gaeta..............................
Schweidnitz . • • • . • . • . • • • • • . . . . . • • . • •
Lerida •••• .... .... .••••• .... .• •• .•
Ciudad Rodrigo • • . . . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • •
Tortosa ••• , • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • •
Tarragona. • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . •
Badajoz • • . • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . . • . . . •
Ciudad Rod,;go • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • .. • •
Badajoz.. . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
San Sebastian • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . •
Silisti;a • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Antwerp............................

Defence.

175
171
250
110
86
177
290
170
119

140
G3
2~8
145

Attack.
167

109
43
40
50
50
66
54
68
78
88
88
14.8

; ::~te:!;>!a~ed nfuef.; when their object to ~!ence guns by _?.irect fire.
rift.id gun ~f 3? c~.
8
~

i11

y_

--pr. of 50 cwt., au<l the 8 shell-gun of a2 cwt. smooth-bore guns i or by the 40-pr. Armstrong

BritJhAaer~~er 18 a mortar designed for the purpose of throwing atones at short ranges.

There is no regular pattern in the
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403. THE QUANTITY OF MATERIALS REQUIBED FOR CARRYING ON A SIEGE is very great and
can only be calculated, in any actual case, after the plan of operations shall have been decided on.
but to give an idea of the vast quantities used, it may be stated that at one of the French sieges·
towards the close of the seventeenth and commencement of the eighteenth centuries there wer;
expencled 80,000 gabious, 300,000 fascines, 200,000 sandbags, 270,000 bags of wool,' and 30,000
entrenching tools .
401. The superiority which the besiegers have over the defenders of a fortress is partly
attributable to the faulty construction of fortresses, and partly to improvements made of late
years in the processes of attack.
The disadvantages of the defenders, arising from the faulty construction of fortresses, are as
follows :-The exposure of the works to vertical, enfilade, and reverse fires; the liability, in nearly
every case, of the front of attack being encompassed by the besiegers' batteries, and so being made
the focus of an overwhelming fire; the insecurity of the communications with the outworks and
the country in time of siege; the advantage of position which an outwork, when taken, gives to
the besiegers; the expense and imperfect nature of the palisades, barriers, &c., which, in the
defence of the covered-way, serve as obstacles to the enemy; the insecurity of the covered-way,
and its inconvenience, both for the advance and retreat of troops; in consequence of which sorties
in force become nearly impracticable after the second parallel is formed, unless the besiegers are
very negligent in their arrangements; the inability of one part of the fortress to assist another in
its interior defence; and lastly, in most of the old fortresses, no advantage being taken of the
barracks and other public buildings to improve the defences of the place.*
The impro'<"ements in the means of attack consist in the more extensive employment of
vertical fire, and in the great improvements made of late years in artillery (3) and musketry, and
which are considered to tend to the advantage of the attack (at least against an ordinary bastioned
fo1-tress), on account of the besiegers being able to encompass the front of attack and making it
the focus of a concentrated fire. But on this subject there is, at present, great difference of
opinion; many Engineers being of opinion that the defence has profited more than the attack, in
consequence of the improvements in artillery, &c.
The following account of the process of Sieges will be understood to be very general in its
nature, and merely intended to illustrate what may be, and very often is, done in the several
stages of the Attack and Defence of Fortresses. There is, in point of fact, every possible variety
in both, according to the circumstances attending the attacking and defending parties.

405.

OPERATIONS OF THE SIEGE.
FOR THE DEFENCE.

FOR THE ATTACK,

The Investment.
As a preliminary operation to a siege, the
besieging army bas to invest the fortress; i.e.,
to surround it (suddenly and unexpectedly, if
possible) so as to cut off all communication
between tbe garrison and the country. The
troops destined for this duty should arrive
before the place by different routes, and endeavour to surprise the advanced posts of the
garrison.
They immediately form a double chain of
posts around the fortress, strengthening their
position where necessary by field works: the
outer chain, to prevent relief; the inner one, to
prevent any of the garrison leaving the fortress.

During the Inrestment.
As soon as the garrison are informed of
the intentions of the enemy, all posts without
the place are reinforced, and arrangements made
for securing their 1·etreat.

These posts are to obstruct the investme?t,
and cover the introduction of convoys and remforcements.

• It is considered that none of these defensive d.isa.dva.ntages exist in the Fortress of Antwerp, which is described
in Cha.pt.er IX.
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The inner chain of posts is pushed cl?ser
to the fortress l\t night, to confine the garnson
to their works.
A reconnaissance of the place is m~de
under the protection of a sufficient force, with
the following objects : .
1st. To verify the plan of the fortress, 1f
the besiegers have o~e; if not, _to make one.
2nd. To determme the pomt of attack, by
observing the nature and condition of the works
generally, whether the escarps are covered to a
sufficient height (5); the counterscarps, whether
revetted or not; the ground, whether rocky,
marshy, or liable to be inundated ; the bastions,
whether retrenched or not, &c.
To mislead the garrison a reconnaissance
should be made of those parts not intended to
be attacked.
The camps and parks (J) are established,
if possible, concealed from view, and from 3,000
to J,000 yards distant from the fortress.
During the investment, gabions, fascines,
SRp-rollers (6), &c., are made, in the nearest
woods, and transported to the parks ; supplies
of all kinds necessary are brought up, until the
besiegers are in a position to commence active
operations without fear of being afterwards delayed for want of materials .
.106.

The guns of the place fire from the barhettes and cavaliers, upon everything hostile
within range.
Small detachments ore stationed all round
the place at 800 or 1,000 yiu·ds, to retard and
surprise the enemy's reconnoitring parties.
To favour this object they should be concealed in broken gronncl 01· ruined buildings ;
they retire into the covered-way at night.

The garrison prepare everything in readiness for the construction of batteries, blindages,
bridges, palisading, and tambours.
During the night, lightballs iu·e frequently
thrown all round in order to discover the time
and place of the opening of the trenches.
If there is not already casemated covering
for half the number of the garrison, blindage
covering should be immediately formed. A
good position for a leaning blindage is against
the counterscarp of a main ditch.

FROM THE " OPENING OF THE TRENCHES " TO THE
SECOND p ARALLEL.

The besiegers break ground the first night,
by forming the 1st parallel (7) and the zigzags
(8) leading from it to the nearest cover in rear;
if possible, some of the batteries are begun.
At daybreak the troops who have been
covering (9) the workmen, retire into the paralld,
or behind the nearest cover.
During the clay the besiegers take up the
prolongations of the works to be enfiladed, and
also the capitals of the salients to be attacked.
The batteries (10), if not commenced the
previous night, are commenced on the seconcl
night, the elevated ones being first begun, as
they require the longest time fo,· their construction ;. the sunken or half-sunken batteries are
commenced on the following night. Batteries
are m~de to enfilade all lines of work requiring
to ~e silenced. the prolongations of whose terreplems can be occupied : if this cannot be done
c~unter-batteries ~re macle to silence them by
d,rect fire. W1th111 a period of from :3!i to 60
hours t)le batteries will be completed, with their
respective traverses, expeuse magazines, and

COMMENCEMENT

OF THE

The garrison fire with every gun and mortar
they can bring to beiu· (even without platforms
and embrasures at first), as soon as they discover the position of the first parallel.
Their fire ought to be well sustained, as it
is unopposed by the artillery of the besiegers.

Small sorties of light cavalry are made to
harass the working parties ; they endeavour,
also, to penetrate into the parks, in order to
destroy the siege materials, aucl make prisoners.
The front of attack being now known, the
defenders begin to lay their bridges, place their
c~nnon in battery, work at the tmverses (11),
fleches and counter-approaches (12), and begin
their retrenchments.
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platforms, e.nd will be armed. The batteries,
as soon as ready, open their fire simultaneously,
their embrasures being unmasked (13) together.
In about 24 or 8G hours' firing, the artillery of
the fortress ought to be well subdued, their
traverses demolished, and platforms broken ;
after which, the enfilading siege batteries keep
up a steady fire night and day, to prevent the
garrison repairing any damages, or mounting
fresh guns.
REGULAR SIEGE.-FIRST GRAND EPOCH.

Fro. 361. ••-Scale 350 yards to l inch.
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a a.
b b.
c.
d d.

First parallel
Trenches of approach.
Redoubt on flank of pa.ra.llel.
Returns to trenches.

Zigzags of approach on the capitals of the
salients attacked are pushed forward in advance
of the first parallel for a distance of 100 or 150
yards.
Rifle pits are made in advance of the

Probable future position of first parallel
Probable future position of the first batteries.
Elevated counter-batteries.
nr.-v1u. Suuken ricochet enfilading batteries.
t e.
j j.

J. II.

They hoist howitzers and mortars into the
salient 1;laces of arms, to 1·icochet along the
capitals, and shell the approaches.
BB
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trenches where.er convenient ; their occupants
ser,e as' ad,anced sentries by ni€;ht and as
marksmen by day (14). At till_ penods_ of the
siege, rifle pits may be nsed ,nth considerable
advantage.

Rifle pits tire constructed by the garrison,
if sufficiently strong, as a means of retarding
the attack.

REGULAR 8IEOE.-OPERA'f'IONS AS P'A'R AS THIRD PARALLEL.

Frn. 362. -Scale 350 yards to l inch.

g {J. Second parallel.

k k. Demi-parallels.

Ii h. Trenches of approach.

407.

FROM

THE

l l. Third parallel.

COMMENCEMENT

OF THE SECOND PARALLEL
THE THIBD PARALLEL.

The second parallel (15) and its communications to the rear, with those ah·eady formed,
are executed by flying sap.
Batteries are formed in the second parallel
(if necessary), the guns being brought up from
some of the batteries of the first parallel (16).
. The approaches on the capitals of the
sahe_nts attacked are pushed forward, and the
demi-parallels are formed (18), if possible, by
flying sap.
The ends of the demi .. parallels are converted either into mortar batteries to shell the

TO

THE

COMMENCEMENT

OF

The defenders ricochet along the lines of
the capitals with shot and shells ; and the attack
having arrived now within easy musket shot,
that arm is extensively employed from the
covered-way, fleches, and counter-approaches.
The defenders fire on the batteries with
full charges, and endeavour to pitch salvos, or
volleys of shells ( 17), into their parapets.
They make frequent and vigorous sorties
(19), especially on the flanks.
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covered-way, or into howitzer batteries to enfilade the covered-way.
All work in advance has now to be commenced by regular sap (20), the trenches bei ug
afterwards widened to their required dimensions
by infantry workmen.
'l.'he approaches (zigzags) in advance of the
demi-parallels are continued until the foot of
the glacis is 1·eached (about 80 yards from the
salients), when the third parallel is commenced
(21).
As the trenches are completed, they are
occupied by infantry marksmen, who keep up a
steady fire of musketry on the garrison. The
same is done from rifle pits. All the batteries
maintain a steady (but not rapid) fire, on the
defences. The small mortars are now used with
great effect : they can be carried by hand and
moved from place to place as required.
408,
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They fire upon the saps, especially upon
the heads of them, with grape, case, and musketry ; for the latter purpose, picked shots are
stationed in the covered-way, under cover of
sandbags, fascines, or gabions.

They finish their retrenchments,

FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE THIBD PARALLEL TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE
CROWNING OF THE COVERED-WAY,

The third pa1·allel (21) is executed by sap,
each zigzag as it reaches the foot of the glacis
brnnching off to the right and left to form the
parallel.
The thircl parallel is armed with mortars
at its extremities to shell the collateral fronts,
and with others, at various places in its length,
to shell the covered-way, places of arms, &c., of
the front attacked. Pierriers can be now used
with great advantage.
It is now decided in what manner the
coverecl-way is to be crowned. If it is to be
done in the regular manner, and not by assault
(22), then the besiegers break out of the third
parnllel by means of circular portious ( 23) on
each capital approached; from these they continue by direct double sap (24) until within
about 30 yards of the salients, when a single
sap brnnches to the right and left, and the
trench cavaliers (25) are formed. As soon as
these latter are completed, and occupied with
infantry, the defenders of the covered-way must
abandon the snlients ; single saps are then
directed from each trench cavalier towards the
salients, proceeding to within 7 or 8 yards of
the crest of the glacis, when they turn to the
right and left, and are directed parallel to the
crest, thus commencing "the crowning of the
covered-way" (26).
Those batteries whose fire is masked by
the trenches, are dismantled ; the remainder

The defenders make sorties, if possible, to
interrupt the construction of the third parallel,
and their riflemen fire at the heads of the saps,

Guns 1tre run up on the barbettes of the
collateral fronts, and howitzers are placed in the
re-entering places of arms, to fire grape, canister,
and shrapnel shells into the saps and crowning
trenches.

Showers of one pound and half-pound shot,
and grenades, and shells, are thrown from
pierriers or the small mortars, wherever they
can be placed in comparative security.
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keep up their fire. Musketry fire is kept up
from all parts of the trenches ancl loclgments.
Y ertical fire from mortars of all 1.incls.
400.

F1tm1

THE

Cnow,m<G OF THE CovERED-WAY TO THE CAPTURE OF THE PLACE.

The crowning of the _covered-way is exThe defenders place cannon on the curtains.
tended towards the re-entenng angles, as far as to fire on the breaches at the flankecl angles of
it is required for the construction of the counter- the ravelin, and they prepare to oppose the
batteries and the breaching batteries.
passages of the ditches.
The counter-batteries (27) which are reThey prepare to fire from the retrenchqwred to silence the fire flanking the ditches ments, if any, as soon as the enemy shows
where the breaches will be situated, and also the himself on the breaches of the ravelins.
breaching batte1~es (28) to form the breaches,
are constructed, armed, and open their fire.
They continue the vertical fire of small
The great galleries of descent (29) into the
ditches of the faces breached, are commenced balls, and shells, and grenades tied up like
grape-shot,
from pierriers and small mortars,
and completed by the time the breaches are
as mentioned in the preceding period. They
formed.
The passages of the ditches (30} are made fire from the flank of each collateral bastion,
under cover of the fire from the counter- and from oblique embrasures in the curtains,
upon the passages of the main ditch.
batteries.
Sorties ought now to be made into the
The breaches, when practicable, are reconnoitred; if they are not retrenched,* and the ditch, the troops passing through the capongarrison continue to resist, they may be carried nieres, along the counterscarp, and firing upon
by assault (81).
the sappers employed upon the passage of the
If the breaches are retrenched, they are ditch. Other sorties may pass through the
crowned (32) in the manner that may be deter- trouee of the tenaille, along the face of the
mined on; saps are extended right and left bastion, and destroy the epaulement of the
towards the counterscarp of the ditches of the passage. These sorties should be frequently
retrenchments: the retrenchments may then be repeated by small detachments during the
breached either by mines or by artillery; or if night.
they are not properly revetted, they are open to
If the garrison can command a flow of
assault.
water through the ditches, this is the time to
open their sluices and inundate the besiegers'
work. Should the besiegers then attempt to
make a floating or a sunken passage, the water
may be drawn off, or the besiegers' bridge or
dam blown to pieces by large charges of powder
floated down the current against it.
The garrison may nowwithstancl the assault,
and defend (33) the breach; also dispute tbe
possession of the terreplein of the bastion, inch
by inch, with musketry and grenades, from
retrenchments, or, when powerless for further
useful effort, they may capitulate.
EXPLANATORY NOTES ON THE ATTACK AND DEl<'ENCE.

4 lO. (1) The attack on Flushing in August 1809 is a good illustration of a bombardment
8
bo~h-:s
~~• the reasons for such a mode of nttack being followed, and its effects on the plac;
a~tbitsh m .8 itanf ts. The place was invested on August 1st, and reconnoitred early next moming
w1
e view
t fo hdetermining th e PIan of a tt ac k . A 1·eguIar attack was considered impracticable'
on accoun
t e ganison being able to inundate the ground in front of the fortress, with the

.'';;l

°

• See Chapter VII., on Occaaional Work.a.
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tedious and hazardo us to direct an attack:
excepti on of two dy½es, alo~g which it would he both the inhabita nts disaffec ted and the pla
troops,
bad
of
ed
compos
bemg
" Therefo re, the garrison
to try the effect of a bo;,,bardment ~~
altogeth er destitut e of bombpr oof cover, it was decided
induce a capitula tion."
their fire with thir!y-tw ? 24-pr. guns,
On_ the l:lt~ Au~ust the _bombardi~g batteries opene?
10-mch mortars , and six 8-mch mortars,
t~o 10-mch howitzers, two 8-mch l1ow1tzers, fourte~n
was kept up niaht and day until the capiaided by gun and mortar boats from the fleet. Fire 15th August. b
tulation of the plare, which took place at 1 P.M., on the
left bastion and the houses in its
E_tfect of the Bomba rdment .-" On entering the town thegood deal injured ; but the works on
s were a
rear were found alm':st in ruins, and the sea defence
the garrison had not been great, as General
the land fronts were rn a perfect state. The loss of
shelter of the rampar ts; but 335 of the
under
right,
the
on
duty
~Ionn_et kept all the_troops off
d . The Stadtbo use, two churches,
wounde
number
greater
still
a
and
mhab1t ants were killed,
left of the town more or less
the
of
whole
the
and
ed,
destroy
utterly
and 2.J. 7 houses were
."
injured
AMlllUNI TION EXPEND ED BY THE BATTER IES.

Thirty- two 2-1-pr. Guns fired
Fourtee n 10" Mortars
,,
Six 8"
Two 10" Howitz ers
Two 8"
Total

6,582 rounds.
1,743
1,020
269
380
9,994

which the Duke of Welling ton invested
41 l. (2) Such was the case at Pampel una in 1813,
but the works were found, on being
it;
g
besiegin
ately
immedi
of
view
on June 25th, with the
the garrison was known to exceed
(while
cted
constru
well
and
strong
so
be
to
reconno itred,
bis disposal was considered insufficient
at
force
the
that
e),
ordnanc
of
pieces
200
with
4,000 men,
to carry on a siPge, and a blockade was substitu ted.
lly to prevent the garrison from
The blockade was maintai ned with such vigour as effectua months , in spite of sorties, and
of three
once commu nicating with their friends for the long period
the efforts made to relieve the place.
the last provisions had been served
The place surrend ered on November 1st, on which day
ion to the latest possible moment, RS
out; the garrison had, however, driven off their submiss
or to Marsha l Soult, dated September 28th,
accordi ug to an intercep ted letter from the Govern
and had only had ten ounces of bread a
August,
17th
frpm
esh
they hacl been living on horse-fl
ber.
Septem
day per man from 24th
and proposed for a batterin g train,
412. (3) The rifled ordnanc e now in use in the service,
:
viz.
guns,
siege
for
ges
advanta
great
g
possess the followin
le thrown ; for while the smooth-bored
(1.) Lightne ss, compar ed with the weight of projecti
.
weighs only 35 cwt.
32-pr. siege gun weighs 5_0 cwt., the Armstro ng 40-pr. the first batterie s to be constru cted far m
(2.) Long and accurate range, which will allow
rear (if desirable) of the first parallel.
.
(3.) Small cbru·ges, only -,\-th of the weight of projectile. their fire very destructive to parapets,
(4.) Large bursting charges of shells, which will render
traverse s, and earthwo rks generally.
guns are arranged, s_o as to be rea_dy for
413. (4) A park of Artiller y is the locality where the
are kept. The Engmee rs' park ~s the
stores
artillery
the
where
and
wanted,
when
service
and tools requisite for the construct10n of
enclosu re in whicb are deposited all the materiuls sandbags, gab ions, fascines, platforms, shaft
batterie s and the service of the trenche s ; such are
shovels, &c., &c.
and gallery-cases, splinter -proof timber, pickaxes, Enginee
rs, the different sorts of stores are careBoth in the Artiller y park and in that of the
the heaps or rows, and to t?e num~er
of
places
the
to
respect
with
d
fully and regularl y arrange
be issued without confusion durmg
may
store
any
of
quantity
ar
particul
a
that
in each, in order
the night.
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41-1. (3) If the escnrps are exposecl to a distnnt fire, and the counterscnrps nre too low, ~he
operations of II siege mny be much shortene'.~ by resorting to the followrng mode of attack, winch
is "euernlh· known as the "Artillery Attack.
b In thfs formidable attack the brench is made at a distance of 500 or 600 ynrds from th~ pince
(sometimes ei·en more, for Gneta was breached at l,~00 yards): 1t should 1~ ot be at n less distance
tbnu ;l,,O yards, thnt the artillerymen mny not be muc_h ~xposed to the eftects o_f gmpe, comm?n
en ·e anti musketn· shot fired from the works· such nuss1les berng very destruct11'e to them wlnle
•e;,.\~,, in the ora"inarv l1reachin" butteries at 'the crest of the glacis. The approaches are then
;ushed forward as rapidly as p~ssible up to the ditch! with (generally speaking) but one parallel.
As soon as they are completed, the breachmg bnttenes o~en, and when po:verfnl they effect a
breach in one or two days, so that the_ defenders h~ve _not tune to make. efficient _retrenchments.
Ju order to hinder them from scarpmg and barr1cadrng the breach during the m ght, a constant
fire is kept up from all the disposable mortars and howitzers.
.
The flank breach at Cimlad Rodrigo was made in l ½ clays; that in the curtam, of very bad
masonry, at Badajoz, was made in 1 day.
415. (G) A sap-roller consists of two gabions, each 6 feet long, and respectively 4' and 2½'
in diameter; the small one is placed concentrically within th e other, nncl the space between
the two is stuffed with fascines am! long pickets driven in from each end , which r enders it
perfectly musket-proof.
The use of the sap -roller is to cover the men working at the sap from a front fire of
musketry.
Th;.ee men can make a sap-roller of the above dimension s in about 17 hours, and it will
weigh li or 7 cwt.
41G. (7) Parallels and demi-parallels, termed also Places of Arms, are trenches running in a
direction parnllel, or nearly so (whence their name), to the general contour of the works
attacked.
Their object is to support the batteries and oth er works of the attack (in case of sorties being
made from the garrison), by holding a guard of the trenches sufficiently strong to r epel such
attempts. Hence, fresh parallels should generally he marle as soon as th e heads of the zigzags of
approach are midway between the covered-way and the last parallel. At the same time they afford
a covered communication between the different works of the attack, and allow of a great amount of
musketry fire being kept up from them on the garrison. Their extent must be such as to embrace
the salients attacked, and also to support any batteries that may be nrnde on the flanks of the attack.
They ai·& terminated by retnms, to bring a fire of musketry on sorties attempting to get round
their flanks; sometimes their exti·emities are strength ened by r edoubts, as in Figs. 361, 3G2, on
the left of the first parall el.
417. The distance of the first parallel from the place h as been hith erto about 600 yards (it
may be more or less, according to the nature of the ground ancl other circumstances), that distance
bei~1g beyond the effective range of grape and common case shot, beyond hearing distance, and
e?tirely beyond the former range of muskeh·y; whilst, if smooth-bore guns are used, it allows the
ncochet battenes, placed w1tlnn 100 yards m front of the parallel; to be within efficient range of
the works to be enfil aded.
.
In future ~ieges, the position of a first parallel will not be so dependent as it has been, on the
!ntended position of the first batteries of the attack, which are certain to be placed considerably
rn rear of the parallel. In any case advantage should be taken of accidental circumstances which
may permit the parallel being established closer than usual to the place.
'
TRACING TUE }'IRST PARALLEL,

: l l-1 . ?'be posit_ion of the first parallel having been previously decided on, it is traced shortly
befo1e da1~ by Engmeer Office1·s, assisted by squads of Sappers, each of whom is provided with a
ball
wlnte tape, 50 yards long, and a w!•ite_ picket.* Each Engineer numbers off his squad of
Snppeis, and ma1ches them to the ground m srngle rank. On arriving at the spot from which the

o:

. / JL" 'h'r~llel .1tng of _coneiae~a.hl f> 11::ngth, the_ ground it is to occupy is divided into several portions of 300 or 400
)nr H, 0 eac c, w 1uc a tracmgEngllleer aud a worktug party are allotted, that the opcratiou may be executed rapidly~
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trncing is to commence, he halts No. 1 Sapper, and, taking the end of his tl\pe walks on with it
'
in the direction of the proposed parallel, followed by the other Sappers.
As soon ~s th_e tape of No. 1 Sap\>er is extended, the Engineer ?alts No. 2, and proceeds in
.
!1ke manner with_ bis tape;_ an~ so on_ with the rest. _As each ~apper 1s halted, he fixes his picket
m the ground (without noise 1f possible), attaches his tape to it, and stands on the sicle nearest
the forti·ess, but facing the point of commencement: the Sappers thus extended act as markers
for the guidance of the working parties, the white tapes inclicating the line of the parallel.
419.

PARADING AND MARCHING UP THE WORKING PARTIES.

At least nn hour before sunset* the working parties are paraded at the depots in close
column of sections, each 25 strong and in single rank, and placed under the direction of Engineer
Officers. On the reverse flank of each section a Sapper is posted, who is provided with a white
6 feet measuring rod; and every man of the working p·a rty is supplied with a pickaxe and
a shovel.
The working parties are marched off as soon as it is dusk, and are haltecl (in column) a few
yards in reRr of the point from which they are to be extendecl. As soon as it is ascertained that
the trace of the parallel is complete, the divisions (25 men) are successively filed off and extencled,
commencing with the leading division, which will occupy the tape between No. 1 tape marker ancl
No. 2 tape marker; No. 2 division will then be extended along the tape between No. 2 and No. 3
tape marker, and so on with the other sections. The length of the tasks of 6 feet are either shown
by cross pieces sewn on the tape, or are measured by the Sapper with his rod. Each mRn, preserving
the strictest silence, sits or lies down behind the centre of his task, having marked it by laying
his shovel parallel to and close behind the tape, and the pickaxe perpendicular to it, with the iron
part towards the place.
As soon as all the workmen are posted, a whisper is passecl to commence work. Each man
begins by digging a hole 3 feet deep in the centre of his task; in this he stands, and from thence
enlarges it to the right, ~ ~ n d the rem·, until the allotte,l task is completed; leaving a berm
of 18 inches within the tape, and throwing the earth beyond it. The extension of the workmg
party can be executed without hurry, at the rate of 100 men in five minutes. Not more than
400 men should be extended from one point.
,vorking parties are sometimes armed: the arms, when taken, are placed on the ground, three
paces in rear of the men, with bayonets fixed, pointing to the rear, before they commence work.
TASKS FOR THE EXECUTION OF A FIRST PARALLEL,

420. The task to be executed by each mau of the first relief, who may be assumed to com·
mence work at 8 P.M., is, in difficult soil, 6'

long. 3' deep, and 5' wide, or about 3½
cubic yards, which ought to be finished in 4
or 5 hours.
The second relief of men commence at
daybreak (4 A.M.); they widen the trench
formed by the first relief 4:1, feet, making it
3¼' deep in rear, and with the turf and stones
they build up a step in front l½ feet high and
broad, as shown by the shaded portion in
Fig. 304.
The third relief commence work at noon:
they complete the parallel to 10' broacl at bottom
and 3} feet deep in rear, with a reverse slope of
:-, as shown in Fig. 305. They form drains or
cesspools in the low parts, to receive drainage
water.
In easy soil, the parallel can be executed

FIRST PARALLEL.

DIFFICULT SOIL.-Sca.le T~•
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in two reliefs. The first relief of meu excavate to a width of 7'; the second relief form the front step
and finish the parallel.
METHOD 01" FORMING PARALLELS, ETC., IN UNFAVOURABLE GROUND.

In excamting the parallels or other trenches, rocks, roots of trees, &c., may _be met with_; in
which ca;e these may be removed by blasting. Sho1;1ld the ground be_ such as_ Will n o_t permit an
excavation to be made, a parapet must be formed with earth brought from a chstance m sau_dbags
These methods may also be 1:esorted to !n t~e
; baskets, or with sap-faggots, woolpacks, &c.
0
construction of batteries, when a very concentrated fire on them renders thell" construction m
. .
.
. .
the ordiuai·y manner difficult.
Ju marshy soils, where water is found neitr the surface, a profile sumllll' to Fig. 366 is wven
ordrnary
the
with
than
equired
r
here
is
ground
to trenches. As a greater height of parapet above
profile, the excavation must also be larger.
FIG. 366. -Scale rla-

SECTl ON SUITABLE FOR A PARALLEL ON A lL\ RSilY SITE,

421. (8) The trenches of communication (named either "zi~zags," "approaches, " or
"boyaux,") are traced in zigzag directions, crossing (generally) the capitals of the wo1·ks attacked,
in alternate directions; each line of trench is directed so as to have its prolongation fall clelll' of
the most advanced salients of the forkess, thereby securing it from enfilade from them, and it is
further protected by the trench in advance being prolonged to the rear so as to overlap it from
5 to 10 yards, forming what is called a retnrn (d, Fig. 301). These returns further serve as
dep8ts for tools, stores, &c ., and also facilitate the communications, as they allow carts, &c., to be
moved out of the way whil e troops may be passing.
Approaches· are made 6°' deeper throughout than the parallels, because being obliquely
directed towards the forti-ess more cover is required; if provided with a banquette (berm acting
as such), it is only made l ' broad. They may be revetted or not, as rnquired.
Approaches are not necessarily traced on the capitals of the works attacked, but they usually
are; for in those positions they are exposed to less fire than elsewhere, they interfere less with the
fire of the batteries, and they form the most direct road to the salients, which have ultimately to
be cmwned.
. 422. (D) The workmen are protected against sorties by "Covering Parties." The troops for
this duty are posted at the "opening of the trenches," a few yards in front* of the workmen, and
they detach to their front small bodies, who th1ow out seniries (who may, perhaps, be able to
lodge themselves in rifle-pits) still more in advance; these are directed, in general, not to fire
unless _they are quite sur~ th~t the aJvancing sortie is in force, but to retire upo.n the main body,
who will repulse the sortie Wlth the bayonet. If every small sortie which the garrison may make
at this period, for the express purpose of harassing the working parties, were fired upon, the latter
would probably leave off work at each alarm, and it is exceedingly difficult to collect them again
in the dark .
. At daybreak the " Covering Parties" must take 1·efuge either in the parallel or behind any
available natural cover; henceforth they are termed the " Guards of the Trenches."
423. (10) SIEGE BATTERIES, THEIR NATURE, CONSTRUCTION, ETC.
A Battery is a hne of parapet protecting a number of guns, mortars, &c,, together with all
• The troops are sometimes posted with the reserves in rea.r of the work.men, and the picquets only iu front.
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necessary ~raverses , epaulmeuts, &c., for the protection of the guns and gunners and of 1 tt
P a arms
'
and magazmes for the sernce of the guns.
Butteries are named either enfil1tding batteries direct or counter-batteries bre hi b tt ·
ac ng a enes,
'
&c., according to the nature and object of th eir fire.'
Three different profil~s are given to siege batteries, as under,d . tl
Elerated Batteries (Fig. 367) are those whose terreplein is on the level of the gr
w_hole_ of the cover (parapet) is raised above ground, the earth being supplied entir rnf ' ie
e Y rom a
chtch rn front.
Sunken Batteries (Fig. 3GR) have their terrepleins sunk 3' below the ground level the earth
'
from the trench so form~d bei~1g sufficient to form the parapet.
Half-Sunken Batteries (Fig. 369) have their terrepleins sunk 2' ; the pro·apet being formed
partly With the earth from the trench, and partly from a small ditch in front.
Fm. 367. - Scale r!.•
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P.ROFJLE THROUGH AN EMBRASURE OF AN ELJ:VATED BATTERY,

Fm. 368.-Scale ri!J.
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PROFILE THROUGH AN EMBRAiURE OF A SUNKEN BATl'ltR)'",

PROFILE THROUGH A:N EMBRASURE OF A H.ALF•SUNKEN BATTERY,

42-L The following details are common to all Siege Batteries of whatever prnfile :-The crest
of the parapet is made 7 ½' above the terreplein ; the interior slope is revetted at a slope of+ (in a
l\Iortar Battery it need not be revetted at all, as the mortnrs fire over the pai·apet); the superior
slope is +,, or falls 1 inch in l foot.; anrl tl, e exterior slope is t the base being made greater tbitn
the beiizht, on account of the fire it is certain to be exposed to.
The parapets are usually 18' thick, but would requit'e to be 25 feet thick, where exposed to a
heavy fire of artillery.
The berm is from 2' to 4' wide; generally the latter dimension is given to it.
The ditch is not reg,11·ded as au obstacle, but merely as the most convenient position _from
which to get the earth for the parapets; for this reason the sides are made vertical, for couvemence
in excavating.
The trenches of all sunken gun batteries are 16' broad at the bottom, to allow room for the

oc
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G shallower in rear than in front, to suit the slope of the gun
platforms; th ey are ma de
latforms * and have a reverse slope of 1·
. .
)• d
· d
p
The length of a battery (which is measured along the foot of the mter!or slope 13, ~termme
b allowin« l8 feet per gun or howitzer,t 15 feet per mortar, tog~ther with G feet (8 m sunken
iJid half-s~ken batteries) for each splinter-proof traverse. If e,t_h?r flank has an e,xti;a hal~merlon t (which is necessary where there is no epaulment), an add,tional length of 12, 9, or 8,
t b allowed accordin« as it is an Elevated, Stmken, or Half-Sunken Battery.
mns
a small' object like a battery must be outflanked, either o~ one or o~ both flank~, by _the
works of a fortrnss, it is uecessaq to add epanlments to those flanks, t_o cover the guns, &c., from
oblique fire. A length of 25 feet is allowed to _epaulment~ of all battenes, and when exposed only
to oblique fire (the usual case) their thickness 1s made 1~.
.
.
Epaulments are usually laid out at a slope of 1 m 4 with the parapets of the batteries.
Fi". 370 is the profile of au Epaulment to an Elevated Battery.
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ELEVATED BA'ITERY,

425. To TRACE AN ELEVATED BATTERY.-The lines requiring to be marked on tbe ground

are the foot of the interior slope, and the outer berm (or escarp line). These lines may be termed
the building and cutting lines.
Where guns are used it is usual to drive pickets in the central lines of the embrasures
(thus marking the centre of the gnu portions) : with mortars, the extremities of the mortar
portions only are so marked.
Fig. 371 shows the trace of an Elevated Battery•for two guns and two mortars, together with
one splinter-proof traverse, one epnulment at its right flank, and an extl'a half-merlon at the
other. Its length will be thus determined,36 feet.
Two gun portions at 18 feet each
30
Two mortar do. at 15
12
One extra half-merlon
6
One traverse portion
Total

84 feet.

The profiles (Figs. 367,370) will show that the cutting lines of the parapet and epaulment are
respectively 32' and 29' away from the building lines. The shoulder of the battery is rounded
with the le5ser dimension as a radius; the centre being a point in the line of the epanlment
produced, 3' (or 32' - 20'} from the building line.
-126. Nm.mER OF WORKMEN FOR AN ELEVATED BATTERY.-To every gun or mortar portion
in easy soil, and with a gabion revetment, 9 men are allotted-viz., 4 Diggers, who are placed,
along_ the outer edge of the berm at 4½' apart; 3 Shovellers, who pass on the earth supplied by
the ~1ggers; _and 2 Hammers, who ram the parapet. If revetted with fascines, 2 men per gun
portion, ':"akrng 11 in all, are added, to build the i·evetment; and if with sandbags, 4 men per
gun portwn, making 13 in all, are required per gun portion.
• This 1B a.. necessary exception to what is otherwise a rule,-viz., to make the rear of all trenches deeper than the
front. &8 1>y so domg morf! cover is obtained, and dra.iuage is much facilitated.
t ~ gun ~r mortar portion _in a battery is the length of para.pet (JS' for guns, 15' for mortars) required for the service
of.the piece; 11:.8 c~ntre agreea with the centre line of the embrasure or platform. It is equal to, although not coincident
with, the central 1nteryal be~weeu two adjacent .embrasures or platformi:1.
t An extra half-merla:n u1 t:11e. length reqnired to be added to the last gun portion of a battery, in order to make the
11arapet at the flank as sohd aa it 18 between two embrMuree. (See Fig. 372.)
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An epaulment is treated as equivalent in labour to two gun portions; a traverse portion, and
an extra half-merlon, each as half a gun portion.
Estimate of the number of workmen required to commence the battery shown traced in
Fig. 371, and completed in Fig. 372:2 Guns and 2 mortai:s
require 4 gun portions.
1 Epaulment
2
11 ETratverhselpfortioln } together equivalent to
1
x ra a •n1er on
Total

7 gun portions.

FIG. 371.-Scale ,/,,I
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TRACE Oll' AN ELEVATED BATTERY,

N.B. The dotted lines shown on this plan are not marked on the ground.
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Therefore, 9 x 7 = 63 men are rnquired if revetted with Gahions.
11 x 7 = 77 ,,
,,
,,
Fascines.
13 x 7 = 01
,,
Sandbags.
After the dit;b is 10 feet broad, an extra iine of sh~~ellers (3 per guu portion) can be
employed with advantage.
Elevated gun batteries
have been constructed at
Flo. 374.-Scale ,loChatham, in daylight, in from
ll to 22 hours of actual labour, according to the soil.
'
At a siege it may be assumed
'
""
!Morb!r
I
C'lf.11, i' Cu.n.
H
~
that either two or three
I Portion
nights, with the intermediate
il _,
Po,Un
days, would be required, ac•
a', i::,
cording to the soil, allowing
for the interruptions caused
by the enemy's fire, and also
for the work being entirely,
or almost entirely suspended,
during day light.
427. To T.RA.CE A SUNKEN
TRACE OP' A SUNKEN BATTERY,
BATTERY.-The foot of the
Flo. 375.
interior slope of the parapet
is first traced (Fig. 374),
marking with pickets the different portions; then the inner
berm line is traced : this latter
must be taken round the traverses, as these are built on
the natural ground. The earth
PORTION
for the epaulments is obtained
from a ditch in front, as also
the earth for the parapet in
front of the traverses: this is
necessary, as the trench of a
Sunken Battery will supply
earth ouly for the parapet immediately before it. The inner
berm for the epaulment is made
3' broad.
Fig. 37 4 represents the trace, as above, for a Sunken Battery for 2 guns and 1 mortar (the
portion of parapet for which is unrevetted), with 1 splinter-proof traverse, 1 epaulment, and
1 extra half-merlon. The length of the battery is thus made up,2 Guns at 18' each
36 feet.
1 Mortar at 15'
15
1 Traverse ••
8
1 Ext1:a half-merlon
8 "
Breadth of berm of Epaulment
3

, ;~i\

!'~'-• 9

'il-~\\

L~)\-

Total

70 feet.

Fig. 375 is a plan of the completed battery which is traced in Fig. 374.
4:t8. Nm.IBER OF WORKMEN REQUIRED FOR A SuNlillN BATTERY.-To each gun portion, in
easy soil 10 men are allotted,-viz., 4 Diggers, J Shovellers, and 2 Rammers.
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For the battery traced in Fig. 37 4,3
1
1
1

Pieces of ordnance
)
'l'rnverse
Extra half-merlon J
Epaulment

3 gun portions.

Total

6 gun portions ;

1
2

consequently 6 X 10 = 60 men will be required for the work, if revetted with gabions - and extra
'
men, if revetted with fascines or sandbags, as mentioned for Elevated Batteries.
Sunken Batte1:ies have be~n constructed at Chatham, in daylight, in from 5 to 10 hours of
actual work, accordmg to the soil.
429. To TRACE A HALF-SUNKEN BATTERY.-The same method as described for Elevated and
Sunken Batteries is followed ; the lines to be actually marked being the foot of the slope of the
revetment, also the outer ( ditch) ,md inner (trench) berm lines.
T~e number of workmen required for the gun porti?n is 14,-viz., 8 Diggers ( 4 in the ditch
and 4 m the trench), 4 Shovellers, and 2 Rammers. The time required to construct a Half-Sunken
Battery is the same as for a Sunken Battery.
4:30. REMARKS ON TilE COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF BATTERIES.
ELEVATED BATTERIES require more labour to construct than the others, and offer a larger
(because higher) mark for the enemy's fire.
They have, however, many great advantages: they are simple to construct; the earth, as it
is passed from the ditch, to form the parapet, need not interfere with the men building the revetments; the terreplein being on the level of the natural ground, also favours drainage, and allows
the traverses to be built, nnd the platforms laid, at a11y time most convenient, after the parapet is
well in hand, thus avoiding the necessity of commencing every detail at the same time.
SUNKEN BATTERIES do not require so much labour as Elevated Batteries, and thev can be
easily formed from existing trenches, by widening them to the proper dimensions. Du;·ing the
latter operations of a siege, this is the only method in which batteries can be made, the trench
being first formed by sap. But Sunken Batteries are very difficult to draiu, except when favourably situated; and as the gun fires just above the level of the ground, a slight rise of the ground
in front may mask the object fired at from the view of the gunners.*
They are inconvenient to constmct in the dark, as the earth to form the parapet has to be
thrown past the builders of the revetment: the platforms also cannot be laid until the trench is
completed; consequently the difference of time required for their construction at Chatham,
where they are macle during daylight, compared with Elevated Batteries, will not be equally
apparent at a siege.
HALF-SUNKEN BA'rTERIES have most of the inconveniences of Sunken Batteries; they are
difficult to drain, ancl inconvenient to construct in the dark, as a great number of men are concentratecl in a small space, and the earth from the trench has, as in Sunken Batteries, to be thrown
past the revetters, to the great inconvenience of the latter. The platforms also can on ly be laid
after the trench is completed. Although doubly manned with diggers, the experience gnined at
Chatham shows that Half-Sunken Batteries take as long to construct as Sunken Batteries,
although the diggers have far less work: this confirms the maxim, that tl,e increase in the
number of workmen, beyond a certain limit, is never attended with a proportional increase in
the quantity of work clone, while it increases the difficulty of supervision, and (at a siege under
fire) also the casualties among the workmen.
431. Siege batteries, although they may be exposed only to a dfrect fire, 1·equire traverses for
the protection of the gunners from the splinters of shells. Traverses to be splinter-proof should
be 4' thick at the top ; they shoultl he 1tt right angles to the parapet; their sicles should be
revetted steeply, in order to save room (as it is necessary to aclcl to the parapet of the battery a
• To determine whether a. gtlll battery may have the sunken J1rotile on a. ~~ven site, the ol,Rerver should lie dO\l'n awl
look from the gronud level towards the oLject to Le tired at. If 1t be then v1a1ble, a sunken battery may be used, but not
otherwise.
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~·ouud occui1ied b" ench traverse)· they should extend to a distnnce
len"tli equal to th e b rea,1th 0 f ;;•
'
'
• tl ie guns ,• an cl m
·
" ,
f
th · t n·or· of tlie 1,am11et in order
to cover the
men worJung
f
o l ~ ,eet rum e lll e
'
h
of tb·
Elernted Batteries they shuultl be separated f~·on~ t_he parapet by a pat way~ ee 10acl • [ n S un k en
and Half-Sunken Butteries they are necessarily JOm ed to the pa~·apets.
. , "
·
Splinter-proof tra'l"erses nr~ us~nlly ~rrangecl as shown 10 the plan, Fig. ::17 ~, where the
ieces of ordnnnce nre arranged m paus, with a traverse between them.
.
p
Th profiles of these trnverses ru·e shown in Figs. :376, :377, 378, where they are revetted With
«abions e,the best i-evetment). The part below ground in Figs. :377 and 378 would be revettecl
~ith fascines if necessary. but not otherwise.
kb .
4 3~. Tii°E MAGAZINES OF SIEGE BATTERIBS are made of a fixed pn~tern, the w~odwor
emg
arranged so as to be able to be put t~gether w~th ~ase. The service pattern 1s termed the
Rectangular Field Powder 1,faga:me, and 1s shown Ill Figs. 379, 380.

PROFILES OF SPLI?ffER-PROOF TRAYERSES.-Scale l~-
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FIG. 377.
Half-Sunken.

FIG. 376.
Elevated.

F10. 378.
Sunken.
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RECTANGULAR POWDER M.AOAZINE.-Scale
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The body of the magazine which is sunk below the ground is a rectangle, about 12' long
by 6' broa,l (nearly); the sides are lined with planks, which are kept in their places by rectangular
wooden frames, and it is roofed over by stout beams 6" thick and O" deep, which are almost on a
level with the ground. The magazine is provided with an entrance passage (roofed) 3 feet broad,
on the side furthest from the battery, to which communication is afforded by the trench and
ramps shown in the figure. The earth obtained from the body of the magazine, the entrance, and
the trenches of communication, is used to cover over the 1·oof. Small cesspools are made in the
angles, at the bottom of the rnmps.
This magazine holds about 4,000 lbs. of powder.
The rectangular• magazine has two advantages,-viz., convenience of stow1tge, owing to its
flat roof; and security from fire, as it is pr1tcticnlly entirely under ground. Vertical fire is most to be
feru·ed with field powder magazines. To each magazine a supply of filled sandbags is kept ready with
which to fill up the crater formed by the explosion of a shell in its earthen top, as soon as formed.
One magazine is requisite for every 3 or 4 guns in a battery, to hold powder: when shells are
much used, a separate magazine is allotted for the purpose of filling them, arranging and fixing
fuzes, &c., an d is then termed the "Laboratory J.{agazine."
I~ batteries of 6 guns or less the magazines might be placed on the flanks, but in large
battene_s _some are necessarily constructed in i-ear, to avoid the otherwise long distance the
ammunition would have to be carried.
The " L ean-to," or triangular magazine, formerly much used at sieges, is now superseded by
t~e rectangular,t as a regular pattern; but it may be frequently used with advantage both in
siege and field works. Those used in the British sieges in the Peninsula are thus described by
Sir John Jones:" Splinter-proof timbers for magazines were cut 12 feet in length and from 8' to 10' in breadth
• So called from its sha.pe in profile; not from its shape in plan, which ia also rectangular.
Those ueed at the siege of Sebaat.opol were rectangular.

t
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and thickness, and were placed against an epaulment parallel to the place, at an angle making the
base equal to half the height. They were then covered with a tarpaulin, extending well over the
top of the epaulment, over which were laid one or two rows of filled sandbags, so as to prevent
the possibility of the tarpaulin being cut by splinters of shells: a second tarpaulin was usually
thrown over the exterior in rainy weather. On this construction the magazines were found to be
perfectly dq and sufficiently spacious, and of their strength no doubt can remain, as the sandbag
covering was frequently knocked off by large shells, ancl in no instance were the splinter-proofs
broken."
433. PLATFORMS for guns and mortars are composed of a floor of planks resting on beams
termed sleepers; the planks a1·e kept in their places by means of a ribband fa.id along their
edges at each side of the platform, which, being fastened to the sleepers by means of rack-lashings,
secure the planks.
Gun platforms (Figs. 381, 382, 383) are 15' long and 10½' broad; they rise to the rear ½" in
every l', their slope thus being , ',-. This slope is necessary to check the violent recoil of the
guns, and also to facilitate their being run itp after loading. It is made as slight as possible, so
as not to expose the gunners more than is necessary.
FIG. 384.

Fro. 381.-Scale yja.
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Fm. 382.

The sleepers· are five in number. The centre one is first laid in the line of fire of t~e gun
produced; a groove has to be cut for it in the ea~-th; the _two outside sleeper~ are _then _laid a'. a
similar slope to the centre one; lastly, the two mtermed,ate sleepers are laid, caie bemg_ taken
that the upper surface of the 5 sleepers are in the same plane : the space between them rs then
filled with earth and well rammed ; the planks are then laid on the top of t~e sleepers ; fina]ly,
the ribbands are laid in their places and secured to the baulks by the rack-laslungs, 5 on each side
J "d ·
.
.
of the platform.
The efficiency of a platform greatly depends on the care with which the sleepers are 81 m
the proper plane and on the earth being well rammed between them.
434. Mort.d platforms (:Figs. 384, 385, 386) do not require to b~ so large as gun pla!ffi;~J•
.'
owing to the small breadth of the mortar-bed, and to the slight recoil _of the mortar whe
stronge, '
and for this latter reason they are laid horizontally; but they require to be much
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as mort ,, rs net very violently on their platforms, owing to the hi gh angle of elen\tion at which
thev nre fired.
· The p tanks are Jnid on f> sleepers, whi ch nre stouter than thos_e of gnn platf?rms, and nenrer
together; these 5 sleepers rest on 3 others, nnd~rneath them; winch latter reqmre, of course, to
he first lnid. The ribbands arc racked down as m gun platforms.
.
.
Both the Gun and J\Iortnr platforms here described have the followrng ad vantages for siege
purposes.
.1
(1.) The plnnks being all of the same length, any one plank can b e 1al!
at any part of th e
platform.
.
"ff
I
·I
· ·
(2.) The method of rnck-lashing allows them to be ~-ela,d m cl, erent p aces, wit 10ut rnJury
to the timber. which was not the case formerly, wllen nails or screws were used for the purpose
of fastening tile planks to the sleepers.
.
.
.J.35. Pos,Tco:,,s OF BATTERIEs.-All batteries for guns should be traced perpendicularly to
their intended lines of fire. When this caunot be done, the interior slopes should be indented, as
shown in No. 5 embrasure of Fig. 213.
En/iladi11g Batteries are placed on the prolongations of the terrepleins to be enfiladed, and
when ricochet fire with smooth-bore<l guns is used they should not be further than 650 yards
from the object; but with rifled gun s, enfilailin g batteries may be much furth er off, as from recent
experiments ricochet fire from these guns has been carried on with effect at 1,05 0 yards. Three
or four pieces are required for enfila<ling the terrepl ein of the work, one or two more for the
covered-way, and in addition to these it is necessary to have two or three 8" or 10' mortars to
search into those parts which are protected (by traverses or otherwise) from the enfilade fire of
the guns or h owitzers.
In tracing the enfiladin g bittteries, one gun should be placed on the prolongation of the crest
of the work to be enfiladed, and the remaining guns on the inside as r egards the line enfiladed.
When the covered-way is parallel to the work, there will be a space between the guns, which
should be occupied by mortars: this is the case with batteries IV. and VIL in Fig. 861. When
the prolongations of a work and its covered-way converge, the guns should be together, with the
mortars on their inner flank, as regards the work enfiladed. This is the case with batteries III.,
V., YI., and VIII., in Fig. 36 1.
The advantages of silencing works by an enfilade fire are the following:lst. Few pieces of ordnance arc required.
2nd. Every part of the lin e enfiladed is searched out.
3rd. The consumption of ammunition is small, as the charges for ricochet firing are very
small, averaging about -.'oth the weight of shot.
4th. Fire can be kept up with effect by night as well as by clay. This is practicable since
~he object fired at is th e _terreplein of the work, 30' or 40' broad, and usually more than 100 yards
rn length; anrl by fastemng battens of wood to confin e the trail and the whe els of the gun-carriage
to the proper line, the gun is sufficie ntly accurately aimed to strike the terreplein enfiladed .
.!36. CouNTER-BATTE;RIES are placed in front. of the line of work to be silenced, but they
n~ed not be exactly opposite to 1t, for as they fire directly at the guns to be silenced, which are
vmble rn the_ embrasures,• any position for them will suffice, from which the enemy's guns can
be seen. Tins evidently all_ows of a_ gre~t choice of position, which is the principal advantage
possessecl by counter-battenes. Then· chsaclvantages, as compared with enfilaclin« batteries,
~ ~

a

(l.} J\Iany gun s are required; at least a number equal to those to be silencer!.
"
\2-) 'l'he co_nsumption of n~nmuniti?n is ver_y great, as service charges are used, aud
.,eneially the finng 1s more r apid than m e11fila,l111g. The heavy chai·ges used injure the em1.,rasu'.·es so mu?h, that they r equire 1·elrnildi11g every night.
(.J .J The hne fired at 1s not searched into, and all shot, &c., which clear the parapet pass to
tl,~/"'.'r,t and only_ thnse "hich actually stdke the guns,_ or the_ cheeks of the embrasures, do any
bel nce,,~le damage, consequently, the garnson have 1t m then· power to resene their guns by
. • 1t is atlbmobst unneceesa.l'y to remark that iu enfilading a. line of work hy ricochet fire, the guns, &c fired at are not
1rom e attt:: ry.
·'

Vl8l1,1"

t The hu\l.ij(:S autl other huililings iu the Uno of fire of a. cmmter•ln1.ttery are thus soon destroye,l,
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withdrawing them frnm the embrnsures and keeping them behind the merlons, until i·equired
to net.
(-L} Fire can be kept up only during daylight, as the object fired at (a gun in au embras,,re)
.
is too small to be able to be struck in night firing. This allows the garrison to repair damaaes
"
and r emount fresh gnus every night.
Counter-batteries may be required in the following cases:(1.) The defensive works requiring to be silenced may be so tracecl owin" to advantaae of
site, that their prolongations fall on ground that a besieger cannot occ'upy n~ on inundations
'
'
·
marshes, ravines, &c.-or,
(:2.) The prolongations n?•Y fall on ground that a besieger will not occupy, as, for instance,
when by so domg an enfiladmg battery would be situated so much on the flank of the attack, as
to come under the fire of other faces of the fortress which are not silenced.
This is illustrnted in Fig. 361. If the enfilading battery (x) shown by dotted lines hacl been
constructed to enfi lad e the right face of the ravelin, it would have come under the fire of the
bastion and of the ravelin beyoucl; consequently other batteries would have had to be made to keep
under the fire of tl,ose works.
4;;7. (11} Besides casemates 1tncl blindages (Chap. VI.), traverses are usecl to cover from
enfilnde the pieces of artillery on the l'ltmparts; they ought to be from 12 to 18 feet thick 1tt top,
and between every two guns. \Vhere guns Bre not exposed to enfilade, splinter-proof traverses
only Are requisite, similar to those used in Siege Bittteries.
4!lR. (12) Counter-approaches are works thrown up by the ganisou in adrnnce of the
glacis, usually opposite to the flanks of the attack, as soon as the front of attack is known. 'l'hey
1tre connected with the covered-way by means of trenches and parapets. Their object is to
obtain the advantage of nn advanced position from which to enfilade or take in reverse, or othe,·wise annoy and impede the works of the attack.
J:JD. (lH) Prior to opening fire, the embrasures of the batteries are masked, by placing
gebions loosely covered with earth at their mouth: by this means the positions of the embrasures
are concealed from the garrison, and in some cases the situation of the battery may be concealed,
as its parapet may be mistaken for a portion of the trenches. Sometimes the batteries are constructed with solid parapets, the embrasures being cut out and revetted shortly before the batteries
are required to open fire.
4J0. (U) Rifle pits are thus formed: a line of double sentries (each composecl of 2 men)
a1·e posted at nightfall nt a convenient distance in achance of the works of the attack; their
distance apart may vary, but must not be so great as to allow a person to pass between them
without being seen. Each file of rneo is provided with a pickaxe, a shovel, and a few sandbags;
and when posted, while one man watches, the other digs a hole 4' in diameter and 4' deep,
spreading the earth on the front and s id es so as to form a parapet, a sandbag loophole being
previously made on the level of the ground. "'hen the parapet is finished, the loophole is scarcely
visible from the front: a small step is cut in rear to enable the men to get out of the hole
quickly, and the rear of the pit is deepened so as to drain it.
At daybreak the sentries occupy the pits, and from them keep up a fire of musketry on tbP
defences. Such fire is most efficient : the 1·iflemen are well covered; and as the objects to be
fired at, such as a gun in an embrasure, &c., are at a fixed distance, which is accurately cletermined after a few trial shots, the full advantage of arms of prncision is obtained.*
In cases where the fire of a fortress is well kept under, a line of rifle pits could be converted
into n trench, by the occupants of the different pits working towards one 1tnother; tl,e advance
of the attack woulcl thus be much hastened.
441. ( 15) The second parallel is constructed m_idway betw~en tlie first parallel and the
fortress; it is thus situated to prevent the zigzags bemg at any tune nearer to the sah ents th,rn
they are to the supporting parallel in rear. The second parallel should be long enough to embmce
the salients of the works attacked.
The execution of the second 1inrallel is attended with much greater difficulty thnn that of
the first parallel, not only on account of its greater proximity to the fortress, but also b~c.'wse th e
garrison will be prepared beforehand to retard the work, as they will be aware almost ot its exact
" The sa.me may be said to a.pply geDerally to the work1:1 of ~ siege, on account of the ranges being con~a;t.
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situation; consequently it is not undert!\ken! u~til the fire of the place is grentll sub_dued (a?,out
the fifth or sixth night of the siege), nn_d 1t 1s ex~cuted by the method called Flymg Sap, by
which cover from musketry fire is very qmck)y obtam~d.
.
.
.
.1.-!2. Before executing a trench by flymg sap, 1t has to be traced with white tape m the
manner already described in Ai-t. 418.
.
.
The workmen are then marched up from the nearest trench m rear, each man carrymg ~wo
gabions with a picka.xe secured in one and a shovel in the other, an_d are extended along the hue
of the tape, each man placing his two gabions on the lme, and touc~m~ e1tch ~ther._
.
As soon as the «abions are all placed, e>tch man commences ,hggmg hehmd his two gah10ns,
leaving a berm of l ½' and throwing his earth into them ; after the ~~h1ons are full,_ the workmen
throw the earth just over them, so as to form. a pa~·apet of th e h e,g_ht _of the g1th10n as soon as
possible. In this way musketry cover is ohtamed, m favourable soil, Ill a very few (10 to 20)
minutes of actual work.
The principal difficulty attending the operation of flying ~np_ is iu marching up t)ie men aud
posting them correctly for work;. after they !rn.ve commenced d1ggm~, ~he;v Jiave every_ rnducement
to do the work as quickly as possible, as their safety depends on then· 111d1v1dual exert10ns.
.
If the "abions have to he conveyed II considerable distance, each man mity carry one gah1on,
and nlternat~ly a pickaxe nnd a shoYel. After the gabions are placerl in position, either one-half
the workmen may be retired, thus leaving one workman t o every two gabions, or the whole of the
men are retained, each couple of men r elieving one another every few minutes.
In all cases where a trench is commenced by flying sap, the second relief of workmen, who
are 1iosted for work under cover, are placed at intervals of 6 feet.
4J3. (lG) When a battery is constructecl in a parallel (which can he done in one relief), a
communication should be formed i·ound the rear of the bl\ttery, to avoid the necessity of
troops, &c., 1iassing through the battery.
4H. (17) Large shells bursting in the parapet of a siege battery will frequently blow away in
an instant the result of J10urs of labour.
4J5. (18) As the approaches to a fortress get nearer to it, they require to be more closely
supported. The demi-parallels are necessary for the support of the" heads of the attack,"* when
they reach about 150 yards from the salients. They then form an intermediate support between
the second and third parallels, the latter of which invariably r equires to be constructed about
RO yards from the salients, in order to support in an effi cient manner the further operations
of the attack.
•
H6. (19) Sorties are made by a besieged gitrrison generally for one of two purposes,-either
to destroy some important battery or other work of the attack; or to harass and alarm the workmen, and thereby impede the progress of the attack. In the former case they would be made
with large bodies of troops, sometimes with cavalry and artillery, as well as infantry; while, in
the latter case, only few men would generally he employed, and the sorties would be frequently
repeated.
In ma~ing sorties in force,_the troops of all kinds would first form in those re-entering places
of arms which are most convement for the purpose; if the communications to the covered-way
are by steps, and not ramps, the cavalry and artillery would have to make use of the nearest
public roads of the place.
In making minor sorti~s, infantry alone ar~ generally used; at the latter period of a siege,
when the trenches are drawmg near to the sahents, they would issue from the salient places of
arms, or the branches of the covered-way, in order to have the shortest distance to traverse.
Small ladders should be provided to enable them to surmount the palisades.
. H7. (20)_ SAPPING is a method of forming trenches (even in daylight) under musketry fire,
w1t_hout exposmg ~he_ workmen uncovered to such fire. It has to he resorted to when flying sap,
owmg to !he pro~im1ty of the fortress, becomes too dangerous an operation to attempt. \Vhen
that particular _time may happen, would depend on the manner in which both the attack and
defenee are earned on, ancl cannot be arbitrarily fixed; but it is here assumed that the second
parallel may be constructed by the flying sap, and the third parallel by the regular (or full) sap,
• ThiB term implies the most advanced poiL1t!$ of the attacks that happen to be executed at any particular time.
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and that the change from one method to the other would have to take place somewhere between
these two pamllels .
. When a trench foI·med by regular (not flying) sa,p has a parapet on one side only it is term d
e
'
a Single Sap; when It h~s a parapet on b~th sides, it is called a Double Sap.
In the I·egular or full sap, a trench IS formed by prolonging its extremities foot by foot and is
'
executed in the following manner (see Figs. 387 to 392).
KNEELING SINGLE SAP.
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PLAN OF A SINGLE SAl" IN P BOO RESS.

4-!8. A sap-roller is placed across the head of the trench, so as to roll in the required direction. A Sapper behiucl this roller works on his knees, and excavates a trench l½ feet wide and
deep, which is sufficient to supply earth to fill "row of gabions. A berm l½' broad is left between
the excavation and the gabions. The leading Sapper (called No. l} excavates loose eai'th sufficient
to fill one gabion; when this is clone, the roller is pushed on for a distance of two feet, by the
other Sappers, so as to allow No. 1 to insert a fresh gabion between the roller and those already
placed: this empty gabion is then filled with earth as quickly as possible by No. 1, who keeps himself
while doing so under cover of the gabions already filled; loose earth is then prepa,·ecl in readiness
to £.11 another gabion, which is placed and filled in a similar manner. Following No. 1 Sapper,
at a distance of 5', which is as close as he can work without interfering with him, is a second
Sapper (No. 2), who also works on his knees; he widens the trench already formecl by No. 1
by 20 inches, making its total width 38 inches. No. 2 Sapper also assists to push on the sap·
·
roller whenever a fresh gabion has to be placed.
A third Sapper (No. 3) follows 5 feet in rear of No. 2; he deepens the trench formed by
by No. 1 thus becoming the top of
formed
trench
the
of
bottom
the
inches;
18
by
2
No.
a step.
Another Sapper (No. 4), 5 feet behind No. 3, widens the whole trench 10'': both Nos. 3 and 4
work standing.
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.\.s the sap a.l..-ances, one or two rows of fascines, cut into 6 feet lengths, are placed on top of
the "abi,,ns, to increase the height of the p11r,,p_et.
.
Sr 0 each snp-h ead a lmyadc of S11ppers is tolc1 off to carry on the work. It consists of
1 Superinten,lent and 8 Sappers, I oi_1l.l' ~f who~n- work at " tirne. As soon as No. 1 Sapper ha~
filled two aabions. nnd pl11cetl a thml m position, he falls to the rear, and beco mes No. 4,
Xos. ~. a. 8~1 cl J, each tnking the place of the nmn in front of him . Th e four Sappers who are not
working hnntl up materials, anti t)ie two demi-brigades relieve each o~her ~very_ hour.
.
A sap-fnggot, or a couple of fi lle,1 sandbags, are plnced at each of the Junctions of the gab10ns,
to render them mnsket-proof.
To push on the sap-roller instruments called Sop-forks are provided. At one end they are
combination of a pitchfork nncl a boat-hook; at the other they h ave a hole to allow them to be
11
fastened to tLe ground by an iron pin, which is 11ttached to them by a sm~ll chain..
.
The trench as thus formed by Sappers (Fig. 392) is widened to its full dimen s10ns by a
working party of infantry.
.
H9. The principle of sapping is tl,nt one man (No. 1) shall excavate a small trench, and W1tb
the earth from it fill gabion after gabion, while other men working behind him shall improve
his trench, until there is suffic ient cover provided for posting a paity of untrained men to widen
the trench to its required dimensions. The whole progress of the work depends on the rate at
which No. 1 Sapper can work, for the work of the other Sappers is arrangecl to allow them to keep
np with him. The actual rate of advance of a sap will depend on the manner in which the
musketry fire of the fortress is kept under, and also on the nature of the soil;* bnt for the
purpose of calculating the comparative durati on of sieges it may be assumed to he about 70 yards
in 24 hours, as a gabion can be placed nnd filled in from 10 to 15 minutes.
Fig. 393 is a profile of a STANDING SAP, so called because all the Sappers who form it work
standin g. Each man digs to a depth of 3', the width of his
Fw. 393. - Scale rkexcavation being If.
This sap may be used when the fire from the fortress is
heavy, as more coYer is afforded to the leading Sapper
than in the kneeling sap.
As three Sappers work at a
time, the brigade woulcl consist of six men.
The head of a sap in progress should be protected by
PROFILE. STA..NDINo s1NGLE sJU>.
rifl e pits thrown out in advance, and also by guards of the
trenches, posted as close to the Sappers as the work will allow.
150. At a siege, advantage wonld be taken of a very dark night, or of a fog, or other favourable circumstances, to push on a sap rapidly. Instead of placing a single gahion, sometimes half
a dozen might be placed at once, and th en filled by sandbags, or as was clone at St. Sebastian in
1~ 13, as related by Sir John Jones:-" The Sappers finding the fire of the place very slack, contnvecl to p_ush on th e approaches more rapidly than usual, by a mixed nature of full and flying
sap : that is, the Sappers, advancing on their bands and kn ees, placed one empty gabion after
another until a small row was formed; then two or three Sappers placed themselves behind the
empty gabions, at goo ~ distances from each other, and, sitting at their work, each formed a small
hole for himself, ancl with the earth excavated filled the gabion in his front; after this the Sappers
severally :worked, towards each other, 1ill the whole row of gabions was filled, and a trench formed
along their rear. •
This mode of proceeding wonld probably much facilitate the reduction of a small detached
work . the artillery and musketry of which was well kept under, but wonlcl not geuerally be found
practicable under a smart fire.
451. (21) Tl!e commencement of the formation of the third parallel is a critical period of
the attack,_ as, owmg ~o the p'.·oxumty of the coYered-way, sorties may reach the workmen at any
moment without prev10us notice; and until some of the parallel is formed, the Sappers cannot be
clo~ely s u~ported; but_ after the third parallel has been completecl, sorties from the front can
liatdly take place, provided proper 11recaut:ons are taken by the besiegers, as the whole of the
th1: ~n.~~~[~~!~ 0 \!~ies are .a. most ae~ous i_mpciliment to aa.pping. For this reason pla.nt.'\~ions of small trees _a.re made on
iu tfe grounJ. Y
resses, when a uege tB thrca.tcneJ, theae_woul<l. be cut down anJ. uae<l. m the UtfenCt, 1 leavmg the roots
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glacis is under the close musketry fire of the parallel. Sorties, however, must ,.J ways be expected
these
on the flanks of the attack, from the collateral fronts of the fortress; and to gLmrcl aaainst
0
'
the flanks require to he always strongly manned.
452. /22) The operation of " Cro1cning the Covered-1rny by assault" is n hinhly baz!\rdous
one_, and would most_ like)y fail a~ainst a deter~i•~ed garrison. It should oul/' be attemptecl
ag,unst tt weak rind d1sp1ntecl garnson, or when it 1s absolntely necessary to hasten the siege.
\Vhen this operation is decided on, a sufficient quantity of materials to form the lodaments is
collecte,1 on the reverse of the thircl pamllel. Portions of the thircl parallel on both sicles oi the
capital are provided with steps from the bottom _of the trench to the top of the parapet, and, if
necess1try, are widened so as to allow e,,ch stormrng party to advance out of it on a wide front.
The batteries which enfilade the cuvered-ways, and those which bear on all works whose fire
could retard the operation, keep up their fire until the signal for the assnult is given. When
everythiug is ready, the storming parties leave the parallel, rnsh into the covered-way, and drive
nway the defenders. They are closely
followed by a working party carrying the
necessary gabions, with which they trace
tl,e lodgments, ancl also the necessary
communications to join them to the tl,ird
parallel. \Vh en sufficient cover is obtained, the storming parties retire into
the lodgments. and become their guards.
The lodgments need not at first extencl
further than the first traverses in the
covered-wav, as that is sufficient to ensure
the possession of the latter to the besiegers.
453. (2:3) The CIRCULAR PORTIONS (a,a,
Plate 2) are curvilinear trenches formecl
Fm. 394by two saps breaking out of the third
parallel, about 4.0 yards on each side of
the capital, and directed so as to meet
25 or 30 yards in adv,tnce. They serve
as convenient depots for the great quantity of materials required for the works
in advance, so as to avoid encumbering
the third parallel.
-15J. (24) DouBLE SAP is used when
the method of approaching by zigzags
cannot he continued, on account of the
smallness of the angle they woulcl make
'
'
I
with each other, which is the case in adPA R';'-LLE~
vance of the third parallel.
'
'
Jebb's direct double sap is that genernlly used; it has the advantage of not
requiring the direetion of the saJ?-rollers
to be changed, as 1s the case m most
other methods.
Fm. 395.
Figs. 304,305, ancl 306 represent this
sap in progress ; it is carried on by three
squads of Sappers (callee! the right, centre,
and left brigades). The two parapets are
formed by the right and left squads of
Frn. 396.
Sappers, in the same manner as in single
wD
sap. The centre squad work on one side C
(either side will do) of a centre row of
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gabions : their object is to assist the two other squads to form the traverses,-i.e. t~e traverses
on the !~ft of the sap are formed by the left and centre squads, and those on the r1ght by the
.
crntre and right squads.
The Jea~lin" Sapper in each of the three squads works directly to the front, the traverses
being formed by the rear numbers. As the. tr~verses are formed, the centre row of gabions
between them are tnken down, and the earth ms1de the sap between the parapets and traverses,
which is shaded in Fig. :30.J., is cleared out to the full depth by a 1mrty of infantry.
'l'be s,1p-head is protected by a Jiue of .1 sap-rollers, usually connected by a spar, which is
passed inside and lashed to them.
The double st1p may be assumed to advance .J.0 yards in 24 hours.
Where only a short length of double sap is required, traverses may be unnecessai·y. When
such is the case, two brigades of Sappers will be sufficient to carry on the sap; the gabions of the
opposite parapets should have a clear space of 13 feet between them in ol"Cler to allow a width
to the bottom of the trench of 71 feet .
.J.55. (25) '.L'RENCH CAVALIERS are trenches having high parapets sufficiently raised to enable
mai·ksmen firing over them (through sandbag loopholes) to see into the salient places of arms.
When the double sap, in aclvance of the circular portion, has reached to within 30 yards of
the salient of the cover ed-way (see Plate 2), it is stopped; a single sap branches out to each side,
and is formed in a curve (the salient being the centre) until it arrives on the prolongation of the
erest of the glacis; it is then pushed on in a direction perpendicula,· to the prolongation of the
crest of the glacis, for about 15 yards, which is the usual length of the cavlllier, when it is
terminated by a return, sufficiently long (usually 10 yards) to defilade the cavalier from the
reverse fire of the collateral salients. The trench of th e cavalier and of its 1·etnrn is then
widened, until the parapet is raised to the required height, which, with the ordinary slope of the
gla?is, will require 3 tiers of gabions. Steps are made leading from the trench to the banquettes,
which are formed on top of the second row of gabions, as shown in Fig. 397, which is a profile
of a finished trench cavalier.
Frn. 397. -Sea.le T-k•

l"RO}'JLE OJf A 'fRENCH CAVALIER.

. 4~6. (26) The C'.·o,cning of the covered-way of _a fortress inaugurates a new era in the attack.
Hith erto the besiegers have been exposecl only to chrect or oblique fire from their own front while
:ey have been enablecl to surroun~ or encompass with their own trenches the works att;cked.
ow th at th e_y have to make their lodgments on the crests of the alacis of those works the
t 11~1 e, havf_e to_ guarcl against enfilade and reverse fire, in addition to direct fir~ an1
~~r th e 1fi;s~
e rea c I cu ties o a su;ge may be said to commence. The de"ree to which th · • 1 d" '
en o .,ments
may be tak,;'n m reverse will depend on the saliency of the collater,J works.
57
7
.1 . (N ) Cou,,TER-BATTERIES on the crest of the glacis are constructed on the rolon a.
~t~~u:~ec~~~~~!,f°j,iyov:'.·ecl-rays ttlhat aid·e_f!hanked by the works they arn intended t~ silen!e;
uns
re a ong 10se 1tc es mto the embrasures of the f!ankin
,
.1
II .
f! a:~~~g ~~:,:~e~~~~f!ef{~' they may be used as breaching batteries, to breach the esmp~ th~
o:'h is t~e c~se, for instance,
in V,mhau·s Fi;st Syste~,, w~::/~c;~~:i:~e0;~h~s::c:; t~e:t v}ew.
astion is exposed to the
view of the counter-battery at the salient of the coverid~wa eofn;:; o.
e rnve m.
Y
In the construction 0f b tt · ( •
a enes either counter 01· breuching batteries) on the crest of the

~fi:~

f !-

;i-
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glacis, no regular shape cnn be given to thei_r parape~s, as neither shovellers nor rammers can be
employed on them. After the lod gment 1s established, the trench is first wideued to the full
dimensions .for a sunken battery, the earth being thrown on top of the parapet; the platforms
are then la,d ; and, lastly, the embrasures would be sapped out in the manner described in the
latter part of the next note .
.J.5R. {28) A breach ought to be made in the face of a work, and not ronncl its salient. It
may commence near the salient, opposite to the angle of the crest of the parapet and extend
'
thence to the requisite breadth, which has generally been from 40 to 100 feet.
The breaching battery, when practicable, should be opposite the position of the breach to be
formed, so as to fire perpendicularly, or nearly so, to the wall to be breached.
The construction of a breaching battery on the crest of the glacis is a work of extreme
difficulty, for it is exposed to a plunging fire of musketry from the work to be breachecl, it is also
enfiladecl by the works flanking the glacis, and it is taken in reverse by the collateral salients.
The exposure to plunging fire necessitates high parapets, while the reverse fire necessitates long
and high traverses; the difficulty of forming these traverses will be augmentecl, if the glacis has
a steep slope.
The difficulty of construction is clue partly to the great breadth required for the terrepleins of
the batteries, partly to the fact that they cannot be made deeper in front than 3', ou account of the
genouillern, and also partly because the phttforms must rise towards the rear.
The lodgments are much more easily formed, as their depth may be increased, for the sake
of obtaining an iucrease of cover, and tbeir breadth need not exceed 8 or 10 feet; at tbe same time
they can be made deeper in rear tban in front. Tbese are very favourable conditions compa,·ecl
with those of a breaching battery. This, however, is only speaking comparatively, for no formation
of any kind by the assailants on the glacis of a fortress is an easy matter.
The embrasures of a breaching battery are sapped out at night, after the parapet is completed, in the following manner:A gabion is first removed from the interior slope of the parapet, at the intended position of
the neck. A Sapper then gets up into the space so formed, and, working on his knees, he removes
sufficient earth to place a gabion in position, to form part of the revetment of one cheek of the
embrasure; he then removes the earth from the opposite cheek (filling with it the gabion already
placed), and places a gabion on that side. As the sole of the embrasure rPquires to slope considerably to the front, each gabion must be placed some inches lower than the one in rear of it.
A second pair of gabions would then be placed by the Sapper, who would be assisted by a second
man, as soon as the space to work in became large enough; and by continuing the work in this
manner, the embrasure would be gradually formed and revetted, as the work proce eded. Gabions
are the best revetment for this work; they may be crowned with rows of sandbags, to the
.
.
.
required height.
The embrasures are not at first cut qmte through the parapets of the batteries, but sufficient
earth is left in front to mask the opening : this earth is either cleared away just before the battery
.
opens fire, or it may be blown away by the first discharge of the gnn .
Fig. 308 * exhibits the profile of a breaching battery, taken through an embrasure, wluch has
been formed in the above-mentioned manner.
Frn. 398.
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The 'line of fire A is directed in a. dry ditch 4' from the bottom; but in a
wet ditch it is directed to the water level.
• This figure is taken from the " Aide-M6moire" to the Military Sciences.
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,15n, To make a breach from a battery on the glacis of a work, from 4. to r. pieces of ordnance
.
are required.
A horizontal grooYe is first cut by the shot JU the wall to be breocl'.ed, about 4 fe;t aboY~ tl'.e
bottom of the revetment (if dry), or ''.t the leYel ~f the water if the d1tc? be wet. 1\ hen th,_s 1s
effected, each gun is used to cut a vertical groove ~u the wall, so as to chvid~ the masonry rnto
rectangular portions, which fall from thmr owH weight, as soon as the wall 1s cut through. A
few more rounds would be reqmrec\ to brmg down the 1iort10ns of counterforts that may then
remain. The guns nsec\ to breach the masonry may now be replaced by 8" or l O" l,owitzers to
fire shells filled with powder into the earth behind, so as to render the surface of the breach
uniform, ancl of a slope sufficiently gentle to be accessible.
Th e quantity of ammunition required to form a breach depends on the ~ccuracy of the_lire of
the breachin" battery, which is greatly affected,-lst. By the chst,mce at which the battery is constructed· ~ndly by the lire to which the artillerymen are subjected.
In ~xper~ents at Metz in 183.J., a breach 71 feet wide was made practicable with 4 guns,
after firing 105 shots, or about 2·R rounds per foot of breach.
At the siege of the citadel of Antwerp in 1832 by the French, a battery of 6 guns (24-pouuders)
on the crest of the glacis made a breach 80 feet broad, after fu-ing 1,200 rounds, thus giving
15 rounds per foot of breach. In this case the French artillerymen were exposecl to a dose and
well sustained lire of musketry from the high ramparts of the citadel; and they also suffered
greatly from a heavy vertical lire of shells ancl stones.
The average of 9 breaches effected during the Peninsular war gives 103 feet in width, made
practicable after firing 10,653 shots, or on an average of about 103 rounds per foot of breach. The
average range of the breaching batteries was 550 yards, to which fact is greatly attributable the
enormous consumption of ammunition, for the whole surface of the walls had to be battered, as it
was impossible at such a range to cut grooves in them,* while the velocity of the shot ou striking
was so much reduced as to have but little effect on the masomy. The masonry was also
particularly hard.
460. (29) While the counter and breaching batteries are being completed, THE DESCENT
L~TO THE DITCH is commenced ancl carried on, so as to be completed by the time (or before) the
breach is practicable.
The descent into the ditch is formed either by a subterranean gallery called a O.rcat Gallery,
7 wide by 6j;' high in the clear ; or by an inclined trench of similar dimensions, covered over
with fascmes, &c., on the top, and called a Blinded Galle,y.
The Blinded G_all'.ry being the most difficult to form, is only used when the great gallery
cannot be made: this 1s the case whenever there would be less than 3 feet of unmoved earth
over its roof.
The Great Gallery is made as follows :-A shaft or pit JO feet square, and not less than
10_ feet deep,_ is snnk JU the glams, at such_ a dist.ance from the ditch as will nllow a gsllery to be
dr!,·en from 1t towards the counterscarpi with a sl_ope not steeper than 1 in 4, bnt ustrnlly between
1 rn 6 and 1 m 10. To reach the pos1t10n of tlns shaft, a sap will frequently ha,e to he run out
from one of the loclgments.
Fro. 390.
From the bottom of the shaft the great gallery
is commenced,t and is directed towai·ds the counterscarp, through which it breaks at the level of
the water (or one foot aboYe it), if the ditch be
wet; at the bottom of the ditch, if clry, ancl the
breach is to be assitulted at once ; or three feet
below the bottom of the ditch, if it is to be sapped
across. In the meantime, the side of tlie sl,aft
opposite the gallery is sloped into a rnmp and
blinded, by means of the frames showH in Fig. 399,
tiEC'fION AND SlDE VT.EW, SUUWlNG FRAllE8.

f

" '.1'1 ;, could , at th.e l 1~eacut.ti.me, be ~ffected \Yith rifled ordnunce, owing to the great accuracy of their ti.re and to the
'
very 811µ1Jt 1o~~ .<,1 Ye1u~1ty m th~1r_projectiles, at rn.ngt:a of J,000 y,,rJs and lllJW:ucls.
t For dt!tai.ls sec Chapter VHI., '' .Mlniug.''
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which are placed, as shown in Pl~te 2, on each side of the trench, sufficiently far apart to allow
other frames o'. the ~ame chmens10ns t~ be laid across the to_p of the blinded gallery, so as to
connect, by theu· proJectmg ends, two RdJacent frames on one side to the two adjacent frames on
the opposite side of the trench. In this manner a support is obtained for layers of fascines to
form a roof.
461_. Another method of descending into a ditclI is to drive a gallery from the loclgments on
the glnc1s to the back of the counterscarp, and there lodge a charge of powder to breach it. This
i~ called blo'.1•ing in the c01!11terscm,,. -~he breach thns formed serves as a ramp leading into the
ditch, to which a commumcat10n may, if necessary, be made from the lodgments on the glacis.
. 462. (30) PASSAGE OF THE DrrcH.-To pcm a dry ditch. As soon as the great gnllery
pierces the counterscarp, filled sandbags, fascines, &c., are thrown from it into the ditch until
sufficient cover is afforded, from the fire from the flank, for a Sapper, who then commences a sap
which is carried across the ditch in the regular manner. The adverse fire is kept under, from th~
flanking parts, by the counter-batteries ; from the breach in front, by the breaching batteries; ancl
in each CRSe by musketry from every available trench, aided by vertical fire.
Sorties of the garrison in the ditch, with the view of opposing the passage, must be expected
from both flanks, and guarded against accordingly . The besiegers, at this stage of the attack, are
unable (for want of room) to profit fully by their superior numbers, ancl consequently the
Sappers forming the passage across the ditch are liable to be much interrupted.
J63. To pass a wet ditch lia~ing no cnrrent. This is not a difticult operation, owing to the
garrison being unable to interrupt it by sorties, except in boats or rafts, which would be a
precarious operation, or to destroy the causeway while making, by floating against it explosive
bodies. A causeway of fascines, loaded with stones to make them sink, is constructec\ across the
ditch, the side exposed to fire being providecl with a parapet of the same materials. 'l'he foscines
should be passed from hand to hand by men stationed in the gallery. Much time would be saved
by constructing two galleries of descent, as was done by the French at the siege of Antwerp in
1832, and using one of them to builcl the parapet, ancl the other the roadway.
,16-1. To pass a wet ditch having a c1o1Te11t qf water.-'l'his is a very difficult operation ; ancl if
the stream be deep and rapid, or the garrison have much command of water, so as to be able to
empty and fill the ditch at pleasnre, the difficulties are almost insurmountable. The passage
must be effected either by a floating bridge of some sort, which, however, would require anchoring;
or by making a causeway, having openings in it to let the water through. The latter method is
generally recommended, and has been proved practicable from an experiment carried on by the
late General Sir Charles Pasley, R.E., in the mast pond of Chatham dockyard, where the water
1·nns at the rate of five miles an hour. It was made as follows:The ends were taken out of a great number of casks, to allow of water running through them;
these were joined together in fours, end to encl, by means of iron staples and rope-yarn; each set
of four casks was brought lengthways through the gallery of descent, launched, haul~d by 1·oli'es
into the direction of the current, and sunk by sandbags; as many sets were arranged side by side
as would extend quite across the ditch, thus forming one h1yer of casks; other layers were formed
over the first till the upper casks appeared above the water, when a level flooring was made with
fascines and planks.•
Gabions, joined together in sets like the casks, and placed in layers, were tried, and found to
be capable of supporting a 2.l-pounder, the mass suffering a depression of only 6 mches.
• Bousmarcl, in his edition of the "Memorial pour I' Attacfue des Places," observes, that Cnr_mon~aingne ha~ in tha.t
work pro,retl the pas~age of ditches full of wa.te1·, on floating bri( ges of fascines, to J_>e far from a chi_mer1cal ~i-.emt1ou; a.ml

we find, at p. 18 1 of the "Memorial" itself, ample details given for the constr~1ct1on of such a. Lriclge, which the author
employed with entire success at the siege of PbilipslJurg. The points of mostynportance ~ppear tfl be =-:-1, To pla~e the
fasciues in successive layers, crosging each other at right angles alternately, with hunlles n~terpose<l_ at mterv:i:Is. .J. At
every three layers to drive jJicke ts into the fasciuC's, and to Joacl tbt!m with s:i.ndbags suffic1e?t to srnk the br_H.lge ti._, tl_it,
may be una.hle to set tire to it. 3. To lay each succeas1ve course !lf fai;cwes withrn
level of the water so that t 1e bt::8ier,ed
0
the prece<l in..., one' in order that the bri<lge may uot tttrn oYer when laden with its epaulment. 4. To lnuld the epat!lrneut
and to place the gabions which compose it on a douhle row of fascrnes of
itaelf consid;rabl,Y within the edr,e of the bridO'e
0
the e.ame breadth a.a itself, in Ol'd~r to increase ti1t:: buoyancy of that aide of. the bri<~&e where the gr~att!at. depression must
5. To coYer the "·hole with raw hu1es, to preveu~ its bemg bU:nt. h th
epaulmeut.
the
of
weight
the
to
owing
take place,
.J°
Philii,sburg being seated in a lllllJ13hy country, it ia doubtful whether there was a vt:,ry rapid current t ronf
O en.cl
ditches; but an engineer ia compt::lled to va,ry his methods, and devise expe,lients, accor<lmg to the emergency
['articular case.
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lti5. (:H) .-t,snult qf a Brmclt.-The tlifl't~t:lties atten_cling this operation are. extremely
vnrinble, being Jepen,lent on the relntiYe_ position and ~1rcurnstanc~s of t_hA besieg;rs nnd
deienders; in other words, on whether the siege hns. been_ l11th erto cn:·n ed on 111 nn effi cient and
regnlnr rnnnner, or the 1·eYer,e. This. is well exemplified_ 111 the follo,~ing extract from Note 8G of
.
Sir John Jones' Sieges, headed "Consideratwns on Stomu11g B:cachcs.
,, The ,lefence of breaches made nnd stormed under nn,r circum stances, wlulst th e approaches
are still distant, is so ,ery ntlvnntageous, thnt against an intelli~ent ~ovei:nor and a brave garrison,
the chnnces of success are unftwourable to the as~a,lants; nncl 1f, as 111 tins case,* tl! e whole fire of
the besieger's batteries bas been directed to fonumg the breaches, _and the garn son m conseq~ ence
sustain so little loss tlmt the front brenche,l Cl\n be fully occ upi ed nnd men enough remiun to
form strong resenes, then height of situation, with the difficulty ?f the. ~scent ove r the rnins of
the brenched ,..all, give a great superiority to the defenders. But 1f, m add1t10n to these ndvant~ges ·
of pvsitiou and force, the urench be well retrencbed, and the governor has adopted the precantwns
recommended in every treatise on defence, of covenng the approach with chausse -tmp es, has
prepared small mines a: its foot, spread herses over _the ascent, and planted chnaux-d e-f_rise on
its summit; or, as 111 tlus case, has preservecl a quantity of flank fire, uotb chrect and vertical, to
play on the assaulting column, during the strug11le, no conceivable superiority of courage
can counterbalance such advantages. . . . . The events of the 31st of July, as well as
being highly honourable, are truly encouraging to the British soldiery, ns they show tlu,t in future
sieges, when batteries of guns and mortars shall be used exclusively to destroy an d harass the
garrison, when their labour shall aid their courage by carrying the Rpproaches to the breached
wall, and their efforts to assault Le duly supported by a close fire from the trenches, no enemy
will be found desperate enough to dispute a breach with them. Every advantage of confidence,
formation, and force will then be on their side; and bow can a few worn-out and dispirited men,
exposed to a murderous fire every time they attempt to stand up, pretend t o resist a numerous
body elated with success, and only r equirin g one effort to crown their laboms with a complete
triumph?"
4(iti. (32) Formin_q a Lodgmcnt by Sap on a Breach.-It was stated in the latter part of the
last note, what conditions were necessary to justify assaulting a breach with every prospect of
success. These conditions may be shortly stated as (1) By carrying the trenches to the foot of the
breach, to enable the assaulting columns to arrive at the breach in security, and in proper
formation; (2) by ruining the defences by means of an overwhelming fire of artillery, both
horizontal and vertical; rn) by bringing a he avy fire on the breach itself.
Wben these favourable conditious for the besiegers exist, th ey may obtain possession of a
breach, without even risking the loss to be expected in an assault by pursuing the following
metho,1, which was repeatedly and always successfully practised by l\Iarshal Vauban, and which is
here given in his own words :.. Preparntor,r to making the lodgment, a great quantity of materials must be provided, such
as l,)ab1ons, fascmes, and sandbags, and Riso a number of intrenching tools, which should be
earned as far for ward as possible, without encumbering the trench es, and be piled on the reverse
of them. Care mu~t be taken that all the loclgments, from which it is possible to fire on the part
to be attacked, ar_e 111. " perfect state, and that all the batteries arc in readiness to open; and the
officers commnnclrng 111 the battenes and lodgments should have it fully explained to them on
the spot, how they are to act according to tl,e signals made. The signal may be by a flan- elevated
on the )odgme_nt of the covered-way, so thRt it may be seen from all the batteries and ]~dgments.
Everytl_nng be111g ready, the mfantry will place tbeir muskets between the sandbao-s laid for their
protectiun on the _top of_ the parapets, and every one will _await in silence the si,;;rnl to open his
fire by, the flag _b emg ho1stecl, and to cease firing on its being lowered. Thus ;repared, two or
three R,tppers w1ll ascend the breach-not up the centre, but on its right and left, next the encl
of the bioken wall, where cover 1s usually found between the part of the revetment which remains
themselves
~tauclu,g, and that wl11ch has been beaten down. The two or three Sappers will loclae
0
m O,ese hollows, tlll'owing the rubbish down, but working upwards, aud will proc ure co,·er for
to leave
prepared
being
whole
tw"'. ui· three other Sappers, who will Le sent to their assist,rnce, the
their_ work on_ any advance of the enemy. Shoulcl that occur, as soon ns the Sappers are off the
ureatl,, the s,gnal is mad e and all the batteries and lodgments rnstantly open a heavy fire on
• As8a.ult of St. S~baati3.n, 31st J u1y, 1813.
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the enemy, who cannot 1·emain under it, but _will quickly disperse. As soon as that is perceiver!
the flitg must be lowered, and the Sappers agmu sent forward, who, resuming their work will tush
it forwarcl as 1;11uch liS possible ; again abandoning ~t, h?wever, whenever the enemy ~ale (heir
appearance, which may occur a second, and _even a thll'd time. Each time, however, that they do
come forward, all the lodgments and batteries, even those of the covered-way, must resume their
fire, which cannot fail to drive hack the enemy, and give opportunity to establish the Jod,,ment.
It :•ill not pr?bauly be till the ~rst or second ti~e of retu_rnin~ that_ the garrison will ~pring
then· mrnes (u there be any), wlnch may be consHlered an mfalhble sign that tl,ey give up the
work. These mines are unlikely to be attended with any great effect, for they may be sprung
at a moment when the workmen are not on tLe breach, or they may haYe been formed under the
ridge, where the Sappers do not work, and at worst can only destroy three or four men. In
the meantime the Sappers will have prepared some cover in the excavation, which, when completely ready, aml not till then, must be occ,,pied by small detachments; but as soon as the
garrison abandon the work, the lodgment must be made openly in the breach, ancl be well secured
along the whole excavation, but not beyond it. Afterwards the work will be extended to the
right and left, along the rampart by saps, forming portions of circles which will occupy all the
terreplein of its flanked angle ; from theuce it will be carried along the two faces of the work,
till everything is duly prepared to force the retrenchment at the gorge."
407. (33) DEl'ENCE OF A BREACit.-The garrison of a fortress regularly besieged would
seldom be in a position to defend the breaches formed in the body of the place; for, from the
time when the besieger's batteries first opened their fire, the works brrnchecl would harn been
subjected to a searching fire of artillery, incessantly kept up night and day; and, as the attack
progressed, that fire would have increased, aided by musketry, until the work would have become
almost untenable. Few troops could be depended on in such a case to withstand an assault,
dispirited as they would be from the effects of sheer h>1rd work, ru1d from having observed all
their outworks fall one after another into the possession of the besieger, who, having breached
the enceinte, would be able to make the final assault with overwhelming numbers of fresh troops.
For these reasons it is usual, as regards a regularly conducted siege, to consider it necessary
for the garrison to surrender as soon as the trenches in the enceinte are practicable, unless the
works lrnppen to be retrenched; if such is the case, the defence may be prolonged, according to
the nature of the 1·etrenchment, for a longer or shorter period.
But if the breach be made under any of the conditions favourable for the defence, mentioned
in the former part of note 31, it would be the duty of the garrison to resist the assault, and they
would do so in most cases with considerable prospects of success. ·when the defence of the
breach is resolved upon, the efforts of the garrison should be directed to the following points:(1.) To multiply obstacles of every available kind, to impede the advance of the storming
party across the ditch and up the breach.
.
(2.) To concentrate as much fire as possible on the assaulting columns.
For the first purpose, chevaux-de-frise, or similar obstacles, may be chained across the summit
of the breach; the ascent may be stnclded with harrows, planks with spikes in them, the iron
gratings of winrlows and cellars with the alternate bars turned up and sharpened, crows' feet,
&c. &c. J\Iines and fougasses may also be prepared for the defence of the breach. Inflamma~le
and explosive materials of all kinds should be provided, such as fascines and faggots truTecl, coils
of slow match, &c., barrels of powder, shells and hand-greuades : some of these should be
arranged on the ascent, and at the foot of the breach; others placed in readiness to throw over,
.
so as to set the rest on fire, and afterwards keep up the conflagration.
For the second (latter) purpose, efforts should be made to pres'.,i·ve as mu_c~ flanki~g fire as
possible, both of artillery and musketry; mortars should be placed m any pos1t10n_s smtable for
throwing shells on the breach and into the ditch at its foot; cuts sho~ld_ be made m the parapet
to enable infa11try to get close to the exterior crest: from these cuts missiles may be thrown, and
the
.
musketry used with great effect.
To show that no a,·ailable resource should be neglected, of opposmg the advance of
among
_thrown
been
haYe
assailants by artificial means it may be mentionecl that hives full of bees
by
Th·1~ 18 recorded
·
]I
(
an assaulting column, and ' with such effect as to cause t 110m to retll'e._
Vaulmn in his" Traite de la Defense des Places," with reference to the siege of Chatte a srna
town in Lorraine), canied on by Marshal de la Ferte.
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CHAPTER Y.
THE FR£~CH :lIODEf:.!'\ SYSTE:Y.

1,-au oj E.s,3 r.,.,-,-., o.f KArx Drr,,:·n, RAntLlX alW it., ditch. HBDUIT OF RAvELIN, ~ta di.tcJ,_ and flanb. TE:'A.ILLE, ii• flank.,.
REDt'lT OF Rx-1..,,-&RINO Pucx OF llHd, it, dit.ch and famk.
Cot:PU.&XS Hl rare11n.
TBAVERSES m coi·;'l"~-1ray and
tAftr pa.ua,ga. TB...lYERSI IN DITCH OF R.a..\"ELL"'. CA\".!..L.n:& RETB~CH.11~.XT. RELIE.FS_o/ the ,y.st,rn1, ~dermoied. ~
coxvt'JltCATJO:SS ~ : t.r.rir adL·anta:7u a,ld dq"eCU. Cvrupanson oJ the ,ystem. \C\th rauim~ • Ftnt Sydem, Wlth
rtfa,....« to tM AUad: in adtal\U of third Parallel. Dt']«ll of tM Modern Sy&tem.

46 . Tms title has been successi,·ely applied to Yauban's Fu·;;t System, to Cormontaingne's
improvement of the same, and to the traces which, varying but little_ fro~ the latter, have been
tau~bt in the French military schools. The system about to be clescnbed is not exactly that now
tau':.ht at ihe ~Iilitary College at :Metz, but is that ll5ually adopted in England.
e The French :.Iodern System exhibits a bastion system in which a cousiderable deg,·ee of
perfection of detail has been attained ; and presuming that the re~der understands the metho_d
of attackin" fortresses as already described, he will be able to appreciate the advantages that this
trace has o~er the simpler one of Yauban : but not otherwise, for it is not easy to estimate the full
value of a defensive work, without being able to estimate the difficulties that would be experienced
in attacking it.
-16\J. The exterior side is made from 360 to 400 yards in length; the perpendicular is-:_ th* of
the exltrior side; the faces of the bastions are each -}rd of the exterior side; the flanks are
perpendicular to the lines of defence; the counterscarp of the main ditch is rounded at the salients
with a radius of 32 yards, and it is directed tangent to the curved part, on to the interior crest of
the opposite shoulder angle. By this meaus the ditch is not made so broad as it would be if the
co11Dterscarp were directed to the shoulder angle of the magistral line, while the whole fire from
the flank can still defend the ditch.
470. TLe magistraI lines of the faces of the ravelins coincide with the sides of an equilateral
triangle, whose base is a line joining points on the faces of the bastions 36 yards from the shoulders.
The ditch of the ravelin is 21 yards broad throughout, and is rounded at the salient in the usual
manner.

4 71. The faces of the reduit of the ra,elin are parallel to those of the ravelin, and 32 yards
from them. The ditch of the reduit is 11 yards broad. The reduit is gi,eo flanks in order to
bring a reverse fire on that part of the face of the bastion most likely to be breached, which is the
portion between the salient and the prolongation of the face of the ravelin (see the line of fire
from the left flank of tbe right ravelin in Plate 3). The flanks are made long enough to contain
three guns each_. an_d are thus traced :-Take as a centre the middle of that part of the face of the
basti_on which 1s liable ~o be b~enche<l, with a radius, extending to a point on the face of the
redmt,. 19 ya_rds from its mtersecbon with the counterscarp of the main ditch, and describe an arc
from tnat pomt to the mam counterscarp ; the chord of that arc will be the magistral of the flank
of the reduit.
.
The_ (!_orges of the ra,elin and its reduit are made parallel to the side of the polygon, and each
i~ a line Joimng the crests of the work,; at the points where they cut the countersca111 of the main
ditch.
~;~. The tenaille has a total breadtl1 of 1~ yards; its gorge and end walls are parallel to the
curtams nnd flanks, and 11 yards from them. The parapet of the tenaille is 1~ feet thick, but
its cr~, t for ~e length_of 1; yards from the outer extremity of each flank is made perpendicular
to a hne 80 ,mg from it to the middle of the junction of the main clitch with tl,nt of tbe raYelin.
The fire ln,m these ~mal_l flank, would oppose any works constructed Ly the besiegers, to enable
tl,em :~ enttr tLe mam dJtcl, from that of the ravelin (see Plate .1).
4,3. The re-entermg places of arws !ll'e pro,·ided with reduits, whicL are thus traced: join

l:

•tlnu,t' ayiteni. hJje:~1-~ri~ would. not be an,lie.J (if a.ctua.!Iy C•JD.atruct.ed to l'olygoos of fow1:r F.itl~ th.1.n six.1 conat.~
qti~ll Y ue pt:ri-en L"lli..w- ut a ln1 nt will 1ten:r 1~ lt:d than one-tixth of tLe ext(.-nor 1:ml~.
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the snlients of tl'.e bn~tion nnd the rav~lin, to obtain the counterscarp line of the ditch of the outer
face ?f the red!nt; b1sec~ the re-enterm_g anµle formed by the main counterscarp and that of the
ravelm, to obtam tlie capital of the redu1t, and draw the counterscarp of the inner face of the . I ·t
_re,c udi '
at the snme angle with the capital that the outer face makes. The clitch of the reduit 1·8 ")Sr
s
.
. rnner
.
. given
· parapet, a small flank 1s
· t l1_e c!·est of its
b roacl . I n tracmg
end, 6 yards in length,
to its
this
for
and
ravelin,
the
of
face
the
in
macle
breach
a
on
_fire
reverse
a
for the p~rpose of brrngn~g
reason 1t 13 macle perpeucl1cular to a hue of fire directed on to the salient of the ravelin.
In orclcr to defilacle the terreplein of the recluit of the re-entering place of arms from a
besieger lod;sed_ on the Sl\!ient. places of arms in front of the ravelin, its gorge wall on the side
of the raYelm 1s formed by a !me drawn from the salient of the ravelin tlu·ough the encl of the
crest of the small flank of the parapet of the reduit.
4 74. The glacis of the re-entering place of arms is macle curved as a protection from enfilade.
The crest 1s traced by an arc clrawn with the intersection of the counterscarp of the bastion with
that of the ravelin as a centre, ancl a radius, extending to a point on the capital of the recluit of the
re- entering place of arms, 20 yards in front of its connterscarp.
The intersections of this arc with the counterscarps of the bastion and ravelin, give the
extremities of the crest of the traverses enclosing the re-entering places of arms.
The covered-way has the usual breadth of 11 yards in front of the bastions and ravelins.
4 75. Each face of the rn,elin is provided with a cb11p1tre ntrenchment, which prevents a
besieger lodged on the salient of the ravelin penetrating towards its gorge, and thus seeing the
recluit of the re-entering place of arms in reverse.
The counterscarp of the ditch of the coupure is usually fixed by a perpenclicular to the face
of the ravelin, drawn from the intersection of the escarp of the recluit of the re-entering place of
nrrns, with the counterscarp of the ravelin.
The ditch of tl,e coupure is 5 yards broad. The parapet in rear of this coupure has the same
dimensions as that of the faces of the ravelin.
4 76. The couuterscarp of the reduit of the ravelin in rear of the parapet of the coupure is in
the direction of a line drawn from the flanked angle of the recluit of the ravelin through the
point at which the crest of the coupure in the ravelin meets that counterscarp. This is clone in
order to defilade the interior of the coupure and its staircase from a besieger lodged on the salient
of the ravelin.
4 77. The traverses in the cornred-way which enclose the re-entering places of arms, are
made 18 feet ia thickness, and they occupy the whole breadth of the covered-way. 'l'he other
trnverses are made only 10 feet thick, which is sufficient as a protection from ricochet fire, but
allows the artillery of the place to demolish them, when it becomes requisite to deprive a besieger
of any cover they might afford. A pathway -1 feet broad is also left bet,veen these traverses and
the counterscarp, in order to affonl a secure retreat to the defenders during an assault of the
covered-way.
In frunt of the bastions one traverse only is placed on each branch of the covered-way, but in
front of the ravelins there is room for four traverses to each branch : one is placed enclosing the
re-enteri11g place of arms, that nearest to the salient occupies the prolongation of the face of the
ravelin (the magistrnl line of which produced gives the foot of the exterior slope of the_ traverse),
and the intel'\'al between these two traverses is divided into three equal portions to obtam the two
.
.
intermediate traverses, which in direction are perpendicular to the covered-way._ ,
4 78. The communications round these traverses are formed en cremaillere, O!' m smgle
crotchets (as described in Art. 375), which are anangecl so as to leave a foo~patl~ havrng a cle~r
width of 6 feet on the grouud. The ends of the traverses, ancl also the 10ter10r_ of the glac,s
forminrr the passage rouncl them, are supported by vertical masonry walls,_ancl sometimes a nar1:ow
mason;y banquette is given to the parapet of the passage, to allow a contumous lme of fire uemg
.
.
maintained along the whole of the covered-way.
A pan couzu! is given to the glacis at the salient place of arms m front of the r~i·eh~, by
1
constructin" at the salient a face at right angles to the capital and 10 yards m length: th_ • afto,-cls
a convenient position from which to obtain a close _and grazing fire of m?sketry on the _capital, more
likely to be efficient thau that from the (comparatively) chstant re -entenng places of !lllllS.. Of h
t e
479. To prevent the escarp of the bastion being breached from the salient of the glams
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rawlm. a tra,-erse should be constmcted in the ditch of the ravelin, of a height sufficient to co,•er
th~ escarp of the bastion from a br?nehing fire. A height of 15 feet above the ditch of the ravelin
mar be assumed as sufficient for tins purpose. The trarnrse should slope to the fro_nt en 9/acis,
with an inclint1tion allowing it to be grazed by the musketry of tLe bastwn. By placrng the crest
of the tnwerse 28' in front of the line of counterscarp of the bnstion, room will be allowed for a
banquette and a passage in rear 8' brond, to facilit_ate the communication for sorties, &c. Th_is
traverse may join the gorge wall of the redmt of the re-entenng place of arms, as shown 111
Plate :J, b,it" should be separated from the ravelin by an interval of 4 yards, to prevent its affording
access to that work by means of ladders.
180. A Carnlier Retrenchment is usually described under the he1td of the Modern System,
and one is shown in the centre bastion of Plate 3; but such a work does not fo1·m part of any
particulnr system. The cavalier has a command ovei: the bastion (usually) of O feet. Its faces and
flanks ru·e 1;arallel to those of the bnstiou, ancl sufficiently retired from them to afford space for a
proper terreplein. The faces of the cavalier have a ditch 10 yards in breadth, the retrenchment
beina completed by making a coupurc across each face of the bastion. The connterscarp of the
ditch of the conpure is drawn through the point where the prolongation of the face of the ravelin
intersects that of the bastion.
To avoid having dead re-entering anglas, the parapet of each coupure is broken, by retiring
that portion which occupies the prolongation of the ditch of the retrenchment, until its magistral
line coincides with the crest of the remaining portion. The junction of these portions is in a line
directed to the salient of the cavalier. By tl,is means an opening is afforded, whence a view is
obtained of any part of tlie escaip of the cavalier, without exposure to an enemy lodged in the
salieut of the bastion. This advantage is obtained, however, at the cost of cramping the interior
space (already much cut up by the cavalier) to a most inconvenient degree.
RELIEF$ OF THE MODERN SYSTEM.

481. In a1Tanging the reliefs of a bastioned front, the primary point to determine is the
relief of the enceinte; for on that depends the relief to be given to the reduit of ravelin and the
mvelin itself, as the body of the place should have a command of nt least 3' over the reduit of the
ravelin, and this latter a similar command over the ravelin. The relief of the tenaille is also
dependent on that of the enceinte.
As explained in Art. 367, page 169, the maximum relief of the enceinte of a bastioned
fortress is dependent on the length of the curtain, if the whole of the ditch is to receive musketry
defence from the flanks, as ought to be the case; but if this rnle be strictly followed with a curtain of
the dimensions here given, a relief to the enceinte of only 34 feet* could be allowed which is
quite insnfficient; for as the escarp ought to be 3_0' in height, and the crest of the gl~cis ought
~ot to be lower than the cordon, there would remam only 4' as the command of the enceinte over
its own glams, which would not only prevent tLe proper action of its own fire but would also
prevent the_ravelin being given the requisite commancl over its a]acis.
'
Foi: this reason, while most authors, in describing the l\Iodern System, are nearly agreed as
to the tiace, they have assumed very different 1·ehefs, and all have necessarily departed more or
less from th_e fundamental rnle of the bastioned trace, which prescribes that the whole of the escarp
of the curtain should be defended from the flanl,s; in fact, it is impossible to combine in one front,
• This i-elief of 34 feet is thus obtn.inecl (see Fig. 400)A B = 52 yanls (measured from l'l}a.te 3),
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having an exterior side of from :J60 to -!00 yards, the three_ conditions of a hi[Jh relief (allowing a
~ood command ":'th a we)l-cuverecl escnrp), a fully flanked ditch, _tog~th_er with ca1iacious and pmrertul Oa8twns. It 1s for tlus reason that the l\Iodern System, wlule 1t IS nearly complete in trifling
details, 1s deficient in h,wi_ng a portion of its ~ain ditch undefended from the body of the place.
This defect may_ be rem~<hed by the con_strnct1011 of loopholed galleries behind the escarp of the
flanks and curtnrn to defend the (otherwise) dead spaces, but by so domg the flanking wo,ks are
increased in number.
482. By fixi_n~ the relief of the enceinte at 45 feet, and having an escarp 30' in height, if the
crest of the glac1s IS on a level with the crest of the escarp, the enceinte will have a commancl
of .15· - 30' = 15' over its glacis, which is sufficient to enable the musketry fire of the bastion to
defend its own covered-way, ancl also to allow the ravelin ancl its rednit to be given a proper comm,md, while, at the same time, they are sufficiently commandecl by the enceinte.
By giving to the glacis of the bastions a slope of 1 in 25, the artillery fire from the faces
may he directed parallel to the surface of the glacis and 2 feet above it.
This relief of -!5' to the enceinte would cause the musketry fire from the flanks at a depression of-,', to arrive within -1 feet of the bottom of the ditch, at fl horizontal distance of 72 yards
from the magistral line of the flank, ancl there will be, in consequence, a considerable amount of
dead space in front of the curtain.
JK:l. The enceinte is given a commancl of 3 feet over the reduit of the ravelin, ancl this
latter lrns also a command of 3 feet over the ravelin, in order to prevent an enemy, when lodged
in these several works, from seeing into the next interior work. The ravelin, therefore, has a
command of 6 feet less than that of tl1e enceinte : its glucis is made 11 lower than that of the
bastions to enable its artillery to sweep its glacis. The command of the ravelin over its own glacis
will therefore be 15 - G + 1 = 10. This command of 10 feet over its own gl1tcis will allow its
musketry fire to be directed to a point about s+· above the top of its counterscarp, which is
sufficient for the defence of the covered-way.
If a shot be fired from an embrasure in the ravelin (5' below the crest) and directed so as to
graze the crest of the glacis, it will lrnve a depression of 1 in 2-! ; the glacis may therefore be
given the same slope, but it is usually made 1 in 25.
The fall of 1 foot between the crests of the glacis of the ravelin and of the bastion takes
pl1tce at the traverses dividing the re-entering places of arms fr.:,m the covered-way in front of the
ravelins, the passages round these traverses being given a slope of 1 foot in their length.
The bottom of the ditch of the ravelin is made ,' above that of the main ditch, the junction
of the two ditches being formed by a wall 7' in height. By this means more of the ditch of the
ravelin is under the musketry fil·e of the bastion; and the communication along the main ditch
is covered from the view of a besiege,· lodged on the salients of the glacis of the ravelin.
By keeping the crest of the escarp of the I"avelin on a level with the crest of its glacis, a
height of 22 feet can be given to it.
484.. The bottom of the ditch of the reduit of the ravelin is made 15 feet above that of the main
ditch, in order to afford an obstacle agn.inst the attack of the ravel in by its gorge.* By ~o doing,
the relief of the work will be J5-(l5 + 3) = 27 feet. Its escarp is made 18 feet in height, all(l
the top of the cordon will therefore be 6 feet below the crest of the rnvelin, which is sufficient to
prevent such injury as would cause the fall of its parapet, even after the rnvelin has been breached.
41:l5. The reduits of the re-entering places of arms are given a command of 4:!, feet over the
glacis in their front. This command is sufficient to allow the musketry fire from these works
to graze the glacis, without being so great as to interfere with the simultaneous fire of the
.
.
.
bastions, which will h~ve a command of 10½ feet over them.
Their ditches are sunk 12 feet below the terreplein of the covered-way, makmg then· rehef
21f. Their escarps are made 18 feet in height, the tops of which will be 2 feet nuder the crest of
.
the covered-way.
rnn. The· relief of the teuaille should be as great as possible, providecl it does not rnterfere
of
escar1,s
the
cover
will
it
better
the
made,
is
it
higher
with the fire from the flanks; for the
the flanks and curtain.
• Thi~ constmction bas the defect of preventi ng the garrison m:.king a powerful effort to reco,•er the ra,~elio, afkr &n
enen1y i~ lodged in it. The same may be said of i~ reduit and of the outworks generally.
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The crest of the centre pnrt of the tenaille may be made 1 foot• under a liue of fire directed
from the oun in the flank neurest to the curtain angle, so a~ to strike the surface of a breach
made in th~ face of the opposite bastion. Such a line of fire is shown in Plate :l. It passes over
the crest ,,f the tenaille at u horizontal distance of 68 yards from the crest of the flank, and it
r€aches the !wench at n horizontal distance of 170 yards from the crest of the flank. Now
suppo ·incr tlrnt the aun is fired 5 feet under the crest of the parapet, and that the surface of the
breach i; JO feet ab~ve the bottom of the main ditch, it follows that in a distance of 170 yards
the shot will have fallen n height of 15-( 10+5) = 30 feet. Now the foll of the shot in the
68
;~JO = 12 feet; ancl the relief of the tenaille, 1vhere
distan ce of 68 yanls will evidently be
1

t/1, li11,·

of _tire crosses it, may therefore be made less than that of the enceinte by 12' + l' + 5'= 18';

or, in other words, it ma~- be 45'-18' =27'.
The tenaille may either be kept at this 1·elief throughout, itnd by so doing the guns in the
flanks. as they are nearer to the shoulder angles, can see more and more of the ditch; or the
tenaille mity be made higher at the fhlnks than in the centre, so as to allow the whole of the guns
in the flanks to be depressed onlr sufficiently to defend the breach made in the face of the
opposite bastion. The former method is usually preferred.
48i. Having thus established the reliefs itnd the commands of the several works with respect
to each other, it 1·emains to determine thei,· absolute commands, or heights above the plane of
site. The rule given in Art. 359, page 163, for this purpose, but adapted for profile only, must
be here extended in its application. Taking half the front, the level must be found for a
horizontal plane, which would divide it into two parts, so that the solid content of the mmpart,
glacis, &c., above the plane, minus the quantity of masonry above it, may be equal to the total
quantity of excavation.
In the present case a command of 24 feet above the plane of site for the body of the place
will fulfil this requirement.
488. The reliefs, commands, &e., of the various parts of the front, which are based on the
foregoing reasoning, are shown in the accompanying table : Command of Body of Plitce
Reduit of Ravelin
Ravelin
••
.•
Tenaille
Reduit of Re- entering Place of Arms
.•
.•
Glacis of Bastion • .
Glacis of Ravelin
,,
Relief of Body of Place ••
Reduit of Ravelin
Ravelin . ,
,,

rrenaille . •

..

..

..

..

Reduit of Re-entering Place of Arms
Height of Bottom of Ditch of Ravelin above ]\fain Ditch
••
••
.,
Rednit of Ravelin
Reduits of Re-entering Place of Arms above
..
..
..
Mniu Ditch ..
_
.
Depth of l\Ialll Ditch below plane of site
i•

Feet.

24
21
18
6

13½
()

8
45
27
32
27
24¼
7

15
10

21
b t ~9_. _Th~ communi~ations of n front are similar in their nature to those already described,
u t en. anange,~ent 1s more perfect, lllasmuch as the garrison are able to communicate with
the sev;ial ~utworks unseen from any lodgments of a besie«er in works that may have been
carure ·t~• tm. d'J'.lms, after the _c>tpture of the ravelin, the ga~rison can keep np their communi~a tJOhn WI ) e re mt of the ravelm and the coupures in the mvelin, unseen by the enemy lo(lged
1n e 1·ave1m.
·
h
• This dimension is assumed on the d t d'
un era an mg t at the tenaille woulJ not be mauneU. after the face of the adjacent
bution wai, Lreached.
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;lnO. A_ postern under the centre of the curtain gives access to the main ditch, its exterior
?pemn~ be~ng O' 1tliove the foot of. the escarp. Its roadway is necessarily inclined, and tins
rnchnat10n 1s con!menced at sue!) a distance from the entrance as may reduce the slope to l in 8.
A double fhgbt of steps O b~·oad m the gorge of the tenaille gives access to its terreplein.
These steps are separnted by au mterval of 10 feet at the bottom ; as the height to be ascended
is rn·, the number of steps will be 2R, as each step rises!:!", nnd the length of each flight will be
28 foet, each step having n tread of 12 inches.
A postern, the floor of which is level with the bottom of the main ditch, leads under the
centre of the tenaille to the main ditch in its front. A double caponniere afforrls a communication
acro~s the main ditch, concealed from view from an_,enemy's lodgments on the glacis of the
basti_ons, ?'be crests of the parnpets of the capon111ere are 25 feet apart, the banquettes are
1n·?ndecl with masonry steps, so as to ~nable a roadway of 8 feet in breadth (that of the pastern)
bemg left between them. The supenor slopes shonld be such that, if produced, they do not
pass abovr _the crest of t_he flank behind them. The caponniere is separated from the gorge wall
of the reclmt of the nwelm by a pathwRy 8' broad, which affords access to the main ditch.
A double flight of steps G' broad with a space of 10 feet between them, is made in the gorge
wall of the recluit of the ravelin, to communicate with its interior, The rise being 21 feet, 31 steps
will be requirecl to each flight, which will therefore occupy a length of 31 feet.
A ramp on the capital of the reduit 10 feet broad, and rising l in 8, leads to the terreplein of
its rnmpart.
A postern, slightly inclined, leads under each flank of the recluit of the mvelin into its ditch,
close to the drop between it and the mnin ditch.
The communication across the ditch of the reduit to the steps in the coupure, is protectecl by
a single caponnihe, separated from the escarp of the reduit by a pathway 8' broad, which gives
access tll the front part of the ditch.
A mmp in the rear wall of the ravelin 10' broad, anrl rising 1 in 10, commences at the
counterscarp of the conpure, anrl leads to the terreplein of the ravelin. On account of this
arrangement of the communications, it is necessary, in orcler to get either to the ravelin or to its
coupures from the enceinte, to pass through the reduit of the ra,·elin.
The recluits of the re-entering place of r1rms, have each a double flight of steps lending up
from the main ditch; the communication to these steps from the main caponnicre is concealer!
from view from the ravelin or its glacis, by the gorge wall of the reduit of the ravelin, that of the
mvelin itself, nncl also by the wall 7' high, which separates the bottom of the main ditch from that
of the ravelin; but it is not concealed ti-om the salients of the glacis of the bastions, for before an
enemy could lodge himself there, the recluits of the re-entering place of arms wouhl have been
abandoned.
A postern leads under each face of the recluit of the re-entering place of arms into its ditch,
ancl a ramp opposite each postern leftCls up the counterscarp to the terrepleins of tbe re-enteri11g
place of arms, whence access to the glncis is afforded by two sally-ports 12 feet broRd, and rising
1 in 8. These sally-ports should be sufficiently curved, to secme them from enfilade,
It is necessary to pass thrnugh the reduit of the re-entering plitce of arms, in order to get to
the covered-way, and as the only access to these reduits from the main ditch is by means of
masonrv steps, cavalry and artillery cannot form in the places of arms for pmposes of sorties, &c.,
except 0n those fronts provided with tbe gitteways and bridges used as communications ch1ring
.
.
time of peace. This is a cons1dera ble disadvantage.
4Vl. The revetments of the system are demi-revetments. They may be solid anrl prov1de,l
breachetl.
be_
to
li,ible
is
escarp
the
with counterforts, or else counterarcltecl in places either where
or, if used in the counterscarp, to serve as a counterscarp gallery, either for the purpose of obtrumng
a reverse fire of musketry on the ditch, or for purposes of countermines, as in Fig. -l~!J.
492. ln comparing the Modern System, as here described, with Vauban·s First Sys_tem,
assuming both to be constructed on an octagon, it will be observed tlrnt the_ advnntnges ot the
former are nearly entirely clue to the increased dimensions of the ra~eltn,_ whrnh 1s large ")ougli
to be powerfully retrenched, and sufficiently salient to place the bastions m re-entenng 110 s1_twus
between the ravelins, thereby forcing a besieger to capture two ravelms bef?1'e he cau att:\~k ;"';,
bastion. A besieger is also unable to breach the face of the bast10n bf finng down the elite 0
the ravelin, owing to the traverse constructed in the latter, as ment10ned m Art. 47 9.
0

I/' F
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In attackina both this system, and Yauban's First, on similar polygons, no great difference in
the attack woulJ be apparent until after the th\nl parallel is establ_ished; i~ is in advance of that
perio,l of the attack that the great~r difficulties to be overcome m ~ttacking the l\Iodern System
would be experienced. To illustrnte these, the successive operations that would have to be
executed by " besieger, after the establishment _of the t_hircl parallel until the fall of the place, are
here given in parallel columns (Plates 2 and -1 11lustrnting the text).
J93.

OPERATIONS IN ADVANCE OF THE THIRD PARALLEL TO BE PERFORMED IN THE AT'l'ACK ON
VAUBAN 's FffiST SYSTEM.

1. Double saps on capitals of two bastions

THE MODERN SYSTE)[.

1. Double saps on capitals of two rnvelins;

and one rawlin; the constrnction of trench
cavaliers; and crowning the three salients.

trench cavaliers; ancl crowning the two salients:
formation of the fourth parallel.

2. Extending the lodgments; format.ion of
breaching ancl counter-batteries, also galleries
of descent.

2. Extending the loclgments ; formation of
breaching ancl counter-batteries; galleries of
descent: formation of a fifth parallel.
N.B. The rei:erse fire of ravelins on each
other causes this to be a most dijficult operation.

3. Breaching two bastions and one ravelin;
completing descents into the ditches ; passage
of the ditches, and loclgment on the breaches.

3. Breaching two ravelins; completing descents into their ditches; passage of clitches,
ancl loclgments on breaches of ravelins.
N.B. The body of place being intact, and
the ravelins and covered ways having reduits,
increase the difficulties of these operations.

Place surrenders, if not retrenched.
N .B.-T,co bastions and one raveli11 being
simultaneously breached and captured, the attention of the g11rriso11 is much divided, and the
defence in consequence must be weakened, particularly as the body of the place is breached in
two scpcirate works, while the besiegers are able
to profit by their superiority of resources by being
able to constrnct many ?corks at the same time.

4. Extension of lodgments in ravelins, and
tteir conversion into counter-batteries; breaching of escarp of reduits in two ravelins, either
by artillery or by mines; loclgment on reduits
of ravelins.
5. Extension of lodgments in reduits of
ravelins, lodgments on coupures of ravelins.
Double sap on capital of bastion.
6. Lodgmcnt in reduits of re-entering place
of arms, crowning of covered-way of bastion.
7. Formation of breaching batteries, counter-batteries, and descents into main ditch.
8. Breaching of two faces of one bastion,
passage of ditch and lodgment on breach.
Place surrenders, if not retrenched.
N.B. The out,corks hai·ing to be captnrecl
before the enceiute can be attac!.wl, allo,cs the
defence to be concentrated, firstly to the ra,-elins,
then to their rctluits, and aftcrimnls to the
c11cei;1tc, u·hich is attacked in only unc bastion, to
retrench and cle;fm<l ,chic!, the icholc efforts of the
garrison wvul,l be directed.
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401. Notwithstandiug the advantages over V1tuban's First System of the Modern System, the
latter has many and grave defects.
The reduit ?f the nwelin, the mvelin itself, and al_so its covered-way, form ou each face three
.
Imes of work winch are pa,rallel to oue another. a11C! which are completely exposed to enfil d f·
a single battery. With the artillery of the present clay used by a besieger it is probable t~a: l~om
work~. wo'.1lcl be de_privecl of much of their offensive powe~·• _fro~ the mon~ent when the besiegf1~:
batte11es should fiist open then· fire. No permanent prov1s1on 1s made on the ramparts to seeure
:,he1:1 from t,I,1e effe~tA of enfilade or reverse £1·e, and it would Le extremely clifficult to extemporize
blmclages sufficiently sohd to protect guns from the fire of rifled artillery.
. : The con11;1umcat10ns of the s.i:st~m are not well suited to an active defeuce; besicles being
rntucate, a?d 1~ nmny p)ace~ cons1strng only of steps, they have the defect of passing through
works, the mtenor of wh'.ch 1s thereby pra_ct1cally used as a communication. Thus it is uecessiu-y
to pass through the 1:edmt of !he_ re-entermg pince of arms to get to the covered-way, or to pass
through the redmt ol the ravelm m order to arnve at the ravelin itself.
From thP rest~·ic~ed_ nature _of the communications, and the construction of the gorges of the
several outworks, 1t 1s impracticable to mnke a sortie in force for the recovery of any outwork
which m1ty have been captured.
The enceinte has a trace but little different from that of Vauban, and inherits most of the
defects_ of the latter, with the exception that ~he shoulders of the bastions are better protected
from distant fire, and also that the escarps, bemg concealed from distant view are better protectecl
'
from being breached from a distance.
For the further defects of th~ Bastioned System, the reader is referred to Chapter IX., where
a companson 1s made between ,t and the Polygonal System, with reference to the p1incipal
requirements of a fortifiecl place. See also Art 404, page 183.

CHAPTER VI.
VAULTED

WORKS,

CASEMATED BATTERIES /or guns; defects of old t11pcs,
CASEMATEB, thefr nature and 1.,arious uses. CASEMATED BARRACKS.
nncl how remedied in recent c011slructions: EMBRASURES OF, successive iniprot•en1ents -made in Oiem. CAS~MATE S WITH
BLIND.AGES.
HAXO CASEMATES descrihed.
descr,ibed.
CABEMATEB
MORTAR
IRON SHIELDS FOR SEA DEFENCES.

495. A CASEMATE or BO:\IBPROOF is an arched chamber, made sufficiently strong to resist the
fall of heavv shells; it is usually of a rectangular shape, the walls which form the piers of the
arch being from ,!' to 6' in thickness; the arch which forms the roof is usually :3' in thickness,
and is strengthened above by a covering of earth, which should be at least 6' tLick; the object of
the earthen covering to a casemate is to protect the masonry of the arch beneath from being
injured by the fall of shells; it should always be replaced, as soon as possible, after a shell may
have exploded in it, so as to preserve 1tt all times a proper protection to the masonry.
Casemates are largely used in the construction of modem defensive works; the improvements
made of late years in artillery have rendered bombproof cover for th_e gm:ris_on, the. ~uns. stores,
&c., of a fortress, more necessary than formerly, and, at the same tnue, 1t 1s reqms1te that the
c1tsemated works should be more strongly constructed, and be in more secure situations than has
hitherto been the case.
Casemates are constructed either for the lodgment of troops, ancl nre then termed Casematcil
Barracks; or for the purpose of covering guns or mortars, when they receive the name of Casemated Batteries, ur else as bombproof magnzmes, stores, &c_. .
406. CASEMATED BARRACKS are sometimes separate bmldrngs, but are often placecl under the
terrepleins of ramparts that •re not exposed to reverse fire, for in such positions they are proteete,I
in front and above by the mass of the rampart. Figs . .J.01, .J.02, represent the casematecl ba'.Tnc½s
that are made in some of the forts protectiug the English dockyards. Their breadth of :!O teet_ 1s
sutlieient for a row of beds on each side with " passage in the middle; they are couuecte<I with
oue auother in rear (on the side towards the front of the parapet), by a gallery of cornrnu111c_atwn,
which facilitates their ventilation, am! during a time of siege woulcl be particularly useful, as
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nlfvrdin~ a co,·en·d c0nuuunication between the different parts of the barrnt·ks . These casemates
are pr,,,\de,l with fireplaces, und are fitted up so ,is to be used 11s bnrrneks for_ 15 or l(i men in
time of peace, while, in time of siege, n. greater number of 1nen could be lodge<l 111 them.
A longitudinal section of these cnscmates is given in th e profile (Fig. 111) of the new
En..,li,h
Forts.
0
-I Hi. C.-\sF.\fATED OU'.'\ DATTERIES are composed of a series of cnsemates, in one or more tiers,
each vf which hns its front wnll pierced with an em brasure, through which the gun is firecl. The
front wall of nn ordinary gun caseluate is exposed t o view.*
Casernated b,itterie, are used in positions where it is necessary to protect the guns nut!
gunner::; from either plunging, enfilade, or reverse fires, or where, as in some sen. defences, it is
necesscu·,· to build II work in two or mure tiers, in order to obtain a sufficient number of case-

mates. ,,.-itht..1ut requiring extensive foundations.

lhms protected b.v casemates are secure from all fire, except direct fire; the size of the
embrn,ure is therefore II matter of great importa11ce; many contrivances, some of which will be
shortly referred to, have been proposed, in order to be able to reduce their opening.
C.\:..Ell.-\TED B.lRRACKs.--Scale

60IJ.
GUN CA!'.iEMA 1'£:-.

FIG. 4-01.

Parapet.

F10. 403.

FIG. 402.

FIG. 4-04.

-.Sea.le

Ja-

Fro. 40,.

498, !he objections formerly 1;1rg~d agains_t casemates for artillery, were:l st. 1he want of proper vent1lat1on, causmg them to fill with smoke when the
fired.

guns were

2nd. The large size an_d funnel-shape given to the exterior of the embrasures, which rendered
the gu,n,s very liable to be silenced whenever an accurate fit-e was brought against them.t
. _100 .. Thes_
e two defects exist, to a !;reater or lesser degree, in old casemates, but arn almost
entnely 1emecl1ed m moclern constructions. The ventilation has been perfected by leaving the
0

from ·a :i!~a1::;::
accu1·a~. ~11 1ro.,1

rflau<l
isw:~:battery,
:: :::~:!;
t~u:!~~::i°~h:~ttfrom ~list~nt vi~ from bud, as ?therwise th· y_couhl be breached
e\-en

in calm weather.
om view rom
e sea, 38 the tire from a ship neyer can be so
k
'th f
t 1 ft
Castlt! <>f Hcylh, in Cala.bria., in 1805
,, 0
ma.~ ~ w\h ~ ere~ce Ot lee ect of the Briti1:d1 fire on the ca~emates of the
i-till copyiu,, out fair au<l cons
;-b f n exammrng e rntenors of these casemnteR, whih,t the terms of anrren<ler were
t,,, oJ,iM_•rw• tf1e miHcbi°t::f which e~~:~uie!o ep~~~ ate1ls boul~l ~e t-k~n :oll~ar or purify the castle, it w:is a.ltugt::ther surprising
1
8 10
tute red the cast::matcs. To judge from tb . Jel t
w ic
a c effected from the cheeks of the embrasures and
cwrywL.tre prescutctl thew selves, n direct firm. e~ n rnns on t3e walls, and the marks of slang~ter a.nil destruction ~·hich
1,attni~s unteualJle; indeed, at this attack etl:: ir~i~:erate embr3:sure of the usual_ construct1ou must reu<ler cascmateJ
foU&:;(J through the rtar of the caaemates. u
,
088 was ch1etly by shot which eutereU at thti embrasures, anJ
;'.i.

t Str John Jnnes makes the following re

t
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rear of the cas_emates open, by providing cloorwnys of communicatiou between the several casem~tes and opemngs rn the ro~f at the level of !he crowu of the arch, and at other points, for the
exit of smoke. :Mauy cxpel'lments lately carried on have demonstrated that no inconvenience
from smoke need be experienced in a properly constructecl casemated work.
500. The size of the openings of the embrasures has also been much reduced, but, as the
.
~mprove~ents that have been ~ade were successive, " few examples are here given, showi11g the
rnterm_echate stages through which the embrasures of casemates for artillery h,we passed.
l?,_gs. 103, JO±, 405, show a gun casemate in plan , profile and front elevation; they afford a
type of such works, as they were coustructed up to the beginning of the present century, ancl they
may be assumed as illustrating the casemates 1·eferred to in the foot note to page 220. Here the
~mb~·asure is large, the mouth being frequently G' or 7' bro,ul, and about the same in height, and
1t evidently acted as a funnel, so that every projectile that struck the cheeks would be deflected
i,!to the neck anrl among the gunners. The exposure of the gunners may, in a casemate of this
km,1, be mcas!lred by the size of the laryc opening (mouth) oftlte embras!lre, the aren of which would
frequently he 50 square feet. The neck is also very weak to resist the effects of heavy projectiles.
The large size of the mouth of this embrasure (or A, Fig. 40G) is due partly to the thickness
of the front wall, an<l partly to the necessity that formerly existed of making the gun traverse
horizontally on >1 point inside the embrasure. In some cases the neck was placecl near the middle
of the wnll in order to allow the mouth to be lessened in size; but the wall was thereby weakened,
as it was necessary to cut into its thickness, to allow the muzzle of the gun to project beyond the
neck.
Fw. 406. - Scale ~.,
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I

I

~:t :_4rw

A

- ~/!~,
B

,,
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501. A great improvement is due to the Americans, who terminated a series of experiments
by inti-oduciug an embrnsure, similar to that shown at B, Fig. 406. Here_ the throat (?r neck) of
the embrasure is advanced a little beyond the midrlle of the wall, whrnh m the expenments was
made 5 feet in thickness, the outer opening can thereby he reduced; the cheeks are formed en
crcmailli!re or in offsets, so that the only projectiles that can pass into the casemate are those
nctnally directecl towards the neck, since any that may strike the cheeks are not deflected rnwards
on account of their cremaillere formation. Thus the exposure of the gunners may be measured
The neck of the embrasure is strengthened with
11.11 the size of the small opening of the e1nbras11res.
iron.
502. A further improvement is due to the introduction of ribbed racers,* by which the
traversing platforms, ou which the guns ,york, can he made to traverse _honzontal_ly on a,,y cl~ose_n
point as a centre, by forming the mcers rn curves whrnh have that pomt as then· centre. This
arrangement allows the small opeuing of the embrasure to be plac~d on the outs.ale, as shown
at C, in Fig. JO!;, or in Fig. 41:3 ; with this_ arrangement, ~he muzzle of the gtm remarns p_rnctically
stntionary, while bein 6 tmvet·sed to the nght nr !~ft honzon tall.y. T~e em_brnsure reqmres to be
of the heiaht sufficient to allow the proper elevatwn or clepress10n hemg gwen to the gun. The
neck of th; emurasure 1s the weakest part of the whole, however, even with this plan, hut a vast
improvement is effected as compared with old embrasures; for in some new works, embrasures on
this plan, h,wing an external opening of 2' in breadth and :3' in height, and an area there!'ore of
(j square feet (of which the gnu may be assumed to occupy one) allow to the gun a honzontal
mnge of GO', au elevation and a depression of about 10° (see Figs. 412, 413, and J 14).
• Irou rails on whi<.:h the trucks of the traversing platforms ruu.
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50:l. The l\pplication of wrought iron I\S n substitute for the mnsonry of the front w>1ll of
casemates has improved nnd simplifie,l still further tlJC forml\tion of embrnsmes, on nccount of the
front wall being only (about) 1 foot in thidmess, inste,ul of G feet. Tliis allows the embrasure to
be made as small as possible, both internally nnd externally, nm! its sides nre not such weak parts
as they must necessarily be in a masonry "all.
Figs. JO,, .J08, re1;resent a gun c11seml\te of the latest pattern. The front wnll is n shield of
wrought iron, firruly supported
in rel\r by powerful struts, nnd is
Gr:-. C.A5l;ElUTE:5 WlTH l:RO~ Snrn.1.Ds.-ScaJ.e Thquite independent of the masomy;
the piers of the c.asemnte are
strong n1nsonry walls, supporting

Frn. 407.

Profile.
C

=-.-;~.- ~

~:=--

--l~-1

\j

FIG. 408.
Plan.

a a. Tron Ahields.
b b. l\hi-nnry 11ier,:.
r ,·. f 'nmmunications hetween casemat<:'-",
d d. I[on 14trnb suppo1:ting ;.biel<l.
platform
e e. l\a1· .... n1 ft1r traxerfirnrr
0

jJ:

Hel:1!88 fur tihdl<t,

a mnsonry arch overhead, above
which is the usual coYering of
eartb. The iron shield, whicl1
can be ml\de of any desirable
thickness, forms practically an
impenetrable and an indestrnctible parapet wall; the embrasure in it is a small opening, with
an area of about /l square feet.
These casemates are fitted up as
barracks, so that they may contain at all times the guuners required to work the guns. The
type here given is applied to some
of the sea defences of Plymouth.
504. It will be observed that
in tbe improved embrasures, as
above described, while the width
is reduced to 2 feet, the height
has to be made 3 or more feet·
this is necessary, owing to th~
gun requiring, while being elevatecl or depressed, to move on
the trunnions as a centre of
motion, as shown in either of
Figs. 407 or .ll2.
The only further improve,
ment that seems desirable in casemate embrasures is an arrangement by which the gun can be
elevate,! or depressed, so as to
allow 1t to mo\'e in an arc, which
has for its centre the point in
winch the gun traverses horizontally; for the embrasure conic!
then be made a circular opening,
only a few rnches l>lrger in diameter than the muzzle of the
gun; and since the gun would
then uearl,v fill ~p the opening,
the exposure of the gunuers
woul1..l be reduced to a minimum.

•

This result will, in all probu-
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bility,_ shortly be ?btainecl, for platforms rind carriages have already* been propose,! of " COllstr.uct10n which will ena?le a gun mounted on them to be elevated and depressed on any required
pomt as a centre of mohon.
505. A MORTAR CASEM.ATE is a work of very simple construction ; it consists, generally, of
a bombyroof roof, formed rn the usual m~nner, b.y a stro11g masonry arch, resting ou piers, the
arch bemg r.overed with earth to the reqms1te thickness. The casenrnte has no front wall and
in most cases, is also open in the rear. When two or more mortar casemates are toge,th er
'
openings are provirled through the piers to act as communications.
Owing to the fact that in mortar firiug it is not necessary to see the object fired at from the
mortars, mortar casemates have the great advantage of being able to Le plnced in situations where
they can be rendered very safe from an enemy's fire. In Figs. 409, ,llO, the casemates are
represented behind a rampart, the rear of which is supported by a vertical wall. In front of the
mortar casemates there is (usually) a ditch, the object of which is to catch h ostile shells, which
would explocle harmlessly there.
A reference to the profile (Fig. 409) will show that
MORTAR C.urni\L-\.TE.':1.-,Sca.Ie ofuJit is almost an impossibility for an enemy's shell to strike
Frn. 40D.-Profile.
the mortar, for owing to the high angles at which mortar
shells descend, those directed by an enemy against the
casemates, which. of course, are invisible to him, would
either fall on to the bomb-proof roof, or in the front ditch,
or on the terreplein (or other covering mass) in front.
Even when mortars are not placed in casemates, their
fire is more difficult to silence, owing to their being
hidden from an enemy's view, than that of other pieces of
ordnance.
50G. A H,-xo t CASEMATE (Figs. 412, 413, 4 Lt) consists of a bomb-proof chamber, constructed for the protection of a gun firing through the embrasure of an earthen
pampet. It is usually open to the rear, but is provided
:;:
with a front wall, through which an embrasure openiug is
made. The earthen p1trapet protects the front wall of
the casemate to a considerable degree from direct fire.
(See Plate 5 for an example of the extensive use of Haxo
casemates in recent constructions.)
Frn. 410.-Plan.
In order to avoid exposing more of the front wall
.
than is necessary, the arch is kept as low as possible in
of the front wall 1s so
expos.ore
the
however,
precaution,
this
With
profile.
the
in
front, as shown
serious an evil, tbat Haxo casemates are only applied, as a rule, to pos1t10ns where the guns_ they
protect al'e exposecl to vertical or enfilacie, but not to direct fire. This is generally the case Ill the
flanks of works.
A Haxo casemate, in addition to the protection it affords to the gun inside it, ~]so ~cts when
used singly as a traverse to the terreplein of the work on which i.t is. constructed,. as m Fig: .J.30.
The exposed portion of the front wall of Haxo cs.semates will, m_ all prohab1hty, be .p,otectecl
by iron: by this means Haxo casemates will be as apphcable to pos1t10ns exposed to du ect, as to
. .
.
.
. .
any other kind of fire.
507. CASEMATED KAPONIERS are bomb-proof bmldmgs, constructed m the chtches of f~tbesses
for the purpose of flanking them by a fire of artillery and muskeky . . The casem~te~ m them
are in one or more tiers. Further details of these works are given m the descnption of the
tl
Polyqonal System of Fortification, Chapter IX.
'uof-< A BLINDAGE is a temporary building, generally of timber, covere,l overhe~d for ,_1°
,,c.
ditches,
across
sages
I
·t
I
·
1
·
'
·
1 etin"'
.
protection of troops, gu11s, wells, cisterns, gates, s u1ces, 1osp1 as, pas .
0
walls of timber with a roof, or of two mclrnecl walls . 11e I "
In general it consists either of upri«ht
0
in a ridge at top, nncl forming two gable ends; the timLers may be 12" tluck, covered wit
.
• By Ca1Jtain Jugfo1, R. E.
t :-,0 11 ,:u.ueJ. from its inn:utor, General Haxo, of the French Engmeers.

ogS,
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· lmess of ear tl1.
covered with a sufficient tluc
·
pl•nks, &c., the w l10 1e b erng

This is called a

. _18 0 f t t beams of timber twelve or more inches square, pbnterl
close together ng>1inst a strong
'
s ou
Bu:,mA GF con sis
wall, so as to form nn angle of
about 50° with the l1orizon;
those which rest on a sleeper
Fw. 41~.
in tbe ground are g.ei;erally
fastened together by Joists or
planks across the direction ?f
their length, and the whole 1s
covered, if necessary, with fascines anrl earth ; the latter
may be faced with a revetment
of turf. This is also called a
Section and elevati on on X Y.
si11gle blindage. A blindage
F ro. 413. - Plan.
may also be formed by coverin.; the space between two
tr.:'verses with beams, hurdles,
earth, &c. ,vben the timbers,
of which a hlindage is formed,
are only capable of resisting
the effect of the splinters or
fragments of exploded shells,
X ·the work is calle,1 a splinter- - - - ·- y
proof blindage.
509. A BLINDAGE FOR A
GuN is a tempornry work ,
similar in nature to what a
Haxo casemate is as a per·===f~ ~a=='-cc-'-===e
manent work,-that is to say,
the gun is protected by a stout
wall of timber constructed on
.A.. R ecess for shells.
each side, with a roof formed
of strong timbers, the whole
Fw. 414. - Front ele\~a.tiou.
being covered over with earth.
The gun usually fires through
Side exposed to fice.
an ordinai·y earthen embrasure, but the blinrlnge could
---- /~
also be arranged for a gun en---'--- ~ -barbette. A blindage of this
nature serves as a traverse to
the work in which it is constructed.
where the guns they
posit.ions
for
suitable
are
guns
for
blindages
casemates,
Like Haxo
cover nre not liable to a direct fire of artillery. If placed on the face of a ravel in near the salient,
a gun blinded in au efficient manner will bring a reverse fire on to the glacis of the collaternl
s,lients, aud will render the formation of any lodgment there a work of extreme difficulty.

do11 bl~ bli11dagc.
A L EA'-I~O

~,

,L---------------------

-
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CHAPTER VII.
OCCASIONAL WORKS,
C.1TADl:LS,

their uses ancl positi-On;

TENAJLLONB,

WORKS.

ESPLANADE: CAVALIER, 11ature and ttse. RETRENCHMENTS of vadous kincls.
HORN AND CROWN Woaxs.
CoUNTERGUARDS 01· Couv&E·FACES.

DEM[-TENA1LLON8.

DETACHED Wo&KS,

OUTWORKS.
ADVANCED

their objects, conditions to fulfil, etc.

510. IN addition to the ordinary works of a Front, which have been already described, other
works are, or have been, used in fortresses, which may be divided into four grnups, viz.:lst. Those used in connection with the Body of the Place.
,, as Outworks.
2nd.
,, as Advanced Works.
3rd.
,, as Detached Workil.
4th. ,,
511. 0CCASIONAL ,vomrn IN CONNECTION WITH THE BODY OF THID PLACE.
A CITADEL (Fig. 487) is a small fortress, usually of 5 or 6 fronts, constructed in the strongest
and most inaccessible part of a fortress. Its object is principally to provide for a prolonged
defence, as it both gives confidence to the garrison, ancl afforcls them a refoge after the capture of
the town. A citadel also serves to keep in subjection the inhabitants of the town, if hostile to the
garrison; and it allows the garrison, if weak, to defend the key of the position, when they would
be unable to occupy the entire fortress.
An open space, called the Esplanade, is left between the town and the glacis of the citaclel,
to prevent an enemy from making his approaches under cover. The fronts of the citadel which
face the country should be stronger than those on the side of the town, as otherwise a besieger
would at once lay siege to the exterior of the citadel, ancl would thus avoid having to make two
consecutive sieges.
512. A CAVALIER is a work situated in, or behind, another, over which it has a command of
fire ; its usual object is to see into, and defend ground, which cannot be seen from the main
work.
A cavalier is sometimes made behind a curtain, where it is usually secure from enfilade, and
affords a good position for heavy guns to beat· on the besiegers' works, and also on the breaches
in the faces of the bastion; but its more usual position is in a bastion (as in Fig._ 415), where, in
addition to the extra fire it affords, it has the advantage of protecting the bastton flanks from
reverse fire.
Fw. 415.
li'w. 41G.

A cavalier in a bastion has the clefect of greatly cutting up the interior space of the bastion.
513. A RETRENCIIMENT is a work constructed insicle another, in such a manner as to isolate
a breach made in the latter work from the remainder of the fortress .
Retrenchments of all kinds have the advantage of delaying a siege in a two-fold manner:-;lst. They allow the defenders to dispute the possession of the breach, while they cover then·
GO
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retreat; ~nd. They require themseh·es to be captured, after nn enemy hns gained possession of
the works breached.
.
.
.
The Reduit of the Ravelin, and also that of the Re-entermg Pince of Arms, clescnbecl m the
).[odcrn System, ru·e in reality retrenchments of a permanent nature; they, however, are not
«enernlly dtscribecl under that heading
.
.
.
"'
Rd.renchments in the Body of the Pl~ce arc sometunes permanent m t~ell' nature, but more
generally they are left to n time of actual siege, to be constrncted by the g:i-rnso~,, as soon as ~he
bastion or point of attack shall become known. Re~rencl:ments vnq ll:'uch m then· shape, accorclmg
to circumstances; those generolly used are the strai ght hue, the tena11le, and the bastion ..
JH. In Fig. JIG is a straight line of w01·k (~) w)neh forms a reti·enc?ment to a _ba_st10?. It
has the advnnta"e of not greatly cutting up the mtcnor space of the bastion, but as it is witl10ut
flank defence, u~less provided with lrnpouiers, it is otherwise very defective.
N.B. In all 1·etrenchments their ditches should be taken through the parapets of the main
work, in order to complete the isolation of the salient or other part retrench ed.
·
515. THE TENilLLE RETRENUH=NT is shown at B in Fig. HG. It brings a converging fire
on to the interior of the bastion, but its flank defence is imperfect. It is used in narrow bastions.
If placed at the gorge of the bastion, as shown_ by the dotted lines, more_ int~rior space in the
bastion would be arnilable, but at the cost of havwg the flanks of the bastion m advance of the
retrenchment.
51G. The BasTION RETRENCH:.fEls"T is shown at A in Fig. JI 7. It is a suitable work for a
laTge and roomy bastion. The position
Fw. 417,
of the retrenchment in the bastion is
not necessarily that shown in the figure,
but it would usually be so, for the reason that while the space in front is not
' a,
\
cramped, there remains a portion of the
originul. bestion flanks within the retrenchment, and, consequently, available for defence until the retrenchment
E
~"
itself is captured.
517. A CAVALIER RETRENCHMENT
is shown in Plate 3, where it forms part of the permanent defences. This work unites the properties of the Ca~a licr and the Retrenchment, for it has the command of fire oyer tlle bastion
possessed hy the Ca,alier, while it acts as a retrenchment in isolating the salient of the bastion
from the body of the place (see Art. JSO, page 214).
518. A CoUPURE RETRENCHMENT is applicable to any work having a narrow terreplein, such as
a ravelin, which is provided with a revetted reduit, or an empty bastion. The former is exhibited
in the ravelin of the Modern System (Plate 3), and is described in Art . .J.75, page 213; the latter
is shown nt B in Fig. 417. In all cases the ditch of the coupure should extend across the
teneplein and through the parapet of the woik retrenched. In the empty bastion, shown in
Fig. H 7, the rear of the rampart from a to b should he scarped and provided with obstacles to
prevent an enemy turning the coupures, and any houses or other buildings from which a fire could
be brought to bear on the breaches should be occupied and loopholed for the purpose.
Permanent retrenchments of various kinds have been proposed by Bousmard, Carnot,
Dufour, and other writers of repute on Fortification, but a description of them is beyond the
province of this work ; reference, however, must be made to the retrenchments proposed by
Cho~mara, who sought to correct one great defect of bastioned fortresses, viz., that when one
b!shon was captured the fall of the place ensued, as the remaining bastions were unprovided
mth any means of resisting an attack from the interior.
Choumara's design was to provide every bastion with a permanent i·etrenchment which
should face_ the town, hut should be so 01·ganized that a slight expenditure of labour would suffice
to reYerse it, so as to resist an attack from the exterior. 'l'his would only be necessary with the
retrenc~ment o~ the bastion attacked, after the fall of which the garrison could retreat into the
remammg bast10ns, an,1 prolong the defence. Each retrenchment is provided with casemates
for 500 men.

', '1,:::----\'
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OCCASIONAL WORKS USED AS OUTWORKS.
519. A TEN~ILLON a a (Fig. 4~8),_ is a work of two faces, one of which is in prolongation of
the face o! a ravelrn, and the ot~er 1s du·ected so as to be flanked from the face of the bastion.
Tenaillon~ ~re to be found rn some ~Id fortresses : they were first used in order to remedy
the_ defec~s ansmg from the want of saliency of small ravelins, but they do so very imperfectly
while their ow1;1 defects are very numerous; they complicate the defence, am! expose the euceint;
to be br~ached m many places, they mask the fire of a large portion of the faces of the bastions
and theu· own faces are exposed to enfih1cle. They are considered to be bacl works the cost of
'
which greatly exceeds the defensive value.
Frn. 418.

520. DEl,II·TENA.ILLONS, b b (Fig. 4.18), differ from T enaillons in being less salient; one face
.
is flanked by the bastion, the other is directecl so as to be flanked from the adjacent face of the
rave)in, instead of being in prolongation of the other face. They have the same defects as
tenaillons, without the ad vantage possessed by the latter, of increasing the saliency of the ravelin.
521. A CouNTERGUARD or CouvRE-FACE is a work of small command ancl (usually) narrow
terreplein, having two faces parallel, or nearly so, to those of the work in front of which it is
constructed.
Its usual object is to conceal the masonry of the escarps of the works in rear from distant
view, when this could not be properly effected, owing to the naturn of the ground or other causes,
by the glacis itself. Counterguarcls may be used in front of ravelins aucl blstions, as shown in
Fig. 419; when so used they should be tracecl as shown on the right front, in o!'der to avoid
exposing the enceinte to be bl'eached from the glacis, as would be the case if they were traced,
as shown on the left front.
FIG. 419.

Counterguards are given only a commancl of observation over the gla?is, in order to allow t~e
enceinte to retain a command of fire over them ; they also usually are g, ven a narrow terreplem
to prevent a besieger being able to constrnct breaching and counter-battel'ies on them.
Conoterguards have the following defects : owing to tlieir small command, their musketry
fire would only feebly oppose the crowning of the glacis, and when placed in front of a bast10n,
they prevent the ravelin from having any considerable saliency over the covered-~ay of the
bastion counterguard; the flank defence of their clitches is imperfect, and when silenced the
.
.
ditches afford secure situations for the assembly of powerful storming pal'ties.
The ravelin of the Moclern System, with its 1·ednit, resembles in plan a small ravelm with a

•
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countergunrd in adyance; but there is a great difference between the two, owing to the relative
commauds of the works. In the l'.lfodern System the ravelin is the main work, and has as great a
command over its glacis as it can be given, while its reduit is constructed merely to oppose the
efforts of a besieger to get possession of the main work, over which it has the least admissible
command.
In the other case, the small ravelin would be the principal work, having n command of fire
oYer the countergun1·d, which latter work would be of secondary importance, being given a command of only 3' or thereabouts over the glacis.
5.22. A Honncork (Fig. 420} is a work composed of a front of fo1·tification, joined to other
works by two long faces, b, b, called branches.
A Hornwork if placed in front of a ravelin (as shown by the dotted outline in Fig. 420,
would have its branches
flanked by the adjacent basFrn. 420.
tions. This is defective, for
the faces of the bastions
which flank the branches
are themselves liable to be
breached by n battery firing
down the ditches of the
branches.
When made in front of
a bastion, the branches of the
hornwork would receive flank
defence from the collateral
ravelins, and the body of the
place is not liable to be
breached through the ditches
of the branches. This is a
preferable arrangement to the
former case; it, however, has
the disadvantage of requiring
Fro. 421.
the flanking ravelins to be
well garrisoned.
In either case the
branches of the hornworks
would mask the fire of the
collateral works, which ·could
not be brought to beat: on to
their terrepleins.
Hornworks are generally constructed for the purpose of seeing into ground
which could not be defended
from the main works. They
may also be used as Advanced
Works.
523. A CROWN - WORK
(Fig. 421) is similar to a
hornwork, differing from it
.
.
.
merely m. bavmg its front composed of two or more fronts of fortification. A Single Crown
uork contams two fronts, a Double Crown 1vorlc, three fronts, and a Triple Crown work, four fronts.
The remarks as to defects, position, &c., stated for hornworks, equally apply to crown works.
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OCCASIONAL WORKS AS ADVANCED WORKS.
. 524. ~DVANCED_ Womrn are in som_e cases necessary, in order to occupy ground tha
give a besieger considerable advantage m the attack or to be able to defend ground wh·1 ht would:
c cannot
.
.
'
, access beyond
· sa,e
th e for·tress, _or t o give
·
be se en. from
then a
or simply to stren
an muuclat10n,
·t
weak pomt by an accumulation of works. They are therefore generally applied to particulf
r par s
of a fortress, and not to the entire circumference.
_The most usu~l- kind of advanced work is the lunette, constructed on the capitals of the
bast,?us, and rece1vmg flank defence from the ravelins. If placed on the capitals of both
r~vehns and bastions,_as in Fig. 4~2, they flank one another. Works thus arranged have not the
cl1s~clvantag~ of expos,ng the ence,nte to be breached through their ditches, as the glacis of the
mam works 1s made to slope clown to the bottom of the ditches of the advanced works.
Fro. 422.-ADYANCED \VoRKs.

Advanced Works of all kinds become valuable in proportion as the garrison is strong, and
can be maintained in strength. As a rule, advanced works are not applicable to small fortresses,
for the garrisons would be too small to be able to spare men for their efficient defence.
OCCASIONAL WORKS AS DETACHED WORKS.
525. DETACHED WORKS are much used in fortresses at the present time. As they are constructed too far in advance of the place to be well defended from it, they require to have their own
distinct flank defence, and in fact become separate and independent forts.
Detached Works may be constructed for any of the objects for which advanced works are used,
but large and important fortresses are now provided with a chain of detached forts, which entirely
surround their accessible fronts, and are placed at n considerable distance in their front. The
ground between the enceinte and the detached forts is termed a11 Intrenched Camp, (see_ Fig. 437)
and is destined to afford refuge to an inferior army, which would, owing to the protect10n of the
works, be free fo1· manceuvring purposes, and would thus be able to take an active and powerful
part in the defence, by making frequent sorties in force on a besieger engagecl in the attack of the
detached forts.
Detached Forts of this latter kind are constructed for two main purposes, viz. :lst. For preventing a distant bombardment of the town or place fortified. 1:his is effected
by keeping an enemy out of range of the place, until he shall have passecl the cham of detached
d"ffi
works.
1 c~1~y R
2nd. For increasing the difficulty of a siege. This latter purpose is effected by the_
besieger would experience in carrying on an attack of a detached fort, which, from its pos,twn,
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cannot be separately invested, while it is nlso supportecl on either side b.y other works, and can
ha,e its garrison constantly reinforced, or eyen chn:ngecl, from the nuun W?i:k, and ~ay also
be supported by powerful sorties made through the mterrnls, by troops adchtional to its own
carrison.
These odnmta"eons conditions, on the pru:t of the defence, arc further augmented by the
fact that the besie,,,;'rs ru·c unable, owing to the proximit., of the collatern1 detached forts, to give
proper de.dopme';',t to their trenches and ~ntteries (as can ~e clon e in th e attack of a SJ?-all
fortress, if in,ested), while they are also obliged to gLrnrd theu· works of attack by a sn8!-ment
number of ll'oops to repel the sorties of an army, and not mer ely of a small portion of n garnso~.
5~0. To obtain, folly, these aclvantages from detached forts, they should fulfil the followmg
.
.
conditions:- (See Figs. -!38_to 445.)
(1.) They should contam respectable garrisons, and hnve a powerful offenS11•e armament.
(:?.) They should be sufficiently near to one another to afford mutual support, and prevent an
enemy passing between them.
(3.) They should have a profile sec;11·e from assauJt ;_ escarps _of 30' or more in height, in
addition to n good flank defence, ore r equued to effect this m a dry ditch.
(J.) Their escarps should be well covered.
(5.) They should have ample bombproof co.er.
When detached forts fulfil these conditions, an assailant will h nve t o regularly besiege them,i.e., he will ha,e to make successive parallels and batteries, will h ave to form lodgments on their
glacis, descents in their ditches, and breachin g batteries to breach their escarps ; nil of which
operations will ha,e to be performed under the clisadvantageous conditions before mentioned.
It was remarked that large and important fortresses are thus strengthened by an outer line of
defences; it might also be added, that such a methocl of defence is only 1·esorted to when the
place fortified is large and important, for then only would the garrison be suffi ciently strong to be
able to carr,r out an active defence,-i.e., to be able to properly garrison the necessary works, ancl
still ha,e strong reserves of good troops for offensive purposes. Small places of minor importance,
the garrisons of which would be small, and perhaps composed of inferior troops, ore better
without exterior defences, as the operations of defence are thereby rendered simpler and more
concentrated.
5.27. \\'hrn Yery large fortresses are provided with cletachecl forts, such as Paris, Antwerp,•
&c., the garrisons of which, if attacked, would be powerful armies, the aclvantnges of defence are
so great as to be considered almost insurmountable, for, owing to the great circumference occupied
by the works of defence (20 to 30 miles), it would be almost impossible to effect a proper investment, without having more troops than any probable enemy could bring into the field, and during
the att,ck of the cletached forts, the defensive army can issue in force at any moment, and fight a
battle nnder advantageous conditions.
I n such cases the perfection of defence is reached, for, while under ordinary circumstances
a def~;1sive army receives battle only when its aclversary chooses to offer it, with the fortress the
concht100s ~r" reversed; for the defensive army, sheltered by their detached forts, are secure from
assault, while they may fight a battle at any favourable moment, by making sorties in force
thro1:1gh the mterv~ls between the forts, 11·hich would afford them efficient support both in advance
and m retre1tt. Fillally, should an enemy have succeeded in overcomine1 the detached fo1-ts the
defence of the enceinte is in no way compromised by their fall, but an e~tirely fresh siege w~uld
have to be carried out against it.
These defensive_ advantages, it ~hould be remembeved, are independent, to a great extent,
of the system_ on which the fortifications are constructed, although they may be affected by it;
they result chiefly from the great size and large garrisons of the place fortified ; on this account,
the. tendency of permanent defence, at t_he presen_t day, is to construct few fortresses, bot to
mak_e those that are constructed of sufficient magrutude to be really formiclable obstacles to large
armies.

• A Plan of Antwerp is given in Fig. -!3j ,
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CHAPTER VIII.
~ILIT.ARY MINING.

Object nj I:! MrnE,_ c.~ctt1•,1tfo,LS ;•e,1ufred, dinumsions for SHAFTS and GA..LtERIES. Dda.i1s j'or sinl"ina shafts and drit-ina :,o:H •
with CAs:ES, 01kl u:~h F&.\.?lllS and SHEETINV: ncln1nfoges of CASES. CH.\.MEE.R, TAMPING, PmVDER HosE, how
Mode of preparing min~ .for si1111!Ztmieotts Ji.ring. Tools and woi·kmcn. requ.frecl fo1· shrtfts anc1 rv,1lel'ies. CHA.Rens : 0 ~
COUNTERMINED SYSTEJUS, of wlmt formed; dimen.si-Ons for galleries. Descriptions 0 ; DUFOUR.R
MINES, technicctl frnns.

.,,.,,.r,!":t

COUNTE&MINES.

_\..TT.A.CK OF CoUNTERMINES, how cm·ried on.

.

528. THE object of a Military Mine is to place n charge of powder under ground, in such a
manner as either to destroy by its explosion an enemy's troops or works, or else to render useless
any works thnt may have to be abandoned to au enemy.
The necessary excavations which have to be made to re~ch the position of a charge, are culled
Shafts when they are vertical, al1l1 Galleries when they are horizontal, or nearly so.
Shafts and Galleries are linecl with timber, when used for temporary purposes, aml with
masonry, when intended to be permanent.
529. Both Shafts and Galleries are made rectangular in section, when lined with timber,
and have usually the following clear dimensions:feet bro3d."
4½ feet high by
Shafts , •
,, by 7½ ,,
6+ ,,
Galleries, Great, used as descents into ditches
,, by 8
4-J- ,,
Galleries, Common
,,
,, by 2+ ,,
3-J- ,,
Galleries, Bi-anch
convenient to 'l'l'ork in,
most
the
are
galleries
The above dimensions for shafts and common
for if made smaller, the miners would be greatly cmmpecl for room, and if made larger, the excavation would be unnecessarily large, ancl woulcl progress more slowly.
In mining in chalk or other soil, which does not require artificial support, shafts are made
circular or ornl in shape, and galleries are given an arched top.
Shafts and Galleries are lined with timber in two different manners, viz., by "Cases" or by
"Frames an<l Shctting :" the fo11ner method is that generally used, as it has many adv,rntages over
the method of frames and sheeting.
530. MINING WITH CASES. A mining Case (~ig. 42!3) is ?omposcd of four pieces of plank,
viz 2 stanchions (or side pieces) s s and 2 end pieces, E, E, (ma gallery these latter are termed
the 'ground-sill and cap-sill). Th; stanchions s, s, ha'.e a tenon 3" br~a.d at ea_ch end, of a length
equal to the thickness of the plank; these tenons fit mto corresl?ondlllg mo~·t,_ces cut at _each encl
of the pieces E, E. Fig. 423 shows one stanchion and one encl piece of a mmmg case laul flat on
the ground, and also the pl8.n of a finished case.

3,-

Mr~r~o wnn C,v;xs.-Scale r~oi•
FIG, 423.

Frn. 4:14.

Fw. 4:?.J.

E

E
CASE "FOR A Co:mto!'l C:.\.LLERY OR SHAFT.-Sca.le ,/1.

The planks are usually 11" broad, and are foUlld to occupy an _averag? of 1 f??t i~ th~
excarntions; their thickness is 2", except when used for Great Gallenes, which requne g,eater
• They are 4' x 3' when lined withf,·aMt&
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strength, nnd are gi,en cases which haye their ground-sills 3", stanchions 4", and cap-sills 5''
thick.
531. To SIXK A SHAFT, FROM 1"IIE BOTTOM OF ,nncH A GALLERY IS TO BE DRIVEN, a rectangle of
the dimensions of the outside of the case is first marked on the ground, care being taken to have its
.centre line coinciding with the direction of the intended gallery. The excavation is then carried
to the depth of l foot, and the first case is placed. The excavation is again carried on for another
foot in depth, and a second case is then fixed. The other cases are placed in succession vertically
under one another, until the required depth is effected. Each case is fixed before the excavation
is carried below it, and in fixing any one case the miner does not actually sink the excavation by
one foot over the whole area at once, but excavates for, and places separately, each piece of the
case. In shafts, it is of no consequence in what order the pieces of a case are fixed.
532. To DlllYE A G..U.LEilY FROM THE BOTTOM OF A SHAFT it is necessary to set up a fixecl
frame (Fig. 421, 425), ha,ing projecting ends, on that side of the shaft from which the gallery has
to be dri,en. The outside width of the frame must be exactly equal to the clear width of the
shaft. This frame is sunk until the upper smface of its sill is level with the floor of the intended
gallery. The end pieces of the shaft shoulcl be removed to the proper height for the gallery; the
side pieces, or stanchions, being prevented from falling inwards by the fixed frame, the object of
which is to support the stanchions when the end pieces are removed.
In Fig. 125, which is a trnusYerse section of a shaft, the fixed frame and the entrance to the
gallery are shown in ele,ation ; and in Fig. 4:H, which is a longitudinal section of a shaft, the
galle1y is shown in progress, three complete cases having been fixed, and the ground-sill of a new
case having been just laid.
In fixing a case in a gallery the ground-sill is first laid, the stanchions next, and the cap-sill
last. The cap-sill is first fitted to one stanchion, and it is then necessary, in order to fit it to the
other stanchion, either to raise one end of the cap-sill, or push out the head of the stanchion
2 inches (the thickness of the plank) beyond its proper place, before the mortice ancl tenon can be
adjusted to one another; the latter method is preferable as it does not disturb the earth of the
roof._ Whichever method fs use~, no n:ore eart~ must be cut ~way than is absolutely necessary.
. 033. In f~vourable soil, p~rtrnl casmg only is 1_1ecessar)'.; m shafts, the cases would be placed
at mtervals, without any plaukrng between them ; m gallenes, the cases would he laid at central
intervals of 3' and 4f alternately, in order to be able to use the planks of other cases to roof the
intervals. '!'he cases are then said to be at " Open order."
534_. Wheu driving galleries at a slope either ascending or descending, the cases are placed
perpendicular to the slope.
Fro. 426. -Scale r1u·

~~~~-·~r-T-F'f=f'~~~~ ~~

In changing from a descending gallery to a level one (as in Fig. 426) the cap-sill of the first
-case of the level part should touch the last cap-sill of the descendin" part · the same is clone if a
chang~ from a level to an ascending gallery be required; the t~ianguiar spaces between the
stan_clnons at the angle t(ms formed are filled up, if necessary, by pieces of wood being pushed
belnnd them (as ~een m Fig. 426).
Wheu changmg from a level to a descending gallery, it will be necessary to make the ground-
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sills of the cases at the point where the change occurs touch one another, while the cap-sills are
separated; the interval betw~en the cap-sills (which varies according to the degree of the change of
direction) is roofed over by pi.eces of plank.
In changing the direction of a gallery horizontally, the change should be made gradually (as
in Fig. 427), by pl1tcing two or more cases, each changing the direction slightly. The open spaces
are filled up with planking, if necessary.
535. MINING WITH FRAMES AND SHEETING.-This method would be followed only when
unable to obtain planks suitable for making cases.
A Shaft Frame is a rectangle composecl of 4 pieces of wood, measuring 8' x 4' in the clear;
the first, or top frame, has the ends of its long sides projecting 1 foot (as in Fig. 428); the other
frames form simple rectangles, 3 feet broad and 4 feet long in the clear. The wood used in their
formation is 3" x 4r' in section.
A Gallery Frame has no ground-sill, except in bad soil; when in position, the ends of the
stanchions are sunk about 3 inches below the floor of the gallery.
Sheeting Planks are thin planks, driven by means of mauls, between the frames and the earth,
so as to form a lining for the sides and roof; they are bevelled off at the front ends to facilitate
the operation of driving them.
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MINING WITH FRAMES AND SHEETING.-Rcale ,~

A

GALLERY CHANGING DrnEcrroN HotnzoNTALLY,

.

FIG. 427. - Scale

t1il•

F10. 428.
Plan of a Slult .

.

n7--r -:~r--/

Fw. 420.
Section of a Shri.ft
in Progress.

ND SHEETING.-The frames are placed at equal intervals
536. To SINK A SHAFT wr~H FRAMES-~ determined by divicling the depth of the shaft minus
of from_ 3 to ~ fe~t, the actual mterv~l bt~' tfus if a shaft is required to be sunk to a depth of
,
1 foot mto d1V1s10ns of from 3 to 4 ,ee ,
, ,,
b 16-1
,
lG feet, the intervals of the frames would e - 4- =3 9 •
round with its long sides pointing in the direction of the
·
.
th e ger
surface is flush with the ground. The top frame should
The top frame IS first la,d_ °~t
intended gallery, and sunk unt11 1 s upp
ft 1 . 11 has to be made larger than the frame, in order to allow
be carefully levelled.
, 09 , is then carried on to a depth of 4' (or
'
- F Igs.
' w uc m
,a shown
The excavation. for l theks s1as
428 , ~~
d the first common shaft frame is then fixed. Each fresh frame
room for ~l18 sh ee t_mg P ~~ d'
der the one above it
whatever mterval IS requue ), ai:i 11
must be made level, and also v_etr\tca { u~e supported in its place, by nailing battens of wood to
ed for the same 1mrpose
o
.
,as
I
frame,
each
placing
After
. t
t
k
.
hove . or rope IS us
h f
.
'then nshed or driven down,'.letting the top of the plan ·s res agams
secu~e ,t to t ~ rame a
P d th t is bevelled rest 11 ,..ainst wedges placed between them
rhe sheetmg planks are
HH
b
'
a
the top frame, and the bottom, or en
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ami the (then) bottom frame. The object of the wedges is to allow room for the next set of
sheeting planks.
..
. .
The exca,ation of the shaft is then sunk to th e position of the next frame, which
is placed,
le.elled. snd connected with b:Lttens to the next upper fmme. The sheeting planks . are the!'
fixed by removing the wedges !\ntl inserting the planks in their places; these are then dnven until
their bevelled ends re!\ch the bottom frame, when they are wedged out as before.
Fig. 4~9 is n longitudinal section of a _shaft, ~he second common ft?me of which has _just
been fixed, and the sheeting planks secured 10 then· places. The connectmg battens are omit~ed
for the sake of clearness. The wedges are shown between the bottom frame ancl the sheetmg
planks. In this manner the shaft is sunk, until the last frai1;1e is fixed 9" or. 1 foot abov~ the
position of the capsill of the first gall ery frame. The excavnt10n of the shnft is then contmued
until the le,·el of the bottom of the intended gallery is reached, when n frame is there placed
and sheeting driven all round it, except at the eud where the gallery is to commence.
537. IN DRIVD<G A GALLERY WITll FRA]l[ES AND SHEEUNG FROM THE llOTTOM OF A SHAFT, the
first frame is carefully placed at right angles to the direction of the gallery, the excavation is then
carried forward for cl feet, driving tbe sheeting plnnks forward, if Becessary, at the same time,
when a second frame is placed. Sheeting in galleries is only r equired for the roof, unless the soil
is unfavourable.
The excavation is carried on in this manner frame hy frame, for the required distance.
538. If tbe soil is loose great difficulty is experienced in mining with frames and sheeting.
It becomes necessary to use close sheeting (i.e. the sh eeting planks must touch each other), and to
drive them on inch by inch, as the excavation proceeds; it frequently happens, however, that the
earth is made more loose by the vibration caused by driving the sheeting.
In very unfavourable soil it is necessary to support the ends of the sheeting planks while
being driven forward in galleries by a false (or temporary) frame; this frame is removed as soon
as the next regular gallery frame is fixed, in advance of which it would be again used for a similar
purpose.
539. The following are among the advantages gained by mining with Cases instead of Frames
and Sheeting :.
(1.) hluch less excavation is required for a shaft or gallery having the same clear opening in
either case.
(2.) The work is much more rapid and r egular.
_(3 .) No wedging out or driYing forward the sheeting planks is required, thereby avoiding
shakmg the earth and making a noise.
(4.) Work can be carried on in soil so unfavourable that it would be impossible to advance at
all with frames and sheetin g.
In mining with cases great galleries and shafts advance about 1 foot per hour, galleries
l½ feet per hour. With frames and sheeting about one-half the aboYe rate would be obtained.
5.lO. Previous to lodging the charge, which may be eith er at th e bottom of a shaft or at the
eud of a gallery, a C/iamb~r has to be made for its reception. The chamber is a cubical recess
ma~e clear of the chrec~ !me of the shaft or gallery, so as to prevent the effect of the explosion
takmg place m the d1rect10n of the excavation.
The po~der may be placed in the chamber in bags, if the soil be dry and the mine is to be
fired_ immediately, but if the sml be wet, or if the charge is requirecl to be under ground any
~~nsi~~rable time, the po':'c)er shou_ld be placed in one or m01:e boxes, which require to be made
•:tertig'.1t. A smgle b<:x is suffic1_ent fo_r. ordmary charges; it is taken empty to the chamber
d there filled aftei: berng placed m posit10n. ·when large charges are used, several boxes may
e required to hold it, each being made of dimensions which will allow of its beino- passed down
the sbaft and along the galleries.
"
The size_ of a box to contain a given charge of powder is obtained by knowing that l lb of
powder occupies 30 cubic inches.
·
51 1. Before _mi~es
are fired they requi1:e to be t~mped, i:e., t~e excavations near the charge
arc filled up, m ord~r to prevent the effect tRkrng place m the chrect1on of the excavations. ·when
targes are to be firecl at_ the en,ls of galleries, it is usual to tamp for a length one-half greater
t au tlte hne of least resistance ; but in the case of a charge at the bottom of a shaft, the whole

t
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l ·
shaft is tamped. _In bad~y tampe~ mines the tamping is frequently blown out b the
exp osion,
Y
the useful e~ect of which 1s lost, either wholly or in part.
l
d
p
be
will
effect
required
the
'Yhen time does not permit a mine to be tamped,
ro ucec by
doublmg the charge.
542. In preparin~ a mine for explosion (where it is not to be effected by electricit ) 1· t ·
necess~ry to )"Y a tram of guurowder or ot)1e~ in_flammable matter, from the charge {0 a;s
co~vem~ut pornt beyond the _tampm~. The ti:am 1~ e1t~er a powder hose or Bickforcl's Fu:c. Th~
fou~er 1s _a tube of lmen, either 1 mch or ½rnch m diameter, filled with gunpowder • the latter is
'
a tlnn flexible waterpro~f tube cout~ining gunpowder.
The powder _hose 1s enclosed m a wooden trough, which is led along one side of the floor of
the gallery,. and, if necess9:ry, up an angle of the shaft. The hose is fired by means of a fuze
\of ~ suf1:icient length to allow the man :who fires it to escape before the explosion takes pince)
rnse1ted rnto the encl of the ho~e, care bemg taken to cover the junction of the hose aud the fuze
with wet clay, to prevent fire acCJdentally reaching the hose.
. . 543. ,vhen different mines ar~ required to be exploded simultaneously, the powder hoses are
au~nged so as to lead to one pomt, called the Joens, or point of ignition, in such a manner that
tlie1~ are equa~ lengtl!s of hose from ea~h ~harg_e to th e foc_us. Fig. 430 shows this arrangement
applied to fourteen _different charges; 1t 1s evident that 1f fire be appliecl to the focus , it will
spre~d along the various hoses and reach the fourteen charges simultaneously. In this manner
considerable numbers of charges have frequently been exploded.
Frn. 430.
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544. TooLS REQUmED.-In ordinary shitfts and galleries it is necessary to use pickaxes and
shovels, with short bandles,-these are termed '' Miner's Picks and Shovels." The corners of
the excan.tions are picked out by an instrument called a "Pushpick," which is a sharp piece
of iron, having a wooden handle about 2' in length. The earth is lifted out of the shafts in
canvas buckets, each of which contains about a cubic foot of earth. The bucket has two rope
handles, by which two men at the top of the shaft lift it to the smface; and it also has a loop
underneath by which to turn it up so as to empty it. In common galleries the earth is removed
in a ,niner's tmck, which is a small box fixed on four low wheels: it measures two feet in mean
length, one foot mean breadth, and is one foot in height.
To supply fresh air to the miners in the galleries, which is necessary, after they have
advanced some distance, a miner's bellows is used; the air is led from the bellows to the head of
the gallery by means of tin tubes 5 feet in length and l½ inches in diameter, which fit into each
other, and so can be continually prolon~ed as the excavation advances. Flexible joints are
provided to use wherever the pipes are reqmred to bend at an angle.
The miner's bellows is cylindrical in shape, the top and bottom are made of wood, the sides
are of leather. It is 13 inches in diameter, and holds about a cubic foot of air. One man works
it standing, by means of a staff which fits into a socket at the top: he steadies the bellows by
standing on the projecting end of a cross-ba_r fixed on the bottom .. The air enters .by means
of a valve in the bottom of the bellows, and issues through a short pipe fixed on the side of the
bellows at the bottom.
545. THE NUMBER OF WORKMEN required depends on the lengtli of the excavations. In
commencina a shaft one man only is required, as the earth can be thrown out by him for the first
4 or 5 feet in depth ; after that two men are required to lift it by means of the bucket. In
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the bottom of the shaft six men are required, who are thns emplo.i:ecl:
d fills the truck which is wheeled to the bottom of the slrnJt by a third;
the bucket is filled by a fourth, haul ed up to the top
of the shaft by the fifth aud sixth, who spread the earth
Frn. 431.
about.
To this number must be added, when necessary, two
men, one to blow the bellows, the other in long galleries
to wheel the truck half the length of the gallery.
54G. CHARGES OF MrnEs.-The effect produced by
a mine depends on the depth the charge is placed,_ the
quautity of powder used, and on the nature of the s?i),
If the charge is so smail as to produce no visible
effect on the surface, it causes merely a compression of the
earth round it to an equal distance in every direction;
but when the char<>e is sufficiently strong, the explosion
raises the earth above, and forms a hollow circular opening, called the crater, in add!tion_ to co~pressing. and
disturbin" the earth for a certam distance m every direcA. The charge of powder.
A B. Line of least resistance (L L R).
tion, suffi~iently to destroy shafts and galleries. The disBC. Radius of the crater.
tance to which this compression extends A :I!:, AD (Fig.
A C. Radius of explosion.
A E. Raclius of horizonta.l rupture.
431) are termed Radii of Rupture; the radius BC of the
A D. Radius of vertical rupture.
opening is called the Radius of the Crater; the line A C
drawn from the charge to the edge of the crater is the
R,idius of Explosion, and the distance A B from the charge to the nearnst surface is the Line
of Least ResistaJ1ce, usually expressed thus, L L R.
.
One-lined, two-lined, three-lined, &c., Craters, are those whose diameters are equal to once,
twice, thrice, &c., the L L R. Common mines are those which have two-lined craters. Undercharged ancl o,ercharged mines, or globes of compression, are those which have craters less or
greater than common mines.
"With a common mine (two-lined crater) the crater is generally assumecl to be the frustrmn
of a cone, whose height is the L L R, the radius of the large end (crater) is equal to the L L R,
and the radius of the smaller end half that line: the solid content of this is equal to
L L R':
a. secon

¥,

the radius of rupture is considered to be equal to~ L L R horizontally, and ~ L L R vertically.
The charges of powder for mines with similar craters but different L L R's are in proportion
to the cubes of the respective L L R, because the quantity of earth to be moved varies in proportion to the cubes of these lines. Up to three-lined craters the charges are fixed with sufficient
accuracy for practical purposes, but with larger craters great discrepancy exists between the
statements of different authorities. The following are the rules fixed from actual experiments
canied on at Chatham, for ordinary soils, the L L R being expressed in feet.
Charge in lbs.

For a 2-lined crater
For a 3•lined crater
For a 6•lined crater

....!...LLR'
1
LLR
4 LLR

¼

. A Ca111011fie_t is a small mine usually employed by defensive miners to destroy the besiegers'
mmes. It consists of a charge of 10 or 12 lbs. of powder, placed in a hole about 6 inches in
diameter, bored in the direction of the attacking miner. When exploded, it bu~·sts in the enemy's
gallery and suffocates the miners.
COUNTERMINED SYSTEMS.

5~7. The defensive mines, or countermines, of a fortress, which are usually constructed at the
sa1;1e time as the place, cons~st of galleries lined with masonry extending under the ground on
which au enemy would requll'e to construct his works of attack; they afford the garrison the
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power of blowing ~p. any p9:rt of the ground above them, and they thus force the besie er to
clesti;or th~m, by nunmf; ag_amst th;:m, before he can aclvance his trenches above ground. g
lhe siege of Schnei_dmtz, Ill l'.02, affords a good instance of the increase of strength aiven to
a fort~·ess_ by 9: s_ystem of ~ountermmes, for out of 63 days which the siege lasted, JU dn~s were
occupied rn muung operations.
A system of. countermines consists generally of a magistral gallery, usually a counterscarp
gallery, from w~ich branc? o!f various branch and listening galleries. In some systems an
~nvelope ga)lery IS used, which 1s a gallery parallel to the magistral, and at a variable distance
m front of 1t.
_TLe magistral gallery serve~ as the basis of the system of mines, and as a depot for the stores
reqmred for tLe service of the mmes.
. Br?nch galleries are usually U', aud listening galleries 4-F in height, the breadth of both
bemg 3.
548. The following rnles are general, and are applicable to all systems of countermines.
(1,-) The c!rninbers should be in one plane, situated at a depth below the swjace of from 12 to 18
.(cct. The besieged do_ not, as a rule,_use _charges larger tLan those for common mines,-viz.,
2-1,~ed craters; these will destroy gallenes dll'ectly under them at distauces equal to the LL R; the
besiegers cannot, therefore, pass safely under them without descending to a depth of more than
from 24 to 36 feet.
(2.) Galle1·ies shoulcl present their ends rather than their sides to the besieger. They are thus
less liable to be destroyed by the besieger's mines, and uninjured portions are available for further
use.*
(3.) Galleries which a,·e intendecl to be preserved, when common mines in their neighbourhoocl
are exploclecl, should be at a distance from them of do11ble their LL R. This is necessa1-y, since the
horizontal rndius of rupture of a common mine is, as before mentioned, equal to LL R.
(4.) Galleries sho11lcl not be so far apart, as to admit of a besieger passing between them without
being hearclfrom one side or the other.
The noise made by miners has been heard from other galleries, at distances of from 40 to 50
feet.
(5). Galleries shoulcl be crossccl by other galle1'ies at intervals of 40 or 45 ya1-cls, to fcicilitate
their ventilation.
Many systems of countermines, some of them very complicated, have been proposed by
engineers of celebrity; tLat of General DLifour is describecl here as it is generally considered
to be the best, since it woLild afford as mLich resistance to a besieger as the others, while it is
far simpler in construction.
549. DuFOUR's SYST>;M OF CouNTERIIIINES. These mines are applied to the French Modern
System, ancl owing to the fact that the besiegers are unable to crown the glacis of the bastions
until after all the outwvrks are in his posession, no mines are placed under the glacis of the
bastions, because the defenders would only be able to communicate with them, when required to
be used, by means of a subterranean gallery, which is considered objectionable. The portions of
a front that ure mined in this system are, the glacis of the ravelin, the salient of the ravelin, and
the faces of the bastions, at the parts liable to be breached. The details of constmction are as
.
.
.
, ,,
follows. See Fig. 4.32.
GLAcrs OF RAVELIN.-The "pan coupe of the sahent place of arms, 1s made 9 yards _m
length; the lines V q, q ,·, and r s, are drawn parallel to, and 00 yards fr?m, the crest of t~e glac1s,
to mark the ends of the galleries , parallel to qr, and 72 yards. from 1t, the 1;allery t v, 1s dr~wn,
extending 20 yards on either side of the capital. The ends of this gallery are Jomed to the pornts
q and r, by two galleries qt, and r ~• which ar~ produced to the counterscarp gallery. These are
connected by a transverse gallery situated half way between the Imes q ,., and t v, and p,,rallel to
them. A gallery on the capital extends from qr, to the counterscarp gallery, and half way
between it and those terminating at q and r, are two others, extendmg only as far as the outer
transverse one.
The positions of the galleries on either side are determined by placing theii· euds at equal

+

• Envelope galleric: 8 are uot usually recommended, as they break this rule,/ur they prt?Jent theiraidt?f, vml uot tliei,•rmks,
to a besieger.
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dis!tmces of ~r, yru·ds npart, commenring from the points q and r. The first galleries on either side
ai-e directed to the points t and r, nnd the remainder are parallel to them. The positions of the
.
.
.
.
other galleries will be enclent from _the plan.
550. In this system, the gnller,es uncl the chambers of the mmes are situated m two different
planes. The aalleries have their floors, as shown in Fig. J 33, in a slope rising from the floor of
the countersc,:;·p gallery to " point 15 feet under the glacis at th eir own extremities. This
facilitates their dra.in11ge. The chambers are situated in a plane sloping in the contrary direction
to that of the galleries. It commences at y, the extrem ities of the galleries, and rises towards the
counterscarp, until it intersects at x, an imaginary plane inclined at 45°, drawn from a line on
the glacis. parallel to, and 8 yards in front of the crest. Th e intersection of the plan e of the
chambers with this imagi1rnry plane is 18 feet below the surface of the glacis, and it fixes the
positions of the mines nearest to the crest, which will thus be so far from the covered-way as not
to injure the latter by their explosion.
The galleries are just close enough together to prevent a besieger passing between them
without being heard, but they are too for apart to ensure his (the besieger) bein g destroyed by
the explosion of common mines fired in them. It is, therefore, necessary to form the chambers
for the mines, at the extremities of short branches constructed for the purpose, and to facilitate
this operation, openings a a, are left in the walls of the galleries of a sufficient size from which
to commence the branches when required.
DuEOUR's SYSTEM OP CouNTERMIN:ES.-Scal e ~-

F10. 432.

\

_551. THE SALIENT OF RAVELTN, AND FACES OF BAsTroNs.-A double row of chambers a
~~~=~t!I;\t~~sed~frks,. ~~r r7 ~eing in front of the escarp and situated under the ditch t::
are thus tt·ace~:1:ee Ffg:\32e a~1d t4,:4~scarp and 18 feet from its face. Those for the bastions
The escarp gallery is 20 yards behind the escnrp, and parallel to it.

Its floor is situated 6
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t O •b
feet above th~ bottom of the ditch, in order to equalize the slopes of the galleries lead'
cl e
two sets of mines. The front row of chambers are 10 feet in front of the escarp ancl 6 ~ngt
ee tun er
the bottom of the ditch; every pair of chambers is connected by a branch , fr~m th e cen
o
re
.
.
· h
11 .
h' I
w i? i a ga e, y ~t r1_g t ~ngles c_omm_umcates Wlth the escarp gallery. A great gallery on the
capital, commumcatmg with the mtenor, and another across it to the end of the escarp alier
y,
g
complete the arrangement as shown in the plan.
Fm. 433.
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LoNGI'flTDIN.A.L SECTION THROUGH A

GALLERY.-Scale ~-

.x y. Plane of the chambers.

Fw. 434.
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M:u,Es UNDER FACES OF THE

BASTION.-Scale
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The mines under the ditch are intended to destroy a storming party when commencing the
ascent of the breach, and also to clear away the rubbish from the foot of the escarp, so as to
render the breach impracticable. The inner line of mines are intended to destroy the besieger
when forming his lodgments on the summit of the breach.
!i52. Where two or more galleries meet, small circular or square rooms are made, which
afford spitce in central positions in which to deposit tools and materials, without impeding the
communication through the galleriee ; sometimes air-holes for ,entilation are made, extending
from the tops of these rooms to the surface of the ground, as in Fig. 4.33. To shut out portions
of a gallery, for the purpose of defence against a besieger, in case of his penetrating into it, or to
exclude foul air, doors are constructed; grooves are also formecl iu the side walls to facilitate the
construction of retrenchment.s by fixing beams in them, which may also be useful in tamping.
When the plane of the galleries cannot be inclined towards the ditch so as to drain them, this
object may be effected by sinking cess-pools, as required, in the floors of the several galleries.
553. ATTACK OF CoUNTER~UNES. In attacking a system of countermines the besieger will
use overcharged mines for the purpose of destroying g&lleries to as great a distance as possible.
The o-arrison have, however, to confine themselves, as a rule, to the use of common mines, both
for the purpose of economising powder ancl to avoid destroying more of their own galleries than is
uecessary. This is one advantage on the part of tl,e attack; another is that the explosion of any
mine, whether by besiegers or by the garrison, destroys a portion o'. the surrounding galleries,
and allows the besieger to occupy its crater by a flyrng sap, from behmcl which he can proceed to
.
.
. . .
mine against the remaining galleries.
From the uncertain nature of subtenanean warfare, 1t 1s 1mposs1ble to give more than ,m
outline of the mode of attack, which would be usually as follows :-The third parallel is constructed about 50 yards from the nearest defensive mines; from this parallel_ one or two galle1:ies,
about 35 yards in length, are dnven towards the place, and at then- extrem,ti_es overcharged mrnes
will be fired. The cmters of these mmes, when firecl, are crowned by the besiegers by a flymg sap,
and connected by trenches to the third parallel.
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From these craters fresh galkrie s. are clriYcn t~w•r~s
the place, in order to lodge c~nrg~s fo~
fresh owrcbn,·gecl mines. The g»n1son, who w1ll
d1sc1Jver the nclvance of the besiege rs, b)
hearing his mines at work, will proceed to lodge charges
race as to which side wi!l be b~forehand wit_h its adYe!·sa to cut them o~. It t!rnn ?ecome s _a
min- be rresume d thnt either side will at tunes obtam ry in the explosio n of '.ts m_1~e, and ~t
the. a_dYantage, but, !LS re!1rn1ked, eve1y
CXJ;losion brings the besieg_er nearer to_ the place: . By
drinng galleries, thing mmes at then· extremities, a repeti~i on of these operat10ns,:--v1_z., by
nnd formrng lodgments on the ci~te1s, the
besiegers will ultimately rench the co untersc arp; bu~
only after very length~ned opernt1ons. In
fact, it has been calculntecl that after completrng his
his descent into the ditch in less than .10 clays. Fromthn:cl parallel th~ besiege r coi'.ld not mnke
tins stateme nt it will be evident thnt a
good system of countermines,. with a proper number of
train ed miners, forms a ready resourc e for
atldiug to the strength of for tified places.

CHAPT ER IX.
THE POLYGON AL SYSTEM.

Btt-0gnUrd drferls<;if the Bastioned System.

in new u•or'l.:s, applicable to any System.

Graduai rise of the Po1ygonal (o;· G,mnan) System.
Comparison of the Bastioned with

Improuements ,nade of late years

the Polygonal Trace on th e following pofots : (1.) EFFICIENC Y OF FLANK DEFBNCF.
(2.) SECURITY OF ENCEINTE FROM ENFILADE
.
(3.) CONCENT RATION OF FIRE
ON TBE ., FIELD Oi' A'M'ACK."
{-l .) LENGTH OF THE EXTERIOR Srn:e:s.
APPLICAT IONS OF THE POLYGON AL SYSTEM
:-lst. To THE ENCEINTE OF A LARGE FORTRlCSS .
.ANTWER P,/orlress of; object
for tcliich. constructed, gent:ral
description of the 11:orks of defence: detailed description
of the u•orks of one of the fronts of the
Defenrii:e powers of the place, illustrate(l by a,i outline
description of the difficulties of besieging it. 2nd.
To
Principles upon u•hich the det-ached Forts in England
have been- designed as regards (1) thefr distance in
adl·nnce 'l.f the place; (2) their distance apart; (3) their
trace; (4) their profile; (5) their flank defence, D
escription of th e
Kaponiers ; their security from.fire. The Keeps of the
Forts, their object, position, shape, profile, tj-c.

enceinte.

DETACHED FORTS.

55-1. THE defects of the Bastion ed Trace have long
been felt and acknowledged. They are
so grave in their nature, and are also so numero us,
that
Leen renounced in construc ting new fortresses,* and gradualof late years the Bastion ed System has
ly a new system of defence has arisen,
which was origin ally termed the Gennan System, from
its having been first adopted in Ge1·many,
but to which more lately the term " Polygonal"' has been
applied, on account of the outline of the
works of the encein te approxi mating to a polygon.
The difference between the Bastion ed and the Polygon
method., pursued in the two systems for obtainin g a flank ~] System s arises from the differen t
defence for the ditches of the enceinte ;
for while in the former a flank defence is obtained from
the uncover ed flanks of bastions , it is
obtained in the latter by means of powerful casematecl
works termed Kaponiers, t which are 'constructed across the ditches, and from which a flanking
fire of artillery and musketr y can be
directed along the ditches.
555. The method of flanking by means of kaponie rs,
instead of bastion fl anks, has led to
~•ny advantages in the new system, which will be duly
it as. a syste_m, and cannot be obtained in the Bastion ed explaine d. These advanta ges belong to
System ; but other innovat ions have been
cn_rned out rn most new fortresses, which while they are
great improve ments on old constru ctions,
still do not form part of any system, being equally applicab
le to the Bastion ed as they are to the
Polygonal, or any other system. These improvements
are,. (1.) The independence of the lines of rampart
and parapet , with respect to those of the
d1tches.t
.• l3astirme,l lines ha.Ying p~we~_ut casematecl fl~nks
affoHl a good exa.mp~e of the smtah1hty of the bast10.nedhave \leen rece!1tly construct ed a.t Hilsea, near PortRmonth. They
tbe face~ of the ba.istious are secure from enfil:i.~e, while trace for particular purposes; for, from the natnre of the position,
the lin.atinns, l,ut ahio to swet:p the channel which runs the fire from the flanks is requirecl not only to protect the face 3 of
flanks cnn.lrl he opposed in front on ly by the fire of gun past the front of the lines a.nd acts as a wet ditch to them while the
-boats.
'
. ! This term, Kapn?ier, used to distinguish the casema.ted
flanking work from the Caponni~re, used n.s a. commnnic
taon m the French .B~twnedisRystems.
a~
1v?ca.te<lB i~ ~Jelic~•ec
th1>
l, by the French Engineer Cboumara., whose Treatise
on Fortification, nB
,uLjec:t~rtan ngmecr n& ont, 18 recommcudt:cl to
the attention of any one anxious to study the higher well :i.s that hy
branches of thtl

ir~tllt E
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artillery both for ho:. t 1
(2.). Increased use of casemates, as cover for troops and also for
nzon a
'
and vertical fire.*
ines.
(3.) Increased use of counterm
(L) Simplification of the communications.
ence of the parapets and
. Of ~hese it_ is_ only necessm:Y here to observe, that the ind_epend to be tracecl in the most
ditches
chtches 1s a_ pn~c1ple of gl'e_at 1111portance, as it permits the
while the parapets ancl ramparts
favourable chrecti~ns for flanking an,l_ other clefensive yurposes ,
the country, or so as to be secure
~•n be arrangecl either so as to obtain the most efficient fire on
lines of ditch ancl rampart are
from enfi_lacle_ fire. Instance~ of the actual indepenclence of the
afforded m Fig. -13K, C, and rn the plan of Ph,te 5.
d by a comparison of it
. 556. The_ principle s of the Polygona l System will now be illustrate
it is preferable to consider them
together,
two
the
g
comparin
in
but,
;
System
Bast10ned
the
w!th
in every fortified place, rather
mth r~ference to the princip~l conditions that ought to be fulfilled advantages of the Polygonal
the
than wit~ reference t? a pa1:tic~lar type of each system.. _One of
but this very circumstance
System ~s the_ ease with wluch 1t ~an be adapted to vaneties of ground,out of so many varieties of
front,
i-enders it a chfficult matter to decide upon any fixed type for a
form in actual use.
of defence :The following are the principal desiderat a in a permanen t system
(1.) There should be a powerful and efficient flank clefence.
(2.) The enceinte shoulcl be secure from enfilade.
to the requirem ents of
(3.) The exterior sides shoulcl be either long or short, according
the case.
to be concentra ted 011 evel'y
(J.) The works should permit a powerful direct fire of artillery
part of the field of attack.
t poiuts.
The two systems will now be compared with reference to these importnn to be prnserved until
be able
557. FLANK DEFENC E.-The flanking guns iu a fortress should proportio n to the length of
be iu
the moment when they are required to act; their number should
the most destmctiy e projectiles,
line to be flanked, and they shoulcl be able ut all times to fire
without detrimen t to the defenders of the parts flanked.
kine! of firn, and experience
Iu a bastioned fortress the flanks are exposed to almost every
before he (the besieger)
long
distauce.
a
from
besieger
a
by
sileuced
usually
shews that they are
guns begiu to come
flanking
the
wheu
periocl
the
is
which
glacis,
the
of
crest
arrives at the
into play.
E, Fig. 435, are exposecl to
The gm1s in an ordinary (not casemated) bastion flank, such as C to be sileuced by enfilade
liable
vertical fire, because they are not protected by a roof; they are
ions of the terreplein s of
fire from a distance, because au enemy can always occupy the prolongat
face of the bastion (as A, C,
the flanks; they are exposed to reverse fire, whenever the adjacent distance, whenever the faces
n
Fig. -135) is eufiladed ; they are nlso exposed to a direct fire from
of these fires, either singly
of the opposite bastion can be enfiladed ; and, lastly, should the effect
the attack, the besieger is able,
or combined, be insufficie nt to silence them in the early parts of
a counter-b attery (x, Fig. 435)
after he has effected the crowning of the covered-way, to form
silence.
to
them
reduce
to
sufficiently powerful
nncl runs across the ditch,
In the Polygona l System, where the flanking work is casematecl
glacis; they are secme from
the flanking guns are conceale,l from view beyond the crest of the
securns them from reverse fire,
vertical fire by being placed in a bombproof building, which also occupy the prolongatiou of the
and they can only be reached from a distance wheu au enemy can
kaponier with pitching fire, the
ditch with a battery, for the purpose of striking the concealed
occur, owing to the great security
effects of which must be uucertain. This latter case will seldom ; but when it does happen, the
of the enceiute from enfilade, as will be pointed o,1t further 011
g them et lei I-Iaxo, as shown
kaponiers can be securecl from the effects of pitchiug fire by casematin
in Figs. 107, J08, or els~
shown
that
to
similar
shields
irou
with
them
providing
by
or
iu Plate 5,t
et 8111' lu Fotl{/ication, that in. the n_ew nu~sian fortress C'lf
~ Bri::i.Imont states, in his Etudt:s sw· la Defe1ice dee Etatil
a corps d'armi!e of 30,000 1nen, rncluchug th~ hor.se:J for the
Modhu, on the Yistula, there is casenmted accommoda.tiou for
ea valry and also those for the field batteries.
for such is not the ca.:Je.
t It is not ml•ant to be implied thn.t the enceiute of Plate V. is liable to be enfiladed,
I I
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by plQciu?. the .:ap~~iers at that

enu of the

ditch to be lla~ked by them which is nearest to the

eucmgj,t

!r1h!1~u~b~r. of guns in n flank _is dependeut on the length of the flank,
and also
1
on w~~~~-a~\l:n~'.tX'.il~~l ;~t~'~:~t a ~:~re :'!~~tfl~ :t\an ?uly be o~tained
by tracing th~ front
· a loner er ,endicul,u·, which creates the defect of redncmg the s1z~ of
the fl~~ked nnoles of
~~bastio~S: t6ereby rendering the faces more liable to enfilatle,
besules curtaihng the space
inside the bastions.
FIG. 43

FIG. 436.

~'::.::.----------=-- -------- -
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~

A JUSIIOXED ..ul'D OF A POLi"GONAL FB.O:ST OF F0RTIFICA.TIO
X1 R.A.Yl:XG EQU.tL U:!-i'GTilS Oli' LD."ES OF DEFENCE.

If an increase in the number of guns in a bastion flank is obtained by placing
the parapets of the flank, the tenaille must be suppressed , and then the escarps casemates under
of the flanks and
curtain are liable to be breached.
In the Polygonal System, a powerful flanking fire cau be obtained, 1cithout
attendant defects,
either by increasing the length of the kaponier, as shown by the clotted lines
providing it with two tiers of casemates, as in Fig. HJ, or else by both in Fig. 436, or by
methods combined.
In this manner a greater n11mber qf guns can be used for flanking than
a besieger can by any
possibility place in battery on the crest of the glacis to oppose them.
These flanking guns being
protected from distant fire would remain effective until the moment they
are required to act, viz.,
when the co,ered-way is being crowned, and during the further operations
of the
550. Lastly, as regards the efficiency of the flanking fire, it may be observed attack.
a bastion flank cannot with safety use case-shot or grape-shot for the defence that the guns in
of the face of the
collateral bastion, on account of the danger to the defenders of that bastion
from the shot spreading,
whereas with a kaponier, the fire of the two sides (or flanks) of which is
directed
outwards and
proceeds_ from guns situated near the bottom of the ditch, there is no danger
to the defende1·s of
the encemte from the projectiles that may be used for flanking purposes. Also,
since the kaponiers
act as casemated b1.1rrncks to the artillerymen who are 1·equired to serve
dauger of the flankmg guns not being propei·ly manned in the event of the guns, thei·e is no
an attempted surprise.
Moreornr, the fire of a casemated work in the ditch may be kept up on the
rear of an ll.88aulting
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column nfter its head ma;v have entered the place, and for this reason an attack may fail a11ainst
a place flanked by kapomers, when there would be every pl'Obability of its success if the fla~kiu 11
fire proceeded from au ordiuary bastion flank, as this latter could be i-eached by the assailants a~
soon as a footing had been obtained by them in the enceinte.
5GO. SECURITY OF THE ENCEINTE FROM ENFJLADE.-Whatever system of defence is followed
there_ will always be greater security from. enfilade iu fortresses with many sides than in those with
f~w sules, for th~ angles of the polygon Wlll be lar_ger, and, the_refore, t~e prolon~ations of the main
hues of work Wlll be more difficult to J:>e occupied by a besieger, bemg more immediately uucler
t!1e . ~re of the. coll_at~ral fronts. But m order to compare two systems together, as regards
hab1hty to enfilade, 1t 1s necessary to take a front of each system on similar polygons. This is
done in the sketches shown in Figs. 435 nnd 436, where the angles A B H, are equal to one
another, being the angles of a regular octagon. In the bastion outline, the prolongation of D B
the face of the bastion can evidently be occupied by a besieger with much less exposure to fir~
from other works, than is the case with reference to the prolongation of A Il, the main line of
work in the polygonal outline, because the prolongation of the former (D B) foils much further
off the other works of defence than does that of the latter.
This may be illustrated in another way: for instance, the prolongations of the faces of the
bastions in the Modern System will fall on the ravelins in polygons of 2-! sides ancl upwards,
while in a Polygonal fortress, having equal exterior sides and ravelins of equal saliency, with a
flanked angle of 60°, the prolongations of the body of the place will be interceptecl by the ravelins
in polygons of 12 sides and upwards.
561. It is impossible to overrate the advantages secured to the defence by protecting the main
lines of work from enfilade fire.
When a line of work is exposed to such fire it is necessary to provide substantial traverses, at
least at the rate of one traverse to every two guns ; frequ·ently the traverses would require to be as
numerous as the guns. If we allow the former mte of a traverse to every two guns, also that a
gun requires 6 yards of parapet, and that a traverse occupies a length of terreplein (or base) of 7
yards, which is the least that would suffice, it will be found that the face of a bastion having 120
yards of parapet could only mount, at most, about 13 guns with 6 traverses. The fire of these 13
guns could be silenced with ease by an enfilading battery of 6 pieces, whereas, if the face of the
bastion were not liable to be enfiladecl, and the substantial traverses were replaced with others
merely splinter-proof, 18 guns coulcl be mounted, to silence which, by clirect fire, would require
on the part of the besiegers a counter-battery of from 20 to 30 pieces. In addition to this
material advantage arising from the security of a work from enfilade fire, the morale of the
defenders should be taken into consideration; in the one case, the defenders are placed on an
equality with the besiegers, if not at a superiority; for they have on their side the aclvantages of
being covered by well-constructed parapeis, of having guns of a calibre superior to those usecl in
the attack, and they haYe the option either of replying to the besieger's fire , or of masking their
own embrasures and retiring their guns behind the merlons, until a favourable opportunity shall
arise for their u~e,* whereas, in an enfiladecl line, every part is searched out by a destructive fire,
which proceeds from guns to which the defenders of the enfiladed line cannot reply.
562. LENGTH OF EXTERIOR srnEs.-In any system of Fortification, the maximum length of
fue exterior sides is dependent on the maximum length that can be given to the lines of defence,
in other words, on the greatest distance at which guns for flanking purposes may be placed from
.
.
the furthest pal't of the line to be defended by their fire.
Jn the Polygonal System the g,·eatest possible length can be obtamed for. t~e extenor
sides, (as shown in Fig. 436) where A F, or E B, is assumecl as the maximum adnus~1ble len~th
for the lines of defence. The exterior side A B, will here have a length equal to twice the hne
.
of defence, plus the breadth of the Kaponier, or, 2 A F +FE. .
Iu the Bastioned Front sketched in Fig. 435, where the line of defence AF or_E B, 1s eq'.tal
twice
(approximately)
to
equal
is
side
exterior
the
to that used in the polygonal front, the length of
the length of the line of defence minus the length of the curtain, or, 2 A F - E F.

!1~~~ 'J!1;
· l'

1

• At the Siegp of Sebastopol, where many of the Rnssiau works hacl to h~ opposed by conut~r-hatturies .. '
obliged to cease firmg at nightfaU, the Rus~ian gunners freq_uently withdrew theu· guns from the embrasures dunno
aud nt dusk replacetl them, so ne to be in readiness to 1·epel au assault.
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5L\;1. It follows from this, thnt with two bastioned fronts, which have ca~h th_e s1tme lc1!gth of
line of defonce, th 11t which has the shorter curtain will have the _longer exte~·,o~- side, nnd will al~o
ha"e lon~er fnces to its bastions, ond consequently larger ba~t10ns. But 1f, 111 order to o?tam
these nd~antnges, a short cnrlain is use,1, it cannot be done. without nltendant defects, for either
the relief must be reduced in order to allow the short curtnm to be defended from tl~e flnnks,. or,
if n hicth relief be used, there will be a considerable amoun~ of undefended grounc) 111 the chtch
in front of the curtain. It is one of the defects of the Bast10necl Trace that the relief of a front,
the dimensions of its curtain, ant! consequently of its flanks ~nd faces are mutually dependent !111(1
insepnmbly connected; and for this reason, when arrangmg the proport10_ns of a front, the
Eno-ineer ·1ins to consider each part, not merely as regards the best d1mens1onS for such part,
but"nlso as to the manner in which such dimensions affect the other portions of the front. In
fact the most desimble dimensions for any particular portion of a front can seldom be allotted
.
.
to ii, on account of the defects to the other portions that would be the result.
5UJ. It is n great advantage of the Polygonal System, that the trace, or outhne, 1s altogether
having_any
sides
exterior
of_
use
the
permits
This
works.
the
to
giYen
relief
independent of the
desirable shortness (as in Fig. 439), where ditches of about 100 yards m length are used, while ,i
yery strong profile is retained, .as will be evident from a reference to Fig. -141.
1'he Polygonal System thus allO\,s the use of very long, and also of very short exterior sides,
whenever such may be required, while it also permits the use of exterior sides of any intermediate
length to suit particuhu· requfrements. In either case, the profile of the works may be arranged
so as to afford the maximum streugth required, without being in any way affected by the outline
gi"en to the front.
505. It is difficult, if not impossible, to fix to an exact nmnber of yards, a mini,nmn length for
the exterior side of a bastioned front; the following defects, however, arise when the exterior
sides are much reduced, viz.,-the faces of the bastions get too short to afford a sufficiently
powerful fire; the bastions themselves become small and cramped in their interior space, the
effects of an enemy's fire, particularly of shells, being thereby rendered more hurtful; the flanks
become too short to contain a proper armament; and the curtain also becomes so short that its
ditch cannot be defended from the flanks, shoulcl the latter have a good relief. It is for these
reasons that Vauban fixed the minimum length of his exterior sides at about 320 yards. Thus it
is evident that the Bastioned System does not permit the use of short exterior sides, a good flank
defence being at the same time retained.
566. Long exterior sides are advantageous for the enceintes of fortresses, because few sides
then surround the space to be fortified, thereby giving few fronts, and consequently few points of
attack. The n1llllber of flanking works is also kept to a minimum, ancl the defence altogether
becomes more simple, and in consequence more effective.
Short exterior sides are generally required in detached forts, which are usually made of so
small_ a size as t? render the Bastionecl Trace inapplicable to them: the Polygonal System, which
permits any desirable shortness being given to the line to be flanked, without interferin« with the
"
profile of the work, is peculiarly applicable to such forts.
567. DIRECT FIRE ON THE CouNTRY.-The offensive power of a fortl'ess is, to a great
extent, ":1easured _by the number of g~s which can be mounted on its ramparts so as to bear on
"!-'Y particular pomt of the surround111g ground, provided that such guns are not liable to he
silenced by ~nfilade fir~. The number of guns so able to be brought to bear on the exterior
ground will, m any particul~r system, depend on the number and size of the sides in the polygon
of the fortress; polygons with many sides being in this respect superior to those having few sides.
But to ~ompare the two systems under consideration on this head, a reference to Figs. 435 and
436 (w~nch represent w01:ks c?nstr!-'cted 01~ similar polygons) will show that, because the flnnkecl
•~gle E B H of th: encemte 111 F,g. 436, 1s so much larger than the flanked angle DB G in
!f'ig. 435, the guns rn tl!e former have a more direct action on the exterior ground than have those
lll t~e latter; and _for this reason, more lines of work will be able, in the former case, to concentrate
then· fa:e on a given point, than in the latter. Long exterior sides will of course permit of more
guns IJCt_ng mounted on each front than could be done with short exterior sides.
Owi?g to the lar~e s!z~ of the flanked angles of a polygonal fortress compared with those
of a bastioned fortress 111 s1m1lnr polygons, it is more practicable to obtain, in t.he former, a direct
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from an inspection of
fire on the capitals, than is the case with the latter. This will be clears in DB or BG woulcl
Fig. 13G, where D BG is the 1\11gle of the bastion; very oblique embrasure
while in Fig. 435, where
be required to obtain from them a firn on the capital of the bastion,
for the purpose.
A B II is the angle of the work, embrasure s only slightly oblique would suffice
detailed, illustrations
508. The principal features of the Polygonal System having been thus
a great fortress, and also
will now be given of actual application s of the system, to the enceinte of
of the new fortress of
to detached forts. The subjects taken for illustmtion , viz., the enceinte
Portsmout h and other
Antwerp, and the detached forts which have been constructe d round
very recent constructio n,
English dockynrds, possess consiclernble interest, as they l\l"e works of
necessary by late
rendered
been
have
which
details
many
in
changes
the
illustrate
and practically
fortresses.
of
defence
the
in
use
increased
its
and
artillery,
in
ents
improvem
ANTWERP.

of the Scheidt, and·
5GO. The Fortress of Antwerp (Fig. •137) is situated on the right bank
of Belgium being
has been constructe d for the purpose of enabling the defence of the kingdom
FIG, 437.-Scale ~IT~nijo, or (nearly) 2 miles to l inch.
'J'JIE }'OR'fRESS 01'' ANTWERP.
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IN. B. Projected works are marked thus •.

against an i~,vader ~ne
based, in case of invasion, on the ability of the Belgian army to holcl
other n~t10ns. 1he
large fortress which is favourably situatecl for receiving assistance from
practically of th e
garrison of Antwerp when attacked, may, therefore, be assumed as consisting
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entire Bdgisu army. Tu place th!s !urge f~rce in tl~c most fo:·om·nble condi_t'.on for carrying on
an acfrre dd,•nce against ,cry supenor forces is the prmc1pnl ob1ect ,of ~he wo1ks_ of defence. .
Th<> 11ruun,l in the ,icinity of Antwerp mny be nssumed as affordmg practically a level site,
and for this reason the works thnt ha,e been constru~te'.l may be taken ns a type of n system to a
much "realer extent than is gencrnlly the case ,nth ex1stmg fortresses.
The works of Antwerp may be diYided into two parts.
(1.) The grent enceinte.
.
.
.
(2.) The detnched forts.
5,0. The enceinte consists of ten fronts, each of wluch has an extenor side of ab?ut _1,100
south side 1s the
the
on
At each extremitr of the enceinte is a citadel; that
metre in Jenath.
O
citadel of the old fortifications, and is connected with the main fronts of ~he enceinte by a line
of rampart and wet ditch which it flanks. Each citaclel is unnttackable until after the fall of the
enceiute.

The four fronts which adjoin the new citnclel can be protected by inundations, and are therefore made weaker than the others; their flank defence is less powerful, and they are unprovided
.
.
.
with ra,elins . They are, however, giyen a covered-way.
The 1·emaining fronts, six in number, are mnde strong m every way, and are shown rn detail
in Plate 5 · four of them are traced on a line which is nearly straight, and so also are the two
southern f;onts; these two lines of fronts form together an angle which is sufficiently small to
render it the least strong part of the works, aucl in order to restore the equilibrium of defence,
the fr.:int on either side of this angle has been strengthened with an advanced ravelin, which
occnpies the prolongation of the enceinte of the adjoining front, which it thus protects from
enfilade. The entire enceinte is about 9 miles in length.
571. The detached forts are eight in number, ancl occupy a line which is a little over .J.,000
yards in advance of the enceinte. They are placed at regular intervals of about 2,000 metres
(ll miles) from centre to centre; and they give a front of 9 iniles to the Intrenched Cam11.
The forts are all on the same plan. They have unre,etted earthen ramparts with a command
of 9 metres (29 feet), a wet ditch from JO to 50 metres (J-! to 55 yards) broad, a covered-way
on the flanks and gorge only, with a glacis entirely surrounding them. Each fort has bombproof
accommodation for 1,:200 men, magazines, stores, &c., together with a lnrge masonry keep, which
affords (in aclJition to its own independent stores, &c.) accommodation for 200 men. The ditches
are flankecl by kaponiers.
No further details will be gi,en here of these forts, as those constructed in England will be
more fully described. The reader is referred to Art. 527 for a statement of the advantages to the
defence of the above arrangement of detached works, which form, in combination with the enceinte,
an "Intrenched Camp" of the most formidable description.
_572. DESIGNATIONS OF THE iYoRKs OF A FnoNT, As IN PL. 5.-Th e Body of the Place
consists of a Defensible Barrack, of two C11rtains, two First Flanks, which bear on the ditch of the
Kaponier, t"'.o Second Flanks, whic? bear on lhe Tcrrcplein in rear of the Kaponier, Two Faces,
ancl Two Onllon_s ; _the open space 111 rear of each orillou is called the Place of Assembly.
The K:ipomer 1s composed of two Flanks, of a Heacl and of two Wings. The lower flanks are
casematecl a la Haxo, _the upper flanks are uncovered (,, ciel out·ei-t).
. The_ Couvrejace 1s compos_ed of tw? Branches, and of a loopholed gallery in its counterscarp,
fro':" which branch out gallenes of mmes. At the foot of the couvre-face there is either a
palisade or a 1·evetment of 3·50 metres (12 feet) in height, the foundations of which are taken
belo1y the level of the water.
The Ravclin is composed of two Branches, each of which consists of two Crotchets ancl of a
battery for reverse fire, in _which is provided cover for the guard of the ravelin .
The Great Tmrerses m the bocly of the place, ancl in the ravelin are provi,led with open vaults
'
to cover hght guns and their gunners .
. 57:J. Construction of a jl'ont of the enceinte of Antwe111, see Pl. 5.-The exterior si de A B
mne_~ ~e~ween 9_00 and 1,10_0 me~res. The rampart of the enceinte either coincides with the
exte,'.or side, as JU the plate, "! winch case the adjoining front is bent back so as to allow the line
of fne (•lwwu 011 the plan) which passes through the point A from the outermost gun in the flank
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of th_e kaponier, to clear the kaponicr _of the collateral front; or else it is bi·isured inwards
suffi_c1ently to :ffect _the same purpose; this latter mode is resorted to when two adjacent f·1 t
on s
are m one straight hne.
Bisect A B by a perpendicular, on whi?h make CD = D5 metres and C P = 65 metres through
P dr_aw a lin 7 parallel to A B! a1:d. extendrng 115. metres on each side of the perpendicular, to
?btam the line_ of the cm'tmn, JOlll D Q, perpendicular to which line draw QR= 31·50 metres
m order to obtam room for the six Haxo casemates in the 1st flank, draw R S, the line of the 2nd
flKnk, parallel to the perpenchcular C P, and 11 metres in length, this line when produced will fut
the pomt G.
57 J. The head of the defensible barrack is obtained by making PU = 55 metres; the wing
U U' = 75 DJ_eti:es, and the length_ of gorge.= 135 metres. The gorge is occupied by a low
casemated bmldrng, the front of which (the side facing the town) is given a bastioned outline
·
This building is connected with tlie wings of the bru-rack by a wall.
. The roof of the hencl and wmgs of_ the barrack is provicled with a pru·apet and terreplein for
artillery, the former has a command of 2¼ metres (8 feet) over the enceinte. The barrnck ilself
is a loopholed casemated building of two stories, and is capable of accommodating 1 200 men
and is very serviceable for interior defence. The guns on the flanks of the barrack 'sweep th~
interior of the enceinte by their fire, as is also the case with the loopholes of the casemates below.
which latter also protect the approach to the main gateways.
575. The line O O', the termination of the wing of the kaponier, is thus obtained. From Q
set along Q P, a length of 25 metres, ancl from the point thus obtained erect a perpendicular to
Q P; this perpendicular will fix the point O where it intersects a line drawn from the micldle of
R S (the 2nd flank) parallel to the exterior side, and O' where it intersects D Q.
To trace the wing of the kaponier make C C' = 20 metres, and G" G' = -} G G", and join C' G'.
The Court of the Kaponier extends inwards 20 metres, ancl outwards 70 metres from the
exterior side, and its breadth is respectively 16 and 10 metres at its inner ancl outer extremities.
The dimensions, slopes, &c., of the kaponier are shown in detail in the profile in Pl. 5.
The kaponier is provided witli a double tier of guns; the lower tier is composed ou each side
of Li* Haxo casemates, which also serve as barracks; tlie upper tier is formed of an open
(uncovered) parapet, which is provided on each flank with embrasures for 6 guns, mid is tra,ersed
as a protection from enfilade. Guns are not permanently mounted in the upper tier, but woulcl
be placecl there only when required. The casemates open in rear on the court of the kaponier;
they can be used, if required, as mortar casemates to fire to the rear, as well as gun casemates to
fu-e to the front, that is, the casemates for the guns of the left flank will serve for mortars to fire
to the right.
The head of the kaponier is provided on each side with an arched communication, which
leads under it from the court to a bricl.,e across the ditch in front; with this exception, the head of
the kaponier is a solid mass, made difficult to breach by haYing its escnrp strongly counterarchecl.
The wings of the kaponier serve n~ a protection to the masonry _wall of the defensible barrack
in rear, and they also cover the terreplem m rear of the kapomer, which affords a convement place
.
of assembly.
The ditch of the koponier is flanked from t~e first flanks of the _enceinte 1,y a double ti~r of
guns; the lower tier is in Haxo_ casemates,t a_nd 1s concealed from view beyond the co1;1vre-foce;
the upper tier is 011 the terreplem of the encemte. Both tiers bear also on the terreplem of the
con vre-face.
57G. The tmce of the couvre-face of the kaponier is obtained by fixing its salient E at lG_G
metres from C, and by drawing its faces to points H at 175 metre_s from 0. The c?uvre-facc 1s
principally intended as a protection to th_e masonry of the kap_omer, ancl ther~fore its faces are
not broken into crotchets, as is the case with those of the ravelm, as a protection from enfilade,
.
.
but its salient affords a goocl position for guns, ancl is occupied with seven embrnsures.
'l'he exterior slope of the con,re-face is caniecl downwards to the bottom of the dry d1tch_rn
its front; it is provided at the foot of the slope either with a palisade (as shown in Pl. 5), or with

*

Through inadYertcnce 15 casemates ha.ve becu shown iu Plate V., instead of 14.

t In Plate V. the floor of the low batteries of the first flank i3 nt the le,~el of (9-G0) .i those

(11,50).
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a revetment of 3-;,o melres (12 feet) in height . . The dry ditch of the com·re-face grently facilitates
.
.
.
.
any attrn1pts of the garrison to l'Clnke the r,wehn.
The salient of the conYre-face is proridcd with gallenes of m111es, which mclrnte from a
·
counter:1rched revetment in its gorge wall.

.

.

.

The flnnk defence of the dry ditch of the con,re-foce is de1·L\·ed from the _mam rnmparts.
;, ;; . The snlient F of the rnvelin is fix.eel ".t 270 metres from C, ,md its faces m:e druwn_ to
points I at •!~5 metres from C. . Its w~t dit~h 1s made GO metres broacl at the salient, wluch
.
diminishes to 50 metres at the mog1strul !111e of the low bat!ery.
In order to avoid enfilade, the parapets of the rnvellll are broken lllto crotchets, as recommended by Chonmara; embrasures and barb~ttes are provided in positions_ most _suitable for
each. The rear of the rnmpnrt of the i·a,ehn, and also of the coune-face, ,s ten)lmated by an
.
.
earthen slope, in which broad ramps are constructed.
At the salient of the ravelin is a Haxo Casemated Battery (battene de rei•ers) the ohJect of
of the
glncis
the
o
t
on
silence,
to
difficult
extremely
artillery,
of
fire
a reverse
which is to brin«
0
enceinte allll of the collateral ravelin. The head of this reverse battery is protected by a large
bonnette, which is formed by carrying up the exterior slopes of the faces of the rnvelin at the
salient to the required height.
The ditch of the rnvelin receives flank defence. from a double tier of guns, those of the upper
tier nre in the enceinte, the whole of which, from the orillon to the cavalier, may bring guns to
bear upon it; the lower tier is formed by a low Haxo battery for 6 guns, which crosses the ditch
of the ravelin close to the main ditch.* This battery is constrncted at as low a level as possible,
in order that it may be concealed from the country; and, also, that the artillery of the enceinte
may be able to bear on as great a portion as possible of the ditch of the ravelin.
Another reason for keeping this, and similar batteries (such as the lower tier of the
kaponier, &c .) which flank wet ditches at as low a leYel as possible is, that when a besieger
commences a passage across the ditch, he will mask the fire of his own counter-battery by the
height necessarily given to the epaulment of his floating bridge or embankment, and thus wonlcl
be unable to effectually silence the low flanking battery. When a ditch is thus flanked by a low
casernnted work, and also by a second line, which has a great command, ancl can therefore bring
a plunging tire on to a besieger's lodgments, &c., on the glacis, its strength is materially
increased.

The magistral line of the low batte1·y of the ravelin forms an angle of 115° or 120° with that
of the ravelin, iustead of the usual angle of 90°, which would, in the present case, expose it to
enfila,le. The outer flank of the work is protected by an epaulment, b ehind which is a magazine
and a guardhouse, uncler which latter the moYeable portion of the bridge of communication with
the col'ered -way can be rolled horizontally. The rear of the low battery is enclosed by a loopholed wall, which renders the entire work a Reduit of the Re-entering Place of Arms.
57R. The coverecl-way has a breadth of 20 metres in fro nt of the enceinte, and of 10 metres
in front of the ravelin. The ordinary traverses are suppressed, as being more hurtful than useful
to the defence. The covered-way of the enceinte is secure from enfilade, but that of the ravelin
is not so, and is protected by having its glacis indented (as shown in the plan) with fi ve crotchets
the flanks of which are 10 metres in length, thereby increasing the breadth of the covered-way at
-those parts to 20 metres. In this manner the coyerecl-way is quite open for communications, and
it also permits the use of field artillery in it, to any desirable extent, while its entire surface is
traverse is constrnctecl across the
exposecl to the fire of the artillery of the enceinte. A larae
0
re-e~tering place of arms, with the view of protecting the roadway of communication from the
encemte to the country.
At the salient Place of Arms of the raYelin is a large bonnette, which rises l½ metres (5 feet)
. ~ ~his Lattery i_s exposed t~ be strufk by pitchi ng fire with full chn.rges, because the prolongation of the ditch of the
ra,. t!bu (;:lU h,e r.1ccupied by a besieger: 'Ihe e~ect .of such fire would not probaLly be great, owing to the small size of the
o1,Ject}th_e b.~.ttf=ry), th; g~eater po~1on of which is protected l?y an ea._rtbeu parapet, and the whole of which is concealed
f_rom_ '.1e" 1JCj ouil t~e glacia. E:"t"per1ments have shown that <l1strmt pitching fire is uncertain, en·n under the f:wuurable
known, the effect of each round reported to the experimenting b:ittcry, anll of the latter
~~~t!~~~i.i~~l:it~~x~;:~i

~~un:e~rng

In Ca.Be.~ "h~rc• the s~ low flauking Lattcriea are n1uch 1::x posed 1 their front walls would be provided with it-on sludds' or
l,e composeu cubn.:1y o1 iron.
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nbove the crest of the ghtcis, and serves to cover the snlieut pol'tious of the coverecl-way, as for as
the first _cro!chet, fro_m enfilade, anrl also. masks a blockhouse (w, Plate 5) which would be constructed rn tnne _of ~1ege to ~et as a redmt to the Place of Arms. A similar blockhouse woulcl
be cons!ruetecl, m time of siege, behmcl the traverse already described as running across the
re-entering pince of arms.
. . 570. At the salients _of !he _Polygou of the enceinte is an earthen cav,,lier, having a shape
smulac to a lunette, to which 1s given a command of 5 mr.tres ( l 6 ½ feet) over the enceinte. The
faces of the cavnher are calculated for 3 g,ms each, anc\ the flanks for .! <1uns which take the
caseglacis of the ravelin in reverse. The terreplein of the cavalier is provided with thi·ee larue
0
matecl traverses, one of which is on the capital and one at each shoulcler.
. The great commancl (-19 feet) given to the cavaliei· causes its artillery to have consi,lemble
act10u on t_he fieh( of attack, anti would render the plunging fire which it can bring on to the glucis
most effective ag,unst the lotlgments and batten es constructed there by a besieger.
580. ON THE PaoF1LE OP THE ,voaKs.-M:any considerable changes from the usual dimensions ?f works have been m_a~e !n the fortificat\ons_ of Antwerp, with the view of increasing their
offensive powers, and of fac1htat111g the commu111cat10ns so as to allow of the rapicl movements of
large hollies of troops of all arms. As these changes are innovations, differences of opiniou will
exist as to their actual value.
The commancl of the enceinte has been increased fro111 its ordinary height of 23 or 2.1 feet
to 10 metres (:J:l feet), while tlrnt of the ravelin has beeu reducecl to .! metres (13 feet); by this
meaus the artillery of the enceinte can act on the field of attack orer tile ravelin, while tile latter
has still sufficient command for its artillery to clefencl its glacis.
581. Another alteration in the profile of the Antwerp works is the greatly increased use
of barbettes for nrtillery.
The well-known defects of the ordinary embrasme of earthen pampets, whicll weaken the
parapets (aml the more so when they are very thick), and limit the range of the guns, while they
fix the position of the latter, require constant repairs, which can be only clone at night to the
suppression of their own fire, and which cannot be placed, when behind a thick parapet, at less
interrnls than 25 feet, are cousidered sufficient to cause their use to be confined to flanking
batteries, or to situations where large guns, with necessarily heavy platforms, are used.
Allowance being made for these situations, it will be seen (in Ph1te 5) tlrnt nbout oue-half of the
rampart of the euceinte is provided with long continuous barbettes, on which a considerable
number of guns can be served. The parapets of the barbettes are provi,led, at intervals, with
substanti,tl bonnettes, which afford to the barbettes a general protectio11 from oblique fire, an(!
also serve to cover guns placed behind them in readiness to be used as require,\.
The advantages claimed for the fire en barbette, over that from embrasures, are,-(1.) wide
range; (2.) choice of position for the guns, which can ue constantly van~d; (3.) great concentration of fire, if required for any special purpose, as the small space occupied by each gun allows
many guns to be massetl together; (4.) less clai~age to parapets, ant), therefore, fewer repairs
required; (5.) greater facility for night firing; (6.) mcreasecl command given to the guns, together
. .
with (7.) greater security from fire to the terreplem m rear.
The defect of the increased exposure to the gunners would be lessened, by provHlmg n
gaps
which
in
parapets,
the
of
crest
t\ie
on
sandbags
01:
gabions
filled
musket-proof screen of
would be made wherever a gun was required to fire. It is to be understood that the guns would
be withdrawn from the barbettes, when not required to be in actiou, and placec\ under cover of
the bonuettes or in the vaults of the great traverses, or else simply on the terrepleins of the
ramparts.
582. A farther change in the l?rofile is_ the g1:eat wi:lth (20 metres or GG feet) given to _the
terreplein of the rampart of the encernte. This pernuts a width ot 8 metres (nearly 27 feet) ?emg
given to the terrepleins of the barbettes clear of all slopes, and of 8 metres to the terreplem for
communication in rear.
The exterior slopes of the various works are made at au inclination of l, those of escarps an,!
countei·scarps at } ; these latter are paved, in order to resist the action of the ripple to be expected
in the broad wet ditches.
KK
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The berm, which is ;, metres bro:Hl for the enceiute ,me\ 2 metres fut· the mvelin, affords grent
.
.
. .
facilitie for the repair of the purnpets.
li~3. Tim CoIDIU)'JCATIO:<s or ,, FnoNT.-The ,·ommumcatwus are arranged m conformity
of
bodies
large
of
with the grnernl Jesign of the work_s, so us to facilitate the rnpid movements
troops of •ill •mus· they nre both simple and couvement.
front there are two ronrhrnys (prncticitlly level) which lead from the body of the
On
f<>ut of the gbci_s. These roads ,u-e 8 metres (2G} feet) iu ureudth at their narrow_est
pince to
pal'ts-the !,ridges; am! their pos,tiun and geuernl nrrnngement P?ssess the mer!t of passrng
along ground which is under the concentrated fire of m,iny works, wlnle they do not rnterfere with
.
.
the proper defence of ,my work.
A l,u·«e and handsome "ateway (8 metres m clear breadth) leads under the nuddle of the
curtain onb each sidP of the defensible barrack tu the main ditch, and affords access to a bridge
which commm1icates with a pernrnueut pier, or causeway, which adjoins the wings of the
kapuuiu·.•
In continuation of this pier is another bridge leading to a mrnseway which crosses the
breadth of the maiu ditch. The surface of this causeway is only+ metre (l' 8") above
orioinnl
0
the level of the water, and it is tberefore no impediment to the fire of the kaponier, which latter,
however, is a great protection to it. After thus crossing the main ditch, the road way leads along
the rear of the couvre-face, of the nwelin and of the reduit of the re-entering place of arms (the low
battery) to a bridge over the junction of the ditch of the ravelin with that of the main ditch, thus
affording access to the covered-way. The dry ditch of the couvre-face, the terreplein of its
rampart, and also that of the ravelin, are in direct communication with this road.
A roadway in continuation, cut through the glacis, communicates with the country.
;,8!. These two main roads are the princip11l commuuicatious of a front; there are others,
which are supplementary to them, mude in the following positions :-Along the exterior of each
wing of the defensiule barrack is an open road, which separates the curtain from the barrack, and
leads, by means of a bridge across the ditch of the curtain, to the terreplein in rear of the
kaponier. Steps in the gorge-wall of the kaponier lead to the terreplein on its roof. A passage
through the gorge of the work affords access to the court of the kaponier, and to the casemates,
wLich open on to it; two passages made, as before mentioned, under the head of the kaponier,
lead to bridges across its ditch, am! thus afforcl an independent communication to the couvre-face,
which would be available for sorties, &c., in case of dam11ge to the principal roads.
Wherever a bridge is carried across a wet ditch, a portion of it is made as a rolling bridue,
which is moveable horizontally, so as to be able to be withdrawn to one side allll placed unler
bomb-proof cover when not actually required. The bridges are placed in situations of great
security from fire, ns will be evident from an inspection of the pl,m, Plate 5.
The ramparts are reached in the usual manner by means of ramps, which differ from
ordinary ones only in being much broader: the breadth of those in the enceinte being 8 metres
'
in the couvte-face 7 metres, and in the ravelin 6 metres.
585. REMARKS ON_ THE DEFENSIVE POWERS OF A FRON'l',-ln analysing the works of a front,
according to the type m Plate 5, as regards their power of resistin" attack, it is impossible to
b
avoid tl,e conclusion tbat they are exceedingly strong.
. One i:in11c1pa_l cause of the success of regular sieges, is the ability of the besieger, with an
to enable the works
sufficiently
ordmary siege tram, to keep under the artillery fire of the place
of attack to b~ pu~hed forward, if not :vith rapidity, at least with comparative certainty. But, in
the case 111 pomt, ms_teacl of" one gun _m the attack being superior to many in the place," it is
rntLer the reverse, for, owmg to the immunity of the enceinte from enfilade, allll to its great
develupinent and apJ.Jroximat10n to ~ straight hne, also to the peculiar and novel 01·ganisation of
its. ra!llJJurts, it is ,hfficult to see ":'. what manner a besieger could establish a superiority of
artillery fire. It may, _therel_ore, be f,urly assumed that every work of attack would have to be
constructed by the besieger, m tb_e face of a powerful artillery, the result of which fact alone would
be to reuder " siege a most tedious and uncertain operation. But to this must be added the
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power of the g1t~·ris?n to make the ~1ost formidnble sorties, for, owing to the extreme simplicity
of the commn111c~tio'.1s, stron~ bocl~es of troops !nay, nfter parndi11g in the body of the place,
mllrch to t),e glams w1th~ut berng lnnde_red by gorng up or down slopes, or h)' passing through
an>· defensive work; or,_ 1f mor_e c~nvement. the trnops m1ty form, prior to making sorties, in the
covered-w1ty of the encernte winch 1s secure from enfilade.
Assuming that, in spite of these great and ever-present difficulties. the besieger has been
enabled to pass through the ea.rly operations of the attnck, and to establish nnd perfect his ~rn
P1trnlle), he would then have to crown the coYered-wny. This operation, confessedly almost the
most diffi cult of n regular siege, would have to be performed not onlv in the face of thnt portion
of the artillery remnining unsilenced which be,irs on the distant attock, but ,ilso of that of the
lo"'.er casemnted flanking works and of the reverse batteries of the collateral ravelins, both of
which now become visible to the besieger for the first time.*
Supposing !he lodgments to have been formed, the next step on the part of the attack would
be the construction of the necessary batteries in them. At this period the great command of
the enceinte ':ould make itself felt in the plunging n,iture of its fire. This, joined to the reverse
fire from portions of the works, and to the direct fire of the flanking guns (which being in two tiers
are more numerous than those of the counter-batteries) will serve to illustrate the difficulties of
the u11dertaking.
The passage of the broad wet ditch of the rnvelin, the operntion next in order, would have
to be effected in the face of an unsubdued artiller_l', both of the flanking guns and of others which
tnke the ditches in reverse; townrds its completion it would he exposed to the sorties of the
garrison, who could assemble in considerable numbers close to the passage.
Allowing tlrnt the passage of the ditch is effected, and the besieger established on the ravelin,
he would be still under the fire of a powerful artillery, and exposer! to the attacks of the garrison.
Assuming him to have pushed on his works nnd to have gainer! possession of the couvre-face,
he there unm asks the casem,ites of the 1st flanks, 12 in number, bearing on the te1wplein of the
salient, which spot is a focus for the concentration of the fire of the orillons, the curtains, the 1st
flanks, and the he1td aud wings of the kaponier, and which moreo1•er (as it is permanently undermined) could be blown up.
Grnnting that these difficulties of situation have been overcome, thnt the kaponier has been
breached, its ditch passed, and the work taken possession of, it may then he assumed that the
flnnking fire of the main ditch has been silenced,t and it would be for the besieger to clecHle on
the spot most conYenient for him to effect an entrance into the enceinte. Either, he wonlcl pu~h
on from tbe lrnponier ,mn endeaYour to breach the cmtRin, in spite of the double tier of gnns rn
the two 2nd flanks which bear on the terreplein in rear of the kapouier, or he would attempt the
passn!(e of the main ditch.
But either of these methocls woulrl be a difficult tnsk, nnrl would. if effected, be but the 1we•
limiuary operation to the assault of a place defended by nn nrmy, which would have the a,lvantnge
of being nble to move in masses, whi le the besiegers coulrl only advance on n narrow front., the
breadth of which would be determined by that of the work forming the passnge of tl,e ditch.
• TliP Riege of Reha.stopol is the only sif>gc that bas hcen cnl'l'iell on against a. place lira.ring nny resembla~cc in <lefeu!"h•e
powers to Alltwerp. Rel?astopol, 3ltLot~.c:h an extempn~iaerl fnrtr~~R, resem)Jl~cl Antwerp 80 far th:it .t~ 1~:den~ waA
cou~illera.hle. ih: resources m men :m<l artillery great. and 1t wn.i~ not 10YeRtecl (1t 1A not prolm,Me that Ant'\\etp f_1a.tt-1cke'1
coulcl 1,e in,•e ...ted), hut it wa.s inferior in having only a. weak 11rofile, which rendered it opl·n to aR~anJt, nnd 1wc·t•s~ tatt•ll the
works hein~ a.lwayA strnn,!.!ly guarded, one principal ea.use nf the t-nnrnrnuA Ins~es sust:iini.:d by tb_e defenders: furthl'r tlw~
were no ~on,l out,~·orka (n.t the he~inning of the Ril'.!!e there were m,t :my) ancl no cnvered-wa:y-. ne1tbt"_r were the1:e tlw proper8
facilities for the rrarrison ma.king Roitit>f\ of a fnr<'e in pro11ortinu to their Rtrength. But. notw1tbsta1uhng these ,1i~ailva1~tn_t.:l'
far a~ the
to the cleft>uce, the lJc1;iiegera had, at the termin.n.tinn nf ~bi'i rernark~hle a.th'1<.·k., in no pbce a<h-anced
the crowning ,1f the covererl-way: in fact the siege termmate<l at a. tune when rn the atbck of a permanent furtreio1 the rt,L
11 k tL,
difl:icultie8 wonM h:we commenced.
Mari:;ihal Niel, in his rela.tiou of tlie fliege, remarki:;i tha.t if the Russians ha<l. mrule powerful i::nrties :i.t day- ~a · •.: ,'
~~;~
siege woul<l have become an impo~si1Ji1ity, aR the !.!:uards of the trcnche8 would b:we 1,een 0\·en,·ht'lmed. and the 1
dei:;itr0vccl hefore sufficient tro0ps tn re1lel the sortie conlcl htwe l1et'n :-isi:ieml_,le~l a.ml marched to the 8Jl"t
111 , ,J
fnllowio<• ·-" If the enceiute ha<l heen proYidecl with well revettfid es"arpi=i, ,f 1t h:ul ht•Pn nec('si:iary tu m:1.1 P :1. ~aJ '.
therein i~ order to penetrate hy cliffil'ltlt apprnachei:i, anrl hehincl whlC'h the heads of om cnlnmus would 8ba}t ,e,·}
hail.
an arm}~. ~t'll.'\Rtopol wonld b:LYe heen i111 1u·1-mwh!r-. In f~ct, on the 8th 1'epteml,er, the t~ar of the final ~8 ':{'_,,:a'~~
l
executed, after tht" greate,4 efforts, tho~e app;oaches which are. preparatory to the cr~v. 111 1~~ of,,the co,rre
t 11 rin"" it.
h 1
therefore not yet tnrra.rred in those works which are tbP most d1fficuJt and dangerous rn a RIC'C-e.
""'
t It 'doe8 not se;'~.i'°'practica.hle on the pa.rt of a besieger to silence the kaponier in any other w.'.l.y t an lY cap

AA

l'l'rn~l_~f

~f!~t

."l\mJ;.

~t~.
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DETACHED FORTS ROUND THE ENGLISH DOCKYARDS,

· ·
I· . ·d · En land viz., Portsmouth, P!rmouth, Chathnm, &c., are
5RG. The pnnc1pal ~oc _') "' ds bi~ mea1~s of' a chain of detached forts, which are cons~ructed
prote~ted _f!·orn
an
atta~~
tt~
J~;~ce ~o prevent the possibility of its being bombarded until after
1
s
thufficieiHl) f; a~~ani°ell have b!en forced by an assailant. Owing to the greitt rnnge ancl accuracy
e cham ~ors 1.:dfer a bombardment of a dockyard (or other object which coYers ~ large
1
of fire of dle,l ~
fd d rnctioable nt n distance of five miles, proYided tlrnt at that distance
spnce of g_:roundf) _is consb1 crebta!'ned For this reason the forts have been constmcted about 8,000
lenr n ew o ,t can e o ,
.
.
h. 1·
h b
n c . . adrnnce of the 1,laces fortified, in cases when the grou11d is open; t !s. c ,stitnce as ~en
ya,ds
reduce'an wI1enever the ~
1,0 , ,,,ittion of the ground permitted a less advanced position to he occupied
so as to conceal the place from view.

p

Frn. 43S.-Scale

9{)(1

yards to I incJ,,

The distance apart of the forts varies considerably according to the nature of the grocmd;
but in cases when the ground is open, or where it can be swept by the front and flank fire of the
forts, these latter have been placed (as in Fig. 438) at inten·als of about one mile from centre to
centre. This distance permits the intervals between the forts to be well defended by the fire
of the adjacent works, and also of the ground in front of each fort beiug commanded by the
artillery of the collateral works.
5!l7. The forts are required to fulfil the following conditions, viz.:(1.) To be able to bring a powerful (offensive) fire of artillery to the front and flankR.
(2.) To be secure from a co11p-de-main, by having a strong profile, together with a good
flank defence.
(3.) To have sufficient bombproof cover to be able to withstand a scYere bombnrdment.
(4.) To be provided with a keep or recluit, to increase the defensiYe powers of the fort.
The general shape of the works is that of a lunette, the salient angle of which is sufficiently
large to allow both faces to fire on the capital of the work.
This is the case with the fort
marked B, in Fig. J:18, which is an outline of the fort shown in detail in Fig. 430, in plan, and
i11 tLe accompanying profiles, Figs. ,HO,* 441.
• Fig-. ~O requires so.me explanation._ c;ommencing from the Jeft of the drawing, the section iR .fin1t taken tl1rough the
r~mp <k-11c~n,hn_g to the hndge of co~nnm1ca.t10~; it thel:1 passes ac~ss the cl itch ai~d through the ct>utre of the gorge of the
k(;f>p, the rt-rnamcler of_ the gorge being_ i;.hown m elevation (but without the detiu]s, sucl1 as emlmumres aucl loopholes);
tlH• court of the kE!ep 1e next shown with the curved portion in elevation, but with the ddails of wiutlowR, &c. omitted;
1 In the
t1.1e 1,rofile of the cun•~d face of. the keep is 1;1ext given, together with that of its ditch and cou11tcn,ca.11J gallery.
ditt:lJ the cvuntenscarv lS shown m elevation with the loopholes of the gallery behind it.
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When the angle is not sufficiently obtuse for this purpose, an adilitional face is added to fire
on the capit1tl as in Fort C, in Fig. 4:38. The flanks of the forts are traced on a priuciplc similar
tu those of field lunettes, viz., so that their fire may defend the intervals and cross on the capitals
of the collateral works.
FIG. 439.-Scale ,,,i,,,.
TYT'C OF THE FORT:! DEFENDING 'l'Ill!: ENGLISH DOCKYARDS,
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From these considerations it seldom happens that the same outline is given to two separate
works.
The length of the faces and flanks, and also the size of eaoh fort are regulated according to
the fire required from it, and to the peculiar conditions to b~ fulfilled by the work.
588. The command of the works is regulated so as to allow the covered-way and ground in
FIG.

__ col_ ___ __ ___ _

Kt:otion on the line A B, Fig. 439, through the centre of the Kee1l,
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front to be swept by the fire from the. rmnpnrts, and also, where ne?essary, to ~fford suffici 7.nt
heirrht for casernates to be placed, ns 111 Fig . .1Jl, under the terrcplems of the rnmparts. :ne
fac;s of the works are usually provitled with casemates, as they n1·e there bet~er protected ft om
fire than if placed in any other part of the works. A command of !iO feet 1s required for the
ramp 81•ts which are thus provided with cnsem~tes, as in. Fig. ,!JI.
The flnnks of the wor½s
(Fig. -142) are not gi-cen casenrntes under then· terreplems : a command of about 23 feet 1s
Fro. 441.
C'11mrnnnd of the Reep (3-q 1•

Profile on CD, Fi~. 43!>, Rea.le d,uFrn. 4-12.

14'

36'

20'

1S'

12' 4'

33'

50'

Profile on E F, Fig. 439, Scale

dm-

assigned to them as being sufficient to afford a proper fire on the exterior. The ramparts of the
faces and flanks are provided with traverses, which are built hollow so ns to utilize space; those
on the terrepleins of the faces are used as expense magazines, or ns rooms for nrtillery stores, &c.,
while those on the terrepleins of the flanks nre usually mRde as Haxo casemates, which thus
afforcl bombproof cover to the guns placed inside them, in addition to protecting others by acting
as traverses.

580. The depth and width of the ditches are regulated so as to afford snfficient earth for the
formation of the ramparts and glacis, and also to allow the escarp (;30 feet or more in height) to
be well coverPcl from distant fire. A depth of :30 feet below the ground level and a brendth of 50
feet are the dimensions most usually assigned. Compared with the ditches of former works these
dimensions exhibit an increase of depth and a decrease of widtl,, each of which tends to improve
the protection of the escarp from artillery fire. They, however, necessititte an increased command
being given to the glacis iu order to allow it to be swept by the artillery fire of the work; this
leads also to the covered-way (when there is one) being raised above the ground le'l'el.
A glncis aml covered-way are provided in front of the faces and flanks of the wnrks; there
are no traverses in the covered-way, which is communicated with only from the gorge of the works.
The esrnrps are provided with a chemin-des-rondes, as in Figs. 411, -142, the wall of which
increases their height by r, or 7 feet, while the berm. which is 12 feet brnad, facilitates the repairs
of th~ parnpets.. The berm is flanked by me9.ns of musketry kaponiers which nm across it, and
to winch access 1s affordecl by means of a communication from the casemates under the ramparts.
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In Fig. 4Al the top of the parapet wnll of the chemin-des-rondes is 5½ feet below the level of the

crest of the glacis, nncl the berm is consequently 12 feet below that level. By this arrangement
a shot falling with an inclination of ,'., and just clearing the crest of the glacis, would strike the
escarp only 2 feet under the level of the berm.
Both the escarps and counterscnrps are built with counterarches, which diminish the cost of
construction, and can be used as flanking galleries from which to defend kaponiers, &c., at the
same time that they increase the difficulty of forming a breach by artillery when in escarps, and
serve as a basis to mining operations when in counterscarps, as in Fig. 433, page 239. Whenever
counterscarp-galleries are made use of, a communication is made to them under the ditch.
590. The flank defence of the forts is derived from masonry kaponiers, which are connected
with the escarps, and are constructed for two tiers of fire. In some cases two tiers of artillery
are used iu the kaponiers, while ia others guns are used only in the lower tier, the upper one being
1·eserved for musketry. In this !i,tter case a balcony is proYided for the riflemen in the upper tier,
thus avoiding the necessity of constructing a floor (as is required when a double tier of guns is
used) and thereby giving more space and ventilation in the kaponiers.
Figs. 443, 4,U, 445, are a plan, side elevation , and profile respectively, of the kaponier shown
at the salient in Fig. 4~9, which is thus provided with a row of loopholes and a balcony, which serves
Kapouier at the sn.lient of the Fort, Fig. 4.39, Scale 1~

FIG. -l.43.-Plau at the level
of the emLraimres.

FIG. 444,-Section a.nd Elevation on the lint: A B.

FIG. 445__Profile through embra.eures,
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ns a banquette to them 1tbove the embrasures. A species of machicn~lis is also fonned above
each embrnsure , ns seen in Fig. 415, which allows a musketry fire to be directed downwards, so as
to defend the exterior of tbe embrasures.
.
.
The ordnance used in the knponiers are short smooth-bore pieces of large calibre, such_ ns
the ~• or 10• howitzers, or the '6" shell gun, which combine lightn ess with the power of throwmg
a lnr"e chnr"e of case-shot along tbe ditches. It is probable that a short breech-loachng smoothbore ,iece n~iy be designed for the special purpose of arming these flanking worl_,s.
Owing to the great depth aud narrow br:adth of the chtches, _the lrn po_Ulers can be placed
in situations 11here they are secure from fire wine~ mar enfilad e the ditches wh:ch _they flank. In
cases where the ditches cannot be enfiladed, as 111 Fig. J 88, Fort A, a kapomer 1s placed at an
angle so as to flank two lines of d(tch, but :,·hen n line of ditch is exposed to enfil:id e, a kaponier
is constructed to flank the Slll"le hue, rrnd it 1s then placed at that encl of the hue to be flank ed
which is nearest to the enen~y's position, as it is there coverecl from distant fire by the ghcis in
front. This is the case with the kaponiers which defend the ditches of the flanks of Forts B and
C in Fig. J:~k .
.
.
The knponiers are flanked by musketry from the escarp and counterscarp galleries, and m
some cases by the fire of collateral kaponiers. They can be occupied as barracks for the artillery·
men who nm.to serve their guns.
The communications to the kaponiers are underground galleries, which usually lead from the
ditch of the keep, and have no connection with the main fort. Thus the kaponiers and the keeps
can be held after an enemy may hare penetrated into the main work.
501. The keeps are constructed with the object of increasin g the defensive powers of each
fort, "·hich th ey effect by enablin g a fire of artillery and of musketry to be brought to bear over
the whole of the interior of the fort, and they also enable a fort to be hel<l by a small body of men
in the erent of a snrlden attack. The keeps are casemated works, eith er circular, polygonal, or
horse-shoe sl1ape in plan , and have a court-yard in the interior. The front portion of tlie keeps
are provided with an earthen parapet and rampart, as in Fig. JJ0, to which is given a command
of observation only over the faces of the fort. This command is, however, suffici ent to enable
an artillery fire to be brought to bear from the keeps over the intervals between the forts, since
the keep has a command of 10' or 12' over the flanks of the fort. The rear p ortions of the keeps
are kept considern bly under the level of the front portions, so as t o protect them from projectiles
which may pass over the front pnrapet of the keep.
.
A ditch surrounds the keep and communicates with that of the gorge of the work, which latter
1s flunked by the keep. The gor ge of the keep flanks its own ditch; in Fig. 4:39 the remaining
portion of the ditch of the keep is flanked by musketry kaponiers, which cross the ditch, and
nlso by a counterscarp-gallery, with which they communicate. From this latter branch off the
galleri es of communication with the main kaponiers.
In order to cover the escarp of the keep as much as possible from a pitching fire, the
embrnsmes 111 the casemates of its escarp are plnced on a level with the terreplein of the fort.
By tlus means the cordon of its escarp, which is 30 feet in height, can be kept 22 feet under the
level of the cr~st of the faces of the fort, as shown in Figs. 440, 441.
.
F1!s· 440 1s a sect10n through the centre line of the keep of the fort, Fig. J3!J, ,incl illustrates
111 detail the above general _des~ription; two tiers of casemates are shown under the parapet of its
front, the upper one of wL1rh 1s used as barracks, ancl opens on to a balcony in rear; the loll'er
her _of casemates ~-un co~pletely through the work, and is usecl for a double purpose, as the front
poitions are provided with embrasures and loopholes from which to fire on to the interior of the
fort, !Le remainder being used only ns barracks.
_The line of ditch of the gorge ~f the fort is traced so that its prolongation shall fall on to t!1e
glnc1s of ~Le collnt_eral fort. By this means the artillery of the rear portions of the keep not only
flank then· O\\ n d1t_ch, but can, from concealed positions, bring a fire on to the glacis of the
collateral works, which would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to be silenced by an enemy.
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